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For Patty

All persons born or naturalized in the United States...

are citizens

of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State
shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.
--FouRTEENTM AMeNDMEnT, §I

Nullius in Verbo
--Motto

of the Royal Society, London

Take nobody's

word for it; see for yourself
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Foreword

Raoul Berger's original intention, if I may use that phrase in a different
way than he does, was not to become a great constitutional historian.
Indeed, his work as a scholar is actually the fourth (or fifth, depending
on how you count) of the careers he has held during a long and illustrious lifetime.
His first love was and continues to be music. As a youth he studied
the violin in New York and Berlin and then went on to make a number
of highly praised concert tours, appear as a soloist with the Cleveland
Symphony,and serve as second concertmaster with the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra andfirst violinist of the Cincinnati String Quartet. But
it was difficult in the i92os , as it is today, to earn a living as a soloist in
America, and the drudgery of life in an orchestra began to be numbing
to his soul. Accordingly, at the age of twenty-seven, he decided to enroll
in college and have a go at making his way in the real world. At thirtyone he entered Northwestern University Law School, and at thirty-four
he was ready to hang up his shingle as a practicing attorney.
In x938, having spent two years in private practice and another taking
an advanced degree at Harvard, Berger began his succession of professions in earnest. The first was public service, including stints with the
Securities and Exchange Commission and service as general counsel to
the Alien Property Custodian and as special assistant to the attorney general. In 1946 he retired from government, and for the next sixteen years
he was engaged in private practice in Washington, D.C. Then came yet
another calling as a law professor at the University, of California, Berkeley, and then at Harvard Law School as Charles Warren Senior Fellow
in American Legal History until his retirement in t976.
In each of these activities Berger achieved considerable distinction,
but it was not until he embarked upon his journey as a constitutional
scholar that he began rising to greamess. His first book, published in
X'V

x'vl
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I969, was Congress v. The Supreme Court. In it, he concluded

after an

exhaustive study of the documentary record that the framers of the Constitution

intended that the federal courts have the power to review leg-

islative acts and pass on their constitutionality,

though there is no men-

tion of judicial review to be seen in the text of the Constitution--a
conclusion

that has recently

been buttressed by the discovery of some

previously

unknown documents. 1

That finding was scarcely revolutionary,
sensus among students

for it coincided with the con-

of the founding; but the book was marked by

several qualities that characterize

all of Berger's later works. The quan-

tity of his research is massive but is combined with pinpoint accuracy in
dealing with details. 2 His prose is lucid. He brings to his undertakings
a zestful enthusiasm, an indication that he is impelled by a sheer love of
scholarship--the

traditional scholarly ideal that the genuine scholar seeks

to know the truth for its own sake--and

not by the ideological

predi-

lections that distort so much historical research. And, in Congress v. The
Supreme Court Berger announced his commitment
vitally alive proposition

that, when construing

to the ages-old but

a constitution,

it is per-

missible and often necessary to go beyond the text of the document to
ascertain, if possible, the intentions of its authors but decidedly not permissible to read into it ideas derived from "natural rights" dogmas or
other external values.
Berger's next two books, as Philip Kurland has described them, were
"blockbusters,"

and they won him enthusiastic

praise, especially among

readers of a liberal persuasion. Impeachment coincidentally
x973, at just the time when President

appeared in

Nixon was headed on a collision

course with Congress, though it was a subject on which Berger had been
working

for several years. The book focuses mainly on the question of

the removal of federal judges, but it is a tour de force of English and
I. The documents are the notes of attorneys EdmundRandolphand St. George
Tucker in the I782 case known variously as Caseof the Prisonersand Commonwealthv.
Caton.See WilliamMichael Treanor, "The Caseofthe Prisonersand the Origins ofJudicial
Review,"x43 U. Pa. L. Rev. 491-57° (I994).
2. Philip B.Kurland has pointed out that Berger, in the rare instances when he misinterprets his evidence,courageouslyand candidlyacknowledgeshis error. See Kurland's
foreword to Raoul Berger, SelectedWritingson the Constitutionh (i987).

Foreword
American

constitutional

xvn

history. Executive Privilege, which appeared in

i974, is a devastating rebuttal of the argument
constitutionally

withhold

evant to the performance

that the president can

from Congress or the courts information
of their duties. (Presidents

rel-

had been with-

holding such information for some time, but Berger insists that repeated
violations of the Constitution
do not make them constitutional
but
merely compound

the evil.)

Berger's niche in the liberal pantheon came rumbling down in 1977
upon the publication of the book you are about to read, Government by
Judiciary, and suddenly he became a hero to conservatives.
political beliefs are irrelevant

His private

to his work, because he rigorously

casts

them aside in his research and writing, going wherever the evidence rakes
him; but it may help the reader if I point out that by and large Berger's
predilections

have been on the liberal side. He was, after all, a member

of the administrations

of Franklin Roosevelt and Harry Truman. As he

states in the addenda to Chapter 16 of the present edition, his principles
are the "standard political principles of the moderate

left of the Dem-

ocratic parry," but he makes "no pretense of identifying them with consfitutional mandates."
Berger's personal politics had no more influence on the reception of
Government by Judiciary than they had on his writing of the book. What
he learned and reported was that for the better part of a century the Supreme Court had been handing down decisions interpreting the Fourteenth Amendment improperly, willfully ignoring or willfully distorting
the history of its enactment. More specifically, he found that the authors
of the Amendment,

far from contemplating

a social and political revolu-

tion, as defenders of judicial activism maintained, intended only to protect
the freedmen from southern Black Codes that threatened to renn'n them
to slavery. More specifically yet, Berger found that the two key passages
in the Fourteenth

Amendment--privileges

due process of law

or immunities

tained, were "terms of art" that had precise, well-understood,
legal meanings.

of citizens and

far from being vague and elastic, as activists main-

"Equal protection,"

and narrow

a new concept, was identified by the

framers with the right to contract, to own property, and to have access to
the courts.

xvm
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The implication was that Brown v. Board (x954, striking down segregation in the public schools), Baker v. Carr and Reynoldsv. Sims (x962
and i964, respectively, having to do with reapportionment of state legislatures), Roe v. Wade (i973, making abortion legal), and a vast array of
other cases had been decided unconstitutionally, representing not law
but the whims and values of the justices of the Supreme Court. No book
on the Constitution, with the possible exception of Charles A. Beard's
EconomicInterpretation of the Constitution (I 913), has elicited such a storm
of controversy.
From the _utset, the law reviews teemed with attacks on Government
byJudiciary, some of them cautious and considered, many slipshod and
semihysterical. Berger decided immediately to take each attack seriously, to rethink and reexamine his evidence, and to publish a rebuttal.
He quotes John Locke as stating that rebuttal is necessary lest victory be
"adjudged not to him who had the math on his side, but by the last word
in the dispute." In time, Berger wrote approximately forty article-length
rebuttals and one of book length. My own judgment, as I wrote in a
review of the book-length rebuttal (Berger's The Fourteenth Amendment
and the Bill of Rights, x989), is that Berger defeated his critics "at every
turn." This controversy and the now sizable body of rebuttal literature
gave rise to the publication of the present edition of Government byJudiciary, containing the original version liberally sprinkled with fresh
addenda.
So thoroughly did Berger rout his critics that, after a decade or so,
they virtually stopped trying. Instead, advocates of judicial activism began to assert that neither the words of the Constitution nor the intentions of the framers are any longer relevant. Justice William Brennan,
for example, declared in x985 that "the genius of the Constitution rests
not in any static meaning it might have had in a world that is dead and
gone, but in the adaptability of its great principles to cope with current
problems and current needs. "3 (In actuality, as one of Berger's defenders, Wallace Mendelson, has pointed out, the only "great principles" to
be found in the Constitution are "the consent of the governed, the diffusion of power, and the rule of law" and the Supreme Court has un3. Brennanspeechof OctoberI,, I985,asreportedin mostmajornewspapers.
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dermined them all.) 4 Brennan's disciple Justice Thurgood Marshall went
even further in this direction. In i987, amidst the celebrations of the
bicentennial of the Constitution,
Marshall said, "I do not believe that
the meaning

of the Constitution

Convention.

Nor

was forever 'fixed' at the Philadelphia

do I find the wisdom, foresight,

exhibited by the Framers particularly

and sense of justice

profound. To the contrary, the gov-

ernment they devised was defective from the start." He noted further
that "several amendments, a civil war, and momentous social transformarion" were necessary
"constitutional

before the United

government.

States achieved a genuinely

''s

In the face of such attitudes,

one may justifiably question whether

Supreme Court is capable of restoring the constitutional
thing resembling
the Supreme

its pristine form. But it is true, as the adage has it, that

Court

follows the election

creasingly expressed their frustration

returns,

has the constitutional

Supreme

its control

through

and voters have in-

with "government

is also true that Congress
Court

the

compact to any-

by judiciary." It

authority

over the Court's

to rein in the

jurisdiction,

its

power of the purse, and sundry other means.
I do not know what Raoul Berger thinks of the prospects
by any means

to constitutional

though not optimistic,
and hard-nosed

government.

I suspect

for he is a man of never-say-die

for a return
he is hopeful
temperament

realism. In any event, if the great desideratum

should

come to pass, nobody would have done more to bring it about than Raoul
Berger, for his writings,
ciples and converts,

in their original

have become

common

form or in the works of discoin of the realm.
Forrest McDonald
University

of Alabama

4"WallaceMendelson,"RaoulBergeron the Fourteenth Amendment Cornucopia,"
3 Benchmark211 (1987).
5. Marshallspeech of May 6, i987, as reported in most major newspapers.

Preface to the Second Edition

The

publication

controversy,

in i97 7 of Government
leading

a critic

by Judiciary

to exclaim

provoked

in i983

that

Berger has become
a cottage industry.. ''1 Criticism
A critic more candid than most observed
that
Berger

has forced all serious constitutional

questions

regarding

the proper

pretation

and the proper

theorists,

basking

critique

prompted

scholars

are apprehensive

explode

their

inferences.

ley remarked,
In the
sponses,

eighteen
in which

years

whether
"The

since

theorists

of

Raoul

unabated.

to deal with

questions

inter-

that many

Court decisions

on indi-

to ignore. "2

me to reexamine

is "the slaying

"refuting

flourishes

of constitutional

role of the courts,

in the glow of Warren

vidual rights, felt content
Each

principles

a storm

my conclusions,

they have overlooked

great

tragedy

of a beautiful
publication,

each respective

and retest

critique

a fact that will

of science,"
hypothesis

I have

Thomas

Hux-

by an ugly fact. "3

indited

is examined

for

forty-odd
in great--and,

re!

x. Richard B. Saphire, "Judicial Review m the Name of the Constitution," 8 U. Dayton L. Rev. 745, 753 (I983).
z. Larry A_Alexander, "Modem Equal Protection Theories: A Metatheorencal Taxonomy and Critique," 4 z Ohio St. L.J. 3, 4 (I98I). C. Vann Woodward wrote, "Raoul
Berger's Government byJud4aa_ raises scores of fascinating questions that no one in the
field can afford to ignore." Dust jacket of Government by ]udtctary. Sanford Levinson,
himself an activist, wrote of attempts to construct a defense of the modem cases: "it is
naive to pretend that the construction will be an easy task or that we can so easily shed
the view of the Constitution, and its limits, articulated by Berger." Sanford Levinson,
"Book Review," Nation, Feb. 26, i983, at 248, zSO.
"There is no history without polemic.., without originating in antagonism to something which exists and which it wants to combat and substitute." Umberto Morra, Conversations With Berenson io 3 (1965),
3. Oxford Dictionary of Quotations 269 (3d ed. I979).
XXl

XXll

pr_Cace to the Second Edition

am afraid, tedious--detail. The interested reader will find a bibliography of my responses at the end of the book.4
These critiques prompted me to preserve the original text in this second edition so that readers may in the future have before them what
excited so much controversy. The materials that have accumulated since
z977 are set forth in greatly abbreviated form as a supplement to a relevant chapter. New material added to the footnotes of the original text
is identified by brackets.
A word in extenuation of the profuse quotations. Since my views have
been and remain under assault, I prefer not to rely on mere expressions
of my opinion but to employ appraisals by others/
This revision was completed in my ninety-fifth year, so the gentle
reader should cast upon it a charitable eye, bearing in mind Dr.Johnson's
remark about "a dog's walking on his hind legs. It is not done well; but
you are surprised to find it done at all."6 Finally, I am indebted to the
Earhart Foundation for a grant that facilitated completion of this second
edition.
Raoul Berger
Concord, Massachusetts
z996

4- Locke wrote that a rebuttal is required lest victory be "adjudged not to him who
had the truth on his side, but by the last word in the dispute." John Locke, An Easay
ConcerningHttman Understanding, o4-zo6 (Raymond Vv'flburn ed. 1942). Jefferson urged
Madison to reply to Hamilton's "Paeificus" essays, giving as his reason, "Nobody answers
him and his doctrines will therefore be taken for confessed." Stanley Elkins and Eric
McKitrick, Tbe Age of Federalirra362 (x993).
5. At the conclusion of his ParadoxesofLegal Science(i9,8), Benjamin Cardozo wrote,
"I may seem to quote overmuch. My excuse is the desire to make manifest that back of
what I write is the sanction of something stronger than my own unaided thought." Selected Writings of Benjamin N. Cardozo 313 (Margaret Hall ed. i947).
&James Boswell, The Life of Samuel_ohnson 29° (Everyman ed. 1992).
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1
Introduction
My colleagues have learned to respect nothing but evidence, and to believe that their highest duty lies in submitting to it, however it may jar
against their inclinations.
--ThoMAs H. HUXLEY*

T

E Fourteenth

what Justice Harlan

Amendment

described

amending power,"1 its continuing
guise of interpretation.
source of the Court's
control

of controversial

is the case study par excellence of

as the Supreme

Court's

"exercise of the

revision of the Constitution

under the

Because the Amendment is probably the largest
business 2 and furnishes the chief fulcrum for its
policies, the question

whether

such control

is

authorized by the Constitution is of great practical importance.
Those whose predilections are mirrored in a given decision find such
judicial revision
democratic

an exercise of statemanship.

system requires

3 Others

adherence to constitutional

no less than presidents. 4 This study seeks to demonstrate
was not designed to act, in James M. Beck's enthusiastic

consider

that a

limits, by courts
that the Court
phrase, as a "con-

*T. H. Huxley, Man'sPlacein Nature (i863), quoted in Homer W. Smith, Man and
Hb Gods37z 0953).
i. Reynolds v. Sims,377 U.S. 533, 591 0964) •
z. FelixFrankfurter,"John Marshall and the Judicial Function," 69 Harv.L. Rev. z17,
zz9 (x955).
3. For example,Anthony Lewts hailed the Warren Court as the "keeper of the national conscience,"in "HistoricalChange in the Supreme Court," The New YorkTimes
Magazine,June I7, i962, at 7, reprinted in SupremeCourtUnderEarl I_arren73, 79, 8I
(L. Levy ed. x972). See also A. S.Miller and R. E Howell, "The Myth of Neutrality in
Constitutional Adjudication,"27 U. Chi. L. Rev. 66i, 686, 689 0960).
4- Chief Justice Marshall stated in M'Culloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 3x6,
3

4

GOVERNMENT

tinuing
more

constitutional
modest:

corollary

convention,

to police

is binding

curity

...

be not

for a consistent

exercise
The
euphoria,

the Fourteenth

in the

of the Framers,

for the reason

stated

more

by Madi-

and ratified

it, there

[government],

6A

here very plainly

early

was accepted

in expounding

to it was far

Constitution.

than

by

can he no sefor a faithful

"7

generation,

applauds

the role assigned
drawn

the Constitution

the guide
and stable

of its powers.
present

intention"

on the Court

son: if "the sense in which
the Nation

"5 that

the boundaries

is that the "original

evidenced,

BY JUDICIARY

a Court

Amendment,

floating
which

on a cloud

of post-Warren

read its libertarian

forgetting

that

Court

convictions

for generations

the

into
Court

421 0819) , "We admit, as all must admit, that the powers of the government are limited,
and that its limits are not to be transcended." "The theory of our governments," said
Justice Samuel Miller, "is opposed to the deposit of unlimited power anywhere. The executive, the legislauve, and the judicial branches of these governments are all of limited
and defined powers." Loan Association v. Topeka, 87 U.S. (2o Wall.) 655 , 663 (1874).
"[W]ritten constitutions," and Justice Stanley Matt_hews, "were limitations upon all the
powers of government, legislative as well as executive and judicial." Hurtado v. California, 11o U.S. 516, 531-532 (1884).
5. In The Constttution oft& United States (I922), Beck compared "the work of the Supreme Court to that of a 'continuous constitutional convention' which adapts the original
charter by reinterpretation." Quoted in Leonard V__.Levy, J_lgraents: Essaysin American
Constitutwnal H/st0ry x8 (1972). In his recent critique of the "Nixon Court," Levy states
that the "Court is and must be for all practical purposes a 'continuous constitutional convention' in the sense that it must keep updating the original charter by reinterpretation."
L. Levy, Against the Law 29, 3° (1974). "Adaptation" and "reinterpretation" are euphemisms for "revision" or "rewriting" the Constitution, the function of a constitutional
convention, not the Court. See Louis Lusky, By Wbat Right? 21 (1975); Louis Henkin,
"Some Reflections on Current Constitutional Controversies," lO9 U. Pa. L. Rev. 637 ,
658--659 (I961).
Solicitor General Robert H. Jackson, later aJustice of the Court, did not share Beck's
enthusiasm; the pre-i937 Court, he said, "sat almost as a continuous constitutional convention which, without submitting its proposals to any ratification or rejection, could
amend the basic law." R. Jackson, The Struggle for Judicial Sutwematy x-xi (1941). Ward
Elliott reports that Anthony Lewis (who was a leader in the drive that led to the "reapportionment" decision) asked Solicitor General Archibald Cox (who had filed a brief amicus for reapportionment in Reynolds v. Sims, supra note x) when the Court announced
its decision, " 'How does it feel like to be present at the second American Constitutional
Convention?' Cox retained enough of his old perspective to answer, 'It feels awful.' "
Ward Elliott, The Rise of a Guardian Democracy 37° 0974)- See infra Chapter 5 note i.
6. See infra Chapter i6 at notes 2o-28.
7.9 James Madison, The Writings of James Madisen 191 (G. Hunt ed. 19oo-191o ).

Introduction
was harshly
stitutional
min

criticized
dogma

restraint,

principles

in order

Justice

had been

[constitutions]
doctrines

nomic

sphere

may

which

they

harmonize

out. l_ Logic,

the Court

on the
with

Court's

the commentator's

of those

own

of the

ecoeco-

phrase.

''l° The

than

logic

for libertarian

must yield

frequendy

"new

ago. ''9 In the

employed

it is true,

Brah-

instruments

acceptance

a "dirty
when

even less support
decisions

"s With

in fear of socialism,

fifty years

due process

faire into con-

of"socialism.

into

about

sanctified

laissez

the bodies

be generalized

becomes

ideals has yet to be spelled
affords

outside

prevailed

that finally made

Commentary

commented,

discovered

that process

but history

it had transformed

to halt the spread

Holmes

which

nomic

whereby

because

5

to history,

logic.
turns

predilections.

on whether
My study

8. Joseph H. Choate comprehended that he could rely on the Court to react to the red
flag of communism which he waved in Pollock v. Farmers Loan & Trust Co., i57 U.S.
429, 532 (I895). Justice Stephen Field responded in a concurring opimon: "The present
assault upon capital is but the beganning. It will be but the stepping stone to others, larger
and more sweeping, till our own politacal contests will become a war of the poor against
the rich." Id. 607. On rehearing, Justice Henry B. Brown dissented, saying, "the decision
involves nothing less than a surrender of the taxing power to the moneyed class... Even
the spectre of socialism is conjured up." 158 U.S. 6oi, 695 (: 895). In 1893 Justice David
J. Brewer referred to " 'the black flag of anarctusm, flaunting destruction to property,'
and 'the red flag of socialism, inviting a redistribution of property.' "XVI Proceedings of
the N.Y. State Bar Association 37, 47 (I893), quoted in A. T. Mason, "Myth and Reality
in Supreme Court Drama," 48 Va. L. Rev. : 385, 1393 (I96z). Such citations can be multiplied.
Justice Black reminded the Court of "the extent to which the evanescent standards of
the majority's philosophy have been used to nullify state legislative programs passed to
suppress evil economic practices." Roehin v. California, 342 U.S. i65, 177 0952), concurring opinion.
9. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., CollectedLegal Papers 184 092o).
io. Herbert Packer, "The Aim of the Criminal Law Revisited: A Plea for a New Look
at 'Substantive Due Process,' " 44 S. Cal. L. Rev. 49 ° (:971). See mfra Chapter 14 at
notes 64, 77-78 .
i i. See infra Chapter 14 at notes 80-9o; and see Robert G. McCloskey, "Due Process
and the Supreme Court: An Exhumation and Reburial," 1962 S. Ct. Rev. 34, 44-45- Although McCloskey was very sympathetic to the Warren Court's goals, he concluded that
the distinction does not stand up. Id. at 5:. ChiefJusuce Stone, wrote Learned Hand,
"could not understand how.., when concerned with interests other than property, the
courts should have a wider latitude for enforcing their own predilections than when they
were concerned with property itself." Learned Hand, "Chief Justice Stone's Conception
of the Judicial Function," 46 Colum. L. Rev. 696, 698 (x946).
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may be absolved of that imputation:

JUDICIARY

I regard segregation

as a blot on our

society, 12 and before I began to study the reapportionment

issue I was

taken with the beguiling slogan "one man, one vote." But almost thirtyfive years ago I wrote of a decision that responded

to my desires that I

liked it no better when the Court read my predilections
stitution

than when the Four Horsemen

fulfillment

of cherished

into the Con-

read in theirs. 13 Against

ideals that turns on fortuitous

the

appointments

must be weighed the cost of warping the Constitution,
of undermining
"the rule of law." The Court has shown in the past that the Constitution
can also be t_visted to frustrate
ments raise a congeries
terminable controversy

the needs of democracy. 14 These state-

of questions which have been the subject of into which Part II is addressed.

The task here undertaken is that of an historian, to attempt accurately and faithfully to assemble the facts; that effort constitutes its own
justification.

For a decade the revisionist historians is have been engaged

in what has been described
toriography"

as an "extraordinary

of Reconstruction,

for its limited objectives

16 throwing

revolution

in the his-

fresh light on the reasons

and its failure. To some extent the legal studies

of Charles Fairman in x949 and Alexander Bickel in i95517 had shown
that the objectives of the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment were
limited.

Like the revisionist

historians,

a lawyer too may take another

look after the passage of about a quarter-century.
of commentary,

Despite the wilderness

largely devoted to the due process clause, the historical

x2. One reads with horror of the Negro lynehings and torture that found their way
into the courts as late as x938.Paul Murphy, The Consututionin CrisisTimes,19x8-1969
95, I23 (1972)13.Raoul Berger, "Constructive Contempt: A Post Mortem," 9 U. Chi. L. Rev.6o2,
6o4-6o5,642 (i94,).
x4. For a withering condemnation of the Court's antidemocritarian course before
x937,see Henry Steele Commager, "JudicialReviewand Democracy,"x9 Va. Quarterly
Rev. 417 (x943).
15.W. R. Brock,Eric L. McKitriek, C. VannWoodward, David Donald, Harold M.
Hyman, Michael L. Benedict.Their works are listed in the bibliography.
x6.AlfredH. Kelly,"Comment on Harold M. Hyman'sPaper" in New Frontiersof the
AmericanReconstruction
4° (Harold M. Hyman ed. I96@
17.C. Fairman, "Does the Fourteenth Amendment Incorporate the Bill of Rights?"
2 Stan. L. Rev. 5 (I949); AlexanderBickel, "The Original Understanding and the Segregation Decision," 69 Harv. L. Rev. x (i955).
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warrant

for desegregation,

reapportionment,

7
and incorporation

Bill of Rights in the due process clause remains

controversial.

analysis has been devoted to the role of the privileges
clause in the original

of the
_s Little

or immunities

scheme of things; :9 nor have studies of the equal

protection and due process clauses adequately explored what those terms
meant to the framers.
In reconstructing

the past, historians

on accounts written

generally are compelled

after the event by participants

and witnesses,

the hearsay versions of those who learned at second-hand
curred. Such writings are subject to the infirmities
bias arising
records

from allegiance

here

relied

Amendment--are

on--the

of a far more trustworthy

graphic transcription

of the

character,

in framing the Amendment.

count of what occurred,
the possible distortion

A statement

acto

it was taking place and free from

guished from opinions about facts. 2° Such statements

free from the reproach

from day to

comparable

of accounts drawn from recollection

It needs to be emphasized

historical
Fourteenth

It is a verbatim

men say while they are acting are themselves

able record of what happened
the framers.

or of

being a steno-

recorded while it was happening,

a news film of an event at the moment

"enigmatic."

what had oc-

of what was said in the 39th Congress

day by those engaged

What

history

or on

of recollection,

to one side or the other. The
legislative

to rely

as the Amendment

or hearsay.

facts, as distinconstitute

a reli-

was being forged by

that the records of the 39th Congress

often leveled at legislative

history--that

are
it is

such as that of Charles P. Curtis, "It is a hal-

x8.See AlfredH. Kelly,"Cho and the Court: An Illicit LoveAffair,"x965 S. Ct. Rev.
i:9, I3Z, :34-i35; A. H. Kelly,"The Fourteenth AmendmentReconsidered:The Segregation Question," 54 Mich. L. Rev. Io49, io8I (i956); HowardJ. Graham,Everyman's
Consutution3x4 (i968); William W. Van Alstyne,"The Fourteenth Amendment, The
'Right' to Vote, and the Understanding of the Thirty-Ninth Congress," x965 S. Ct. Rev.
33; Robert J. Harris, The Questfor Equality55-56 (:96o).
19.The leading article, D. O. McGovney,"Privileges and Immunities Clause, Fourteenth Amendment," 4 Iowa L. Bull. 219 (I918) states (at zzz note z), "this essay...
might have been entitled the Rule of the Slaughter-HouseCases."
,o. In Justice Holmes' words, a "party's conduct" may "consist in uttering certain
words." Oliver Wendell Holmes,Jr., The CommonLaw x3z (i923).
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this search for intent. The room is always dark "21 simply can-

not stand up against these records. Instead
there are, for example,

remarks

with respect to suffrage, the unequivocal

Report of the Committee
ment; explanations

of sparse, cryptic

on Reconstruction

of the Amendment

Joint

which drafted the Amend-

and the antecedent

Civil Rights

Act of 1866 by the committee chairmen who had them in charge, and by
other members of the committees; statements by leaders of the Republican Party which sponsored

both, accompanied

mous chorus of fellow Republicans.
the best evidence of legislative

These

"intention.

by a virtually unani-

are commonly
"22 Then

regarded as

there are repeated

rejections, by heavy pluralities, of extremist efforts to put through legislation or amendments that would confer suffrage. Thus, the records
richly confirm Justice Harlan's comment: "The history of the Fourteenth Amendment with respect to suffrage qualifications is remarkably
free of the problems
to present

which bedevil most attempts to find a reliable guide

decision in the pages of the past. Instead, there is virtually

unanimous agreement, clearly and repeatedly expressed, that § i of the
Amendment did not reach discriminatory voter disqualifications. "z3
In short, the proof is all but incontrovertible

that the framers meant

to leave control of suffrage with the States, which had always exercised
such control, and to exclude federal intrusion. On traditional canons of
interpretation,

the intention

pressed, that intention
zx. "A Better Theory

of the framers being unmistakably

of Legal Interpretation,"

z 2. H. M. Hart and/L

ex-

is as good as written into the textfl 4 It is, there3 Vand. L. Rev. 4o7, 4o9 (i95o).

Sacks, The Legal Process: Basic Problems in the Making and Ap-

plication oflarw 1266 (1958). Justice Frankfurter stated, "It has never been questioned
in
this Court that Committee
reports, as well as statements by those in charge of a bill or
of a report, are authoritative
v. Calvert Distillers Corp.,

elucidations of the scope of a measure." Schwegmann Bros.
341 U.S. 384, 399-400 (I951), dissenting opinion. See also

Lusky 4523. Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. I xz, zoo 097o), dissenting opinion. Van Alstyne,
who is critical of Justice Harlan's view in Reynolds v. Sims (supra note t), states: "in none
of the other kinds of cases where it was brought
the kind of blinding

to bear did it [the historical

light that Mr. Justice Harlan

sees here." Van Alstyne

record] cast
36.

24. "A thing may be within the letter of a statute and not within its meaning, and
within its meaning though not within its letter. The intention of the lawmaker is the law."
Hawaii v. Mankichi,

19 ° U.S. i97, z, z 09o3);

556, 565 (i845); United

United States v. Freeman,

States v. Babbitt, 66 U.S. 55, 6x (i86i);

44 U.S. (3 How.)

Matthew

Bacon, A New

Introduction
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fore, as if the Amendment expressly stated that "control of suffrage shall
be left with the States." If that intention is demonstrable, the "one man,
one vote" cases represent an awesome exercise of power, an :8o-degree
revision, taking from the States a power that unmistakably

was left to

them. That poses the stark issue whether such revisory power was conferred on the Court. Because the "intention" of the framers is so crucial
to examination

of this issue, because a commentator

should not pit his

mere ipse dixit against the Court's finding, for example,
torical evidence respecting desegregation

is inconclusive,

to retort that the evidence is overwhelming.

that the his-

it is not enough

It is necessary to pile proof

on proof, even at the risk of tedium, so that the reader may determine
for himself whether
Whether

it is overwhelming

the "original intention"

the present generation--a
tinguished

or inconclusive.

of the framers should be binding on

question

hereafter

discussed--should

be dis-

from the issue: what did the framers mean to accomplish,

what did the words they used mean to them. That must be the historical
focus, not what we should like the words to mean in the light of current
exigencies

or changed

ideals. In the words of the eminent

torians H. G. Richardson
modern

theorists,

British his-

and G. O. Sayles, "We must learn, not from

but from contemporaries

of the events we are study-

ing." We should not impose "upon the past a creature of our own imagining. "2s One hundred

and fifty years earlier Justice James Iredell, one

of the first Founders to spell out the case for judicial review, stated, "We
are too apt, in estimating
our consideration,

a law passed at a remote period, to combine in

all the subsequent

ence upon it, instead of confining
the existing circumstances

events which have had an influ-

ourselves

(which we ought to do) to

at the time of its passing. "26

.4trridg_entof the l.¢wsof Englan_ "Statutes_ i (5) (7th ed. i832); infra Chapter 9 note
22.

z5. "Parliamentand Great Councils in MedievalEngland," 77 L. Q. Rev.zi3, 2z4
(I96i). Miller andHowell label it an "historicistfallacy"to _appraisea formerhistorical
era by the criteria of values that have become important since." Supra note 3 at 673.
z6. Warev. Hylton, 3 U.S. (3 Dali.) I99, z67 (I796)- In "the constructionof the language of the Constitution... as indeed in all other instances where construction becomes necessary,we are to place ourselvesas nearly as possible in the condition of the
men who framedthat instrument._ Ex parte Bain, iz: U.S. i, iz (I887).
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In an area of warring interpretations

no useful purpose is served by

delivering another ex cathedra opinion. 27 A commentator
before the reader the evidence on which his opinion
ment both on discrepant

evidence

and on opposing

should spread

is based and cominferences. 28 Con-

sequently, a polemical tone is inescapable; a student of history can no
more avoid criticism of views which seem to him erroneous than did the
chemists who disputed

the tenability

of the phlogiston

bustion. To avoid that responsibility
an influential

body of contrary

opinion,

that advances one's own argument,
adrift on a sea of conflicting

theory of com-

is to court the charge of ignoring
of selecting

only the evidence

and, even worse, to cast the reader

opinions.

Now that the dust has settled, a synthesis of the historical materials
that bear on the three controversial
areas will furnish some crossillumination.

No synthesis need undertake

the development

of the Amendment

is there no need to duplicate
already performed,

to trace in complete

and its antecedent

the chronological

detail

bills. Not only

labors that others have

but to do so is to risk swamping

the reader in a mass

of detail that is bewildering rather than illuminating. 29 Instead my effort
will be to focus on the facts that seem to me crucial, to take account of
discrepant

facts, and to analyze views that are opposed

Following
academicians

to mine.

the lead of Howard Jay Graham and Jacobus tenBroek, 3°
have shown a growing tendency to attribute to the framers

of the Fourteenth

Amendment

some abolitionists

during their crusade of the I83OS-I86OS, and to read

those conceptions
the Amendment.

of substantive

moral-legal

formulated

due process and equal protection

Noble enthusiasm

27" It is unsatisfying

conceptions

by
into

is no tess prone to distort the vision

to have the fastidiously

detailed study of Fairman

dismissed

with

the phrase that it is "in the opinion of this writer against the weight of the evidence."
Kelly, Fourteenth
io81 note lO6. As will develop, Kelly was altogether wrong.
28. Sir Herbert

Butterfield,

George Ill and the Historians 225 (1969).

29. See Bickel;Joseph B.James, TheFramingof theFourteenthAmendment(1956);and
Horace Flack,TheAdoptionof theFourte_th Amendment(19o8).Walter Bagehot considered that "historyshould be likea Rembrandt etching, casting a vividlight on important
causesand leavingall the rest unseen, in shadow."Quoted in Van WyekBrooks,Daysof
the Phoenixi35 (I957).
3o. Graham; Jacobus tenBroek, Equal Under larw (1965). For discussion of the
Graham-tenBroek neoabolitionist theory, see infraChapter 13.
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than vulgar prejudice. In evaluating the historical facts we do well to
bear in mind Flaubert's view that "personal sympathy, genuine emotion,
twitching nerves and tear-filled eyes only impair the sharpness of the
artist's vision. "31 Even more, the historian, in the words of C. Vann
Woodward, has "a special obligation to sobriety and fidelity to the
record."32

Background
The key to an understanding of the Fourteenth Amendment is that the
North was shot through with Negrophobia, that the Republicans, except for a minority of extremists, were swayed by the racism that gripped
their constituents rather than by abolitionist ideology. At the inception
of their crusade the abolitionists peered up at an almost unscalable cliff.
Charles Sumner, destined to become a leading spokesman for extreme
abolitionist views, wrote in 1834, upon his first sight of slaves, "My worst
preconception of their appearance and their ignorance did not fall as
low as their actual stupidity... They appear to be nothing more than
moving masses of flesh unendowed with anything of intelligence above
the brutes. "33 Tocqueville's impression in I83I-I832 was equally abysmal. 34 He noticed that in the North, "the prejudice which repels the

3 x. 4 Arnold Hauser, The Soctal History ofArt 76 ('Cmtage Books, undated). Hauser
states that Flaubert's view was shared by the Goncourts, Maupassant, Gide, Val6ry, and
others. "To get at the truth of our system of morality (and equally of the law)," said
Holmes, "it is useful to omit the emotion and ask ourselves [how far] those generalizations.., are confirmed by fact accurately ascertained." Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., Collected Legal Papers 3o6 (I920).
32. The Burden of Southern History 87 (i96o).
33. David Donald, Charles Sumner and the Coming of the Cmil War 29 (196o).
34. "[W]e can scarcely acknowledge the common features of mankind in this child of
debasement whom slavery has brought among us. His physiognomy to our eyes is hideous, his understanding weak, his tastes low; and we are almost inclined to look upon him
as a being intermediate between man and the brutes." i Alexis de TocqueviUe, Democracy
inAmerica 363 (I9OO). Ill the 39th Congress, Robert Hale of New York stated that the
District of Columbia "contains a black population which, undoubtedly, approaches to the
very extreme of ignorance and degradation..,
a population that has come into this District suddenly, just freed from slavery, with all the marks and burdens upon them that a
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negroes

seems

prejudice

"appears

very, than
Little

wonder

paign

where

that

Elijah

on such

Lovejoy,

in the States

campaign

an abolitionist

shallow

feelings

of Negro

as they

are emancipated,"

which

that

have abolished

sla-

it still exists. "35

the abolitionist

mob. 35a How

delegation

in proportion

to be stronger

in those

ing! In I837
Illinois

to increase

BY JUDICIARY

was the

is graphically

leaders

editor,

impress
revealed

had called

was greeted

with

loath-

was murdered

by an

of the abolitionist
in a Lincoln

on him at the White

cam-

incident.
House,

A
and

he told them,
There

is an unwillingness

be, for you free colored

on the part of our people, harsh as it may
people to remain with us...

you cease to be slaves, you are far removed
equality
fact. 36

with the white man...

[E]ven when

from being placed on an

I cannot alter it if I would.

Fear of Negro invasion_that
the emancipated
in droves--alarmed
the North. 37 The letters

It is a

slaves would flock north
and diaries of Union
sol-

state of slavery necessarily fixes upon its victims." Cong. Globe, 39th Cong. ist Sess. 280
(i865-1866), hereinafter cited as Globe. In citations to the Globe, Senators will be identified as such; all others are representatives.
Even one sympathetic to the Negro cause, Senator Henry Wilson of Massachusetts,
was constrained to hope in I864 that "the school house will rise to enlighten the darkened intellect of a race imbruted by long years of enforced ignorance." Quoted in tenBroek, i64.
35. Tocqueville, supra note 34 at 365, 364 .
35a. "[T]he abolitionists were regarded throughout most Northern circles as disagreeable and intemperate radicals and were heckled, harrowed, assaulted and even killed
by Northern mobs." Dan Lacy, The White Use of Blacksin America 54 (I972) .
36. Woodward, supra note 3z at 81. "In virtually every phase of existence Negroes
found themselves systematically separated from whites [in the North, 1860] ... in most
places he encountered severe limitations to the protection of his life, liberty, and property." Leon Litwack, North of Slavery: The Negro in the Free States 9:-97 (1961), quoted
in C. Vann Woodward, "Seeds of Failure in Radical Race Policy" in Hyman supra note
i6 at I26.
37. Woodward, "Seeds," supra note 36 at Iz 7, 128, I31, 132. Senator Thomas A. Hendriclcs of Indiana stated, "The policy of the State has been to discourage their immigration.., to protect white labor. The presence of negroes in large numbers tends to degrade and cheapen labor, and the people have been unwilling that the white laborer shall
be compelled to compete for employment with the Negro." Globe2939. The Freedmen's
Bureau and Civil Rights Acts "were intended not only to protect the freedmen but also

In_uc_

diem,

Woodward

notes,

wards

Negroes";

popular

commitment

need

Congress

not

to find

took account
of Indiana

some

referred
of Indiana

Cullom

of Illinois

art of Nevada
son of Iowa
Republicans,
rights. 4° Then

to the "proverbial
"almost

to the "morbid

to the "nearly
to the

"iron-cased

sympathetic
there

Time

as an inescapable
hatred"

prejudice,"

prejudice"

to emancipation

should

remain

and again

W. Julian

Senator

against

blacks.

These

the protection

man's"

M.

M. Stew-

James

racists who unashamedly

a "white

Henry

Shelby

William

prejudice,

39th

Republicans

fact. George

Senator

and

as equals

in the

prejudice,"

insurmountable"

were the Democratic

that the Union

be treated

fears in the Ameri-

of Negroes,

ineradicable

a

"ran deep in

of the debates

confirmation.

to the

should

to-

to sustain"

remarks,

and ugliest

the confines

of antipathy

not prepared

Donald

that "Negroes

look beyond
abundant

amount

"were
David

of the deepest

of race prejudice

S. Lane

claimed

8 Racism,

and the suggestion

to white men woke
can mind. "39

an "enormous

convictions

to equalityJ

the North,"

One

reveal

13

government:

E Wilwere
of civil
pro1 In

to secure a contented black labor force who ... stayed in the South." Morton Keller,
Affairs of State 65, x43 (i977).
38. Woodward, supra note 3z at 82, 83. Senator James R. Doolittle of Wisconsin reported that "four out of five" Wisconsin soldiers "voted against Negro suffrage." Globe
zx65.
39- Donald, Sumner II x56-x57. An Illinois Radical, John E Farnsworth, said,
" 'Negro equality' is the everlasting skeleton which frightens some people." Globe 2o4.
Wdliam E. Niblack of Indiana reminded the Congress that in 185I Indiana ratified a
Constitution that excluded Negroes from the State by a vote of io9,976 to z i ,o84. Globe
3212.

"A belief in racial equality," said W. R. Brock, "was an abolitionist invention"; "to the
majority of men in the midnineteenth century it seemed to be condemned both by experience and by science." "Even abolitionists," he states, "were anmous to disclaim any intention of forcing social contacts between the races." Brock, An American Crisis: Congress
and Reconstructionz85, z86 (1963). See infra, Derrick Bell, Chapter io at note 6. Racism,
PhiUip Paludan states, was "as pervasive during Reconstruction as after. Americans clung
firmly to a belief in the basic inferiority of the Negro race, a belief supported by the preponderance of nineteenth-century scientific evidence." Phillip S. Paludan, A Covenant 7vitb
Death 54 (x975). See also Keller, supra note 37. Many Republican newspapers in the North
opposed "equality with the Negroes." Flack 41 . See also Keller, id. 51, 58, 65.
4o. Globe 257, 739, 911, 2799, 2948"
4x.John W. Chanler of New York, G/0be48, 2x8; Senator James W. Nesmith of Oregon, id. 291; Aaron Harding of Kentucky, id. 448; Senator Hendricks of Indiana, id. 88o;
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the words of Senator Garrett Davis of Kentucky, "The white race ...
will be proprietors of the land, and the blacks its cultivators; such is their
destiny. "42 Let it be regarded as political propaganda,
British historiographer
presume

Sir Herbert

an audience--perhaps

be susceptible

Butterfield

and, as the noted

states, it "does at least

a 'public opinion'--which

to the kinds of arguments

and considerations

it. "43 Consider, too, that the Indiana Constitution
States recently

had rejected

Negro

set before

of 18 51 excluded Ne-

groes from the State, as did Oregon, 44 that a substantial
Northern

is judged to

number

of

suffrage, 4s that others

maintained' segregated schools. 46 It is against this backdrop that we must
measure claims that the framers of the Fourteenth
Amendment swallowed abolitionist ideology hook, line, and sinkerY
The framers represented a constituency that had just emerged from
a protracted,
emotionally

bitterly fought war, a war that had left them physically and
drained. It had begun with a commitment

to save the Union

and had gone on to emancipate the slaves. Now the war-weary North
was far from anxious to embark on fresh crusades for the realization of
still other abolitionist

goals. 48 While emancipation

largely hit slavery in

the South, eradication of inequality, as Vann Woodward remarked, required "a revolution for the North as well, "49 a revolution for which
most Republicans

were utterly unprepared.

publicans and Democrats

Then too, the fact that Re-

had been pretty evenly matched over the years,

that some districts definitely were swing areas, led Republicans
areas to be cautious
and conservative

of affronting

Republicans,

their constituents,

in those

s° Many moderate

as we shall see, were acutely aware of the

SenatorGarrettDavis of Kentucky,id. 246-250.The sympatheticreformer,SenatorWilham M. Stewartof Nevada,stated,the "whiteman'sgovernment.., shouldnot be scoffed
at; that it was a prejudicein the countrythat no man has a right to disregard."Id. x437.
42. Id. 935.
43. Butterileld,supra note ,8 at 226; cf. Stewart, supra note 4_.
44- For Indiana see supranote 39; for Oregon see Fairman, Stanford32 note 58,
45. See Van Alstyne'ssummary,infra Chapter 4 at note 16.
46. See infra Chapter 7 at note 4 I. As late as i859 the Ohio Court rejectedan attack
on segregatedschools.Van Camp v. Boardof Education,9 Ohio 407.
47. For additional details see infra Chapter 1348. Donald, SuranerlI 232-233; see also id. I58.
49- Woodward,supra note 32 at 79; see infra Chapter xo at note 6.
50. David Donald, The Politicsof Reconnm_ionI2-13, 61-62 (1965).
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impact on elections of sweeping radical claims for political, let alone social, equality
to protect
prohibiting

for the blacks, sl While

the freedmen

most men were united in a desire

from outrage

discrimination

and oppression

in the South by

with respect to "fundamental

fights," with-

out which freedom was illusory, to go beyond this with a campaign for
political and social equahty was, as Senator James R. Doolittle of Wisconsin confessed,

"frightening"

to the Repubhcans

who "represented

States containing the despised and feared free negroes. "s2
A striking reflection of Northern sentiment was furnished
deus Stevens, the foremost
Fawn M. Brodie, he

Radical leader. According

by Thad-

to his biographer,

sensed ... that talk of "social equality" was dangerous politics.
When he heard that the ex-slave Frederick Douglass ... had paraded arm-in-arm with editor Theodore Tilton, he wrote ... "A
good many people here are disturbed by the practical exhibition of
social equality in the arm-in-arm performance of Douglass and Tilton. It does not become radicals like us to particularly object. But
it was certainly unfommate at this time. The old prejudice, now
revived, will lose us some votes. "s3
As Stevens revealed, most Repubhcans

were politicians first and ideo-

logues afterward, s4 Not civil fights for blacks but the dreaded take-over
of the federal government
tion. Emancipation

brought

by the South was their obsessive preoccupathe startling realization

that Southern

rep-

resentation would no longer be limited in the House of Representatives
to three-fifths of the blacks, as article I, § 3, provided. Now each voteless
freedman counted
would be entitled
Northern

as a whole person; and in the result Southern States
to increased representation
and, with the help of

Democrats,

would have, Thaddeus

very outset of the 39th Congress,
Electoral

College."

% majority

Stevens pointed

out at the

in Congress

and in the

With equal candor he said that the Southern

States

5x. Speakingon Jane 4, i866, James Wilson of Iowa said, "I know that many look
forwardto the fallelectionsand shiverin the presenceof impartialsuffrage."Globe2948.
52.Donald,Sumner//x58.
53. TbaddeusStevens:Scourgeof the South 287 (I959).
54.See James 7I.
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"ought never to be recognized
be amended
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as valid States, until the Constitution

as to secure perpetual

party. 5s The North
surrender

BY

had not fought

ascendancy"

and quelled rebellion

the fruits of victory to the unrepentant

shall

to the Republican
in order

rebels. How to cir-

cumvent this possibility was the central concern of the Republicans,
it found expression in § 2 of the Fourteenth

to

Amendment,

and

which reduced

representation in proportion as the right to vote was denied or abridged.
Unless we seize hold of the fact that, to borrow from Russell R. Nye,
"what lies beneath

the politics of the Reconstruction

period, so far as it

touched the Negro, is the prevailing racist policy tacitly accepted by both
parties and by the general public, "s6 we shall fail to appreciate
ited objectives

of the Fourteenth

Amendment.

That

the lim-

is the reality un-

derlying the limited purposes of the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment, and which circumscribes
the so-called "generality"
of "equal
protection"

and "due process."

Proponents of a broad construction of the Amendment have assumed
that advocates of a restricted construction have the burden of proving
that the framers' objectives were limited. The shoe is on the other foot;
an interpretation
clusive province

that invades what had long been considered
of the States, as, for example, criminal

quires some justification.

of powers not delegated

a clear showing

procedure,

re-

It is not enough in that situation that the words

are capable of a broad meaning; the reservation
Amendment

the ex-

to the States in the Tenth

to the federal government

that the successor amendment

was designed

those reserved powers, s7 Over the years the Supreme

calls for
to curtail

Court, to be sure,

55. Globe74;Samuel E. Morison, The OxfordHmory of theAmericanPeople714 0965).
SenatorJohn Sherman of Ohio said, "never by my consent shall these rebels gain by this
war increased political power, and come back here to wield that political power." Globe
745- "I would no more admit the rebels to comxol these States," said Senator Daniel
Clark of New Hampshire, "than I would sail a ship with the mutinous part of a crew,and
confine those who were faithfulto the captain in the hold or put them in irons." Id. 835.
56. "Comment on C. V. Woodward'sPaper," in Hyman, supra note I6 at I48, ISI.
57. The governing rule was laid down by Chief Justice Marshall: "an opinion which
is... to establish a principle never before recognized, should be expressedin plain and
explicit terms." United States v. Burr, z5 E Cas. (No. x4,693) 55, x65 (C.C. Va. I8o7).
Long before it was stated, "statutes are not presumed to make any alteration in the common law,farther or otherwise than the act expresslydeclares: therefore in all general
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has steadily eroded those reserved powers, but this simply represents
other of the usurpations

an-

that bestrew the path of the Court. But the his-

torian, looking to the Constitution
that, in the words of Willard

itself, may not be blind to the fact

Hurst, the reservation

"represented

litical bargain, key terms of which assumed the continuing

a po-

vitality of the

states as prime law makers in most affairs. "Ss No trace of an intention
by the Fourteenth

Amendment

to encroach

ample, of suffrage and segregation--is
39th Congress.

ex-

to be found in the records of the

A mass of evidence is to the contrary; and, as will appear,

the attachment
in restricting

on State control--for

of the framers to State sovereignty
the scope of the Amendment.

Justice Holmes

played a major role

"[W]e ought to remember,"

said, "the greater caution shown by the Constitution

in

limiting the power of the States, and should be slow to construe the [due
process]

clause in the Fourteenth

Amendment

as committing

to the

Court, with no guide but the Court's own discretion the validity of whatever laws the States may pass. "59 The history of the Amendment
tresses the fiat statement
"What,
immunities

that no such jurisdiction

after all," asked Wallace Mendelson,
of United States citizenship?

circumstances?

but-

was conferred.

"are the privileges and

What process is 'due' in what

and what is 'equal protection'?

"6° Study of what the

terms meant to the framers indicates that there was no mystery. The
three clauses of § i were three facets of one and the same concern: to
matters the law presumes the act did not intend to make any alteration; for if the parliament had had that designthey would haveexpressedit in the act." Bacon'sAbridgment,
supranote z4, "Statutes"I (4). An analogousrule was applied to the Constitutionin the
Slaughter-House Cases, 83 U.S. (x6 Wall.) 36, 78 (I87z).
Such viewswere given strikingreaffirmationin Pierson v.Ray,386U.S. 547, 554-555
(i967). After advertingto the common law immunity of judgesfrom suits for acts performed in their officialcapacity,the Court stated, "We do not believe that this settled
principle was abolishedby § i983, which makes liable 'every person' who under color of
law deprivesanother person of his civil rights ... The immunity of judges [is] well establishedand we presumethat Congresswouldhavespecificallyso providedhad it wished
to abolish the doctrine." Thus the all-inclusive"every person" wascurtailed becauseof
an existingcommon lawimmunity; the expressreservation of power to the States by the
Tenth Amendment demands an even more exacting standard.
58. TheLegitimatyof the BusinessCorporation
in the Lawof the UnitedStatesx4o (I97O).
59-Baldwinv. Missouri, z8I U.S. 586, 595 (x93o),dissenting opinion.
60. Tbe SupremeCourt:Law and D/sofa/onx6 (x967).
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insure that there would be no discrimination

against the freedmen in re-

spect of "fundamental rights," which had clearly understood and narrow
compass. Roughly speaking, the substantive fights were identified by the
privileges or immunities clause; the equal protection clause was to bar legislative discrimination

with respect to those rights; and the judicial ma-

chinery to secure them was to be supplied by nondiscriminatory

due pro-

cess of the several States. Charles Sunmer summarized these radical goals:
let the Negro have "the shield of impartial laws. Let him be heard in
court. "61That shield, it will be shown, was expressed in "equal protection
of the/awr,' access to protection by the courts found expression in "due
process of law." The framers, it needs to be said at once, had no thought
of creating unfamiliar rights of unknown,
words "equal protection"

the established

extent by use of the

and "due process." Instead, they meant to se-

cure familiar, "fundamental
of yore against deprivation

far-reaching

rights," and only those, and to guard them as
except by (I) a nondiscriminatory

judicial procedure

Supplementary

law, and (2)

of the State.
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It is the thesis of this book that the Supreme Court is not empowered
to rewrite the Constitution, that in its transformation of the Fourteenth
Amendment

it has demonstrably

virtually unaccountable,

done so. Thereby

the Justices, who are

irremovable, and irreversible, have taken over

from the people control of their own destiny, an awesome exercise of
power. When Chief Justice Marshall stated that the function of the legislature is to make the law, that of the judiciary to intertrret it, 1 he echoed
6L Globe 675.
I. This principle

lies at the heart

of the separation

of powers,

as Chief Justice Mar-

shall perceived:"The differencebetween the departments undoubtedly is, that the legislature makes,the executiveexecutes,and the judiciary construes the law."Wayman v.
Southard, "3 U.S. (io Wheat.) x, 46 0825). Marshall was anticipated by Justice Samuel
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Francis
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riding
tune
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the notion

whereby

stated,

people
Having

the greedy

expansiveness

lign as well as benign,
gress

within

Within

those

later

was meant

unto

created

of power,

earlier. 2 Much

makers
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the legislature

the right

Congress,

designed
4 what

Justice

the

knew

process

and knowing

"policing"

less are

Black,

to keep the Constitution

themselves

bounds,

called
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for as Justice

Constitution

a prepotent

the Founders

boundaries,

of the Founders,

years

for it" by the amendment

its prescribed

Hand

hundred
Constitution,

"The

reserved

Constitution.

Learned

the

that the Court

and provided
the

two

to revise

with the times,"

for change
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that

James

Bradley

constitutional

James

to change

Iredell,

V, 3
the

well aware of

power

the judiciary

"in

the need

of Article

being

de-

can be mato keep ConThayer

and

boundaries,

s

one of the ablest

was to be free of judicial

interference.

6

Chase in Ware v. Hylton, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 199, z23 (1796): "The people delegated power
to a Legislature, an Execut/ve, and a ,Tud/aary; the first to make; the secondto execute; and
the/art to declare or expound the laws" (emphasis added). Of the three branches, Hamilton assured the ratifiers, the judiciary is "next to nothing." Federalist No. 78 at 504 (Mod.
Lib. ed. 1937).
z. I Selected Writings of Francis Bacon i38 (Mod. Lib. ed. I937). Blackstone stated,
"Though in many other countries everything is left in the breast of the Judge to determine, yet with us he is only to declare and pronounce, not to make or new-model the
law." 3 Wdliarn Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England 335 (1769)•James Wilson, second only to Madison as an architect of the Constitution, instructed the judge to
"remember, that his duty and his business is, not to make the law but to interpret and
apply it." 2 James Wilson, Works 502 (Robert McCloskey ed. 1967).
3. Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 52, (I965), dissenting opinion. In McPherson v. Blacker, x46 U.S. 1, 36 (i89z), the Court rejected the notion that the Constitution
may be "amended by judicial decision without action by the designated organs in the
mode by which alone amendments can be made." See also Hawke v. Smith,, 53 U.S. z z I,
239 (19"o)4. In the Virginia Ratification Convention, for instance, John Marshall stated that if
Congress were "to go beyond the delegated powers ... if they were to make a law not
warranted by the powers enumerated, it would be considered by the judges as an infringement of the Constitution...
They would declare it void." 3 Jonathan Elliot, Debates in the Several State Conventions on the Adoption of the Federal Constitution 551, 553
0836).
5. See infra Chapter 16, note z6.
6. Referring to constitutional limitations on legislative power, Justice Iredell dedared,
"Beyond these limitations..,
their acts are void, because they. are not warranted by the
authority given. But within them.., the Legislatures only exercise a discretion expressly
confided to them by the constitution...
It is a discretion no more controllable..,
by a
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ciary, 7 the Founders
discretion.

"8 They

"the laws' meaning
they

feared

portant

the

brake

construed
accomplish,

current

had a "profound
were

influenced

judges'

"imposition
arrogation

of the draftsmen's

l° the so-called

original
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infatuation

with

fear of judicial
by the

could be twisted

on such

in light

BY

English

by means
of their

judi-

independence

and

Puritans'

of judicial
personal

was the rule that
explanation
intention.

a revisory

views. "9 An im-

a document

of what

Jefferson

fear that

construction";

is to be

they meant

and Madison

to
at-

Court... than a judicial determination is by them." Ware v. Hylton, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) I99,
266 0726). South Carolina State Highway Department v. Barnwell Bros., 3o3 U.S. I77,
i9o-19I (1938), per Stone, J. Champion v. Ames, :88 U.S. 3zi, 363 (19o2): "if what
Congress does is within the limits of its power, and is simply unwise or injurious, the
remedy is that suggested by Chief Justice Marshall in Gibbons v. Ogden," i.e., look to the
people at elections.
7- It was not ever thus. Stanley Kutler, a perfervid activist, noted that "From the early
twentieth century throughout the later x93os, academic and liberal commentators ...
criticized vigorously the abusive powers of the federal judiciary. They accused ... the
Supreme Court of consistently frustrating desirable social policies." He noted that "the
judges had arrogated a policy-making function not conferred upon them by the Constitution," which "negated the basic principles of representauve government." "After
1937," he observed, "most of the judiciary's long time critics suddenly found a new faith
and promoted it with all the zealousness of new converts." Now the courts "matched a
new libertarianism..,
with an activist judiciary to protect those values." Stanley"I. Kutlet, "Raoul Berger's Fourteenth Amendment: A History or Ahistorical," 6 Hastings Const.
L.Q. 5II, 512, 5:3 (:978) .
Contemporary academicians, Robert Bork noted, "encourage the courts to yet more
daring adventures in constitution-making." Robert Bork, Foreword to Gary L. McDowell, The Constitutton and Contemporary Constitutional Theory viii (i985). However, the new
judicial role was extolled only so long as it satisfied activist aspirations. A putative departure from the judicial path of the last forty years (which is no more sacrosanct than
the dumped precedents of the prior I5O years) led Dean Guido Calabresi of Yale to declare, "I despise the current Supreme Court and find its aggressive, wilful behaxaor disgusting." N.Y. Times, July z8, I99i, Op. Ed. Calabresi's complaint is clarified by Anthony Lewis: "we now have a Court dominated by conservative activists, construing laws
so as to reach results that they desire." Anthony Lewis, "Winners and Losers," N.Y.
Times, Oct. : 8, :989, at A: 7. But Lewis lauded that very practice when the Warren Court
reached results that Lewis desired. See infra note 17.
8. Gordon Wood, The Creation of the American Republic, x776-x787 298 (:969).
9. H. Jefferson Powell, "The Original Understanding of Original Intent," 98 Harv. L.
Rev. 885, 89i (:985).
io. Richard Kay, "Book Review," io Conn. L. Rev. 8oo, 805-806 (:978): "To implement real limits on government the judges must have reference to standards which are
external to, and prior to the matter to be decided... The contents of those standards are
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rule; l_ and Chief

the common

law "the

2I

Justice

Marshall

declared

most

complete

evidence

that the intention
is the most sacred rule of interpretation.
"12 Here law
and common
sense coincide.
Who better knows what the writer means
than

the

writer

himself?. 13 John

Selden,

the

preeminent

seventeenth-

century
scholar, stated, "A Man's writing has but one true sense, which
is that which the Author meant when he writ it. "_4 Such were the views
of Hobbes
and Locke.IS
To maintain
the contrary
is to insist that
reader better knows what the writer meant than the writer himself.
recapitulate,
antiactivists
(originalists)
maintain
thorized
to revise the Constitution
16 and that

the
To

that judges are not auit is to be construed
in

set at their creation. Recourse to 'the intention of the framers' in judicial review, therefore can be understood as indispensable to realizing the idea of government limited by
law." See also W. Lawrence Church, "History and the Constitutional Role of the Courts,"
199o V_rts.L. Rev. xo7I, io87-io88.
i L Jefferson pledged in his Inaugural Address to administer the Constitution "according to the safe and honest meaning contemplated by the plain understanding of the
people at the time of its adoption---a meaning to be found in the explanations of those
who advocated it." 4 Elliot, supra note 4 at 466. Madison wrote, "I entirely concur in the
propriety of resorting to the sense in which the Constitution was accepted and ratified by
the nation. In that sense alone it is the legitimate Constitution. And if that be not the
guide in expounding it, there can be no security for a consistent and stable, more than for
a faithful exercise of its powers." 3 Letters and Other Wrinngs ofJames Madtron 441, 44"
(_865).
I2.John Marshall's Defense of McCulloch v. Maryland i67 (Gerald Gunther ed. 1969).
x3-William Cullen Bryant asked, are we "to admit that the Constitution was never
before rightly understood, even by those who framed it?" I Allan Nevins, The Emergence
of Lmcoln 95 (I95O).
14. Table Talk: Being the DiscoursesofJdm Selden, Esq. io 0696 ). See Supplementary
Note on Original Intention.
x5. Hobbes wrote that the judge isto be guided by "the final causes, for which the law
was made; the knowledge of which final causes is in the legislator." Thomas Hobbes,
Leviathan pt. z, chap. 26, §zx, p. I91 (I990. Locke stated, "when a man speaks to another, it is ... [to] make known his ideas to the hearer. That then which words are the
marks of are the ideas of the speaker.., this is certain, their signification, in his use of
them, is limited to his ideas, and they can be signs of nothing else." John Locke, An Essay
Concerning Human Undemmnding 204-2o6 (Raymond Wilburn ed. x947).
I6. Louis Lusky, himself an activist, observed that the Court has "a new and grander
conception of its own place in the governmental scheme," resting on "two basic shifts in
its approach to constitutional adjudication": "assertion of the power to revise the Constitution, bypassing the cumbersome amendment procedure prescribed by Article V,"and
"repudiation of the limits on judicial review that are implicit in the doctrine of Marbury
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light of the Founders' explanations of what they meant to accomplish,
no more, no less.
Leading activists Michael Perry and Paul Brest observe that no activist has come up with a satisfactory antioriginalist theory. 17 There are
as many theories as activist writers. Indeed, Brest pleads with academe
"simply to acknowledge that most of our writings are not political theory
but advocacy scholarship--amicus briefs ultimately designed to persuade the Court to adopt our various notions of the public good"-result-oriented propaganda.:S In their zeal to ameliorate social injustice,
academicians undermine the constitutionalism that undergirds our democratic system.l° Their defense of the Justices' substitution of their own
v. Madison." Lores Lusky, "Government by Judiciary: What Price Legatimacy?" 6 Hastings Const. L.Q. 403,406, 408 0979). In holding that Congress could not "alter" the
Constitution, Marbury made the "implicit" "explicit."
x7. By "activists" I mean those who claim that judges are empowered to revise the
Consutution and to look for authority outside its text and history. Thus, Paul Brest challenges the assumption that judges are "bound by the text or origanal understanding of the
Constitution." Paul Brest, "The Misconceived Quest for the Original Understanding,"
60 B.U.L. Rev. zo4, z34 (i98o). And the late Robert Cover thrust aside the "self-evident
meaning of the Constitution," let alone "the intention of the framers," in favor of an
"ideology" framed by judges. Robert Cover, "Book Review," New Repubhc,Jan. i4, i978,
at ,6, "7Perry urged actavists "to get on with the task of elaborating a defensible non-originalist
conception of consututional text, interpretation and judicial role." Michael Perry, "The
Authority of Text, Tradition, and Reason: A Theory of Consututional Interpretation," 58
S. Cal. L. Rev. 55 x, 602 (x985). For Brest's disappointment with seven activist attempts
to frame such a theory, see Paul Brest, "The Fundamental Rights Controversy: The Essential Contradictions of Normative Constitutional Scholarship," 9 o YaleL.J. IO63, Io67io89 (198:). He considers that "no defensible criteria exist" whereby to assess "valueoriented constitutional adjudication." Id. io65.
x8. Brest, supra note 17 at I IO9. Anthony Lewis exulted because in the fifteen years
since Earl Warren became Chief Justice, the Court "has brought about more social change
than most Congresses and most presidents"--"years of legal revolution." Anthony Lewis,
"A Man Born to Act, Not to Muse," New York Times Magazine, June 3o, i968, reprinted
in The Supreme Court Under Earl Warren iSX (Leonard Levy ed. i97z); cf. Calabresi,
supra note 7x9. "The two fundamental correlative elements of constitutionalism for which all lovers of liberty must yet fight are the legal limits to arbitrary power and a complete responsibility of government to the governed." Charles H. Mcllwain, Constitutionalism:Andent and Modern 146 (rev. ed. I947). "The fabric of American empire," said Hamilton,
"ought to rest on the solid basis of THE CONSENTOF THE PEOPLE," Federalist No. zz
at i4i (Mod. Lib. ed. x937).James Wilson and others considered that "the binding power
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of law. "21

When
academic

this book
feathers,

constitutional

appeared
for it stood

limitations

oriented

jurisprudence

justifies
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surpassed

in 1977, I anticipated
athwart

z2 must
that

means. 23 The

my expectations.

the complacent

yield

to beneficial

is a euphemism
flood

that

ruffle

assumption

that

results,

for the notion

of criticism--often

24 Scarcely

it would

a month

passes

a result-

that the end

ad hominem-without

another

of the law flowed from the continuous assent of the subjects of law." Bernard Bailyn, The
IdeologtcalOrigins of the American Constztution 174 (1967).
2o. z G.J. McRee, Life and CorrespondenceofJames lredell 146 (1858).
21. Benjamin N. Cardozo, The Nature oftbe3_udtctal Process136 092I).
22. Chief Justice Marshall asked, "To what purpose are powers limited, and to what
purpose is that limitation committed to writing; if those limits may, at any time, be passed
by those intended to be resu-ained?" If, he continued, the Constitution is "alterable when
the legislature shall please to alter it... then written constitutions are absurd attempts,
on the part of the people, to limit a power in its nature illimitable." Marbury v. Madison,
5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 176-177 0803).
23. Sidney Hook observed that "whoever places greater emphasis upon the product
rather than the process, upon an all-sanctifying end rather than upon the means for
achieving it, is opening the doors of anarchy." Sidney Hook, Philosophyand Public Policy
36 (I98o).
24. " 'Criticism,' wrote Johnson in the 6oth Id/er, 'is a study by which men grow important and formidable at a very small expense.' "Augustine Birrell, Ohiter Dicta 1 io (2d
series 19o5). Daniel Boorstin observes that most men "hate the necessity of revising their
convictions." Daniel J. Boorstin, The Discoverers476 (1983).
Referring to the desegregation and reapportionment decisions, Richard Kay wrote,
"These doctrines have now become almost second nature to a generation of lawyers and
scholars. Thus it is hardly surprising that the casting of a fundamental doubt on such
basic assumptions should produce shock, dismay, and sometimes anger." Kay, supra note
IO at 8Ol.
Aviam Soifer charged me with "the worst type of law-office history," "emphasiz[ing]
how badly Berger misuses historical materials." Quoted in Raoul Berger, "Soifer to the
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"refutation, "2s testimony that the corpse simply will not stay buried. Almost all activist critics turn their back on discrepant evidence; they simply
will not examine, for example, my detailed demonstration that "privileges
or immunities" had become words of art having a limited compass. 26
Consider the "one man-one vote" doctrine. Section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment

provides that if suffrage is denied on account of race,

the State's representation
portionally
tervention.

in the House of Representatives

shall be pro-

reduced. This constitutes the sole provision for federal inSenator William Fessenden, chairman of the Joint Commit-

tee on Recfnstruction,

explained that the Amendment

"leaves the power

where it is, but it tells [the States] most distinctly, if you exercise that
power wrongfully,
Jacob Howard,

such and such consequences

cause of Fessenden's

the amendment

be-

illness, said, "the theory of this whole amendment

is, to leave the power of regulating
islatures

will follow. "27 Senator

to whom fell the task of explaining

the suffrage with the people or leg-

of the States, and not to assume to regulate

"gap" which the Fifteenth

Amendment

it. "28 It was this

was designed

to fill. 29 Plainly

Rescue of History," 32 S.Car. L. Rev. 427, 428 (x98I). Judge John G. Gibbons (3 d Cir.)
fired off a papal bull: Berger "is neither talented enough as an advocate nor knowledgeable enough

as an historian

to be taken seriously

in either

discipline."

Berger, " 'Government
by Judiciary': Judge Gibbons'
L. Rev. 783 (I979). Hans Baade entitled his critique

Argument
" 'Original

er's Fake Antique"

is summanzed

and declared

that his conclusion

Quoted

in Raoul

Ad Hominem,"
59 B.U.
Intention':
Raoul Bergby the tide of an ar-

ticle, "Misrepresentation
in North Carolina," quoted in Raoul Berger, "Original Intent:
The Rage of Hans Baade," 71 N.C.L. Rev. I 15 x, 1152 (i 993)- William Wiecek dismisses
my views as "empty
z 3 Rutgers

bombast."

William

H. Wiecek,

"The

Constitutional

Snipe

Hunt,"

L.J. 253, 254 (I992).

25. E.g., Baade, supra note 24; Bruce Ackerman, We the People: Foundations 9 I, 334336 (I99x).
26. For an encapsulation
of this history, see Supplementary
Note on the Civil Rights
Act, text accompanying
z 7. The Retwa'trnaion

notes

7 through

Amendments'

24.
Debates x43 (Alfred Avins ed. I967).

28. Id. 237. See also the Report oftbeJomt
the Amendment.
Id. 94.

Committee on Reconrtructien,

which drafted

z 9. For the "gap" materials, see Raoul Berger, "The Fourteenth
Amendment:
Light
From the Fourteenth,"
74 Nw. U. L. Rev. 3ix, 321-323 (1979); United States v. Reese,
92 U.S. 24,

217-218

(1876): the Fifteenth
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accompli, 32 for Brown

when

another

a mobilized

in our fundamental
"lies elsewhere,
cans with

a moral

prophet,

in a lengthy

tour

31 Robert

of the historical

beginning

with the end,
Brown,

had

no popular

mandate.

of activism,

"did not come at [a mo-

Court's

was demanding

a fundamental

"real significance"
courage
agenda

selves. "34 Put baldly,

enhanced

schools.

v. Board

advocate
citizenry

date for its revolutionary

control

law, Brown

segregated

from Brown, in short,

and political

voice of their better

tament

outlawed

law. "33 The
in the

the exclusive

constitutional

me for engaging

instead

from

25

States. 3°

the Court

of Yale chided

Bruce Ackerman,

derogates

cow of modem

sources

ment]
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decision

calls upon

the Court

but assumed

by the sanctions

change

of Brown, he opines,

in confronting
that

wrote

modern
them

Ameri-

to heed the

had no popular

the role of an Old

at its disposal.

manTes-

3s

3o.Justice Story declared that "we are not at liberty to add one jot of power to the
national government beyond what the people have granted by the consutution." Houston v. Moore, 18 U.S. (5 Wheat.) i, 48 08zo), dissenung opinion.
3 I. 347 U.S. 483 (1954). An activist sympathizer asked, "Could it be reasonably
claimed that segregation had been oudawed by the Fourteenth when the yet more basic
emblem of citizenshit>--the ballot had been withheld from the Negro under the amendment?" Richard Kluger, Stmple Justtce 635 (x976).
3z. "It is in this recogmtion of the practical, present and future-looking consequences
of constitutional symbols that a proper beginning point for a book on constitutional law
must lie." Robert Cover, "Book Review;" New Republic,Jan. 14, x978, at z6, 27. The duty
of an historian is to ascertain what happened, not to ignore the historical facts for fear of
"future consequences."
33. Bruce Ackerman, /_ the People:Foundations i33 (i99I). "Only a mobilized mass
movement," Ackerman noted, "might encourage progressive Democrats and Republicans to overcome massive Southern resistance to new civil rights legislation." At the time
Brown was "argued and reargned..,
such a mass movement did not exist." Id. 135. During the oral argument Justice Jackson commented, "realistically the reason the case is
here is that action could not be obtained from Congress." Alexander Bickel, The Supreme
Court and the Idea of Progress 6 (I978). Edmond Cahn stated, "it would have been impossible to secure adoption of a constitutional amendment to abolish 'separate but
equal.' " Edmond Cahn, "Jurisprudence," 3° N.Y.U.L. Rev. 15o , i56-157 (i955).
34. Ackerman, supra note 33 at i33; Calm, supra note 33.
35" A similar messianic role is assumed by Justice Brennan with respect to death penalties. Despite the Fifth Amendment's recognition that a person may be deprived of life
provided he is accorded due process, despite Brennan's recognition that the majority of
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a few undeniable facts. Congress had "permitted

schools in the District of Columbia

Charles Sumner vainly fought "to abolish segregated
the District

Negro schools in

of Columbia. "37 How can it be maintained

after steadfastly

segregated

from i864 onward"; 36 and Senator

refusing to abolish segregated

that Congress,

schools in the District,

over which it had plenary control, would cram desegregation

down the

throats of the States? "Negroes

were barred from public schools of the

North,"

Howard Jay Graham,

wrote neoabolitionist

widely regarded

as 'racially

inferior'

and 'incapable

Had the frhmers proposed to bar segregated
interference

and were "still
of education.'

,38

schools in the North, such

with state control of internal affairs would have imperiled

enactment

Amendment.

39 Such a pro-

posal was far from the framers' minds, as is demonstrated

and adoption of the Fourteenth

by James Wil-

son's (chairman of the House Judiciary
parallel Civil Rights Bill--regarded
his brethren

and of his fellow Americans

Committee)

as "identical"

assurance that the
with the Fourteenth

do not share his views, he persists in "striving

for human dignity for all," that is, abolition of the death penalty. For extended discussmn,
see Raoul Berger, "Justice Brennan vs. the Constitution,"
29 B.C.L. Rev. 787, 796-798
(I988).

See also Supplementary

Note

on the Role of the Court,

36. Richard Kluger, Simple./_zrtice 635 (I976).
37- Kelly, Fourteenth
xo49, io85. When desegregation
schools

was under discussion

notes

19 and zo.

of the District

in April 186o, Senator James Harlan

of Columbia

of Iowa said, "I know

that there is an objection to the association of colored children with white children in the
same schools. This prejudice exists in my own State. It would be impossible to carry a
proposition

to educate the few colored children

school houses with white
States of the Northwest."
38. Howard

Jay Graham,

39. For continued

that now live in that State in the same

children. It would be impossible,
Avins, supra note 27 at zz.
Eweryman's Constitution

attachment

to State sovereignty,

note z 9 at 324-3z6. Lord Acton described
demption of democracy." Robert Speaight,

I think,

in every one of the

29o note 7o (I968).
see infta pp. 77-80; Berger supra

the preservation of States' fights as the "reThe L_fb ofHilaire Belloc 132 (1957).

Justice Story stated, "it is perfectly clear that the sovereign powers vested in the state
governments..,
remain unaltered and unimpaired,
except so far as they were granted to
the government

of the United

304, 325 (i816).

Federal

States." Martin

invasion

v. Hunter's

Lessee,

of that zone bears the burden

thorized by the federal delegation.
Henry Adams wrote, "The doctrine

x4 U.S. (i Wheat.)

of proving

that it is au-

of states' rights was itself a sound and true doc-

uine; as a starting point of American history and constitutional
law there is no other
which will bear a moment's examination..,
its prostitution
to the base uses of the slave
power was one of those unfortunate

enlargements

tory." Henry

273 (I882).

Adams, j%bn Rand0_h

which often perturb

and mislead

his-

Supplementary
Amendment,

whose

not require
nent

Compare

answer

happens,

shall attend
them

leading

theoretician,

Amendment

is to the question

have any particular

regated

schools.

existing

practices,

I haven't

activists,

recognize

of what

Dworkin,

41

much

done...

myself,
about

conversation

held with a framer
"I don't

we've

in the internal

that segre-

Amendment.

segregation:

preferences

thought

particularly

schools. ''¢° Promi-

facts the imaginary

Ronald
about

27

the Bill from repeal--did

the same

by the Fourteenth

with such incontrovertible
activist

the Fourteenth
right

among

was left untouched

the leading

was to safeguard

that all "children

academicians,

gation

purpose
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that

either

know
Nor

of

what the
do I, as it

way, about

seg-

either. "42 To change

zone left to the States,

the

4o. Avins, supra note 27 at 163.
41. Paul Brest, "Book Review," N.Y. Times, Dec. ii, 1977, §Ix at lO; Sanford
Levinson, "The Turn Toward Functionalism in Consntutional Theory," 8 U. Dayton L.
Rev. 567, 578 (1983); Nathaniel Nathanson, "Book Review," 56 Tex. L. Rev. 579, 580581 (1978); Michael Perry, "Interpretivism, Freedom of Expression, and Equal Protection," 4z Ohio St. L.J. z6I, 292 (1981); David A.J. Richard, "Aboliuonist Political and
Constitutional Theory and the Reconstruction Amendments," 25 Loyola L.A_ L. Rev.
1143, 1187 (1992); Mark Tushnet, "Following the Rules Laid Down: A Criuque of Interpretivism and Neutral Principles," 96 Harv. L. Rev. 781,800 (1983). Judge Learned
Hand said of Brown v. Board of Education, "I have never been able to understand on what
basis it does or can rest except as a coup de main." Learned Hand, The Bill of Rights 55
(1962).
42. Ronald Dworkin, "The Forum of Principle," 56 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 469, 486-487
(i 98 i). Similar fantasizing is exhihited by John Hart Ely: the framers of the Fourteenth
Amendment issued on "open-and-across-the-board invitation to import into the constitutional decision process considerations that will not be found in the amendment nor
even.., elsewhere in the Constitution." John Hart Ely, "Constitutional Interpretivism:
Its Allure and Impossibility," 53 Ind. L.J. 399, 415 (1978). This at a time when the Dred
Scott decision was execrated by the framers. See infra Supplementary Note on the Conclusion, text accompanying notes 2 i-24. In the introduction to The ImellectualAdventures
ofAncient Man 3 (Henri Frankfort & H. A. Frankfort eds. i977), the Frankforts decry the
"irresponsible meandering of the mind which ignores reality and seeks to escape from its
problems."
John Bingham, draftsman of the Fourteenth Amendment, said that of late the Court
had "dared to descend from its }ugh place in the discussion of decisions of purely judicial
questions [to "settlement of political questions"] which it has no more right to decide for
the American people than the Court of St. Petersburg." 6 Charles Fairman, Htstory of the
Supreme Court ofthe United States 462 (1971). Small wonder that section 5 of the Amendment entrusted Congress, not the Court, with power to enforce the Amendment. Ex parte
Wtrginia, ioo U.S. 339, 345 (1879).
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must exhibit a purpose

to, such practices
imaginary

framer

to do

SO. 43

Igno-

does not spell a purpose

to

must have lived in an airtight

cocoon to be oblivious to an issue that reached

to the very wellsprings

of the pervasive racism. 44 With William James, we should worry about
"the presumptuous
concreteness

of

arrogance

mere

fact. "45

ally akin to Dworkin's
earlier criticism

of theories

that ignore, even disdain, the

Activist criticism

reverie: fantasizing

of originalism

opposed

Lord (Max) Beloff, an Oxford

student of American

constitutionalism,

the Times of London,

"The

gone into proving the contrary
the high quality of American

emeritus

quite extraordinary

being

without

contortions

to establish

scholarship. "46

Amendment

in the service of

construction.

For that

as to what the Amendment

rule was laid down by Chief Justice Marshall:

a principle

that have

what the framers sought to accomplish,

preconceptions

43. The governing
is...

and longtime

make sad reading for those impressed by
legal-historical

I came to my study of the Fourteenth
I sought to ascertain

fact. Of

wrote in a review of my book in

no other cause than the integrity of constitutional
purpose

is gener-

to concrete

never before

recognized,

ought

"an opinion

should be expressed

to

which

in plain and

explicit terms." United States v. Burr, 25 ECas. 55, 165 (C.C.D.Va. i8o 7) (No. i4, 693 ).
Striking reaffirmation
was given to this view in Pierson v. Ray, 386 U.S. 547, 554-555
(i967).

After adverting

to the common-law

immunity

of judges from suits for acts per-

formed in their official capacity, the Court stated, "We do not believe that this settled
principle was abolished by § I983, which makes liable 'every person' who under color of
law deprives

another

of his civil rights...

The

immunity

and we presume that Congress would have specifically
ish the doctrine."
In a similar context, the Supreme
change

...

if intended,

would

have been expressly

declared."

U.S. (21 Wall.) i62, i73 (i874).
44- For citations see supra p. 13; and Index, s.v. _racism."
jamin Franklin's

belief that "patience

and accuracy

of judges

[is] well established

so provided had it wished to abolCourt declared, "so important
a
Minor

Dworkin

v. Happersett

88

might ponder Ben-

m making observations"

are the foun-

dation "on which alone true philosophy can be founded." Carl van Doren, Benjamin Franklin i68 (I968). His contemporaries
considered
Franklin
to be one of the foremost
thinkers.
45. William
I983, §7.

Coles,

"A Passionate

46. Max Beloff, "Arbiters
April 7, I978, at 1 i.

Commiunent

of America's

Destiny,"

to Experience,"
Times

(London),

N.Y. Times, May z 9,
Higher

Ed. Supp.,

Supplementary Note on the Introductmn
mean. 47 The Constitution,

29

remarked Paul Brest, "lies at the core" of our

"civil religion"; 4s until it is changed by amendment, the people are free
to govern their own destiny, not to be ruled by "Platonic Guardians"
who often are creatures
irreversible.

of Samuel Johnson,
or silenced by
present

of political accident, virtually irremovable

Activist fulminations

factS.

that "the most obdurate
"49

controversialists

and

have not shaken the hope, in the words
incredulity

The facts will speak for themselves

may be shamed
long after the

are gone.

47- With Charles Mcllwain I can say,"I entered upon this study without preconceptions. During the course of it I came to the conclusion that the weight of contemporary
evidencewas against some views... IT]his has unavoidablygivento certain parts of the
book a polemicalcast,and might lead one to think that it waswritten from the beginning
to bolster a preconceivedtheory.Such is not the case."Charles MclIwain,The High Court
of Parliamentand Its Suprema_ix (i9io).
48. Paul Brest, "The MisconceivedQuest for Original Understanding," 60 B.U.L.
Rev.204, 234 (198o).
49.James Boswell,The L_feof SamuelJohnsonHx 4 (Everyrnaned. I99z).
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"Privileges or Immunities"
No State shall.., abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the
United States

T

E "privileges or immunities"

of the Amendment's
immediately

preceding

it was the purpose

clause was the central provision

§ x, and the key to its meaning

is furnished

by the

Civil Rights Act of I866,1 which, all are agreed,

of the Amendment

to embody and protect. The ob-

jectives of the Act were quite limited. The framers intended to confer on
the freedmen the auxiliary rights that would protect their "life, liberty,
and property"--no
sprawling

more. For the framers those words did not have the

connotations

later given them by the Court but, instead, re-

stricted aims that were expressed in the Act. The legislative history of
the Amendment frequently refers to "fundamental rights," "life, liberty,
and property,"
the two.

and a few historical

At Locke's hands, said Edward

comments

will show the ties between

S. Corwin, natural law dissolves "into

the rights of 'life, liberty, and estate,' " a derivation
Bacon. The

trinity was reiterated

etched by Blackstone
viduals":

by Sir Matthew

in his chapter

noted by Francis
Hale 2 and sharply

on "The Absolute

Rights of Indi-

these may be reduced to three principal or primary articles ... I.
The right of personal security [consisting] in a person's legal and
I. Act of April9, i866, ch. 2x, x4 Stat. 27.
2. Edward S. Corwin, "The 'Higher Law' Background of AmericanConstitutional
Law,"42 Harv. L. Rev. i49, 365, 383 (I928).
30

"Privilegesor Immunities"

3I

uninterrupted enjoyment of his life, his limbs ... II .... the personal liberty of individuals ... [consisting] in the power of locomotion, of changing situations or moving one's person to whatsoever place one's own inclination may direct, without imprisonment,
or restraint, unless by due course of law... Ill. The third absolute
right, inherent in every Englishman... of property: which consists
in the free use, enjoyment and disposal of all his acquisitions, without any control or diminution, save only by the laws of the land. 3
For Blackstone

"due course of law" and the "laws of the land" did not

enlarge, they did not add to, the "absolute rights" of an Englishman,
rather

marked

the sole means whereby

ished. These "absolute,"
erty" referred,

"fundamental"

in sum, to (i) personal

tion; and (3) ownership

but

those rights might be diminrights of"life, liberty, and prop-

security; (2) freedom

and disposition

of locomo-

of property.

On this side of the water the opening Resolve of the First Continental Congress

affirmed that the Colonists

ture, the principles

"by the immutable

of the British Constitution

...

laws of na-

'are entided

to life,

liberty, and property. "4 Blackstone, whose work was widely circulated in
the Colonies,

was cited in Federalist

No. 84 and paraphrased

Instead of the "absolute fights" of"life, liberty, and property"
ers resorted

to the terminology

State shall be entided
several States." These
Bushrod Washington
damental"
natory
courts.

by Kent. s
the Fram-

of Article IV, § 2: "The Citizens of each

to all Privileges and Immunities
words were construed

of Citizens in the

"confiningly"

by Justice

on circuit, in Corfield v. Coryell, as comprising

rights such as freedom

taxes and impositions,

of movement,
ownership

"fun-

freedom from discrimi-

of property,

access to the

6

3. I William Blackstone,Commentarieson the Laws of Englandxz9, x34, I38 0765 1769).These "rights" were read to the House byJames E Wilson,chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee, in his exposition of the Civil Rights Bill. Globe11xS.
4. Documentsof AmericanH_ory 83 (Henry Steele Commager ed. 7th ed. x963).
5. I James Kent, Comm_tarieson AmericanLaw 607 (9th ed. x853):"The absolute
rights of individualsmay be resolvedinto the right of personal security,the right of personal liberty, and the right to enjoy and acquireproperty." This too was quoted by Wilson, supra note 36.6 E Cas. (No. 3z3o) 546 (C.C.E.D. Pa. i823); the full quotation is set forth infra
at notes 41-43 .
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spokesmen" and theorists of the abolitionist

Spooner

and Joel Tiffany, "privileges

move-

and immunities"

meant that a citizen has a right "to full and ample protection

in the en-

joyment of his personal security, personal liberty, and private property...
protection

against oppression..,

Blackstone's formulation

against lawless violence. "7 This echoes

and in large part anticipates

the privileges em-

bodied in the Civil Rights Act of x866. The sponsors of the Act, Senator
Lyman Trumbull

and Representative

James E Wilson, chairmen

respec-

tively of the Senate and House Judiciary committees, cited Blackstone,
Kent, and C0rye//, as did others. 8 And John A. Bingham, draftsman of the
Amendment, stated that he had drawn the "privileges or immunities"
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment from Article IV,, § 2.9

The Civil Rights Act of i866
The meaning
luminated

and scope of the Fourteenth

Amendment

by the debates in the 39th Congress

are greatly il-

on the antecedent

Civil

Rights Act of i866. As Charles Fairman stated, "over and over in this
debate [on the Amendment]
the correspondence
between Section One
of the Amendment

and the Civil Rights Act is noted. The provisions

the one are treated as though they were essentially identical

of

with those

of the other. "l° George R. Latham of West Virginia, for example, stated
that "the 'civil fights bill' which is now a law..,

covers exactly the same

ground as this amendment. "ll In fact, the Amendment was designed to
"constitutionalize" the Act, 12 that is, to "embody" it in the Constitution
7. TenBroek, io8, iIo.
8. Globe474-475, iIx8, 2765.
9. Id. 1o34.
lo. Fairman,Stanford 44. It "wasin these debates,"saidAlfredKelly,that "the Radical [?] ideas as to how far federal guaranteesof civilrights as against state action might
properly extend,both by legislationand by constitutionalamendment, were first dearly
set down.The debates on the Civil Rights Act are also important.., becausethe Civil
RightsAct bore an extremelyclose relationshipto the passageof the Fourteenth Amendment itself." Kelly, Fourteenth io57.
xI. Globe_883.
I2. Stevens,id. 2459;Kelly,Fourteenth xo7x. Binghamstronglydoubted the "power
of Congress to pass"the Civil Rights Billand insistedupon proceeding by amendment,

"Privileges or Immunities"
so as to remove
the power
litionist

doubt

as to its constitutionality

of a later Congress
reading

"virtually

Section

to embody

alike

An ardent

said

Rights

advocate

or agreed

that

the Civil

Bill provided

it beyond
of an abo-

Jay Graham,

on the Fourteenth

or incorporate

I of the Civil

and to place

Howard

in the debates

and Democrat

was designed

to repeal.

of the Amendment,

every speaker

Republican

33

stated

that

Amendment-the Amendment

Rights

in pertinent

Act. "13
part,

That there shall be no discrimination in civil rights or immunities...
on account

of race ...

but the inhabitants

have the same right to make and enforce
ties, and give evidence, to inherit, purchase,

of every race ...
contracts,

lease, sell, hold and con-

vey real and personal

property,

laws and proceedings

for the security of person

shall

be

subject

to

like

shall

to sue, be par-

and to full and equal benefit of all

punishment

...

and property,
and

no

and

otherfl 4

ld. 1291-1292; his doubts were shared by Henry J. Raymond, id. 2502, presumably, as
Senator Henderson explained, because the Thirteenth Amendment went no further than
to free the slaves, Appendix to Globe i2z (hereinafter GlobeApp.). John M. Broomall of
Pennsylvama, Thomas D. Eliot of Massachusetts, and Senator lames R. Doolittle of Wisconsin also thought it designed to remove consumtional doubts, id. 2498, 251 I, 2896.
Others like Stevens, James A. Garfield and Rufus P. Spalding of Ohio, and Senator
Howard wanted to make the Act secure against repeal by a successor Congress, id. 2459,
2462, 2509, 2896. See also Henry Van Aernam of New York, id. 3o69, Thayer, id. 2465.
See also infra Chapter 6 at notes 18-I 9. For additional citations, see tenBroek 244 note
II,

13. Graham 291 note 73; Bicke147; tenBroek 2Ol, 2o3, 224; Benjamin Kendrick, The
Journal of the Joint Committee of Fifteen on Reconstruction35° (1914). Flack, a devotee of
a broad construction of the Fourteenth Amendment, states, "nearly all said that it was
butan incorporation of the Civil Rights Bill... there was no controversy, as to its purpose
and meaning." Flack 81, id. 54, 79.
14. Section x of the Bill is set out in Globe474 (emphasis added); see also supra note
i. It was anticipated by the Missouri Constitution of 1865: "no person _n, on account
of color, be disqualified as a wimess, or be disabled to contract otherwise than as others
are disabled, or be prevented from acquiring.., property, or be liable to any other punishment for any offense than that imposed upon others for a like offense ... or be subjected in law, to any other restraints or qualifications in regard to any personal rights
other than such as are laid upon others under like circumstances." z Ben E Poore, Federal
and State Constitutions, Colonial Charters 1136 (1877).
"The master class looked upon any offense as more reprehensible (and therefore subject to more severe penalties) when committed by a slave than when committed by a
white man." Kenneth M. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution 124 (V'mtage Books, 1956).
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was in response to a sentiment

expressed at

the very outset by Senator John Sherman, who desired to secure such
rights to the freedmen, "naming them, defining precisely what they
should be. "Is Shortly stated, freedmen were to have the same enumerated rights (as white men), be subject to like punishment,

suffer no dis-

crimination with respect to civil rights, and have the equal benefit of all
laws for the security of person and property. Patently these were limited
objectives;

the fights enumerated,

said William Lawrence

of Ohio, were

the "necessary incidents of these absolute rights," that is, of "life, liberty,
and property," lacking which those "fundamental rights" could not be
enjoyed. 16 It was these "enumerated
Martin

Thayer

of Pennsylvania,

rights,"

"stated

that were "the fundamental

citizenship. "17
Section i of the Bill was a studied response
Black Codes,

TM

in the bill," said

which the Republicans

averred

rights of

to a perceived

evil, the

were designed

to set

emancipation at naught, to restore the shackles of the prior Slave Codes,
and to return the blacks to serfdom. The Bill was necessary, Senator
Henry Wilson of Massachusetts
"nearly as iniquitous

said, because the new Black Codes were

as the old slave codes. "I9 Citing the prewar

Slave

15. Globe 4z . In a letter to Sumner in x865, Justin Morrill, soon to be Senator, doubtful whether his suggested words "civil rights, immunities,
privileges [have] such a precise
and definite

meaning

as to be practicable,"

asked

"must we specify,

property, be a party and witness." James 3o.
A significant shift from the phraseology
of the predecessor
was made in the Civil Rights

Bill; the former

referred

rights

Freedmen's

to "civil rights

...

to hold

Bureau

Bill

or immunities...

including the right to make and enforce contracts,"
etc., Bickel 8 (emphasis added); but
the Civil Rights Bill phrase "no discrimination
in civil rights" was deleted (see infra Chapter 7 at notes i i-i 5), leaving the provision that blacks should "have the same right to
make and enforce contracts," etc., a specific and exclusive enumeration.
See infra at notes
x5-I7.
i6. Globe i833 (emphasis added). Senator Sherman
incidents of freedom." Id. 744- A leading Republican,
plained

that "those

rights to contract,

said the Bill "defines what are the
Samuel Shellabarger
of Ohio, ex-

sue," etc., are "necessary...

[for] the protection

of the rights of person and property of a citizen." Id. 1293.
x7. Id. ii5x; fully quoted infra note 39I8. For citations to collections of the Codes, see Bickel x4 note 35.
x9. G/abe 603. The Codes, W'dson said, "Practically made slaves of men we have dedared to be free." Id. 39. They "set up elaborate systems of botmd apprenticeship,
labor
restrictions,

vagrancy

laws, limits on property

ownership

and craft employment.

They

"Pm'vileges or Immunities"
Code

of Mississippi,

State,

travel

slaves,
...

from

which

and so on, Senator

is to destroy

Codes

stud the

nesota,

Thomas

gro against

D. Eliot

pression,"

"barbarous

publican

from

discriminating

gress to savor
Benjamin

legislation

"wrong

and

could

make

recalcitrance.

of Maryland,

John

him

beyond

Clark

"fiendish

free,

of

the Ne-

B. Henderson,

[the black]

Toward
an old-line

Daniel

nominally

to travel

of Min-

to protect

outrage,"

Black

and "ma-

Windom

and Senator

"though

of the bill

to the

as "atrocious"
William

"23 As Senator

stated,

teaching

"the purpose

the Bill was needed

did not have

Southern

G. Harris

that

cruelties.

slave. "24 Republicans

described

of Illinois,

violence,"

Missouri,

that

into the

as a preacher,

"2° References

of Massachusetts,

considered

"damnable

stated

were

W. Moulton

of a free Negro

serving

discriminations.

debates: 21 they

"22 Samuel

the entry

to another,

Trumbull

all these

lignant.

New Hampshire

prohibited

one county
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opa Re-

so far

as

so he was yet a
the halls

of Con-

the close of the debates,
Democrat,

said,

The States will still retain control and govern in their own way that
portion of their population

without leave asked of the United

States.

prescribed white supervision over almost every aspect of black lives ... The bald declaration of Edmund Rhett of South Carolina--'the general interest both of the white
man and of the negroes requires that he should be kept as near to the condition of slavery
as possible' ... --sums up the purpose of the Black Codes." Morton Keller, Affairs of
State zo3-2o 4 (x977).
2o. Globe474, x. Senator Sumner, id. 95; Senator Timothy Howe of Wisconsin, id. 443; Ignatius
Donnelly, id. 588; Senator Darnel Clark, id. 833; Burton C. Cook, id. ix24; William
Higby, id. 2882. See the Opelusa Ordinance, id. 516--517. Senator Clark stated, the Master "will allow him no home, that he may become a vagrant. Becoming a vagrant, he will
arrest him as a vagabond, and visit him with imprisonment and stripes... He will shut
him off from the courts, seal his mouth as a witness." Globe834. Cook stated, "Vagrant
laws have been passed: laws which under the pretense of selling these men as vagrants,
are calculated and intended to reduce them to slavery again." Globe I x2322. Senator Wilson, id. 603; Cook, id. 1123; James Wdson, "barbaric and inhuman,"
id. xH8.
23. Id. 63x, : i59, 2773, 833. Whether the effects of the Black Codes were exaggerated or not is not nearly as important as the aversion to them; it "is incorporated by
reference into congressional statements of objectives; it plays a large part in defining those
objectives, regardless of the extent to which it was founded on reality and regardless of
the motives which underlay its creation." Bickel x4.
24. Globe 3034.
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Mr. Speaker, all the efforts made here or elsewhere to educate the
negro to an equality with the white man in the southern States, either civilly, socially or politically, are perfectly idle. The negro must
be kept in subordination to the white manti s
So it proved.
The explanations

of the Civil Rights Bill by the respeetive committee

chairmen made its limited objectives entirely clear. Speaking
rights and immunities,"
House Chairman Wilson asked,

to "civil

What do these terms mean? Do they mean that in all things, civil,
social, political, all citizens, without distinction of race or color, shall
be equal? By no means can they be so eonstrued ... Nor do they
mean that all citizens shall sit on juries, or that their ehildren shall
attend the same schools. These are not civil fights and immunities.
Well, what is the meaning? What are civil rights? I understand civil
rights to be simply the absolute rights of individuals, such as "The
right of personal security, the right of personal liberty, and the right
to acquire and enjoy property."
quoting

Chancellor

Kent. 26 Of "immunities"

should "not be subjected

to obligations,

which other citizens are exempted...

Wilson said that a black

duties, pains and penalties from
This is the spirit and scope of the

bill, and it does not go one step beyond. "27 M. Russell Thayer

of Penn-

sylvania stated that "to avoid any misapprehension"
as to what the "fundamental rights of citizenship" are, "they are stated in the bill. The same
"5"Id. 3:7z, 3174.
26.Id. : : : 7. W'dsonquotedB0uv/er_LawD/a/many:"Civilfightsare those whichhave
no relation to the establishment,support,or managementofgovernment."Id. AlfredKelly
states that Wilson "declared for a narrow interpretation of the measure in unequivocal
terms." Kelly,Fourteenth io66.But at another point hestates that Wdson asserted"vaguely
that civilrightswere only the 'naturalrights of man.' "Id. (emphasisadded). Such "vagueness" is dispelledby Thayer's explanationinfra. See also infra note 55.
Josiah Grmnell of Iowa said, "Arecognition of natural rights is one thing, a grant of
politicalfranchisesquite another." TenBroek i7o. Senator Howard stated,the purpose of
the Civil RaghtsBill "is to secureto these men whom we have made free the ordinary
rights of a freeman and nothing else." Id. 5o4. "Wilson thus presented the Civil Rights
Billto the House as a measure of limited and definiteobjectives.In this he followedthe
lead of the majorityin the Senate... And the line he laid down was followed by others
who spoke for the bill in the House." Biekel x7.
27. Globe1ix7.

"Privilegesor Immunities"
section goes on to define with great particularity
munities which are to be protected

37
the civil rights and im-

by the bill." And, he added, "when

those civil rights which are first referred to in general terms [that is, civil
rights and immunities]
precludes

are subsequently

any possibility

can be extended

enumerated,

that the general words which have been used

beyond the particulars

that the Bill was for "the protection
zenship and nothing

that enumeration

else. "28 Wilson

which have been enumerated,"

of the fundamental
emphasized

rights of citi-

that the rights enu-

merated were no "greater than the rights which are included in the general terms 'life, liberty, and property.'
dictionary

but responded

James W. Patterson
teenth

to a sentiment

of New Hampshire

Amendment,

any law discriminating

,29 He did not proceed from the
unequivocally

articulated

by

in a later discussion of the Four-

for which he voted. I am opposed, he stated, "to
against [blacks] in the security of life, liberty, per-

son, property and the proceeds of their labor. These civil rights all should
enjoy. Beyond this I am not prepared to go, and those pretended
who urge political and social equality
the colored race. "3°

...

are..,

friends

the worst enemies of

28.Id. i 15x.As Madisonsaid in FederalistNo. 4I: "For what purpose could the enumeration of particular powers be inserted, if these and all others were meant to be included in the preceding general powers? Nothing is more natural or common than first
to use a general phrase, and to explainand qualifyit by a recital of particulars. But the
idea of particulars which neither explainnor qualify the general meaning.., is an absurdity."Modem Lib. ed. 269 (1937).Lawrence, an Ohio Radical,said "the privileges
referredto in the Constitution are suchas are fundamentalcwil rights,not politicalfights
nor those dependent on local law." Globe1836.
z9. Globe1:'95.While tenBroek, xIO,defines privilegesand immunities as the right
ofa citizen to have "protection in the enjoymentof his personalsecurity,personal liberty,
and private property.., protection against the aggressionof mdividuals,communities
•.. and domestic states againstlawlessviolenceexercisedunder the form of governmental authority,"and while Graham, z36,states the "abolitionistposition"was to seek "protection for the fundamental rights of life, liberty,and property," neither is reallycognizant of the fact that the Civil Rights Act,and hence the "constitutionalizing"Fourteenth
Amendment, had enumerated and defined these rights in restricted terms. I would also,
therefore, take exception to Fairman'sstatement that "vagueaspirations" were hung on
"privilegesor immunities." Fairman, Stanford 139.
30.Globez699. Patterson voted for the Amendment, id. z545. Wmdom saidthat under the Civil Rights Bill,the Negro "shallhave an equal right, nothing more.., to make
and enforce contracts" and so on. "It does not.., confer the privilege of voting," nor
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Such views had been expressed

in the Senate

drafted the Bill: "The bill is applicable
not propose to regulate

by Trumbull,

who

exclusively to civil rights. It does

political rights of individuals;

it has nothing

to

do with the right of suffrage, or any other political right. "3I Commenting on CorJield v. Coryell, Trumbull
under the "privileges

stated that such cases had held that

and immunities"

"certain great fundamental

of Article IV, §z, a citizen had

rights, such as the right to life, to liberty, and

to avail oneself of all the laws passed for the benefit

of the citizen

to

enable him to enforce his rights." These were the rights with which the
Civil Rigl_ts Bill would clothe the Negro. 32
Suffrage, said Senator Jacob M. Howard
teenth
secured
William

Amendment,

When

is not "one of the privileges

by [Article IV,, § z of] the Constitution";
P. Fessenden

Reconstruction,
nothing

in later explaining

of Maine,

a "natural

chairman

the Four-

and immunities

thus

it is not, said Senator

of the Joint

right. "33 Trumbull

Committee

on

stated that the Bill "has

to do with the right of suffrage, or any other political rights. "34
Senator Willard Saulsbury, a Democrat

of Delaware,

cifically to except "the right to vote," Trumbull
"social privileges.

It merely

provides safeguards

sought spe-

replied: "that is a po-

to shield them from wrong and outrage

and to protect them in the enjoyment of...
the right to exist." Id. ii59. IOn January 25,
i858, Senator Lyman Trumbull stated, "I have never contended
for giving the negro
equal privileges with the white man. That is a doctrine I do not advocate."
srrucuon Amendments'
Debates x3 (Alfred Avins ed. I967). ]
3 I. Globe 599. As a prelude
granting

of civil rights

to the overriding

does not..,

of Johnson's

carry with it...

political

veto, Trumbull
privileges...

The Reconstated, "the
The right to

vote ... depends on the legislation of the various States." Id. x757. He identified the
rights "defined" in § x as "fundamental
rights belonging to every man as a free man." Id.
476. Biekel, 13, states that "Radicals and Moderates alike who spoke in favor of the bill
were content to rest on the points Trumbull had made. The rights to be secured by the
bill were those specifically

enumerated

3 z. Globe 6oo, 474-475.
to carry out the provisions

Senator Henderson
of the Constitution

State

the privileges

and immunities

in section

I."

said that the Civil Rights Bill was "simply
which confers upon the citizens of each

of citizens

in the several

States."

Id. 3o35.

As

Lawrence stated, "It is idle to say that a citizen shall have the right to life, yet to deny him
the right to labor, whereby alone he can live. It is a mockery to say that a citizen may have
a right to live, and yet deny him the right to make a contract
rewards of labor." Id. i833.
33. Id. z766, 704 .
34- Id. 599.

to secure the privilege

and

"Privilegesor Immunities"
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litical privilege, not a civil fight. This bill relates to civil rights only. "3s
And he reiterated

that the Bill "carefully avoided conferring

or inter-

feting with political tights or privileges of any kind. "36 The views of
Trumbull

and Wilson were shared by fellow Republicans.

fect" of the Bill, said Senator Henderson,
merated

rights.

"These

measures

The "only ef-

was to give the blacks the enu-

did not pretend

to confer upon the

negro the suffrage. They left each State to determine the question for
itself. "37 Senator Sherman said the bill "defines what are the incidents
of freedom, and says that these men must be protected

in certain fights,

and so careful is its language that it goes on and defines those rights, the
rights to sue and be sued [etc.] ... and other universal incidents of freedom. "38 Thayer

stressed that the bill did not "extend the right of suf-

frage," that suffrage was not a "fundamental

right. "39 That the purpose

of the bill was to prevent discrimination with respect to enumerated, fundamental not political or social rights, was also stated in one form or another
by Cook and Moulton

of Illinois, Hubbell,

of Ohio, and Windom

of Minnesota. 4°

Lawrence,

and SheUabarger

Since Corfield v. Coryel141 is cited on all hands, it will profit us to consider its beating on the scope of "privileges

or immunities."

The actual

holding was that the phrase did not confer on an out-of-state

citizen the

fight to dredge for oysters in New Jersey waters.
Washington stated:

In passing, Justice

35.Id. 606.
36.Id. i76o.
37.Id. 3034-3035.
38.Id. 74439.Id. 1151:"the wordsthemselvesare 'civilrightsand immunities,'not politicalprivileges;and nobody can successfullycontend that a bill guarantying simply civil rights and
immunities is a bill under which you extend the right of suffrage, which is a political
privilege and not a civil right... [W]hen those civilrights which are first referred to in
general terms are subsequendy enumerated,that enumeration precludes any possibility
that general words which have been used can be extended beyond the particulars which
have been enumerated."
4o. Cook, id. ii24; Moulton, id. 63z;James R. Hubbell, id. 66z; Lawrence, id. i836;
Shellabarger,id. IZ93; for Wmdom, id. 1I59, see supra note 3o. Further details on the
rejectionof Negro suffrageare hereinafterset forth in the discussionof suffrageand the
Fourteenth Amendment.
4i. 6 E Cas. at 551-55L
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We feel no hesitation

in confining these expressions

leges and immunities

which are, in their nature,

They may, however,

be all comprehended

eral heads: Protection

to those privifundamental...

under the following

by the government,

the enjoyment

liberty, with the right to acquire and possess property
and to pursue

and obtain

happiness

citizen of one state to pass through,
purposes of trade, agriculture,
to claim the benefit
maintain

and safety ...

of every kind
The right of a

or reside in any other state, for

professional

pursuits, 42 or otherwise;

of the writ of habeas corpus;

to institute

and

actions of any kind in the courts of the state; to take, hold

and dispose of property,

either real or personal;

from higher taxes or impositions
other state; may be mentioned

and an exemption

than are paid by the citizens of the
as some of the particular

and immunities

of citizens, which are clearly embraced

eral description

of privileges

deemed

by the laws or constitution

the several states are permitted

last sentence

to participate

that the citizens of
in all the rights which

to the citizens of any other

alone

to which

and established

of the state in which it is to be exercised

•.. But we cannot accede to the proposition..,
belong exclusively

privileges
by the gen-

to be fundamental;

may be added, the elective franchise, 43 as regulated

The

gen-

of life and

militates

against

particular

state.

an "all-inclusive"

reading

of

Corfield. 44
In the main,
the Civil Rights

these

are the privileges

Bill• Justice

Washington's

and immunities
inclusion

enumerated

of the "elective

in
fran-

42. Emphasis added. Here Justice Washington spoke too loosely. If a State might deny
a nonresident the privilege to dredge for oysters in its waters, all the more might it deny
him the right to practice law in its courts. Bradwell v. State, 38 U.S. (i6 Wall.) 13o, i39
(1872) held that "the right to admission to practice in the courts of a State" is not a
privilege of a United States citizen.
43. The Supreme Court rejected this notion in Minor v. Happersett, 88 U.S. (21 Wall.)
162, 174 (x874): "This is more than asserting that [citizens] may change their residence
and become citizens of the State and thus be voters. It goes to the extent that while retaining their original citizenship they may vote in any State." It must be borne in mind
that Article IV, § 2, applies to transient as well as permanent migrants.
44. Emphasis added. That last sentence is at odds with Alfred Kelly's statement that
in the Corfield case "the rights incidental to national citizenship had been described in
all-inclusive terms under the comity clause [Article IV, § 2]." Kelly, Fourteenth lO59 (em#as'is added).
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chise," as Charles Fairman remarked, was "plainly wrong. "45 Article IV
hardly intended

to enable a transient

cluding him from dredging

migrant

to vote, and this after ex-

for oysters. From the beginmng,

admission

to suffrage had been the province of the State, as Chief Justice Parker of
Massachusetts

held at about the same time as Corfield, being preceded by

Judge Samuel Chase of Maryland. 46 Right or wrong, it was open to Congress to take a narrower view than that of Washington for purposes of
the Act which the Fourteenth
Amendment
was to constitutionalize.
Trnmbull

did just this, saying of Washington,

"This judge goes further

than the bill" in including the "elective franchise. "47 Graham dwells on
the Corfield phrase "Protection

by the government;

the enjoyment

of life

and liberty ... and to pursue and obtain happiness. "48 Here, too, the
framers could choose to exclude protection for the "pursuit of happiness," but in truth it was to Trnmbull's
"the great fundamental

mind a synonym for property:

fights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-

ness. "49 And so it was read by Justice

Bradley in the Slaughter-House

Cases: the rights "to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness are equivalent to the rights of life, liberty and property. "5° At any rate, the "pursuit
of happiness" found no place in the Amendment; in its stead the framers
substituted

the bare word "property,"

"life, liberty, and property."
It remains to notice two earlier

clinging to the traditional

trinity:

cases also cited in the debates.

In

Campbell v. Morris (I797) , Judge Chase, before long to be a Supreme
Court Justice,

stated on behalf of the General Court of Maryland

that

counsel were agreed
that a particular and limited operation is to be given to these words
[privileges and immunities] and not a full and comprehensive one.
It is agreed that it does not mean the right of election... The court
45- Charles Fairman,ReconstruaionandReunion,1864-i 888 1! 2 2, vol. 6, pt. I, of Htstoryof the SupremeCourtof the UnitedStates(1970; see supra note 3.
46. Abbott v. Bayley,6 Piek_89, 91 (Mass.i827); Campbell v. Morris, 3 H. & McH.
535, 554 (Md. I797).
47. Globe475; see Senator Howard, supra at note 33.
48. Graham 332n.
49. Globe475.
50. 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36, 116 (1872), dissenting

opinion.
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are of opinion it means.., the peculiar advantage of acquiring and
holding real as well as personal property, that such property shall be
protected and secured by the laws of the state, in the same manner
as the property of the citizens of the state is protected. It means,
such property shall not be liable to any taxes or burdens which the
property of the citizens of the state is not subject to... It secures
and protects personal rights. 51
Mark that the emphasis is on freedom

from discrimination,

on equality

with respect to described rights. In x827, shortly after Corfield, Chief
Justice Parker declared on behalf of the highest court of Massachusetts,
in Abbott v. Bayley, that the privileges

and immunities

phrase confers a

"right to sue and be sued," that citizens who remove to a second State
"cannot

enjoy the right of suffrage,"

but "may take and hold real es-

tate. "52 Thus, long before i866 courts had held that "privileges and immunities" were comprised of the rights Blackstone had enumerated; the
framers, aware of Blackstone and the decisions, embodied those rights,
and those rights only, in the Civil Rights Act of 1866.
That, however, is not the neoabolitionist reading of the history. So Alfred Kelly remarked,
incidental
acter...

to national

"Trumbull made it clear that his notion of the rights
citizenship

were exceedingly comprehensive in char-

Citing the dictum in Corfield v. Coryell, he argued that the rights

of national citizenship included all 'privileges which are in their nature
fundamental' ... In short, he nationalized the comity clause [Article IV,,
§ 2] and turned

it into a national

bill of rights against the states, as the

pre-war antislavery theorists had pretty generally done. "53 Such interpretations are poles removed from Trumbull's carefully restricted explanations. In the debates on the Civil Rights Bill, Trumbull made no mention
of the Bill of Rights, but tied the "privileges and immunities"

phrase to

5x. Supra note 46.
5z. Supra note 46. The Abbott

and Campbell

cases were quoted by Senator

Trumbull,

Globe 474, and at other points in the debates.

53.Kelly, Fourteenth io62-1o63, emphasis added. So too, Kelly reads Bingham's
statementthat "theprotection given by the lawsof the States shall be equal in reject to
life,liberty,and propertyto all persons"as meaning "avery generalrequirementof equality on all state legislationof the most inclusivekind"(emphasisadded).Id. lO74.There
is also thefactthat Binghamobtainedthe deletionofthe "nodiscriminationin civilrights"
clausebecause it was "oppressive."Infra Chapter 7 at notes 13-14.
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rights such as the right to life, to liberty," and

the benefit of laws passed for the enforcement

of those rights, explicitly

excluding "political" rights. His fellows even more clearly viewed the enumerated

rights as restrictive, s4 As the citations to Blackstone

show, "fundamental,"

"natural"

rights had become

and Kent

words of received

meaning, ss TenBroek himself states that "the area of disagreement"
"privileges and immunities

about

was not large, since their natural rights foun-

dation was generally accepted"; they were "the natural rights of all men or
such auxiliary rights as were necessary to secure and maintain those natural rights. They were the rights to life, liberty, and property. They were
the rights to contract, and to own, use and dispose of property. "s6
Nevertheless,
damental"

tenBroek

remained

fuzzy as to the meaning

of "fun-

rights as is shown by his citation to Senator Henderson.

noting Henderson's

explanation

After

of the purpose of the Civil Rights Act,

to give the rights therein enumerated (which he read into the record), and
his reference to "those fundamental

rights of person and property which

cannot

tenBroek

be denied to any person,"

sweeping view of those who sponsored..,
Henderson,

however, had emphasized

concludes:

the Fourteenth

"This was the
Amendment.

s7

that the "only effect" of the Civil

Rights Bill was to give the blacks the rights there listed, that because the
"negro is the object of that unaccountable
prejudice
"country is not prepared" to give them more. ss

against race" the

54-Supra at notes 3x-32, 36--38,z6--3o.
55.In his 1965 arucle Kelly himselfstated, "UltimatelyRevolutionarynatural-rights
theorists insisted liberty was derived from a state of nature, but it had long before been
given a very positiveand specificcontent. It was to be found.., aboveall in the common
law as expoundedby Coke and Blackstonein all their commentaries.The 'rights of Englishrnen'were not vacuous; instead they were quite well developed and specific.The
notion of pulling new natural rights from the air to allowfor an indefiniteexpansioncan
hardly be considered to be within the originalspirit of the amendment." Kelly,"Clio and
the Court: An Illicit Love Affair," 1965 S. Ct. Rev. ii9, I54-155. They had been crystallizedby Blackstone,supra note 3. Madison, for example,stated in the First Congress
that "Trialby jury cannot be considered ... as a natural right." i Annalsof Congress
437.
56.TenBroek 122-123, 236.
57. Id. 23x-23, (emphasisadded).
58. Globe3o34, 3035. Like tenBroek, Graham, 276, stated that "the evidence in the
debates is overwhelmingthat racial discriminationverybroadlyconceivedwas the framers'
target" (emphasisadded). Compare his statement infra Chapter 7 at note 4L
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The Graham-tenBroek-Kelly writings have muddied analysis; they
are not true to the historical facts. Shortly restated, those facts are that
the "fundamental" rights which the framers were anxious to secure were
those described by Blackstone--personal security, freedom to move
about and to own property; they had been picked up in the "privileges
and immunities" of Article IV, § I; the incidental rights necessary for
their protection were "enumerated" in the Civil Rights Act of i866; that
enumeration, according to the framers, marked the bounds of the grant;
and at length those rights were embodied in the "privileges or immunities" of the Fourteenth Amendment. An argument to the contrary, it
may be stated categorically, will find no solid ground in the debates of
the 39th Congress.

Supplementary
the Fourteenth

Note on the Civil Rights Act and
Amendment:
Fundamental
Rights

The Fourteenth Amendment provides: "No state shall ... abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States." Robert Bork
considers that the "intended meaning" of the clause "remains largely
unknown. "1 I beg to differ. The "intended meaning" of "privileges or
immunities" can be explicated by (I) the relation between the Civil
Rights Act of i866 and the Fourteenth Amendment, and (2) by the historical derivation of the terms. We may put to one side Corfield v.
Coryell,2upon which activists beat a tattoo 3and which, I agree with Bork,
is "a singularly confused opinion in x823 by a single Justice [Bushrod
I. Robert H. Bork, The Tempting ofAmerica: The PoliticalSeduction oftbe Law 37 (I99°).
Ely regards the "Privileges or Immunities Clause as quite inscrutable." John Hart Ely,
Democracyand D/strTast98 (x98o).
z. 6 E Cas. 546 (C.C.E.D. Pa. xSz3) (No. 3230).
3. For recent examples see Raoul Berger, "Constitutional Interpretation and Activist
Fantasies," 82 Ky. L.J. I, 2-6 (I993); Raoul Berger, "Bruce Ackerman on Interpretation:
A Critique," i992 B.Y.U.L. Rev. io35, io4X-lO46.

Supplementary Note: Fundamental Rights
Washington]

of the Supreme

45

Court, "4 and look rather to the historical

derivation of the terms. For as Justice Story stated, if the Framers used
terms that had been defined at common law, that definition was "necessarily included as much as if they stood in the text, "s as the framers of
the Amendment well knew. 6

A
The words "privileges and immunities" first appear in Article IV of the
Articles of Confederation, which specified "all the privileges of trade and
commerce. "7 The words were adopted in Article IV of the Constitution,
which, according to Chief Justice White, was intended "to perpetuate
[the] limitations" of the earlier Article IVY White repeated Justice Miller's statement in the Slaughter-House Cases that "There can be but little
question that..,
the privileges and immunities intended are the same in
each. "9
Privileges or immunities came into the Fourteenth Amendment by
way of the Civil Rights Bill of i866, which initially referred to "civil rights
or immunities. "1° In explaining these terms, Lyman Trumbull, chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, read from the Maryland (per
Samuel Chase, soon to ascend to the Supreme
setts cases.I _ Early on these courts had construed

Court)

and Massachu-

Article IV in terms of

4. Bork, supra note x at i8x; see also supra pp. 39-4 I.
5. United Statesv. Smith, I8 U.S. (5Wheat,) x53, i6o 08zo). ChiefJustice Marshall
statedthat if a word wasunderstood in a certainsense"whenthe Constitution wasframed
... the Convention must have used the word in that sense."Gibbons v. Ogden, 2z U.S.
(9 Wheat.) i, i9o (i8z4). This wasthe rule at common law:"If a Statute make use of a
Word the meaning ofwhich is well-knownat the Common Law,suchword shallbe taken
in the same Sense it was understood at the common Law." 4 Matthew Bacon, A New
Abridgraentof the Law "Statutes" I (4) (3ded. I768).
6. Infra text accompanyingnotes 19 and zo.
7. Documentsof AmericanHistoryIII (Henry Steele Commager ed. 7th ed. i963).
8. United Statesv.Wheeler, z54 U.S. z8I, z94 092o) (emphasisadded).Senator Luke
Poland of Maine explainedthat the privilegesor immunitiesclause"securesnothing beyond what was intended by the originalprovision of the Constitution," that is, ArticleIV..
The Reconstruction
Amendments'Debatesz3o (AlfredAvinsed. x967).
9-United Statesv. Wheeler,id. 296.
io. Avins,supranote 8 at io4 (emphasisadded).
ii. Id. I2I, I22.
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12 Chase declared,
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as did Massachusetts

ChiefJus-

rice Parker, that the words were to be given a "limited operation. "13 Activists ignore
standing

those opinions

that Trumbull

"enumerates

and build entirely

on CorfieM, 14 notwith-

did not read CorfieM broadly, stating

that it

the very rights set forth in the Bill" and explaining that "the

great fundamental

rights set forth "is in the Bill are "the right to acquire

property, the right to come and go at pleasure, the right to enforce rights
in the courts, to make contracts, "a6 fights embodied

in the Act.

A telling illustration of the "limited" scope of "privileges or immunities" was furnished by John Bingham, an activist mainstay. Despite repeated assurances
cally enumerated

that the Civil Rights Bill was limited to the specifirights, Bingham protested

vehemently:

[C]ivil Rights ... include and embrace every right that pertains to
the citizen . .. [it would] strike down ... every State constitution
which makes a discrimination on account of race or color in any of
the civil rights of the citizen...
[it would] reform the whole civil
and criminal code of every State government. 17
Consequently

the phrase "civil rights and immunities"

was deleted, ex-

plained James Wilson, chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, in
order to remove "the difficulty growing out of any other construction
beyond the specific rights named in the section...
rights specified."is The House

[leaving] the bill with the

approved the deletion

words. No activist has attempted

of the "oppressive"

to explain why Bingham, after strenu-

12.Campbell v. Morris, 3 H. & Mc.H. 535, 554 (Md. I797); Abbott v. Bayley,23
Mass.(6 Pick.) 89, 91 (x827).
13.Campbell, id. 554; Abbott, id. 9I.
14.Corfield itself stated, "we cannot accede to the proposition.., that.., the citizens of the several states are permitted to participate in a//the rights which belong exclusivelyto the citizensof any other particular state," 6 E Cas. at 552 (emphasisadded).
It is an index of the alleged "breadth" of Corfield that it denied to an out-of-statevisitor
the right to dredge for oysters in the host State.
x5. Avins,supra note 8 at i22.
i6. Id. For a narrow viewof Corfield, see Phillip S. Palndan,A CovenantWith Death
268 (I975).
x7. Avins,supra note 8 at I86, 188 (emphasisadded).
18.Id. i91 (emphasisadded).
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against the oppressive invasion of the States' domain by

"civil fights," embraced in the lesser "privileges" of the Amendment
very overbroad scope he had rejected in the Bill.
In truth, the framers regarded
art, having a circumscribed
the cases, Trumbull
judicial

"privileges or immunities"

decisions. ''19 Judge

"this being the construction
William

leges' to mean only 'some privileges.'
the Bingham incident

the Bill reached
activists.

as words of

meaning. After reading to the Senate from

remarked,

Lawrence

House "that the courts have by construction
noticed

the

only a "limited

as settled by

acknowledged

in the

limited the words 'all privi-

,20 Although

the Supreme

Court

in Georgia v. Rachel and concluded
category

of rights, "21 it is ignored

that
by

That is likewise the fate of other striking evidence. On January zo,
I8 7 I, Bingham submitted a Report of the House Committee

on the Ju-

diciary, from which he did not dissent, reciting that the privileges or
immunities clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
does not in the opinion of the committee, refer to privileges and
immunities ... other than those privileges and immunities embraced in the original text of the Constitution, Article IV, Section 2.
The Fourteenth Amendment, it is believed, did not add to the privileges and immunities before mentioned. 22

19.Id. Iz2.
20. Id. 207 (emphasisadded). In a similarcasethe Supreme Court stated, "weshould
not assume that Congress... used the words.., in their ordinary dictionary meaning
when they had alreadybeen construed aswords of art carryinga specialand limited connotation." Yatesv. United States, 354 U.S. z98, 319 0957). Walter Murphy, a criticof
my views,concedesthat "privilegesor immunities"had "becomewords of art," as Berger
"amplydemonstrates." Walter Murphy, "Book Review,"87 YaleLJ. i752, i758-i759
(I978).
zl. 384 U.S. 780, 791 (1966).
z z. Avins,supranote 8 at 466 (emphasisadded).This was madeplain by SamuelSbellabarger in the 39th Congress: "[The Civil Rights Bill] neither confers nor defines nor
regulates any right whatever.Its whole effectis not to confer or regulate rights, but to
require that whatever of these enumeratedrights and obligationsare imposed by State
laws shall be for and upon all citizens alike."Id. i88 (emphasisadded).James Wilson
said,"We are establishingno new rights... It is not the object of this hill to establtshnew
rights."Id. I63.
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The Supreme Court likewise declared that the phrase did not add to the
privileges

or immunities

scholarship

provided

is it that ignores

Chemerinsky

by Article

such weighty

IV.. 23

What

evidence?

and Bruce Ackerman would attribute

manner

Instead,

of

Erwin

to the i8z 3 Corfield

case power to expand the 1866 Bill, whose spokesman, after reading from
Corfield, said it enumerated

the "very rights" listed in the Bill. 24

B
THE

CIVIL

RIGHTS

BILL

The Civil Rights Bill and the Fourteenth
iam Nelson

correctly

Amendment

was designed

subsequent
ing. The

observed,

are

to embody

that the framers

"identical"

is unequivocal

important

because,

Amendment,

tor Lyman Trumbull,

to prevent

to give it constitutional

deemed
Court

its

foot-

the Act and Amendment
26 That identity is highly
stated in 1966, "The legis-

lative history of the 1866 Act clearly indicates
to protect a limited category

activist Willlinked. ''2s The

the Act in order

and uncontroverted.

as the Supreme

i866

"inextricably

repeal or, in the alternative,
evidence

OF

that Congress

intended

of rights. ''27 The sponsor of the Act, Sena-

chairman

of the Senate Judiciary

z 3. Maxwell v. Dow, 176 U.S. 58I, 596 (*90o). In Adamson

Committee,

v. California,

de-

33 z U.S. 46

(1947), the Court stated, "The Slaughter-House
Cases decided ... that these rights as
privileges and immunities of state citizenship, remained under the sole protection
of the
state governments.

This

Court,

proved this determination."
the amendment
by Justices
knowledge

of the purposes

without

the expression

of a contrary

view..,

has ap-

Id. 51-5z. And it added, "It is the construction
placed upon
whose own experience
had given them contemporaneous
that led to the adoption

of the Fourteenth

Amendment."

Id.

5324. For Chemerinsky
Fantasies,"

see Raoul Berger,

"Constitutional

82 Ky. L.J. 1, 2-6 (1993); for Ackerman,

Interpretation

and Activist

see Raoul Berger, "Bruce Ackerman

on Interpretation:
A Critique," t992 B.Y.U.L.
Rev. lO35, lO41-1o46.
25. William Nelson, The Fourteenth _qmendment: From Political Prmmples to3_dicial Doctrine lO 4 (1988) .
z6. See supra pp. 32-33 .
z 7. Georgia v. Rachel, 384 U.S. 780, 791 (1966) (emphasis
Civil Rights Bill, said Senator William

Stewart,

added). The purpose of the

"is simply to remove the disabilities

isting by laws tending to reduce the negro to a system of peonage [the Southern
Codes]. It strikes at that; nothing else." Avins, supra note 8 at zo 4.

ex-

Black

Supplementary
scribed

its provisions

come

and

tracts.

''28 He

go

Amendment
protects
that

going
39th

as the

at pleasure,

the

are "identical,"

activists

simply

Bickel
further

"right

cannot

concluded,
than

property,

to enforce

rights,

by the

face

it follows

that

category

of rights,"

bring

Rights

true
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the

right

to make

the

Amendment

an unpalatable
to swallow.
that

Act would

an explicit

to

con-

of the Act. 29 If Act

themselves

"It remains

the Civil

Rights

to acquire

right

is corroborated

only a "limited

exander
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and

likewise
conclusion
But,

as Al-

provision

not have carried

in the

Cong tess.'3°

So, John
was meant

Hart

Ely rejects

to be identical.

that the Fourteenth

the "claim

[that]

the coverage

"31 So, too, Paul Dimond

Amendment

dismisses

dealt solely with the rights

of the two
the "claim
enumerated

Nevertheless Edward J. Erler rejects what he describes as ray "narrowly hmited" view
of the Civil Rights Act. Edward J. Erler, "The Ninth Amendment and Contemporary
Jurisprudence," in The Bill ofRights: On_nal Meamng and Current Understandmg 432,444
(Eugene W. Hickok ed. 199 i). Senator Lyman Trumbull, sponsor of the Civil Rights Bill,
referred to "The great fundamental rights set forth in the bill: the fight to acquire property ... to come and go at pleasure, the right to enforce rights in the courts, to make
contracts." Globe475.
Erler likewise quotes Thaddeus Stevens' explanation of his advocacy of the Fourteenth Amendment: "Some answer, 'your civil rights bill secures the same things.' That
is partly true." From this Erler concludes that "The clear implication of the last statement is that the Fourteenth Amendment was more extensive than the Civil Rights Bill
of 1866." Erler, supra at 445- But Erler omits the words that follow "partly true." Stevens
explained that the answer was "partly true" because "a law is repealable by a majority,"
not because the Amendment's coverage was more extensive than the Act. Moreover the
framers unanimously regarded Bill and Amendment as "identical," supra pp. 32-33, and
Stevens was little likely to repudiate these expressions.
28. Avins, supra note 8 at 122.
29. See supra p. 33.
3o. Bickel 1, 61, 62.
3i.John Hart Ely, "Constitutional Interpretivism: Its Allure and Impossibility," 53
Ind. L.J. 399, 435 note 129 (I978). Ely grudgingly allows that "there were some actual
statements of equivalence, but that they are rare, and generally couched in terms that
made clear the speaker's understandable desire to minimize the potentially radical sweep
of the constitutional language." Id. Baldly stated, the speakers allegedly sought to conceal
from Congress and the people that the words had a "radical sweep." For this there is no
evidence, and if there were, concealment of material facts voids ratification. Ely's claim
that statements of equivalence were "rare" is belied by the facts. See supra pp. 32-33; see
also the additional facts herein recited, infra text accompanying notes 36--45.
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in the i866 Act. "32 Although Michael Zuckert
ing effort" to identify Act and Amendment
rejects it on the ground
Amendment

of "greatest

that the language

are different,

considers my "unrelentimportance,"

he

of the Act and that of the

and he asks, if the framers "merely sought to

get the Civil Rights Act into the Constitution why did they not simply
take the first section and use it for the amendment? "33 By that logic the
argument

for incorporation

endorses34--collapses.

of the

Indeed,

Bill of Rights--which

the argument

Zuckert

for embodiment

of the

Civil Rights Act is far stronger, because the framers unmistakably and
repeatedly stated that Act and Amendment are "identical." Unlike incorporation
To Zuckert's

of the Bill of Rights, there was no confusion
triumphant

Justice Holmes'
will, however

query "Why didn't they say so," the answer in

words is that if "the Legislature
indirectly,

has ...

that will should be recognized

To dispose of activist caviling, herewith
Martin Thayer of Pennsylvania
the Constitution...

on this score.

evidence.
in

of the Civil Rights Bill which has lately

become a law" in order that it "shall be forever incorporated
"clearly and unhesitatingly

its

and obeyed. 35

some additional

explained that "it is but incorporating

the principle

stitution. "36 On the ratification

intimated

in the Con-

trail in August i866, Senator Trumbull

declared [Section i of the Amendment]

to be

'a reiteration of the rights as set forth in the Civil Rights Bill. "37 In Indiana, Senator Henry Lane "affirmed Trumbull's statement concerning
the first section"; 3s and Senator John Sherman
views in a speech on September
Maine

spoke to the same effect in November

32. Paul Dimond,

"Strict

Under the Equal Protection

Construction

of Ohio endorsed

29, i866. 39 Senator

and Judicial

Clause: Meeting

of

i866. 40 In sum, Joseph
Review of Racial Discrimination

Raoul Berger on Interpretivlst

80 Mich. L. Rev. 46z, 495 (I98z)33. Michael Zuckert, "Book Review," 6 Const.

those

Luke Poland

Commentary

Grounds,"

i49, i62 (199I).

34. Id. I6I.
35.Johnson
v. United
36. Globe z465.
37.Joseph James,
38. Id. x62.

States,

i63 E 3o, 3z (Ist Cir. I9O8).

The Framing of the Fourteenth Amendment

i6i

(I965).

39- Id. I64.
4 o. Michael

IC Curtis, No State Shall Abridge: The Fourteenth Amendment

of Rights 252 note 46 (I986).

and the Big

Supplementary
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5I

James concluded, "Statements of congressmen before their constituents
definitely identify the provisions of the first section of the amendment
with those of the Civil Rights Bill."41
Horace Flack's canvass of "speeches concerning the popular discussion of the Fourteenth Amendment" led him to conclude that "the general opinion held in the North ... was that the amendment embodied
the Civil Rights Bill."42In 187I, James Garfield emphasized that "he
not only heard the whole debate [in the 39th Congress] at the time, but
I have lately read over, with scrupulous care, every word of it as recorded
in the Globe," and stated "this section [:] of the Amendment was considered as equivalent to the first section of the Civil Rights Bill.,43 Earlier Justice Bradley had stated, "the first section of the bill covers the
same ground as the fourteenth amendment. ''44 Subsequendy Justice
Field, dissenting in the Slaughter-House Casesfrom emasculation of the
"privileges or immunities" clause, stated on behalf of the four dissenters,
"In the first section of the Civil Rights Act Congress has given its interpretation to those terms. "4s Activist far-fetched inferences from generalities are no counter to such hard facts.
The modem rights extracted from the Civil Rights Act of : 866 are at
a long remove from those envisioned by its framers. Some additional
evidence will make that plain. Radical Senator Henry Wilson of Massachusetts urged the framers to ensure that the freeman "can go where
he pleases, work when and for whom he pleases, that he can sue and be
sued, that he can lease and buy and sell and own property, real and
personal"46--measures to strike the shackles of the Black Codes. Senator William W'mdom of Minnesota said that the Civil Rights Bill af4:.James, supra note 37 at I79.
42. Horace Flack, The Adoption ofthe Fourteenth Amendment 153 (: 908). Summarizing
Flack, Justice Black stated, "The declarations and statements of newspapers, writers and
speakers.., show very clearly the general opinion held in the North. That opinion, briefly
stated, was that the Amendment embodies the Civil Rights Bill." Adamson v. California,
332 U.S. 46, 1io (i947), dissenting opinion.
43"Cong. Globe (42d Cong., ist Sess.) App. i5: (i87I).
44- Livestock Dealers' & Butchers' Ass'n v. Crescent City Live-Stock & SlaughterHouse Co., 15 E Cas. 649, 655 (Cir. Ct. D. La. I87 o) (No. 84o8).
45.83 U.S. (I6 Wall.) 36, 96 (i87z).
46. Avins, supra note 8 at 98.
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forded the blacks "an equal fight, nothing more..,

to make and enforce

contracts

to shield them

[etc.] ...

wrong and outrage

It merely

provides

and to protect

exist. "47 The framers responded

safeguards

them in the enjoyment

lect wages by processes

plainest and most nec-

The fight to hold land ...

of law..,

any wrong done them. "4s In

of the fight to

to what Senator Timothy Howe of Wis-

consin termed the South's denial to blacks of"the
essary fights of citizenship.

from

the right to col-

the fight to appear in the courts for

I87I

,

Senator Trumbull

reminded

the Sen-

ate that the Act declared that the rights of blacks "should be the same as
those conceded to whites in certain respects, which were named in the Act "49
And in I874, the Supreme

Court

stated that "the Amendment

did not

add to the privileges and immunities of a citizen, "s° which had been construed in terms of trade and commerce, sl
FUNDAMENTAL

The current preoccupation
concern

RIGHTS

with individual fights obscures the Founders'

in i787 with the fights of the community

dividual. For them "individual
we consider

rather than the in-

rights, even the basic civil liberties

so crucial, possessed little of their modern

theoretical

that
rel-

evance when set against the will of the people. "s2 "In the Convention
and later,"

wrote Alpheus

T. Mason,

"states'

rights--not

individual

47" Globe II59.
48. Id. at Sen. App. 2*9.
49- Avins, supra note 8 at 548 (emphasis
5o. Minor v. Happersett,
Committee
on the Judiciary
Amendment...

added).

88 U.S. (2* Wall.) *62, *7* (I874). A Report by the House
submitted by Bingham in 1871 stated that the "Fourteenth

did not add to the privileges

or immunities"

of Article IV. Avins, supra

note 8 at 466. Senator Luke Poland of Maine explained that the privileges or immunities
clause "secures nothing beyond what was intended by the original provision of the Constitution,"

that is, Article

IV. Avins, id. 230.

51 . See supra pp. 4,-42; pp. 45-46 .
52. Gordon S. Wood, The Creation of the American
"[T]o the eighteenth-century
the public good'...
vate advantage..."

understanding

in general,

Republic, 1776-1789

63 (*969).

virtue was 'a positive passion for

Virtue enabled men to put the good of the whole above selfish priStanley Elkins and Eric McKittrick,
The Age of Federalism 535 (I 993).

On January x, 1802, Jefferson wrote to the Danbury Baptist Association he was "convinced that [man] has no natural right in opposition to his social duties." ,6 The Writings
of Thomas Jefferson

28.-282

(Andrew A. Lipscomb

ed. *9o3).

Supplementary
rights--was

the real worry, "s3 The Founders

ing a structure
power,
Gordon

of government

not with fortifying
Wood,

their rulers,

Henkin

observed,

because

the federal

governance
The

When

liam Holdsworth

the

but hardly

claimed
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were concerned
diffuse

with erect-

and limit

law liberties

the people

delegated

of the

themselves.

said remarkably

little

"was not to be the primary

wrote
people

"Ss As Louis
about

rights"

government

to the States. ''s6

"the rights of Enghshmen";

in the seventeenth
concluded,

Rights

rights. 54 "It was conceivable,"

against

"the Constitution
government

would

common

was left principally

Colonists
people

that

individual

"to protect

against

...

Note: Fundamental

century
"they

meant

"talked

what were they?

about rights,"

the rights

which

Sir Wil-

the existing

53- Alpheus T. Mason, The States Rtgbts Debate:Ant_deralism and the Constitution 75
0964). The "framers of the Constitution and the Bill of Rights believed that state governments were, in some vital respects, safer repositories of power over individual liberties
than the federal government." Michael W. McCormell, "Book Review," 54 U. Chi. L.
Re,:. i484, 15o5-I 506 (I987). Benjanun Wright noted that respecting proposals of bills
of rights in the ratifying conventions in Massachusetts, South Carolina, and New Hampshire, "members of these conventions were much more perturbed about the rights and
powers of the states than about the fights of the people." Benjamin E Wright, American
Interpretations of Natural Law: A Study in the History of Polittcal Thought 146 (i93i).
John Morley, the eminent English statesman and scholar, considered it a mistake to
read into the "constitutional restrictions the protection of individual 'rights' where its
founders had merely sought to protect the rights of states." John E. Morgan, John Viscount Morley 209 (1924).
54. Justice Brennan, the leading proponent of individual rights, acknowledged that
"The original document, before addition of any of the amendments, does not speak primarily of the rights of men, but of the abilities and disabilities of government." William
J. Brennan, Address, Georgetown Univ., Oct. ii, I985, reprinted in The Great Debate:
Interpreting Our Constitution 18 (I986) .
Robert Nagel comments that "The framers' political theory was immediately concerned with organization, not individuals.., with principles of power allocation." And
he notes "a widespread pattern that inverts the priorities of the framers; an obsessive
concern for using the Constitution to protect individual rights." Robert Nagel, "Federalism as a Fundamental Value: National League of Cities in Perspective," 1981 Sup. Ct.
Rev. 81, 82, 88.
55. Wood, supra note 52 at 63. Forrest McDonald commented that "the liberty of the
individual [was] subsumed in the freedom or independence of his political community."
Forrest McDonald, Novus Ordo Sedorura: The Intellectual Origins of the Constitution 7 I
(I985).
56. Louis Henkin, "Human Dignity and Constitutional Rights," in The Constitution of
Rights 2io, 213-2i 4 (Michael J. Meyer and William A_Parent eds. 1992); see Pendleton,
infra text accompanying note 60.
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laws gave them. "57By 1765 these had crystallized into Blackstone's triad:
personal security, personal liberty (i.e., freedom to come and go), and
property. 5s The opening resolve of the First Continental Congress affirmed that the Colonies by "the principles of the British Constitution
... are entitled to life, liberty and property.''s9 In the Virginia Ratification Convention, Edmund Pendleton declared, "our dearest rights-life, liberty and property--as Virginians are still in the hands of our state
legislatures. "6° Later Justice Story wrote that "the most general rights,
which belong to all mankind, may be said to be the right to life, to liberty and td property. ''61And Chancellor Kent paraphrased Blackstone. 62
In 1866, James Wilson, chairman of the House Judiciary Committee,
read the Blackstone triad to the 39th Congress and commented, "Thus,
sir, we have the English and American doctrine harmonising, "63thereby
indicating that the rights conferred by the Fourteenth Amendment were
confined by the triad, as its due process clause confirmed.
Manifestly the historically limited view of "fundamental rights" cannot sustain the inexhaustible activist claims. Indeed, two leading activist
theoreticians admit as much. Paul Brest acknowledges that "Fundamental Rights adjudication is open to criticism that it is not authorized and not
guided by the text and original history of the Constitution.
''64 And
57. John W. Gough, Fundamentallaw in English Constitutional History 39 note 3 (1955)58. See supra pp. 30-3 x. By "liberty" Blackstone meant "the power of locomotion...
moving one's person to whatsoever place one's own inclination may direct." Supra p. 3x.
That was one of the fights the Civil Rights Act of x866 provided, as Senator Lyman
Trumbull explained--"the fight to come and go at pleasure," supra text accompanying
note z8, a right that thwarted the Black Codes' attempt to confine blacks to their habitat.
59. DocumentsofAmerican History 80 (Henry Steele Commager ed. 7th ed. I963). James
Otis and Samuel Adams wrote on December 20, 1765, that "The primary, absolute, natural
fights of Englishmen... are PersonalSecurity, PersonalLiberty and Private Property." I The
Writings of Samud Adams 65 (Harry A. Cushing ed. x9o4) (emphasis in original).
6o. 3 Jonathan Elliot, Debatesin the Several State Conventions on the Adoption of the Federa/Constitution 3oi (i836).
6 L Unsigned article in Francis Lieber, ed., EncyclopaediaAmericana, reprinted in James
McClellan, JosephStory and theAmerican Constitution:A Study in Pohticaland Legal Thought
With Selected Writings 313, 315 (197x).
6z. 1 James Kent, Commentaries on American law, 607 (9th ed. x858).
63. Avins, supra note 8 at I64.
64. Paul Brest, "The Fundamental Rights Controversy: The Essential Contradictions
of Normative Constitutional Scholarship," 9° Yale LJ. Io63, xo87 (I98I) (emphasis in the

original).
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Michael Perry recognizes that the individual rights which activists champion are judicial constructs
Substantive

of the "modern"

due process not being as fruitful as of yore, activism have

been turning to the Ninth Amendment
It provides

to deny or disparage

people. "66 What is enumerated
is not. Reservations

is retained.
jurisdiction.

as a fresh cornucopia

that "The enumeration in the Constitution

shall not be construed
retained

Court. 65

is embodied

of"rights."

of certain rights

others retained

in the Constitution;

by the
what is

are not grants of power to deal with what

Put differently, what is retained
This is made clear by Madison's

is excluded from the federal
explanation

in introducing

the Bill of Rights: "the great object in view is to limit and qualify the
power of Government

by excepting out of the grant of power those cases

in which the Government
ernment

to act. "67

Given that the federal gov-

"ought not to act" in the "excepted"

zone, much more was fed-

eral action precluded
eral jurisdiction,

ought not

in the "retained" zone. 68 Instead of expanding fed-

the Bill of Rights was meant to curtail it. To obviate the

implication that the nonmentioned
rights "were intended to be assigned
into the hands of the general Government," Madison stated, this danger
would be "guarded

against" by the draft precursor

of the Ninth Amend-

ment. 6° Justice Black, who read the Bill of Rights into the Fourteenth
Amendment,

observed that the Ninth Amendment

tect against the idea that 'by enumerating

"was intended to pro-

particular

exceptions

to the

65. Nhchael Perry, The Constituuon,the Courts,andHuman Rights91-92 (x98z).
It should be noted that "civilrights, suchasare guaranteedby the Constitution against
State aggression,cannot be impaired by the wrongful acts of individuals,unsupported by
State authority in the shape of laws,"CivilRights Cases, io9 U.S. 3, I7 0883)" My study
of the 1866 debates persuaded me that such was the framers' design.
66. Emphasis added.
67. x Annalsof Congress454 (emphasisadded).
68. In FederalistNo. 8z at 534(Mod.Lib. ed. x937),Hamilton stated,"the states will
retain all preexistingauthorities which may not be exclusivelydelegated to the federal
head." In short, what was not delegated (enumerated) is retained.
69. I Annals of Congress456 (emphasis added). Justice Story wrote that the Ninth
Amendment"was manifestlyintroduced to prevent any perverseor ingenious misapplication of the well-knownmaxim,that an affirmationin particularcasesimpliesa negation
in all others." Joseph Story, Commentarieson the Constitutionof the UnitedStates§ ioo7
(Sth ed. I9o5).
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grant of power' to the Federal Government

'those fights which were not

singled out, were intended to be assigned into the hands of the General
Government.'
,70 The fact that Amendments One through Eight were
meant to limit the powers of the federal government
reading of the Ninth that would confer unlimited

militates against a

federal judicial power

to create new "rights. "71
The cheerleader
Deploring

of the cornucopian

the Supreme

expansive possibilities,
ing unenhmerated

Court's

movement

"neglect"

is Randy Barnett. 72

of the Ninth

Amendment's

Barnett proffers a "powerful method

rights,"

a "presumption

quire a State "to show that the legislation

of liberty"

of protect-

that would re-

[claimed to be] infringing

the

liberty of its citizens was a necessary exercise of its police power. "73 But
it is for a plaintiff to set forth a cause of action before the State is called
upon

to prove the negative.

To shift the burden

of persuasion

to the

State by Barnett's "presumption of liberty," more is required than bare
assertion of an unheard-of claim. TM Recent Supreme Court pronouncements

are unsympathetic

process"

to "novel,"

nontraditional

claims, 75 which are the more compelling

voke the unidentified

7o. Griswold

rights "retained

v. Connecticut,

"substantive
when claimants

due
in-

by the people."

381 U.S. 479, 519 (x965). Black relied on the Annals of

Congress, supra note 67 at 45_: "The exceptions here or elsewhere in the constitution,
made in favor of particular fights shall not be so construed as to diminish the just importance of other rights retained by the people, or as to enlarge the powers delegated by
the constitution;
but either as actual limitations of such powers, or as inserted merely for
greater caution," that is, as declaratory
of existing limitations.
7 i. Even Lawrence Tribe, whose fertile imagination enables him to toss off novel theories for libertarian goals, "points out the impossibility of viewing the Ninth Amendment
as the source of rights." Sanford Levinson,
"Constitutional
Rhetoric and the Ninth
Amendment,"

64 Chi.-Kent

L. Rev. I3I (1988), reprinted

in The Rights Retained by the

People II 5, i26 (Randy E. Barnett ed. I993).
72. Randy E. Barnett, introduction
to The Rights Retained by the People (Randy E. Barnett ed. I993).

For a critique,

see Raoul

Berger,

"The Ninth

Amendment,

as Perceived

by Randy Barnett," 88 Nw. U. L. Rev. i5o8 (1994).
73. Barnett, introduction,
id. io, t i.
74. Barnett
imagination,"
Id. 8, 9.

believes

that the rights

retained

that they are "unenumerable

75. See infra Supplementary

Note

by the people

because the human

on Incorporation,

"are limited only by their
imagination

text accompanying

is limidess."
notes 87-9I.

3
•(_

5).

The "Privileges or Immunities of
a Citizen of the United States"

NARROW

as was the protection

leges or immunities"

violence and oppression.
the Supreme

afforded blacks by the "privi-

clause, it was at least designed to shield them from
Even that limited goal was soon aborted when

Court divorced the rights of"a citizen of the United States"

from the freedom
ment. Consequently,

from the discrimination
the provision

clause of the Constitution.
Court grounded

proscribed

has become

by the Amend-

the all-but-forgotten

1 In the Slaugbter-House

this view in part on the differentiation

Cases the Supreme
between the dec-

laration in the first sentence of § i that "all persons born or naturalized
in the United States...
are citizens of the United States and of the State
wherein

they reside" and the second-sentence

"shall abridge
States."
United

the privileges

From this Justice

or immunities
Miller

States and a citizenship

deduced

provision

that no State

of a citizen of the United
that a "citizenship

of a State ...

are distinct

of the

from each

other," and that § i secured only the privileges of a "citizen of the United
States. "2 So meager was his catalog of those privileges as to move Justice
Field to exclaim that if this was all the privileges or immunities

clause

i. Colgate v. Harvey, 296 U.S. 4o4, 443 0935), Justice Stone dissenting. D. O.
McGovney showed that a goodly number ofJustice Miller's "national"privileges(infra
note 3) can be enforced under some specific,direct constitutional grant. "Privilegesand
Immunities Clause, Fourteenth Amendment,"4 Iowa L. Bull.219, zz3 (i 918).Hence, as
Stanley Morrison remarked, "the effect of the decision was to make the privilegesand
immunities clause practically a dead letter." "Does the Fourteenth AmendmentIncorporate the Bill of Rights?" 2 Stan. L. Rev. i4o, 144 (I949).
The clause has receivedlittle scholarly attention.
2.83 U.S. (I6 Wall.) 36, 74 (I872)57
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accomplished, "it was a vain and idle enactment. "3 Slaughter-House was
a five-to-four decision, and Field was joined by Chief Justice Chase and
Justices Bradley and Swayne in an opinion that took more accurate account of the framers' intention than did that of Miller.
Preliminarily it will be useful to pull together a few strands that tie
the privileges or immunities of § : to the specific enumeration of the
Civil Rights Act of 1866. There is first the correspondence to the Civil
Rights Bill's "civil rights and immunities," "privileges" being narrower
than "civil rights," which had been deleted at Bingham's insistence. 4Second, Chairman Trumbull explained that the Bill had been patterned on
the "privileges and immunities" of Article IV,,§ 2, and its construction by
Justice Washington. Third, in introducing the prototype of §i, Bingham said that the "privileges or immunities" had been drawn from Article IV; fourth, Senator Howard similarly referred back to the Article. s
Speaking after Howard, Senator Luke P. Poland stated that § i "secures
nothing beyond what was intended by" the original privileges and immunities provision. 6 More important is the all but universal identification of § i with the Civil Rights Act. Why, then, were not the terms of
the Act incorporated bodily in § : ? Constitutional drafting calls for the
utmost compression, avoidance of the prolixity of a code; 7 "the specific
and exclusive enumeration of rights in the Act," as Bickel remarked, presumably was considered "inappropriate in a constitutional provision. "s
3. Id. 96. Among the rights Justice Miller enumerated were the right to come to the
seat of government, to assert claims against it, to have access to its seaports, courts, and
offices, to have protection abroad, to assemble and petition, to use navigable waters, to
become a citizen of another State by residence. Id. 79.
It is anomalous that a "citizen of the United States" is limited to these scanty rights
whereas as a "citizen of a State" he may continue to invoke in a sister State the broader
rights secured to him by Article IV,,§ 2. Chambers v. Baltimore & Ohio R.R., 2o7 U.S.
I42, 148 (19o7); Blake v. McClung, I72 U.S. 239, 254 (I898).
4. Infra Chapter 7 at notes I x-16.
5' Supra Chapter 2 at notes 6, 9, 32, 33; Globe 2765.
6. Globe 296L
7- Cf. M'Culloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 407 (I819). In the First Congress, Abraham Baldwin, a Framer, commenting on a proposed amendment that "the
President should not turn out a good officer," said that such minute regulation "would
have swelled [the Constitution] to the size of a folio volume." I Annalr of Congress559.
8. Bickel 6x.

The "Pr_'vilegesor Immunities of a Citizen of the United States"
In sum, the words "privileges or immunities,"
signed to secure "person and property"
or immunities

Justice Miller correctly

it is safe to say, were de-

against violence and oppression

by the rights auxiliary to such protection.
from the "privileges
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How was this design separated

of a citizen of the United

States"?

stated that Article IV, § z, did not "profess to

control the powers of State governments

over the rights of its own citi-

zens." Its sole purpose was to require that the rights granted by a State
to its "own citizens ... the same, neither more nor less, shall be the
measure of the rights of citizens of other States within your jurisdiction. "9 Without mentioning "citizens of the United States," the courts
had construed

Article IV to mean that a migrant citizen from one State

would enjoy the "fundamental rights" accorded by a sister State to its
own citizens. 1° This the framers understood; the cases were quoted, explained, and used as a platform for the Civil Rights Bill. 1_ The task, however, was not one of outright

adoption but of adaptation.

For the Negro

did not become a migrant by emancipation; generally speaking, he remained in the same State. But he had experienced a transmigration, from
that of a slave, a nonperson,
secure to this transmigrant
to a migrant

_2 to a freeman,

and the framers meant to

the rights that Article IV,, § z, had guaranteed

citizen.

Early on, James A. Garfield

of Ohio stated, the goal was that "per-

sonal liberty and personal rights are placed in the keeping of the nation,
that the right to life, liberty, and property
zen in reality ...
protects

shall be guarantied

We must make American

citizenship

to the citi-

the shield that

every citizen, on every foot of our soil. "_3 That motive mani-

festly was at the heart of the Civil Rights Bill: "all persons born in the
United States...

are hereby declared to be citizens of the United States,"

and it went on to proscribe

"discrimination

in civil rights or immunities

9.83 u.s. at 77.
xo.Corfield v. Coryell, 6 E Cas. (No. 323o) 546 (C. C. E. D. Pa. I823). Abbott v.
Bayley,6 Pick. 89, 91 (Mass. i827).
xx. Trumbull, Globe474, 475, 6oo; Senator R. Johnson, id. 5o5; Senator Davis,id.
595-596; Kerr, id. I269.
xz. Roscoe Conkling described a slave as "A man, and yet not a man. In flesh and
blood alive; politicallydead."Now emancipated,"They are not slaves,but they arenot,
in a politicalsense,'persons.'" Globe356.
13. GlobeApp. 67.
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among the inhabitants of any State. "14A citizen of the United States
who was an "inhabitant" of a State was to be free from discrimination.
The Bill, Chairman Wilson stated, "refers to those rights which belong
to men as citizens of the United States and none other. "Is Raymond of
New York said that it provided protection for "citizens of the United
States ... against anticipated inequality of legislation in the several
States. "16 Cook of Illinois understood the Bill to provide "that as between citizens of the United States there shall be no discrimination in
civil rights or immunities. When these rights which are enumerated in
this bill are denied to any class of men on account of race or color, when
they are subject to a system of vagrant laws which sells them into slavery
or involuntary servitude, which operates upon them as upon no other
part of the community, they are not secured in the rights of freedom." 17
In the Senate, Trumbull stated that Corfieldv. Coryell "enumerates the
very rights belonging to a citizen of the United States which are set forth
in the first section of the bill."18Senator Garrett Davis of Kentucky understood full well what Trumbull was about, and therefore proposed to
substitute the Article IV,,§ 2, formula--"The citizens of each State shall
be entitled to all the privileges and immunities of citizens in the several
States"---explaining that it would apply "only when a citizen of one State
goes into another State," whereas, he stated, Trumbull "proposes now to
apply his bill to every citizen of the United States... where that citizen
is domiciled in the State in which he was born." In other words, Trum14. Globe 474; GlobeApp. 3i 5.
15. Id. 1294. Wilson distinguished these "fimdamental" fights from rights under State
laws, like the right to attend school, to serve on a jury.. Kelly labels this a "restrictive
interpretation which actually anticipated the dual citizenship doctrine of the 'privileges
and immunities' clause of the Fourteenth Amendment in the Slaughterhouse Cases."Kelly,
Fourteenth at io69. Compare Kelly's own "restrictive" view, supra Chapter 2 note 52.
Kelly completely misreads Wilson. In tune with the limited Republican goals, he emphasized that "citizens of the United States, as such, are entitled to... life, liberty, and
the fight of property." Globe 1294. His object was to protect Negroes from violence and
oppression whereas Justice Miller rejected even those fights, leaving blacks at the mercy
of their former masters.
16. Globe 1266.
17"Id. I 124. Shellabarger also referred to "the ordinary rights of national citizenship,
such as the fight of... holding land, and of protection." Id. 21o4.
I8. Id. 475.

The "Privileges or Immunities
bull would

legislate

"for

the

who has always lived there,
he stated,

as Justice

Instead,

Trumbull

"person

born

same

rights

were

clothed

Miller

reasoned

in the
[hsted

United

with

have "fundamental
them,

American

of personal

In short,

rights..,

and, quoting
liberty,

the Senate

in Kentucky,
to remain

19 Thus,

Davis

Corfield

States

that

a citizen
then

citizenship.

were

appertain
"2° After

such as the rights

Kent,

"the

right

the Davis-Miller

there,

to which,
to restrict

was stillborn.

a law to declare
States,

to all persons
President

of personal
and enjoy

view in favor

a
the

who

Johnson's

of the United

introduced

and the right to acquire

rejected

sought

enumerated

that "restraints

6x

born

there,"

of the United

again stated that "citizens

citing Blackstone,

be equal to all"

Negro

later did, but his proposal

from

in Corfield] would

veto of the Bill, Trumbull

right

resident

and who intends

Corfield has no apphcation.

the Bill exactly

among

of a Citizen of the United States"

States"

in this bill,"
by law should
security,

the

property.

"_1

of a United

19. Id. 595, 596.
zo. Id. 6o0. The Civil Rights Bill, said Raymond, "is intended to secure these citizens
against injustice that may be done them in the courts of those States within which they
may reside." Id. Iz67. There were, however, some who did not appreciate the difference
between Article IV,,§ 2 and § i of the Amendment; for example, Senator Poland stated
that the privileges and immunities clause of § i "secures nothing beyond what was intended by the original provision" of Article IV,,§ 2. Id. 29&.
2i. Id. 1757. Justice Field quoted Senator Trurnbull's explanation of the Civil Rights
Bill (id. 474): "any statute which is not equal to all, and which deprives any citizen of civil
rights, which are secured to other citizens, is an unjust encroachment upon his liberty";
he noted that the Fourteenth Amendment "was adopted to obviate objections which had
been raised and pressed with great force to the vahdity of the Civil Rights Act," and
concluded that "A citizen of a State is now only a citizen of the United States residing in
that State. The fundamental rights ... now belong to him as a citizen of the United
States." 83 U.S. at 92, 93, 95. Corfield v. CoryeU, he stated, "was cited by Senator Trumbull with the observation that it enumerated the very rights belonging to a citizen of the
United States set forth in the first section of the act, and with the statement that all persons born in the United States, being declared by the act citizens of the United States,
would thenceforth be entitled to the rights of citizens, and that these were the fundamental rights set forth in the act." Id. 98. What Article IV "did for the protection of the
citizens of one State against hostile and discriminating legislation of other States," Field
summed up, the "Fourteenth Amendment does for the protection of every citizen of the
United States against hostile and discriminating legislation against him in favor of others,
whether they reside in the same or different States." Id. io0-iox. Field was faithful to the
legislative history, and it is remarkable that successor judges and scholars did not further
explore the path he marked. When, however, he came to substantive due process he forgot about those limited goals.
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that would clothe residents of a State with the "fun-

rights" theretofore

conferred

on migrants.

Did these views, expressed in connection
carry over into the Fourteenth
the intention

Amendment?

to constitutionalize

Woodbridge

of Vermont

was "intended

with the Civil Rights Bill,
Here there is more than

the Civil Rights

stated that the proposed

to enable Congress...

Act. Frederick
Bingham

E.

prototype

to give all citizens the inalienable

rights of life and liberty, and to every citizen in whatever

State he may

be . . . that protection

for his property

citizens of the

George R. Latham of West Virginia understood

the Fourteenth
the United

State.

"22

Amendment

"privileges

States" to "provide

which is extended
and immunities

to the other
of citizens of

that no State shall make any discrimi-

nation in civil rights of citizens of the United States on account of race
•.. the 'civil rights bill' which is now a law..,

covers exactly the same

ground. ''2s So, too, John M. Broomall of Pennsylvania

stated, "We pro-

pose, first, to give power to the Government...
to protect its own citizens within the States," a proposition for which the House had "already
voted ... in the civil rights bill. "24 Ephraim R. Eckley of Ohio also
stressed the need to provide "security for life, liberty and property to all
citizens of all the States. ''25 And Senator Howard
leges and immunities

referred

to the privi-

of Article IV, quoted Cor_ld to explain the terms,

and stated that these rights "are secured to the citizens solely as a citizen
of the United

States. "26 Apart from Garrett

Davis' abortive

attempt

to

2z. Globe1088.
23. Id. 2883.
24. Id. 2498.
25. Id. 2535.
26. Id. 2765.So the amended § I wasunderstood by Senator Stewart: "It declaresthat
all men are entitled to life,liberty,and property, and imposes upon the Government the
duty of discharging these obligations."Id. 2964.After Howard proffered his citizenship
definition,Windom summarizedthe privilegesor immunitiesof § xas meaning "Yourlife
shall be spared,your liberty shall be unabridged, your property shall be protected." Id.
3169. See also Bingham: "fights of everyperson,"id. 2542; Farnsworth:§ x "might as
well read... 'No Stateshall deny to any person within its jurisdiction.'" Id. z539.
IOnJanuary 3o, x87i,John Binghamsubmitted a Report of the House Committee on
the Judiciary,stating:"The clauseof the fourteenthamendment, 'No Stateshall make or
enforceany lawwhich shall abridgethe privilegesorimmunities of citizensof the United
States,' doesnot, in the opinion of the committee,refer to the privilegesand immunities
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limit this objective, no one, so far as I could find, disputed that the purpose of both the Civil Rights Act and the Amendment
to "citizens of the United

States," whether

dents of a State, the enumerated
In the process of hammering

fundamental

rights.

out the Amendment,

sight of the definition of citizenship

was to guarantee

they were migrants to or resithe framers had lost

contained in the Civil Rights Bill, so

it was late in the day when Senator Benjamin F. Wade of Ohio remarked
anent the word "citizen" in § :, "that is a term about which there has been
a great deal of uncertainty
yond cavil," he proposed

in our government."

To "put the question be-

to "strike out the word 'citizen' [in what is now

the second sentence of § :], and substitute all persons born in the United
States. "27 Howard advanced a counterproposal,
sentence,

"All persons born in the United

the present introductory

States ...

are citizens of the

United States and of the State wherein they reside." Wade then withdrew
his proposal. 28 Presumably the Howard formulation struck Wade as a satisfactory substitute for, not a repudiation

of, his own proposal. Although

the Negro had been emancipated, the Dred Scott decision threw a shadow
over his citizenship; 29 the matter had been a source of interminable argument. Trumbull wished "to end that very controversy, whether the Negro is a citizen or not. "3° Howard stated that his definitional amendment
of § i "settles the great question of citizenship and removes all doubt as to
what persons are or are not citizens of the United States." And he further
explained, "we desired to put this question of citizenship and the rights of
citizens

and freedmen under

the civil rights bill beyond

the legislative

power" of those who would "expose the freedmen again to the oppression
of citizens of the United States other than privileges and immunities embraced in the
original text of the Constitution, article 4, section 2. The fourteenth amendment, it is
believed,did not addto the privilegesor immunitiesbefore mentioned, but wasdeemed
necessaryfor their enforcement as an expresslimitation upon the powers of the States."
H.R. No. 22, 4ist Cong., 3d Sess. I (I87I) (emphasisadded).Reprinted in TheReconstructionAmendments'Debates466 (AlfredAvinsed. :967).]
z7. Globe2768-2769.
28. Id. 2869; cf. with supra at note 26.
z9. Referring to the Dred Scott holding that a Negro could be neither a citizen of a
State nor of the United States,Justice Millersaid."To removethis difficultyprimarily...
the first clause of the first section wasframed... That its main purpose wasto establish
the citizenshipof the negro can admit of no doubt." 83 U.S. 72.
3o. Globeiz8 5.
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of their old masters, "31thus confirming that his definition was not a sub
rosa abandonment of the paramount goal throughout: protection of the
resident Negro against State discrimination. In the House, Thaddeus
Stevens of Pennsylvania regarded the Howard interpolation as an "excellent amendment, long needed to settle conflicting decisions."32This bruited purpose of Howard's definition throws doubt on Miller's view that it
was designed to demark the fights of a citizen of the United States from
those of a State citizen. Against the manifest purpose of the framers, of
which J_tice Miller was well aware, 33his reliance on a rule of construction-to express at one point is to exclude at another--should carry little
weight. 30Rules of construction are useful guides where other light is lacking, but they are not meant to dim or extinguish available light. The cardinal purpose of interpretation, it cannot too often be emphasized, is to
ascertain and effectuate, not defeat, the intention of the framers. Once
that purpose is ascertained, it may not be thwarted by a rule of construction. 35
In sum, the purpose of the framers was to protect blacks from discrimination with respect to specified "fundamental rights," enumerated
in the Civil Rights Act and epitomized in the §i "privileges or immunities" clause. To achieve that purpose they made the black both a citizen
"of the United States and of the State in which he resides." They did not
intend by the addition of State citizenship to diminish the rights they had
3x. Id. z89o, 2896 (emphasis added). Howard stated that his interpolation "is simply
declaratory of the law already." Id. 289o. Trumbull had quoted Chief Justice Marshall's
statement that "A Citizen of the United States, residing in any state of the Union, is a
citizen of that state." Gassies v. BaUon, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 76x, 762 (I832); Globe x756.
32. Globe 3148.
33. Infra at notes 39-4 o. "It is too clear for argument," said Jusuce Miller, "that the
change m phraseology was adopted understandingly and with a purpose." 83 U.S. 75.
That is quite true; but the purpose is that expressed by Trumbull, Stevens, Howard, and
Fessenden, not exclusion from the benefits that had been so carefully wrought.
34. Howard, whose purpose Miller sought to ascertain by this rule, stated that it is "a
dangerous principle of construction." Globe4ooi.
35' For example, "The rule of 'ejusdemgener/s' is applied as an aid in ascertaining the
retention of the legislature, not to subvert it when ascertained." United States v. GiUiland, 3 xz U.S. 86, 93 (x94 x). The expressiounius rule "serves only as an aid in discovering
the legislative intent when that is not otherwise manifest." United States v. Barnes, z2z
U.S.

513,

519

(I912).
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been at such pains to specify, but the better to secure them. The notion
that by conferring
dual citizenship the framers were separating said
rights of a citizen of the United States from those of a State citizen not
only is without
tention.

historical warrant but actually does violence to their in-

Fessenden

stated that the definition

was framed "to prevent a

State from saying that although a person is a citizen of the United

States

he is not a citizen of the State. "36 He did not mean to safeguard State
citizenship

in order to leave blacks at the mercy, of Southern

was precisely their abuse of the freedmen

that led to the Amendment.

Justice Miller next stressed the serious consequences
low adoption

of a construction

in unwonted

that would fol-

contrary to his own; the effect would be

to "degrade the State governments
Congress"

States. It

by subjecting

them to the control of

manner. He read "No State shall make or en-

force any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities
of the United

States" as transferring

"the entire domain of civil right"

from the States to the federal government,
"pass laws in advance, limiting

so that Congress

and restricting

presupposes

preliminary

could even

the exercise of legislative

power by the States. "37 Here Miller imported
"abridge"

of citizens

a term into the clause;

State action; before such abridgment

there is nothing upon which to act "in advance." Moreover, Congress
was confined to corrective measures, as Miller was aware: "If, however,
the States did not conform

their laws to its [the Amendment's]

ments, then by the fifth section ... Congress

was authorized

it by suitable legislation. "3s It was emphatically

requireto enforce

not authorized

to pro-

mulgate a general code "in advance."
Miller himself found that "the existence of laws in the States where the
newly emancipated

negroes reside, which discriminated

with gross injus-

tice and hardship against them as a class, was the evil to be remedied"--that is, the Black Codes. 39 The "one pervading purpose," he stated, was
"protection

of the newly-made

freeman and citizen from the oppression

36. Globe2897.
37. 83 U.S. 77-78 (emphasisadded).
38. Id. 8x (emphasis
at notes 68--9z.

added).

39- 83 U.S. 8I. Miller
harsh provisions;

id. 7o.

For the "corrective"

referred

purpose

to the "black codes"

of§ i, see infra Chapter

and recapitulated

io

some of their
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of those who had formerly exercised unlimited
Consequendy,

the Amendment

only discriminatory

dominion

over him. '_°

did not encompass "all legislation, "41 but

legislation with respect to specified rights, as Justice

Field pointed out: "What, then, are the privileges and immunities which
are secured against abridgment

by State legislation? In the first section of

the Civil Rights Act Congress has given its interpretation

of these terms

[which] ... include the right 'to make and enforce contracts . . .' ,,42 The
correction

of discriminatory

laws with respect to the enumerated

damental xights" would hardly constitute

the "court a perpetual

"funcensor

upon all legislation of the States, on the civil rights of their own citizens. "43 When Miller held that "the citizen of a State" must look to the
State for protection, 4q he aborted what he himself had declared to be the
"pervading

purpose":

to protect

the Negro

Codes, Codes that handed the Negro

from the "evil" of the Black

back to his oppressors.

Paradoxically, Justice Miller was ready to protect Negroes
injustice and oppression"

by resort to the equal protection

from "gross

clause. 45 How,

4 o. Id. 7I, 8I. Miller also stated, "We doubt very much whether any action of a State
not directed by way of discrimination
against the negroes as a class..,
vfill ever be held to
come within

the purview

of this [equal protection]

provision."

Id. 81. If this be read as

excluding protection for whites, it runs counter to the history of the Civil Rights Bill. Senator Trumbull explained that the Bill "applies to white men as well as to black men. It declares that all persons..,

shall be entitled

to the same civil rights." Globe 599; see also Globe

4 I, i58, 516. And the Amendment speaks in terms of"persons,"
to include "aliens" and "strangers," i.e., whites. Infra Chapter

n

in order, Bingham
at notes 9x-92.

stated,

41 .Justice Miller's "all legislation" is the more surprising because he noted that "privileges and immunities" was lifted out of Article IV of the Articles of Confederation,
where
it was particularized--"all

the privileges

of trade or commerce."

"we have some of these specifically mentioned,

enough

perhaps

Here,

he commented,

to give some general idea

of the class of civil rights meant by the phrase." 83 U.S. 75. Self-evidently
the privileges
subsumed under "trade or commerce" are but a segment of the matters embraced by "all
legislation." And his quotation
was substituting
"statesmanship"
4". Id. 96. The Court's
"The Fourteenth

of the Corfield enumeration
again suggests
for hard-nosed legal interpretation.

statement

Amendment

in Buchanan

makes no attempt

that Miller

v. Warley, 245 U.S. 60, 77 (I9x7), that
to enumerate

the rights it was designed

to protect. It speaks in general terms, and those are as comprehensive
as possible," overlooks the framers' limited purposes, plainly expressed in the enumeration
of the Civil
Rights Act which the Amendment
43.83 U.S. 78.
44- Id. 75.
45. Id. 8i.

incorporated.
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one wonders,
"privileges

did "equal protection"
or immunities"?

ments by subjecting
a "great departure
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escape the blight that struck down

It equally "degrad[ed]

the State govern-

them to the control of Congress";
from the structure

it too constituted

and spirit of our institutions. "46

And whereas the limits of "privileges or immunities"

can be discerned in

the rights specified in the Civil Rights Act which § i incorporated,
is no clue whatever to the rights comprehended
equal protection
nies that bestrews
der the converted
No discussion

by the Miller formula--

against "gross injustice and hardship."

One of the iro-

the path of the Court is that the censorship

by Miller under "privileges or immunities"
due process

abjured

really became unlimited

may fail to take account

Field won the concurrence

Bradley stood alone; where Miller held that protection
for the State, Bradley propounded

of Justice

of three associates,
of the citizen was

a theory of "absolute" rights that nei-

ther State nor nation may invade. 48 That theory, as will hereinafter
pear, can draw small comfort

un-

clause. 47

of Slaughter-House

Bradley's dissent. Where

there

from the intention

himself stated with respect to the preexisting
that courts have usually regarded

[it] ...

ap-

of the framers; and he

Article IV, _ 2: "It is true

as securing only equality

of

privileges with the citizens of the State in which the parties are found. "49
In holding

that the Amendment

was designed to assure similar equality

with respect to specified rights among residents

of a State, Justice Field

staked out a position midway between the extremes of Miller and Bradley, one that honestly reflected the intention of the framers.
There remain some remarks by Senator Trumbull in i87x , which
Graham reads as a denial "that the Fourteenth Amendment authorized
Congress to protect citizens in their rights of person and property in the
States. Such an interpretation
[TrumbuU] declared, would mean 'anni46.Id. 78.
47-Consequently I would dissent fromJustice Fran_trxer's reference to the "mischievoususesto whichthat [privilegesand immunities]clausewouldlend itself ifIts scope
were not confined to that given to it by all hut one of the decisionsbeginning with the
Slaughter-House Cases." Adamsonv. California, 332 U.S. 46, 61-62 (i947), concurring
opinion.
48. 83 U.S. : x4-i 15.
49. Id. :x8.
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hilation of the States.' ,,so Little weight has been attached by the Supreme Court to postenactment remarks, even of the Congress itself, sl
When they contradict representations made by the speaker during the
enactment process, upon which others have been led to rely, they should
be treated with special reserve,s_"Consider, too, the circumstances that
gave rise to Trumbull's x871 remarks. President Grant, Graham recounts, "had just called for a second Force Bill to cope with extralegal
suppression of Negro rights. The problem.., had risen not in the contemplated or familiar form of discrimination by carriers, theaters and
inns but in the infinitely more tangled context of Southern whites fighting misrule and military government." Trumbull "flatly dechned to go
along with the latest proposal"; the tug of new political considerations
shaped his version of the past. Now he maintained that the protection
afforded by the Fourteenth Amendment was no greater than that accorded by Article IV, § z, that that section "did not have reference to the
protection of those persons in individual rights in their respective States,
except so far as being citizens of one State entitled them to the privileges
and immunities of citizens in every other"; and that the "fourteenth
amendment does not define the privileges and immunities of a citizen of
the United States any more than the Constitution originally did."s3
This was only half the story. Trumbull did not mention his rejection
of that very argument by Garrett Davis, that he had read the judicial
definitions of the Article IV, §2, privileges and immunities to the framers and patterned the Civil Rights Bill on Corfield v. Coryell, that he
adapted the Article IV,, §2, conception--a migrant citizen was entided
to the same fundamental rights as a resident citizen--to the transmigrant black so suddenly released from slavery, named him a citizen of
the United States to assure him of the same rights the migrant enjoyed
under Article IV.. To say in these circumstances that the Fourteenth
Amendment "does not define the privileges and immunities" is therefore a half-truth. The terms, in lawyers' jargon, had become "words of
5o. Graham i33.
5I. Rainwater v. Umted States, 356 U.S. 59o, 593 (:958) •
52. Cf. Raoul Berger, Congressv. The Supreme Court 48 (I969); Raoul Berger, "Judicial
Review: Counter Criticism in Tranquillity," 69 Nw. U. L. Rev. 39o, 399-4oi (I974).
53. Graham 324, 326, 325.
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them (with the exclusion of suffrage), Trumbull

pressly gave them the meaning

ex-

which courts had given under Article IV

and which he had carefully spelled out in the Civil Rights Bill. It follows
that Trumbull's I87i argument that "the privileges and immunities belonging to a citizen of the United States as such are of a national character,"

that "National

another"S4--the

citizenship

precursor

is one thing and State citizenship

of the Slaughter-House dichotomy--was

pudiation of his own explanation

to the framers, his enumeration

cific rights in the Bill that were to belong

a reof spe-

to "citizens of the United

States." He could change his mind but he could not change that of the
39th Congress

which had adopted

of his representations
Amendment.

54-Id. 528.

the Civil Rights Act on the strength

and then went on to incorporate

the Act in the

4
Negro Suffrage Was Excluded

N)

area of Negro rights considered by the 39th Congress

was

so extensively discussed as Negro suffrage.1 The issue was crucial to the
maintenance
of Republican ascendancy, a goal boldly proclaimed by
Stevens at the very outset. Such ascendancy, the mass of Republicans
lieved, was to be assured through

the reduction

tion in the House of Representatives

of Southern

in proportion

abridged suffrage, the device embodied

be-

representa-

as a State denied or

in § 2 of the Amendment. 2 Some

strongly doubted whether the rebel ruling class, outnumbered
by blacks,
could be induced to "divest itself of the government and hand it over to
a subject and despised caste. "3 But it was more important,

Senator George

H. Williams of Oregon, member of the Joint Committee,
candidly
avowed, to limit Southern representation
than to provide "that negroes
anywhere

should immediately

vote. "4 The fact that Negro suffrage was

i. Van Alstyne 36;James zi.
2. Supra Chapter I at notes 55-56. RoscoeConlding of New Yorklikewiseacknowledged that the "representation" proposal "was primarily for party and sectional advantage." Kendrick 204; see also id. zo7 and infra note 4.
3. Donnelly remarked, "To pass this law and then hope that South Carolina, moved
by the hope of future power, would do justice to the negro is absurd. She has 29x,coo
whitesand 41 z,oooblacks.To passsuch a lawwould be for the governingpower to divest
itself of the government and hand it over to a subject and despised caste ... The same
is true, more or less, of all the South." Globe378. Julian of Indiana likewiseplaced httle
hope in "representation" as an inducement to the grant of suffrage because southern
"scorn of an enslavedand downtrodden race is as intense as ever. They hate the negro."
Globe58. BoutwellofMassachusettsadmitted "the possibilitythat ultimatelythose eleven
States maybe restored to representativepower without the right of franchisebeing conferred [by them] upon the colored people." Globe,508.
4. GlobeApp. 94. Ward Elliott remarks,"The post-Civil War RadicalRepublicans,as
a group, caredvery httle for the blackvote until they came to behevethat it would help
7°

Negro Suffrage Was F2ccluded
unmistakably
ceeded

to his avowal. The

Chief
ment

with

debate

intention

affirmative

Warren

held

case, that "the right
of the weight

prohibiting
a State

is ample

Justice

dilution

may

not deny

equality

and in a powerful
failure to address

...

the Court

evidence

lends

from the Amendof the Civil Rights

a State

can be denied

reapportion-

by a debasement

vote just as effectively

did not carry

from
one

that

he said, that

a "conception

thing---one
meaning

or

as by wholly

The premise,

was derived
only

sub-

of that purpose.

of the franchise."

can mean

however,

suffrage

in Reynolds v. Sims,

suffrage

[that]

of po-

person,

one

for the framers;

7

dissent, Justice Harlan reproached
the Court "for its
itself at all to the Fourteenth
Amendment
as a whole

or to [its] legislative
decisions

to exclude

of a citizen's

Bill, which pro-

on "representation,"

on its incorporation

of suffrage

the free exercise

vote. "6 Equality,

ment

track

as weU 5 need not rest entirely

Act, for there

litical

from the ambit of the Civil Rights

on a parallel

stance
ment

excluded

7I

history.

with favor,

to mention,

"s Even

one who

Carl Auerbach,

regards

lamented

let alone deal with, [Harlan's]

the reapportionthat

"the failure

argument

of

is indeed,

to secure their positaon.., against a Democratic resurgence. Once convinced that theywould profit from the black vote, they passed the Fifteenth Amendment." The Rise of a
Guardian Democracyz (1974); see also id. 204. Section 2 "was not primarily devised for
the protection of Negro rights and the provision of Negro equality. Its primary purpose
•.. was to put the southern states" under northern control. C. Vann Woodward, "Seeds
of Failure in Radical Race Policy," in New Frontiers of the American Reconstruaion i35
(Harold M. Hyman ed. i966). Aaron Harding of Kentucky tauntingly asked "if there is
a single man among you who would vote for negro suffrage if he believed the negroes
would vote the Democranc ticket? Not one, and you know it." Globe449. Although McKee of Kentucky favored the hmitation of representation, he opposed Negro suffrage in
the District of Columbia because he did not believe "that this race, coming immediately
out of bondage, is fit for all rights of citizens." Id. 452. When John Bright expressed
"reservations about enfranchising this large unlettered electorate," Sumner wrote, "Without them, the old enemy will reappear..."
Quoted in Donald, Sumner II 2oi.
5- As Michael Les Benedict justly remarks, the § 2 curtailment of representation was
"necessary only if Republicans did not intend to force black suffrage on the reluctant
South." A Compromise of Principle: Conservative Republicansand Reconstruction1863-z 869
x36 (I975).
6. 377 U.S. 533, 555, 558 (1964)7. See W. R. Brock, An Amemcan Crisu: Congressand Reconstruction(1963). This will
be discussed infra Chapter IO.
8. 377 U.S. at 590.
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as he charged, remarkable and confounding.
those decisions,

William

tacitly to have conceded

"9 Another proponent

Van Alstyne, states that "the majority

of

seems

the argument. "1° In i97o Justice Harlan

am-

plified his dissent in Oregon v. Mitchell; 11 both of his dissents are models
of scholarly exactitude. Having combed the debates for myself, I can confirm his accuracy

and scrupulousness

in drawing

inferences

from the

facts; one can only complain that he left so few gleanings for those who
came after. Since his discussion

in the two opinions covers many pages,

and since it is contained in law reports that only scholarly specialists are
likely to consult, I have undertaken
to compress the materials into
smaller compass, particularly
much that is to follow.

The Grant

because they furnish

of Suffrage

the springboard

Was Excluded

From

§I

Senator Sumner labeled the right to vote "the Great Guarantee;
only sufficient Guarantee, "12 without
Pomeroy

of Kansas, the Negro

were expressed

by James

which,

for

said Senator

and the

Samuel

C.

"has no security. "13 Similar sentiments

A. Garfield

and James

M. Ashley of Ohio,

George S. Boutwell of Massachusetts, Ignatius Donnelly of Minnesota,
and William A. Newell of New Jersey--Repubhcans
all. 14Nevertheless,
as Senator Trumbull

emphasized,

it was not included

in the Civil Rights

Bill. Why not? Because, in the words of David Donald,
dynamite. "15 The reasons have been so admirably
fessor Van Alstyne as to bear quotation

it was "political

compressed

in extenso.

by Pro-

He notes that the

Joint Committee considered a forthright proposal to abolish "any distinctions in political or civil rights ... on account of race" and states,
9. C. Auerbach, "The Reapportionment
One Value," x964 S. Ct. Rev. I, 75xo. Van Alstyne
II.4oo

One Vote--One

Vote,

36.

U.S. H2,

i52 (x97o).

12. Globe 685.
x3" Id. x18z. Senator
x4. Id. z46z,

Cases: One Person,

z88z,

Yates oflUinois
3io,

declared

"suffrage...

the only remedy,"

id. 3o37 .

589, 867.

15. Donald, Sumner II 2oz. Senator Garrett Davis of Kentucky stated, "Negro suffrage is political arsenic. If it is not, why do not the free States open wide their throats
and gulp down the graceful

and invigorating

draught?"

G/0be 246.
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The decision was made, however, not to propose a limited, single
purpose amendment; not to advertise the particular issue of Negro
suffrage and to dispose of it through a provision instantly invalidating the laws of all states where equal suffrage regardless of race
was denied. The reluctance of the Republicans bluntly to dispose of
the issue in this fashion is readily explainable; there was not sufficient prospect that the necessary number of votes would ratify such
an amendment.
There were, in i866, but five states in the nation that permitted
Negroes to vote on equal terms with whites: Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont. Together, these states
contained a mere 6 per cent of the Negro population. New York
also permitted Negro suffrage, but only for those possessed of at
least a $25o freehold estate, an added "qualification" that whites
were not obliged to satisfy. No other state permitted Negroes to
vote, regardless of qualification. Moreover, in late 1865, shortly before the Thirty-ninth Congress convened, Connecticut, Minnesota, and Wisconsin voted down impartial suffrage by popular referendum. The Territory of Colorado defeated a referendum for
impartial suffrage by a wide margin in September, I865, and was,
nevertheless, admitted to the Union by Congress.
The admission of Colorado, with its ban on Negro voting, followed the admission of Nevada, which had a similar ban, and was in
turn followed by the readmission of Tennessee on July 24, i866.
The readmission of Tennessee [after submission of the Fourteenth
Amendment with its equal protection clause for ratification] was accomplished, moreover, with complete awareness that its general assembly had, on June 5, 1865, restricted the franchise to white males
only. Indeed, all these facts were well known to the Congress, and
were gleefully recited by some of the Democrats who challenged
the Republicans to dare make an issue of Negro suffrage.
All these things and more had a conspicuous and significant influenee on the Thirty-Ninth Congress. 16
x6.Van Alstyne69-70. See also infra Chapter 5 at note 74. "The off-year state elections of x867," during which ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment was debated,
"made dear the popular hostilityto blacksuffragein the North." Morton Keller,A)_/rs
of State 8i (I977).
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Indeed they had! They explain why the framers rejected Negro suffrage,
as may immediately be gathered from two statements among many.
Senator Pomeroy stated: "This nation.., has not yet reached the point
of giving all men their rights by a suffrage amendment; three-fourths of
the States are not ready.''17 In opening the debate on the Amendment,
Senator Jacob Howard stated on behalf of the Joint Committee, "it was
our opinion that three-fourths of the States... could not be induced to
grant the right of suffrage, even in any degree or under any restriction,
to the colored race. ''18These views were repeated in the Final Report of
the Joint Committee on Reconstruction. 19
If Negro suffrage was unacceptable to the great mass of Republicans,
how can we read into the general terms "equal protection" the very grant
they could not swallow? Van Alstyne also notes a number of proposals
that would expressly abolish distinctions "in the exercise of the legislative franchise on account of race or color" (including one by Sumner
that was rejected by a vote of 38 to 8),20and explains that "there was not
sufficient prospect that the necessary number of States would ratify such
an amendment." Are we to impute to the framers an intention to shroud
in ambiguity the Negro suffrage they dared not "advertise" by a "blunt,"
unequivocal proposal? Something of the sort is suggested by Van A1styne, 21but there is no evidence of representations that the Fourteenth
would mean one thing in 1866 and the very thing then "feared" in the
future. A legislative intention to have words mean one thing in I866 and
the opposite in the future is so remarkable as to call for strict proof, not
speculation, particularly when disclosure spelled political disaster. 22But
let me defer comment on this "open-ended" theory, fathered by Alex17. Globe

*,82.

I8. Id. z766.
19. Infra Chapter
zo. Van Alstyne

5 at note 4969.

zI. See infra Chapter

6 at note 53-

zz. In an analogous situation Van Alstyne states, "It is even likely, by way of conjectare, that had the subject [reapportionment]
been discussed there might have been a disavowal of an intention to apply the Equal Protection clause to malapportionment,
at least
at that time ... [But] hypothetical
answers to hypothetical
questions never actually entertained at the time would be a most dubious basis for expounding the content of 'equal
protection'

one hundred

years later." Van Alstyne

85.
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by Alfred Kelly and Van Alstyne, and then picked

up by Justice Brennan, to a later chapter, and for the moment permit the
framers to speak for themselves.

Because the suffrage issue is so vital for

my subsequent discussion of the scope of judicial review, because in the
eyes of Justice Brennan the historical record is "vague and imprecise, "z3
it is essential by copious documentation

to establish firmly the deliber-

ate exclusion of Negro suffrage.

NEGRO
With
Negro

SUFFRAGE

but "6% of the Negro
suffrage, Senator

WAS

population,"

UNACCEPTABLE
New England's

Edgar Cowan of Pennsylvania

Sumner, came cheap: "he simply had no understanding
live in a community
negro population

surcharged

just emerged

advocacy of

acidly lectured
of what it is to

with an idle, dissolute, vicious, ignorant
from slavery. "24 At the other end of the

political spectrum, the Radical leader Thaddeus Stevens, also of Pennsylvania, wrote, "In my county are fifteen hundred escaped slaves. If they
are specimens

of the negroes

of the South, they are not qualified

to

vote. "2s Stevens told Robert Dale Owen, "We haven't a majority, either
in our committee

or in Congress,

for immediate

suffrage;

and I don't

believe the States have yet advanced so far that they would ratify it. "26
William Lloyd Garrison,
the forcing

of Negro

the indomitable

suffrage upon the

abolitionist,
South.

"came out against

"27

23"Oregon v. Mitchell,400 U.S. 112,278.Justices White and Marshall joinedin this
opinion.
24.Donald, SumnerII 158. Sumner himself had stated that "one must not assume
'that a race, degraded for long generationsunder the iron heel of bondage,can be taught
at once all the political duties of an Americancitizen' ... he thought that most of the
negroes, free and contented, would remain in the South as 'a dependent and amiable
peasantry,'"Donald, Sumner1235. Butafter 1864he shiftedbecause,as he wrote, "Without them,the old enemy [slaveoligarchy]willreappear.., and in alliancewith the Northern democracy,put us all in perilagain."Donald, Sumner II 2Ol.
25- FawnM. Brodie,ThaddeusStevens:Scourgeofthe South2110959); C. VannWoodward,The Burdenof SouthernHirtory9z (I960).
26.James ioi.
27. Brodie,supranote 25 at 23o-231.
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were keenly alive to the situation.

session, Roscoe Conkling

Very early in the

explained,

The northern states, most of them, do not permit negroes to vote.
Some of them have repeatedly and lately pronounced against it.
Therefore, even if it were defensible as a principle for the Central
Government to absorb by amendment the power to control the action of the States in such a matter, would it not be futile to ask threequarters of the States to do for themselves and others, by ratifying
such an amendment, the very thing most of them have already refused to do in their own cases?2s
Senator

Fessenden,

frage proposal,
adopted

there

chairman

of the Joint Committee,

is not "the slightest

by the States ...

[it] would not commend

Sumner's own Massachusetts
ing Radical, commented

probability

colleague,

on Senator

said of a sufthat it will be

itself to anybody. "29

Senator Henry Wilson,

Henderson's

proposal

a lead-

of suffrage

without distinction of race, "I cannot think..,
there is any hope of adoption after the indications of the last six months. ,,30 Another Senator who
favored Negro suffrage, Doolittle of Wisconsin, said, "out of New England there are not three States in this Union, neither Nevada nor Colorado, nor any of the new States or the old States that will vote for an
amendment

...

by which

negro

suffrage

shall be imposed

upon

the

States. "31 Similar remarks were made by still others. 32 On July 2 i, i866,
shortly after the Amendment passed the Congress, Sumner proposed an
amendment to a bill for admission of Tennessee that "there shall be no
t
|
[

28. Globe358. Nathaniel Banksof Massachusettsstated, "The public opinion of the
country is such at this precisemoment [Mayx866]as to make it impossiblewe should do
it." Id. 2532.
3o. Id. 704.
29.
I256.
3i. Id. 2i43. Senator Henderson stated, "the country is not yet prepared" to grant
Negro suffrage.Id. 3o35. Senator Shermansaid, "no man can doubt.., there was a strong
and powerful prejudice in the Army and among all classes of citizens against extending
the right of suffrage to negroes." GlobeApp. i27 .
32. See: Senator Lane of Kansas,Globe1799;Garfield and Ashleyof Ohio, id. 2462,
2882; Senators Howard, Poland, and Sherman, id. 2766, 2963, and Globe./lpp.I3I.
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denial of the electoral fTanchise, or of any other rights, on account of
color or race, but all persons shall be equal before the law." It was voted
down without

debate,

Senator Howard's

34 to 4 .33 This background

assurance

merit does not give..,
during

debate

attribute
course

thus secured"34--an

on the Civil Rights

stated that "The amendment
of regulating

to

the right of voting. The right of suffrage is not,

in law, one of the privileges or immunities
assurances

lends meaning

that "the first section of the proposed amend-

Bill. Bingham

does not give..,

echo of
likewise

the power to Congress

suffrage in the several States. "35 In any event, how can we

to the ratifiers approval of Negro suffrage when midway in the
of ratification,

in the elections

State, Ohio, "overwhelmed

of April i867, Bingham's

a negro suffrage amendment

every state where the voters expressed themselves
issue they turned

TO

STATE

SOVEREIGNTY

that the States' Right doctrine

nished by its association
of Negro

by 40,000? In

on the Negro suffrage

it down. "36

ATTACHMENT

Notwithstanding

own

had been badly tar-

with secession, a potent factor in the exclusion

suffrage was a deep-seated

attachment

to State sovereignty.

That this was no mere rationalization for Negrophobia may be gathered
from the objection of Senator James W. Grimes of Iowa to a national
livestock quarantine

measure:

"Let us go back to the original condition

of things, and allow the States to take care of themselves. "37 On the eve
of the Civil War, Lincoln

stated in his First Inaugural

right of each State to order and control
according
powers

to its own judgment

on which the perfection

33- G/0be 400o. His similar motion
5, id. 42z2.
34-Id. z766 (emphasis
35- Id. 254,.

Address,

its own domestic

"The

institutions

exclusively is essential to the balance of
and endurance

on July z 7 respecting

of our political fabric

Nebraska

was rejected

34 to

added).

36. Woodward,
supra note 4 at x37.
37. G/0be 2446. Senator Henry Anthony of Rhode Island asserted that "he would rather
have cholera

imelf than such a bill." Phillip S. Paludan,

A Covenant With Death 48 (i975).
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depends. ''38 So Story had earlier stated, 39 and this view was reiterated by
Republicans like Thomas T. Davis, Robert S. Hale, and Giles W Hotchkiss of New York 4° and Latham

of West Virginia. Congress,

said, "has no right to interfere with the internal
states. "41 "The proposition

Latham

policy of the several

to prohibit States from denying civil or po-

litical rights to any class of persons," said Conkling, "encounters
objection

on the threshold.

local sovereignty...

a great

It trenches upon the principle of existing

It takes away a right which has been always sup-

posed to inhere in the States. "42 Bingham, a leader in the Negro cause,
stated that "the care of the property, the liberty, and the life of the citizen..,

is in the States and not in the federal government.

I have sought

to effect no change in that respect. "43 It was because of the prevalence
of such sentiment

that Trumbull, defending the Civil Rights Bill after

President Johnson's veto, felt constrained to reassure the Senate that the
Bill "in no manner interferes with the municipal regulations of any State
which protects all alike in their rights of person and property. ''44
38. Quoted

in Globe 2o96. Governor

1865, "I am for unhmited

(soon to be Senator)

state sovereignty

is to control all its muniopal

Yates of Illinois

stated in

in the true sense, in the sense that the State

and local legislation

and I would be the first to resist all

attempts upon the part of the Federal Government to interpose tyrannical usurpation
power in controlling the legislation of States." Paludan, supra note 37 at 34.

of

39. The State "police power extends over all subjects within the territorial limits of
the States and has never been conceded to the United States." Prigg v. Pennsylvama, 41
U.S. (16 Pet.) 539, 625 (1842), quoted in Globe 127o. Samuel S. Marshall of Illinois

stated,

"It is a fundamental principle of American law that the regulation of the local police of
all the domestic affairs of a State belong to the State itself, and not to the Federal Government."

Globe 627 .

4o. Globe lO83, lO85-1o86,

lO63; infra Chapter

IO at notes

77-78.

41 . Globe 1295-1296.
42. Id. 358; see also Delano,

Globe App. 158; Charles

A. Eldredge,

43- Globe 1292. He repeated,

"I have always believed

that the protection

Globe 1154.
in time of

peace within the State of all the rights of person and citizen was of the powers reserved
to the States." Id. 1293. Commenting
earlier on Hale's view that "the citizens must rely
upon the State for their protection,"
he said, "I admit
Constitution
as it now stands." Id. Io93. Such reiteration
about the impairment
Justice

Salmon

of State sovereignty,

Chase, who regretted

uneasiness

that such is the rule under the
testifies to pervasive uneasiness

shared by his fellow Ohioan,

that the Joint Committee

Chief

had gone too far: "Even

the loyal people in Northern
states, he feared, might oppose the amendment
because of
its threat to state rights." James 118. This was a man of "radical tendencies." Id.
44. Globe 1761.
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emerges even more sharply when suffrage is in issue,
stated that interference

therewith

"meddles

with a

right reserved

to the States...

they surrender

it. "4s Early in the session, the Radical leader Stevens said

of a proposed

amendment

and to which they will long cling before

to reduce State representation

in proportion

to a denial of Negro suffrage: "I hold that the States have the right ...
to fix the elective franchise within their own States. And I hold that this
does not take it from them...

How many States would allow Congress

to come within their jurisdiction
...

to fix the qualification

You could not get five in this

Fessenden
Government

stated, "everybody

Union.

"46

has admitted

down to the present

of their voters?

In the Senate, Chairman

from the foundation

of the

day that the power to fix the quali-

fications of voters rested with the States," and that the proposed
resentation"

"rep-

provision "leaves it just as it was before, and does not change

it. "47 After stating his preference
said that "the Federal Government

for Negro suffrage, Senator Doolittle
had no right or constitutional

to impose on a State negro suffrage..,

power

the right of a State to determine

that question was one of the reserved rights of every State." Like Stevens,
he averred that "out of New England"
amendment

"by which

States. "48 Although
Negro

negro

suffrage

Senator Henderson

enfranchisement,

no three States would vote for an
shall be imposed

upon

the

of Missouri was an advocate of

he too stated that he was "not now ready to

take away from the States the long-enjoyed right of prescribing the qualifications of electors in their own limits. "49 "The Radical leaders," Flack
stated, "were aware as any one of the attachment
the people to the doctrine

of States rights..,

of a great majority of

the right of the States to

45. Id. 358; seealsoThomas N. StillwellofIndiana,id. 670; SenatorCowan, id. x286;
Shellaharger,id. i293; Senator Poland, id. 296,.
46. Id. 536. Senator Lane of Indiana,who favoredstrong measuresagainstthe rebels,
said,"the rightto determine the qualificationsof electorsis left with the severalStates
... I do not believethat Congresshas a right to interfere between [Indiana]andthe
people and fix the qualificationsof voters."Id. 74o.
47- Id. i279, 1278;see also id. 7o4. This assurancewas meaninglessif § x conferred
suffrage.
48. Id. 2x43.
49- G/obeApp. Izo.
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affairs. "s° These

sentiments

summarized
by Justice Miller in 1872, shortly
teenth and Fifteenth
Amendments:
we do not see in those amendments

were accurately

after adoption

of the Four-

any purpose to destroy the main

features of the general system. Under the pressure of all the excited
feeling growing out of the war, our statesmen

have still believed that

the existence

of the states with power for domestic

ernment..,

was essential

government,

sl

This

"commitment

words

of Alfred

to traditional
Kelly, that

only a very limited

state-federal

"the radical

one. "s2 That

Negro

relations
reform

with respect

to "fundamental

suffrage

is confirmed

by § z.

form of

meant,"
program

it was in fact a program

ban on discrimination
was excluded

and local gov-

to the working of our complex

in the
could

"limited"

rights"

be
to a

from which

The Effect of§2
The

framers'

touched
vides,

intention

to leave

by § I, is confirmed

Representation

control

of suffrage

by § z of the Amendment.

shall be apportioned

cording to their respective numbers,

in the
That

States,
section

unpro-

among the several States accounting

the whole number of

persons in each State. But when the right to vote at any election...
50. Flack 68. "One reason the Reconstruction of the South loomed so high to northemers," Harold Hyman concluded, "was less that blacks were involved than that every one
understood the pre-eminence of states ... in affecting all their citizens' lives." Harold M.
Hyman, A More Perfect Union 4z6 0973). In "early x865 virtually unhampered state powers
were considered fundamental for liberty, federalism and democracy." Id. 3oi. "A heavy phalanx of Republican politicos, including Sherman and Trumbull ... were states fights nationalists, suspicious of any new functional path the nation travelled." Id. 3o4 . "No one
reading the debates carefully," said Graham at 3xz, "will question the framers' devotion to
federalism, even the extreme Radicals."
5x. The Slaughter-House Cases, 83 U.S. (i6 Wall.) 36, 82 (i872).
5z. Kelly's remark in "Comment on Harold M. Hyman's Paper" in New Frontiersof the
American Reconstruction 55 (Harold M. Hyrnan ed.), written in x966, constitutes to my
mind a tacit repudiation of his earlier pieces. Hyman notes Republican unwillingness "to
travel any road more rugged than the Civil Rights---Freedmen's Bureau extension-Fourteenth Amendment route that left the states masters of their fates." Hyman, supra
note 50 at 47o; see also id. 44o, 448.
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is denied.., or in any way abridged..,
therein shall be reduced, s_
The denial is not prohibited,

the basis of representation

it is not declared

Ohio put it, if a State "persists in withholding
she will be "confine[d]

...

8i

void, but as Ecldey of
the ballot" from blacks,

to the white basis of representation.

difficult to dispute Justice

Harlan's

conclusion

"s4 It is

that § 2 "expressly

rec-

ognizes the State's power to deny 'or in any way' abridge the right...
to vote. "ss Were this doubtful,
light" of the legislative
and Justice Brennan,
unfiltered

the evidence must be permitted to speak for itself,

by a commentator's

Bingham,

the elective franchise..,
The

paraphrase.

a leading Republican

pillar of the neoabolitionists,
...

doubts are dispelled by the "blinding

history, s6 Since that is disputed by Van Alstyne

amendment

power of regulating

member of the Joint Committee,

said, "we all agree..,

the

that the exercise of

is exclusively under the control of the States
does not give, as the second section

shows, the

suffrage in the several States. "sT Instead, as he said

of a predecessor proviso, it "offers an inducement to those States...
to
make the franchise universal. "s8 On the Senate side, Chairman Fessenden

said of an earlier provision, H.R. No. 5 I, couched in terms of

racial discrimination

respecting

suffrage, "It takes the Constitution

as it finds it, with the power in the States to fix the qualifications
frage precisely as they see fit ...
[States] have under the Constitution

just
of suf-

If in the exercise of the power you
you make an inequality

then you are to suffer such and such consequences.

of rights,

"s9 When illness pre-

53.For earlier variants see James,Index,s.v."Representation."
54.Globe2535.
55.Reynoldsv. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 59456. VanMstyne, 36,refersto "the kind of blindinglight that Mr.JusticeHarlan sees
here."
57. Globe2542.
58. Id. 432.
59. Id. I279. Fessendenexplainedthe Committee's espousal of the _representation"
provisionsubsequentlyembodiedin §2: "we cannot put into the Constitution, owingto
existingprejudicesand existinginstitutions, an entire exclusionof all classdistinctions."
Id. 705. The effect of the proposedamendment,he stated, "issimply to leave the power
where it is, and leave it perfectly in the power of the Statesto regulate suffrageas they
please." Id.
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vented Fessenden from explaining § 2, Senator Howard stated: "The second section leaves the right to regulate the elective franchise with the
States, and does not meddle with that fight." Later he added: "We know
very well that the States retain the power which they have always possessed of regulating the right of suffrage ... the theory of this whole
amendment is to leave the power of regulating the suffrage with.., the
States. "6° Senator Yates of Illinois recognized that "we do not obtain
suffrage now"; Senator Doolittle of Wisconsin stated, the "amendment
proposes to allow the States to say who shall vote"; Senator Poland of
Vermont would have preferred that "the right of suffrage had been given
at once," but realized it was not "practicable"; Senator Howe of Wisconsin likewise preferred to say "no man shall be excluded from the fight
to vote" to saying "hereafter some men may be excluded from the fight
of representation. "6I
In the House, Blaine of Maine stated, "The effect contemplated...
is perfectly well understood, and on all hands frankly avowed. It is to
deprive the lately rebellious States of the unfair advantage of a large representation in this House, based on their colored population, so long as
that people shall be denied political fights. Give them the vote or lose
representation. "62 Conkling stated that the Joint Committee rejected
60. Id. 2766, 3039 . Senator Wilson of Massachusetts stated that the "fight to vote...
has been regulated by the State in every State ... from the beginning of the Government." Id. Iz55. Senator Yates of Illinois did "not deny the power of the States to regulate suffrage." Id.
6i. Globe 3o38, 2943, 2963-2964, GlobeApp. z 19. Senator Henderson had proposed
an amendment to the "representation" proposal, prohibiting discrimination with respect
to suffrage (id. 7o2), but he later supported "representation" because "the country is not
yet prepared" for Negro suffrage. Id. 3035 . Senator ReverdyJohnson, probably the most
open-minded of the Democrats, understood the Amendment to concede "to the States
... the exclusive fight to regulate the franchise" so that the United States would "be
impotent to redress" exclusion of blacks. Globe 3o27- Another Democrat, Senator Davis,
stated that the measure "shrinks from..,
openly forcing suffrage upon the States, but
attempts by a great penalty to coerce them to accept it." GlobeApp. z4o. See also Senator
Hendricks, Globe 2939.
6z. Id. i4x. [Joint Committee on Reconstruction, Report No. II2, 39th Cong., xst
Sess. 7 (June 8, 1866), reprinted in Avins, The ReconstructionAmendments' Debates 94
(x967), referring to the effect of emancipation upon the three-fifths representation provision, stated: "When all become free, representation for all necessarily follows. As a consequence the inevitable effect of the rebellion would be to increase the political power of
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"to deprive the States of the power to disqualify or discrimi-

nate politically on account of race or color" and preferred "to leave every State perfectly free to decide for itself.., who shall vote..,
and thus
to say who shall enter into its basis of representation."
"[E]very State,"
he reiterated, "will be left free to extend or withhold the elective franchise on such terms as it pleases, and this without
representation

if the terms are impartial

"every State has the sole control,
interests

and concerns,"

suffrage,

"her right cannot

the Joint Committee,

free from all interference,

up,

of its own

spelling out that if New York chose to withhold
be challenged. "63 Stevens, co-chairman

stated that the right of a State to disfranchise

always existed under the Constitution"
tion" provision "acknowledges
right..,

losing an_daing in

to all." And he summed

and the proposed

of
"has

"representa-

it." He repeated that "the States have the

to fix the elective franchise"

and that the proposed

represen-

tation provision "does not take it from them." In fact, he preferred
reduction

of representation

make them

[Negroes]

to an "immediate

declaration"

the

that "would

all voters"; he did not "want them to have the

right of suffrage" until they had been educated
citizens. "64 Although Garfield

in "their duties ...

expressed his "profound

regret"

Joint Committee

had been unable to "imbed ...

the fundamental

law of the land," he stated, "I am willing..,

as

that the

[suffrage] as a part of
when I

cannot get all I wish to take what I can get. "65 Similarly, John E Farnsworth

of Illinois stated, "I should prefer to see incorporated

Constitution

a guarantee

quired two-thirds
best. "66
Nathaniel

into the

of universal suffrage; as we cannot

get the re-

for that, I cordially support this proposition

as the next

P. Banks of Massachusetts

mittee for "waiv[ing]

this matter

congratulated

in deference

the Joint Com-

to public opinion,"

and

the insurrectionary States... The increase of representation necessarilyresulting from
the abolition of slavery,wasconsidered the most important element in the questionsarising out of the changed condition of affairs,and the necessityfor some fundamental action
in this regardseemedimperative."The answerwas section 2 of the Amendment.]
63. Globe357, 358, 35964. Id. 4z8, 536.
65. Id. z462.
66. Id. 254o.
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George

E Miller

of Pennsylvania

the complication

in regard

State

to regulate

that

raised

the possibility

frage qualifications.
Reverdy

and Garrett

haust

the quotable
El!iott,
issue

rebuttal
fessor

Before

relation

tacidy

Alstyne,

in a later

in this

Justice

the Warren

three

their

each

Democrats

might

affect suf-

Democrats--Senators

understood

"overwhelming.

by Chief

will settle
leaving

which

that

it left suf-

by no means

to me, as to Robert

acknowledged

and it emboldened

setting

leading

materials,

7° seem

case, Oregon

examining

this mass

Davis--better

"overpowering,"
Court

amendment

the amendment

hand,

historical

statements,

thus eschewed
Van

cudgels

consider

the

that

68 On the other

Johnson

"This

and representation,

for itself. "67 Against

to the States. 69 These

the

stated,

to suffrage

in the House

frage

Ward

BY JUDICIARY

Dixon

''71 In discreetly

was undertaken

Justice

Brennan

and

skirting

unimpeachability.

Warren

ex-

The
by Pro-

to pick up the

v. Mitchell.
and Brennan

the argument

against

opinions

it is desirable

reapportionment

to

and its

to suffrage.

67 . Id. z53z, zsm.
68. Niblack, Benjamin M. Boyer of Pennsylvania, and Andrew J. Rogers of New Jersey. Justice Harlan comments on these statements in Oregon v. Mitchell, 4oo U.S. at
181-i82.
69 . Supra note 61.
7o. See supra note 55 at 626-63z. Samuel McKee of Kentucky, who supported the
Amendment, stated, "this House is not prepared to enfranchise all men." Globe zso 5.
William D. Kelley of Permsylvania said, "Could I have controlled the report of the Committee of Fifteen, it would have proposed to give the fight of suffrage to every loyal man."
Id. z469. Boutwell of Massachusetts stated, "The proposition in the matter of suffrage
falls short of what I desire... I demand.., the franchise for all loyal citizens." Id. 25o8.
But like others of the same persuasion, he voted for the Amendment.
Broomall understood § 2 "to limit the representation of the several States as those States
themselves shall limit suffrage." Id. z498. Lawrence said that the "representation" amendment "does not propose to extend the fight of suffrage to or to withhold it from any class
of people... It does not propose to disturb the commonly received construction of the
Constitution which leaves to the State the fight to determine who shall or shall not be
voters." Id. 404 . G. E Miller of Pennsylvania conceded "to each State the fight to regulate the fight of suffrage.., they ought not to have a representation for" excluded persons. The Amendment "leav[es] each State to regulate that for itself." Globe zsm. See
also Thayer, id. zSz; Eliot, id. z5ii.
71. Robert Dixon, "Reapportionment in the Supreme Court and Congress: Constitutional Struggle for Fair Representation," 63 Mich. L. Rev. zo9, 2x2 (i964); Elliott,
supra note 4 at i z 7.
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My view, echoing

that of Justice Harlan,

suffrage from the Fourteenth
ing view will be facilitated

Amendment.

of the Joint Committee

of the oppos-

a few striking

evidential

provides that if suffrage is denied on

of race, the State's representation

tives shall be proportionately
chairman

Consideration

by encapsulating

items. Section 2 of the Amendment
account

is that the framers excluded

reduced.

in the House of RepresentaSenator

William

on Reconstruction,

Fessenden,

explained that this

"leaves the power where it is but tells them [the States] most distinctly,
if you exercise the power wrongfully,
follow)

Senator Jacob Howard

the Amendment

such and such consequences

of Michigan,

because of Fessenden's

will

to whom it fell to explain

illness, said,

We know very well that the States retain the power..,

of regulat-

ing the right of suffrage in the States ... the theory of this whole
amendment is, to leave the power of regulating the suffrage with
•.. the States, and not to assume to regulate it by any clause of the
Constitution."
Howard is confirmed by the Report of the Joint Committee,
which
drafted the Amendment: "It was doubtful..,
whether the States would
surrender
attached."

a power they had always exercised,

and to which they were

i. TheRecomtm_tionAmendments'Debates143 (AlfredAvinsed. 1967).
2. ld. 237-A leading Reconstruction historian, C. Vann Woodward, concluded that
section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment"was not primarilydevisedfor the protection of
the negro and the provision of negro equality.Its primary purpose ... was to put the
southern states"under Northern control. C. VannWoodward,"SeedsofFailure in Radical Race Policy," in New Fronuersof theAmericanReconstructioni35 (Harold M. Hyman
ed. 1966).For confirmatory historicalfacts, see Raoul Berger,"Cottrol's Failed Rescue
Mission," 37 B.C.L. Rev. 48I, 484-485 (i986).
In I862,John Bingham stated in the 37th Congress that we have "no powerwhatever
over" the right to vote. "The right to vote does not involve the right to citizenship."
"The FederalGovernment has no powerto regulatethe electivefranchise in any state."
Avins,supra note i at 37-
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the committee

"would leave the whole question
this "gap" in the Fourteenth
Fifteenth,

recommended

Amendment

2 because

it

that led to the adoption of the

which prohibited discrimination

cial grounds. 4 The Fifteenth,

Section

with the people of each State. "3 It was
with respect to voting on ra-

the Supreme Court said, testifies that suf-

frage was not conferred by the Fourteenth

Amendment/Justly

did Jus-

tice Harlan conclude after his own exhaustive survey of the debates that
the evidence was "irrefutable and still unanswered. "6 Commentators
are
widely agreed that suffrage was excluded from the reach of the Fourteenth _mendment. 7
3- Avins, id. 94. Justice Harlan, who carefully combed the debates, stated, "Not once,
during the three days of debate, did any supporter of the Amendment criticize or correct
any of the Republicans

or Democrats

who observed

exclusively under the control of the States." Oregon

that the Amendment
v. Mitchell,

left the ballot

4o0 U.S. I I2, i86 (197o),

dissenting in part.
For an example of willful disregard of crystal-clear

evidence,

consider

the comments

of Justices

on Justice

Harlan's

evidence:

Brennan,

White,

and Thurgood

Marshall

"We

could not accept this thesis even if it were supported by historical evidence far stronger
than anything adduced here today. But in our view, our Brother Harlan's historical analysis is flawed by his ascription of 2oth-century
meanings to the words of I9th-century
legislators. In consequence,
his analysis imposes an artificial simplicity upon a complex
era, and presents,
competing

as universal,

for political

beliefs that were held by merely one of several

power. We can accept neither his judicial conclusion

groups

nor his his-

torical premise that the original understanding
of the Fourteenth
.Amendment left it
within the power of the States to deny the vote to Negro citizens." Oregon v. Mitchell,
4o0 U.S. at 25 I. They brush offthe unequivocal explanations
of the chairman of the Joint
Committee

on Reconstruction,

and of the Joint

Committee

of the Senate spokesman

who sought

to explain

itself. On this issue there were no opposing

the bill,

remarks.

4. Raoul Berger, "The Fourteenth Amendment:
Light From the Fifteenth,"
74 Nw.
U. L. Rev. 31 I, 321-323 (1979)- Reprinted in Raoul Berger, Selected Writings on the Constitution

148 (1987).

5. United States v. Reese, 9z U.S. 214, 217-218 (I875); Minor v. Hapersett, 88 U.S.
(21 Wall.) i6z, i75 (1874). In March 1869, William Higby, who had been a member of
the 39th Congress, stated that the Fifteenth Amendment
"insures certain
expressed in any part of the Constitution."
Avins, supra note i at 417 .
6. Griswold

v. Connecticut,

381 U.S. 479-5Ol

not

(i965).

7. Henry Abraham, "Book Review," 6 Hastings Const_ L.Q.
Dixon, "Reapportionment
in the Supreme Court and Congress:
for Fair Representation,"

rights..,

467-468 (1979); Robert
Constitutional
Struggle

63 Mich. L. Rev. 209, 212 (1964); Ward E. Y. EUiott,

The Rise

of a Guard/an Democracy i27 (1974); Gerald Gunther, "Too Much a Battle With Strawmen," Wall St. J., Nov. 25, 1977, at 4; Morton Keller, Affairs of State 66 (I977); Wallace
Mendelson,

"Book Review,"

6 Hastings

Const.

L.Q.

437, 452-453

(I979);

Nathaniel
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My reliance on Senator Howard
and others
son that I read "the intention
of the authors
teenth

Amendment

blacks voting

narrowly,"

that

made in debates

on the Fourteenth

of itself,

upon

confer

blacks

...

"in and of itself" presumably
which
not

prompted

spend

ticles

time

could

More

examining

overcome

noteworthy

tice Brennan.

"The

unmistakably

plain

notwithstanding
fashioned

framers.

In the

and imprecise";
'one man,
governance
participation
Twenty-sixth

their

a principle

one vote'

that

as a constitutional

by affirming
in the

Brennan,

he reasons

the

Amendments,

people

adopted

thereby

ar-

Warren

and Jus-

said Warren,
framers,

"can

however,

"equal

protection."

the unmistakable

Thus

will of the

the historical

record

"Recognition

of the principle

dignity

process.

did

was to be left to the

one redeems

the essential

democratic

equality,"

of suffrage

to override

"Bickel

"l° as if such

vote. "12 The

for

phrase
articles,

in the debates.ll

by Chief Justice

control

saving

because

systematically,

of political

to grant
frequently

for newspaper

Bickel

statements

provision

eyes of Justice
13 hence

"self-governance,"

that

to vote. "9 The

Alexander

person-one

...
most

is that it did not, in and

his fondness

newspapers

conception

made

Warren

the right

are the comments

only one thing--one

intended

"the statement

Amendment

unequivocal

mean

States

that

reflects

him to criticize

indicates to William Neland ratifiers of the Four-

is, as "not

rights. "s Yet he notes

87

the promise

of every

"14 In their
the

adjudging

is "vague

Fifteenth,

citizen
exercise

of selfto equal
of actual

Sixteenth,

that expansion

and

of federal

Nathanson, "Book Review," 56 Tex. L. Rev. 579, 581 (1978). For additional citations see
Berger, supra note 4 at 311 note 4.
8. William Nelson, The Fourteenth Amendment: From Pohtical PmncipletoJudicial Doctrine 3 (1988).
9. Id. 125- "Most congressional Republicans were aware of (and shared) their constituents' hostility to black suffrage." Keller, supra note 7 at 66-67.
lO. Nelson, supra note 8 at 6.
1 I. Daniel Farber wrote that Nelson "devotes virtually no attention to those debates."
Daniel Farber, "Book Review," 6 Const. Commentary 364-365 (1989). For a critique of
Nelson's views, see Raoul Berger, "Fantasizing About the Fourteenth Amendment," 199°
Wis. L. Rev. xo43.
12. Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 558 (1964)"
13. Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. x 12,278 (197o), dissenting in part.
14. Address by Justice Brennan, Georgetown Univ., Oct. i, 1985, in The Great Debate:
Interpreting the Constitution IX, 22 (I986).
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over suffrage required action by the people themselves, never

mind the demands of "dignity." Brennan's attachment
nity" led him to pronounce
though he acknowledges

to "human dig-

that it is offended by capital punishment,

that neither the majority of the people nor that

of the Court share his view. 15 For him the clear implication

of the due

process clauses that life may be taken after a fair trial is of no moment.
In the face of the ineluctable

facts, the conclusions

of Warren and Bren-

nan seem to me perverse.
Mention

of the Fifteenth

tion that adoption

Amendment

of that Amendment

recalls John Hart Ely's asseris "extremely

Berger's general claim of the dominance
of testifying to abatement
was a response
liam Gillette

concluded,

of 'Negrophobia.'

of racial prejudice,

to shifting political

damaging..,

,16 Instead

the Fifteenth

Amendment

exigencies. The primary

was enfranchisement

to

of Negroes

goal, Wil"outside

the

deep South" in order to obtain the necessary swing votes of Negroes
the North.

A secondary

objective, he found, "was to protect

ern Negro against future disfranchisement,"
ent that military occupation

must come to an end and continued

publicans

x 5. The

Great

i6. John

Hart

regard
Gibbons

John
the

of Indiana,

it "as a political necessity. "2° With

Debate,
Ely,

Gibbons,

Ely's denial
supra

Democracy
"Book

note

Amendment

as a "glaring

example"

Dtstn_

Negro

suffrage,

Negro votes the Reaim from the very

of "the dominance

200 note

31 Rutgers

as evidence
of"a

began

of 'Negropho-

14 at 24.

and

Review,"

Fifteenth

as-

party from defeat. "19

who had opposed

could hope to stay in power, the primary

beginning. 21 Contrast

Judge

"to save the Republican

Oliver Morton

now embraced

control

Republican

Stevens, leader of the Radicals, therefore

drafting the Amendment
Senator

the south-

17 for it had become appar-

must rest on Negro voters, who would help perpetuate
cendancy. Is Thaddeus

in

narrow,

7 ° (198o).

L. Roy.

839,

of the

abatement

confused,

partisan

Ely was anticipated

845

(1978).

of racism
example

by

My failure

to

is labeled

by

of special

plead-

lng." Id.
17-William Gillette, The Right to Vote:Politicsand the Passageof the FifteenthAmendment 46-47, 49-5° (1965).
18.For citations see Berger, supra note 4 at 317 note 3419. Gillette, supra note 17 at 34.
2o.Id. 57.
2i. For citations see Berger, supra note 4 at 317note 37.
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bia' " with the I86 9 statement
chusetts
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by Senator Henry Wilson,

the Massa-

Radical: "There is not today a square mile in the United States

where the advocacy of the equal rights and privileges

of those colored

men has not been in the past and is not now unpopular. "22 So much,
then, for activist denials that suffrage was excluded from the Fourteenth
Amendment.

22. Cong.Globe(4oth Cong., 3d Sess.)672 (1869).
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BAKE

I_v. Carr (i962), the unprecedented

cision, said Paul Kauper, opened

reapportionment

a "new chapter

ism. "1 When the issue was once again presented

de-

of judicial adventur-

in Reynolds v. Sims, Jus-

tice Harlan wrote a dissent that to my mind is irrefutable. The majority
of the Court made no pretense of meeting his historical demonstration;
it remained

for William Van Alstyne to essay a rebuttal.

Harlan's

reli-

ance on the legislative history to establish the "original understanding,"
Van Alstyne writes, pertains solely to "exclusive state power over suffrage qualifications"
apportionment";

and has no bearing on "the separate issue of mal-

"there was almost no mention

fact alone gives one pause: how can a revolution
ment be based on nonmention?
The

dominant

publican hegemony

purpose

of the 39th Congress

by reducing

Southern

of the subject. "2 That
in Northern apportionwas to maintain

representation;

Re-

and only sec-

i. Paul Kauper, "Some Comments on the Reapportionment Cases," 63 Mich. L. Rev.
z43, z44 (I964). In more restrained diction, Archibald Cox instances the reapportionment cases as a "dramatic" exampleof "reading into the generalities of the Due Process
and Equal Protection Clausesnotions of wiseand fundamental policywhich are not even
faintlysuggestedby the words of the Constitution, and which lack substantialsupport in
other conventionalsources of law." TheRoleofthe SupremeCourtin AmericanGovernment
1oo (i976).
Reapportionment may have been "wise," but did it represent the kind of emergency
situation that at best arguably excuses judicial revision? Philip Kurland considers that
"reapportionment of the state and local legislatureswas not among the more pressing
problems in post-World War II America."Politics,the Constitutionand the WarrenCourt
83 (197o). For an extendedandpersuasivedemonstrationthatreapportionmentwas not
necessary,see Ward EUiott, 7"beRiseof a GuardianDemocracy(1974).
2. Van Alstyne 78-79.
9°
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ondarily

did they think

gro from

oppression.

to interfere
while

suffrage

would

white voters
portionment

[white]

in withholding

white

with

State

apportionment

State

4 But Van Mstyne
qualified

the ballot

is a tremendous

have dared

those

control
to impose
patterns.

The

clause

of any intention

argues

by the State

that

reapporrespect

to vote,

suffrage

on the North

who

there

the

"no invidious
as they

elites within

the

shrank

in-

in the

a radical

to

to read malap-

may be as capricious

Republicans

6 Certainly

with

"is to say only that among

States

of Negro

Moreover,

problem,

practices

but not in perpetuating
"only."

of the Ne-

objectives.

a Southern

long-established

elite,"

and property"
disclaimers

beyond

was predominantly

invade

shall be permitted.

elite. "s That

scarcely

were repeated

in the equal protection

distinction

terfering

the "person

sovereignty

in the North.

enfranchised

please

3 There

with State

Negro

tionment

to secure

9x

from

South

reconstruction

was no disclosure

would
of
that

3. Supra Chapter i at note 55; Chapter 4 at note 4; Kendrick zo7; cf. Van Mstyne 57.
4. Chief Justice Warren, Mfred Kelly states, "carefully neglected the far more important fact that every one of the state legislatures that sent delegates to Philadelphia was
grossly malapporuoned by any 'one man, one vote' standard, and the state conventions
that ratified the Constitution were in every instance set up on the same rule of apportionment." "Clio and the Court: An Illicit Love Affair," i965 S. Ct. Rev. I 19 at i36-137.
Justice Story, commenting on the possible introduction of a clause "to regulate the State
elections of members of State legislatures" stated, "It would be deemed a most unwarrantable transfer of power, indicating a premeditated design to destroy the State governments. It would be deemed so flagrant a violation of principle as to require no comment." I Joseph Story, Commentaries on the Constitutmn of the Umted States §8I 9 (5th ed.
I9o5). [In the Convention Nathaniel Gorham said, "IT]he Constitution of [Massachusetts] had provided that the [representatives of the] larger districts should not be in an
exact ratio of their numbers. And experience he thought had shewn the provision to be
expedient." 1 The Recordsof the Federal Convention of I787 405 (Max Farrand ed. 191 i).
In the First Congress, Representative Michael Stone of Maryland said, "the representatives of the States were chosen by the States in the manner they pleased." 1 Annals of
Congress765 (i834). ]
5"Van Mstyne 80. Stevens stated that "This section [2] allows the States to discriminate among the same class,and receive proportionate credit in representation." Globe246o
(emphasis added). So too, the antecedent Civil Rights Bill, Shellabarger stated, "does not
prohibit you fi'om discriminating between citizens of the same race.., as to what their
rights to testify, to inherit ... shall be." Globe i293.
6. With reference to a bill introduced by Sumner in March I867, David Donald states,
"Disturbed by the revolutionary changes Sumner hoped to bring about in the South,
Republican Congressmen were horrified that he proposed to extend them to the North
as well," among them to secure "the elective franchise to colored citizens." Donald, Sum-
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such intrusion

was contemplated;

malapportionment
reduced

if you cut offthe

Blaine

districts

distribute

that
to

of those

within their own

Therefore

the most

will not be allowed to offset the
Do you suppose that the

and South Carolina,

of Representatives

respect

in the basis of reppopulation

Representatives

white districts...

of Georgia

evidence
with

said,

population.

by whites, will, in the event of adoption
the distribution

Speaking

States the white

negro districts

most densely populated
upland

of Maine

on the basis of white

densely populated

is in fact striking

practice.

blacks from being enumerated

in the southern

States will immediately
territory

JUDICIARY

7 there

was an accepted

representation,

resentation

BY

inhabited

of this amendment,

largely
allow

to be made on the basis of the

whole population?
By no means. They
white basis within the State. s

will at once insist on the

net 11299. Bickel, i6 note 4 o, states that "Conservative Republicans who considered the
Freedmen's Bureau Bill [applicable only in the South] an appropriate concession to offer
to the Radicals, evidendy felt quite differently about a statute which might be applied in
their constituencies." "[N]anonal enfranchisement of the Negro--which meant Negro
voting m the North--was out of the quesnon." William Gillette, The Right to Vote:Polittcs
and the Passageof the Fifteenth Amendment 3z 0965). See also Harold M. Hyman, A More
Perfect Umon 47 ° 0973)7. When the Amendment was submitted to the States for ratification, "the northern
press," states Flack at 145, "with few exceptions, if any, took the view that the first section
of the Amendment re-enacted or gave authority for, the Civil Rights Bill." He quotes a
speech of Trumbull in Chicago: § i "was a reiteration of the Civil Rights Bill"; and one
of Sherman in Cincinnati: "the first section embodied the Civil Rights Bill"; id. 148.
Justice Black, that fervent advocate of reapportionment (Wesberry v. Sanders, 376
U.S. I [x964]), stated in his earlier attempt to read corporations out of the Fourteenth
Amendment that "the people were not told they [were ratifying] an amendment granting
new and revolutionary rights to corporations." Connecticut General Ins. Co. v.Johnson,
303 U.S. 77, 86 (I938), dissenting opinion. Compare supra Chapter I note 57- Justice
Field, dissenting in Ex parte Virginia, ioo U.S. 339, 362-363 (I879), stated that the provision for Negro jurors was "a change so radical... [as] was never contemplated by the
recent amendments. The people, in adopting them did not suppose they were altering
the fundamental theory of their dual system of government." As we have seen, the framers actually contemplated the continued exclusion of Negro jurors. But the selfsame Field
had no difficulty in advocating the tremendous alteration embodied in substantive due
process.
8. Globe377. Malapportionment was fastened on the Constitution from the outset by
the compromise which permitted three-fifths of the voteless Negro population to be
counted for purposes of representation in the House of Representatives. Thereby, asJohn

Reapportionment
Not a hint that this would be unlawful,
that States were free to apportion
though,

as Van Alstyne notices,

non-voters
choice

without representation

of 'their'

amendment..,

representatives),
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but, rather, clear recognition

representation

to suit themselves. Al-

this would leave "areas populated

by

(and not merely without a vote in the
"9 Bingham

replied,

"no possible

will answer the purpose unless it is followed by further

legislation. "1° Bingham thus confirms Blaine's recital of the plenary State
power over apportionment
proposal

and implies that the "representation"

was not designed to meet this situation.

(§ 2)

Van Alstyne's com-

ment that "Blaine's remarks were directed only to the apportionment

of

congressional rather than state representation" implausibly suggests that
the States would be readier to surrender control over their own internal
patterns--a

suggestion

that is incompatible

with the pervasive attach-

ment to State sovereignty.
Blaine's remarks did not reflect a fleeting improvisation, but responded
to estabhshed

practice. Earlier he had stated: "As an abstract proposition

no one will deny that population

is the true basis of representation;

for

women, children and other nonvoting classes may have as vital an interest
in the legislation..,

as those who actually cast the ballot." But, he noted,

recognizing existing practice, as had Federalist No. 54 and James Wilson
long before, 11"the ratio of voters to population

differs very widely in dif-

ferent sections, fi'om a minimum of nineteen per cent to a maximum offiftyeight per cent."12 Even that uncompromising

abolitionist Charles Sumner

was reconciled to such practices because they reflected "custom and popuQuincy Adamsremarked,"Everyplanter South of the Potomac has three votes in effect
for every fiveslaveshe keeps in bondage;while a New England farmerwho contributes
ten-fold asmuchto the support of the Government has only a singlevote"(Nov.8, 18o4).
Quoted in SamuelE Bemis,_obn QuincyAdams and the Foundationof AmericanForeign
PolicyI23 note 37 (1949).The result wasto givethe South twenty-fiveadditionalmembers and to "enablethe slavepower to keep its grip on the nation."SamuelE Bemis,John
QuincyAdams and the Union417, 446 (I956)-Malapportionmentwasalso embedded in
the Constitution by the provision for two Senatorsfrom each State,although,asThomas
Hartley remarked in the First Congress, "their proportions are as ten to one." i Annals
of Congress481.
9-Van Alstyne 79 note 142.
xo.Id.
ii. Infra at notes 26-27, 69-7o.
i2. Globei4i.
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lar faith," and could not be changed "unless supported
feelings and conditions

of the people. "13 Then,

by the permanent

too, in the congressional

debate of June 1868 (that is, prior to ratification of the Fourteenth
ment), on the readmission of the rebel States, Famsworth
the Florida apportionment

of the Legislature."

that the Senate Judiciary

constitution

republican

pointed out that

provision gave "to the sparsely populated

tions of the State the control
sponded

Amend-

Committee

por-

But Ben Butler re-

"have found the [Florida]

and proper," as did the Senate, the House Com-

mittee on Reconstruction,
such marapportionment

14 and the House itself, thus reaffirming
did not violate the guarantee

that

of a "republican

form of government," nor the equal protection clause which was the work
of Butler and his fellows. The Blaine, Sumner, and Butler statements constitute hard evidence which is not overcome by mere speculation.I 5 Since,
moreover,
13. "The

most of the States were malapportioned,
true

basis for representation,

Sumner

declared

it is a strained

as-

in a speech to the [Mas-

sachusetts] convention
on July 7 [I853], should ideally be founded 'absolutely
upon
equality' so as to make all men, in the enjoyment of the electoral franchise, whatever
their diversity of intelligence,
the Commonwealth,
whether
ballot

education or wealth, and wheresoever
they may be within
m small towns or populous city, 'absolutely
equal at the

box.' But, he swiftly backtracked,

this system

be advantageously
instituted
'unless supported
tions of the people.' As the practice of giving
tionate

influence

had sprung

'from

internal power, not from the imposed
admittedly
inequitable
system should

custom

of equal representation

and popular

will of a lawgiver'
be tried at present,

faith,

silently

operating

with

... no radical change in the
but instead the rural towns

should be given more representation
so as to protect the Commonwealth
'commercial
feudalism'
of the big cities." Donald, Sumner I 246, quoting
Works z,9-258.

could not

by the permanent
feelings and condiMassachusetts
small towns dispropor-

against the
3 Sumner,

See supra note 4-

14. Quoted in Reynolds
that the several constitutions

v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533,605 (:964) . Stevens likewise stated
had been pronounced
"republican
in form." Id. 6o 4 note

42 •
: 5. See Van Alstyne,

quoted infra at note 17- "[T]o quarrel

with the records

without

abundant cause is to engage in a desperate
cause." H. G. Richardson
and G. O. Sayles,
"Parliament
and Great Councils in Medieval England,"
77 L. Q. Rev. zx3, 235-,36
(I96:).

Roughly

speaking,

unless testimony

is inherently

incredible

it must

be coun-

tered by evidence, not speculation.
Phillips v. Gookin, 23i Mass. 25o, z5I, izo N.E.
69: (I918); Messon v. Liberty Fast Freight Co. 124 E,d 448, 45 o (2d Cir. 1942); Eckenrode v. Pennsylvania
R. Co., :64 E2d 996, 999 note 8 (3d Cir. I947); ef. Miller v.
Herzfeld,
4 E2d 355, 356 (3d Cir. :925); Magg v. Miller, 296 E 973,979
(D.C. Cir.
:924).
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sumption
from

that by ratification

the outset,

When

phrase

they surrendered

and of which

Van Alstyne

any way

abridged"

surrender

dismissed
because

is "canvassed...

the history

reading

the

it becomes

that § 2 was applicable

"that

had the subject

of an intention
ment."

But "hypothetical

be a most

dubious

one hundred
and others

years
plainly

discussed

there

the Equal
answers

later. "_ 7 There
recognized

might

I, too, prefer

to eschew

would

at

"had noth"no evi-

to vote resulting

have been

bring

a disavowal

to malapportion-

questions
of'equal

is no need to speculate

One

who

had nothing

case. For, by the

likewise

Clause

the content

malapportionment

when

"or in

"It is even likely," he avers,

to hypothetical

that was left untouched.

16

of this

is," he states,

of the right

Protection

basis for expounding

it is unnecessary.

clause

"There

to abridgment

been

to apply

history"

his whole

of state legislatures."

unapprised.

of the § 2 phrase

clear that the phrase
he scuttled

of the equal protection

from malapportionment

totally

congressional

ing at all to do with malapportionment."
dence

a right they had excercised

they were

Harlan's

"once

all to do with malapportionment,"
same token,

95

...

because

as an existing
speculation,

would

protection'
Blaine
practice

particularly

an unmentioned

depar-

:6. After cataloging the "malapportioned" States, Justice Harlan asked, "Can it be
seriously contended that the legislatures of the States, almost two-thirds of those concerned, would have ratified an amendment which might render their own State constitutions unconstitutional?" 377 U.S. at 603.
17. Van Alstyne 80, 8:, 85. Alfred Kelly also dismisses Harlan's argument; "it neglected one embarrassing fact: both the provision of § 2 and the extensive debate.., were
directed at the possibility of a state's limiting Negro franchise and not to the problem of
district legislative apportionment, an entirely different historical question." Kelly, "Clio,"
supra note 4 at i37. Notwithstanding the difference, Chief Justice Warren built his reapportionment case on "one man, one vote." Because of this "embarassing fact" Kelly
charges that Harlan "indulged in a bit of law office history, of his own." Id. That charge,
as the above analysis of the same argument by Van Alstyne demonstrates, iswithout foundation. Nor is Kelly the man to cast stones.
He recorded that when he was retained in the desegregation case to file a historical
brief for the NAACP (Kelly, Fourteenth, Io49n), he "manipulated history in the best
tradition [?l of American advocacy, carefully marshalling every scrap of evidence in favor
of the desired interpretation and just as carefully doctoring all the evidence to the contrary, either by suppressing it when that seemed plausible, or by distorting it when suppression was not possible." Kelly, "Clio," supra note 4 at 144. That is an astonishing
admission from a scholar who upbraids the Court because it "carefully selected the materials designed to prove the thesis at hand, suppressing all data that might impeach the
desired historical conclusion." Kelly, "Clio," supra note 4 at 126.
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ture from settled practice within the perimeter
the burden

of the Amendment

has

of proof, made heavier here by (I) the fact that Negro suf-

frage, on which the Court

rested its ease for reapportionment,

rnistakably excluded; (2) the plainly expressed attachment
to State sovereignty

and their intention

to intrude

of the framers

no further

limits of the Civil Rights Act; and (3) the presumption

was unthan the

that a diminution

of powers reserved to the States by the Tenth Amendment
stated. Ls

will be clearly

In one form or another, Van Alstyne would put asunder what the Warren Court hath joined; he would jettison the Court's "one man, one vote"
postulate.

Granting

arguendo

State power "with respect to outright

de-

nials of the right to vote," he asks, "is it equally so with respect to partial
disfranchisement
through malapportionment?
"_9 The simple answer is
that the greater

includes

the less. 2° If a State may altogether

vote, it may dilute it. It was in these terms that Chief Justice
rationalized

reapportionment:

the Constitution,

deny the
Warren

he held, protects

right to "vote," the "right to have one's vote counted."

the

And "the right of

18.See supra Chapter i note 57-"An alleged surrender.., of a power of government
•.. must be shown by clearand unequivocallanguage;it cannot be inferred from.., any
doubtful or uncertain expressions."Belmont Bridgev. Wheeling Bridge, I38 U.S. 287,
292-293 (189I).
Even where States were forbidden to legislatewith respect to a particular subject and
Congress was empowered to enforce the prohibition, Justice Bradleyrejected the assumption that "this gives Congress power to legislate generally upon that subject" as
"repugnant to the Tenth amendment." Civil Rights Cases, lO9 U.S. 3, I5 (I883). In the
Slaughter-House Cases, 83 U.S. (i6 Wall.) 36, 78 (i872), Justice Miller rejected a construction which wouldsubject States"to the control of Congress, in the exerciseof powers heretofore universallyconceded to them" in the absenceof"language whieh expresses
such a purpose too clearly to admit of doubt." One may differ with his construction of
the FourteenthAmendment,but the fact remains that he wasneither the first nor last to
state that rule.
[InUnited Statesv. Darby,312 U.S. Ioo, 124(i94x),Justice Stonestated, "(the Tenth
Amendment) states but a trmsm that all is retained which has not been surrendered." It
was merely "declaratory of the relationship between the national and State governments";its purpose was "to allay fears that the new federal government might seek to
exercisepowers not granted, and that the States might not be able to exercisefullytheir
reserved powers."]
I9. Van Alstyne8o.
zo. "Nothing is more evidentthan that the greater must includethe less."Minorv.
Happersett, 88 U.S. (zi Wall.) x6z, I75 (I874).
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suffrage can be denied by a debasement
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or dilution of the weight of a

citizen's vote just as effectively as by wholly prohibiting
of the franchise. "21 His premise--that
the Constitution,
teenth

Amendment,

torical

facts. But his logic is impeccable

protects

the right to vote--is

the free exercise
that is, the Four-

contradicted

by his-

and may be stated inversely:

given a right to deny suffrage, it follows that there is a right to dilute it.

Republican Form of Government
One of the "other"

powers invoked by radical extremists

antee of a "republican

was the guar-

form of government. "z2 Senator Sumner, its lead-

ing advocate, could do no better than to find it "obscure"

and to write

in x865 that "the time has come to fix meaning to those words. "23 They
were not wrapped
vention,

Edmund

in obscurity
Randolph

be the basis of a national

by the Founders.

In the Federal

stated that "a republican

government

Conmust

union; and no state in it ought to have it in

their power to change its government
oed by Madison in Federalist

into a monarchy. "24 This was ech-

No. 43: "the superintending

government

ought clearly to possess authority to defend the system against aristocratic or monarchical innovations ... [the members of the Union have]
the right to insist that the 3'brms of government

under which the com-

pact was entered should be substantially maintained." The guarantee

"sup-

2x.Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 554, 555. "The fundamentalissue, as [Solicitor
General Archibald Cox] puts it, is whether the State law 'arbitrarily and unreasonably
apportions its legislatureso as to deny the real meaning of the right to vote, i.e.,effective
participationin democraticgovernment.' "Phil C.Neal, "Bakerv.Carr: Politicsin Search
of Law," i962 S. Ct. Rev. 252, 285.
My study of the "republican form of government" guarantee, infra at notes z2-47,
persuaded me that the Founders had no retention of interfering with State control of
suffrage.Justice Stewart'sopinion (concurringand dissentingin part) in Oregon v.Mitchell, 4oo U.S. H2, ,88-29o (i97o), pulls together the other textual and historicalmaterials that confirm me in that view.
,2. Van Alstyne 49--51.
23.Hyman, supra note 6 at 469. Sumner early invoked the "republican form of government" guarantee to secure blacksagainst "demal of rights, civil or political," and to
make them "equal before the law." Globe92.
24. I Max Farrand, TheRecordsof the FederalConventionofr787 2o6 (i9 xI) (emphasis
added).
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poses apreexisting government of the f0rm which is to be guaranteed. As
long, therefore, as the existing republican forms are continued by the
States they are guaranteed by the federal Constitution. "2s Although Federalist No. 52 stated that the "definition of the right of suffrage is very
justly regarded as a fundamental act of republican government," it concluded that the right must be left to the States because "the different
qualifications in the different States [could not be reduced[ to one uniform rule. "26 Finally, Federalist No. 54, alluding to the allocation of representation according to the number of inhabitants, added, "the right of
choosing their allotted number in each State is to be exercised by such
part of the inhabitants as the State itself may designate... In every State,
a certain proportion of inhabitants are deprived of this right by the Constitution of the State. "27
Fessenden therefore stood on solid ground when he rebutted Sumner's reliance on the guarantee, saying, "in the very instrument in which
the fathers provided that the United States should guaranty to every
State a republican form of government they recognized the existence of
slavery unmistakably...
Did they then consider that the obligation to
guaranty a republican form of government extended thus far, giving
Congress the right to interfere in Virginia to examine her constitution?"
When Sumner argued that the guarantee places Congress under a duty
to "see that every man votes who ought to vote," said Fessenden, "he
goes considerably further than those who made the Constitution ever
intended to go." If a State "should choose to have a monarchy, or the
controlling portion of the people should choose to have an oligarchy, it
then becomes the duty of Congress to interfere. "28Such was the view of
the Fathers, and it was reiterated by other leaders in the 39th Congress.
Meeting a query whether a State would "cease to be republican" if it
excluded a race from the franchise, Conkling responded that this "has
25. Federalist 282, 283 (emphasis added).
26. Id. 341-342.
27. Id. 356.
28. Globe7o6. David Donald comments that Sunmer's program met with little favor
in his own Massachusetts, that it "was not taken seriously," and that his "Republican colleagues greeted his resolutions and bills" with _total silence." Donald, Sumner//234,
235, 24o, 243.
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always been permitted

with universal acquiescence

nation. "-'9On the admission of Tennessee without
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by the courts and the
provision for Negro

enfranchisement,

Bingham said in July 1866 that if this was in violation

of the guarantee,

then Tennessee

was in the company of many Northern

States. His critics were defeated by a vote of 12 5 to 12.3° In the Senate,
Trumbull

stated, "most of us are here under republican

ernment,

just like this in Tennessee. "31

One of the dissentients,

forms of gov-

William Higby of California--whom

Van AI-

styne quotes as saying that no "State which excludes any class of citizens
[from voting] on account

of race or color is republican

in form," and

that he was opposed to H.R. No. 51 because "it gives a power to the
States

to make governments

that are not republican

in form, ''32-

revealed tellingly that he was merely engaged in wishful thinking.
admitted that by his disenfranchisement
is "not republican
the Union,

He

test his own State of California

in form": "I do not believe there is a single State in

except it may be one of the New England States, which is an

exception to that general rule...
has been very different

...

Now, sir, I am aware that the practice

from the establishment

of the Govern-

ment. "33 When Ralph Hill of Indiana stated that, in placing the guarantee in the Constitution, the Framers "spoke with reference to such governments as then existed, and such as these same framers recognized for
a long time afterwards as republican

governments,"

Higby replied: "that

is a very good answer. It is an answer from a standpoint
years ago. I speak from the standpoint
contemporary

of seventy-five

of the present time. "34 Like our

apologists for a judicial revisionary

power, Higby would

z9. Globe358-359.
3o. Id. 3980. Two of Van Alstyne'sdissentients, Higby and Kelley,were among the
twelve who voted against the admission.
3x. Id. 3988.
32.Van Alstyne 5o.
33. Globe427.
34-Id. Shellahargeradmitted that althoughthe SouthernStatesdisenfranchisedblacks,
they have "been by common consentregarded as republicanand constitutional."Id. 405.
See also Thomas A. Jenckes of Rhode Island, id. 387. Replying to Sumner'sargument
that the hmitation of suffrageto whites in the Colorado constitution violatedthe "repubhcanformof government,"SenatorStewartstated,"Nineteen of the free Statesnow
excludeblacksfrom the franchise."Id. x33o-I331.
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original meaning

States discriminated

with his own new one. Given
against voting by blacks, "they

were as subject to reconstruction

by the federal authority"

South.

argument

For Radicals,

"this whole

contained

as was the

political

dyna-

mite"; 35 and Higby himself admitted, "I do not know that there are half
a dozen in this House who will sustain me. "36 Like the 12 5 to i2 vote
on the admission of Tennessee, Higby's concession underscores the framers' indifference to the dissentient views on which Van Alstyne largely
pitches his case.
Is it t6 be wondered

that the Court, as Carl Auerbach

in Baker v. Carr that 'any reliance'
futile?"

Auerbach

pointed

swered Mr. Justice

out that the Court

Frankfurter's

claim it held to be justiciable
masquerading

on the Guarantee
argument

noted, "agreed
clause would be

"never

adequately

an-

that the equal protection

was 'in effect a Guarantee

Clause claim

under a different label.' In fact the Court was being asked

'to establish an appropriate

form of government..,

for all the States in

the Union.' ,,37 Congress, as Auerbach noticed, had expressed its judgment, in one form or another, "as to the nature of a republican form of
government,"
and it is Congress, not the Court, Luther v. Borden held,
to whom that function is confided. 3s Where is the evidence that the
35' Donald, Sumner
36. Globe 427 .
37. Auerbach,

11 zoz.

"The Reapportionment

Cases: One Person,

One Vote---One

Vote, One

Value," i964 S. Ct. Rev. i, 85. "Yet to rest the Reapporttonment
Clause creates difficulties of its own which must be evaluated...

Cases on the Guarantee
Historically
the system

of legislative

to be subject

quirements

representation
of the Guarantee

prevailing

in a State was intended

Clause while, as we saw, the Equal Protectaon

to the reClause was

not originally intended to deal with this matter." Id. Paul Kauper likewise was critical of
the conversion of equal protection
to the guarantee of a republican form of government.
"This is the central issue in these cases---what form of government
is compatible with a
representative

form of government--and

ment is the explicit

constitutional

provision

the guarantee
relevant

of a republican

to the problem."

form of governKauper, supra note

at z44.
38. Auerbach, supra note 37 at 86; 48 U.S. (7 How.) i (1849). Auerbach notices the
"serious difficulty" posed by the fact that "Congress has admitted states into the Union
and declared their forms of government
to be 'republican,'
even though their constitutions authorized

systems of apportionment

that the Court would now declare unconsti-

tutional. It would be awkward for the Court to say not only that it has a role in enforcing
the Guarantee
Clause but that it also may overrule the expressed judgment
of
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framers who rejected the argument that Congress had power over State
suffrage by virtue of the "republican form of government" guarantee
meant to confer that power by the "equal protection" clause? It speaks
volumes that Sumner, who employed "equality before the law" in a
school desegregation case (wherein Chief Justice Shaw held against
him), 39 should have turned to the "republican form of government"
guarantee in the 39th Congress. After passage of the Amendment he
proposed that the admission of Tennessee and Nebraska be conditioned
upon no denial of suffrage, a confession that the "equal protection"
clause did not preclude such denials.4°
Van Mstyne attaches considerable weight to Bingham's "unusually rewarding" appeal to "a republican form of government," which Bingham
translated as a guarantee of the "right of franchise. "41His view was not
shared by influential Republicans, and in the course of the debates he
shifted his position, stating, "we all agree ... that the exercise of the
elective franchise ... is exclusively under the control of the States. "42
Shortly thereafter he changed course on the very "republican form"
guarantee. He had moved for the admission of Tennessee, and Boutwell
proposed "a condition precedent" that would require Tennessee to establish "suffrage for all male citizens," without which, he argued, Tennessee would not have a "republican form of government" because of

Congress as to the nature of a republican form of government" (in an area which Luther
v. Borden held was not for the Court but for Congress). "The Court," Auerbach contmues, "thinks it has avoided this contradiction of Congress by resting on the Equal Protection Clause... but the Court's explanation is not very satisfactory." Id. 86.
Auerbach finds solace in Justice Frankfin'ter's statement that "if the 'changing circumstances of a progressive society' for which the Constitution was designed 'yield new
and fuller' import to the language of the Equal Protection Clause, they also yield new and
fuller import to the language of the Guarantee Clause." Id. 87. Yet Frankfurter could not
extend the "new and fuller import" to the reapportionment cases.
39, Cf. Donald, Sumner I I8o; Kelly, Fourteenth Io56.
4o. Senator Sumner proposed as a condition upon the admission of Tennessee that
there should be no denial of suffrage; the proposal was rejected by a vote of 34 to 4.
Several days later a similar Sumner proposal respecting the admission of Nebraska was
defeated by a vote of 34 to 5- Globe 4000, 4z3z.
4 L Van Alstyne 51-5z; Globe43 x.
4z. Globe z54z.
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of 80,000 blacks. 43 Boutwell was twitted

"Why does not the gentleman
representation?"

"When

the State. There

I leave it." And, he concluded,

clusion of Negroes,
do a majority

by Bingham:

move for an expulsion of Missouri from

[the blacks] shall vote rests with the people of
with respect to the ex-

"So does Ohio, so does Pennsylvania,

and so, also,

of the States." Boutwell was voted down 12 5 to 12.44

Bingham is invoked still again by Van Alstyne:
The second section excludes the conclusion that by the first section
suffrage is subjected to congressional law; save indeed, with this exception,that as the right in the people of each State to a republican
government and to choose their Representatives in Congress is of
the guarantees of the CorLstitution, by this amendment a remedy
might be given directly for a case supposed by Madison, where treason might change a State government from a republican to a despotic government, and thereby deny suffrage to the people. 45
Although Van Alstyne finds this statement

"puzzling,"

it suffices to read

the words in their ordinary sense: § 2 shows that Congress was given no
control of suffrage by § i, except in a case of a treasonable shift to a
despotic

government

which

change from representative
fectuation

of the guarantee.

does away with all voting. Manifesdy,
government

to a dictatorship

a

calls for ef-

But what light does this shed on the general

control of suffrage? No subde elucidation of this passage can cancel out
Bingham's flat-footed statement that "the exercise of the elective franchise is exclusively under the control of the States," at a time when he
completely

abandoned

the "guarantee"

as a limitation

on State control

of suffrage. 46 The Supreme Court confirmed the views of the framers in
I874:

"All the States had governments

adopted...

These governments

were accepted

the Constitution

precisely as they were ...

43. Globe 395 ° , 3975-3976
44- Id. 3978-3979,
45- Van Alstyne

when
Thus

the Constitution

did not change. They
we have unmistakable

.

3980.

62-63;

Globe 2542; emphasis

46. Globe 2542; and supra at notes

43-44.

added;

was

see supra at note 25.
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evidence of what was republican in
was deemed

forn'l.

"47

Io 3
Unless some special magic

to inhere in the words "equal protection"--a

supposition

hereinafter examined--the
evidence, to my mind, that suffrage was excluded from the Amendment is all but incontrovertible. 48
The Report of the Joint Committee

on Reconstruction,

which Stevens,

Boutwell, and Bingham signed, furnishes a conclusive summation:
Doubts were entertained whether Congress had power, even under
the amended Constitution, to prescribe the qualifications of voters
in a State, or could act directly on the subject. It was doubtful, in the
opinion of your committee, whether the States would consentto surrender a power they had always exercised, and to which they were
attached. As the best if not the only method of surmounting the
difficulty, and as eminently just and proper in itself, your committee
came to the conclusion that political power should be possessed in
all the States exactly in proportion as the right of suffrage should be
granted, without distinction of color or race. This it was thought
would leave the wholequestion with the people of eachState, holding out
to all the advantage of increased political power as an inducement
to allow all to participate in its exercise. 49
To "leave the whole question with the people of each State" is to say that
§ i left suffrage untouched and that § 2 was merely "an inducement
the States] to allow all to participate in its exercise."

[to

47- Minor v. Happersett, 88 U.S. (,x V6all.) I62, I75-I76.
48. "It is clear,"saidthe Court in Minor v.Happersett,id. 17_,"that the Constitution
[Fourteenth Amendment] has not added the right of suffrageto the privilegesand immunities of citizenship as they existedat the time it was adopted."
49. Report of the Joint Committee on Reconstruction, 39th Cong., Ist Sess.(undated, 1866)xiii (emphasisadded).At an early stageConkling stated that the Committee
rejected a proposal "To deprive the Statesof the power to disqualifyor discriminatepoliticallyon account of race" and instead approveda proposal."To leave every State perfeetlyfxee to decide for itself, not only who shall vote, but who shall belong to the politicalcommunity in anyway."Globe357-Chairman Fessendenstated that § 2 "leavesthe
power where it is," i.e.,with the States. Globe7o5. When James M. Ashleyof Ohio was
asked by his Ohio colleague,Francis LeBlond, "why the gentleman yieldsthe question
of suffrage,as he does, in supporting the [representation]proposition of the Committee,"
he replied, "BecauseI cannot get it." Id. 2882.
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Chief Justice Warren's Opinion in Reynolds v. Sims
Chief Justice Warren made no allusion to Justice Harlan's historical demonstration of the limited scope of the Fourteenth Amendment, and instead struck off a new version of constitutional principle and history. He
premised that "the right to vote freely for the candidate of one's choice
is of the essence of a democratic society, and any restrictions on that
right strike at the heart of representative government. "s° Were Warren
drafting a new Constitution that principle would be unexceptionable.
But that was not the established principle at the adoption of the Constitution; nor was it embodied therein. On the contrary, Federalist No.
54 recognized that "in every State, a certain proportion of inhabitants
are deprived of this right by the constitution of the State. "sl In the 39th
Congress itself, Fessenden said that "everybody has admitted from the
foundation of the Government down to the present day that the qualification of voters rested with the States. "s2 Such was the clear consensus
in the 39th Congress.
Warren postulated that "the conception of political equality from the
Declaration of Independence, to Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, to the
Fifteenth, Seventeenth and Nineteenth Amendments can mean only one
thing---one person, one vote. "s3 But Lincoln also bowed to "the right of
each State to order and control its own domestic institutions, "54 and reminded a Negro delegation of the ineradicable prejudice toward blacks,
who were "far removed from being placed on an equality with the white
man. "ss And if we are to extract a principle from the Fifteenth and Nineteenth Amendments it is that Congress and the people considered that
express Amendments were needed to confer suffrage on Negroes and
women, that absent these Amendments neither enjoyed "political equal-

5°. 377 U.S. at 555.
5 I. Federalist 356; see supra at notes z6-27; infra at notes 69-70.
5z. Globe I279.
53- 377 U.S. at 558. This was quoted from the opinion of Justice Douglas in Gray v.
Sanders, 372 U.S. 368, 38i (i963).
54- Supra Chapter 4 at note 38.
55- Supra Chapter I at note 36.
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ity. "56 The point was made by the Court itself in Minor v. Happersett
(I874), wherein a woman claimed that the Fourteenth Amendment endowed her with suffrage: "after the adoption of the fourteenth

amend-

ment, it was deemed necessary to adopt a fifteenth...

If suffrage was

one of the privileges and immunities

why amend the

Constitution

to prevent

The Seventeenth

[of the Fourteenth],

its being denied on account of race. "s7

Amendment

likewise speaks against Warren,

for it

provides, with respect to the popular election of Senators, that "the electors in each State shall have the qualifications
the most numerous

requisite

branch of the State legislature,"

for electors of

qualifications,

it will

be recalled, that were under exclusive State control from the beginning
and were left in place by the Fourteenth Amendment.
Reliance upon the Declaration
left frequently

of Independence,

appealed in the 39th Congress,

the remark of neoabolitionist
claimed the Declaration

to which the Radical

might be dismissed with

tenBroek: " 'All men are created equal' pro-

of Independence.

All men? Well not quite all--

not negro slaves like those owned by Jefferson, among others. "ss To im56. As Justice Harlan stated, "the very fact that constitutional amendments were
deemed necessaryto bring about federal abolition of state restrictions on voting by reason of race (AmendmentXV),sex (AmendmentXIX)... is itself forcefulevidenceof the
common understanding in i869, i919 ... that the Fourteenth Amendment did not empower Congress to legislate in these respects." Oregon v. Mitchell,40o U.S. at 2oz, dissenting and concurring in part.
57-88 U.S. (2I Wall.) i62, 175. In United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 54z, 555
(I875), Chief Justice Waite reaffirmed that "the fifteenth amendment has invested the
citizens of the United States with a newconstitutzonalright, which is exemption from
discriminationin the exerciseof the elective franchiseon account of race. Fromthis it
appears that the tight of suffrage is not a necessary attribute of national citizenship"
(emphasis added).
After indicating that "the i5th and i9th amendments prohibit a State from overweighting or diluting votes on the basisof raceorsex,"ChiefJustice Warren,quoting a
prioropinion, asked,"How then can one person be given twice or ten times the voting
power of another person.., merelybecausehe lives in a ruralarea."377 U.S. at 557.
Given that discriminationin favor of "ruralareas"is historicallydeep-rooted,orthodox
analysiswould conclude:because the Fifteenth and Nineteenth govern only "race and
sex,"not "ruralareas."My citation of old cases does not betraya weaknessfor ancient
vintages but respondsrather to the weight long given to interpretations contemporary
with or close to the event, particularlywhen they confirmthe intention of the framersas
disclosedby the legislativehistory. See infra Chapter Io note 66.
58.TenBroek 14.
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port the Declaration

into the Constitution

different provenance.

The Declaration

lutionaries; the Constitution

is to overlook

their totally

was a product of rebels and revo-

came twelve years later, in no small part as

a recoil from the "excesses" of popularly controlled legislaturesJ 9 Men of
substance felt threatened

and, in the words of John Dickinson,

sought to

protect "the worthy against the licentious. "*° TenBroek noted that "Equality was the dominant

note in the Declaration,"

sition" was accorded in the Constitution

whereas a "stronger po-

to "property, "6: including prop-

erty in slaves as the fugitive slave clause testifies. There is no blinking the
fact, as kent Newrneyer recently reminded us, that the Constitution was
"racist. "6z Jefferson

himself, author

of the Declaration,

predicted

eman-

cipation, but wrote: "it is equally certain that the two races will never live
in a state of equal freedom..,
nature, habit and opinions
powerfully summarized

so insurmountable

are the barriers which

have established between

them. "63 Stevens

this history at the outset of the 39th Congress:

Sir, our fathers made the Declaration of Independence; and that is
what they intended to be the foundation of our Government. If they
had been able to base their Constitution on the principles of that
Declaration it would have needed no amendment during all time,
for every human being would have had his rights; every human being would have been equal before the law. But it so happened when
our fathers came to reduce the principles on which they founded
this Government into order, in shaping the organic law, an institution hot from hell appeared among them... It obstructed all their
movements and all their actions, and precluded them from carrying
out their own principles into the organic law of this Union. 64

59- Raoul Berger, Congressv. The SupreraeCourt IO--II (I969).
6o. Quoted in Gordon Wood, The Creanonof the AmericanRepublicx776-x787 475
0969).
61. TenBroek i6.
6z. "BookReview," :9 Am.J. Legal Hist. 66, 67 (x975).Kelly,however,regards efforts to prove that "the Consfitunon was exclusivelya 'white man's document' " and "to
discountthe Declaration of Independence"as a lapseinto "a priori, fiat technique." Kelly,
"Clio," supra note 4 at 1,6 note 26.
63. Quoted in i Alexisde Tocqueville,Democracyin America378n (:9oo).
64. G/0be536.
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It needs also to be borne in mind that the Declaration
Continental

Congress,

a league of independent

was drawn by the

States, each of which

jealously guarded its independence. 6s One of the reasons advanced by
Senator Poland for § x of the Fourteenth Amendment was doubts as to
Congress'

power to "destroy all such partial State legislation" as violated

the "principles" of the Declaration of Independence. 66 Senator Howard,
a favorite of the neoabolitionists,
stated that he could not discover the
Negro right to vote in the Declaration
withstanding

the Declaration

organized political community

of Independence

of Independence,

and that, "not-

it is the right of every

to regulate the right of suffrage.'67 Mani-

festly, Warren's appeal to the Declaration as a guiding principle of constitutional construction is out of tune with the historical facts.
A word about his appeal to James Wilson's

i79x Lectures

in Phila-

delphia: "all elections ought to be equal. Elections are equal, when a given
number

of citizens, in one part of the State, choose as many represen-

tatives, as are chosen by the same number of citizens, in any other part
of the state. "68 This stated an ideal, not a constitutional
When

Wilson turned

requirement.

to the Article I, §z, provision that "the Electors

in each state shall have the qualifications

requisite

most numerous

Branch of the State Legislature,"

tion is generous

and wise. It is generous

for Electors

of the

he said, "the regula-

for it intrusts to...

the several

states, the very important power of ascertaining the qualifications" of the
Electors. It was evidence of confidence, "that this foundation should be
continued

or altered

by the States themselves. ''69 Wilson

oughly aware of the disparate

State exclusions

made a survey of the different

State constitutions,

Connecticut
timents
havior

provided

wisdom..,

concerning

a power of very extraordinary

that

to the sen-

their conversations
nature."

having

even noticing

power to exclude freemen, "according

which others entertain
...

was thor-

from suffrage,

and be-

And he praises "the

which rested one of the principal pillars of the national gov-

65. See Raoul Berger,ExecutivePrivilege:A Constttutional
Myth xo3-_o7 0974).
66. Globea96x.
67. Id. zx75.
68. Quoted in 377 U.S. at 564 note 41 (emphasis

added). The quotation

James Wdson, The Works ofJames W/h0n 4o6 (R. G. MeCloskey
69. x Wilson, supra note 68 at 407 (emphasis added).

ed. x967).

appears

at x
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eminent upon the foundations prepared for it by the governments of the
several states. "7° Warren's use of Wilson affords striking illustration of
the "lawyers history" so justly condemned by Alfred Kelly.
Warren's pervasive error, to my mind, is to substitute twentiethcentury logic for the framers' intention, so dearly expressed in the legislative history: "Logically, in a society ostensiblygrounded on representative government, it would seem reasonable that a majority of the people
in a State would elect a majority of that State's legislators. "71 "Ostensibly grounded" refuses to come to terms with the historical fact that
suffrage' and apportionment were the province of the States. Once again
is demonstrated the wisdom of Holmes' aphorism, "a page of history is
worth a volume of logic. "72 That history was summarized with crystal
clarity in the Report of the Joint Committee on Reconstruction. 73
Justice Brennan's Opinion in Oregon v. Mitchell
Justice Brennan recognized that "racial prejudice in the North" was a
most "significant" obstacle in the path of equal suffrage:
Only

five New England

groes to vote as of i866..,

States and New York permitted
and extension

any Ne-

of the suffrage was re-

7o. Id. 4o9, 41 i.
7 x. 377 U.S. at 565 (emphasis added). Ward Elliott justly states that in Reynolds v.
Sims the Court fabricated a "fimdamental principle of 'one person, one vote' that was
exactly the reverse of text and stated intent of the equal protection clause." Elliott, supra
note I at t 29. As a professor, Solicitor General Robert J. Bork wrote, "Chief Justice Warren's opinions in this series of [state legislative apportionment] cases are remarkable for
their inability to muster a single respectable supporting argument. The principle of one
man, one vote..,
runs counter to the text of the fourteenth amendment, the history.
surrounding its adoption and ratification and the political pracuce of Americans from
Colonial times up to the day the Court invented the new formula." "Neutral Principles
and Some First Amendment Problems," 47 Ind. L.J. x, i8 (x97i).
72. New York Trust Co. v. Eisner, 256 U.S. 345, 349 (I92I). Dissenting in a reapportionment case, Justice Stewart stated, "these decisions mark a long step backward into
that unhappy era when a majority of the members of this Court... convinced themselves
and each other that the demands of the Constitution were to be measured not by what
it says, but by their own notions of wise policy... What the Court has done is to convert
a particular political philosophy into a constitutional rule." Lucas v. Colorado General
Assembly, 377 U.S. 713, 747-748 (1964).
73. Supra at note 49.
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jected by the voters in 17 of 19 popular referenda held on the subject between i865 and 1868. Moreover, Republicans suffered some
severe election setbacks in 1867 on account of their support of Negro suffrage ...
Meeting in the winter and spring of 1866 and facing elections in
the fall of the same year the Republicans thus faced a difficult dilemma: they desperately needed Negro suffrage in order to prevent
total Democratic resurgence in the South, yet they feared that by
pressing for suffrage they might create a reaction among northern
white voters that would lead to massive Democratic electoral gains
in the North. Their task was thus to frame a policy that would prevent total Democratic resurgence and simultaneously would serve
as a platform upon which Republicans could go before their northern constituents in the fall. What ultimately emerged as the policy
and political platform of the Republican Party was the Fourteenth
Amendment. TM
Why could not the Republicans

in Congress

tell their constituents

that

unless Negro suffrage was granted Republican

hegemony

was doomed?

Unless Northern

resurgence

to Negro suf-

voters preferred

frage, the interests of Republican

Democratic

voters and members

one and the same. In fact the framers
Northern

constituency,

of Congress were

shared the prejudices

of their

to recall only George W. Julian's statement

in

the House: "The real trouble is we hate the Negro. "75 If the Republicans
entertained

a secret design to slip suffrage into the Amendment

voter opposition
constituency,

in order to hang on to office, they were betraying

over
their

and for this firm evidence needs to be adduced.

Given the framers' awareness of voter antipathy to suffrage, one would
expect Justice Brennan

to resolve all doubts in favor of those sentiments.

Instead

twentieth-century

he substitutes

to effectuate

his own predilections

speculation

for historical

fact

and commits the very sin he incor-

recdy lays at Harlan's door: "historical analysis is flawed by ascription of
zoth century meanings to the words of I9th century legislators. "76 For
example, Harlan's "view would appear to allow a State to exclude any
74- Oregon v.Mitchell, 4oo U.S. at 255-256, dissentingin part.
75- Globe257. Similarstatements are collected supra Chapter i at note 4o.
76.4oo U.S. at 25L
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unpopular group on the basis of its political opinions. "77 But if State
control over suffrage was plenary, if the Amendment left States free to
exclude Negroes on account of their color, they were equally free to exclude others for their "political opinions," unpalatable as that appears to
twenrieth-century thinking. It will be recalled that James Wilson noriced the Connecticut provision for exclusion of freemen, "according to
the sentiments which others entertain concerning their conversations
and behavior.., a power of very extraordinary nature." Historical analysis must proceed from the 1866 facts, not reason backward from 197o
predilections. Justice Brennan would substitute his choices for those of
the framers; because we dislike a policy today, it does not follow that it
is unconstitutional. That standard was rejected both by the Founders
and by Chief Justice Marshall. 7s
Justice Brennan's opinion runs to some 38 pages; refutation, as is well
known, requires more space than bare assertion; hence only a sampling of
the Brennan opinion can here be analyzed. A few examples, however,
should suffice to discloseJustice Brennan's preference for speculation over
fact. Section i began, he notices, as a "provision aimed at securing equality of 'political rights and privileges' "; but the Joint Committee rejected
an express reference "to political and elective rights"; it dropped all references to "political rights" and spoke in terms of "privileges and immunities" and equal protection of "life, liberty, and property" by a vote of
seven to six. Commenting on these facts, Justice Brennan stated, "the
breakdown of the committee vote suggests that.., no change in meaning
was intended," because the "substitute was supported by men of all polirical views,"among them Howard and Boutwell, "who had earlier sought
to make the section's coverage of suffrage explicit," and Stevens and Fessenden. 79But Boutwell, Fessenden, Howard, and Stevens later agreed that
the Amendment did not grant suffrage and signed the Joint Committee
Report that so stated. To deduce that Bingham merely "sought to do no
more than substitute for his earlier specific language more general lan77. Id. 252 note 4.
78. See infra Chapter
79- 4°o U.S. 257-260.

14 at notes

xo3-io 4.
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guage _s° ignores the repeated r_ject/0nof the specific proposals. General
language may be construed to comprehend specificlanguage that was earlier approved; but when specific language was rejected, evidence is required to explain why the rejected specific was now embodied in the general, evidence, not speculation. Then, too, Bingham cannot be lifted out
of the mainstream of Republican statements that the Amendment d/d not
confer suffrage; in fact he himself so stated,sl
At the instigation of Robert Dale Owen, a reformer, Stevens had submitted a proposal that after July 4, I876, "no discrimination shall be
made.., as to... the right of suffrage because of race." This provision
was deleted by the Joint Committee, Justice Brennan notes, but "the
reasons for the rewriting are not entirely clear." He notices, however,
that in i875 Owen furnished Stevens' explanation: "several state delegations held caucuses which decided that the explicit references to 'neFro suffrage,' in any shape, ought to be excluded from the platform. "s2
Is this not a "clear" explanation? By Brennan's own testimony the Republicans feared to endanger the Fall elections by the submission of NeFro suffrage. He reasons, however, "Perhaps the changes in § i of the
Amendment were thought by the Committee to be mere linguistic improvements which did not substantially modify Owen's meaning. "83The
fact is that the I876 provision was dropped to avoid alienating the electorate. That the "changes" were not "thought by the Committee to be
mere linguistic improvements" is once more demonstrated by the unequivocal statement in its Report that suffrage had proven impossible of
achievement and was left in the control of the States.
At "the very least," states Justice Brennan, "the Committee must have
realized that it was substituting for Owen's rather specific language Bingham's far more elastic language--language that, as one scholar [Alexander Bickel] has noted, is far more 'capable of growth' and 'receptive
to "latitudinarian" construction.' ,,s4 Because, Brennan amplified, "po8o.Id.26o.
8t. Seeinfraatnotes91-93.
82.4ooU.S.at26o-262.Thisincidentismorefullydiscussed
infraChapter
6atnotes
38-41.
83.4ooU.S. at263.
84.Id.
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litical considerations militated against clarification of issues and in favor
of compromise," because "much of the North ... opposed Negro suffrage, and many Republicans in Congress had to seek reelection from
constituencies where racial prejudice remained rampant," "what Republicans needed, in the words of Wendell Phillips... was 'a party trick to
tide over the elections and save time.' ,85 This is the Bickel "openended" theory which I shall hereafter examine; and I shall also collate
the evidence which repels the conclusion that the framers purposely employed "elastic language" to dupe the voters.
For Justice Brennan "the purpose of § i in relation to the suffrage
emerges out of the debates.., with an equal obscurity."86As exhibit #i
he instances Howard's statement that "the first section of the proposed
amendment does not give to either of these classes the right of voting,"
which is "not as unambiguous as [it] initially appear[s]." This is because
after stating that "the right of suffrage was not one of the privileges and
immunities protected by the Constitution...
he read into the record an
excerpt from ... Corfield v. Coryell... which listed the elective franchise as among the privileges and immunities. "87But Senator Trumbull,
after calling attention to this Corfield listing, had pointed out that suffrage was not included in the Civil Rights Bill.8s One might deduce that
Howard felt no need to repeat such a statement after twice stating that
the Amendment did not grant suffrage. Moreover, if an ambiguity be
assumed, it was cured by his final statement: "the theory of this whole
amendment is to leave the power of regulating the suffrage.., with the
States ... and not to assume to regulate it. "89
For exhibit #2, Justice Brennan turns to Bingham's "completely incongruous statement": "the exercise of the elective franchise though it be one
of the privileges of a citizen of the Republic, is exclusively under the control of the States."9°Now Bingham was a confused thinker, as I shall show,
but on one thing he was dear: the Amendment did not confer suffrage. At
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
9o.

Id. z72, 273.
Id. 263.
Id. 263-264.
Supra Chapter 2 at notes 47, 3i.
Globe 3o39; and see supra Chapter 4 at note 3440o U.S. at 264.
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a later point he said: "We all agree ...
franchise..,
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that the exercise of the elective

is exclusively under the control of the States...

The amend-

ment does not give, as the second section shows, the power of regulating
suffrage in the several States." He further stated, "the second section excludes the conclusion that by the first section suffrage is subjected to congressional law."91 Thereafter

Bingham vigorously defended the exclusion

of Negro suffrage from the Tennessee Constitution.
jected during the debate on the readmission
quence it did not have a "republican
plied that whether

When Boutwell ob-

of Tennessee that in conse-

form of government,"

Bingham re-

a black "shall vote rests with the people of [Tennessee].

There I leave it... I ask the gentlemen to weigh well the question when
they come to vote, whether Tennessee shall be rejected only because the
majority exercises the same power as to colored suffrage claimed for and
exercised by all the other States. "92 This was after Congress
the Amendment

with its "equal protection"

ham was upheld by a vote of xz 5 to i z, 93 an irreducible
more loudly than all of Justice Brennan's

submitted

clause to the people, and Bingspeculations.

fact that speaks
Here were mate-

rials that cured the "ambiguity, "94 that dissipated the "obscurity" conjured up by Justice Brennan, of which he took no notice. And why lean so
heavily on the alleged "ambiguities"

of two leaders when the vast majority

of the leadership and rank and file affirmed or recognized
was excluded from the Amendment?
Then

there is Brennan's

that suffrage

citation of Sumner, who was all but ostra-

cized in the Senate, whose proposals were regularly voted down by very
large majorities; 95 and his appeal to Stevens' statement
ment "merely allowed 'Congress

to correct

States, so far that the law which operates

that the Amend-

the unjust legislation

of the

upon one man shall operate

9I. Globez54z.
9z. Id. 3978, 397993. Id. 3980.
94- 4°o U.S. at 264.
95. Supra note 40; infra Chapter 7 at note 4o. For rejection of another Sumner proposal,see supra Chapter 4 at note 2o.A"deep estrangement.., existedbetween Sumner
and his Republican colleagues... More and more Senators came to distrust, when they
did not detest, him." Donald, SumnerII z48. See also supra notes 6 and zS.
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equally upon all.' ,96 Stevens sought equality with respect to the rights
enumerated in the Civil Rights Act, from which suffrage was excluded.
But on the issue of suffrage, he stated, "I hold that the States have the
right.., to fix the elective franchise within their own States. And I hold
that this ["representation" proposal] does not take it from them... How
many States would allow Congress to come within their jurisdiction to
fix the qualifications of their voters . .. You could not get five in this
Union. "97It was on Stevens' motion that the Joint Committee adopted
a reduction of representation proposal; and it rejected Boutwell's motion to _'abolish" any distinction. 9s
Justice Brennan also refers to three Democratic opponents of the
Amendment who, more or less clearly, saw in it a grant of suffrage. 99
Opponents of a measure, particularly those who seek to discredit it, are
given slight credence, as I shall show; their testimony is not employed
to define its scope. 1°°What are we to think of Brennan's reference to
Senator Stewart, who, "while unhappy that the Amendment did not directly confer suffrage, nevertheless could 'support this plan' because it
did 'not preclude Congress from adopting other means by a two-thirds
vote' ,,?_0_Of course Congress could later propose another amendment
by a "two-thirds vote"; Stewart plainly had no reference to congressional implementation by statute, for that could be done by majority
vote, given authorization by the Amendment.
Finally, Justice Brennan takes over Van Alstyne's critique of Harlan's
alleged view that "§ 2 is specifically concerned with voting rights, and it
provides an exclusive remedy that precludes or preempts application of
§ x."1°2 Apparently this is based on Harlan's reference to the "Court's
utter disregard of the second section which expressly recognized the
State's power to deny the right.., to vote and its express provision of
96. 4oo U.S. at 266.
97. Globe536 .
98. Kendrick 5 i, 55.
99.4 °o U.S. at 267. Brennan also cites two other Democrats, Boyer of Pennsylvania
and Senator Hendricks of Indiana, id. 274.
ioo. Infra Chapter 9.
ioI. 4oo U.S. at 268.
xo2. Id. 276-277; Van Alstyne 39.
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a remedy for such denial or abridgment. ''°3 This unduly exalts a loose,
passing reference to "remedy." Remedies are given for "wrongs"; it is no
"wrong" to exercise the "recognized... power to deny the right.., to
vote." Then, too, since § I conferred no suffrage, § 2 obviously created
no remedy for a nonexistent right. Certainly it gave no "remedy" to the
black who was denied a vote. Senator Stewart, a Republican, sardonically commented that § 2 relieves the Negro "from misrepresentation in
Congress by denying him any representation whatever."°4 Justice Brennan explains that §2 "was of critical importance in assuring that, should
the Southern States deny the franchise to Negroes, the Congress called
upon to remedy that discrimination would not be controlled by the beneficiaries of discrimination themselves. "'°s The truth is that §2 was the
core of the Republican program because, as Brennan himself states, the
Republicans needed to "prevent total [Democratic] resurgence," "massive electoral gains in the North." Reduction of representation when Negro suffrage was denied was deemed more important than endowing
blacks with the vote; perceptive Republicans doubted whether the South
would be "induced" to enfranchise Negroes and thus lose control. '°6
Section 2, therefore, was not so much a "remedy" to enforce rights which
§ I had not granted as a mechanism to preserve Republican hegemony.
Forlorn hopes that the South could thereby be "induced" to confer suffrage were doomed to disappointment.
Enough has been set forth to exhibit Justice Brennan's strange preference for minority Democrats and dissentient radicals like Sumner over
the Republican leadership and its followers who enacted the measure
and whose utterances are virtually ignored by him, his preference for
"ambiguous" utterances rather than the crystal-clear explanations of the
self-same speakers, and for speculation over the mass of stubborn evidence to the contrary. '°7 Future historians, I confidently predict, will
not prefer the "history" of Brennan to that of Harlan.
io3.Reynoldsv.Sims,377U.S. at 594.
io4. G/obe28oi. SeealsoSenatorReverdyJohnson,supraChapter4 note6I.
to 5.4ooU.S.at 277.
io6. Supra Chapter 4.
Io 7. Unless evidence is inherently
speculation.

Supra note 15"

incredible,

it must be countered

by evidence,

not
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The "Open-Ended"
Phraseology Theory
We cannot put into the Constitution,
existing institutions,

TE

an entire exclusion of all class distinctions.
--SENATOR WILLIAM P. FESSENDEN*

"open-ended"

dared not submit
and therefore

Negro

discarded

vor of "far more

elastic

owing to existing prejudices and

theory,
suffrage

shortly

stated,

is that

the

and the like to the electorate

"specific"

terms, as Justice

language--language

that,

Brennan

framers
in i866

put it, in fa-

as one scholar

[Alex-

ander Bickel] has noted, is far more 'capable of growth' and 'receptive to
"latitudinarian"
construction.'
,,1 This is the classic invocation
to extraconstitutional
that the framers

power, 2 power
gave a "blank

to revise the Constitution
check to posterity.

advanced

the theory

as a hypothesis;

and more

positively

formulated

it found

variants

under

"3 Bickel

the theory

had cautiously

favor in scholarly

were proffered

circles, 4

by Alfred

Kelly

"Globe 7o5 . Fessenden was co-chairman of the Joint Committee on Reconstruction,
which drafted the Amendment.
i. Oregon v. Mitchell, 4oo U.S. 112, 263 (i97o). ["Vague and uncertain laws, and
more especially Constitutions, are the very instrument of slavery." 3 Samuel Adams, The
Writings of SamudAdams 262 (Harry A. Cushing ed. i9o4).]
2. Cf. T. C. Grey, "Do We Have an Unwritten Constitution?" 27 Stan. L. Rev. 7o3,
712-7t3, 7o9 (I975); see infra note 9.
3. "The Constitution is not a blank check to posterity." Ward Elliott, The Rise of
Gttardian Democracyvi_ 0974). For a similar statement byJustice Black see inffa Chapter
i x note 27.
4. Dean Francis Allen stated, "There is evidence that those who drafted Section i
intended that the meanings of these phrases should evolve and expand with the passage
xI6
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and William
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Van Alstyne. It has since been enshrined in an opinion by

Justice Brennan;

and Justice Black, jumping off from Brennan's para-

phrase, announced that it made "the history of the Fourteenth

Amend-

ment ... irrelevant to the present problem. "s The theory is therefore
deserving of close analysis.
ALEXANDER

BICKEL

At the time the "desegregation"

case, Brown v. Board of Education, 6 was

first argued before the Supreme

Court, Bickel was a law clerk of Justice

Frankfurter,

who assigned

history of the Fourteenth

to him the task of compiling
Amendment,

When he delivered his memorandum

the legislative

a task he performed

brilliantly.

in August 1953, he stated in a cov-

ering letter:
It was preposterous to worry about unsegregated schools, for example, when hardly a beginning had been made at educating Negroes at all and when obviously special efforts, suitable only for the
Negroes, would have to be made ... It is impossible to conclude
that the 39th Congress intended that segregation be abolished;/mpossiblealso to concludethat they foresaw it might be, under the language they were adopting. 7
In I962 he again wrote:
Was it the intention of the framers..,

to forbid the states to enact

and enforce segregation statutes? If one goes to the historical materials with this specific question, the only answer is in the negative.
of time and changesof circumstance.""The Constitution:The Civil WarAmendments:
XIII-XV,"in AmericanPrimer 161, 165 (DanielJ. Boorstined. i966). Carl Auerbach
likewisenoticedgeneralagreementthat the originalunderstandingdid not comprehend
"immediate"suffragebut that Congresswittingly chose "languagecapableof growth."
"The ReapportionmentCases:One Person,One Vote--One Vote, One Value,"1964 S.
Ct. Rev.I, 75-76.WallaceMendelsonsaidthat due processand equalprotection_doubtlesswere designedto havethe chameleon'scapacitym changetheir colorwith changing
moodsandcircumstances."
j_ust/ces
BlackandFrankfurter:Conflictin the Courtvfii(i96i).
5.4°o U.S. at I39--I4O.
6. 347 U.S. 483 (i954).
7. Richard Kluger, SimpleJustice 654 (I976) (emphasisadded).
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The framers did not intend or expect then and there to outlaw segregation, which,
North. s
Upon

of course,

the

termination

to Frankfurter

in which

of Marshallfl

But when

I955

he sought

concluded,
"that
"what

Apart

"equal

he had

protection

protection

his memorandum
Were

very well hold"

from

applying

the "immediate

labeled

legislation,

Constitution"

dictum
in

a statute,

he

on the basis of the evidence

it to segregation

in I953.

of life, liberty
which

letter

for publication

in the

effect of the enactment,"

"impossible"

in the rights

in the

a farewell

the amendment

was given to the long-range

of state

wrote

he revised

of the laws, a clause

to all subjects

Bickel

to the "living

might

from

widely prevalent

he adverted

foreclosed

if any thought

possibility

of his clerkship

solid footing.

a "Court

it, was

schools."

more

was a practice

is plainly

effect"
Noting
and

he asked,

in the future--a
the shift

property"

capable

public

of being

from

to "equal
applied

"1° he asked,

8. Alexander Bickel, The Least Dangerous Branch lOO(196z). [In The Supreme Court and
the Idea of Progress48 (1978) Bickel stated: "The Framers of the Fourteenth Amendment
explicitly rejected the option of an open-ended grant of power to Congress freely to
meddle with conditions within the States, so as to render them equal in accordance with
Congress's own notions. Rather, federal power, legislative as well as judicial, was to be
limited by the terms of the Amendment."
James Wilson, chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, stated, "I fear that comprehensive statesmanship which cares for posterity as well as itself will not leave its impress upon the measure we are now considering." Globe z947. Michael Perry considers
that Berger has "devastated the notion that the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment
... intended it to be open-ended." Michael Perry, "Book Review," 78 Colum. L. Rev.
685, 695 (1978).]
9. Kluger, supra note 7 at 655. Professor Robert McKay "finds the answer in the fact
that it is not a statute but m Chief Justice Marshall's words, 'a constitution we are expounding.' " Quoted in Louis Pollak, "The Supreme Court Under Fire," 6 J. Pub. L.
428, 44° (I95o). That Marshall has been utterly misconstrued down the years is shown
infra Chapter -I at notes i-z8. Here it may be noted that the plea for "growth" is in
truth a claim for judicial power to revise the Constitution. In one of the great paradoxes
of our time, Justice Black, that supreme "revisionist," dismissed "rhapsodical strains, about
the duty of the Court to keep the Constitution in tune with the times. The idea is that
the Constitution must be changed from time to time and that this Court is charged with
the duty to make those changes... The Constitution makers knew the need for change
and provided for it" by the amendment process of Article V. Griswold v. Connecticut,
38i U.S. 479, 5zz (1965), dissenting opinion.
xo. This shift is discussed infra Chapter t i at note 35-
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Could the comparison have failed to leave the implication that the
new phrase, while it did not necessarily, and certainly not expressly,
carry greater coverage than the old, was nevertheless roomier, more
receptive to "latitudinarian" construction? No one made the point
with regard to this particular clause. But in the opening debate in
the Senate, Jacob Howard was frank to say that only the future could
tell what application the privileges and immunities would have.
So, too, ReverdyJohnson,

a Democrat,

"confessed his puzzlement

the same clause. "11 How does the Howard-Johnson
"privileges or immunities"
"equal protection"
nor Howard

expressed uncertainty

the implication
subsequent

advance the argument

were understood

about

Neither Johnson

as to the meaning of those terms, and

is that there was none, an implication
of protection

about

that "due process" and

to be open-ended?

chapters. And given the Republican

ited" program

"puzzlement"

for "enumerated"

I shall flesh out in

commitment

to a "lim-

rights, 1_ why did Bing-

ham, who had insisted on deletion from the Civil Rights Bill of the words
"civil fights"

as "oppressive,"

the Amendment's
ceptive

too "latitudinarian,

§ :, resort to phraseology

to 'latitudinarian'

construction?"

"13 now, as author

that was "roomier,
No explanation

of

more re-

of his turn-

about has been offered, and when we descend from speculation

to the

facts we shall find that they offer no support for the Bickel hypothesis.
Bickel states that some Republicans

referred to "the natural rights of

man, "14 but those rights had been specified in the Civil Rights Act, and
the Act was understood

to exclude suffrage and desegregation

of schools,

11.Bickel 6o-61.
xz. See Kelly infra Chapter x3 at note 53; Thayer supraChapter 2 at note 28.
13.See infra Chapter 7 at notes 11-17, and 21. [In 1968 AlexanderBickeltestified
before the Senate Subcommittee on the Separation of Powers in Hearings on the Supreme Court that the "open-ended" Bingham amendment was voted down became "it
left Congress too free."The framersthought that section 1 "limited, imposed limits on
what Congress could do." An "open-ended power alsomeans that Congresscan go there
in those Statesand simplyrearrange the socialscene, and the legalorder in those States,
and we don't want that either." Heamngson the SupremeCourtBeforethe Subcommitteeon
the Separationof Powersof the Senate Cmmnitteeon theJudiciary,9oth Cong., 2d Sess.,at
44-45 (June 1968). ]
x4. Biekel61.
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5 The Act, with its restrictive
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Amendment. A repudiation
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of

was represented
to be embodied in the
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the teeth of their attachment
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to State sovereignty,

to the States by the Tenth

their respect for the

Amendment,

needs to be

proved, not assumed. And as will appear, the words "equal protection
the laws" evolved side by side with the framers'
gave perfect expression
legislation

with respect to the enumerated

Howard

limited objectives

to their central goal: to prevent

knew well enough

rights,

what "privileges

and those alone.
or immunities"

com-

of what probably

be the opinion of the judiciary by referring

Corfield

the reference

to...

They may be comprehended

under the following general heads: protection
on. 16

by the Government,

of life and liberty, with the right to acquire property"

The correlation

between

will

v. Coryell."

to those "privileges and immunities

which are in their nature fundamental...
enjoyment

and

discriminatory

prised. He stated, "we may gather some intimation
He quoted therefrom

of

these rights, the "privileges

the

and so

and immu-

nities" of Article IV,, §z, and the Civil Rights Act had been explained by
Trumbull.

After Howard's speech, ReverdyJohnson

"privileges or immunities"

moved to strike the

clause because he "did not understand

what

will be the effect of that"; but his motion fell to the ground, I7 testimony
that the Senate did not share his doubts. The "puzzlement"
and Johnson

cannot cancel out the repeated association

immunities"

with "security of person and property";

all but universal understanding
Civil Rights Act, reiterated

was to embody the

spoke. The Act, said Latham,

"covers exactly the same ground as this amendment."
15. "Natural

rights"

note 55. "The
is that section
I866, carried

had acquired

obvious conclusion,
i of the fourteenth
out the relatively

nally understood,

a settled

common

Senator Doolittle

law meaning;

supra Chapter

2

to which the evidence, thus summarized,
easily leads
amendment,
like section i of the Civil Rights Act of

narrow

objectives

was meant to apply neither

nation statutes, nor segregation."
x6. Globe 2765.

of "privileges or

it cannot vitiate the

that the Amendment

after Howard

of Howard

of the Moderates,

to jury service,

and hence, as origi-

nor suffrage,

nor miscege-

Bickel 58.

17. Id. 3o4 x. Just before Johnson

spoke, Senator

James A. McDougall

stated that the Civil Rights Act "was simply to carry out the 'privileges
provision of Article IV,, §2. Id. 3035 .

of California

and immunities'

"

The "Open-Ended"
Phraseology
Theory

x2I

said it "was the forerunner of this constitutional amendment, and to give
validity to which this constitutional amendment is brought forward," a
view also expressed by Henry Van Aernam of New York.is The "privileges or immunities" clause, Senator Poland stated, "secures nothing beyond what was intended by the original provision [Article IV, §2] of the
Constitution. "19In fact, Senator Howard undercuts Bickel, for toward
the close of the debates he stated, "the first section of the proposed
amendment does not give.., the right of voting. The right of suffrage
is not in law, one of the privileges.., thus secured."2° With respect to
suffrage, the "Great Guarantee," Howard was quite clear that it was excluded; that concept, at least, could not in future change its skin.
Bickel noticed that the "no discrimination in civil rights" sentence of
the Act had been deleted because Republicans "who had expressed fears
concerning its reach ... would have to go forth and stand on the platform of the fourteenth amendment." "It remains true," he said, "that an
exphcit provision going further than the Civil Rights Act would not have
carried in the 39th Congress." And he noted that the Republicans drew
back from "a formulation dangerously vulnerable to attacks pandering
to the prejudice of the people." But, he asked, "may it not be that the
Moderates and Radicals reached a compromise permitting them to go to
the country with language which they could, where necessary, defend
against damaging alarms raised by the opposition but which at the same
time was sufficiently elastic to permit reasonable future advances?"21Talk
i8. Id.2883,2896.VanAernamstatedtheAmendmentgives"constitutionalsanction
andprotectionto the substantialguaranteesof the ovil fightsbill."Id. 3o69.
19.Id. 296I.
2o.Id. 2766.
2i. Bickel6i-6z. EarlierFlackhadput the mattermorebluntly:the"mainpurpose
[ofthe Radicalleaders]in proposingthefirstsectionof theAmendmentwasto increase
the powerof the FederalGovernmentverymuch,but to do so in sucha waythat the
peoplewouldnot understandthe greatchangeintendedto be wroughtin the fundamentallawof the land."Flack69.But,he observed,"hadthe peoplebeeninformedof
whatwasintendedbytheAmendment,theywouldhaverejectedit."Flack237.[ini83o
Madisonwrote,"itexceedsthepossibility
ofbehef,thattheknownadvocatesin theConventionfor a jealousgrant&cautiousdefinitionof federalpowers,shouldhavesilently
permittedtheintroductionof wordsorphrasesin asenserenderingfruitlesstherestrictionsanddefinitions
elaborated
bythem."3Recordr
oftheFederal
Convention
oft787483,
488(MaxFarrand
ed. i9II).]
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Moderates

and Radicals on "vague" lan-

factual basis. Consider

of Tennessee

the "radical"

because its constitution

frage, voted down by x25 to x2; or the rejection
suffrage proposal

by 34 to 4 .-,2 What

with so insignificant
"we defeated

excluded

1866, while the Amendment

every radical proposition

Negro

of Senator

suf-

Sumner's

told a Cincinnati

audi-

was up for ratification,

in it. "z3

Bickel's theory, to speak plainly, is that the compromisers
the fun/re objectives

to re-

need was there to "compromise"

a group? Senator Sherman

ence in September

opposition

concealed

that they dared not avow lest the whole enterprise

be imperiled; it is an elegant reformulation

of conspiratorial

purpose. To

begin with, this theory posits that the 39th Congress harbored designs
not shared by the voters, when, in fact, as Morton Keller remarks, "most
congressional Republicans were aware of (and shared) their constituents' hostility to black suffrage."24 Anticipating that his hypothesis might
be "disparaged

as putting

forth an undisclosed,

conspiratorial

purpose

such as has been imputed to Bingham and others with regard to the protection of corporations, "25 Bickel invoked statements by Stevens and the
Joint Committee

Report to the effect that the Amendment's

tions" may be cured by "further
tive wisdom"Z6--hardly
the 39th Congress

a warrant

would conclude

Congress had conferred
propose in the present?
Observing

legislation,

enabling

for judicial changes! What member

but..,

opinion...

I...

of

that by such words was meant that

sub rosa for the future the suffrage it dared not
Bickel himself torpedoed that inference.

that Stevens stated the Amendment

wishes..,

"imperfec-

acts," by "legisla-

is all that can be obtained

"falls far short of my

in the present state of public

leave it to beperfected by better men in better times," Bickel

22. Supra

Chapter

23.Jarnes

167;

5 at note

see also

infra

3o; Chapter
Chapter

4 at note
13 at notes

33.
38--45.

24. Morton Keller,Affairsof State 67 (1977);and see infra Chapter, 3 at notes x6-x 7.
25. Bickel63.
26. Id. "Perhaps the passage of the Civil Rights Act of x875 ultimately is the most
decisiveindicationof the convictionofa largemajorityof the Radicalsthat C0ngr_ might
properlyforbid state caste and segregationlegislationunder the amendment[§5],but
againthis lawimpliedcongressionalpowerand discretion,not necessarilythe existence
of prior mandatoryrightsenforceableunder the amendmentalone."Kelly,Fourteenth
io85 (emphasisadded).See infra Chapterx2.
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states; "In all probability,

the disappointment

of Thaddeus
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Stevens cen-

tered on failure to make any provision for negro suffrage, immediate or
prospective. "27 Disappointment over failure to provide for prospective suffrage rules out an open-ended

design to authorize such provision in the

future. What Stevens meant by "further
struction.

As Senator

clude Congress

from adopting

other amendment]

legislation" does not need con-

Stewart stated, the Amendment

"does not pre-

other means by a two-thirds

when experience

vote Jan-

shall have demonstrated

...

the

necessity for a change of policy, "28 as it did before long in recommending the Fifteenth

Amendment.

senden's suggestion

Studied ambiguity also collides with Fes-

of a change because "there is a little obscurity

or, at

any rate, the expression in section 4 might be construed to go further
than was intended. "z9 A "blank check to posterity" is likewise refuted by
Chairman

Wilson's statement:

which cares for posterity

"I fear that comprehensive

as well as for itself will not leave its impress

upon the measure we are now considering. "3°
There are also several disclaimers of concealed
a trick upon an unsuspecting
senden said:

statesmanship

objectives,

of playing

people. 31 Charged with "indirection,"

Fes-

where a legislator avows his object and his purpose, states what he
wishes to accomplish and the mode by which he is to accomplish it,
he is [not] to be charged, although it operates indirectly, with what
is properly understood by the term "indirection," which conveys the
27. Bickel45-46 (emphasisadded); cf. Globe2459. Stevens stated "prospective"suffrage would be unacceptable;infra at notes 27, 38-4x. In explaining §z, Stevens stated,
"True it will take two, three, possibly five years before they [Southern States] conquer
their prejudicessufficientlyto a/lowtheir late slavesto become their equals at the polls."
Globez459 (emphasisadded). This speaks against a §i power in the future to compel
States to grant suffrage;and it is confirmedby Stevens'statement that "The large stride
which we in vain proposed is dead." Globez46o.
,8. Globe,964 .
"9-Id. ,94 I.
3o. Id. '947.
3L In his famous attempt to read corporations out of the Fourteenth Amendment,
Justice Blacksaid, "Asecret purpose on the part of the members of the Committee, even
if such would be the fact, however,would not be sufficientto justifyany such construction." Connecticut General Ins. Co. v.Johnson, 303U.S. 77, 87 (I938), dissentingopinion. Cf. infra Chapter 8 at notes 77 and 95.
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idea of a trick, a contrivance, to do something by taking advantage
of others which you cannot do if you make plain to their senses what
is the object. 32
Shordy after congressional

approval of the Amendment,

and during the

warm-up for the elections of 1866, a leading Radical, Congressman Robert C. Schenck of Ohio, averred the Democrats "are afraid that it may
have some concealed

purpose of elevating

negroes...

[to] make them

voters. It goes to no such length. "33
"Equal protection," as will appear, emerged from the framers' intention to outlaw/aws which discriminated against blacks with respect to
the "coverage

of the Civil Rights Act." "Indeed,"

Bickel himself

con-

cluded, "no specific purpose going beyond the [limited] coverage of the
Civil Rights Act is suggested;

rather an awareness

on the part of the

framers that it was a constitution they were writing, which led to a choice
of language

capable of

growth.

''34

His

appeal to the "awareness"

framers assumes what needs to be proved--that
"choice." Such speculation

is rebutted

by the very limited objectives of

the Civil Rights Act, embodied in the Amendment,
planation

for a change of direction,

"privileges or immunities"

of the

there was in fact such a
the absence of ex-

and the fact that "due process" and

were deemed to be used in their established

sense. If there was such a "choice, "35 it cannot

harbor a purpose they

confessedly dared not submit. Senator Howard, who has been regarded
as "one of the most reckless of the radicals," one who "served consis32 . Globe 1275.

33.Fairman,Stanford74-75.
34.Bickel63 (emphasisadded).YetBickelnoted that "equal protection"hada limited
meaning for the "Moderates,led by Trumbull and Fessenden,"the right "of benefitting
equallyfrom the laws for the security of person and property."Id. 56.
35.Bickel also builds on the fact that §I of the Fourteenth Amendment deals with
discrimination "whether or not based on color" and "this feature of it could not have
been deemed to be included in the standard identification of section I with the Civil
Rights Act," an indication of future breadth. Id. 6o. But §i of the Civil Rights Act likewiseprovided that "the inhabitants of every race and color.., shall have the same fight,"
and the debates show that its coverage extended to whites. As Bickelnoticed, Senator
Trumbull stated that "this bill applies to white men as well as blackmen. It declaresthat
allpersons.., shallbe entitled to the samecivil rights."G/obe599; Bickelx4 note 36.In
any event, inclusion of whitesdoes not broadenthe protection forpropertyand personal
securitywhich the Act providedfor both blacksand whites.

The "Open-Ended" PhraseologyTheory

x25

tently in the vanguard of the extreme negrophiles, "36 explained to the
Senate that he would have preferred

to

secure suffrage to the colored race to some extent at least... But
sir, it is not a question what you, or I, or half a dozen other members of the Senate may prefer in respect to colored suffrage.., the
question really is, what will the Legislatures of the various States
•.. do in the premises; what is likely to meet the general approbation of the people. The Committee were of the opinion that the
States are not yet prepared to sanction so fundamental a change. 37
How is Bickel's "undisclosed"
that an attempt
Robert

purpose to be reconciled

Dale Owen, a pro-suffrage

reformer,

had brought

which Stevens placed before the Joint Committee.
posal provided
chisement),

with the fact

to provide for Negro suffrage after _876 was rejected?
a proposal

Section z of the pro-

that after July 4, I876 (a fitting anniversary

"no discrimination

shall be made ... as to ...

suffrage. "3s Owen's reason for the "prospective

for enfranthe right of

suffrage," he explained

to Stevens, was that "the negro is, for the present, unprepared
use the right of suffrage. "39 When
Stevens told Owen,

this provision

members from New York, from Illinois...

wisely to

was noised

about,

from Indiana held, each

separately, a caucus to consider whether equality of suffrage, present
or prospective,ought to form a part of the Republican programme for
the coming canvass. They were afraid.., some of them ... might
lose their elections ... [E]ach one of these caucuses decided that
negro suffrage, in any shape, ought to be excluded. 4°
In consequence,
stituted

the 1876 proposal was dropped and the Committee

a "new section simply eliminating

sub-

from the basis of represen-

36.Kendrick 192.
37. Globe2766.
38.Bickel4x-42; Kendrick 83-84.
39.Kendrick 298.This viewwas sharedby Senator Fessenden,Globe704; WilliamA.
Newell of New Jersey,id. 867; and Stevenshimself,supra Chapter 4 at note 64. See also
C. Vann Woodward,The Burdenof SouthernHistory92 (196o).
4o. Kendrick 302 (emphasisadded).
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tation persons to whom the vote was denied, "41 the present §2. Add to
this Senator Howard's statement of the Joint Committee's opinion that
"three-fourths

of the States...

could not be induced

to grant the right

of suffrage, even in any degree or under any restriction, to the colored
race, "42 and we have solid evidence which overcomes speculation that
there was an unrevealed

purpose to confer broader powers in the future.
ALFRED

KELLY

Kelly does not follow Bickel's theory of a behind-the-scenes
mise" between
attempted,
"highly

Radicals and Moderates,

baldly stated, to hoodwink

probable"

racial segregation

"compro-

but suggests that the Radicals
the Moderates.

He regards it as

that the Civil Rights Act "was not intended
and classification

to bar

laws." But he finds that

The intent of certain Radical leaders to go beyond the restrictive
enumeration of the Civil Rights Act and to incorporate a series of
expansive guarantees in the Constitution is quite clear.., the best
evidenceof this is the language of the guarantees which Bingham
and the other authors of the Fourteenth Amendment incorporated
in the first section. The guarantees they finally adopted--privileges
and immunities, due process and equal protection--were not at all
derived from the Civil Rights Act, which.., had used the restricted
enumerative device. Instead, the authors derived their guarantees
deliberately from the prewar Radical antislavery movement. 43
A Constitution,

Chief Justice Marshall

stated, cannot have "the prolixity

of a code'; 44 there the drive is for the most compressed

utterance.

over, the terms of §i were far from "vague and amorphous.
leges or immunities"

More-

"4s "Privi-

was drawn from Article IV, §2, via the Civil Rights

4I. Bickel4342. G/0bez 766 (emphasisadded).
43. Kelly, Fourteenth xo69, xo7: (emphasisadded).
44. "A constitution, to contain an accurate detail of all the subdivisionsof which its
great powers will admit . .. would partake of the prolixity of a legal code, and could
scarcelybe embraced by the human mind." M'Culloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.)
3x6, 407 (i819); cf. Bickel6I.
45"Kelly,Fourteenth xo7i.

The "Open-Ended" PhraseologyTheory
Bill, which

adopted

tionist departure
pansive" language.
declared

the established

judicial construction.

Bingham himself repudiated

that the meaning

"fundamental

to "ex-

such notions when he

of "due process" was to be found in the de-

not go beyond the ban on discriminatory
Tennessee's

46 An aboli-

needs to be proved, not assumed by reference

cisions of the courts. 47 That his conception
merated

127

of "equal protection"

laws with respect to the enu-

fights" is again demonstrated

disenfranchisement

of blacks, regretting

are all for equal and exact justice..,

did

by his defense of
that though "We

justice for all is not to be secured

in a day. "48
Next Kelly notices a "curious ambiguity..,

in the Radicals' advocacy

of the measure...

It was as though the Radical leaders were avoiding a

precise delineation

of legal consequences,"

sort to the "technique

this on the basis of their re-

of lofty, expansive and highly generalized

guage. "49 Why such avoidance?

lan-

He explains that

there was a substantial block of moderate Republicans who had not
yet committed themselves entirely to the Radical position ... if
[Bingham et al.] drove home too far the proposition that this amendment would undoubtedly consummate the destruction of all caste
and class legislation ... moderate Republican support might be
alienated and the requisite two-thirds majority necessary to the
amendment's adoption might not be obtained. Political strategy
called for ambiguity not clarity,s°
Stripped of fig leaves, the Kelly rationale

would give the Amendment

a

meaning which the radicals had concealed even from their Moderate
confreres[ In truth, there is no evidence of a concealed purpose. How
did Bingham's "lofty generalizations" become freighted with a cargo he
had severely condemned as "oppressive" and "unjust" when he insisted
46.AndrewJ. Rogers chargedthat §i "is no more nor lessthan an attempt to embody
in the Constitution... that outrageousand miserablecivilfights bill";later he stated that
it "simplyembodied the gist of the civilfights bill." Globez538; GlobeApp. z29; quoted
in Bickel48, 54. This was the all but universal view; supra Chapter z at notes xo-I 3.
47- Infra Chapter i1 at notes 36-37.
48. Globe3979.
49. Kelly,Fourteenth xo77.
5o. Id. io84.
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upon deletion of the words "civil rights" from the Civil Rights Bill?5°a
Although Bingham was given to windy oratory,sl his own words show
that he did not regard "due process," "equal protection," and "privileges
or immunities" as "lofty generalizations," but rather as terms of known
and limited content. For example, he explained that "privileges or immunities" was drawn from Article IV, §2, that "due process" had been
judicially defined. Then, too, Bingham and Stevens are an odd couple to
conspire to pull the wool over the eyes of their colleagues. On the floor
of the House in the 39th Congress, Stevens said of Bingham: "In all this
contest about reconstruction I do not propose either to take his counsel,
recognize his authority, or believe a word he says."s2

WILLIAM

VAN ALSTYNE

After downgrading some statements in the debates, Van Alstyne nevertheless concludes that "the case can safely be made that there was an
original understanding that §i of the proposed Fourteenth Amendment
would not itself immediately invalidate state suffrage laws severely restricting the right to vote." But, he states, "we cannot safely declare that
there was also a clear, uniform understanding that the open-endedphrases
of §i ... would foreclose a different applicationin thefuture [because invalidation of State Negro suffrage laws] was avoided.., from fear that
such an amendment would not be ratified and that its Republican sponsors would be turned out of officeat the next congressional election. "s3
Van Alstyne reverses the normal order of proof, that a departure from
the norm was intended, that what was unmistakably excluded in x866
5oa. Infra Chapter 7 at notes I :-z i.
5 i. For example, by way of prelude to a quotation from Kent, who had frequently
been cited without florid panegyrics, Bingham must needs gild the lily: "one of those
grand intellects who during life illustrated the jurisprudence of our country, and has left
in his works a perpetual monument of his genius, his learning, and his wisdom." Globe
xz9:. It is instructive to compare the flow of such effusions with the spare, lean style of
Fessenden, Trumbull, and Hale. See also infra Chapter 8 note 5452. Cong. Globe, 39th Cong., zd Sess. 816 (Jan. 28, x867). See also infra Chapter :3
at notes 30-36; Kluger, infra Chapter 7 note zo.
53. Van Mstyne 72 (emphasis added).

The "Open-Ended"
was to be embraced
speculation,

in 1966.

In an attempt

"appropriate

to offer

some

in developing

scarcely

tours of the Fourteenth

understood
the

right

been

the

going

would

appealed

offer greater

declared

or House

the suffrage
power

to the Fourteenth

the

was

vitalizes only

Republicans

held

that

Senator Henry Wilson, a
Amendment
"was never
to confer

upon

in any State

Amendment

was required.

If it had

never

have

of the States. "56

was given by Bing-

authority

for the Civil

57 And the fact that Con-

Amendment

to be "open-ended,"

Congress

...

would

sanction

was no constitutional

the Fourteenth

for

Amendment

Act. But there

the amendment

have received

was conceived

beyond

experi-

possibilities

that "Emancipation

rights. "55 And most

or regulate

that there

own

to the Thirteenth

to enact the Civil Rights

never

on to enact

the Thirteenth
tion

some

that it gave that

impetus

in §x of the

their

...

Bill and that an amendment

gress went

ban on 'slavery'

"fresh from

did not include the right to vote.
Radical, stated that the Thirteenth

ham's insistence

that Congress

con-

Conkling

Congress,

argues

Act on the fact that it was

of the Thirteenth

by any man in the Senate

Considerable

Rights

proof, not

Amendment

not political

to prescribe

supposed

passed

drafting

have failed to foresee that the still broader

authority

opposition.

natural rights
Massachusetts

the mere

Amendment

the future. "54 Undeniably
for constitutional

Van Alstyne

He continues:

new applications

could

rights,

proof

to enforce

Amendment."

the Radicals

natural

extraordinary

to enact the Civil Rights

legislation

Thirteenth

vigorous

For such

x2 9

is required.

had based its authority

ence

Phraseology Theom.

refutes

the view that

to authorize

legisla-

emancipation.

54. Id. 74-7555"Globe 356 .
56. Id. I255. "George Ticknor Curns typified a large stream of conservative constitutionalism in his argument that the Thirteenth Amendment diminished states' powers
not one whit beyond abolition." H. M. Hyman, A More Perfect Union 428 (1973). Senator
Cowan, a Conservative Republican from Pennsylvania, stated that the Thirteenth Amendment was understood merely "to liberate the negro slave from his master." Globe499. On
the other hand, Senator Howard, a member of the Judiciary Committee that drafted the
Thirteenth Amendment, understood it to authorize the Civil Rights Bill. Globe 503 .
[United States v. Harris, xo6 U.S. 629, 643 (i882) rejected the notion that "under a provision of the Constitution which simply abolished slavery and involuntary servitude, we
should with few exceptions invest Congress with power of the whole catalog of crimes."]
57, Globe 1291.
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is attached

by Van Alstyne to what he views

parallel between the Civil Rights Act and the Fourteenth

Amendment.

ss When

Bingham objected that the "no discrimination

civil rights"

sentence

of the Act was oppressive

Rights, s9 the Committee

and invaded

deleted the sentence, and Chairman

in

States'

Wdson

ex-

plained, "I do not think it materially changes the bill, but some gendemen
were apprehensive that the words we propose to strike out might give warrant for a latitudinarian construction not intended. "6° In contrast, Van AIstyne points out, although "several of the Democrats declared..,
that the
Privileges and Immunities Clause would eventually be applied to suffrage
• .. the Republicans

declined to limit the language of § I [of the Amend-

ment] to avoid such application."

The moral he draws is that the "Civil

Rights Act was, of course, a statute; a law not expected to 'endure for ages
to come.' The Fourteenth
more prosaic explanation

Amendment

was something

else again. "61 A

can serve. Bingham was an influential

lican with a following, and the deletion

Repub-

of the "civil rights" sentence, re-

garded as gratuitous, was a small price to pay for bringing him into camp;
whereas the objections of"several

Democrats" could safely be ignored be-

cause their votes could be written off. 62 The Republicans, who had been
assured both during enactment of the Civil Rights Bill and consideration
of the Amendment

that neither purported to grant suffrage, needed no

express exception to make that plain. The established rule is that if a thing
is within the intention
58. Van Alstyne

of the framers, it is as good as written in the text. 63

75-

59. Globe x29i; see Chapter

7 at notes xz-I 5. Van Alstyne,

the declarations
that the bill would not affect voting rights,
isfied. He moved to strike out the opening general phrase..,
and constitutionality

of legislating

with respect

76, states that "In spite of
even Bingham was not sathe doubted both the w/sd0m

to the franchise" (emphasis

Bingham was the architect of § x of the Amendment,
how did he become
smuggling an undisclosed
provision for suffrage into the section?
6o. Globe i366; Van Alstyne

added). Since
the vehicle of

77.

6i. Van Alstyne 73, 7762. Democratic Senator Saulsbury's

proposal

the right to vote in the State" was rebuffed

to add to the Civil Rights Bill "except

by Senator Trumbulh

"This bill relates to civil

rights only, and I do not want to bring up the question of negro suffrage in the bill." G/abe
6o6; Van Alstyne 76; cf. supra at note x7.
63. Supra Chapter

i note z 4.

The "Open-Ended" PhraseologyTheory
The hypotheses

13i

of Bickel, Kelly, and Van Alstyne seem to me a specu-

lative fabric that collapses under the fact, made so clear by the framers,
that they did not mean to confer Negro suffrage, present
And the theory runs into another
fication process, in the summer

formidable

or pr0spect/ve.

obstacle. During the rati-

election campaign of i866, the Repub-

licans repeatedly assured the people that, in the words of Senator John
Sherman of Ohio, the Amendment "was an embodiment of the Civil
Rights Bill," itemizing

several of its provisions. A similar assurance was

given by Senator Lane of Indiana. _4 Congressman
pudiated "a concealed purpose"
league Columbus

Schenck of Ohio re-

to confer Negro suffrage; his Ohio col-

Delano stressed that the Amendment

was designed to

make citizens "safe in the South. "e5 Logan of Illinois said it was meant to
permit the citizen "to sue and be sued, to own property, to have process
of court," a reminder
accompanied

of the limited objectives of the Civil Rights Act,

by a specific disclaimer that § x "gives the negro the right of

suffrage. "6e These

and still other representations

collected

by Charles

Fairman militate against a concealed purpose to go beyond the confines
of the Act.
Finally, be it assumed that there was an undisclosed
tion arises whether

"ratification"

purpose, the ques-

extends to objectives that were not dis-

closed, that were in fact expressly disclaimed. The doctrine
tion premises
disclosure

that the principal

of ratifica-

knows what he is ratifying; without full

there can be no ratification. 67 And there is the larger issue of

political morality. Ours is a generation

insistent on full disclosure,

example, in the marketing

securities. To accept dissimula-

of corporate

tion as a means of obtaining
condone

a constitutional

lower morals in the halls of Congress

amendment

for

would be to

than is demanded

in the

marketplace, es
64.Fairman, Stanford 77, 74.
65. Id. 74, 75.
66.Id. 7o.James, 179,said, "statementsofcongressmenbefore their constituentsdeftnitelyidentify the provisionsof the firstsection of the amendmentwith those of the Civil
Rights Bill."
67. Infra Chapter 8 at note 93. See supra note 2x.
68.Justice Douglas wrote,"The principle of fiflldisclosurehas as much place in government as it does in the market place,"William O. Douglas,"Stare Deeisis,"49 Colum.
L. Rev.735, 754 (I949)-
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T

E "desegregation"

decision in Brown v. Board of Education 1

was, as Richard Kluger called it, an act of"Simple
due attempt

legal historian,

however, the question is whether

ment authorized

vention,

the Fourteenth

Amend-

the Supreme Court to perform that act. 3 For the Court,

like every agency of government,
constitutional

Justice, "2 a long over-

to rectify the grievous wrongs done to the blacks. For the

may act only within the limits of its

powers. As Lee stated in the Virginia

"When

a question

power, exercised or assumed,"
the Constitution? ...

arises with respect
the question

It is otherwise

arbitrary

Ratification

to the legality

Conof any

will be, "Is it enumerated in
and unconstitutional.

"4

In his illuminating study of the way in which the desegregation case
was handled in the Supreme Court, Kluger asks, "Could it be reasonably
claimed that segregation

had been outlawed by the Fourteenth

yet more basic emblem

of citizenship--the

ballot--had

when the

been withheld

from the Negro under that amendment? "5 Given the rampant racism in
the North of 1866---which still has to loose its grip--it needs to be explained how a North which provided for or mandated
was brought
When
Frankfurter

to vote for desegregation

the "desegregation"

segregated schools 6

in the Amendment.

case came to the Court

assigned the task of compiling

in I952 , Justice

the legislative history of the

i. 347 u.s. 483 (i954).
2. Richard Kluger, SimpleJustice(1976);hereinafter Kluger.
3""The result,"ArchibaldCox stated,"can only be describedas a revolutionin constitutional law."The Roleof the SupremeCourtin American Government57 (x976)4. 3Jonathan Eliot, Debatesin theSeveralState ConventionsontheAdoptionof theFederal
ConstitutionI86 (I836); Berger,Congressv. The Sup _i_eCourt I3-16.
5-Kluger 635.
6. Infra at notes ,4-25.
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Amendment to his brilliant clerk, Mexander Bickel, 7 who was destined
to become one of the foremost authorities in the field of constitutional
law. Upon completing
his memorandum

the assignment,

to Frankfurter

stated: "it is impossible
that segregation

in August i953, Bickel delivered

with a covering

to conclude

letter in which he

that the 39th Congress

intended

be abolished; impossible also to conclude that they fore-

saw it might be, under the language

they were adopting. "8 When

later published a revision of that memorandum,

he concluded:

he

"there is

no evidence whatever showing that for its sponsors the civil rights formula had anything to do with unsegregated
in the House, specifically disclaimed
man of the House Judiciary
Bill, who could therefore

schools. Wilson, its sponsor

any such notion. "9 Wilson,

Committee

and the House Manager of the

speak authoritatively,

that the words "civil rights..,

chair-

had advised the House

do not mean that all citizens shall sit on

juries, or that their children shall attend the same schools. These are not
civil rights."1° Wilson's statement
excluded
Another

is proof positive that segregation

was

from the scope of the bill.
piece of evidence, which Alfred Kelly, one of the historians

drawn into the case by the NAACP, 1_ considered
the "removal of the 'no discrimination'

"very damning,"

was

clause from the Civil Rights Bill."

The Bill, he stated, "was amended specifically to eliminate any reference
to discriminatory

practices

like school segregation..,

specific exclusion had been made. "12 The deletion

it looked as if a
was made at the in-

7-Kluger 599, 653.
8. Id. 654. Kluger states that the Blckelmemorandum held that "the legislativehistory, while revealing no evidence that the framers of the amendment had intended to
prohibit schoolsegregation,did not foreclosefuture generationsfrom acting on the question, either by congressionalstatute or by judicialreview?'Id. 655; see also 634. But this
is at odds with Bickel'scovering letter, supra Chapter 6 at note 7. In fact, as will shortly
appear,the framers deliberately excludedschool segregationfrom the ambit of the Civil
Rights Bill and therefore of the Amendment.
9. Bickel 56.
xo.Globe1117.Wilson's statement is more fully quoted supra Chapter z at note 26.
He later reiterated that the limited objectivesof the bill did not extend to "setting aside
the school lawsand jury laws." Globex294.
ix. Kluger 626.
x2.Id. 635. Among the legal historians drawn into preparation of the briefs by the
NAACP was Howard Jay Graham. ld. 625-626. "He was particularly troubled by Rep-
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sistence
ment,

of John
whom

concepts

poured

into

sentence

the

neoabolitionists

litionist

structions

A. Bingham,

Amendment.

to the Judiciary

of the people"
"include

The

cluding

"political

due process

Committee

rights."

On

equal

speaking,

Amendwhich

abo-

protection

he moved

it "less oppressive

were
for in-

and therefore

of laws "for the general

to the

every right

and

through

to strike the "no discrimination"

to render

enactment

was reserved

and embrace

of the Fourteenth

as the conduit

13 Roughly

of the Bill,14 in order

less objectionable."

architect

regard

of substantive

the
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States;

"civil rights,"

that pertains

he continued,

to a citizen

this view the Bill, according

government

as such,"

in-

to Bingham,

proposed
"simply to strike down by congressional
enactment
every state
constitution
which makes a discrimination
on account of race or color
in any of the civil rights
state in the Union
rights
"must
ished

of the citizen."

does make

some

With

on account
of color." Hence
the
be striken out or the constitutions
by your

sidered
of which

act." Deletion

the Bill's "oppressive
adds up to a States'

"some

and I might

in respect

every
of civil

"no discrimination"
sentence
of the States are to be abol-

of this sentence

Rights

few exceptions

discrimination..,

would

remove

say its unjust

manifesto.

Bingham's

what he conprovisions,"
censure,

all
how-

resentative Wilson's insistence during the phase of the debates dealing with the 'no disclamination' clause that the Civil Rights Bill was not intended to outlaw separate schools.
That negative reference, Graham reported, was unfortunate, particularly since he was
House Manager of the ... bill." Id. 634-635.
The "key session" of the NAACP "giant conference nmning for three days and nights"
was "devoted to the papers of [Howard] Jay Graham and Alfred Kelly on the troubling
relationship between the Civil Rights Act of 1866, which had been specifically stripped
of its broad 'no discrimination' language, and the Fourteenth Amendment, created in its
immediate aftermath and conceived, as many historians believed, simply to constitutionalize the rights act." Id. 637. The paper Kelly delivered was on "the damning modification of the Civil Rights Bill in the House and its apparent identity in purpose with the
Fourteenth Amendment." He recounted that he "didn't understand the relationship between advocacy and history at that point" and considered the problem "nearly insurmountable." Id. 637.
13. TenBroek 145-148; Graham 280, 283.
14. The Bill is set out in pertinent part supra Chapter 2 at note 14. [Justice Harlan
pointed out that Bingham, in the meetings of the Joint Committee on Reconstruction,
was "successful in replacing section i of Owen's proposal, which read 'No discrimination
... as to the civil r/ghts,' with the 'abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens.' " Oregon v. Mitchell, 4oo U.S. 112, 172 (i97o) (emphasis added).]
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ever, does not extend to the enumerated fights that follow the "no discrimination"

clause; these he quotes with approval, but asserts that the

needed reform should be accomplished
of power, but by amending

"not by an arbitrary assumption

the Constitution...

expressly forbidding the

States from any such abuse [that is, denial of said specified rights] in the
future. "is In short,
Amendment

the enumerated

rights

should

be protected

by

against State abuse, whereas the "civil rights," which em-

braced any and every fight, should be excised because "oppressive."
this Bingham was in accord with the restricted
his Republican
correctly

colleagues who spoke to the measure.16 Bickel therefore

concluded

need for safeguarding
enumerated

that Bingham,

"while committing

by constitutional

amendment

himself

to the

the specific rights

in the body of section i, was anything but willing to make

a similar commitment
Not

In

objectives of almost all of

without

NAACP. Kluger

to 'civil rights' in general. "17

cause was this regarded gloomily

in the camp of the

relates:

In calling for the deletion, Bingham, the former abolition theorist,
had openly acknowledged that the bill as drafted would have prohibited statutes such as school segregation. Since that broad language was in fact deleted from the final form of the bill and since
many of the proponents of the Fourteenth held that the amendment had no purpose beyond constitutionalizing the Civil Rights
Act, it had therefore seemed to Kelly, [Thurgood] Marshall, Ming,
and others in the NAACP camp that they could not reasonably argue that the framers intended the amendment to prohibit school
segregation. TM
Finally,

a "light"

broke

through,

dawned on Kelly: "Bingham's
based

solely on the apparent

% really plausible

objection

interpretation"

to the 'no discrimination'

lack of constitutional

authority

was
for so

15.GlobeI29I-I293 (emphasisadded).
i6. E.g., Wilson, supra at note Io.
i 7-Bickel 24.
i8. Kluger 64o-64i. The noted historian Henry Steele Commager had advised the
NAACP that "The framersof the amendmentdid not, so far as we know,intend that it
should be used to end segregation in schools." Id. 620.
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enactment. "I9 This was a "light" that failed.

overlooked

Bingham's

separation

between

the too-

inclusive "civil fights," which were deleted, and the enumerated
which, because they also trenched

on traditional

quired an amendment.

Justice Black understood

More important,

Wilson

merely

Chairman

confirms

designed to repel a "latitudinarian"

rights,

State governance,

re-

this if Kelly did notfl °
that the deletion was

construction:

Some members of the House thought, in the general words of the
first section in relation to civil rights, it might be held by the courts
that the right of suffrage was included in those rights. To obviate
that difficulty and the difficulty growing out of any other construction beyond the specific rights named in the section, our amendment strikes out all of those general terms and leaves the bill with
the rights specified in the section.
The deletion, Wilson further explained, was made because "some gendemen were apprehensive

that the words we propose to strike out might

give warrant for a latitudinarian

construction

not intended. "21

To Kelly, who later defended the desegregation

decision, Bickel's view

"seems a very doubtful reading of Bingham's position. It ignores his extensive extremist antislavery

background

as well as his position in Con-

gress as one of the strong Radical Republicans. "22 But neither Bingham's
x9. Id. 641.
2o.Justice Black, for whom Bingham is the authoritative expositor, recognized that
Bingham objected to the Civil Rights Bill becauso "it would actuallystrip the states of
power to govern, centralizingall power in the Federal Government. To this he was opposed." Adamson v. California, 332 U.S. 46, Ioo (x947),dissenting opinion.
Kluger 641, relates, "One hurdle in the way of [Kelly's]reading of Bingham'sintention was a later speech of Thaddeus Stevens,the most powerful man in the House and
a strong ally of Bingham.Among other things, Stevens said that a principal purpose of
the Fourteenth Amendment had indeed been to re-enact and therefore insure the constitutionality of the Civil Rights Act (even shorn of its broad 'no discrimination'
language)--an apparent concessionto those whowishedto interpret the amendment narrowly.But Kelly concludedthat the apparently damagingportion of Stevens'speech had
to be considered against the larger political picture and the clear drift of Stevens' generally radicalutterances." One thing he was plainly not so radicalabout was desegregation in the schools.See infra at note 39zx. G/0bex366.
zz. Kelly,Fourteenth xo68note 73.In this very article, however,Kellyconcluded,"It
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background

nor his position had dissuaded him from opposition

gro suffrage. 23Moreover,

as Bickel informed Justice Frankfurter,

doubtful that an explicit 'no discrimination'
enumerated

states either provided
Confederacy

Congress. "24 At this time "Eight [Northern]

for separate schools or left it up to local commuFive states outside the old

either directly or by implication

excluded colored children

from their public schools. "2s Kluger comments,

and state legislatures

had understood

away the practices,

surely

there

fer that desegregation,

that the amendment

would

howls. "26 With suffrage unequivocally

have been more

"If Congress
was to wipe
than a few

barred there was no reason to in-

a far more touchy matter, was required.

there was another

thorny fact: "Congress

regated schools in the District of Columbia
ner's "long fight to abolish segregated
Columbia"

"It was

provision going beyond the

nities to adopt that practice if they wished.

Then

to Ne-

rights in the Civil Rights Bill as finally enacted could have

passed in the Thirty-Ninth

entirely

x37

had permitted

seg-

from 1864 onward. "27 Sum-

Negro

schools in the District

of

had been "unavailing. "28 With good reason did Judge E. Bar-

rett Prettyman

hold in Cart" v. Coming 29 that congressional

support

for

seemshighly probable,then, that the Civil Rights Act,as finallypassed,was not intended
to ban state racialsegregationand classificationlaws.The main forceof the Conservatives'
attackon the 'no discrimination'clausewas that it would indeed destroy all race classification laws."Id. lO69-1o7o.
Bingham'sremarks have been subject to varyinginterpretations, see Bickel 27 note
54; Kelly,Fourteenth io68. Bickelsums up, "Whatever the ambiguities of his speech,
one thing is certain. Unlessone concludesthat Binghamentertained apprehensionsabout
the breadth of the term 'civilrights' andwas unwillingat thisstage,as a matterof policy,
not constitutionallaw,to extend a federalguarantycovering all that might be included
in that term, there is no rational explanationfor his motion to strikeit."Bickel 25-z6.
CertainlyWilson so understood;supraat note z I.
z3. E.g., supraChapter 5 at notes 4z-43.
z4. Kluger654--655.
25.Id. 633-634.
z6. Id. 635.
27.Id. The problemalso troubledJusticeJackson,infraat note 43.
z8. Kelly,FourteenthlO85.For example,whenSenatorWilson proposedto allocate
fundsforthe publicschoolsin the District of Columbia,explainingthat existinglawprovided "forthe estabhshmentof coloredschools"in the District,and the fundswould be
dividedpro rata,ReverdyJohnsonaskedfor andreceivedassurancethat "thereis no authority to have a mixture of children in any one school." Globe708-7o9.
29. I82 E2d I4, 17 (D.C. Cir. i95o).
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segregated schools in the District of Columbia contemporaneously
the adoption of the Amendment

with

(and the Civil Rights Act) was conclu-

sive evidence that Congress had not intended § i of the Amendment

to

invalidate school segregation laws. Kelly too lightly dismissed this: "technically the parallel is not constitutionally

precise or apposite. "3° To the

contrary, the parallel is both "precise and apposite." It has long been the
rule that laws dealing with the same subject--in

pail materia--must

be

construed with reference to each other, "as if they were one law. "31 The
Amendment originated as a congressional Joint Resolution, so it is entirely 'appropriate to look to the light shed contemporaneously
District

of Columbia bills on the meaning of the Resolution.

by the

In truth, it

is unrealistic to presume that a Congress which has plenary jurisdiction
over the District

and yet refused to bar segregation

around to invade State sovereignty,

there would turn

which the framers were zealous to

preserve, in order to impose a requirement

of desegregation

upon the

States• The difference was fully appreciated by Senator Henry Wilson,
a Radical Republican from Massachusetts, who introduced a bill providing for suffrage in the District of Columbia, but lamented that in
"dealing with the States," State "constitutions
may not overleap the barriers. "32

block up the way and we

The relation of mixed schools to the limited objectives that were expressed in the Civil Rights Act was lucidly summarized by John L. Thomas of Maryland:
As a freeman, he is entitled to acquire and dispose of real and other
property ... to have his life, liberty, and person protected by the
same laws that protect me... so shall he not only have the right to
enforce his contract, but to that end shall be received as a witness
in a court of justice on the same terms... It would be an outrage
• .. [if] we were to refuse to throw around them such legal guards
as will prove their only protection and secure to them the enforcement of their fights.
3o. Kelly,Fourteenth to85.
3x. United States v. Freeman,44 U.S. (3 How.)556, 564 (i845). See also infraAppendixA note 46.
32.Phillip S. Paludan,A CovenantWith Death5° (1975).
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I will go even further.., and will vote for all measures to elevate
their condition and to educate them separate and apart from the
whites... [B]ut when it comes to placing him upon the same social
and pohtieal level as my own race, I must refuse to do it.33
There is yet other evidence that the framers had no intention of striking down segregation.
tor ReverdyJohnson

The Senate gallery itself was segregated,
mordantly

as Sena-

remarked. 34 The Carl Schurz report Edu-

cation of the Freedmen spoke throughout

of "'colored

schools,'

'school

houses in which colored children were taught.' There were no references
to unsegregated

schools, even as an ultimate objective. "35 Instead there

was a pervasive assumption

that segregation

would remain. Referring to

the burning of black schools in Maryland, Josiah B. Grinnell of Iowa said,
give them schoolhouses
to come and instruct

and "invite schoolmasters
them."

from all over the world

Senator Daniel Clark of New Hampshire

stated, "you may estabhsh for him schools." Ignatius Donnelly of Minnesota stated, "Educate him and he will himself see to it that the common
schools shall forever continue

among his people. "36 Senator Wdliam

P.

Fessenden said of the "representation"
proposal that was to become §z of
the Fourteenth Amendment: it "should serve as an inducement to the
southern

States to build school houses..,

and educate their colored chil-

dren until they are fit to vote. "37 In vetoing the antecedent Freedmen's
Bureau Bill, President Johnson noted that it provided for the "erection for
33. Globez63-264. For a similar expressionby Patterson of New Hampshire, see supra Chapter z at note 3o. So, too, Repubhcan SenatorCowanof Permsylvaniawaswilhng
to secure to blacks "their natural rights" hut not to desegregatethe schools. Globe5o0.
See also Republican Thomas T. Davis of New York, infra Chapter io at note 2L
34. Globe766: "Why is it that [youhave]separate placesfor the respectiveraces even
in your own chamber?Why are they not put together?"
35.Bickel io note 29.
36. Globe65z, 834, 590;cf.Donnelly,id. 513.RecallLawrence'sexclusionof"political
rights[and]those dependent on locallaw,"aswasthe privilegeof attendingpubhcschools,
supra Chapter z note 28, and Wmdom's statement that the Civil Rights Bill does not
confer "the privilegeof voting" nor "socialprivileges."Supra Chapter 2 note 3o.
John E Farnsworth fearedthat enfranchisementalonemight not sufficeifit were dependent on reading and writing quahficafions,for the States may"excludehim from the
schools."Globe383. See also Frederick Pike of Maine, id. 407. Enfranchisement failed,
as did attempts to open the schools.See infra note 4o,
37.Kendrick zo6.
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their benefit of suitable buildings for asylums and schools," and objected
that Congress "has never founded schools for any class of our own
people. "38Thaddeus Stevens "did not publicly object to the separation of
the races in the schools although he was against segregation in theory...
But he never pressed for legal enforcement of this kind of equality, as
Charles Sumner did, believing it achievement enough that the South
would have free schools at all. "39
Additional light may be gathered from post-Fourteenth Amendment
developments, part of Sumner's continuing campaign for desegregated
schools. On March i6, i867, Sumner moved to amend a Supplementary
Bill to require "that State constitutions provide for a system of nondiscriminatory public schools." The motion failed; it "went beyond what
majority sentiment would sustain. "4° Let an impassioned aposde of the
incorporation of abolitionist ideology--Howard Jay Graham--sum up:
There were many reasonswhy men's understandingof equal protection, as appliedto educationalmatters,wasimperfectin 1866...
38. Globe 916.
39. Fawn Brodie, Thaddeus Stevens..Scourgeofthe South 3zo (x959). Stevens assured the
electorate in September 1866 that the Amendment "does not touch social or political
rights." James z o i. Perhaps the reason, as Rogers noted, was that in "Pennsylvania there
is a discrimination between the schools for white children and the schools for blacks. The
laws there provide that certain schools shall be set aside for black persons," and inquired
whether Congress has a right to "interfere with these statutes." Globe II2I. Senator
Cowan of Pennsylvania objected to such interference. Id. 5oo.
4 o. Fairman, History 329 . Sumner "placed little stress upon the Fourteenth Amendment guarantee of equal protection of the laws;too many of his colleagues who had helped
draft that ambiguous document would reply that they had never intended to outlaw segregation... When Senator Morrill insisted upon learning exactly where in the Constitution the federal government was given control 'over matters of education, worship,
amusement...'
Sumner discovered authorizataon in the Sermon on the Mount and m
the Declaration of Independence." Donald, Sumner II 53 z.
As late as December i871 Sumner remtroduced a bill which had been adversely reported in 187o-i87i: "He maintained that hotels, public conveyances and schools ...
should be opened equally to all." Flack z5o. "Without this complementary bill," the Civil
Rights Act "was imperfect, he declared," Flaek ,5 I. Though there was some contrariety
of opinion, id. z53-z65, the House, by a vote of Iz8 to 48, insisted on an amendment
"striking out all reference to common schools," id. z75. Senator Morrill opposed the
Sumner bill because the "Federal Government had no right to take cognizance of matters
of education, amusement..,
it is without warrant in the Constitution," i.e., the Fourteenth Amendment. Id. z52-z53.
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Negroes

were barred

widely regarded

"imperfect"

the framers
the phrase
ren Court?

hind

conceive

by the Warren

Richard

the portals

fore the Vmson

Court;

ment

did not prohibit

keen
along

observer
with

Vinson

segregation."

Reed,

voting

that

given

fascinating

v. Board of

glimpses

be-

case was first argued

"found

it 'Hard

noted,

inclinations,"
"probable

to

fare in the War-

of Brown

[Washington].

and Jackson--as

terms

"For

be-

to get away'

that the Fourteenth

Jackson

in the city

of his colleagues'

Vmson,

some

Court. 42 The

view by its framers

[existed]

in i866 means

of the progress

Chief Justice

segregation

broadened

did this history

has furnished

of the Supreme

the contemporary

schools

How

and still

of education."

of equal protection"
it in the vastly

Court.

Kluger

of the North

and "incapable

leaders then accepted

reconstruction

from

regated

enlightened

"understanding

did not

In his painstaking
Education,

schools

as "racially inferior"

Even comparatively
in the schools. 41
The

from public

i4i

Amend-

9o years

seg-

"43 Frankfurter,
listed
dissenters

"a

Clark-if the

41. Graham z9o note 7o. Nevertheless Graham stated that "no one is obliged or disposed to grant--that an outright majority of 1866--1868 did regard race segregation in
their pubfic schools, as a peculiar form of race discrimination--as one which in tberr judgment, would remain unaffected by the Fourteenth Amendment." Id. 29I.
Compare with the foregoing history, in considerable part earlier set forth by Alexander Bickel, Charles Black's recent statement: "I started, virtually [as of NAACP counsel], with Brown v. The Board of Education, a case which seemed to me then and still
seems to me to have been as nearly syllogistic as a real law case can be. The Fourteenth
Amendment, in the clearlight of its h/st0ry, and without any straining or special pleading,
forbade a// discrimination against black people as such, however euphemized and however daubed with cosmetics." C. Black, "The Judicial Power as Guardian of Liberties,"
statement prepared for delivery at a Symposium on Constitutional Liberties in Modem
America, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan, October 16, 1976, 2 (emphasis
added). ChiefJnstice Warren's "syllogisms" are examined infra Chapter 13 at notes 566o. Black's "dear... history" seemed "inconclusive" to Chief Justice Warren, who chose
rather not to "turn back the clock to I868." See infra at note 61.
4 z. Among other things, Kluger consulted the notes of Jnstices Burton, Frankfurter,
and Jackson, and interviewed several of the Justices and the Justices' clerks. Klnger 788-789•
43. Id. 59o.
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Plessy in the spring of 1953 ."44 If they were to

be brought about, time was needed; a decision outlawing
a divided Court would have produced tremendous
Bickel's aid Frankfurter
Court submitted
The Frankfurter

segregation

by

shock waves. 45 With

framed five questions for reargument,

which the

to counsel and put the case over to the next term. 46
tactic paid off in an unexpected

of Chief Justice Vinson

way: the sudden demise

just before the Brown reargument.

How much

that mattered may be gathered from Frankfurter's remark: "This is the
first indication I have ever had that there is a God. "47 And that remark
also reveals that men and votes, not the impalpable
ciety" picked up by judicial antennae,
The most interesting

"consensus

of so-

are what count.

figure was Frankfurter

himself. According

to

William Coleman, who had clerked for him a few years earlier and was
the coordinator of research for the NAACP in the various States, Frankfurter "was for ending segregation

from the very start. "48 A remarkable

fact: Frankfurter, the sworn foe of subjective judgment, who disclaimed
enforcement of his own "private view rather than the consensus of society's opinion, "49 had made up his mind "from the day the cases were
44-Id. 6iz, 614; Plessy v. Ferguson, i63 U.S. 537 (I896), the "separatebut equal"
decision.
45.Kluger 60o. "Nothing could have beenworse, for the Court or the nation itself,
than a flurryof conflictingopinions that would confuse andanger the Americanpeople."
Id. 696. Desegregation could hardlyhave been imposed upon the nauon by a divided
Court; the stakes simplywere too high. Frankfurter"played a pivotal role in bringing
about a unanimous Court"in Brown.Joseph P.Lash, Fromthe Diariesof FelixFrankfurter
83 (I975).
46. Kluger 614-616.
47. Id. 656. As Justice Frankfurterwas dressing for the Vinson funeral,Bickel overheardhim murmuring,"Anact of Providence,an act of Providence."Lash,supranote 45
at 83. Compare this with his condemnation of "Law" that turns on "contingenciesin the
choice of successors."InfraChapter 17 note 44.
48. Kluger 6z4, 6oI. "When President Eisenhower appointed Earl Warren to the
Chief Justiceship, Frankfurtertook him to school on the issues in the Brown case in
lengthy talks."Lash,supranote 45 at 83-84. [AlexanderBickel,who was a clerkto Justice
Frankfi_ter at the time Brownv. Boardof Educationwas decided,wrote,"(W)hen the innerhistoryof that case is known, wemay find that he was a movingforcein its decision."
AlexanderBickel, The SupremeCourt and the Ideaof Progress33 (I978)-]
49. Infra Chapter 14 at note 5o. In a file memorandum,the essenceof which FrankfiL,'tercommunicatedto his brethrenat a conference,he emphasized,"it is not our duty
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taken "s° that segregation

x43

must go! This was before hearing argument or

reading briefs in a case of extraordinary

national importance, s_ Not that

he was unaware of the constitutional
obstacles. Kluger recounts
Frankfiarter "had studied the history of the Fourteenth Amendment"
concluded

that "in all likelihood,

intended

to outlaw segregation.

greatly strengthened

the framers of the amendment
"s2 His conclusion

by the Bickel memorandum,

that
and

had not

must have been

which he found so im-

pressive that "he had it set up in type in the Court's basement print shop
and distributed

among the Justices a few days before the Brown rear-

gument. "s3 Bickel showed, and his demonstration

is yet to be success-

fully controverted, that the 39th Congress meant to leave segregation
"as is'--to the States. After the distribution of the Bickel memorandum,
Jackson wrote a file memorandum

dated February

15, I954, in which he

stated: "despite my personal satisfaction with the Court's [forthcoming]
judgment,
anything

I simply cannot find, in surveying all the usual sourees of law,
which warrants me in saying that it is required

by the original

purpose and intent of the Fourteenth or Fifth Amendment. "s4 He told
the Conference that he would "file a separate concurring opinion" if the
"Court feigned that the Justices were doing anything other than declaring new law for a new day. "ss This, Kluger

comments,

was asking the

to expressour personal attitudes towards these issueshowever deep our individualconvictions may be. The opposite is true." Kluger 684. [JusticeFrankfurter stated, "Nor
should resentment or injusticedisplacethe controlling history in judicialconstruction of
the Constitution." United States v. Lovett, 328 U.S. 303, 323 (I946), concurring opinion.]
50.Kluger 6oL Bickeljustly remarked that were the ultimate "reality" that judicial
reviewspells nothing more than "personalpreference," the judicial "authority over us is
totally intolerable and totallyirreconcilablewith the theory and practice of politicaldemocracy."The LeastDangerousBranch80 (I962).
5L JusticeJackson "wasworried about how a Court decision outlawing segregation
could affectthe nation'srespect for 'asupposedlystableorganiclaw' if the Justiceswere
now,overnight, asit were, to alteran interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendmentwhich
had stood for more than three-quarters of a century." Kluger 604.
52. Id. 598.Justice Tom Clark "hadbeen surprised by the legislativehistory,since he
had alwaysthought that one of the avowedpurposes of the Fourteenth Amendment had
been to abolish segregation."Id. 682.
53.Id. 653.
54.Id. 688-689.
55-Id. 68i, 6o9.
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majority to admit that "there was no judicial basis for its decision," that
"it was acting in a frankly unjudicial way."s6 Kluger considers it "a
scarcely reasonable request to make of the brethren. "57Why not? What
kind of "consensus of society" (which the Court purportedly effectuates)
is it that cannot withstand the truth--that effectuation required "new
law for a new day"? An adult jurisprudence for an age of"realism" surely
called for an end to the pretense that it was the Constitution, not the
Justices, who spoke. 58Concealment suggests there may in fact have been
no consensus. 5_ Perhaps Jackson's insistence impelled Chief Justice
Warren--after labeling the history "inconclusive"6°--to state that "we
cannot turn back the clock to I868, "61a veiled declaration that the intention of the framers was irrelevant and that the Court was revising the
Constitution to meet present-day needs. 62
Justice Frankfurter, the professed devotee of "self-restraint," reached
a similar conclusion, but in different rhetoric. He had asked, Justice Burton noted, "What justifies us in saying that what was equal in 1868 is not
equal now? "63 and in a file memorandum he formulated his own answer:
56. Id. 690, 683.
57. Id. 683.
58. A deterrent,
in Jusuce Frankfurter's
words, was that the decision required "the
adjustment of men's minds and actions to the unfamiliar and unpleasant."
Id. 6i 5. See
infra Chapter 14 notes 14o, i43, Chapter z 3 at notes 30-34 .
59. Edmond Cahn welcomed judicial mtervention
precisely
could have been obtained.

Infra Chapter

because no amendment

15 at note 14.

60. It had not seemed "inconclusive"
to Vinson, supra at note 43; Frankfurter,
supra
at note 52; Jackson, supra at note 54; Clark, supra note 52; and probably not to Reed,
Kluger 595-596, 68o-692.
6I. 347 U.S. at 489, 49". Brown told about Warren's "unabashed
and primary comrmtment to justice and his willingness to shape the law to achieve it." Paul Murphy, The
C'onstttutmn in Cms_s Times, I918-x969
infra Chapter 13 at notes 56-61.
62. As Graham,

312 (i972).

For analysis of Warren's

269, stated, Brown v. Board of Education was "decided

opinion,

see

with scant ref-

erence to the historical rebriefmgs or to framers' intent or original understanding.
Rather,
political and judicial ethics, social psycholog_what
the equal protection
of the laws
means, and must mean in our time, whatever

it may have meant to whomsoever

in 1866-

1868--these
were the grounds and the essence of Chief Justice Warren's opinion." "What
it must mean in our time" is one way of saying that the Justices may revise the Constitution.

Sumner did not rely on equal protection

men would affirm "that they had never intended
63. Kluger 6Ol.

because he knew that many of the draftsto outlaw segregation."

Supra note 4° .
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the equality of laws enshrined in a constitution which was "made for
an undefined and expanding future ..." ... is not a fixed formula
defined with finality at a particular time. It does not reflect, as a
congealed summary, the social arrangements and beliefs of a particular epoch... The effect of changes in men's feelings for what is
right and just is equally relevant in determining whether a discrimination denies the equal protection of the laws.64
Although
ture,"

the framers

were well aware of the nation's

they nonetheless,

"expanding

for example, rejected suffrage, "present

spective." They knew that Article V provided

fu-

or pro-

the means to avoid "con-

gealment, "6s as was before long evidenced by adoption of the Fifteenth
Amendment. The real issue, therefore, was not whether the Constitution must be "congealed,"
people

or the Justices.

but rather who was to make the change--the

Buried in Frankfurter's

fine phrases

is a confes-

sion that the people could not be trusted to reflect the "changes in men's
feelings" by an amendment, and that in consequence
rewrite the Constitution.
Even in a memorandum

the Justices had to
for his own use,

Frankfurter could not bring himself to admit that he was "making new
law for a new day," but sought to disguise the fact with "majestic generalities."
In Chapter

xo I shall show that the framers employed

"equal pro-

tection of the laws" to express their limited purpose: to secure the rights
enumerated

in the Civil Rights Act, and those only, against discrimina-

tory State legislation. "VtFlthrespect to those rights there could no longer
64.Id. 685. But compare Hamilton, infra Chapter 17 at note 15. Frankfilrter'spronouncement that the clearlyexpressedintention of the framers cannot be regarded as "a
fixedformula,"cannot be "congealed,"is incompatible with his insistencethat "veryspecific provisions"such as the prohibiuon of "billsof attainder"must be readas "defined
by history." Infra Chapter 21 at note 46. Why should an historicaldefinition deserve
more respectthan the framers'own explanation of their intention? Courts, Frankfurter
hadstated,"are not designedto be a goodreflexofa democraticsociety."Dennisv. United
States, 341 U.S. 494, 525 (I95I), concurringopinion.
65. In "recallingthat it is a Constitution 'intendedto endureforages to come,' "Jusflee Black stated, "we also rememberthat the Founderswiselyprovidedthe means for
that endurance:changesin the Constitution, when thought necessary,are to be proposed
byCongressorconventionsand ratifiedbythe States.The Foundersgaveno suchamending power to this Court." Bell v.Maryland,378 U.S. zz6, 342 (I964). See infi-aChapter
17 at notes 15-2z.
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for whites and another

that Frankfurter

for blacks. The limitless objectives

read into the phrase were utterly beyond the contem-

plation of the framers. For the stubborn
remains,

an ugly fact of American

stated, "Neither

North

life;

fact is that racism was, and still
66

as

Jackson's

file memorandum

nor South has been willing to adapt its racial

practices to its professions.'67

"It was into this moral void," Kluger states,

"that the Supreme Court under Earl Warren now stepped, "6s not to give
effect to a national consensus, still less to the Fourteenth Amendment,
but to revise it for the people's own good. But "the criterion
tution'ality,"

said Justice Holmes,

be for the public

good.

"is not whether

of consti-

we believe the law to

"69
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My demonstration

in i977 that the framers excluded segregated

from the scope of the Fourteenth

Amendment

prompted

schools

Paul Brest to

brand me as a "racist" who "persistently distorted [the historical data] to
support his thesis. "I Aviam Soifer followed suit, emphasizing "how badly
Berger misuses historical

materials"; 2 and William Wiecek charged me

66. For I866 see supra Chapter

i at notes

36-46; for the present

day, see infra Chap-

ter x7 at note 55, and note 55.
67. Kluger 688.
68. Id. 7xo, emphasis

added.

69. Adkins v. Children's
x. Paul Brest,
Posner observed,
correctly

Hospital,

261 U.S. 525, 57 o (i923),

dissenting

opinion.

"Book Review," N.Y. Times, Dec. H, I977, §7 at Io. Judge Richard
"No constitutional
theory that impfies that Brown...
was decided in-

will receive a fair heating

nalism it was decided

incorrectly."

nowadays,
Richard

though

A. Posner,

on a consistent

application

"Bork and Beethoven,"

of origi42 Stan L.

Rev. I365, i374 0990). Lino Gragha comments that "it is politically disqualifying and
socially unacceptable
to disapprove of Brown." Lino A_ Graglia, " 'Interpreting'
the Constitution: Posner on Bork," 44 Stan. L. Rev. xo19, io37 (I99z).
z. Aviam Soifer, "Protecting
N.Y.U.L.

Rev. 651,654-655

Civil Rights: A Critique
(i979).

of Raoul Berger's

History,"

54
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with "rap[ing]"
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North

mentators,

rather

than

was firmly
among
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respect[ing]

opposed

them

noted

that "Berger

teenth

Amendment

made

Clio. "3 Unmistakably,

to unsegregated

leading

left segregation

activists,

untouched,

it painfully

did not mean

the

District

s For example,

clear

x 86o, Senator

James

Harlan

com-

Michael

schools

segregated
morally
were

Perry

of the Fourpublic

school-

indefensible

under

discussion

conin

of Iowa protested,

I know there is an objection
with white children

however,

4 Many

that the framers

to prohibit

of Columbia

schools.

now agree that the Fourteenth

ing, (or segregation
generally)
... [a] tragic
sensus. "6 Let me add some evidence.
When

147

to the association

of colored

in the same schools. This prejudice

own State. It would be impossible

to carry a proposition

children

exists in my
in Iowa to

3- William M. Wiecek, "The Constitunonal Snipe Hunt," 23 Rutgers L.J. 253-254
(1992).
4" Supra p. x37.
5. Hem-y J. Abraham, "Essay Review," 6 Hastings Const. L.Q. 467, 467-468 (i979);
Bruce Ackerman, I_ the People:Foundations 133, 135 (i 99 I); Larry Alexander, "Modem
Equal Protection Theories: A Metatheoretical Taxonomy and Critique," 42 Ohio St. L.J.
3, 6 (I981); Dean Alfange, Jr., "On Judicial Policymaking and Constitutional Change:
Another Look at the 'Original Intent' Theory of Constitutional Interpretation," 5 Hastings Const. L.Q. 603, 622, 606-607 (i978); Alexander M. Bickel, The Least Dangerous
Branch zoo (i96,); Paul Brest, supra note i at io; Robert H. Bork, The T.onpting of
America: The Pohtical Seductionof the Lay: 75-76 0990); Randall Bridwell, "Book Review,"
i978 Duke L.J. 907, 913;John Burleigh, "The Supreme Court vs. the Constitution," 50
Pub. Interest 15i, 154 (1978); 6 Charles Fairinan, History ofthe Supreme Court ofthe United
States I 179 (I971); Lino A. Graglia, " 'interpreting the Constitution: Posner on Bork,"
44 Stan. L. Rev. ioi9, io37 (1992)_ Howard Jay Graham, Everyman's Constitution 290
note 7° (I968); Justice Robert H. Jackson in Richard Kluger, SimpleJumce 689 (1976);
Michael J. Perry, "interpretivism, Freedom of Expression, and Equal Protection," 4"
Ohio St. L.J. 261,295 note 144 (I98i); Richard Posner, "Bork and Beethoven," 4z Stan.
L. Rev. I365, I374-I375 (I99o); David A. J. Richard, "Abolitionist Political and Constitutional Theory and the Reconstruction Amendments," 25 Loyola L.A.L. Rev. I x87,
I i88 (I992); Douglas Martin, _YaleChief Opens Constitution Talks by Faulting Meese,"
N.Y. Times, Feb. 22, i987, at 46; Mark Tnshnet, "Following the Rules Laid Down: A
Critique of Interpretivism and Neutral Principles," 96 Harv. L. Rev. 781, 8oo (1983); G.
Edward White, Earl Warren: A Public Life 36o-36x (198,).
Larry Alexander concluded, "had the framers been asked at the time they were enacting the fourteenth amendment, 'Does your amendment.., outlaw racial segregation
of schools?' they would have answered 'No.'" Alexander, supra at 4.
6. Perry, supra note 5 at 295.
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educate the few colored children that now live in the State in the
same school houses with white children. It would be impossible, I
think, in any one of the States in the Northwest. _
That prejudice persisted during the Civil War. Congress had "permitted
segregated

schools in the District

of Columbia"; 8 and Senator Charles

Sumner vainly sought "to abolish segregated

schools in the District. "9

How can it be assumed that the self-same Congress
States to adopt the very desegregated
in the District? 1° Such an assumption

would require the

schools which it refused to allow
is precluded

by James Wilson's

assurance that the Civil Rights Bill did not require that all "children
should attend the same schools. "11
The persistent acceptance of segregated schools in the North is further
evidenced by the history of the Civil Rights Act of I875. Although the Act
prohibited
theaters,

discrimination
Congress,

with respect to inns, public conveyances,

despite Sumner's unflagging

efforts, rejected

and
a ban

against segregated

schools.12 Senator Aaron Sargent of California urged

that the common

school proposal would reinforce "what may be perhaps

an unreasonable
erful, permeating

prejudice, but a prejudice nevertheless--a

prejudice pow-

every part of the country, and existing more or less in

every man's mind. "13 In the House, Wdliam

Phelps of New Jersey stated,

"You are trying to legislate against human prejudice, and you cannot do
it. No enactment

will root out prejudice, no bayonet will prick it. You can

only educate away prejudice. ''14
7. Globei68o.
8. Kluger,supra note 5 at 635. In May i866, the Senate passeda bill to donate land
"for schoolsfor colored childrenin the District of Columbia." TheReconstruction
`4mendmerits'Debates218 (AlfredAvinsed. i967).
9- Kelly,Fourteenth io49, Io85 O956).
io. When SenatorHenry.Wilson introduceda billfor equalsuffragein the District of
Columbia,he lamentedthat "state constitutionsand State laws.., blockup the way,and
we may not overleapthe barriers."Phillip S. Paludan,.4 CovenantWith Death 5° 0975).
Ix. Avins,supranote 8 at t63.
i 2. Raoul Berger,"The Fourteenth Amendment: Light From the Fifteenth," 74 Nw.
U. L. Rev.3ix, 329 (i979).
_3.Id.
14.Id. The Act was set aside in the Civil Rights Cases, io 9 U.S. 3 (I883). Justice
Bradley,who was a contemporaryof the FourteenthAmendment,statedthat it "doesnot
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Nor should we congratulate
lations. Arthur Schlesinger,
crippling

ourselves on greatly improved race re-

Jr., considers

disease of American

wrote that "the attitudes

that racism remains "the still

life._S A liberal columnist, Tom Wicker,

between

that exist today, are greater

i49

the races, the fear and the animosity

than, let us say, at the time of the Brown

case, the famous school desegregation
decision in I954 .'16 Roger
Wilkins, a black commentator,
noted that "the attitude of whites towards blacks is basic in this country, and that attitude
the worse. "17 Such citations can be multiplied.
against reading back its sentiments
As Peter Gay observed,
of a preconceived

for

They caution academe

into the minds of the x866 framers.

one who approaches

theoretical

That observation

has changed

"empirical

data..,

by way

bias" is "a poor historian. "Is

and the foregoing

history counsel us to reevaluate

Plessy v. Ferguson) 9 Plessy has become a symbol of evil, but that is because we impose "upon
stead of looking
"Separate

the past a creature

to "contemporaries

but equal" was rooted

Bickel: "It was preposterous
when hardly a beginning

of our own imagining"

in-

of the events we are studying. 2°

in a harsh reality, noted by Alexander

to worry about unsegregated

had been made at educating

schools

Negroes

...

at all and

when obviously special efforts, suitable only for the Negroes, would have
to be made. "2_ Plessy merely reiterated

what an array of courts had been

holding for fifty years.
authorize

Congress

to create a code of municipal

Id. I i. James Wilson

had assured

law for the regulation

the framers,

code for the States." Globe xxzo. John Bingham

"We are not making
objected

of private rights."
a general

criminal

to the words "civil rights" in the

Civil Rights Bill of x866 on the ground that they would "reform the whole civil and
criminal code of every State government";
they were deleted. Raoul Berger, The Fourteenth Amendment and the Bill of Rights 25-26 (1989).
15. Arthur

M. Schlesinger,

I6. "Opinions

Considered:

Jr., The Disuniting
A Talk With

of America z4 (i992).

Tom Wicker,"

N.Y. Times, Jan. 5, I992, sec.

4at4.
x7. Roger Wdkins, "Racial Outlook: Lack of Change Disturbs Blacks,"N.Y. Times,
Mar. 3, I978, §A at 26.
i8. i Historiansat Work27i (Peter Gay et al. eds. I975).
x9. x63 U.S. 537 (I896)•
20. H. G. Richardson & G. O. Sayles,"Parliament and Great Councils in Medieval
England," 77 L.Q.R. 2x3, 2z4 (x96x).
2x. Kluger, supra note 5 at 654.
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Most post-Civil War decisions cited Robertsv. City of Boston,22decided
in 1849 by the Massachusetts Court per Chief Justice Lemuel Shaw. The
school committee had ruled that the common good would be best promoted by maintaining separate primary schools for colored and for white
children; the court held that the separation rule was "founded on just
grounds of reason and experience. "z3 In 185o the Ohio Supreme Court
declared, "As a matter of policy it is unquestionably better that white and
colored youth should be placed in separate schools.24 When the Fourteenth Amendment was invoked in 1871 , the Ohio court declared that
"Equality of fights does not involve the necessity of educating white and
colored persons in the same school. ''2s The Nevada court held in i872
that separate schools do not offend the Fourteenth Amendment, 26as did
the California court in 1874.27In 1874 the Indiana court held that the
Constitution does not empower Congress "to exercise a general or special
supervision over the states on the subject of education. "28
These earlier cases were cited by Judge William Woods, soon to be
elevated to the Supreme Court, in an 1887 Federal circuit court case
which held that separate schools for blacks did not constitute a denial of
"equal protection. "29Passing on a New York statute of 1864, the New
York court noted in i883 that separate schools obtain generally in the
states of the Union, and do not offend equal protection. 3° Thus Plessy
was faithful to the framers' design and rested on a long train of cases.
We need to recall Huxley's admonition that scientists "respect nothing
but evidence" and believe that "their highest duty lies in submitting to
it, however it may jar against their inclinations. "31 Are we to demand
less of judges?
22.59 Mass. (5 Cush.) i98 (I849).
23. Id. 2o9-21o.
24. State v. Cincinnati, 19 Ohio i78 , i98 (i85o).
25. State ex rel. Games v. McCann, 20 Ohio St. i98 , 2II (I87I).
26. State ex rel. Stouuneyer v. Duffy, 7 Nev. 342, 348 (I872).
27. Ward v. Flood, 48 Cal. 36 (i874).
28. Cory v. Carter, 48 Ind. 327, 359 (I874).
29. Bertonneau v. Bd. of Directors, 3 E Cas. 294 (Cir. Ct. D. La. I878) (No. x, 36i).
3o. People ex rel. King v. Gallagher, 93 N.Y. 438, 449 (I883)31. Supra p. 3.
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We should not leave the issue of segregation

without taking note of Rob-

ert Bork's view that the "result in Brown is...

compelled by the original

understanding of the fourteenth amendment's equal protection clause. "32
That is a remarkable conclusion. He himself recounts that "no one then
imagined

that the equal protection

clause might affect school segrega-

tion. "33 Further, he observes that an "inescapable

fact is that those who

ratified the amendment

segregated

or segregation

did not think it outlawed

in every aspect of life. "34 And he acknowledges

education
"That the

ratifiers probably assumed that segregation

was consistent

but they were not addressing

"35 "The text itself," he ar-

gues, "demonstrates

segregation.

that equality under law was the primary goal, for it

alone was written into the text. "36 Thus his conclusion
tection" overturned

with equality,

that "equal pro-

an established State institution--segregation--in

the

North as well as the South rests entirely on the fact that "equal protection" alone "was written into the text. "37 There was no need, however, to write segregation
imagined

into the text because confessedly

that the equal protection

"no one then

clause might affect school segrega-

tion." Why provide against the unimagined?
To overturn

the established

State control of segregation,

the silence

of the framers is not enough; minimally there must be an express intent
to do so. Pierson v. Ray makes the point. 38 It arose under §I983, which
provided

that "every person who deprives

shall be liable. At issue was whether
32. Robert

H. Bork,

(x99o), hereinafter
33. Id. 75.

The Tempting

Bork (emphasis

another

of his civil rights"

a judge was a "person"

of America:

The Political Seduction

within the
of the

Law 76

added).

34-Id. 75-76.
35.Id. 82.
36.Id.
37- Id. Lino Graglia concluded that "The purposeof the Fourteenth Amendmentwas
not 'equality before the law' between blacks and whites, as the Fifteenth Amendment
shows; the Fourteenth was not understood to guarantee blacks the right to vote, and it
is fairly clear that 'equal protection' was understood as not prohibiting state antimiscegenation laws, state imposed racial segregationof schools or state lawsexcludingblacks
from jury service."Graglia, supra note x at xo38.
38. 386 U.S. 457 (x967)•
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meaning of the Act. To abolish the common law immunity of judges
from suits for acts performed in their official capacity, the Court required a specific provision. Before a State's control over its own residents is curtailed, an equally exacting standard should be demanded. 39
There is positive evidence that there was no design to impose segregation on the States. Segregated schools were deeply entrenched in
the North. The climate of opinion is reflected by the objection of Senator James Harlan in 1860, when the District of Columbia schools were
under discussion, to the association of colored children with white in the
same _chools.4° Despite Senator Charles Sumner's unflagging efforts to
abolish segregated schools in the District, 41Congress maintained them.
It can hardly be assumed that by the word equal Congress intended to
require the States to adopt the very desegregated schools that it refused
to institute in the District of Columbia. Indeed, James Wilson, chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, assured the House that the Civil
Rights Bill did not require "that in all things.., all citizens.., shall be
equal," instancing that it did not require that "their children shall attend
the same schools. "42
Nor was "equal protection" conceived in all-encompassing terms. Ely
considers the words "inscrutable. "43Boric himself remarks that to view
the words "equal protection" as "general" is "to leave the judges without
guidance. "44That is not his aim; he considers the "general" provision to
be limited in terms of the primary purpose of the ratifiers--equality. 45
This is circular reasoning---equal is equal. History discloses a more lim39. Herbert Wechsler observed that there is "a burden of persuasion on those favormg national intervention" in state matters. Herbert Wechsler, "The Political Safeguards
of Federalism: The Role of the States in the Composition and Selection of the National
Government," 54 Colum. L. Rev. 543,545 (I954). The Constitution, stated Jttstice Brandeis, "preserves the autonomy and independence of the States"; federal supervision of
their action "is in no case permissible except as to matters specifically delegated to the
United States. Any interference..,
exceptas thus permitted is an invasion of the authority
of the States." Erie R.R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304, U.S. 64, 78-79 (I938) (emphasis added).
4° . Supra text accompanying note 7.
4 x. Supra text accompanying note 94 2. Globe I i 17"
43. John H. Ely, Democracyand D/strust 98 (i98o).
44. Bork 7945, Id. 65.
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ited purpose. David Donald, a Reconstruction
gestion

that Negroes

should be treated

historian, wrote, "the sug-

as equals to white men woke

some of the deepest and ugliest fears in the American
Julian,

the Indiana

Radical,

reflecting
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widespread

trouble is we hate the Negro. "47 Although

mind. "46 George

opinion,

said, "the

Senator Sumner maintained

that suffrage was "the only sufficient guarantee, "48 it was excluded from
the Amendment;
all discrimination.

and the framers repeatedly
4_

rejected proposals

to ban

The fact is that the framers restricted "equality" to a few specified Statecreated rights. Let me begin with the Civil Rights Bill of 1866, the history of which is highly germane
regarded

the Fourteenth

was designed
Amendment.

to protect
Justice

because the framers, without

Amendment

as "identical"

the Bill from repeal by embodying

Bradley, a contemporary,

section of the Bill covers the same ground

dissent,

with the Bill. s° It

declared

it in the

that "the first

as the Fourteenth

Amend-

ment. "sl Senator William Stewart explained that the Bill was designed
"simply to remove the disabilities" imposed by the Black Codes, "tending to reduce the negro to a system of peonage
nothing

else. ''s2 To enable the freedmen

crimination

...

It strikes at that,

to exist, the Bill banned

with respect to the right to own property,

to contract,

disand

to have access to the courts, 53 rights that the Supreme Court, after canvassing the legislative history, described in :966 as "a limited category
of rights. "s4 Samuel Shellabarger

explained that the Bill secures "equal-

ity of protection in those enumerated civil rights which the States may deem
proper

to confer

Amendment

upon

was needed

any races. ''55 Leonard

Myers

stated

that the

"to provide equal protection to life, liberty and

46. Donald, Sumner H I53.
47. Globez57. For similar remarks see supra pp. i3-i 4.
48. Globe688. For similar expressionssee supra p. 72.
49. Infra pp. :95-x96.
5o. Infra pp. 32-33.
5:" LivestockDealers' and Butchers' Ass'nv. Crescent City Live-StockLanding Co.,
15 E Cas. 649, 655 (C. C. D. La. :870) (No. 8, 408).
5z. Globezo4.
53-Supra p. 33.
54. Georgia _:Rachel, 384 U.S. 780, 79: (I966).
55. Globe:2x (emphasisadded).
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to make

contracts.

"equal protection" wedded to the "limited category
ated in the Civil Rights Bill.
Because Bork overlooked

"56

Thus was

of rights" enumer-

the framers' limited conception

of "equal-

ity," he concluded that "equality and segregation were mutually inconsistent," leaving the courts free to choose between them. s7 The framers,
however,

as Bork notes,

separation

"assumed

that equality

and state-compelled

of the races were consistent, "ss a perfectly rational

tion given their limited conception
Judge Posner and Lino Graglia

assump-

of "equal protection."
agree that Bork's version of original-

ism is quite flexible, and Graglia notes that Bork defines originalism

"in

a way that leaves judges with overly broad discretion. "s9 For my part,
the framers' incontrovertible
exclusion of suffrage from the Fourteenth
Amendment,

for example,

too, Bork finds "majestic
glia justifiably describes

"flexibility."

So

which Gra-

an expansive view of

"due process" nor "privileges or immunities"

generalities";

And equal protection,

for judicial

in the Constitution,

as "the first step toward

judicial power. "6° Neither
were "majestic

leaves no room
generalities"

each had an historically

limited

content.

the legislative history discloses, was also meant to

have limited scope.

56. Id. x93 (emphasis

added).

57- Bork 82.
58. Id. 81.
59. Lino Graglia,"
'Interpreting'
the Constitution:
Posner on Bork," 44 Start. L. Rev.
iox9, io43-1o44 (i992). Graglia justly comments that" 'flexible interpretation'
[is] a euphemism

for short-circuiting

6o. Id. lO44.

the amendment

process."

Id. lO3O.

8
Incorporation of the Bill of Rigbts
in the Fourteenth Amendment

INVOCATION
recent

of the Bill of Rights

origin, I whether

"adoption"

or the

First Amendment's

more

it be regarded
recent

"Congress

it was to apply exclusively

which

within

the

the

States

older

of "incorporation.

is of fairly

framework
"2 From

shall make no law" may be gathered

to Congress,

timore 3 that the Bill of Rights
the First Congress,

theory

against

that

and it was held in Barron v. Bal-

had no application

drafted

of
the

to the States,

the Bill, had earlier

as in fact

made clear. 4 Jus-

x. Henkin, "Some Reflections on Current Constitutional Controversies," Io 9 U. Pa.
L. Rev. 637, 644; Lusky i59.
2. For the difference between "incorporation" and "absorption," see Felix Frankfurter,
"Memorandum on 'Incorporation' of the Bill of Rights into the Due Process Clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment," 78 Harv. L. Rev. 746, 747-748 0965). For "adoption" see
infra Chapter x4 at notes 99-izz.
3- 32 U.S. (7 Pet.) 243 (i833).
4. It has been little noticed that, as Egbert Benson, speaking with reference to freedom of speech and press, said, all the Committee of Eleven to whom the amendments
had been referred "meant to provide against was their being infringed by the [federal]
Government." xAnnals of Congress73z. Madison urged that "the State governments are as
liable to attack these invaluable privileges as the General Government is, and therefore
ought to be as cautiously guarded against." Id. 44x. But his attempt failed. Charles Warren, "The New 'Liberty' under the Fourteenth Amendment," 39 Have. L. Rev. 43 x, 433435 (I9z6). The drive was for protection against the federal government; as Thomas
Tucker said, "Five important States have pretty plainly expressed their apprehensions of
the danger to which the rights of their citizens are exposed." x Annals of Congress757.
Elbridge Gerry observed: "This declaration of rights, I take it, is designed to secure the
people against the maladministration of the [federal] Government." Id. 749- Earlier James
Jackson asked, "Who are Congress, that such apprehensions should be entertained of
_55
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spoke truly in stating that "every member

of the Court for

at least the last 135 years has agreed that our Founders

did not consider

the requirements

that they should

operate
Court

of the Bill of Rights so fundamental

directly against the States. "s And for a long time the Supreme
found that the Fourteenth

this respect. 6 By means

Amendment

of "selective"

had made no change in

incorporation

or adoption

the

Court has worked "a revolutionary change in the criminal process "7 of
the States. Some consider that the Court was "trying to legislate a detailed criminal

code for a continental

HiStorically

country. "s

the citizenry have relied upon the States for protection,

and such protection

was afforded before the Constitutional

by a Bill of Rights in virtually every state Constitution.
of State misgovernment

but distrust

of the remote

Convention
It was not fear

federal newcomer

that fueled the demand for a federal Bill of Rights which would supply
the same protection

against the federal government

that State Consti-

tutions already provided against the States. This was understood by the
framers of the Fourteenth Amendment, 9 and their own attachment to
State sovereignty
discrimination

led them to refrain from intruding

beyond the ban on

against blacks with respect to certain rights. All else, in-

cluding suffrage, was left to the States. In particular,
them?"

Id. 442. In presenting

the amendments

Madison

Chairman

explained

Wilson

that "the abuse of the

powers of the General Government
may be guarded against in a more secure manner."
Id. 432. He added, "If there was reason for restraining the State Governments
[by State
consututions]
Government."
much better,

from exercising

this power, there is like reason for restraining

the Federal

Id. 439. The view that prevailed was that of Thomas Tucker: "It will be
I apprehend, to leave the State Governments
to themselves, and not to in-

terfere with them

more than we already

5" Duncan v. Louisiana,
Stewart concurred.

do." Id. 755.

391 U.S. i45, 173 (1968), dissenting

opinion

in which Justice

6. The cases are discussed in Stanley Morrison, "Does the Fourteenth
Incorporate
the Bill of Rights?" 2 Stan. L. Rev. 14o (1949).

Amendment

7- Lusky 161.
8. Anthony

Lewis,

"A Man

Born to Act, Not

to Muse,"

in Levy, Warren 151, 159.

9. See infra at notes 86-88. It can hardly be gainsaid that "The States have always
borne primary responsibility for operating the machinery of criminal justice within their
borders, and adapting it to their peculiar circumstances."
Justice Harlan, 391 U.S. at 172.
Cf. Justice Miller, supra Chapter 4 at note 5I. For a century the federal system "permitred States, but forbade Washington,
of citizens."

Philhp

S. Paludan,

to protect and defend the civil and political

A Covenant

With Death 12 (I975).

fights

Incorporationof the Bill of Rdgbts in the Fourteenth Amendment
emphasized

i57

during the debates on the Civil Rights Bill, "We are not

making a general criminal code for the States. "l° Since the Amendment
indisputably was designed to "incorporate"
the guarantees of the Civil
Rights Act, evidence is required to show that the framers had moved
beyond the limited purposes
The

architect

of the Act.

of the "incorporation"

some fragmentary

history--utterances

tion of "privileges

or immunities"

men, Bingham, author
ported

theory, Justice
in connection

by two leading Republican

spokes-

of § i, and Senator Jacob M. Howard,

to express the views of the Joint Committee.

are not lighdy dismissed,

after the manner

cause "Remarks

of a particular

how influential,

are not to be deemed

cepted canons of construction
sideration

Black, invoked
with an explana-

is to ascertain

proponent

the intention

11 Such statements

of Justice Frankfurter,

of the Amendment,

"12 Ac-

the paramount

of the legislature.

of leading proponents,

be-

no matter

part of the Amendment.

are to the contrary;

may be evidenced by statements

who pur-

con-

That intention
13 and, if found,

is to be regarded

as good as written into the enactment:

of the lawmaker

is the law. ''14 But Black's history falls far short of the

"conclusive

demonstration"

dissent. 15 The
Charles

contrary,

he thought

it to be in his famous Adamson

it may fairly be said, was demonstrated

Fairman's painstaking

history, 16 buttressed

"the intention

and scrupulous

by Stanley Morrison's

impeachment

telling companion

in

of Black's
article. 17

xo.Globe112o.
I I. Fairmanstates that "The rest of the evidencebore in the oppositedirection,or
was indifferent."Fairman,Stanford65. I found no additionalconfirmationfor Black.
x2.Adamsonv. California,332U.S. 46, 64 0947), concurringopinion.Frankfurter
himself later spoketo the contrary,supraChapter I note 22.
13.Wrightv. Vmton Branch,3oo U.S. 44o, 463 (x937);Wisconsin R.R. Comm. v.
C. B. & Q.R.R.Co., 257 U.S. 563, 589 (I922); United States v. FederalPower Commission,x9i E2d 796, 8o2 (4th Cir. 195I): "greatweightmust be accorded... to opinions expressedby membersof the committeeshavingthe legislationin charge."
i4. SupraChapter x note 24.
t 5. Adamsonv. California,332 U.S. at 74i6. Fairman,Stanford.
17.Supranote 6; LuskyI62. Fairman"conclusivelydisprovedBlack'scontention,at
least,suchis the weightof opinionamongdisinterestedobservers."AlexanderBickel,The
LeastDangerousBranch xo2 (x962).Levystates, however,that "Fairman'sfindingswere
basicallynegative.He did not disprove that the Fourteenth incorporated the Bill of
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portion

of the Bill of Rights--free

Adamsonff

but this was on a selective

basis, under cover of due process. To Black this was an abhorrent
to "boundless

power under 'natural law' periodically

tract constitutional

standards

what at a particular

time constitutes

to conform

claim

to expand and con-

to the court's conception

of

'civihzed decency' and 'fundamen-

tal liberty and justice.' " Why, he asked, should the Bill of Rights "be
'absorbed'

in part but not in full? "19 The cure, he maintained,

was "in-

corporation"
en bloc. His condemnation
was not, however, wholehearted, for he was ready to accept "selective" adoption if he could not
obtain wholesale incorporation,

suggesting

sult was more painful than "boundless
stitutional

that sacrifice of a desired re-

power to expand or contract

standards. "2° The words "privileges or immunities"

"an eminently

reasonable

con-

seemed

way of expressing the idea that henceforth

the

Rights; he proved, rather, that there is very little evidence either that its framers intended
that result or that the country understood
that intention." Levy, ffudgraents: Essays in
American

Constitutional History 7° 0972).

The proposition

that "the Fourteenth

Amend-

ment incorporated the Bill of Rights" constitutes an invasion of rights reserved to the
States by the Tenth Amendment, an invasion of such magnitude as to demand proof that
such was the framers' intention.

Levy would shift the burden of proof and require Black's

critics to prove the negative before he proved the intention to incorporate. He himself
stated that "Black did not merely misread history ... he mangled or manipulated it."
Levy, Judgments, id. 68.
But Justice Black remained unconvinced.
concurring

opinion.

Duncan

The Court itself, as Thomas

v. Louisiana,

391 U.S. x45, i65,

Grey remarked, "clearly has declined"

to accept "the flimsy historical evidence" mustered by Black for incorporation.
Have an Unwritten Constitution?"
27 Stan. L. Rev. 7o3, 7xx-7xz (I975).
xS. In Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652,666
that the free speech of the First Amendment
teenth. From that assumption
infra Chapter t 4.

(i925),

is protected

grew the absorption

the Court "assumed"

"Do We
arguendo

by the due process of the Four-

of free speech into due process.

See

19. 332 U.S. at 69, 86. So too, "When the Court declares that one or the other of the
Bill of Rights provisions is 'fundamental' and therefore incorporated, it draws only upon
its own sense of what the Fourteenth
266.
2o. 332 U.S. at 89. Black confirmed

Amendment

ought to say." Lusky x63; see also id.

his compromise

in Duncan

v. Louisiana,

391 U.S.

at x7x, concurring
opinion. For discussion of the legal consequences
presented by the
differentiation between "selective" and "full" incorporation,
see Louis Henkin, " 'Selecfive Incorporation'

in the Fourteenth

Amendment,"

73 Yale L.J. 74 (x963)-

Incorporationof the Bill of Pagbts in the Fourteenth Amendment
Bill of Rights shall apply to the States. "2_ The two concepts,
are of entirely different
ters. "Privileges

provenance

or immunities"

x59

however,

and deal with quite different

mat-

has its roots in Article IV, §2, which re-

quires States to accord certain privileges to citizens of a sister State; the
Bill of Rights, on the other hand, was designed to protect certain rights
against the federal government.

The debates in the First Congress

tain not the faintest intimation

that the "privileges

and immunities"

conof

Article IV were being enlarged or, indeed, that the Bill of Rights was in
any way related to "privileges and immunities."
rod Washington

later enumerated

And, when Justice Bush-

those "privileges and immunities,"

he

too made no reference to the Bill of Rights. To read the Bill of Rights
into "privileges or immunities" is therefore no more "reasonable" than
to read a "bill of attainder"

into "habeas corpus."

In Adamson, Black appealed
teenth Amendment.
These statements

to "the original

purpose

"22 as disclosed by the Bingham-Howard
had reference

of the Fourstatements.

to the "privileges or immunities"

clause,

but that clause had been emasculated in the Slaughter-House Cases.23
Hence Black relied on "the provisions of the Amendment's first section,
separately, and as a whole" for incorporation

of the Bill of Rights. 24 The

"privileges or immunities" clause gains no fresh vitality as a component
of the "whole" of § i. Reliance on the due process clause runs afoul of
Black's statement

in the Adamson case that in Chicago, M. & St. P R. Co.

v. Minnesota (i89o) 2s the Court
scope for the Court's

"gave a new and hitherto

undisclosed

use of the due process clause to protect

property

rights under natural law concepts. "26 Substantive due process was fashioned in Wynehamer v. The People (i856) to bar abolitionist

natural law

2i. Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. at I66, concurring opinion.
22. 332 U.S. at 9o.
23- See supra Chapter 3.
24. 332 U.S. at 7x.
25. x34 U.S. 418.
26. 332U.S. at 79- Historically,due process meant serviceof process (e.g.,a writ or
summons) in due, i.e., proper, course. Infra Chapter Ii at notes I3-22. Dissenting in
Harper v.Virginia Board of Elections, 383 U.S. 663,675 (I966), Justice Blackfound "no
constitutional support whatever"for the use of the due process clauseas "a blank check
to alter the meaning of the Constitution as written." For the 39th Congress' narrowview
of due process,see infra Chapter i1 at notes 48-52.
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to property; and libertarian

due process

substantive due process. No one in the 39th

that the due process clause would incorporate

the

Bill of Rights; Bingham looked to the judicial decisions for the scope of
due process, then purely procedural. 27 Speaking to the Bingham amendment, Chairman Wilson indicated that the due process clause was considered

to furnish a "remedy"

merated

to secure the "fundamental

in the Civil Rights Act. 2s To transform

rights" enu-

it into a "source"

of

other ,unspecified rights is to set at naught the careful enumeration
of
rights in the Act, "constitutionalized"
by the Amendment, which is incompatible
pansion

with Black's invocation

of the original purpose.

of due process to libertarian

post-i937

era; and "substantive

cept indeed. Black's reliance

claims is largely a product

equal protection"

on §x "as a whole"

with the adage "when nothing

In truth, exof the

is a very recent
can therefore

is added to nothing,

con-

be met

the sum is and re-

mains the same--nothing."
remarks

were addressed

to H.R. No. 63, the antecedent

Bingham amendment:

Bingham's

"The Congress

shall have power to make all laws

which shall be necessary
all privileges

and proper to secure to citizens of each State

and immunities

of citizens in the several States (Art. IV,,

§z); and to all persons in the several States equal protection
of life, liberty, and property

(5th amendment)."

ham, "stands in the very words of the Constitution...
is today in the Constitution.

in the rights

This proposal, said BingEvery word ...

"29 It is a mark of Bingham's sloppiness that

"every word" was not "in the Constitution":

"equal protection"

was miss-

ing altogether. "[T]hese great provisions of the Constitution,"
he continued, "this immortal bill of rights embodied in the Constitution, rested
for its execution

and enforcement

27- _3 N.Y. 378; infra Chapter

hitherto

upon

the fidelity of the

_i at notes z3-z 7, 36-37; Chapter

z8. Infra at note 36.
z 9. Kendrick 6i; G/obe xo34. Kendrick

comments

14 at notes 34-35.

that when the Bingham

amend-

ment was reported to the House, "That body did not receive it with wild enthusiasm, and
even denied it the privilege of being considered as a special order. Since to have placed
it on the regular
mitred"

calendar

would have meant its indefinite

in the hope of returning

most alone as its champion

on a "more propitious

and defender"

postponement,
occasion."

when he introduced

it was recom-

Bingham

it. Kendrick

"stood al2i 5.

Incorporationof the Bill of Rights in the Fourteenth Amendment
States. "3° As Fairman

pointed out, the antecedent

ticle IV, §2, and the Fifth Amendment
ham equated

pass. 32 Certainly
amendment.

references

of his remark was Ar-

due process clause which Bing-

with "equal protection. "31 There

that his subsequent

I61

is no reason to believe

to the Bill of Rights had broader

his fellow Republicans

The radical William

com-

did not so read his proposed

Higby of California thought

Article IV, §2, clause and the Fifth Amendment

that the

due process clause con-

stituted "precisely what will be provided" by the Bingham amendment.
Another radical, Frederick
tended

E. Woodbridge

to enable Congress

of Vermont,

by its enactments

33

stated: "It is in-

when necessary

to give a

citizen of the United

States in whatever

State he may be, those privi-

leges and immunities

which are guarantied

to him under the Constitu-

tion [Article IV] ... that protection

to his property which is extended to

other citizens of the State [due process clause]. "34 Bingham's reference
to "the enforcement
property

...

of the bill of rights, touching

within every organized

the life, liberty, and

State .. ?35 would convey to his

fellows the technical meaning that had been attached
and property" in the Civil Rights Bill debate.
Bingham,

it will be recalled,

doubts as to the constitutionality
man of the Judiciary
fundamental

had proposed

his amendment

to avoid

of the Civil Rights Bill. Wilson, chair-

Committee,

rights embraced

to "life, liberty,

joined issue: "in relation

to the great

in the bill of rights, the citizen ... is en-

tided to a remedy. The citizen is entitled to the right of life, liberty and
property.

Now if a State intervenes,

cess of law, of those rights..."
which the gentleman
'No person

and deprives him, without due pro-

And he said, "I find in the bill of rights

desires to have enforced by an amendment..,

shall be deprived of life, liberty and property

without

that
due

3o. Globeio34.
3I. Fairman, Stanford 26.
32. "No one in debate everruns down the list of the federalBillof Rights."Id. 44; see
also infra at notes 57-59.
33. Globeio54.
34. Id. io88. Price of Iowa understood the Bingliamamendment "to give the same
rights, and privileges,and protection to the citizen of one State going into another that
a citizen of that State would have who had lived there for years," i.e., under Article IV,
§2; Globe1o66.
35-Id. i29i.
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process of law.' I understand that these constitute the civil fights..,
to
which this bill relates. "36 Implicit in Wilson's formulation is the assumption that no more is needed;

and that is likewise the implication

of the

Higby and Woodbridge remarks about the Bingham amendment.
Far from accepting every word that fell from Bingham as gospel, the
framers gave his proposal a chilly reception.
"stood almost alone ...

According

a great many Republicans,

to Kendrick,

including

he

particu-

larly the entire New York delegation, were opposed to the amendment,. "37 He tried to soften the opposition by arguing that to oppose his
amendment

was "to oppose the grant of power to enforce

the bill of

rights," to perpetuate statutes of confiscation, of banishment, of murder. 3s Bickel considers that Bingham "was suggesting to those members
who were alarmed that he had some definite evils in mind, limited and
distinct in nature. "39 When we add: (x) the fact that Bingham's amendment was shelved argues against adoption
the Joint Committee's

subsequent

to Owen's proposed

amendment

for public use without
ket adoption

of his views; 4° (2) the fact that

rejection

just compensation

"41 is incompatible

of the first eight Amendments;

made no reference

to inclusion

of Bingham's motion to add

the phrase "nor take private property

of the Bill of Rights during debate on

the final proposal which became § I of the Amendment;

(4) Wilson's em-

phasis during debate that the Civil Rights Bill embodied
rights embraced

with blan-

(3) the fact that Bingham

by due process protection

the very civil

of life, liberty, and property;

and (5) Wilson's assurances during that debate that "we are not making
a general criminal

code for the States "42 (suggesting

that what was un-

palatable in the Bill would be no more acceptable in the Amendment)-it becomes apparent that beyond due process the framers had no intention to adopt the Bill of Rights.

36. Id. x294.
37. Kendrick 114-215;
38. Globe io9o-io9L

cf. Bickel 4z-43;

cf. Flack 59-

39. Bickel39.
4o.Id. 4o.
4L Id. 42; this was drawn from the Fifth Amendment.
4z. GlobeiIzo.
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Bingham was in fact utterly at sea as to the role of the Bill of Rights.
At first he considered it to be binding upon the States. Thus, after reading the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment
own proposed

amendment,

he stated: "this proposed

not impose upon any State...

an obligation

amendment

does

which is not now enjoined

upon them by the very letter of the Constitution.
pealed to the "supremacy

as the source of his

"43 For this he ap-

clause" of Article VI, whieh makes the Con-

stitution binding, 44 hurdling

the preliminary

stitution made the Fifth Amendment

question whether

the Con-

binding on the States. Although he

noted that Barton v. Baltimore 45 held that the Bill of Rights is "not applicable to and doles] not bind the States, "46 he stated on February
"A State has not the right to deny equal protection..,
life, liberty, and property."

28:

in the rights of

On March 9 he stated:

the care of the property, the liberty, and the life of the citizen.., is
in the States, and not in the Federal Government. I have sought to
effect no change in that respect... I have advocated here an amendment which would arm Congress with the power to punish all violations by State officers of the bill of rights...
I have always believed that protection.., within the States of all the rights of person
and citizen, was of the powers reserved to the States.47

43. Id. Io34. The Bill of Rights, he said, is "to be enforced by State tribunals." Id.
1291.
44. Id. Io34.
45.32 U.S. (7 Pet.) 243 (I833).
46. GlobelO89-1o9o.
47- GlobeIo89, xz92-Iz93 (emphasis added). On February 28 he commented on
Hale'sstatement "that the citizensmust rely upon the State for their protection. I admit
that such is the rule under the Constitution as it stands." GlobelO93.Consider too his
statement, "althoughas ruled the existingamendments.., donotbradthe States,they are
neverthelessto be enforced and observedin the States."GlobelO9O(emphasisadded). As
Fairman, H/st0ry334, pointed out, "civil status had been entirely a matter of State concern. Thus when Chancellor Kent discussedthe 'Rights of Persons' to 'Personal Liberty
and Security' ... he told of State constitutions and laws."See also Fairman, id. i368.
Speaking of the First Amendment "right ... to assemble,"Chief Jnstice Waite stated,
"For their protection in its enjoyment.., the people must look to the States.The power
for that purpose was originally placed there, and it has never been surrendered to the
United States." United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 54z, 552 (I875)-
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Reservation of "protection" to the States runs counter to rejection of a
State's denial of an existing "right to equal protection"; it is incompatible with State "violations" of the Bill of Rights. Apparently unaware
that Article IV, §2, protected nonresident migrants, not residents, 48
Bingham said: "No State ever has the right.., to abridge.., the privileges and immunities of any citizen of the Republic." Shifting again, he
stated: "we all agree.., that the exercise of the elective franchise, though
it be one of the privileges of a citizen of the Republic, is exclusively under the control of the States. ''49 "Exclusive control" authorizes a State to
i

"abridge" the privilege. In truth, as Morrison, concurring with Fairman,
stated, Bingham's "many statements.., are so confused and conflicting
as to be of little weight? s° This goes beyond the issue of credibility,
which courts test by inconsistent statements. It poses the question: upon
which of his conflicting explanations did the framers rely? How can
"conclusive" legislative history rest on shifting sands? sl
In the eyes of Justice Black, "Bingham may, without extravagance be
called the Madison of the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment.'52
Shades of Madison! Bingham was a muddled thinker, s3 given to the
florid, windy rhetoric of a stump orator, liberally interspersed with invocations to the Deity, 54not to the careful articulation of a lawyer who
addresses himself to great issues. Recall his location of the words "equal
48. See supra Chapter

3 at notes

I9-2o.

49. Globe 2452. But earlier he stated, "I do not admit..,
that any State has a right to
disfranchise any portion of the citizens of the United States." Globe App. 57.
5o. Morrison,
supra note 6 at I6I; Fairman, Stanford 34-36.
5 L Or, as Fairman stated, "When other members were unable
meant,

they can hardly

be charged

with consenting

to his words."

to find out what he
Fairman,

id. 66.

5z. 332 U.S. at 74- The "implied comparison seems a slur upon the sharp-minded
Father of the Constitution.
For Bingham is one who used ringing rhetoric as a substitute
for rational

analysis." Wallace

Mendelson,

53 Minn. L. Rev. 71I, 716 0969).
53. Bickel charitably states Bingham
thought

and statement."

man of exact knowledge
see id. xz89.

"Mr. Justice Black's Fourteenth
was "not normally

Bickel 25. Fairman
or clear conception

considers
or accurate

distinguished

him "an ardent
language?

Amendment,"
for precision

rhetorician,

Fairman,

of

not a

H/m_y 462;

54. Three specimens must suffice: late in a debate which had frazzled men's patience,
he dwelt on "the departing sun shall have gilded with its last rays the dome of the capitol"; again, "I humbly bow before the majesty of justice, as I bow before the majesty of
that God whose attribute it is." Globe 2542, I293.
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protection"
Hale

in the Constitution

attributed

to Bingham

last, a violation

from

which

the view that

of the provisions

as Judge

verting

the Bill into

of several

tioned

slavery--and

intention

they

had

that

they were

States

an added

incentive

merely

utterances,

restrictively.

clause

ment. "s7 And
first eight

and

Whatever

it needs

that

So, Kelly states that his speech

the

tenBroek

amendments

Bingham

guarantee

meant

Bill of

to the Constitution.

preponderant

provisions
that

attaches

even his admirers
of February

in the

Rights?
The

view

of the Civil

Fifth

Certainly

answer

to
read

29 "makes

both the guarantees

of due process

asks, "What

his frequent

to us; consequently,

be the weight

to be noted

sanc-

express

Bill of Rights. s6

found

to the vastly
the limited

that

Congress'

of the

they seem

first to

was aware, con-

provisions

to Bingham

to cling

absent.

by the very exist-

First

the ambit

than

incorporating

existing
of the

from

no less perplexing

it clear that by 'bill of rights'
comity

teeth

notably

had been from

Hale doubtless

who listened

Act in the Amendment.

Bingham's
them

the

in the

the framers

shifts of position

Rights

a repealer

to exclude

Presumably

"there

of this bill of rights

ence of slavery itself, "5s thereby,

this

they were

i65

of the
Amendnot

the

is not left open

When he grasped that Barron v. Baltimore, 3_ U.S. (7 Pet.) z43 0833), held the Bill
of Rights inapplicable to the States, he stated, "they are nevertheless to be enforced and
observed in the States by the grand utterance of that immortal man, who, while he lived,
stood alone in his intellectual power among the living men of his country, and now that
he is dead, sleeps alone in his honored tomb by the sounding sea," namely, Daniel Webster. Globe io9 o.
55. Quoted in Fairman, H/st0ry I277; GlobeIo65; compare this with Chapter 5 supra at
notes 58-64. For Bingham, enfranchisement of the blacks conformed "exactly to the spirit
of the Constitution and according to the declared intent of its framers." Globe43° . Yet he
stated that "the grant of power" to "secure the enforcement of these provisions of the bill
of rights in every State" "would have been [in the Constitution] but for the fact that its
insertion ... would have been utterly incompatible with the existence of slavery in any
State." Globe io9o. Engulfed by a sea of rhetoric, he never paused to sort out his ideas.
56. The legislative history of the Bill of Rights leaves no doubt that the First Congress
designedly excluded States from its operations. Supra note 4.
57. Kelly, Fourteenth io73 note 88. Graham, 265, states, "no one even pretended that
all the clauses and guarantees of the Bill of Rights ever could or would be enforced against
the States." He concluded that the "odds appear heavily againsC imputing to Bingham
an intention to include "every clause of each of the eight Amendments," and accepts Fairman's proof that "the entire Bill of Rights was not incorporated," Graham 315 note 80,
as does Bickel 5 note 13. What are the criteria for selection?
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the Bill of Rights that contain (i) the comity clause ...

which guarantees the privileges and immunities of citizens of the United
States; (2) the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment;

and (3) the

requirement that all shall be protected alike in life, liberty, and property,
not explicitly mentioned in either body or amendments..,

this was the

'immortal Bill of Rights' of John A. Bingham. "Ss Among the abolitionists themselves there was general agreement only about the due process
clause and the First and Fourth Amendments;
amendments,"

the "rights in the other

tenBroek says, "received only casual, incidental,

frequent reference. "59Justice

and in-

Black, therefore, would impute to Bing-

ham views which far outran the abolitionist

program that allegedly was

the source of his inspiration. Before we marshall the evidence which further undermines

attribution

consider the companion

of Bingham's views to the framers, let us

remarks of Senator Jacob M. Howard.

By a caprice of fortune--the

sudden illness of Chairman Fessenden--

it fell to Senator Howard to act as spokesman for the Joint Committee
in explaining the Amendment.

Up to this point his participation in the

debates on the Civil Rights Bill and the several aspects of the Amendment had been negligible.

Poles removed from Chairman Fessenden,

who "abhorred" extreme radicals, Howard, according to Kendrick, was
"one of the most ... reckless of the radicals," who had "served consistently in the vanguard
"fruidess

of the extreme Negrophiles.

"6° He had expended

efforts" to include the right to vote; he and Elihu B. Wash-

burne of Illinois "had been the only Republicans

to hold out for black

suffrage to the end, all the others proved willing to abandon it. "61 That
such a man should speak "for" a Committee

in which the "non-radicals

clearly outnumbered

the radicals," in which, by the testimony

chairmen

and Stevens, there "was very considerable

Fessenden

of the codiffer-

ence of opinion, "62 needs to be taken, in the words of the "immortal"
Samuel Goldwyn,

with "a bushel of salts."

58.TenBroek zl 4.
59-Id. xz7; cf. infra Chapter ii at notes 48--5z.
60.Kendrick z57, i9z.
6t.Jarnes 8,; M. L. Benedict,A Compromiseof Principlex7o (x975).
6z. Benedict, id. 34; G/obe233z, 3x48;James 59-
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On May 2 3 Senator Howard rose in the Senate, alluded to Fessenden's
illness, and stated
which influenced
reading

that he would present
the committee,

the privileges and immunities

"to these privileges
rights guaranteed

and immunities

listed in Corfield v. Co_ell, he said,
...

should be added the personal

of Howard's contribution

Black assumed without

cally stated the understanding
rose to challenge

[them]." After

and secured by the first eight amendments.

the sum and substance
issue. Justice

"the views and the motives

so far as I understand

Howard's

"63 That is

to the "incorporation"

more ado that Howard

"emphati-

of the framers. "64 No one, to be sure,
remark,

casually

tucked

away in a long

speech. 6s "The argument from silence," as Alfred Kelly observed, "is
always more than a httle dangerous. "66 But was there really silence? Consider Senator Poland's subsequent

statement:

"Great differences have ex-

isted among ourselves; many opinions have had to yield to enable us to
agree upon a plan." A similar statement

had been made by Fessenden

and repeated by the radical leader Senator Benjamin Wade. 67 Now, after
the compromise of such differences about known objectives, we are asked
to infer that there was unquestioning
acceptance of a sweeping, brandnew element, which had received no consideration whatever! Then too,
others who spoke after Howard,

repeated that the goal was legitimation

of the Civil Rights Act. So, Senator Poland observed, "The clause ...
that 'no State shall..,
abridge the privileges and immunities of citizens
of the United

States' secures nothing beyond what was intended

by the

63. Globe2764, 2765.
64. 33z U.S. at 73.
65.Flack once more relieson the argument from silence:"Howard's interpretation of
the amendment was not questioned by any one.., this interpretation must be accepted
as that of the Committee, since no member of the Committee gave a different interpretation or questioned his statements in any particular."Flack 87. But see Trumbull infra
p- I9I.

66. Kelly, "Clio and the Court: An Illicit Love Affair," 1965 S. Ct. Rev. i19, 147.
Fairman, Stanford 68-69, points out that no newspaperreported Howard's remarkable
expansionof the privileges and immunities clause, notwithstanding that application of
the Billof Rights wouldcut a wide swaththrough Stateself-rule.He tightly remarks,"If
SenatorHoward'sstatement about AmendmentsI to VIII had reallybeen acceptedat the
time, surelyone would fred it caught up and repeated in contemporary discussion."Id.
137.
67. Globex964, 233z, 2769-2770.
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original [Article IV, §2] provision in the Constitution. "68 If this be not
regarded as a delicately phrased repudiation of Howard's addition, at the
very least it exhibits a more limited view than that of Howard

by a re-

spected Republican. 69 Senator Doolittle stated that the Civil Rights Bill
"was the forerunner

of this constitutional

amendment,

this constitutional

Such reminders

of known and limited objectives were designed

assure

those

Howard's

whose

consent

amendment

and to give va-

lidity to which

had

remark of uncontroverted

Account

must

also be taken

is brought

thus far been

won;

forward. "7°
to re-

and they

rob

standing. 71
of expressions

in the House

after

Howard's speech, for even if his words be taken to express the sentiment
68. Id. 2961 (emphasis

added).

From Poland's

statement,

"the last two clauses were

... in the Declaration of Independence
and in the Constitution,"
Flack distills, "evidently
meaning some or all of the first eight Amendments,
since one of the clauses [due process]
was taken from the Fifth Amendment."
Flack 91. Reference to one Amendment
does not
warrant a deduction that all were intended;
one is to exclude others.
69. Fairman,
Stanford
Howard's speech."
7° . Globe 2896.

6I, regards

On January

to the contrary

Poland's

3° Howard

remarks

assured

the rule is that to enumerate
as "quite

the Senate

inconsistent

with

that the purpose

"is to

secure" to the blacks "the ordinary rights of a freeman and nothing else...
There is no
invasion of the legitimate rights of the States." Id. 5o4 . Later, after his explanation of the
Amendment,

he stated

that the Committee

desired

to put the rights

conferred

by the

"civil rights bill beyond the legislative power [to repeal]." Id. 2896. Compare Senator
Howe's approval of the Amendment
on June 5 because it enumerated the rights of citizenship: to hold land, collect wages, sue, and testify. Globe App. 2I 9.
71 . To convert the loose statements of Bingham and Howard, as Justice
into the proposition
applicable

to the States," 332 U.S. at 71-72, suggests

to study the record
72 note 5.

Black did,

"that one of the chief objects" of § i "was to make the Bill of Rights
but relied

that Black did not really take time

on the feeble and unsophisticated

analysis

of Flack. Id.

Kelly stated that among the "argument[s] for the Black thesis," which Fairman
legedly "ignores," is that Senator Trumbull talked "constantly
about 'nationalizing'
already existing 'Bill of Rights'

for the states, which he repeatedly

asserted

alan

to be implicit

in the Privileges and Immunities Clause of Article IV of the 'Old Constitution.'"
Kelly,
"Clio," supra note 66 at 132-i 33. Kelly's citation to Globe 474-475 does not sustain him.
Trumbull

made no reference

to lahe Bill of Rights, confined

his citations

to Article IV,, §z,

and explained that the purpose of the Civil Rights Bill was "to destroy all these [enumerated] discriminations"
against the Negroes. The Bill, he stated, "will have no operat/0n
in any State where the laws are equal, where all persons have the same civil rights without
regard to color or race," Globe 476 (emphasis added), a statement that spells "hands off"
internal

State laws that are nondiscriminatory

and do not touch "civil rights."
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of the Senate, it must not be facilely assumed that it was shared by the
House. Nothing was said about the Bill of Rights upon return of the
measure to the House72--surely
a remarkable silence about an extraordinary expansion of jointly accepted goals! Instead, George R. Latham,
a West Virginia
now a law ...

Republican,

remarked,

"The 'civil fights bill' which is

covers exactly the same ground

as this amendment.

Henry Van Aernam of New York said that the Amendment
stitutional

sanctions and protection

civil-rights

bill. "7+ The Latham-Van

afford additional

who..,

guarantees

Bingham remarks

of the House. Also significant
that he was constrained

of the

remarks, parenthetically,
did not rep-

are Stevens' final re-

his failure to abolish "all" "inequality"

tions" and explaining
proposition"

Aernam

proof that the earlier

resent the thinking
marks lamenting

to the substantial

"73

gives "con-

and "distinc-

to accept so "imperfect

a

because he lived "among men and not among angels ...

do not choose to yield their opinions to mine. "75It strains cre-

dulity to attribute

to "men" who had rejected abolition of "all" distinc-

tions readiness to swallow whole-hog
institutions

reconstruction

of their Northern

which had not even been discussed. Instead, the specific in-

corporation

of one portion

clause--and

the rejection

of the Bill of Rights--the

of another--the

due process

just compensation

clause--

gave the framers ample reason to conclude that "due process" alone was
to be "incorporated.

"76

7z. Fairman, Stanford 65.
73. Globez883 (emphasis added).
74. Id. 3069.
75. Id. 3,48.
76. In his Adamson concurring opinion, Justice Frankfurter stated that adoption of
the due process clausewould be "a strange way of saying"that "every State must thereafter initiate prosecutionsthrough indictment by a grand jury,must have a trial by a jury
of twelvein criminal cases.., after all,an amendment to the Constitution should be read
in a 'sense most obviousto the common understanding at the _ of itsadoption,'"quotingJustice Holmes (emphasisadded).Those "conversantwith the politicaland legalhistory of the concept of due process ... would hardly recognize the Fourteenth Amendment as a cover for the various explicitprovisions of the first eight Amendments."33z
U.S. at 63. But no more would such readers guess that the due process clause would
authorize judges to select "suchprovisionsof the Billof Rights as were 'implicit in the
concept of ordered liberty.' "Id. 54.Even lesswould theyguess that it would bea "cover"
forsubstantivedueprocess,which wasall but unknownto the "commonunderstanding."
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Flack's canvass of "speeches
concerning
the popular
Fourteenth
Amendment"
led him to conclude:
the general opinion held in the North...
embodied

the Civil Rights Act ...

been any statement
leges guaranteed
privileges
Senator

Sherman,

for adoption
Rights]

"the

Act. "78 Fairman

Representatives,
clause

would

must

assume

section

has collected

that

impose
they

knew

may not be charged

imposition

told

not one of whom

nities

stature

by the amendment.

first

from

does not seem to have

the first eight amendments

to the States or not, whether

for example,

that

There

by those amendments

secured

Articles

the privi-

were to be considered

as

77
Cincinnati

during

was an embodiment
remarks
"said that
I to VIII

of no such

the campaign
of the

by five Senators
the privileges
upon

purpose;

with a conspiracy

the people--certainly

of the

was that the Amendment

at all as to whether

were to be made applicable

discussion

the

[Civil

and five

and immuStates. "79 We

men

of Sherman's

to conceal

the proposed

not without

substantial

proof.

See infra Chapter i i. "It ought not to require argument," Frankfurter stated, "to reject
the notion that due process of law meant one thing m the Fifth Amendment and another
in the Fourteenth." Id. 66. Apart from such considerations, the courts were too little
trusted by the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment to be entrusted with such vast discretion. Infra Chapter, 2.
Although Frankfurter inveighed against a "selective incorporation" without a "calculus for determining which go m and which stay out" as throwing us "back to a merely
subjective task," id. 65, he did not really appreciate that his "canons of decency and fairness which express the notions of justice of English-speaking...
peoples," id. 67, were
no less "subjective." Nowhere were those "canons" catalogued with even the specificity
of the Bill of Rights, as Frankfurter himself acknowledged: "These standards of justice
are not authoritatively formulated anywhere as though they were prescriptions in a pharmacopoeia." Id. 68. For comparison of the Black and Frankfurter approaches, see infra
Chapter x4 at notes 44-73.
Writing in ,96o, Miller and Howell prophetically stated that Justices Black and Douglas "fail either to reahze or be concerned about the fact that if the fourteenth amendment should embrace the procedural rights of the Bill of Rights, the criminal jurisdiction
of the fifty states might be entirely disrupted." "The Myth of Neutrality in Constitutional Adjudication," '7 U. Chi. L. Rev. 66x, 680 note 76.
77- Flack *53. This was quoted by Justice Black, 33 z U.S. at Ix8, but he appeared
oblivious to its implications.
78. Fairman, Stanford 77; see also supra Chapter 6 at notes 64-66.
79. Id. 78.
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There

is no need to retrace

fication proceedings;
that ratification
machinery,

Fairman's

examination

of the State rati-

s° let it suffice that there is no intimation

would produce

:7 I

therein

radical changes in the States' judicial

for example, the replacement

of an information

by a grand

jury indictment,

of a six-man jury by a jury of twelve, sl If this was in

fact the purpose

of the framers, honesty

was made, and the reason, I suggest,
tertained.
Then

there is the remarkable

the heels of the Fourteenth
Rights inapplicable
ment. s3 Oversight
enactment;

disclosure. 82 None

is that no such purpose

was en-

fact that the cases which followed

Amendment

continued

to State action, without

on

to hold the Bill of

mentioning

the Amend-

will not account for the omission; the Amendment

had been widely discussed;
relevant

required

bench and bar are alert to every new and

they would

worked by the alleged incorporation

not be oblivious

to the revolution

of the Bill of Rights. s4

80.Id. 8: et seq. SeeJusticeHarlan'sdissent in Oregonv.Mitchell, 40o U.S. 112,196
0970).
8:. Fairmancollected examplesof State constitutionalprovisionswhich _incorporation"would have abrogatedand of which,of course,no intimationwas givento the State
ratifying conventions. Fairman, Stanford 8: et seq. AsJustice Frankfurter stated in his
concurringAdamson opinion, 332 U.S. at 64, "It couldhardlyhave occurredto these
States [whichhad no rigorous grandjuryrequirement]that byratifyingthe Amendment
they uprootedtheir establishedmethods for prosecunngcremeand fastenedupon themselvesa new prosecutorialsystem."For a similarexpresslonbyJnstice Blackin a corporate context, see infra at note 95- See alsoJustice Jackson, dissenting in Beanharnaisv.
Illinois, 343 U.S. 250, 292-,93 (I95,), quoted infta note 95.
82.Afterlistening in I871 to broadclaims asto the scope of the FourteenthAmendment, John B. Storm of Pennsylvaniastated, "If the monstrous doctrine now set up as
resultingfromthe provisionsof the Fourteenth Amendmenthadeverbeen hinted at that
Amendment would have receivedan emphatic rejection at the hands of the People."
Quoted in Flack 236-237. Flack,who searchedthe newspapersof the periodquite thoroughly, 332 U.S. at io9, comments, "no doubt [Storm] was right in sayingthat had the
people been informedofwhat wasintendedby the Amendment,they wouldhave rejected
it." Flack 237, a point unnoticed by Jusdce Black.
83. Fairman, Stanford :32 et seq.
84. The point was madebyJustice Frankfurterwith respect to Twiehell v. Pennsylvania, 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 32i (i868), decidedonly a few months after adoption of the
Fourteenth Amendment. Frankfurter,"Memorandum,"supra note 2 at 750. See also
Mendelson, supra note 52 at 721.

;
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In sum, the framers were motivated by discriminatory denials of "fundamental rights" to the blacks.85 No trace of a purpose to reconstruct
Northern institutions for the protection of white inhabitants against the
State will be found in the debates; the frequent expressions of jealous regard for State sovereignty repel such a purpose. When Judge Robert Hale
insisted that "the American people have not yet found their State governments are insufficient to protect the rights and liberties of the citizen, "s6 Bingham translated this as "the citizens must rely upon the State
for their protection," and added, "I admit that such is the rule under the
ConsiJtution as it now stands. "s7 It cannot be presumed that the States
which, in Stevens' words, would not "allow Congress to come within their
jurisdiction to fix the qualifications of their voters, ''ss would tolerate a federal overhaul of their judicial processes that went beyond making them
available to Negroes. Such a presumption runs counter to Senator Trumbull's assurance that the "provisions of the [Freedmen's Bureau] bill in regard to holding courts.., are confined entirely to the rebellious States."
"Certainly nobody has ever complained," Senator Cowan said, "that a full
and exact measure of justice has not been meted out to him in all our
courts... I do object to extending it to the loyal States of the North. "89
Subsequently, Trumbull twice stated that the Civil Rights Bill had no ap85. The "major inspiration for the x866 law," says Kelly, "was the resentment and
alarm that the enactment of the Black Codes ... had produced among Radical Republicans." Kelly, "Clio," supra note 66 at x47. "All agree, however, regarding the racial tootivation of the Amendment." Graham 274- This view was expressed in the SlaughterHouse Cases, supra Chapter 3 at notes 39-4 o.
86. Globe io64-xo65.
87. Id. xo93.
88. Id. 536; to the same effect see Conkling, id. 358. What Howard said, "The Committee were of the opinion that the States are not yet prepared to sanction so fundamental a change as would be the concession of suffrage to the colored race," id. 2766,
which would have its greatest impact in the South, is even more applicable to wholesale
revision of internal practices affecting whites in the North. Latham, a West Virginia Republican, "denied that Congress had a right to interfere with the internal policy of the
States so as to define and regulate the civil fights and immunities of the inhabitants
thereof." Id. x295-i296. The requirement that State laws must not discriminate with
respect to certain enumerated rights was an enclave cut out of this general policy. See also
the remarks of Hotchkiss, infra Chapter Io at note 78.
89. Globe 334-335-
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plication to a State that did not discriminate between its citizens. 9° The
constant reiteration that the purpose of the Amendment was to constitutionalize

the Civil Rights Act, the frequent tributes to State sovereignty,

and recognition

of powers reserved to the States by the Tenth Amend-

ment, in which Bingham joined, 91 unite to repel an inference that the
framers intended to interfere with State conduct of its own affairs otherwise than is described in that Act. The pervasive attachment
to
federalism--State
control of local institutions---Phillip
Paludan repeatedly emphasizes,

was "the most potent institutional

obstacle to the Ne-

groes' hope for protected liberty"92--and even more of an obstacle to federal encroachment on Northern States' control of their own white citizens.
If there was a concealed

intention

to go beyond the Civil Rights Act, it

was not ratified because, first, ratification requires disclosure of material
facts,

93

whereas there was no disclosure that the Amendment

to uproot, for example, traditional
and, second, a surrender

was meant

State judicial procedures and practices;

of recognized

must be proved. In truth, the Fourteenth

rights may not be presumed
Amendment

the people as leaving control of suffrage in state hands, as representing
change in previous constitutional

conditions so far as protection

was concerned
character. "94

discrimination],

[beyond banning

but

"was presented to

as stripped

no

of rights
of radical

9o. See Trumbull, supra note 7i; infra,Chapter io at note 49. Bingham insisted on
the deletion of no discrimination in "civil rights" becauseof its "oppressive"invasionof
State sovereignty.Supra Chapter 7 at notes 11-17.
91.We need to recall Chief Justice Stone's statement that the Tenth Amendment
"states but a truismthat all is retained which has not been surrendered." Its purposewas
"to allay fears that the new national government might seek to exercise powers not
granted, and that the states might not be able to exercisefully their reserved powers."
United States v. Darby, 312 U.S. ioo, 124 094092. Paludan, supra note 9 at 15, 13, 51, 54.
93.To bind a principal,ratificationmust be "witha flailknowledgeof all the material
facts.If the materialfactsbe either suppressedor unknown, the ratificationis treated as
invalid."Owingsv. Hull, 34 U.S. (9 Pet.)606, 6z8 (I835), perJustice Story.See also Benneckev.InsuranceCo., lO5U.S. 355,360 (I881). There mustbe "anintention.., to ratify."
Flournoyv. Hewgley,234 Ezd 213, 2i6 (ioth Cir. t956).To find ratificationby implication, "the implicationto ratifymust be dear."United Statesv. Pan-AmericanPetroleum
Co., 55 Ezd 753, 771(9th Cir. i93z);"impliedratificationis not to be presumed."Id. 77z.
94. Paludan,supranote 9 at 5z.
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Black himself, the unremitting

tion," sum up, substituting
dicial processes":

champion

for his word "corporations"

of "incorporathe words "ju-

'i
!

The states did not adopt the Amendment with knowledge of its

:i

sweeping meaning under its present construction. No section of the
Amendment gave notice to the people that, if adopted, it would subject every state law ... affecting [judicial processes] ... to censor-

i
•

ship of the United States courts. No word in all this Amendment
gave any hint that its adoption would deprive the states of their long
_ecognized power to regulate [judicial processes].95

Supplementary

Note on Incorporation

For William Nelson, "the puzzle of incorporation of the Bill of Rights"
has "plaguedFourteenth Amendmenthistoriographyfor a century."1But
arguments for "incorporation" are a Johnny-come-lately.For 135years,
95. Connecticut General Ins. Co. v.Johnson, 3o3U.S. 77, 89 0938), dissentingopinion. It is a profound irony that Black should go on to broaden the Fourteenth Amendment and curtail States' Rights beyond the wildest conceptions of the framers and ratitiers. Or should we rather regard "interpretation" like a meanderingriver that conforms
to a Justice's wandering predilections?
My study of the debates and the history of the period leads me fully to concurwith
Fairman: "The freedomthat states traditionally have exercisedto developtheir own systems of administering justice, repels any thought that the federal provisions on grand
jury, criminaljury, civil jurywere fastened upon them in :868. Congresswould not have
attempted such a thing, the country would not have stood for it, the legislatureswould
not have ratified." Fairman, Stanford 137. AsJustice Jackson said in a comparable situation, "Weare justifiedin assuming that the menwho sponsored the Fourteenth Amendment in Congress, knew of such provisionsthen in many of their State Constitutions.
Certainly they werenot consciouslycancellingthem or callingthem into question, or we
should have some evidenceof it." Beauharnaisv. Illinois, 343U.S. at z9z-z93, dissenting
opinion.
L William E. Nelson, The FourteenthAmendment:FromPoliticalPrincipk to Judicial
Doctrineii 7 0988).

Supplementary Note on Incorporation
Justices

Harlan and Stewart

agreed that the Founders

reminded

exempted

the Court,

175

every member

had

the States from the Bill of Rights. 2

It was Justice Black who, in a dissent, relied on some remarks
Bingham and Senator Jacob Howard

in the i866 Congress

the Bill of Rights was "incorporated"

into the Fourteenth

of John

to urge that
Amendment.

3

For a truly wild flight of fancy, however, Akhil Amar of Yale takes the
prize: "both the text of Section One [of the Fourteenth
and the public gloss Congress
Congress was proposing

was nothing lessthan a transformation of the origi-

nal Bill of Rights. "4 Just what in the "text"--due
immunities,

equal protection--"made

ing, s let alone "transforming,"
As the Supreme
"So important

Amendment]

placed upon the text made clear that what
process, privileges or

clear" that Congress

was import-

the Bill of Rights, deponent

sayeth not.

Court stated in 1874 with respect to Negro
a change..,

if intended,

clared. "6 Unlike "incorporation,"

would have been expressly de-

which has at least the flimsy basis of

Bingham's and Howard's remarks, there is no intimation
teenth Amendment

would "transform"

the fact that those remarks
no published statement

that the Four-

the Bill of Rights. Then there is

caused hardly a ripple. Horace

that "the first eight amendments

plicable to the States. "7 Howard's

suffrage,

remark,

"seems at the time to have sunk without

Charles

Flack found

were made ap-

Fairman

recounts,

leaving a trace in public dis-

2. Duncan v. Louisiana,391 U.S. 145, 173 (1968).
3. Adamsonv. California,332 U.S. 46 (1947).CompareSupplementaryNote on the
Civil Rights Act,text accompanyingnote 17-The Court, however,as Thomas Grey observed,"clearlyhas declined"to accept "theflimsyhistoricalevidence"mustered by Black.
Thomas C. Grey,"Do We Have an Unwritten Constitution?"27 Stan.L. Rev.703,711712 (1975);see infra text accompanyingnote 28.
4- AkhilR. Amar,"The Bill of Rightsand the Fourteenth Amendment,"ioi YaleL.J.
1193, 1246 (1992) (emphasisadded).
5. Amarhimselfstates that "nothingin the text ofthe [Fourteenth Amendment]would
lead an average reader to understand" that the three words "privilegesor immunities"
encapsulatedthe first eight amendments. Id. 1244.
6. Minor v. Happersett, 88 U.S. (21 Wall.) 162, 173 0974). For additional citations
see supra SupplementaryNote on the Introduction, note 43- In the Civil Rights Cases,
lO9 U.S. 3, I I (I 883),Justice Bradley,a contemporary of the Amendment, declaredthat
§5 "does not authorizeCongress to create a code of municipal law for the regulation of
private fights."
7"Horace E. Flack, TheAdoptionof the FourteenthAmendment 153 (i9o8).
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is remarkable,

for incorporation

of Rights would drastically reduce the States' self-rule--an
render of States' Rights.

of the Bill
unlikely sur-

The current activist icon, Michael Kent Curtis, who set out to supply
an historical

footing for "incorporation,"

tensely controversial,
Republican

debates is furnished

that his "thesis is in-

''9 and stated that his goal was to find the "probable

understanding

direct attention."l°

admitted

of a question

He reasoned

to which they had paid little

that the key to construction

by "certain unorthodox

a nu{nber of Republicans"1 l--never

constitutional

of the 1866
ideas held by

mind that the greatly preponderant

Republican view was to the contrary. 12 Amar noted that "many informed men were simply not thinking carefully about the words of Section One at all. ''13 Are we to ground a massive invasion of rights reserved to the States on a fit of absentmindedness?
Not if we are to be
guided by the Supreme
Samuel Miller,

Court.

an informed

ment, rejected a construction

14

contemporary

conceded

to them,"

presses such a purpose

Cases Justice

of the Fourteenth

of the Amendment

States "to the control of Congress,
universally

In the Slaughter-House

Amend-

that would subject the

in the exercise of powers heretofore

in the absence of "language

which

ex-

too clearly to admit of doubt. "15 The Federal

expansion that activists urge today without

a qualm led Justice Brandeis

8. Charles Fairman, "Does the Fourteenth Amendment Incorporate the Bill of
Rights?"2 Stan. L. Rev. 5, 68, 69 (1949).
9. Michael B. Curtis, No State SballAbridge:The FourteemhAmendmentand the Bill of
Rights2 (1986). After citing Curtis, Lino Graglia wrote, "there is very little basis for the
implausible proposition that the States that ratified the Fourteenth Amendment understood that it would 'incorporate' the Bill of Rights, making its restrictions applicableto
the states, thereby subjectingthe states to both expanded federal legislativepowers and
expandedfederal court supervision."Lino A. Graglia, " 'Interpreting' the Constitution:
Posner on Bork," 44 Stall. L. Rev. lO19, io33-io34 (1992).
lO.MichaelK. Curtis,"The Billof Rightsas a Limitation on State Authority:A Reply
to Professor Berger," 16 Wake Forest L. Rev.45, 57 (198o).
I I. Id. 47.
12.See infra SupplementaryNote on AbofitionistInfluence,textaccompanyingnotes
I4-2Z.
13. Amar, supra note 4 at 125o.
14 . Supra text accompanying
note 6.
15. 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36, 78 (1972).

Supplementary Note on Incorporation
to say, "in every extension of governmental

177

functions lurks a new danger

to civil liberty. "16
For the moment let me postpone the evidence which led Charles Fairman, and after my own minute scrutiny, myself, to reject the confused
and contradictory

statements

of Bingham, and the remarks of Howard.17

Our view of Bingham is shared by Mexander

Bickel, Leonard

Levy, Wal-

lace Mendelson,

18 and even by William Nelson.19 Michael Zuckert, who

regards

favorably,

Curtis

notes

that "there

was much

among the former abolitionists"; 2° there was agreement

disagreement
only about the

due process clause and the First and Fourth Amendments. 21 The "rights
in the other amendments,"
"received

wrote Jacobus tenBroek,

only casual, incidental,

Kelly, a dedicated

and infrequent

activist, said that Bingham "made it clear that by 'bill

of rights' Bingham meant both the guarantees
the guarantees
conduded

a neoabolitionist,

reference. "2_ Mfred

of the comity clause and

of due process in the Fifth amendment.

"zs Leonard Levy

that "there is no reason to believe that Bingham and Howard

expressed the view of the majority of Congress. "24 Probative legislative
history cannot be distilled from such conflicting
ized by Zuckert

as "ambiguity

testimony,

character-

and vacillation. "zs

It bears emphasis that the claim of incorporation

"constitutes

an in-

vasion of rights reserved to the States by the Tenth Amendment, an invasion of such magnitude as to demand proof that such was the framers'
intention. "26 "Incorporation"

has not won the Court's assent. Rebuffing

16.AlpheusT. Mason, Brandeis:AFreeMan'sLife 566 (1946). Brandeisbelievedthat
the New Dealers' "headlongdrive fornationalpower threatened.., to destroyone ofthe
great bulwarks of liberty--federalism." Id. 558.
17. See RaoulBerger, TheFourteenthAmendmentandthe Billof Rightsx28, 14z (i989).
18.For citations see id. 128.
19.Nelson, supra note I at lZ2. The most recent critic of those views acknowledges
that they are "representativeof a broadly held scholarly view."Curtis, supra note 9 at
1I3.
zo. MichaelZuckert, "Book Review,"8 Const. Commentary 149, i6o (i99x).
z1.Jacobus tenBroek, Equal UnderLaw I27 (I965).
22,

Id.

z 3. Kelly,Fourteenth Io49, io73 note 88.
z4. Leonard Levy,Judgments:Essayson AmericanConstitutional
History77 (I972)25.Zuckert, supra note 2o at 156.
26.MichaelJ. Perry,"BookReview,"78 Colum. L. Rev.685, 69° (I978). In Federalist
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v. California,

the Court approved

the

Slaughter-House Cases saying, "It accords with the constitutional
doctrine of federalism by leaving to the States the responsibility of dealing
with the privileges and immunities

of their citizens except those inher-

ent in national citizenship, "27 a meager exception
tice Frankfurter declared on behalf of the Court:

indeed. In i95 9 Jus-

We have held from the beginning and uniformly that the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment does not apply to the
States any of the provisions of the first ten amendments as such.
The relevant historical materials demonstrate conclusively that
Congress and the members of the legislatures of the ratifying States,
did not contemplate that the Fourteenth Amendment was a shorthand incorporation of the first eight amendments making them applicable as explicit restrictions upon the States. 2s
The extensive researches
Frankfurter;
concluded
intended

that Berger's "finding that the fourteenth
to make the Bill of Rights ...

amply documented
Dean

of Fairman, 29 which I confirmed,

corroborate

our view has won assent even from activists. Michael Perry

Alfange,

applicable

amendment

was not

to the States ...

is

and widely accepted. "3° Among those who agree are

Jr., Alexander

Bickel, John

Hart

Ely, Judge

Henry

Friendly, Lino Graglia, Thomas Grey, Erwin Griswold, Louis Henkin,
Forrest McDonald, Richard A_ Posner, and Mark Tushnet. 31
No. 17at lO3 (Mod.Lib. ed. i937), Hamilton stated that the "one transcendent advantage belonging to the province of the State governments" was "the ordinary administration of criminal and civiljustice."Garry Wills observedthat to Madisonand Hamilton
"It seemed inconceivable.., that a central authority could or would want to descend to
enforcement of local laws."Garry Wills, "Introduction" to TheFederalistPapersofAlexanderHamilton,James Madison,and_obnJay xiv (1982).
27.322U.S. 46, 51-53 (1947);Slanghter-HouseCases,8z U.S. (16Wall.)36,53 (I97Z).
28. Bartkus v. Illinois, 359 U.S. i21, 124(1959).
29. Fairman "conclusivelydisprovedBlack'scontention, at least,such is the weight of
opinion among disinterested observers."Alexander Bickel, The LeastDangerousBranch
Io2 0962).
3o. MichaelJ. Perry, "Interpretivism, Freedom of Expression,and Equal Protection,"
42 Ohio St. L.J. 261,285-286 (1981).
3I. Dean Alfange,Jr.,"BookReview,"5Hastings Const. L.Q. 603,6o7 (1978);Bickel,
supra note 29 at IO2;John Hart Ely, "Constitutional Interpretivism: Its Allure and Im-
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Let me set forth some confirmatory
corporations

out of the Fourteenth

considerations.

Amendment,

179
In seeking to read

Justice Blaek observed

that "the people were not told that they [were ratifying] an amendment
granting new and revolutionary
the Northern

rights to corporations.

States told that by the Amendment

curtailing

their own rights of self-government.

discussed

in the Joint

Amendment;

Committee

"32 No more were

they were massively
Incorporation

on Reconstruction

that drafted

it was not debated on the floors of Congress,

dinary omission given the vast incursion on State sovereignty
of Rights. Indeed the North

was given to understand

was not
the

an extraorby the Bill

that it was unaf-

fected by the companion Civil Rights Bill, 33 the Bill that was considered
on all sides to be "identical" with Section One of the Amendment. 34
Plainly the provisions
equal protection

for due process,

or immunities,

and

did not disclose that the Bill of Rights was incorpo-

rated therein. As Justice Frankfurter
it would be "a strange
initiate prosecutions

remarked of the due process clause,

way of saying" that "every State must thereafter

through

indictments

by a jury of twelve in criminal
Amendments

privileges

by grand jury, must have a trial

cases, "35 for which the Fifth and Sixth

made express provision.

Even stranger

is the notion that

possibility,"53 Ind. L.J. 399,432 (I978); HenryJ. Friendly,"The Billof Rightsas a Code
of Criminal Procedure," 53 Calif. L. Rev. 929, 934 (I965); Lino Graglia, " 'Interpreting' the Constitution: Posner on Bork,"44 Stan. L. Rev.lOi9, xo33-m34 (i992); Grey,
supra note 3 at 71x-712 (the Court "clearly has declined" to accept "the flimsy historical evidence"proffered by Black);Erwin N. Griswold, "Due Process Problems Today in the United States," in The FourteenthAmendmenti6i, 165(Bernard Schwartzed.
i97o); Louis Henkin, " 'Selective Incorporation' in the Fourteenth Amendment," 73
YaleL.J. 74, 77 (1963); Forrest McDonald, "How the Fourteenth Amendment Repealed the Constitution," Chronicles z9 (October I989); Richard A. Posner, "Interpreting the Constitution: Bork and Beethoven," 42 Stan. L. Rev. 1365, 1374 (199o)
("thoroughly illegitimate" under original intention); Mark Tushnet, "Following the
Rules Laid Down: A Critique of Interpretivism and Neutral Principles," 96 Harv. L.
Rev. 781,789 note 21 0983).
32. Connecticut General Ins. Co. v.Johnson, 3o3U.S. 77,86 (1938),dissentingopinion.
33. Infra text accompanyingnotes io2-Io 4.
34- Raoul Berger,"Incorporation of the Bill of Rights:AResponse to MichaelZuckeft," 26 Ga. L. Rev.1, 9--xz(I99I).
35"Adamsonv. California,322 U.S. 46, 63 (I947).
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by those terms the North was surrendering its control over its own internal affairs.
The governing law in i866 was represented by Barton v. Baltimore
(i833), 36 which had held that the Bill of Rights did not apply to the
States. There Chief Justice Marshall demanded "plain and intelligible
language" to demonstrate an intention to curtail the States' control of
their internal affairs.37Striking reaffirmation of such requirements was
furnished in Pierson v. Ray (I967), 38 wherein it was held that a statute
making "liable 'every person' who under color of law deprived another
of his'civil rights" did not abolish the common law immunity of judges
for acts performed in their official capacity. Congress, the Court stated,
"would have specifically so provided had it wished to abolish the doctrine, "39this notwithstanding that a judge undeniably is a "person." The
"inviolable residuary" sovereignty retained by the States ranks higher
than the common law immunity of a judge. Even more does it demand
clear expression of a purpose to take over control from the States of their
own internal affairs.
The activist "historian" Michael Curtis observed that the framers
made "explicit provision" for three distinct changes in existing law. They
overruled Dred Scott and made a native born black a citizen; they provided for State due process; and they provided that no State could
abridge the "privileges or immunities" of a United States citizen. 4°Curtis himself was moved to ask "why 'the Bill of Rights' was not explicitly
written into the Fourteenth Amendment, as due process and citizenship
were. "41In the weird and wonderful way that passes for legal reasoning
in activist circles, he explained: "the reason, of course,is that the rights in
the Bill of Rights make up the most important ... of the rights of a
citizen. "42 By this logic, the greater the invasion of the "residuary" sovereignty retained by the States and confirmed by the Tenth Amend36. 32 U.S. (7 Pet.) z43 (I833).
37. Id. 25o.
38. 386 U.S. 547 (I967)39. Id. 554-555.
4o. Curtis, supra note 9 at 9 L
4 LId. i2 5.
4 2. Id. (emphasis added).
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ment, the less need for disclosure.
"incorporation"
prehend

Put differently,

/us rule all other provisions

of proposals to bar all discrimination?

more heavily than the ineffectiveness

failed to take account of
of "incorporation"

or immunities"

from Article IV,, which had been construed

from one State to engage in trade or commerce
Committee

on the Judiciary

recited that the Fourteenth

privileges or immunities"

of Article

weighs

of "general language."

Let me briefly note that the "privileges

of the House

discrimina-

of Barron v. Baltimore that the Bill of Rights

did not limit the States. "4s Total nonmention

Bingham

44 Curtis himself

"which prohibited

tion in civil rights" that "Its general language
the doctrine

the expressio un-

of the Bill of Rights the framers' re-

says of an early draft of the Amendment

borrowed

Under

in-

of the Bill were excluded. 43 And how are we

with "incorporation"

peated rejections

to com-

Why, then, did the framers explicidy

clude the due process of the Fifth Amendment?

and overrule

omission of explicit

of the Bill of Rights testifies to an intention

all of its provisions.

to reconcile

181

in another. 46 A Report

submitted

Amendment

IV. 47

clause was

to allow a visitor
in i871 by John
"did not add to the

The report also quoted Daniel

Webster's

emphasis that Article IV put it beyond the power of any State

to hinder

entry "for the purposes

of trade, commerce,

ing. "4s And in a decision contemporary

with the Amendment,

said in Minor v. Happersett 49 that "The Amendment
privileges or immunities of a citizen."
A word about Justice Cardozo's statement
there are principles--among
ditions and conscience
Unhappily,

buying and sellthe Court

did not add to the

in Palko v. Connecticut s° that

them free speech--"so

rooted

in the tra-

of our people as to be ranked as fundamental."

Madison's proposal that the First Amendment's

"free speech"

43. United States v. Arredondo, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 69I , 725 (I832).
44- Infra pp. i95-i96.
45. Curtis, supra note 9 at 84.
46. Campbell v. Morris, 3 H. & McH. 535, 554 (Md. i797); Abbott v. Bayley,6 Pick.
89, 9x (Mass. i827).
47. The Reconsznufion
Amendments'Debates466 (AlfredAvinsed. I967).
48. Id.
49- 88 U.S. (zx Wall.) I62, I7I (x874).
5o. 3o2 U.S. 3I9, 325 (I937).
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be extended to the States was rejected, sl That which the Framers rejected cannot be regarded as part of our tradition. Finally, like Marshall
before him, Justice Samuel MiLler,a sagacious observer of the political
scene, rebuffed in the Slaughter-House Cases 52 a construction of the Fourteenth Amendment that would subject the States "to the control of Congress in the exercise of powers heretofore universally conceded to them"
in the absence of "language which expressed such a purpose too clearly
to admit of doubt. "s3 Special force attaches to this statement with respect to "incorporation" of the Bill of Rights, for, apart from the remarks of Bingham and Howard, it is without footing in the debates and
the text of the Amendment.
It is time to focus on Bingham and Howard. Justice Black declared
that "Bingham may, without extravagance, be called the Madison" of the
Fourteenth Amendment. s4What a comparison! Madison, the informed,
precise, painstakingly analytical thinker was worlds removed from Bingham, the careless, inaccurate, stump speaker. This view of Bingham is
shared by others. 5s What were his fellows to make of his confused, contradictory utterances? Let me cite chapter and verse.
Bingham's draft of the Fourteenth Amendment provided for "equal
protection," and he categorically stated that it "stands in the very words
of the Constitution...
Every word.., stands in the very words of the
Constitution.
"56 But the words "equal protection" were not in the Constitution until the Fourteenth Amendment put them there. Although he
noted that under Barron v. Baltimore the Bill of Rights did not apply to
the States, 57 he nevertheless considered that the Bill bound State officials to enforce it against the States by virtue of their oath to support the
Constitution. 58Their oath did not bind them to enforce an inapplicable

5 L I Annals of Cong. 435, 7555z. 83 U.S. (i6 Wall.) 36 (I872).
53. Id. 78.
54. Adamson v. California, 322 U.S. 46, 74 (I947).
55. Supra text accompanying notes i7-i 9.
56. Avins, supra note 47 at I5o.
57. Globe Io9o.
58. Curtis, supra note 9 at 64; Globe I291.
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provision. He located "privileges and immunities"

i8 3

in the Bill of Rights, 59

whereas they appear in Article IV of the Constitution,

not in the Bill of

Rights. He affirmed that the care of life, liberty, and property of a citizen
"is in the States, and not in the Federal Government.
make no change in that respect,'e°--and

I have sought to

then casually stated that the

first eight amendments were part of the "privileges or immunities" conrained in the Fourteenth Amendment, oblivious to the fact that this entailed a tremendous

incursion

on the States' right to care for their own

citizens. He asserted that "contrary

to the express letter of your Consti-

tution, 'cruel and unusual punishments'

have been inflicted under State

laws, "61 unaware that the Eighth Amendment

did not apply to the States.

What sense did it make to inveigh against "a reform of the whole civil
and criminal Code of every State "62 and simultaneously

maintain that

the criminal provisions of the Bill of Rights must be enforced against the
States?
Other confused and contradictory

utterances could be cited, but I shall

close with Bingham's crown jewel. After noting that the first eight
amendments did "not bind the States," he declared,
They are nevertheless to be enforced and observed in the States by
the grand utterance of that immortal man [Daniel Webster] who,
while he lived, stood alone in his intellectual power among the living men of his country, and now that he is dead, sleeps alone in his
honored tomb by the sounding sea.63
He was ever intoxicated

by his own rhetoric.

not conceive that his statement
sion. And the "grand utterance"

Webster, of course, would

would override a Supreme

Court deci-

cited by Bingham had no more to do

with the case than the flowers that bloom in the spring.
There

is no need to dwell on the contrariety

framers respecting

which of the amendments

59. Globexo89.
6o. G/obei292.
61. Globe129o.
62. Avins,supra note 47 at I88.
63. Globeio9o.

of opinion

among the

should be embodied in the
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64 Let it suffice that Thaddeus

said of Bingham,

I do not propose

Stevens, a leader

"In all this contest about recon-

to listen to his counsel,

recognize

his au-

thority, or believe a word he says. "65 No critic of Bingham has been as
excoriating.

One large question

activists to reconcile
and immunities'--the

remains; repeatedly

Bingham's vehement

I have called upon

condemnation

of "civil rights

original words of the Civil Rights Bill--because

the words would reform

"the whole criminal

and civil Code of every

State "66 with his incorporation
of the Bill of Rights, which
massi*e takeover of State criminal administration.
To comment

on Senator Howard

entailed a

in similar detail would be intolerably

boring. Because of Senator Fessenden's sudden illness, he was called upon
to present the Amendment

to the Senate. According

to Benjamin Ken-

drick, the editor of the journal of the Joint Committee on Reconstruction, Howard was "one of the most reckless radicals," who had consistently been "in the vanguard of the extreme Negrophiles, "67 wherein he
was far removed from the pervasive racism of the North. How little his
loose utterances
Amendment

are to be trusted is disclosed by his statement

frage to the blacks, and the framers' repeated
prohibit

that the

"abolishes all class legislation, "68 despite the denial of suf-

all manner

joined. 7°
After Howard

of discrimination,

rejection

69 in which

of proposals

Bingham

to

himself

spoke, a number of speakers went the other way. Sena-

tor Luke Poland said that the Amendment

"secures nothing beyond what

was intended

[Article

by the original

tion. "71 Senator Timothy

provision

IV] of the Constitu-

Howe spoke of the Amendment

in terms of

64. For citations see supra pp. 165-166.
65. Cong.Globe(39th Cong., 2d Sess.)816 (1867).
66. Avins,supranote 47 at 186, 188, 191.
67. BenjaminKendrick,TheJournal of thejTointCommitteeof Fifteenon Reconstruction
257,

192 (1914).

68. Avins,supra note 47 at 220 (emphasisadded).
69. Infra pp. I95-196.
7° . GlobeI291.
7I. Avins,supra note 47 at 230.
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the limited provisions of the Civil Rights Act. v2 In the House, William
Windom

summarized

the meaning of the Amendment

be spared, your liberty shall be unabridged,
tected, "v3 remarks

that are incompatible

of Rights. And George

as "your life shall

your property

shall be pro-

with incorporation

of the Bill

Latham stated that the Civil Rights Act "covers

exactly

the same ground

as the Amendment.

"v4 Leonard

cluded,

"there is no reason to believe that Bingham

Levy con-

and Howard

ex-

pressed the view of the majority of Congress. ''vs
In igq 9 Charles Fairman,
sic" study, v6 thoroughly

in what even an activist regards as a "clas-

deflated

Bingham

and Howard.

dent study of the debates in the 39th Congress
length an activist champion
Carolina,

Fairman. At

rose to the defense of Bingham and Howard

in the person of Michael Curtis, a youthful
North

My indepen-

confirmed

practitioner

in Greensboro,

who has made a career of assailing Fairman

and my-

self. 77 That activists should prefer Curtis's evaluation of the evidence to
that of Fairman 78 shows the low estate of activist scholarship.

For there

is a hierarchy of authority; Albert J. Nook adverted to the "great peril"
posed by "the inability to appraise and grade one's authorities, the tendency to accept whatever

appears on the printed page. "79 Let it suffice

72.Id. 231.
73.Id. 238.
74.Id. 223.
75-Leonard Levy,Judgments:Essaysm AmemcanConstitutional
History77 (1972).
76.William E. Nelson, "History and Neutrality in Constitutional Adjudication,"72
Va. L. Rev.237, 253 (x986).A fellow activist,Harold Hyman, considers that Fairman's
article "shapedmuch of the constitutionalfield."Harold Hyrnan,"Federalism:LegalFiction or Historical Artifact?"i987 B.Y.U.L. Rev.905,924. AlexanderBickel,who himself
had canvassedthe legislativehistory of the Fourteenth Amendment, regarded Fairman's
article as "conclusive."Bickel, supra note 31 at io2.
77.RaoulBerger, TheFourteenthAmendmentandtheBillof Pagbtsx41,142(x989).Curtis reminds one of Dr. SamuelJohnson's "When I was beginning in the world and was
nothing and nobody,the joy"of my life wasto fire at allthe establishedwits,and then everybodyloved to halloome on." LouisBiancolli,TheBookof GreatConversations
i44 (I948).
78.Fairmanwas chosen to cover the Reconstruction era for the history of the Supreme Court of the United States under the Justice Holmes bequest.
79"Albert J. Nock, Jefferson287 (i926). In a letter to Justice Holmes, HaroldLaski
consideredit to be a just criticismthat a writer "has no sense of the proportionalvalue
of his authorities." 2 Holmes-LaskiLetters:The Corres_cMence
of Mr. _wtice Holmesand
HaroldJ. Laski i463 (Mark de W. Howe ed. I953).
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stated that I "devastated" Curtis, but engaged in

comparable

to shooting

MODERN

In its transformation

rabbits with a cannon. "s°

RIGHTS

of the Fourteenth Amendment,

the Court has soared

beyond the confines of the Bill of Rights to fashion a congeries

of indi-

vidual rights undreamed of by the Founders. Sir William Holdsworth
"continually insisted..,
that when people in the seventeenth century [to
which the Founders looked] talked about fundamental

rights or laws they

meam the rights which the existing law gave them. "81When Samuel Adams claimed "the primary, absolute, natural rights of Englishmen,"

he

listed the Blackstonian trio, "Personal Security, Personal Liberty and Private Property, "s2 liberty being defined by Blackstone as unrestrained freedom to come and go. 83 An activist, Alfred Kelly, concluded that
The "fights of Englishmen" were not vacuous; instead they were
quite well defined and specific. The notion of pulling new natural
rights from the air to allow for indefinite expansion can hardly be
considered to be within the original spirit of the [Fourteenth]
Amendment. s4
It is still less within the spirit of the Founders. When the Bill of Rights
was added, it largely responded to British excesses before and during the
Revolutionary

War

free speech, quartering of soldiers, unreasonable

searches and seizures, the right to bear arms, and sundry procedural provisions to ensure fair trials. How activists can conjure out of these facts
provision for illimitable individual rights passes understanding, ss
Leading activists agree that the modem individual "rights" created by
the Court are without foundation in the Constitution. Paul Brest ac8o. McDonald,

supra note 31 at 3 x.

81. John W. Gough, Fundamental

Law in English Constitutional History 39 note 3 (1955)-

82. Samuel Adams, The Writings of Samud Adams 65 (Harry A. Cushing ed. 19o4); i
William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England 125, 129, 138 (1765).
83. Blackstone, supra note 82 at _3484. Alfred H. Kelly, "Clio and the Court: An Illicit Love A_flair," 1965 Sup. Ct. Rev.
119, I54-I55.
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a whole

called

There

are signs

Monaghan

is being

Court

recalled

that

straint.

"9° And Justice

viewed

the

that

concluded
body

to either

core of "liberty

is freedom

that

Perry

"Without

Mc-

that "during

almost

out

"outdo

the

an-

constitutional

terms.
from
that

one

of

on the basis

a new day is dawning;
Blackstonian

stressed

his-

of constitutional

constraints

in more

Scalia

Michael

observed,

of constitutional

on the horizon

"liberty"

to the criti-

Court. 87 Robert

civil liberties

of 'rights'
whose origins cannot be traced
text or the structure
it created. "89

manic

rights

Court,

has built

the imposition

is open

by the text and original

of the modern

of the Supreme

the
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adjudication

individual

are constructs

a student

in this

rights
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the talisFirst,

the

bodily

re-

core

textual

86. Paul Brest, "The Fundamental Rights Controversy: The Essential Contradictions
of Normative Conslatutional Scholarship," 9° Yale L.J. Io63, xo87 (1981) (emphasis
added); Paul Brest, "The Misconceived Quest for Original Understanding," 60 B.U.L.
Rev. 204, 236 (198o): "Many of what we have come to regard as the irreducible minima
of Rights are actually supra-constitutional; almost none of the others are entailed by the
text or original understanding."
87. Michael J. Perry, The Constitution, the Courts, and Human Rights 91, 92 (1982).
88. Hearings on the Supreme Court Before the Senate Subcommittee on the Separation of
Powers (9oth Cong., 2d Sess.) 98 (June i968 ).
89. Henry P. Monaghan, "Our Perfect Constitution," 56 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 353, 354
(i981). Why, asked G. Edward White, should the Court "not openly acknowledge that
the source of [newly invented] rights is not the constitutional text but the enhanced seriousness of certain values in American society." G. Edward White, "Reflections on the
Role of the Supreme Court: The Contemporary Debate and the 'Lessons' of History,"
63 Judicature 162, I68 (1979). It is "virtually impossible [to justify providing protection
for minorities] on the ffround that [the Court] is doing no more than 'finding' the law of
the Constitution and fulfilling the intentions of its framers." Jesse H. Choper, Jud/c/al
Review and the National Political Processi37 (t98o). See also Terranee Sandalow, "The
Distrust of Politics," 56 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 446, 460 (I98I).
90. Foueha v. Louisiana, 112 S.Ct. 178o, 1785 (i 992). For the Founders, Gordon Wood
eonduded, "Liberty was realized when the citizens were.., willing to sacrificetheir private
interests for the sake of the community." Gordon S. Wood, The Radicalismof the American
Revolution io4 (1992), a farcry from the current rampant individ,,a!ism. See Raoul Berger,
"The Ninth Amendment: As Perceived by Randy Barnett," 88 Nw. U. L. Rev. i5o8, 15o9
(x994).
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the scope of the Due Process Clause

'had at times been a treacherous

field for the Court,'

giving 'reason for

concern lest the only limits to...

judicial intervention

become the pre-

dilections
Court.'

of those who happened

at the time to be Members

of this

,91 Second, when fights have been claimed as "fundamental,"

the Court has insisted that they "be an interest

traditionally

by our society. "92 If the claim is novel, its "mere novelty

protected

...

is reason

enough to doubt that 'substantive

due process' sustains it. "93 Third, "the

Court has always been reluctant

to expand the concept

due process

because guideposts

unchartered

area are scarce and open ended...

self-restraint

requires

for responsible

of substantive

decision making in this
The doctrine of judicial

us to exercise the utmost care whenever

we are

asked to break new ground in this field. "94 In sum, the Court is putting
the brakes on fresh claims of rights unknown
Finally, not enough
corporation"

attention

on the North,

to the law.

has been paid to the impact

which was led to believe

of "in-

that the drafts-

men were aiming at the South alone. "Disturbed by the revolutionary
changes Sumner hoped to bring about in the South," his biographer
recounted,

"Republican

Congressmen

learned that he proposed

were

horrified

to extend them to the North

were few blacks, no Black Codes,

no peonage

when

they

as well. "9s There

in the North.

Almost

invariably references in the debates were to oppression in the South,
harassment of whites who came South. Congressman
William Kelley
complained
that "Northerners
could go South but once there they
could not express their thoughts as freemen. ''96 Article IV,, however,
conferred

on visitors only the privileges

enjoyed by residents,

and they

criticized

slavery at their peril. Richard

Yates asked in the Senate, "Do

you suppose any of you can go South and express your sentiments
and in safety? "97 Columbus
91. Michael

H.

v. Gerald

92. Id.

see

Holdsworth,

12z;

93- Reno
94. Collins
95- Donald,
96. Zuekert,
97. Curtis,

v. Flores,

Ii 3 S.Ct.

v. City

of Harker

Sumner
supra
supra

D.,

Delano pointed
491
supra

note

text

I439,
Heights,

II 299.

note

U.S.

2o at 162.
9 at i38.

XlO,

121

out that "the first section

(i989)

accompanying

I447

(emphasis
note

81.

(I993).
ixz

S.Ct.

freely

io6i,

io68

(I992).

added).
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Northern

was made necessary

men and loyal Southerners

himself

observed

protection

that "Republican

of individual

ing passage,"

Michael

liberty..,

i89

by the perilous

position

in the South. "98 Michael Curtis
congressmen

typically insisted

in the South. "99 A "particularly

Zuckert

exclaims,

that blacks "must have the same liberty

is James Wilson's

deed "telling";

tell-

of speech in any part of the

There

what it tells us is that the authors
believed

that the North

would

is proof positive that intervention

contemplated.

on

statement

South as they have always had in the North. "1°° This statement
Amendment
Amendment.

of

is in-

of the Fourteenth

not be affected

in Northern

by the

affairs was not

Senator Trumbull said, "This bill in no manner interferes

with the municipal

regulations

of any State which protects

all alike in

their rights of person and property. It would have no operation in Massachusetts, New York, Illinois, or most of the States of the UDion. "l°l
John Bingham,

a mainstay

of the activist cause, assured the House

"under no possible interpretation
be made to operate

can [the Fourteenth

Amendment]

in the State of New York while she occupies her

present proud position. "1°2 Referring to the Southern
the negro to a system of peonage,"
all the Southern

that
ever

laws that "reduce

Senator XArilliamStewart said that if

States would repeal such laws, the Civil Rights Bill

would "simply be a nullity," it would have "no operation. "1°3 After sifting the ratification

materials, Joseph James concluded,

framers discussed the amendment,

it was presented

"wherever

the

as a necessary limi-

tation to be placed on the South. "1°4 No activist has explained

why, in

light of this limited purpose, the framers decided to take from the North
control

in large part of its internal

98.Joseph

B. James,

The Framing

affairs.

of the Fourteenth Amendment

162 (1965).

99- Curtis, supra note 9 at 56.
ioo. Zuckert, supra note 2o at 162.
ioi. Avins, supra note 47 at 2oo.

lO2.Id. I55.
lO3. Id. 2o4; Bingham to same effect, id. 155.
IO4.James, supra note 98 at 167. For more extendeddiscussion of the "incorporation"issue,seesupra note I7; RaoulBerger,"Incorporationof the Billof Rights:A NineLived Cat," 42 Ohio St. L.J. 435 (1981); Raoul Berger,"Incorporationof the Bill of
Rights: A Replyto Michael Curtis' Response,"44 Ohio St. L.J. i (1983).
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Opposition Statements Examined

T

E case for a broad reading

of the Fourteenth

has been rested in large part on statements
the Civil Rights Bill and the Amendment.
traditional

canons

of interpretation

looked for the "meaning"

Amendment

by those who opposed

both

That is a sharp departure

from

voiced

of the Constitution

by Thomas

Jefferson;

he

to the "explanations

of

those who advocated, not those who opposed it. "1 Like Jefferson,
look to statements

courts

by the advocates of a measure and give short shrift to

its opponents. 2 There

are sound reasons

for that view.

It beclouds analysis merely to identify Senators Willard Saulsbury,
Garrett Davis, Thomas A. Hendricks, and Peter G. Van Winkle as "Conservatives, "3 without

adding that they were Democrats

adamantly

op-

posed to the Reconstruction
measures, who wanted to keep the Negroes
in subjection, and of whom Davis and Saulsbury were in the front rank
of the assault. Among the opponents
tucky, an unabashed

was LoveU H. Rousseau

racist, who charged that the Freedmen's

of Ken-

Bureau Bill

"gave negroes the same privileges in railway cars and theaters, and there
would be mixed schools. "4 Horace

Flack comments

that "no one ques-

i. 4 Elliot 446.
2. Statements by "opponents"of a bill "cannotbe reliedupon as indicativeof legislativeintent."NationalLaborRelationsBoardv. ThompsonProducts,141E2d 794, 798
(gth Cir. I944). "Ifresort to legislativehistory is had,the statementsof those who supported the legislationandsecuredits passagewill be acceptedin determiningits meaning." Union Starch& RefiningCo. v. National LaborRelationsBoard,x86 E2d :0o8,
IOI2 (7th Cir. I95I ). See also Duplex Co. v. Deering, 254 U.S. 443,474-475 (192I), and
infraat notes 13 and 14.
3-Kelly, Fourteenth io63, io7o.
4. Cited in Flackat I6. A similarstatement wasmade byJohn L. Dawsonof Pennsylvania,Globe541.
I9 °
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[Rousseau's]

statements

in regard

I9 i

to these things,"

and con-

eludes: "Many believed that the negro would be entitled to sit on juries,
to attend the same schools...

It does not appear that all of these con-

tentions were specifically contradicted.
pose that..,

It would seem reasonable to sup-

these rights could not be legally denied to them. "s To be-

gin with, there

were,

for example,

proponents

of the Bill that it provided

was hardly

necessary

each such remark,

a number

of specific

for Negro

by

service on a jury; 6 it

to pop up like a jack-in-the-box
particularly

denials

with a retort

when the sponsors

repeatedly

to

under-

scored the limited objectives of the Bill. Why should any weight be given
to the insistence by Andrew J. Rogers, Democrat
Bill would nullify school segregation,
Wilson's categorical

coming on the heels of Chairman

denial, later reiterated,

The length to which the approach

of New Jersey, that the

of any such effect? 7

of Flack has been carried is illus-

trated by Alfred Kelly. After noting the various references
tionalization

of the Civil Rights Act by the Fourteenth

to constitu-

Amendment,

he

states: "All this might well imply that the first section of the proposed
amendment

was intended

to be merely declaratory

Act, and would not go beyond its rather

restrictive

second theme was present in the House debates--the

of the Civil Rights
guarantees.
argument

But a
that the

phraseology of the first section was expansive and 'revolutionary' in character, so that its precise meaning was susceptible to indefinitely broad
5. Flaek 16-17, 4o (emphasisadded).
6. Infra at notes 25-27.
7- Supra Chapter 7 at note io. Rogers continued to insist that suffragewas a "civil
right" within the meaning of the Civil Rights Bill,Globex I22, although it had been carefullyexplainedby Wilson and Trumbull that it wasexcluded.Thayer, who followedRogers, stated, "nobody can successfullycontend that a bill guarantying simplycivil rights
and immunities is a bill under which you could extend the right of suffrage,which is a
political and not a civilright." Id. 1151.Rogers illustrateswhy opposition statements are
unreliable.Speakingto §x of the Amendment,he said,"This section.., is... an attempt
to embody in the Constitution... that outrageous and miserable civil rights bill," and
that the "privilegesor immunities"clauseembraced the right to vote.., to marry.., to
be a juror," Globe2538,all of whichhad been specificallydenied by proponents of the bill
and, with respect to suffrage,of the Amendment.
SenatorTrumbullexplainedat one point that he didnot replyto oppositionassertions
"becauseI thoughtwe shouldsoonestget actionon the billbyvotingsilentlyupon them."
Id. 399.
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And who are the Congressmen

avouched for this "revo-

lutionary" reading? A group of Democratic worthies, Benjamin M. Boyer
and Samuel J. Randall of Pennsylvania, and Rogers, the " 'bete noire' of
the Radicals," says Kelly himself s a man so far out that he was actually
embarrassing to his more practiced Democratic colleagues. 9 It is astonishing to derive "revolutionary"

principles from the argumentative

ments of the very foes who fought even moderate
nail.

proposals

state-

tooth and

Now the Democrats well knew that a broad segment of the Northern
electorate was opposed to Negro equality, so their statements, as Charles
Fairman noted, were calculated to render the bill "odious. "1° They sought
to discredit it, not to make it the instrument of a "revolution" in Negro
rights. For the Democrats, color prejudice, Eric McKitrick remarks, "was
their greatest asset. All they needed to do was to keep it alive and exploit
it in every way." 11Fairman's admonition
a failure to deny such statements

against "drawing inferences from

in such unreasonable

rangues'12 reflects established interpretive

partisan

ha-

practice most recently restated

by the Supreme Court: "[remarks] made in the course of legislative debate
or hearings other than by persons responsible

for the preparation

drafting of a bill are entitled to little weight...
regard to the statements

of legislative opponents

or the

This is especially so with
who '[i]n their zeal to

8. Kelly,Fourteenth io78-1o79. For similar reliance on an array of Democrats, see
tenBroek ziS-z 19.In Bellv.Maryland, 378U.S. zz6, 295(1964),Justice Goldberg stated
in a concurring opinion, "opponents... frequently complained, without refutation or
contradiction, that these measures [Freedmen'sBureau Bill and Civil Rights Bill]would
grant negroes the right of equal treatment in places of public accommodation," citing
Senator Garrett Davis (Globe936). On the same page,however,SenatorTrumbull stated,
"The original act [FBB]and this amendatorybill together were simplydesigned to protect refugees and freedmen from persecution." Shortly thereafter Chairman Wilson reiterated in the House that the Civil Rights Bill had limited aims, which did not, for example, extend "to setting aside the school laws and jury laws."Globexz94.
9. Samuel S. Marshall, a fellow Democrat, said, "in many of the extreme views expressed by... [Rogers]... he does not.., represent the Democratic portion of this
House." Globe117z. To which Rogers added, "I know that my views are somewhat in
advanceof those of some members on this side of the House." Id. See alsoMarshall,id.
H57; William E. Niblack of Indiana, id. H58.
Io. Fairman, Stanford i38.
H. Eric McKitrick, Andrewyobnsonand Reconsw'uaion
58 (x96o).
xz. Fairman, H/st0ry iz36.
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defeat a bill..,

understandably

tend to overstate

stated on another occasion: "An unsuccessful

x93
its reach. ''13 Or, as it

minority cannot put words

into the mouths of the majority. "14
Several broad constructions
calculated

partisanship.

can of Pennsylvania,
crimination

cannot, however, quickly be dismissed as

Senator Edgar Cowan, a conservative

read the Bill to mean "that there shall be no dis-

made..,

none in any way," so that Pennsylvania

could be punished for enforcing
however, was restricted
peatedly emphasized.

Republi-

its school segregation

to "civil rights,"

Then,

officials

laws. is The Bill,

whose narrow scope was re-

too, the "no discrimination

in civil rights"

phrase was later deleted, in order, Chairman Wilson explained, to obviate a "latitudinarian"
construction. 16 Another statement, that of Senator Reverdy Johnson,

a Democrat

of Maryland

and respected

veteran

lawyer, merits notice. He urged that because a Negro would now be
authorized to enter into a contract, he could enter into a "contract of
marriage" with a white woman and thereby the State miscegenation laws
would be invahdated. 17 Tocqueville recorded that "in the North of the
Union, marriages may be legally contracted
but public opinion would stigmatize

between negroes and whites;

a man who should connect himself

with a negress as infamous. "18 That attitude persisted; Stevens' Negro
mistress horrified the abolitionists. 19 Few of the most ardent abolitionists would have dared argue for intermarriage
would have wrecked

their hope of securing

mental rights" to blacks. 2° To attribute
the word "contract"

to authorize

at this time, because it
the indispensable

"funda-

to the framers an intention

intermarriage

runs counter

by

to all in-

13.Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. I85, 2o4 note 24 (I976). See alsoJustice
Frankfurter, quoted in Kluger 668.
14.Mastro PlasticsCorp. v. Labor Board,35° U.S. 270, _88 0956).
15.Globe5o0.
I6. Globe1366;see Wilson, supranote 8.
17.Globe5o5-5o6.
I8. I Tocqueville,Democracyin America364 (I9o0).
19.Fawn M. Brodie, TbaddeusStevens:Scourgeof the South 2o 0959)zo. RecallStevens'perturbation upon learningthat Theodore Tilton had walkedarmin-arm with ex-slaveFrederickDouglass.Supra Chapter xat note 53;seealsoinfra Chapter xo at note 6. Rhode Island enacteda miscegenationstatute in x844.Globezox. Lincoln stated in an address at Columbus,Ohio, September I859, "I am not.., in favor of
bringing about in any way social and politicalequality of the white and blackraces... I
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Samuel W. Moulton

of Illinois flatly denied

"that it is a civil right for a white man to marry a black woman or for a
black man to marry a white woman.'2
strictly speaking,
ceived in terms
association

is a contract,
of contract.

of contracts

_ Although a contract

marriage

is not in ordinary

Given the stated purposes

with other property

could be read as a license for intermarriage
tion. Senator Johnson
tent. ''22 Nevertheless,
broadly construe

to contract

only by a strained construc"you do not mean to

is not prepared

to forestall the possibility

to go to that ex-

that a court might thus

the Bill, he urged specific exclusion of intermarriage.

It would be straining
such an exclusion

usage con-

of the Bill, the

rights, authority

himself stated to Fessenden,

do that. I am sure that the Senator

of marriage,

at a gnat to deduce from the omission

that the Bill contemplated

to make

the abolition of miscege-

nation laws. No court which, like Senator Johnson,

would perceive that

Congress did "not mean to do that," should so read the Act; for from the
bloodletting case in Bologna in the Middle Ages, courts have striven to
ascertain and effectuate the intention of the lawmaker. 23 Although President Johnson

vetoed the Civil Rights Bill, he referred to "the enumera-

am not.., in favor of making voters or jurors of negroes, nor of qualifyingthem.., to
intermarry with white people." Id. 3214-3215.He facedup to the realitiesas President,
supra Chapter I at note 36. Farnsworth of Illinois, replying to fears of intermamage
expressedby Rogers, said he would "very cheerfully join him in voting the restraining
influenceof a penal statute." Globe2o4..Julianof Indiana expressedhimself to the same
effect. Id. 258. In _867--while the Fourteenth Amendment was in the course of
ratification--the Pennsylvania Supreme Court stated, "The natural law which forbids
their intermarriage and that social amalgamationwhich leads to a corruption of races,is
asclearlydivineasthat whichimparted to them different natures." West Chester & Philadelphia Railroad Co. v. Miles, 55 Pa. at 2o9, ,x 3. See also Morton Keller,.4_zrs of State
I5o (1977).
zI. Globe63z.
2z. Id. 506.
23. The question that underliesall "rulesfor the interpretationof statutes [or Constitutions].., is, what was the intention of the legislativebody?Without going backto
the famouscase of the drawingof bloodin the streets of Bologna, the books are full of
authoritiesto the effectthat the intention ofthe lawmakingpowerwill prevaileven against
the letter of the statute... The intention of the lawmakeris the law." Hawaii v. Mankichi, i9o U.S. I97, 212 (x9o3).Blackstone refers to "the Bolognian law... 'that whoeverdrew bloodin the streets shouldbe punishedwith the utmost severity,'"which was
held "not to extendto the surgeon,who openedthe vein of a personthat fell downin the
street with a fit." x William Blackstone,Commentarieson the Laws of England6o.
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tion of the rights to be enjoyed" and noted that it did not repeal "State
laws on the subject of marriage
A similar objection,

between

the two races. ''24

that of Columbus

Delano, an Ohio Republican,

was that the "equal benefit of all laws and proceedings
of person

and property"

would extend

Mark that an Ohio Republican

to the "right

said to Chairman

for the security
of being jurors."

Wilson,

"I presume

that the gentleman himself will shrink from the idea of conferring upon
this race now, at this particular moment, the right of being jurors." Wilson countered,

"I do not believe it confers that right, "2s and he reiter-

ated that the limited objectives of the Bill did not extend to "setting aside
the school and jury laws. "26 Moulton

also denied "that it is a civil right

for any one to sit on a jury"; and Ohio Republican

William

Lawrence

stated that the Bill "does not affect any political rights, as that of suffrage, the right to sit on juries...
termined each for itself. "27
The positive

explanations

That it leaves to the States to be de-

that the bill had restricted

objectives

are

fortified by the fact that sweeping proposals to abolish all discriminatory
classifications '_ repeatedly

fell by the wayside, confirming

gress with open eyes rejected a comprehensive

that Con-

ban against all discrimi-

nations. For example, early in the session, on January 12, 1866, Stevens
submitted to the Joint Committee on Reconstruction that "All laws, state
or federal, shall operate impartially

and equally on all persons without

regard to race or color. "29 On February
of Illinois proposed
distinction between

x9, i866, Senator Richard Yates

that "No State shall..,
citizens of the United

in any manner recognize any
States or any State...

on ac-

24. Globei679--i68o. The veto was overridden in both Houses. Id. i8o9, 1861.
25. GlobeApp. 156-i 57. [MarkTushnet, "CivilRightsand SocialRights:The Future
of the ReconstructionAmendments,"z5 LoyolaL.A_L. Rev. I zo7, i 2o9 (_99z):"during
the congressionaldebates on the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment, the right to
serve on a jury was routinely describedas a political right, and the audiencewas repeatedly assured that the Fourteenth Amendmentwould not guarantee AfricanAmericans
that right."]
z6. Globexz94.
z7. Id. 632, x832.Madison stated, "Trial by jury cannot be considered as a natural
right, but a right resuhSngfrom a social compact." i Annals of Congress437.
28.TenBroek at 2o5 collected some proposals.
29. Kendrick46 (emphasisadded).
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count of race," and renewed the proposal on March 9, i866, at which
time it was decisively voted down, 38 to 7.30Senator Sumner proposed
that in the rebel States "there shall be no denial of rights, civil or political, on account of race." This, too, was rejected, 39 to 8;31a similar
proposal was made by Senator Henderson, and there were others. 32One
and all came to naught) 3At Bingham's insistence, it will be recalled, the
phrase "There shall be no discrimination in civil rights" was deleted from
the Civil Rights Bill, leaving the express enumeration of protected privileges and immunities. 34 The plain fact, as Senator Fessenden, the respected chairman of the Joint Committee said, was that "we cannot put
into the Constitution, owing to existing prejudices and existing institutions, an entire exclusion of all class distinctions. "35
In the teeth of this history, to import into the Civil Rights Act views
of abolitionists and opponents 36that so plainly had been rejected, is to
thwart, not to effectuate, the intention of its framers. Bickel fairly summarizes the evidence: "The Senate Moderates, led by Trumbull and Fessenden, who sponsored this [civilrights] formula, assigned a limited and
well-defined meaning to it," namely, "the right to contract" and so on,
3o. GlobeApp. 98; Globe I287 (emphasis added).
3I. Globe 1,87 (emphasis added). Alfred Kelly said of these measures introduced by
"the more enthusiastic Radicals" that the "significant" fact is they"all "resorted to sweeping and all-inclusive prohibitory language and not mere enumeration alone." Kelly, Fourteenth Io6o. Their "significance" resides, rather, in the fact, to use his own words, that
"all died early deaths," demonstrating that they were unacceptable to the dominant Republicans.
3'. Globe 7o2; supra note 28.
33-As Frederick A. Pike of Maine said of Thomas Eliot's proposal that "the elective
franchise shall not be denied or abridged in any State on account of race," "no amendment of that character can pass... It is useless to submit such a one to the States when
it is sure of rejection." Globe 4o6, 4o7.
34"Supra Chapter 7 at notes x3-i7; supra at note 16.
35. Globe 7o5 . A similar statement was made by Stevens, id. 537; see also supra note
3z•
36. Kelly tells us that the "mood of the Radicals... was 'revolutionary,' " they projetted "changes in the southern social order going far beyond the mere destruction of
slavery"; "both the Civil Rights Act of i866 and the Fourteenth Amendment were products of" this "general 'revolutionary' mood." Kelly, Fourteenth lO6O-XO6I. It would also
have required "something of a revolution" in the Northern "social order," for which the
Republicans were totally unprepared. As we have seen, the "revolutionary" proposals were
beaten back time after time. Supra at notes "9-35-
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"also a right to equal protection
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in the literal sense of benefiting

equally

from the laws for the security of person and property. "37 Even so, James G.
Blaine recorded,

"it required

potent

persuasion,

reinforced

by the se-

verest party discipline, to prevent a serious break in both Houses against
the bill"3S--and

this in spite of repeated

scope. Subsequently,
the Amendment. 39

four defectors

assurances

as to its limited

in the Senate could have defeated

37-Biekel 56 (emphasisadded).
38. • Blaine, TwentyYearsof Congressi7I, quoted in Flack 19 note z,.
39.James 15o.
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"Equal Protection of the Laws"

Ix
has long been the habit of the Supreme Court to say that the
Fourteenth Amendment "speaks in general terms, and those are as comprehensive
"majestic
contours"

as possible. "1 Its opinions are replete with references

to the

generalities" of the Fourteenth Amendment, 2 to the "vague
of the due process clause, 3 and the like. Even Judge Learned

Hand, though later dubious whether

the Amendment

authorized

the de-

segregation decision, had said, "history is only a feeble light, for the rubrics were meant to answer future problems unimagined and unimaginable. "4 And, though Negro
the Amendment,
protection

suffrage was unmistakably

no less a figure than Justice Holmes

clause self-evidently

excluded from

held that the equal

requires admission of Negroes

to a Texas

primary: "it seems hard to imagine a more direct and obvious infringement of the Fourteenth. That amendment..,
was passed..,
with a special intent to protect

blacks from discrimination

against them. "s Yet, as

i. Strauder v. Virginia, ioo U.S. 3o3, 31o (x879).
z. Katzenhachv. Morgan, 384 U.S. 64x, 649 (x966).
3. Infra Chapter xi at notes 2-3; Chapter 14 at notes 4o-43.
4. TheSpiritoflaberty 17z-i 73 (IrvingDiIlard ed. 1952). Yethe could sayof the Court's
resumption of the "role of a third legislativechamber" in the context of the "desegregation" ease, "I have never been able to understand on what basis it does or can rest
except as a coupde main." Hand, The Bill of Rights 55 (I962)"
5. Nixon v. Herndon, z73 U.S. 536, 541 (x927).Justice Matthews had earlier cited
"the poliucal franchise of voting" as a "self-evident"illustration of"fundamental rights"
"because preservative of all rights," YickWo v. Hopkins, xi8 U.S. 356, 37o (I886), a
position that had been pressed by Sumner and others but had been rejected. Supra Chapter 4 at notes x2-x4 et seq.
In the sameopinion whereinJustice Frankfurter finds it impossibleto swallowreapportionment, he states that "the controlling command of Supreme Law is plain and unx98

"Equal Protection of the Laws"
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we have seen, the framers meant to oudaw discrimination only with respect to enumerated privileges. Even the abolitionists shrank from complete equality. Derrick

Bell points out that "few abolitionists

were in-

terested

in offering blacks the equality they touted so highly. Indeed, the

anguish

most abolitionists

experienced

as to whether

slaves should be

granted social equality as well as political freedom is well documented. "6
It is the object of this and the succeeding

chapter to show that the

framers chose words which apdy expressed, and throughout

were wed-

ded to, their limited purposes; that there is virtually no evidence that the
framers meant by resort to those words to open goals beyond those
specified in the Civil Rights Act and constitutionalized
ment. 7 If the terms of the Amendment
Court

in the Amend-

are "vague," it is because the

made them so s in order to shield the expanding

free enterprise

system from regulation.
Analysis will be facilitated

by a breakdown

into subsidiary questions:

What privileges were to be protected? Was the protection

to be absolute,

that is, to guarantee

only to secure

certain rights to all, or comparative,

freedom from discrimination if those rights were granted? Do the words
confer upon Congress a general power to legislate for the States or merely
a power to correct State violations? The materials that bear upon these
questions are so intermingled

that it is not easy to disentangle

separate discussion. Some repetition is therefore unavoidable,
fort to isolate the several issues is well worth the cost.

them for
but an ef-

equivocal"on the issueof Negro disfranchisement:"An end of discriminationagainstthe
Negro was the compelling motive of the Civil War Amendments. The Fifteenth expresses this in terms, and it is no less true of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth." Bakerv. Can', 369 U.S. I86, z85-z86 (1962),citing Nixon v. Herndon, dissenthag opinion. The invocation to Holmes cannot overcomethe fact that the Fourteenth
Amendment designedly withheld suffrage.
Holmes himself construed a statute"not to include a casethat indisputablywaswithin
its literal meaning, but was believednot to be within the aim of Congress." American
Security Co. v. District of Columbia, z24 U.S. 49 x, 495 (I912). There he inferredthat
"Congress meant no such result"; here we have proof positivethat the framersmeant to
exclude suffrage.
6. Derrick& Bell,Jr., "BookReview,"76 Colum. L. Rev.35o, 358 (1976).See Chapter x at notes 38, 39, 537. See supra Chapter 58. See infra Chapter x4 at notes 4o-43 .
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"Equal protection,"
history. "9 Sumner
duce

the words

criminatory

it has been said, "had virtually

believed

before

the concept

the law' into American

Blackstone

jurispru-

that laws should be general,

in their application,

is of long standing.

rulers "are to govern by promulgated
in particular

no antecedent

that he may have been "the first to intro-

'equality

dence. "l° In truth,

BY JUDICIARY

established

nondis-

As Locke put it,

laws, not to be varied

cases, but to have one rule for rich and poor. "_1 A note to
stated

generality

in more limited

terms: "restraints intro-

duced by the law should be equal to all. "12 Nor was selection

of those

entitled

of black

to equal protection

slaves from the society
1780 provided

ruled out, as the very exclusion

attested.

be equally under the protection
of 1866, that Constitution
his life, liberty

and oppression

protection

according

nonpersons

the Negroes

of

laws. "13 As slaves,

Declared

free by the Thir-

to be treated like slaves, 14 so it was
whites would also pro-

In the words of Senator James W. Nye of

"have equal rights to protection--equalized

tection under equalized laws."ls This "equalized
be overemphasized,

to "the enjoyment

to standing

essential to insure that the laws which protected
Nevada,

of
shall

at every step. It would be little exaggerated

they continued

tect blacks from oppression.

peaceably

singled out for grossly discriminatory

to say that they were all but unprotected.
teenth Amendment,

Constitution

themselves

of law"; and, like the Civil Rights Act

confined

and property

blacks were chattels,
treatment

The Massachusetts

that Christians "demeaning

was limited

protection,"

to the rights enumerated

proit can not

in the Civil

Rights Act of x866, as will now appear.

9- Kelly, Fourteenth
lO52.
1o. Donald, Sumner II x49.
i 1. Quoted in R.J. Harris, The Quertfor Equahty io (196o).
12. x William Blackstone, Coramentaries on the Laws of England
note was called to the attention

of the 39th Congress

13. Articles HI and X; i Poore 957-958.
14. Supra Chapter z at notes 18-24; Conkling,
Peculiar Institution
15. Globe Io73,

124, 192-236
xo74.

(1956) .

by Senator

127n. The Blackstone
Trumbull.

Globe 356; Kenneth

Globe 474.

M. Stampp,

The

"Equal Protectionof the Laws"
What
The

Was Equal

Protection

Civil Rights Act, it will be recalled,

right to contract,

to hold property,

20i

to Protect?
secured

to blacks the same

and to sue, as whites enjoyed, and

the "equal benefit of all lawsJbr security of person and property." "Political
rights"

were excluded. 16 In describing

changeably

referred

to "equality,"

these aims the framers

"equality before the law," and "equal

protection" (but always in the circumscribed
merated in the Bill), so that it is reasonable
regarded

these terms as synonymous.

of Illinois,

context of the rights enuto infer that the framers

What is required,

said Moulton

is "that each State shall provide for equality before the law,

equal protection

to life, liberty, and property,

sued. "17 A leading Radical,
Civil Rights

matters

equal right to sue and be

Samuel Shellabarger

Bill, "whatever

(not political)

of Ohio, said, of the

rights as to each of these enumerated

the State may confer upon one race..,

held by all races in equality

...

It secures

...

fer upon any races. "_8 So it was understood
Democrat:

"To recognize

equality of protection in

by Senator

sachusetts

Hendricks,

desire to go; in the language of the Senator

[Sumner]

and that is proposed

to place all men upon an equality
in regard

"in the State of Indiana
races. "19 When

to their civil rights."

we do not recognize

Andrew Johnson

combed

vetoed it, he noted that §x "contains
be enjoyed"

and that "perfect

to conan

the civil rights of the colored people

as equal to the civil rights of the white people, I understand
far as Senators

civil

shall be

those enumerated civil rights which the States may deem proper
Indiana

inter-

from Mas-

before the law;

He objected

the civil equality

that
of the

the Bill for objections

an enumeration

equality"

to be as

and

of the rights to

was sought with respect

to

16. SupraChapter 2 at note ,6 et seq. In i797 Judge Samuel Chase had decidedthat
the privilegesand immunities clauseof ArticleIV requireda State to accordan out-ofstate citizen the "same"protection for propertyand "personalrights"and the "same"
exemptionsfrom taxesand burdensit affordedto its own citizens. Campbellv. Morris,
3 H. & McH. 535, 554 (Md.).
17. Globei622.
I8. Id. 1293(emphasisadded).Wilson calledfor a stop to "inhuman" discriminations
and for "equalityin the exemptionsof the law." Globei i 18.
19.Id. 6oI-6o2.
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"these enumerated
can, expressed

rights. "2° Thomas

a widely shared

made equal before
the pursuit

BY
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T. Davis, a New York Republi-

feeling

in stating,

the law, and be permitted

of happiness

[property],"

Negroes

"must be

to enjoy life, liberty, and

but he was against

"the estab-

lishment of perfect equality between the colored and the white race of
the South. ''21 While James W. Patterson of New Hampshire was "opposed to any law discriminating
tection

of life, liberty, person

"I am not prepared

against [blacks] in the security
and property, .... beyond

to go,"

explicidy

rejecting

and pro-

this," he stated,

"political

and social

equatib/. "22 Windom

declared

that the Civil Rights Bill conferred

"equal right, nothing

more..,

to make and enforce contracts,"

on, but no "social privileges. "23 Thus,

the concept

tion" had its roots

Bill and was conceived

in the Civil Rights

limited to the enumerated rights.
What reason is there to conclude
tection

of the laws" were embodied

an

and so

of "equal protecto be

that when the words "equal proin the Amendment

they were

freighted with a new cargo of meaning--unlimited
equality across the
board? The evidence points the other way. In an early version of the
Amendment,

provision was made for both "the same political rights and

privileges and..,

equal protection

property, 24 an indication

that "equal protection"

litical rights and privileges,"
erty." Bingham

proposed

in the enjoyment

but was confined
a substitute,

of life, liberty and

did not include

"po-

to "life, liberty, or prop-

H.R. No. 63, that would

em-

power Congress "to secure..,
all privileges and immunities...
(Art. IV,
Sec. 2); and..,
equal protection in the rights of life, liberty and property (5th Amendment)

.'2s "Political

rights and privileges"

had disap-

peared; in its place was "privileges and immunities." Neither "privileges
and immunities,"
nor its antecedent, "civil rights," had included "po2o. Id. 1679-168o. Bickelconcluded that the Moderate leadershilr----Trumbulland
Fessenden had in mind a "limited and well-definedmeaning.., a fight to equal protection in the literal sense of benefitting equallyfrom the lawsfor the securityof person
and property." Bickel 56.
2 I. Id. 1085.
22.Id. 2699.
23.Id. IX59.See alsoJohn Thomas, supra Chapter 7 at note 33.
24.Bickel 3i.
25.Id. 33; Kendrick 61.

"Equal Protection of the Laws"
litical

privileges.

"confiscation
states,"
insure

"26 Bingham

statutes..,

the objects
"that

him to point

announces."
and nothing
Among

ground

replied,

his proposal

was aimed

imprisonment"

Bill. It would

to all persons.
"which

"The

contains

words

'equal

at

of the "rebel

enable

by the laws of the States

to the clause

Congress

to

shall be equal

"27 Hale

of New York

the doctrine
protection'

he here
contain

it,

else."28
the statements

the objectives
"The

given

and property

Bingham

that

of unjust

of the Civil Rights

the protection

in respect to life, liberty
asked

explained

statutes

203

indicating

of the Civil Rights

'civil rights

bill,' which

as this amendment.
allows Congress

that

§ I was considered

Act is that of Latham

is now

a law ...

"29 Stevens

covers

explained

to correct the unjust legislation

that

to embody

of West Virginia:
exactly

the same

the Amendment

of the States so far

that the law which operates upon one shall operate equally upon all.
Whatever

law punishes

black man precisely

a white man for a crime shall punish

in the same way...

Whatever

the

law protects the

white man shall afford equal protection to the black man. Whatever
means of redress is afforded to one shall be afforded to all. Whatever law allows the white man to testify in court shall allow the man
of color to do the same. These
present

[Black] codes ...

oppressive

laws ...

are great

advantages

I need not enumerate

over their

these partial and

Your civil fights bill secures the same thing. 3°

26. Supra Chapter 2 at notes 26-40.
27. Globe lO91 , io94 (emphasis added).
28. Id. lO94 (emphasis added). This interchange with Hale about a provision described by Bingham as "equal in respectto life, liberty, and property" (emphasis added), is
rendered by Kelly thus: "In other words, the amendment was to impose a very general
requirement of equality on a//state legislation of the most inclusive kind"! Kelly, Fourteenth 1o74. "Life, liberty, and property," we have seen, had a limited connotation for the
framers.
29. Globe 2883; see also supra Chapter i at notes lO-I3; Chapter 8 at notes 68-70.
3o. Globe 2459 (emphasis added). Van Alstyne comments on this passage, "Surely the
right to vote is one essential protection that white men enjoyed and surely equal protection would require that black men enjoy it to the same extent." Van Alstyne 56. He
substitutes twentieth-century logic for the intention of the framers, including Stevens, to
exclude suffrage from both the Civil Rights Bill and the Fourteenth Amendment. See
infra Appendix A at notes 21-33.
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the "evils to which the proposal

was directed"

hark

"back to those which had been pointed to in support of the Civil Rights
Bill.,,31 In attributing to Stevens the view that the Amendment

proposed

"a congressional
guarantee of equality with respect to all state legislation, "32 Alfred Kelly misconceived Stevens' position. Very early in the
session he had proposed that "all national and State laws shall be equally
applicable to every citizen..,
that is the one I love...
But it would not
be wise to entangle the present proposition with that one. The one might
drag down the other. ''33 And when Stevens summed up his views on the
Amendment,
modeled

he said he had hoped

all our institutions

•.. inequality of rights..,
bright dream has vanished
patching

as to have freed them from every vestige of
that no distinction would be tolerated...
...

up the worst portions

went only to discriminatory
and the like.
Senator Howard,

that the people "would have so re-

we shall be obliged

to be content

This
with

of the ancient edifice. "34 Those patches

punishments,

deprivation

of judicial redress

a far less acute and careful lawyer than Stevens, de-

livered himself of a looser statement,
general by his enumeration

but even he went on to qualify the

of particulars:

3:. Bickel47- Referring to an earlier Stevensinterpellation in a Hale-Bingham colloquy,Kelly states that Stevens"made it clear"he proposed to go "far beyond the scope
of the Civil Rights Bill." Kelly,Fourteenth xo73.That concerned a Bingham proposal
that "Congress shall have power to make all laws... to secure equal protection in the
rights of life,liberty, and property."Hale objected,and Stevensaskedwhether he meant
Congress "couldinterfere in any casewhere the legislationof a State wasequal, impartial
to all? Or is it not simplyto providethat, where any State makes a distinction in the same
law between different classesof individuals Congress shall have power to correct such
inequality."Globem63. The proposal reallyembodied the former alternative (seeinfra at
notes 76-81 for discussion),and it had to be abandoned.For present purposes,the important thing is that equal protection was limited to "life, liberty,and property," and as
the later Stevens statement, quoted supra at note 3o, shows, he did not go beyond the
rights enumerated in the Civil Rights Act.
3z. Kelly,Fourteenth m73. Apparently Kelly changed his views.In a 1965 article he
stated that "so far as I know,there is no instance of any discussionon the floor of either
House in terms of anything other than a proposal to guarantee against certainforms of
discriminatorystate action." Kelly,"Clio and the Court: An Illicit LoveAffair,"x965S. Ct.
Rev. 119, :47 (emphasis added)•
33. Globe537.
34.Id. 3x48 (emphasisadded).

"Equal Protection of the Laws"
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The last two clauses of the first section of the amendment disable
a State from depriving.., any person.., of life, liberty or property
without due process of law, or from denying to him equal protection of the laws. This abolishes all classlegislation in the States and
does away with the injustice of subjecting one caste of person to a
code not applicable to another. It prohibits the hanging of a black
man for a crime for which the white man is not to be hanged. It
protects the black man in his fimdamental rights.., with the same
shield which it throws over the white man... Ought not the time
to be now passed when one measure of justice is to be meted out to
a member of one caste while another and different measure is to be
meted out to the member of another caste.3s
By "fundamental

rights" Howard

was employing

the familiar shorthand

for the incidents of "life, liberty, or property," repeatedly so identified during the course of the Civil Rights Bill. That by "all legislation" he did not
really mean "all" is demonstrated
give ...

by his statement

that §i "does not...

the right of voting"; it is not, he said, "one of the privileges or

immunities. "36 One who confessed that suffrage was not granted can
hardly have held out in the same breath that "all class legislation" would
now be banned, including some for which even greater distaste had been
exhibited---desegregation,

miscegenation.

Reflecting earlier comments on

the Civil Rights Bill, Howard stated in the same context that the Amendment "establishes equality before the law," that it will prevent States from
"trenching

upon these rights and privileges," and will give blacks the "same

rights and the same protection
tently both Stevens and Howard
pressive discriminations

of equal protection

whites.

were addressing themselves

perpetuated

Bingham himself contributed
terpretation

before the law" as it gives

37

Pa-

to the op-

by the Black Codes.

a telling bit of evidence
in unlimited

against an in-

terms. He it was who im-

35. Id. 2766 (emphasisadded).
36.Id.
37.Id. To read Howard's "all legislation"literally is also to ignore the proposals to
that effectthat perished.SupraChapter 9 at notes 28-35.These facts refuteKelly'sstatement that Howard "presented in no uncertain terms a powerfuland convincing'broad
construction' of the force and scope of the first section,"an "extremelylatitudinarian
interpretationof the due process dame, which he assertedwould destroyall class legislation entirely."Kelly,Fourteenth io8x; cf. supranote 32.
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ported "equal protection" into the Amendment; speaking toward the
close of the session in behalf of the admission of Tennessee despite its
whites-only
...

suffrage provision,

he said: "One great issue has been finally

settled . . . [by the Amendment]

law. "38 Manifestly
qualified

the equahty

of all men before the

an equality that excluded Negro suffrage was not un-

as he recognized:

"We are all for equal and exact justice ...

[but] justice for all is not to be secured in a day." When Joseph H. Defrees of Indiana, like Stevens, said that § i of the Amendment "places all
persons on an equality..,

so far as equal protection

cerned, ''39 he distinguished
tection

between

of the laws is con-

full-scale equality and "equal pro-

of the laws." That distinction

was underlined

by Samuel

Shel-

labarger, who, speaking to the Civil Rights Bill, confined "equality of
protection [to] the enumerated civil rights," if conferred upon whites.
Similar remarks were made by Wilson and Moulton. 4° Limited
was adopted because, as Senator Henderson
in the session:

"A bold declaration

ried. "41 His prediction

of Missouri

of man's equality

was fulfilled by repeated

require "all laws" to operate "impartially
distinctions between citizens. "42

cannot

be car-

rejection of proposals to

and equally," to abolish "any

But, it may be asked, does not the differentiation
process" protection

equality

declared early

of "life, liberty, and property"

in §i between

"due

and "equal protection

of the laws" indicate that "equal protection" was now divorced from the
earlier limitation to "life, liberty, and property"? Nothing in the debates
indicates such a purpose. 42a"Equal protection
central

object of the framers:

to prevent

respect to the rights enumerated

of the laws" expressed the

statutory discrimination

with

in the Civil Rights Act. That purpose

had been loosely expressed in Bingham's earlier formulation:
tection in the rights of life, liberty, and property,"

"equal pro-

which he mistakenly

38 . Globe 3979.
39- Globe App. 227 (emphasis

added).

4 o. Supra Chapter 2 at note z6; supra at notes i7-I8,
21-23.
41. GlobeApp. 119. See Senator Fessenden, supra Chapter 6, Epigraph.
by the evidence,"

Woodward

states, to conclude

pared to sustain" a "guarantee of equality."
also Chapter I at notes 38-39, 52-53 .
4 z. Supra Chapter
4,a. Evidence

9 at notes

to the contrary

that "popular

convictions

"One is driven
were not pre-

The Burden of Southern History 83 (i96o);

see

28-35.
is furnished

by Farnsworth,

infra Chapter

xi at note 98.

"Equal Protection of the laws"
identified

with the "5th Amendment."

lawyer restored
Amendment

the words

association

to their Fifth

with due process, thus insuring

access to the

association of due process with

made it necessary to block what Stevens denominated

"partial and oppressive
protection

Possibly some more perceptive

"life, liberty, and property"

courts. At the same time, the established
judicial procedure
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laws," a purpose

succinctly expressed by "equal

of the laws" to which reference

had been made during

the

debate on the Civil Rights Bill.

Freedom

From

Discrimination

vs. Absolute

Rights

The framers sought only to secure to blacks the same specified fights as
were enjoyed by whites; if whites did not have them there was no State
duty to supply them to anyone, still less a congressional
gap. So much appears

from Shellabarger's

Rights Bill secures "equality

power to fill the

explanation

of protection

that the Civil

in these enumerated

civil

rights which the States may deem proper to confer upon any race. "43 Before
considering

further evidence, let us examine tenBroek's argument

to the

contrary. His was the most sustained effort to give "equal protection"
"absolute"

as distinguished

of his argument

from a nondiscriminatory

an

content. The heart

is:

the basic notion of this phrase is protection; equality is the condition. The equal protection of the laws cannot be supplied unless the
protection of the laws is supplied, and the protection of the laws, at
least for men's natural fights, being the sole purpose for which governments are instituted, must be supplied. The clause is thus understood to mean: "Every State shall supply to all persons ... the
protection of the laws and the protection shall be equal to all."44
Even on the level of verbal analysis the argument
difion" is a "restriction
tion unlimited'--the
mandated,

or qualification";

full protection

is vulnerable.

it was therefore

A "con-

not "protec-

of which laws are capable--that

was

but only that such laws as were enacted should be impartial.

43- Supra at note xs.
44- TenBroek,22.
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If the laws supplied
to which

the "equal"

" 'equal'

protection

virtually

synonyms

glass

given

no protection,
condition

to whites
could

"45 departs

argument

from

is further

emphatically

That

as "the citizens

Bingham

said, "I admit

liberty,

must
that

a decent

flawed

its citizens,
Protection,

must

that

laws are

for words--a

by the assumption

be well enough

as a jural

of the framers.

rely upon

the

amendment,

half-

State

that the "baof the laws...
postulate,

Translating
for their

46 but

a remark
protection,"

to effect

makes

"the care of the property,

he
the

is in the States, and not in the Federal
no change
Trumbull

whatever

be impartial,

in that
reassured

no discrimination

this bill has no operation
if given,

respect

of the

"protection

cause the rule was dear to the framers,
"if the State of Kentucky

protection

such is the rule as it now stands. "47 Later

that in his proposed
I have sought

was nothing

To state in this context

'full'

clause is that

and the life of the citizen..,

Government.

there

it is not "full."

it was not the premise

of Hale

explained

may

or blacks,

attach.

though

sic idea" of the equal protection
must be supplied."

JUDICIARY

of the laws and the

to all is "equal"

TenBroek's

BY

respect.

"4s Be-

the Senate

in civil fights

that

between

in the State of Kentucky.

but the absence

'_9

of all protection

45. Id. i93.
46. That is likewise Harris' view, supra note i i at 22, 42.
47. Globe Io93. Hale had stated that the "American people have not yet found their
State governments are insufficient to protect the fights and liberties of the citizen." Id.
1o64-io65. After concurring, Bingham quoted Federalist No. 45' "The power reserved
to the Federal States will extend to all the objects, which, in the ordinary course of affairs,
concern the lives, liberties and properties of the people." Globe Io93.
Shellabarger referred to the "rights which the States may deem proper to confer upon
any races," supra at note I8. And Senator Fessenden stated, "The power exists now at the
present time in all these States to make just such class or caste distinctions as they please.
The Constitution does not limit them." Id. 704 .
48. Id. i292.
49. Id. 600. After the Johnson veto of the Civil Rights Bill, Trumbull reiterated that
the Bill "in no manner interferes with the municipal regulations of any State which protects all alike in their rights of person or property." Id. x76x.
Contrast this with tenBroek's deduction from Trumbull's statement, "I take it that any
statute which is not equal to all, and which deprives any citizen of civil rights which are
securedtoother citizens, is an unjust encroachment" (emphasis added). TenBroek asks," 'secured' how? By the only method by which rights can be secured, namely, by supplying
protection ... Hence, deprivation or denial of laws 'not equal to all' will occur just as
much by failure to supply the protection..,
as by the Black Codes imposing special burdens on a selected class"! TenBroek x88.

"Equal Protection of the Laws"
would afford no ground for federal intervention.
Broek's argument

It does not advance ten-

that, in the remarks of the radical extremists

Kelley-Woodbridge,
gotten
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Higby-

"the qualifying word 'equal' was almost entirely for-

and 'protection'

treated

as if it stood

alone. "s° Against

this

unrepresentative

fringe there is first the fact that a subcommittee

Joint Committee

had proposed that "Congress shall have power to make

all laws..,

to secure all persons..,

full protection in the enjoyment of life,

liberty and property. "sl Here was a proposal
embodied

precisely what tenBroek

there were others--that

argues for, and its demise demon-

strates that the framers had no stomach for "full" protection
of Congress.

of the

at the hands

Their objectives were narrower.

Again and again the framers stated that their purpose was to prevent
one law for blacks, another for whites. It was a ban on such discrimination

that was expressed

protection"--not

in "equality

before

the law" and "equal

a mandate that the States must confer rights not there-

tofore enjoyed by any citizen. In the beginning the Civil Rights Bill had
provided:
There shall be no discrimination in civil rights or immunities ...
but the inhabitants shall have the same right... ["asis enjoyed by
white citizens"] ... to full and equal benefit of all laws for the security of person and property, and shall be subject to hke punishment ... and none other. 52
The word "immunities"

carried over into the Amendment,

hence Wil-

son's explanation is germane: "It merely secures to citizens of the United
States equality in the exemptions

of the law. A colored citizen shall not,

because he is colored, be subjected to obligations,

duties, pains and pen-

alties from which other citizens are exempted...

One race shall not be

favored in this respect more than another...

This is the spirit and scope

5o. TenBroek211. But Woodbridgeunderstood the purposewas to strikeat discrimination. Infra note 55. Higby is a poor witness for "absolute" protection, for his "extremely anti-Chinese" views led him to maintain that "the Chinese were 'a pagan race'
of no virtue and incapableof citizenship,"Harris, supranote xi at 4o, and therefore not
entitled to equal protection.
51.January 27, i866, TenBroek 205 (emphasisadded).
5z. Globe474, I366-
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of the bill, and it does not go one step beyond."53 Although
crimination"

clause had been deleted

at Bingham's

words "civil rights" were too broad and "oppressive,"
the "same" rights and immunities

remained

stood by the framers that discrimination
labarger

illustrates;

merated

rights and obligations

the "no dis-

insistence

the provisions

untouched.

remained

and upon all citizens alike without

for

It was under-

the target as Shel-

the Bill would require that whatever
are imposed

that the

of these "enu-

by State laws shall be for

distinction

based upon

race"; such

rights "shall be held by all races in equality. "54
That

persisted

as the ground

bass of the Amendment;

Stevens

ex-

plained that it required

that a State law "shall operate equally upon all.

Whatever

a white man for a crime shall punish the black

law punishes

man precisely
tection,"
jecting

in the same way and to the same degree. "55 "Equal pro-

said Senator

Howard,

one caste of persons

Amendment

"establishes

to a code not applicable

that were accorded

ing the same fights or privileges;
when measured

teria; but if it is impartial,
satisfies the meaning

53. Id.
"exemption

to whites; and they

A State provision

by more enlightened
uniformly

of

neither less nor greater; hav-

impartial."

may be

federal or State cri-

applied to all within the State, it

of "equal. "sT

x:I 7 (emphasis
added). The word
from unequal burdens." Id. IO89.

"immunity,"

said

54- Id. 1293; see supra at note 18.
55. Globe 2459, more fully quoted supra at note 3o. Woodbridge
prototype amendment
to give "to every citizen..,
that protection
is extended to the other citizens of the State." Id. lO88.
56. Id. 2766.
57. In the 1871 debates

the

suited to the purpose. Among the definitions

"equal" are "uniform in effect or operation;
substandard

to another";

against the blacks with respect to enumer-

and immunities

chose a word perfectly

of sub-

equality before the law. "56 In short, the fram-

ers struck at discrimination
ated privileges

"does away with the injustice

on the Ku Klux Klan Act, James

Bingham,

means

read the Bingham
to his property

Garfield,

destined

which

before

long to become President, "reviewed fillly the legislative history of the first section," and
stated that "It is not required the laws shall be perfect. They may be unwise, injudicious,
even unjust; but they must be equal in their provisions..,
weight."

Cong. Globe, 42d Cong.,

resting

:st Sess. App. I53, April 4, 1871.

upon

all with equal

"Equal Protection of the Laws"
True it is that Bingham
"fundamental,"

"natural"

and Lawrence

of Ohio maintained

rights were "absolute,"

held. s8 But the Republican

21 I

majority was content to correct

discrimina-

tions with respect to those rights. Bingham, on whom tenBroek
relies, is, we have seen, a confused,

that the

and could not be with-

imprecise, and vacillating

so often
wimess, s9

Even so, when pressed by Hale whether his proposal "confers upon Congress a general power of legislation"
erty and property,"
protection

in regard to "protection

of life, lib-

he replied that it was designed "to see to it that the

g/yen by the laws of the State shall be equal in respect to life,

liberty and property

to all persons. "6° Faced with opposition,

once more retreated--Congress
Nevertheless,

tenBroek

was only to correct

adopts Bingham's teetering

States were under an absolute duty to protect
marking on Bingham's "immortal

Bingham

discrimination.
statement

61

that the

those privileges. After re-

Bill of Rights," he loftily dismisses Bar-

ron v. Baltimore, wherein

Chief Justice

Rights had no application

to the States:

Marshall

held that the Bill of

The "immortal Bill of Rights" not binding on the States! How can
one refute an axiom? ... Chief Justices... cannot successfully refute an axiom more than any other mortals... [Marshall] could not
by any pronouncement

of his diminish the obligation of the states

to protect men in their natural rights of life, liberty, and property. 62
58. GlobeIO89_IO9 O, I832.
59"Supra Chapter 8 at notes 43-56.
60. Globexo94 (emphasisadded).
6i. "By the Fourteenth Amendment's terms the legal processes(procedures) due
equallyas protection and remedy to each national citizen were the laws and procedures
of a citizen'sState.Insteadof formulatingpositivelynational civil-fightsminima,as some
RepublicanRadicalspreferredto do, the amendmentforbadeunequal deprivationof the
broad,uncodifiedmass of civilrightsprotectionswhich a state professedto affordequally
to the generalityofits citizens."HaroldM. Hyman, A MorePerfectUnion467-468 0973).
In 1872JusticeMillerstated,_VVedoubtverymuch whether any action of a State not
directedbywayof discriminationagainstthe negroesasa class.., willeverbe held to come
within the purviewof this [equalprotection]provision."Slaughter-House
Cases,83 U.S. (I6
Wall.)36, 8x.In I884_Justice Fieldstatedthat the Fourteenth Amendment"onlyinhibits
discriminatingand partial enactments, favoringsome to the impairment of the rights of
others,"anddoesnot transfer"tothe federalgovernmentthe protectionof allprivaterights
..." Butchers' Union Co. v. Crescent City Co., IIi U.S. 746, 759, concurringopinion.
62. TenBroek214-215; Barronv. Baltimore,32 U.S. (7 Pet.) 243 (i833).
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What tenBroek regards as axiomatic runs counter to statements in the
First Congress that the Bill of Rights was to have no application to the
States, and in spite of Madison's urging that freedom of speech and press
stood in greater need of protection against the States than against the
federal government, to the rejection of his proposal that they be made
applicable to the States. 63In 1789 men were more devoted to their States
than to the nascent federal government; they feared the centralized, remote power of the newcomer, 64 hence the limitations imposed on the
federal government by the Bill of Rights. There is no inkling that in the
interVening 75 years the North had become dissatisfied with the protection they were given by the States. On the contrary, they reaffirmed their
attachment to State sovereignty in the 39th C°ngr ess-as They believed
that State governments would be more responsive to their needs, more
controllable than the federal regime; and they sought to limit federal intrusions to the minimum necessary to protect the personal security of the
blacks.
The present generation would read back into the Amendment views
that the framers clearly perceived the North would not accept. Much
closer to the intention of the framers, 66 the Supreme Court said in i875,
with respect to the First Amendment protection of the right to assemble
against "encroachment by Congress": "For their protection in its enjoyment, therefore, the people must look to the States. The power for
that purpose was originally placed there, and it has never been surrendered to the United States. "67
6 3. Supra Chapter

8 note 4-

64. Raoul Berger, Congress v. The Supreme Court 260-263
65. E.g., Hale, supra note 47; Chapter 4 at notes 5I-52.

(I969).

66. As long ago as 1454, stated Chief Justice Prisot, "the judges who gave these decisions in ancient times were nearer to the making of the statute than we now are, and
had more acquaintance

with it." Wmdham

v. Felbridge,

Y.B. 33 Hen. 4, f-38, 4 x, pl. 17,

quoted in C. IC Allen, Law in the Making I93 (6th ed. i958). For early American statements to the same effect, see Stuart v. Laird, 5 U.S. (I Cranch) z99, 309 (I8o3); Ogden
v. Saunders,

25 U.S. (i2 Wheat.)

213, 29° (x827). Such cases antedate

modem

access to

legislative history, and I would not suggest that such judges can displace the clearly revealed intention of the framers as disclosed by that history, but would point out that their
confirmation

of that history

lends it added weight.

67. United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 552 (1875). That plainly appears in the
history of the Bill of Rights, supra Chapter 8 note 4- Chief Justice Parker declared in

"Equal Protection of the Laws"
Congressional

Power: Corrective

Does the § 1 provision "nor shall any State...
its jurisdiction

the equal protection

enact laws for direct enforcement
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or General
deny to any person within

of the laws" empower
thereof?

Justice

Congress

"How can a prohibition,

in the nature of things, be enforced

violated? "6s To convert

"No

until it is

State shall deny" into "Congress

make" does violence to the text. The distinction

between

of action and a grant of power was well understood
gress. Even with respect to the prohibitions

to

Bradley answered,
shall

a prohibition

by the 39th Con-

directed

to Congress by the

Bill of Rights, Hale said that the several amendments

"do not contain,

from beginning

On the contrary,

to end, a grant of power anywhere.

they are all restrictions

of power. "69 In addition,

"the equality ordained"

is, as Dean Phil Neal put it, "a Statewide equal-

ity, encompassing

there is the fact that

the persons 'within its jurisdiction'

and not a nation-

wide or external equality. "7° For it is the "laws" of the State, not of the
nation,

that are required

to afford "equal protection."

Textual analysis is richly confirmed

by the legislative history. SheUa-

barger, an Ohio Radical, argued on behalf of the Civil Rights Bill that
"if this section did in fact assume to confer or define or regulate
civil rights which are named..,

then it would..,

these

be an assumption

of

the reserved rights of the States ... Its whole effect is not to confer or
regulate rights, but to require that whatever of these enumerated rights
and obligations

are imposed

by State laws shall..,

be without

distinc-

Abbott v. Bayley,6 Pick. 89,93 (Mass.1827) that "protectionof the personsof those who
live under this jurisdiction" was left by the Constitution in the States. See also supra
Chapter 8 at notes 86-87.
68.United Statesv. CruikshanL 25 E Cas. (No. 14,897) 7o7, 714 (C.C.D. La. 1874).
69. GlobelO64.Michael C. Kerr of Indiana also rejected the argument that the first
ten amendments "are grants of power to Congress... Hitherto these amendmentshave
been supposed . .. to contain only limitations on the powers of Congress." Id. 127o.
7o. Phil C.Neal, "Bakerv.Carr: Politicsin Searchof Law,"1962S. Ct. Rev.252,293.
In Missouri v.Lewis, ioI U.S. 22, 31 (1879),the Court held, "The Fourteenth Amendment doesnot profess to secure to all personsin the United Statesthe benefit of the same
lawsand the same remedies. Great diversitiesin these respectsmay exist in two States
separated only by an imaginary line ... Each State prescribesits own modes of judicial
proceeding."
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tion based on race.'71 Shellabarger's assurance to fellow Republicans that
State sovereignty was displaced only insofar as corrective measures would
require was echoed by his colleagues. Speaking to the final form of the
Amendment, Bingham stated: "That great want of the citizen and
stranger, protection by national law from unconstitutional State enactments, is supplied by the first section of this Amendment. That is the
extent it hath; no more. "72 Stevens said of the same draft that the
Amendment "allows Congress to correct the unjust legislation of the
States, so far that the law which operates upon one man shall operate
equally upon all."73 In the Senate, Howard said that "section one is a
restriction upon the States, and does not, of itself, confer any power upon
Congress"; 74and that §5 "enables Congress, in case the States shall enact laws in conflict with the principles of the amendment, to correct that
legislation by a formal congressional amendment. "Ts
Powerful confirmation of such expressions is furnished by the jettisoning of the Bingham amendment (H.R. No. 63), cast in terms of a
grant to Congress:

7 I. Globe I293.
72. Id. 2543; see also supra at note 48. Earlier Bingham stated, "The adoption of the
proposed amendment will take from the States no fights that belong to the States... but
in the event they ... enact laws refusing equal protecuon to life, liberty or property"
Congress can act. Globe Io9o.
73. Globe 2459; see also Trumbull supra at note 49.
74- Globe 2766.
75- Id. 2768. Howard also stated, "The great object of the first section of this amendment is, therefore, to restrain the power of the States and to compel them to respect these
great fundamental guarantees." Section 5, he continued, constitutes "a direct affirmauve
delegation of power to Congress to carry out all the principles of these guarantees," i.e.,
to enforce the "negative" terms of § x. Id. 2766 (emphasis added).
TenBroek would make Howard the exponent of as " 'direct' and 'affirmative' a delegation of power to Congress as could be made" rather than a mere "power to correct
state legislation." He argues that if §§x and 5, in Howard's words " 'establish equality
before the law' and 'give to the humblest..,
the same protection before the law as ...
to the most powerful'..,
then certainly the power of Congress may be exercised whenever there is not equality before the law." TenBroek 23o (emphasis added). Here Howard
was speaking of the substantive grant, the "discrimination" that would nigger congressional action, not of the time and corrective nature of that action, about which Howard
spoke plainly enough, supra, and which statements tenBroek, 230, overlooked.
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shall have power to make all laws which shall be nec-

essary and proper

to secure to the citizens of each State all privi-

leges and immunities..,

and to all persons..,

equal protection

in

the rights of life, liberty, and property. 76
Judge

Hale

when

the States undertake

justifiably

may equalize
right

condition

colleague

this "is not a mere

of power

for the protection

with the

Republican

that

to give protection

it; it is a grant

to legislate

qualified

protested

New

in general

that

Congress

grant

and property,

it shall be equal
York, Giles

provision

is unequal
terms--a

of life, liberty,

that

from

which

legislation.

W. Hotchkiss,

of the
simply

"77 Hale's
added:

I desire to secure every privilege and every right to every citizen in
the United

States that...

stand it, his object..,

[Bingham]

desires to secure. As I under-

is to provide that no State shall discriminate

between its citizens and give one class of citizens greater rights than
it confers upon

another.

If this amendment

vote for it very cheerfully
•.. to authorize
United

Congress

today...

to establish uniform

States upon the subject named,

erty, and property.

secured

I understand

I am unwilling

that, I should

the amendment

laws throughout

the protection

that Congress

the

of life, lib-

shall have any such

power. 78
Stevens

staged

dressed

to Hale:

a distinction
Congress

a rescue

attempt

"is it not simply

in the

same

shall have power

in the form
to provide

law between
to correct

of a rhetorical
that where

different
such

question

any State

ad-

makes

classes

of individuals,

discrimination

and inequal-

76. Globe 813, xo34; Bickel 3377. Globe xo63-io64. When tenBroek, z x6, stated that "Bingham and Hale thus completely agree that the equal protection clause was 'a grant of the fight to legislate for the
protection of life, liberty, and property simply qualified with the condition that it shall be
equal legislation,' "he was quoting Hale's criticism of the "positive" grant to Congress of
the Bingham amendment, which did not survive. See infra at note 8I.
78. Globeio95. Another New York Republican, Davis, who represented "a radical constimency," also opposed the Bingham proposal as an "infringement on the reservedfights
of the States" that would "centralize power in the Federal Government," though he was
pledged to measures "essential to the protection of their [blacks'] just fight." Id. io86,
Io83, Io85. But he rejected the proposal as a "grant of origiual legislation by Congress."
Id. Io87.
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ity? "79 But this put too great a strain on the broader

Bingham phrase-

ology, and his approach was abandoned.
That Hale and Hotchkiss voiced the pervasive distrust

of a general

grant of power to Congress to legislate in the premises may also be gathered from the statement
House Judiciary
bodiment

by James E Wilson of Iowa, chairman

Committee,

of our greatest

that the Bingham

who voted for the Fourteenth

sum up: the Bingham amendment
equality

countering

considerable

never resuscitated.

"giving to Congress

opposition..,

an influ-

Amendment,
power to secure

of civil rights in every State of the Union

81 Bingham

people, in support

was "the em-

danger. "s° Let Henry J. Raymond,

ential New York Republican
an absolute

proposal

of the

...

en-

it was finally postponed"--and

himself joined ranks when he urged the

of the final draft, to protect

"the privileges

and im-

munities of all the citizens of the Republic...

whenever the same shall

be abridged

acts of any State. "82

or denied by the unconstitutional

Flack comments

on this shift from "Congress shall have power" to "no

State shall make" that, though the former "was not incorporated
fundamental

law ...

it may properly

be asked whether

into the

it really did not

become a part of it with a mere change in dress but not in meaning. ''s3
Such flabby analysis that can translate
standing of the Fourteenth

"no" as "yes" has clogged under-

Amendment.

"no State shall make" into the "obligation
force laws' protecting"
have been
worked

likewise transforms

of the states to 'make or en-

men in their "natural rights." There "never would

any historical

or confirmed

TenBroek

question

about the revolution

by the Fourteenth

Amendment,"

in federalism
he maintained,

"were it not for the shift from the positive to what at first glance appears
79.Id. io63.
80.TenBroek 217, notes that when the "Congressshall have formula" was reported
out by the Joint Committee, "it was recommitted by a vote of 1io to 37, after a debate
in which not only Democrats but also conservativeRepublicanssharply criticized it as
effecting a radical redistribution of powers of the states and the national government."
81. Globe25o2.
82.Id. 2542 (emphasisadded).
83.Flack 64. Yethe notes that "The Radicalleaderswere as aware as any one of the
attachment of a great majority of the people to the doctrine of State Rights... the right
of the States to regulate their own internal affairs."Id. 68.
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to be a negative form of the amendment. "84 That "first glance," as we
have seen, is buttressed
TenBroek

attempts

stays" of the "narrow"

by the plainly expressed intention
to torpedo

what he considers

construction

of the framers.

the three "main-

based on a changeover

from grant

to prohibition, and begins with Stevens' explanation of the final draft, in
which he said that it "fell far short of [his] wishes. "ss This, tenBroek
argues, referred

solely to Negro

suffrage, which was not treated in §i

but only in §z and §3- The argument
central concern; it had unmistakably
Act, the antecedent

grasps at straws. Suffrage was a

been excluded from the Civil Rights

of § x, so if Stevens was troubled

provide for suffrage in §2 inferably he considered
for in § i, thus undermining

tenBroek's

by the failure to

it also was unprovided

inference

that § i could "hardly

[have been] a source of dissatisfaction

to him." Such speculation

side the point. Stevens had disclaimed

a grant of original power to Con-

gress, first, by seeking to save the Bingham amendment

by reading

merely to confer "power to correct such discrimination,
stating that the final draft "allows Congress
lation of the States. "87
The

second "mainstay"

States, AndrewJ.
Reconstruction

measures,

charged that §x "consolidates

inforces this by the testimony
and George

that the amendment

jected to. "ss There
on opposition

of the several
everything

into

States' Rights. TenBroek

of two other Democrats,

on

re-

Aaron Harding

S. Shanklin of Kentucky, and asks, "Since the amendment

was adopted in the teeth of this criticism,
conclude..,

"st and later by

and bitter opponent

and "annihilates"

it

the unjust legis-

is that after the shift to the prohibition

Rogers, a Democrat

one imperial despotism"

to correct

is be-

might not we as reasonably

was intended

is no need to recapitulate

obstructiveness

designed

to do the very thing obthe weakness of reliance

to inflame the electorate.

It is a

84.TenBroek 223, 216.
85.Id. zi7-218.
86. Supra at note 79. TenBroek, 2x2 note 8, rightly stated that Stevens' rhetorical
question to this effect represented his own view:"The latter half of the sentence shows
•.. that Stevenshas a mind fixedprimarilyon the narrower interpretation of equal protection," i.e., the "corrective"role of Congress.
87. Supra at note 7388.TenBroek 218-zi 9.
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history, shared by other proponents

view, to exalt the opposition

ment of objectives

by the Republican

of

and all but ignore the state-

leadership

who carried

the day.

Comes now the third "mainstay":
"No State shall..." at first looks like a negative on state action; and
section 5, granting enforcement power would accordingly authorize Congress to impose only such restraints as would prevent States
from taking the forbidden action. Section 5 would thus authorize
,n°thing more than a corrective removal of prohibited state acts...
Does not this interpretation render section 5 altogether nugatory?
...

[S]ince the judges would in any event strike down acts tran-

scending the prohibitions of the amendment, a law by Congress
would serve no purpose. 89
TenBroek

proves too much; on his reasoning

ceed without
congressional

a court equally could pro-

waiting for a general (as distinguished
law.9° The

"nugatory"

from a corrective)

test, therefore,

does not clarify

whether the congressional power is "corrective" or "general."
James A. Garfield's statement in the i87x debates, made by a framer
in the 39th Congress

and faithful to the historical

greater respect than present-day
of the Amendment,"

tenBroek

speculation:

the present

to

"soon after the ratification

states, Garfield

had rejected "a clear grant of power to Congress
the protection

record, is entitled

explained that Congress
to legislate directly for

of life, liberty, and property within the States" in favor of
form that "limited

but did not oust the jurisdiction

state over the subjects. "91 Justice

of the

Bradley's opinion in the Civil Rights

89.Id. 22o-22L
9o. For discussionof the §5 enforcement power,see infxa Chapter x2.
9:. TenBroek216-217.See Hyman,supranote 6I. Benedictlikewiseconcludesthatthe
FourteenthAmendment"inno way challengedthe traditionthat the stateshad primary
jurisdictionover citizensin mattersof police regulation... Instead,its firstand fifth sections gave Congresspower to assurethat the police regulationswould not discriminate
against citizenson account of race ... wherethe regulationinvolvedsome 'fundamental
right'of United Statescitizens.., it didnot transferto the nationalgovernmentthe power
to frameall lawstouchingon these rights. Nationaljurisdictioncouldariseonly through
the states priorwrongdoing."M. L. Benedict,A Compromise
of PrincipkI7o (1975).
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Cases, therefore, does not betray, but rather responds
the framers. The Amendment, he declared,

to, the intention

of

does not authorize Congress to create a code of municipal law for
the regulation of private rights; but to provide modes of redress
against operation of state laws ... such [congressional] legislation
must, necessarily be predicated upon such state laws or state proceedings, and be directed to the correction of their operation and
effect ... [U]ntil some state law has been passed ... no [federal]
legislation ... can be called

into

activity.92

In sum, the words "equal protection
viate discrimination

by laws--that

limited group of privileges

of the laws" were meant to ob-

is, statutes--so

the laws would treat a black no differently

than a white. If no privilege was accorded
required

that with respect to a

to a white, a State was not

to furnish it to anyone. Hence Justice Douglas, in invalidating

a State poll tax, was wide of the mark when he based his conclusion, "not
on what we think governmental policy should be, but on what the Equal
Protection Clause requires." The truth is, as he stated in a preceding sentence, "we have never been confined to historic notions of equality...
Notions

of what constitutes

Protection

equal treatment

for purposes

of the Equal

Clause do change. "93 In plain words, Douglas

laid claim to

power to revise the historic meaning in accord with his own preferences.
For Chief Justice Marshall, on the other hand, the words of the Constitution were not to be "extended to objects not..,
framers

"94

let alone unmistakably

contemplated

excluded. As Herbert

by the

Packer points

92. Civil Rights Cases, Io9 U.S. 3, Ix, 13 (I883); see also id. 19. Ten years earlier
Justice Bradleyhad stated on circuit that "there can be no constitutional legislationof
congressfor directlyenforcing the privilegesand immunities ... where the State has
passedno laws adverseto them..." United States v. Cruikshank, z5 E Cas. at 714.
93. Harperv. XrtrginiaBoard of Elections, 383 U.S. 663, 670, 669 (I966), but cf.
Hamilton, infra Chapter 17 at note x5.
94.Ogden v. Saunders, 25 U.S. (I2 Wheat.) 213, 332 (x827),dissentingopinion. In
Churchof the Holy Trinity v.United States,343U.S. 457,472 (I89Q, the Court held that
though a rector "iswithin the letter [he]is not within the intentionof the legislature,and
thereforecannot be withinthe statute."Fora similarholdingbyJusticeHolmes,see supra
note 5; seealso RobertBork,infra Chapter ix at note 8o; and see infra Chapter 2o.
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equal protection'

has under a different label

today's justices to impose their prejudices
as the Four Horsemen

95. "The Aim of the Criminal

in much the same

[of the pre-I93 7 Court]

Law Revisited:

once did. "95

A Plea for a New Look at 'Substantive

Due Process,' "44 S. Cal. L. Rev. 49 o, 491-492 (1971). Commenting
on Brown v. Board
of Education, Professor Lusky stated, "Plainly the Court was using the term 'unequal' in
a new sense. The 'inequality' prohibited by the Constitution was no longer thought limited to unequal
dude

distribution

measures perpetuating

of governmental

burdens and benefits,

the social isolation

ject excluded from the Fourteenth

Amendment

of minority

groups,"

by its framers.

but was held to inLusky 214, a sub-

11
•(_

_.

"Due Processof Law"
nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law

T

this day," Arthur

Sutherland

wrote in i965, "no one knows

precisely what the words 'due process of law' meant to the draftsmen of
the fifth amendment, and no one knows what these words meant to the
draftsmen of the fourteenth amendment. "l True it is that after the i88os
the phrase was transformed

by the Court into one of "convenient

ness"; 2 and such "vagueness"
Whether

one can determine

1. "Privacy

in Connecticut,"

has become
"precisely"

the reigning

vague-

orthodoxy. 3

what due process meant, how-

64 Mich. L. Rev. 283, 286 (1965).

2. Felix Frankfurter, Mr Justice Holmes and the Supreme Court 7 (1938): "phrases like
'due process of law' are, as an able judge [Charles M. Hough] once expressed it, of 'convenient vagueness.'
in the Constitution."
Frankfurter,
printed

"The

Their ambiguity is such that the Court is compelled to put meaning
Earlier Frankfurter asked," 'Convenient'
for whom or to what end?"
Red Terror of Judicial

in E Frankfurter,

Reform"

4° New Republic iio,

Law and Politw.s IO, 14 (1938). But as Justice

i13 (x924), reFrankfurter,

he

declared in 1949 that "Great concepts like...
'due process of law'..,
were purposely left
to gather meaning from experience. For they relate to the whole domain of social and
economic fact." National Ins. Co. v. Tidewater Co., 337 U.S. 58z, 646 (1949), dissenting
opinion. Compare with Chapter 14 infra at notes 4o-43 . For the halting, post-Civil War
development
of substantive due process see Walton H. Hamilton,
"The Path of Due
Process of Law" in The Constitution Reconsidered 167 (C. Read ed. 1938); see also Justice
Black, infra note 47.
3. "Due process of law" is among the terms that "doubtless were designed to have the
chameleon capacity to change their color with changing moods and circumstances."
Wallace Mendelson,
Leonard
undefined

ffuafires Black and Frankfurter:

Levy stated that due process
words." Against the law

Conflict in the Court viii (196 I). So too,

and equal protection

27 .
22I

are "purposely

protean

or
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as the fact that

one thing

quite

did not mean, in either 1789 or x 866; it did not comprehend
to override

legislation

unmistakable

on substantive

testimony

York Assembly

or policy

of Alexander

in i787,

almost

grounds.

Hamilton.

only applicable

judicial
There

Speaking

to the process

and proceedings

it

power

is first the
in the New

on the eve of the Convention,

The words "due process" have a precise technical

plainly

he stated:

import,

and are

of the courts of jus-

tice; they can never be r_erred to an act of the legislature. 4
No

statement

conventions,

in the First

Hamilton
usage
long

stmuned

that defines
been

common

stitution,

a canon

Congress,

up the

as much

so great

and

of the words

the common

that

i866

colonial
"due

when

law "definitions,"
as if they stood

a master

of the Fifth

in any of the constitutional

nor in the

English

of construction

included

s But when

the prohibitions

will be found

the content

law terms,

"are necessarily
that

to the contrary

as Judge

and Fourteenth

debates.
usage,

process

the

and it is that
of law." It has

draftsmen
as Justice

employed
Story stated,

in the text" of the ConLearned

Hand

Amendments

concludes
are cast

4-4 The Papers of Alexander Hamilton 35 (H. C. Syrett and J. E. Cooke eds. I96z)
(emphasis added); quoted more fully infra note i i.
When Coke asserted in Dr. Bonham's Case that an Act of Parliament could not make
a man judge in his own cause, he did not invoke Magna Charta but "common right and
reason," Berger, Congressv. The Supreme Court 349, which he had identified with the "law
of nature," id. 35 z, 355 note 3 I, an identification repeated by Justice Hobart, id. 364 . By
negative implication, the "law of the land" clause of Magna Charta did not, in Coke's
eyes, confer authority to set a statute aside as unreasonable. True, Coke also stated in his
Institutes that if any statute be made conu-ary to "Magna Charta it shall be holden for
none," id. 358 note 43, but this, in my judgment, merely meant, for example, that a statute which authorized the "imprisonment" of a person without the judgment of his peers
would be invalid; for he regarded Magna Charm as "fundamental law," id. 358 note 43.
5. United States v. Smith, i8 U.S. (5 Wheat.) I53, i6o (I8zo). In his Report on the
V'trginia Resolutions to the Virginia House of Delegates (Sess. 1799-x8oo), Madison stated,
"It is readily admitted that particular parts of the common law may have a sanction from
the Constitution, so far as they are necessarily comprehended in the technical phrases which
express the powers delegated to the government." 4 Elliot 563. ChiefJustice Marshall gave
early expression to this view in Ex parte Bollman, 8 U.S. (4 Cranch) 75, 93-94 (x8o7): "for
the meaning of habeascorpus resort may unquestionably be had to the common hw." So
deeply anchored was dais presupposition that when the Framers employed the word "treason," they took pains to define it narrowly in order to obviate some of its harsh common
law consequences that otherwise might have attached. Article 1I!, § 3(x).
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"in such sweeping terms that history does not elucidate their contents, "6
I may be indulged for piling proof on proof to the contrary.
Our conceptions of due process are traceable to the twenty-ninth
chapter of Magna Charta, which, roughly speaking, provided that no
man should be deprived of his life, liberty, or property, except by the
judgment of his peers or the law of the land. 7Coke stated that "by the
law of the land" was meant "by the due course and process of law."8
Whether due process and "law of the land" were identical in English
law9 need not detain us; for present purposes it may suffice that both
related to judicialprocedurespreliminary to the described forfeitures. Prior
to 1789 the several State constitutions employed the "law of the land"
terminology, usually in the context of other safeguards for those charged
with crimes, suggesting that it was viewed in terms of judicial procedure. 1°That the "law of the land" was understood in Coke's sense is
illustrated by Hamilton's i787 statement) 1The members of the First
6. The Bill of Rights 3° (1962).
7.4 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England 424 (1765-1769).
8.2 Edward Coke's Institutes 56, quoted in Hurtado v. California,
,,o U.S. 5x6, 523
(,884).
9. Keith Jurow,

"Untimely

Thoughts:

A Reconsideration

of the Origins

of Due Pro-

cess of Law," 19 Am.J. Legal Hist. 265 ('975). ["If we enquire what is meant by the law
of the land, the best commentators
will tell us that it means due process of law, that is by
indictment

and presentment..,

and trial and conviction

Hamilton,
Works 232 (H. C. Lodge ed. 19o4).]
,o. Maryland (1776), i Poore 8,8; Massachusetts

in consequence."

(i78o),

4 Alexander

id. 958; New Hampshire

(I784) , 2 Poore i282; North Carolina (,776), id. 141o; Pennsylvania
(1776), id. 154,1542; South Carolina (i778), id. ,627; Vermont (I777), id. 186o; V'trginia (i 776), id. 19o 9.
See infra at notes 24 and 25.
n. Commenting
in the New York Assembly on February 6, 1787, on the New York
Constitution,
Hamilton said, "In one article of it, it is said no man shall be disfranchised
or deprived

of any right he enjoys under

the constitution,

but by the/a-w of the land, or

the judgment of his peers. Some gentlemen hold that the law of the land will include an
act of the legislature. But Lord Coke...
in his comment upon a similar clause in Magna
Chart,,

interprets

the law of the land to mean presentment

and indictment...

But if

there were any doubt upon the constitution,
the bill of rights enacted in this very session
removes it. It is there declared that, no man shall be disfranchised
or deprived of any
right, but by 'due Frocess of law,' or the judgment of his peers. The words 'due process' have
a precise technical import, and are only applicable to the process and proceedings of the
courts of justice; they can never be referred to an act of legislature." The Act was that of
January z6, 1787, II Laws of the State of New York 344-345; supra note 4.
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Congress, who employed the words "due process" in the Fifth Amendment instead of the "law of the land" contained in the extant State constitutions,

presumably

age. Given
reasonable

the

intended

great

respect

no departure
Coke

to infer that, like Hamilton,

from prevalent

enjoyed

in the

they accepted

State us-

colonies,

it is

Coke's identifi-

cation of the two phrases. 12
It has been convincingly
terly procedural

shown that due process was conceived in ut-

terms, specifically, that a defendant

must be afforded an

opportunity to answer by service of process in proper form, that is, in
due course. Starting with an early statute, 28 Edw. 111,ch. 3 (x354), which
provided

that "no man..,

put to death, without
law, ''3 Keith Jurow

shall be put out of land or Tenement...

being brought
concluded

nor

in to answer by due process

from a comparison

with chapter

of

io of

the same statute that the due process provision "seems merely to require
that the appropriate

Julius Goebel

writ be used to summon the accused before the court

and T. R. Naughton

state with respect

to seventeenth-

and eighteenth-

century due process, "The usual and current employment
of the phrase in English practice was to designate the judicial order appropriate
to a particular procedure
and this
usage became the rule in eighteenth

century

New York." Law Enforcement

in ColomalNew

York (i664-z776)
385 (x97o). In his "Letters of Phocion" Hamilton stated, "due process
of law" means "by indictment or presentment."
4 Works of Alexander Hamilton z3o, z32
(H. C. Lodge ed. x9o4).
12. A persuasive explanation

of the shift from "law of the land" to "due process of law"

was advanced by Justice Curtis in Murray's Lessee v. Hoboken Land & Improvement
Co., 59 U.S. (I8 How.) 272, 276 (i856). He pointed out that by the Sixth and Seventh
Amendments

"special provisions

and criminal

cases. To have followed,

were separately made for that [jury] mode of trial in civil
as in the state constitutions..,

the words of Magna

Charm, and declared that no person shall be deprived of his life, liberty, or property but
by the judgment of his peers or the law of the land, would in part have been superfluous
and inappropriate.

To have taken the clause 'law of the land' without

text, might possibly have given rise to doubts,
using those words which the great commentator
true meaning

of the phrase,

its immediate

con-

which would be effectually dispelled by
on Magna Charm had declared to be the

'law of the land,' in that instrument,

doubtedly then received as their true meaning."
Jefferson recorded that there was never "one of profounder

and which was un-

learning

in the orthodox

doctrines of the British Constitution or what is called British rights" than Coke. Quoted
in E. S. Corwin, The Doctrrne of.)Tudicial Review: Its Legal and Historical Basis and Other
F_z_s

3x (I914).

_3" Supra note 9 at 266.

"Due Processof Law"
to answer the complaint
(I352),

had provided

2_ 5

against him. "14 An earlier statute, z 5 Edw. III

that because the "law of the land" required

"none shall be imprisoned,

nor put out of his freehold"

forth "none shall be taken..,

that

and so on, hence-

unless it be by indictment

or presentment

... or by process made by writ original at the common law [and] unless
he be duly brought

to answer." Jurow concludes that "the word 'process'

itself meant writs..,

those writs which summoned

court. "is His reading

harmonizes

a later statute,

parties to appear in

with that of Coke, who, referring

37 Edw. III, ch. 3 cap. 8, explains "without

of the law" thus: "that is by indictment

...

to

due process

or by writ originall of the

common law. Without being brought in to answer but by due process of
the common law. No man may be put to answer without presentment
•.. or by writ originall,
sachusetts

measure

according

to the old law of the land. "16 A Mas-

of I692, duplicated

and New York, "ordained...

in the colonies

of Connecticut

no person should suffer..,

without being

brought to answer by due course and process of law. "17 Blackstone later
recurred to 28 Edw. III for the proposition that "no man shall be put to
death without being brought
among the Declarations

to answer by due process of law." t8 Finally,

and Resolves

of the First Continental

Con-

gress, October i4, 1774, was "the respective colonies are entided to the
common law.., and..,
to the..,
privilege of being tried by their peers
...

according

to the due course of that law. "19 "Process,"

was by indictment

or writ; it was in "due course,"

accordingly,

that is, in regular

x4. Id. 267.
15.Id. 268, 272; 25 Edw. HI st. 5, ch. 4 (*352)i6. Quoted in Hurtado v. California, xxo U.S. at 523.Jurow remarks,"The puzzling
thing is that Coke cites 3 Edw. IIl, ch. 8 rather than 28 Edw. III, ch. 3 to support his
interpretation, and when he does cite the latter statute he renders it as'due processof the
common law.' "We mayassumewith Jurow that "Cokewas trying to show that only the
common law wasthe law of the land."Jurow, supra note 9 at 277. For present purposes
it sufficesthat due process,by Jurow'sown demonstration,was altogether associatedwith
judicialprocedure. In English law,he states,"the term 'due process of law' and the word
'process' were alwaysused in the most precise and consistent way,"Jurow, id. 279, as
Hamilton clearlyperceived.
17.2 James Kent, CommentariesonAmericanLaw 6o8-609 (9th ed. ,853).
i8.4 Blackstone,supra note 7 at 3,8.
, 9. DocumentsofAmericanHistory83 (Henry Steele Commager ed. 7th ed. x963)(emphasis added).
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writ was employed. 2° "Due process" should

therefore be regarded as shorthand for Coke's "by the due course and process of
law" in judicial proceedings.2_ These

materials

demonstrate,

parentheti-

cally, that due process was not a catchall for all the other safeguards
Bill of Rights provided

to a defendant;

tion: to insure through
defendant

the

it had a special and limited func-

service of proper, that is, "due," process that a

would be given a chance to answer, z2

In the interval between
process

received

2o. This

original

1789 and 1866, the procedural

the imprimatur
meaning

of Kent

of due process

nature of due

and Story, who relied

as affording

a person

the opportunity

on
to

answer through service of a writ according to established law is incompatible
with the
"fundamentally
fair" procedure structure that the Court has built on the clause. Grey,
"Do We Have an Unwritten
Constitution?,"
27 Start. L. Rev. 7o3, 711 (I975). As said by
Leonard

Levy, "fair trial is a principle

of such abstraction,

that a judge can play on it as if it were an accordion
render

whatever

meaning

he seeks to express."

complexity

to be squeezed

Against

and subjectivity
and stretched

to

the Law 3 io.

The foregoing materials cast doubt on Justice Frankfurter's
generalization:
"Due process of law, as a historic and generative principle, precludes defining, and thereby confining, those standards of conduct more precisely than to say that convictions cannot be
brought about by methods that offend 'a sense of justice.'"
Rochin v. California,
34 z
U.S. 165, 173 (i952).

His history

has very shallow

roots.

2I. Supra at note 8. [Justice Story noted Coke's explanation that "law of the land"
means "due process of law," that is, it requires "presentment
and indictment,
and being
brought to answer thereto, by due process of the common law. So that this clause in effect
affirms the right of trial according to the process and proceedings of the common law."
2 Joseph

Story,

Commentaries

on the Constitution

of the United States I789 (5th ed. 19o5).

Edward S. Corwin, The Twilight of the Supreme Court 1i8-i 19 (i934): "no one at the
time of the framing and adoption of the Constitution
had any idea that this clause did
more than consecrate
doctrine
history."

a method

of due process of law..,
See also id. 95.]

of procedure

against

accused persons,

and the modern

could never have been laid down except in defiance

of

22. I must therefore dissent from Levy's statement that "the history of due process
shows that it did mean trial by jury and many of the other traditional rights..,
specified
separately
probably

in the Bill of Rights,"
as a rhetorical

and that the framers "added

flourish,

a reinforced

guarantee,

the due process

and a genuflection

clause itself,
towards

tra-

ditional usage going back to the medieval reenactments
of Magna Charta." Levy, ]_dgmenu'. Essays in Amer_an Constitutional History 66 (I972). Justice Curtis considered that
the Framers

carefully

avoided surplusage

in this respect,

supra note I2. And as we have

seen, the early statutes identified due process with service of proper process to assure a
defendant an opportunity
to answer, a guarantee contained in no other provision of the
Bill of Rights, and a practice
York measures.

duplicated

in early Massachusetts,

Connecticut,

and New
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Coke. 23 Because lawyers habitually look to judicial decisions for "constitutional law" they have largely overlooked that in virtually all of the
State constitutions extant in 1866 the words "due process of law" and
"law of the land" were, as Charles E. Shattuck pointed out more than 85
years ago, almost always found "in a section of the Constitution dealing
exclusively with the conduct of criminal trials, with the privileges of the
accused, with a process in which the whole question is whether the person concerned shall be deprived of one or another of certain rights; that
is of life, or personalliberty, or property as a penalty for a crime; and it
is declared that he shall not without due process of law.,24 The lawyers
who framed the Fourteenth Amendment undoubtedly were familiar with
this association of due process with judicial procedure, 2s anda departure
from this all but universal connotation must be based on more than bare
conjecture; the rule is that it must be proved,z6 What Charles P. Curtis,
an ardent proponent of judicial "adaptation" of the Constitution, said of
the Fifth Amendment could even more truly be said of the Fourteenth.
When the framersput due process "into the Fifth Amendment, its meaning was as fixed and definite as the common law could make aphrase. It
had been chiseled into the law so incisively that any lawyer, and a few
others, could read and understand. It meant a procedural process, which
could be easily ascertained from almost any law book."27
23.2 Kent, supra note 17 at 6zo--6z i: "by the law of the land [is] understood to mean
due process of law, that is, by mdicunent.., and this, says Lord Coke, is the true sense of
these words." See also x Joseph Story, Commentarieson the Constitution of the United States
§ 1789 (5th ed. I9o5).
z4. "The True Meaning of the Term 'Liberty' in Those Clauses in the Federal and State
Constitutions Which Protect 'Life, Liberty and Property,' "4 Harv. L. Rev. 365,369 0891 ).
In 1866 most State constitutions still adhered to the "law of the land" phraseology. A
few had adopted the language of due process or due course of law: Alabama (1865), 1
Poore 49; Connecticut (1818), id. 259; Mississippi (1832), 2 Poore io68; Nevada (1864),
id. lZ48; New York (1846), id. 1351-1352; South Carolina (1865), id. 1643; Texas (1866),
id. 1785. Constituuons fashioned in the Southern States under Northern military occupation in i865 and i866 may be taken to reflect Northern opinion.
25. Before i866, the due process clause "had been looked upon almost universally as
only a procedural guarantee." Benjamin R. Twigs, La-aryersand the Constitution 26 (1942);
see infra note 48; inffa at note 4 z.
z6. Supra Chapter i note 57.
27. "Review and Majority Rule," in Supreme Court and SupremeLaw 17o, t 77 (Edmond
N. Calm ed. I954). AsJustice Black stated, "there is no constitutional support whatever for
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The 39tb Congress
In light of the prominence to which the due process clause has been
elevated by the Supreme Court, it is surprising how scanty were the allusions to the clause in the debates of the 39th Congress. It was altogether unmentioned in the Civil Rights Bill; instead the Bill spelled out
the concrete rights "to sue, be parties and give evidence"; and it inclusively provided for the "equal benefit of all laws and proceedingsfor the
security of person and property." But the debates show plainly enough
that by "proceedings" the framers intended to supply judicial protection
to Negroes. Senator Daniel Clark of New Hampshire had stated that
the Negro "was denied access to the courts, because he had no rights
which a white man was bound to respect; he was not permitted to testify
because he might tell of the enormities practiced upon him. "28 Samuel
McKee of Kentucky asked, "Where is your court of justice in any Southern State where the black man can secure protection? "29Senator Henry
S. Lane of Indiana stated, "we legislate upon this subject now.., simply
because we fear ... that the emancipated slaves would not have their
rights in the courts of the slave States. "3°
Although due process found no mention in the text of the Bill, its
proponents made quite clear that they considered it to be associated with
judicial proceedings. John M. Broomall of Pennsylvania explained that
blacks were "denied process of law to enforce the right and to avenge

this Court to use the Due Process Clause as though it provided a blank check to alter the
meaning of the Constitution as written so as to add substantive constitutional changes
which a majority of the Court at any given time believes are needed to meet present-day
problems." Harper v. Virginia Bd. of Electious, 383 U.S. 663, 675-676 (1966), dissenting
opinion. See also infra note 47. But as Alexander Bickel noted, under a "very narrow
historical meaning of the Due Process Clause, much else in which Justice Black has joined
would be relegated to limbo." The Least Dangerous Branch 88 (x96,). That does not so
much prove his reasoning wrong as a failure to live by it.
28. Globe 833. A slave was a chattel and could be neither a party to a suit nor a competent witness against a white. Kenneth M. Stampp, The PeculiarInstitution 197 (1956).
z9. Globe 653.
3o. Id. 6o2. Sumner stressed "Equafity before the law.., in court room," id. 674.
Raymond stated the Negro "wiUhave access to the courts as a citizen of the United States
the same as any other citizen has." Id. 1266.
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the wrong," that is, "denied remedy in the courtS. "31 The intention to
supply a judicial "remedy" by means of "due process" was more sharply
articulated by Chairman Wilson: "the citizen.., is entitled to a remedy
•.. The citizen is entitled to the right of life, liberty and property. Now
if a State intervenes, and deprives him without due process of law of
those rights [which had been enumerated in the Bill] ... can we not
provide a remedy? "32 Here is the traditional protection afforded by "due
process" against the deprivation of life, liberty or property which was
later to be expressed in the due process clause of § i. There is no evidence whatsoever that the § i resort to the due process clause signaled
a shift from this intention to furnish a judicial remedy• Evidence to the
contrary is furnished by Senator Cowan. Speaking to the Amendment,
he said he was opposed to "punishment of any kind upon any body unless by a fair trial where the party himself is summoned and heard in due
course of law," the basic conception of due process of law. 33
The due process clause made its appearance belatedly, almost in a fortuitous manner, deriving from the framers' absorption with equality before the law. 34 At the opening of the session Bingham proposed to "secure to all persons.., equal protection in the rights [of] life, liberty, and
property." Later he explained that the Fifth Amendment contained the
very words "equal protection in the rights of life, liberty, and property."
"Apparently," Joseph B. James comments, "the words 'due process' did
not strike him as outstandingly significant"3S--and, it may be added, they
3I. Id. I263, IZ65; see also Logan, supra Chapter 6 at note 66.
32. Id. x294.
33- Id. z899.
34- Infra at notes 56-59 . Referring to the due process clause, Bingham said, "Thus,
in respect to life, liberty, and property the people by their Constitution declared the equality of all men." Globe i292. When Chief Justice Taft held in Truax v. Corrigan, z57 U.S.
312, 332 (i 921 ) that "Our whole system of law is predicated on the general, fundamental
principle of equality of application of the law," he overlooked that (i) Article IV,,§ 2 provided for equality with respect to selected rights; (2) Negroes enjoyed no rights whatsoever; and (3) the Fourteenth Amendment again guaranteed them equality only with
respect to selected rights, and pointedly excluded suffrage.
35- Globe 14, IO34; James 83. "In comparison with the concept of equal protection of
the laws," tenBroek averred, "the due process clause was of secondary importance to the
abolitionists"; there was an "interchangeable" usage tied to protection of "naturalrights."
TenBroek I x9-I2o, 215. "The basic idea," he stated, "is that of 'equal protection' ...
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played no great role in the thinking of his contemporaries. Possibly some
more acute lawyer in the Joint Committee, perceiving Bingham's mistaken joinder of"life, liberty, or property" in the Fifth Amendment with
"equal protection," restored the original conjunction of "due process"
with "life, liberty, or property," thus assuring nondiscriminatory protection by the courts, one of the Civil Rights Act's objectives, and went
on to articulate the primary objective of the framers---to prevent discriminatory laws, that is, statutes--by the words "equal protection of
the laws." Thus were fashioned the complementary "equal protection"
and "due process" clauses, which, as we have seen, were foreshadowed
by Blackstone if not by Coke.
Bingham left no room for speculation as to what he meant by "due
process." When asked by Rogers, "what do you mean by 'due process of
law,' " he curtly replied, "the courts have settled that long ago, and the
gentleman can go and read their decisions'--a reply that showed he
deemed the question frivolous. 36 AsJames states, Bingham gave due process the "customary meaning recognized by the courts, "37 and that meaning was all but universally procedural. Because Bingham "appears to have
associated 'equal protection' with 'due process of law,' " Graham concludes that he "probably had a substantive conception of due process. "3s
That is like arguing that because "equal protection" outlawed discrimiother elements were later added---privileges and immunities of citizens, due process of
law, political rights. These were all either addenda to the basic notion or an elaboration
of it." Id. zo 7. Hence the "due process clause slipped into a subordinate, almost forgotten
position, being commonly read and frequently discussed as if it were a part of the equal
protection requirement" (id. 23z; see also id. i x9-x zo), as Bingham's statement, supra at
note 35, illustrates.
Justice Miller noted in i878 as a "remarkable" fact that in the century since the Fifth
Amendment, due process had "rarely been invoked." Davidson v. New Orleans, 96 U.S.
97, to3 (I877).
36. G/obe lO89. Dred Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S. (I 9 How.) 393, 45 ° (I857), which
employed substantive due process, was scarcely among those "decisions" for it was universally execrated by the abolitionists, and also decried by Lincoln.
37. James 86. That is very old learning: "Ifa sratute make use of a word the meaning
of which is well known at the common law, the word shall be understood in the same
sense it was understood at common law." Matthew Bacon, A New Abridgement of the Laws
of England at "Statutes" I (4) (3d ed. x768). See also supra note 5.
38. Graham 5a.
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natory statutes, "due process" designed for judicial procedure

likewise ap-

plied to regulatory statutes. If Bingham entertained that conception, he
never expressed it in the debates. According to Graham, "no other member of Congress

appears to have used the clause as Bingham [allegedly]

did"; and "no other member
manifested

his partiality

of the Joint Committee

or of Congress...

for the due process clause"39--a

ence from his confusion of "equal protection"
When Stevens explained the Amendment

strange infer-

with the Fifth Amendment!

to the House, he made no men-

tion of the clause, but said that the Amendment

"allows Congress to cor-

rect the unjust legislation of the States, so far that the law which operates
upon one shall operate equally upon all," thus exemplifying
from discriminatory

that freedom

laws remained the overriding concern to the end. 4°

One of the very few remarks

directed to the due process clause, that of

Jehu Baker of Illinois, confirms that it was viewed in existing procedural
terms: "The Constitution

already declares generally that no person shall

'be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law.' This
declares particularly that no State shall do it."41
Before his conversion, 4'" Graham noted that at this time due process
was "merely a limitation

upon procedure"

tive theory

what was really an extraordinary

"presupposes

and stated that the substanviewpoint."

He himself wrote, "so long as these were the prevailing usages down to
I866 one is hardly warranted
hensive

purpose

without

covery of abolitionist

in attributing

definite,

a more subtle or compre-

positive evidence. "42 Graham's

dis-

ideology led him to mute these views but, as we

shall see, he failed to offer "definite,

positive evidence" that that ideol-

39. Id. 58, 3z.
4o. Globez459.
4I. GlobeApp. 256. Like Bingham'sidentificationof due processwith the judicial decisions,Baker'sstatement furnishes historicalfooting forJustice Matthews' "irresistible"
conclusion that the due process of the Fourteenth Amendment "was used in the same
sense and with no greater extent" than that of the Fifth. Hurtado v. California, 11o U.S.
at 535. Later Justice Frankfurter stated, "It ought not to require argument to reject the
notion that due process of law meant one thing in the Fifth Amendmentand another in
the Fourteenth." Adamsonv. California, 332U.S. 46,66 (i947), concurringopinion. We
may safelyrely on Hamilton, supra at note 4, for its narrow procedural meaning in the
Fifth Amendment, there being no evidence whatever to the contrary.
4xa. See infra Chapter x3 at note 4.
4z. Graham 35, 36; see also infra at note 48.
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ogy was adopted by the framers. The truth is that it was anathema to the
centrist-conservative coalition which was in control. 43
Bingham himself adhered to a procedural view of due process; in midAugust 1866, just two months after passage of the Amendment, he stated
in Ohio that § i "gave 'any citizen' the power to correct wrong by judicial process," thus identifying it with due process. 44Telling confirmation that "due process" was not conceived in substantive terms is furnished by the fact that Senator ReverdyJohnson, probably the foremost
lawyer in the 39th Congress and a member of the Joint Committee, "had
not used due process, neither Fifth Amendment due process in Veaziev.
Fenno nor (apparently) Fourteenth Amendment due process after
1868. ''45 "[I]s it conceivable," Graham asked, "that i/ReverdyJohnson,
for example, had clearly understood and intended in 1866 that an added
due process limitation against the states would constitute a valuable judicial safeguard for business fighting state regulation, that he himself
would fail, as he did in 1869 when arguing the hard-fought case of Veazie
v. Fenno, to employ the due process clause ofthefifth amendment in behalf of a corporate client fighting against a drastic federal law?'46 Since
the due process of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments were regarded
as identical, Graham's rhetorical question suggests that no intimation of
substantive content had been voiced in the Joint Committee. And after
his review of the railroad battles of the mid-sixties, directed by Reverdy
Johnson, which moved from the courts to the Pennsylvania legislature
and the halls of Congress, Graham observes: "we find no explicit references in the legislative and congressional debates on the repealers [by
the legislature] to violation of due processas such ... [T]hese repealers
were regarded only as impairing obligations of contracts, and as having
been 'passed without any hearing or judicial determination of the fact of
misuse or abuse'... What we have to remember is that in 1866 the due
process tradition was still on the make."47
43.InfraChapter13.
44.J_umesi6o.
45-Graham96;VeazieBankv.Fenno,75U.S. (8 Wall.)533(x869).
46. Graham44747.Id. 467,470-47x,487;seealsoid.48o.If,asis statedbyProfessorArchibaldCox,
"allagreethatthe [dueprocess]dause callsfor somemeasureof judicialreviewof leg-
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is the impact of neoabolitionist

facts? The
Graham

abolitionist

theory
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theorizing

of racialized

tells us, "had gained its original impetus..,

almost wholly ante-judicially...
lum equal protection

due process,

extra-judicially,

and

Extra-judicial due process and antebel-

were rankly, frankly heretical. "4s One who main-

tains that heresy supplanted
congenitally

on the foregoing

substantive

conservative

orthodoxy,

and this through

lawyers in Congress,

the medium of

carries a heavy burden of

proof, not at all met by neoabolitionist

reliance on Bingham as the in-

strument

themselves

by no means saw eye

renowned

theorists,

of change. 49 The abolitionists

to eye on the subject•

Two of their

Lysander

Spooner and Joel Tiffany, "refused to rely upon due process" or "thought
of it almost entirely
Graham

as a formal

writes, "even abolitionists

requirement.

•.. Charles Sumner...

the outstanding

ment ...

on the Republican

relied rather

islative enactments,"

"s° In Massachusetts,

remained comparatively

The Role of the Supreme

black-letter

earthbound

scholar of the move-

form of government

Court m American

Government

clause

113 (I976),

that belief has yet to be rooted in historical fact. The fact is, as Chapter 14 will seek to
demonstrate,
substantive due process was a judicial construct fashioned in the late nineteenth century to halt the regulation of big business. Justice Black stated that in Chicago,
M. & St. P. R. Co. v. Minnesota,
134 U.S. 418 (189o), the Court "gave a new and hitherto
undiscovered

scope for the Court's use of the due process

under natural law concepts."
48. Graham 24z. "Before

clause to protect

property

rights

Adamson v. California, 332 U.S. at 79, dissenting opinion.
there could be clear, general insight into the potentialities

of... due process," Graham remarked, "there had to be pretty explicit judicial use." Substantive due process, he added, "was not yet an obvious or self-evident proposition."
Id.
487, 488. Alfred Kelly observed
constitutional

orthodoxy,

that in 186o "these doctrines

but the political upheaval

of old antislavery enthusiasts
write their radical reformism

incident

were outside

the pale of

to the Civil War put a group

in a position to control the Thirty-Ninth
into the Constitution
itself. The debates

Congress and to
on the passage of

the amendment
reveal clearly enough how completely the constitutional
ideology
pre-war antislavery movement shaped the objectives of the Radical Republicans."
Fourteenth
Congress"

of the
Kelly,

io54. Chapter 13 infra will demonstrate
that "control [of] the Thirty-Ninth
by radical "enthusiasts"
is a figment of the neoabolitionist
imagination,
and

that abolitionist

ideology

fell on stony ground.

49. "The work of Bingham," tenBroek stated, "was the meeting ground, in a sense
that the work of no other individual was, of the three concepts and clauses that came to
constitute

the first section

of the amendment."

principal author of the first section
antislavery constitutional
theorist."
5o. TenBroek

x2 I.

TenBroek

of the amendment,
Kelly, Fourteenth

I45. Kelly states, "Bingham,

had been a leading congressional
io54.
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and Equality Before the Law. "5I Such divisions indicate that substantive
due process was not an idea whose time had come. s2
Although

Graham

perceived

that evidence

of "substantive"

lacking when due process is viewed in the frame of corporate
he failed to apply the lesson to employment

intent is
protection,

of due process for libertarian

purposes. To be sure, the Supreme Court has now dichotomized
cess; in the economic
whereas

certain

due pro-

sphere the words have become a "dirty phrase, "s3

libertarian

claims have been

given a "preferred

posi-

tion. "54 But support for that distinction will not be found in the history
of the Fourteenth Amendment. Rather there was an unmistakable rejection of that most crucial of libertarian
it the right to attend unsegregated
The extraordinary

transformation

turned the Fourteenth

Amendment

to make the "privileges

rights--the

right to vote--and

with

schools.
of due process by the Court ss has
topsy-turvy.

or immunities"

The original design was

clause the pivotal provision

in

order to shield the "fundamental rights" enumerated in the Civil Rights
Act from the Black Codes. Intertwined with that enumeration was repeated emphasis on the enjoyment of the "same rights," and "equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for the security of person and property. ''56 Trumbull

stated, for example, that the Civil Rights Bill "contains

but one single principle

...

to establish

equality

in the civil rights of

5 L Graham 5395z. James Garfield, a participant
for enforcement
of the Fourteenth

in the 39th Congress debates, said in discussing a bill
Amendment
in x87I, that no State can "deprive any

person

rights..,

of those great fundamental

of life, liberty, and property,

except by due

process of law; that is, by an impartial trial according to the laws of the land." Cong. Globe,
42d Cong., ISt Sess. App. at 152-153, quoted by Justice Black in Adamson v. California,
33 z U.S. at xix, dissenting opinion.
53. Supra Chapter I at note io.
54. In a footnote

to United

States v. Carolene

Products

Co., 3o4 U.S.

I44, x5z-I53

note 4 (I938), Justice Stone assigned a preferred position to certain privileges.
esis and historical footing of that view will hereinafter
be discussed.

The gen-

55- [In i9z 5 Felix Frankfurter wrote of the due process dames, "whose contents are
derivedfrom the dispositionof the Justices." AlexanderBiekel,TheSupremeCourtandthe
Idea of Progressz5 0978).] Before his discoveryof abolitionist ideology,Graham, H2,
remarked on the "amazingjudicial hybridizationof due process oflaw with the economic
tenets of laissez faire [to] whichJustice Holmes objected."
56. Supra note ,8.
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citizens, "sT among them access to the courts. Throughout
idea," as tenBroek

stresses, was that of"equal

stated that the Amendment

protection.

"might as well in my opinion read, 'No State

shall deny to any person within its jurisdiction
the laws' "; the rest he regarded

the equal protection

three facets of one and the same purpose.
Johnson's

statement,

which accompanied

[2] by judicial process

Those objectives were acceptable
leges or immunities
be secured through
tection

[3] under equal and impartial

substantive rights which were to

statutory,

the due process clause judicial, dis-

with respect to those substantive
in a Massachusetts

that "no person should suffer [i] without
ure duplicated
from Senator

of x692 ordaining

express law...

of Connecticut

in the Fourteenth

[z] nor with-

Howard's

explanation

is no republican

government."

and New York. 62 And it

Amendment,

as may be gathered

that "without

equal justice to all men and equal protection
there

rights. This adjective dumeasure

to answer by due course and process of law," a meas-

in the colonies

found expression

laws. "6°

to him. In lawyers' parlance, the privi-

clause conferred

ality had been expressed
out being brought

his veto of the Civil

[i] the civil rights of the

the medium of two adjective rights: 61 the equal pro-

clause oudawed

crimination

were a trinity,

This clearly appears from

Rights Act, that he would cooperate "to protect
freedmen

of

as "surplusage. "s9

For the framers the three clauses of the Amendment
President

the "basic

"ss Farnsworth

this principle

of

under the shield of the/aw,

Senator

Clark

made the point

more clearly: "You admit that the courts should be open to the black
man, and that he should have the protection

of the laws as fully as the

57. Globe600.
58.TenBroek 207.
59- Globez539. Windom summarized§I in terms of privileges or immunities and
equal protection without any mention of due process.Id. 317L
6o. GlobeI68x.
6x.Alone among the Justices,JusticeHarlan perceived that the framers expectedthe
"privilegesor immunities"clauseto be "the most significantportion of § l," and since it
was "expected to be the primary source of substantiveprotection, the Equal Protection
and Due Process Clauses were relegated to a secondaryrole, as the debates and other
contemporary materials makeclear." Oregon v.Mitchell, 4oo U.S. i xz, i63, 164(i97o).
62.2 Kent, supra note 17 at 6o8-6o9.
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white

man. ''63 TenBroek

tionist]

amalgamation

tion. ''64 "A common

remarks
of natural

theme

porters,"

Harris

privileges

and immunities,

"when
equal

the

protection

and property,
expressed

liberty,

clauses

"equal

those

meaning

that
had

from Justice

"natural,"
for the

to the

sup-

ought

rights

of the
clauses.

he replies:

of life, liberty

rights

which

Harris

does not come

Or, as

are in their

rights,

na-

to grips
that

"life,

that

lim-

the Civil Rights

Bill,

67 Trumbull

in drafting

"65

to be, it is

of citizenship.

"fundamental"

framers.

Washington

of what?"

as they

and immunities

Washington,

amendment's

protection

protection

laws pertaining

[aboliprotec-

interdependence

and equal

together

the

and equal

of the

the mutual

read

"accepted

due process

"66 But, like tenBroek,

or propert3;"

ited meaning

are

by equal

by Justice

Bingham

due process,

and the privileges

ture fundamental.
with the limited

"was

to the question

three

that
rights,

of the discussion

comments,

And in answer
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drew

63. Globe2766, 833 (emphasis added). So too, Raymond stated that the Civil Rights Bill
"is intended to secure those citizens against injustice that may be done to them in the courts
... It is intended to prevent unequal legislation.., affecting them injuriously." Globe I267.
64. TenBroek i45.
65. R. J. Harris, The Que_for Equahty 35-36 (i96o).
66. Id. 44. The triune analysis undercuts that of Chief Justice Warren in Boiling v.
Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497, 499 (x954): "The Fifth Amendment...
does not contain an equal
protection clause as does the Fourteenth Amendment...
But the concepts of equal protection and due process, both stemming from our American ideal of fairness, are not
mutually exclusive. The 'equal protection of the law' is a more explicit safeguard of prohibited unfairness than 'due process of law.' "This is sheer fantasy. Equal protection was
incorporated in the Fourteenth Amendment to bar discrimination by statutes, due process to secure access to the courts; both were antidiscriminatory, but they were designed
to serve quite different purposes. Only eleven years before Warren's statement, the Court
held that because of the absence of "equal protection" from the Fifth Amendment, it
"provides no guaranty against discriminator)- legislation by Congress." Detroit Bank v.
United States, 317 U.S. 3z9, 337 (x943)67. Thus Harris extracts from the debates the principle "that the equal protection
clause means absolute or perfect equality ... and condemns every discrimination perpetuated by unequal laws." Supra note 65 at 55. Although tenBroek discerned that the
three clauses represented an amalgam for the "protection of natural rights," tenBroek
i45, z 39, i zo, he did not grasp the limited meaning that "natural," "fundamental" rights
had for the framers. Consider only his statement that the "sweeping and comprehensive
meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment...
turns simply upon the nature of the statutory
plan which was sought to be made constitutionally secure by the amendment." TenBroek
zo 3 (emphasis added). This about an Act that painsvakingly specified the limited rights
to be protected!

"Due Processof Law"
and it was then embodied
is striking
clause

evidence

in the "privileges

of the centrality

for its contemporaries

Amendment,

or immunities"

of the privileges

that hard

in the Slaughter-House
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upon

clause. It

or immunities

the adoption

Cases, equal protection

of the
and due

process, in the words of Justice Miller, had "not been much pressed, "68
but that the case was almost entirely pitched on the privileges or immunities clause. For it was that clause that contains the substantive
rights the Amendment

was designed

to protect.

As in the case of the "equal protection"
tent to bar discrimination,
protection

on the same State terms as whites, no more, no less. It should

be apparent
meant

clause, the framers were con-

to assure blacks that they would have judicial

from the foregoing

that the due process

to create a new, federal criterion

which "equal protection"

clause was not

of justice. Like State laws at

was aimed, State justice had to be nondiscrimi-

natory. It was "equal justice to all men and equal protection
shield of law" of which Howard
these fundamental
exemplified

by Stevens'

shall be afforded
Trumbull's

rights..,

spoke. 69 "[E]quality in the protection

was the common refrain throughout,"

"Whatever

means of redress/s

to all, "7° by Howard's

assurance

under the
of
as is

afforded to one

"equal justice to all," and by

that the Civil Rights Bill "will have no operation

in any State where the laws are equal, where all persons have the same
civil rights. "71 Just as the framers
nondiscriminatory
to "correct"
impartial

disclaimed

an intention

to displace

State laws by a general federal code and were content

discriminatory

State laws, so their parallel aim was to secure

access to State judicial proceedings,

72 not to write a judicial

code for the nation. All this was summed up by Justice Matthews

in Hur-

tado v. California: the due process clause of the i4th Amendment

"refers

68. 83 U.S. 06 Wall.) 36, 8o (z872);Justice Miller, supra note 35.
69. Globe2766.
7o. TenBroek 232; Globe2459 (emphasisadded)."AsStevens sawit, distriminationwas
the great evil, equalprotection was the dominant purpose of § x."Fairman, Stanford 44
(emphasisadded). Sumner stated that he wanted "Equality before the law,so that there
shall be no ban of color in court room." Globe674.
7x. Globe476; see also supra Chapter xo at note 49.
72. See supra at notes 28-30.
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to that law of the land in each State ...
mode of judicial proceeding.'

'Each State prescribes

Even less were the framers

minded in requiring

nondiscriminatory

laws and equal judicial process to create a fresh congeries
ranged beyond those enumerated.
ment was designed

Having

TM

to constitutionalize

that the "equal protection"

of rights that

in mind that the Amend-

the Civil Rights Act, it is clear

and "due process" clauses were merely a com-

pressed version of the original design. All three clauses, tenBroek
"refer to the protection

or abridgment

states,

of natural rights, "75 rights that

had been so carefully spelled out in the Civil Rights Act. There
dence that these clauses simply echoed the Blackstonian
the "fundamental

its own

,73

is evi-

formula

that

rights" could be diminished only by "due course of law"

or by the "laws of the land," by which was meant general laws that would
apply to all alike. Wilson had quoted Blackstone's

pairing of "due pro-

cess of law" and by the "laws of the land" in commenting

on the Civil

Rights Bill, exhibiting

regarded

them as the

the specified rights. He emphasized

that the Bill

awareness

sole means of curtailing

"does not go one step beyond"
spect to designated
establish

that Blackstone
protection

"immunities,"

with re-

that "it is not the object of this bill to

new rights," but to declare "the equality of all citizens in the

enjoyment
enumerated

of civil rights and immunities.
rights, "fundamental

tial access to judicial process
did not seek to supplant

"76 For the protection

rights," the framers fashioned

and nondiscriruinatory

State proceedings

insure, in the words of the Judiciary
oppressed

from discrimination

impar-

legislation.

and lawmaking,

Committee's

of those
They

but only to

interpolation,

that an

race should have the "equal benefit of all laws for security of

person and property." "as is enjoyed by white citizens. "77 This was the purpose constitutionalized

by the Fourteenth

Amendment.

73- i IO U.S. at 535; see also Walker v. Sauvinet, 92 U.S. 9o, 93 (I875); cf. supra Chapter io at note 7o.
74" Recall Bingham's

objection

which was deleted at his insistence.
75. TenBroek z39.

to the "oppressive"
Supra Chapter

76. Globe iiI7-HI8.
77. Id. I366; see also supra at note 33.

breadth of the term "civil fights,"

7 at notes

ix-I7;

Globe i366.

"Due Processof Law"
It is therefore contrary to historical

z39

fact to say, as did Justice Black,

that "in view of its historical setting and the wrongs which called it into
being, the due process provision of the Fourteenth
that in the Fifth...

Amendment--just

was intended to guarantee procedural

equate and appropriate,

as

standards ad-

then and thereafter. "Ts And it testifies to the po-

tency of unremitting reiteration that even so perspicacious a judge as Justice Harlan could state that "The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment

requires that those [State] procedures

in all respectsY
mandate

9 That is a judicial construct

be fundamentally

fair

pure and simple; no such

can be drawn from the history of the Amendment.

It has been my purpose in this and the preceding chapter to show that
the terms "equal protection of the laws" and "due process of law" grew
out of the framers' intention
of privileges,

protection

to supply, with respect to a selected group

against discrimination

either by legislation

by a bar to judicial succor, that these adjective conceptions
twined throughout

with the framers' solicitude

to guarantee

or

were interthose se-

lected substantive rights. Even if I have failed in that purpose, Robert H.
Bork's conclusion seems to me controlling:
The words are general but surely that would not permit us to escape
the framers' intent if it were clear. If the legislative history revealed
a consensus about segregation in schools and all the other relations
in life, I do not see how the Court could escape the choiees revealed
and substitute its own, even though the words are general and conditions have changed. It is the fact that history does not reveal detailed choices concerning such matters that permits, indeed requires, resort to other modes of interpretation, s°
The Court, in short, was not empowered to substitute its policy choices
for those of the framers.
78.Chambers v. Florida, 3o9 U.S. zz7, 235-236 (x94o).
79.Duncan v. Louisiana,391U.S. I45, i72 (i968), dissentingopinion.Aslate as i894,
the Supreme Court declared that the Fourteenth Amendment "conferred no new and
additional rights, but only extendedthe protection of the FederalConsdtunon over rights
of life, liberty, and property that had previously existed under all state constitutions."
Mobile & Ohio Railroad v. Tennessee, I53 U.S. 486, 5o6 (x894).
8o. '¢NeutralPrinciples and Some First Amendment Problems," 47 Ind. L.J. i, 13
(i97I); see also infra Chapter 2I at note z8.
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Person or Citizen
Fe_, if any, historical reconstructions can tidily accommodate all the unruly facts. The triune analysis does not fit neatly with the fact that the
privileges or immunities clause refers exclusively to "citizens," whereas
the equal protection and due process clauses refer to "persons." "In constitutionally defining who is a citizen of the United States," Justice
Rehnquist stated, "Congress obviously thought it was doing something,
and something important...
The language of that Amendment carefully 'distinguishes between 'persons' who, whether by birth or naturalization, had achieved a certain status, and 'persons' in general. "81That
distinction, I suggest, was not carefully considered, and it raises a number of perplexing problems. Were the rights of "persons" intended to be
broader than those of "citizens"? If so, the unremitting labor to make
citizens of blacks was superfluous, especially since suffrage was denied
them; for they could have enjoyed as "persons" rights withheld from
them as "citizens." Or were "persons," like "citizens," only to receive
protection for the "fundamental rights" expressed in the due process
words "life, liberty, or property," words Bingham originally had coupled
with equal protection. This too would render the privileges or immunities clause supererogatory save as an additional cue to the nature of
what was sought to be protected. Nor is it reasonable to conclude that
the framers were more solicitous for "persons" than for "citizens." To
the contrary, they were almost constantly preoccupied with the plight of
the former slaves, who were made citizens for their better protection.
All in all, it will not do to read the rights of "persons" more broadly than
those that were conferred on "citizens."
Little notice has been taken of the relation in this context between
"citizens" and "persons, "82 and it may be useful to pull the historical
8I. Sugarman v. Dougall, 413 U.S. 634, 652 (I973), dissenting opinion.
8z. Maxwell v. Dow, I76 U.S. 581,595-596 (19oo), presented the question whether
a State may provide for criminal trials by a jury of less than twelve. Justice Peckham
stated that the rights secured by the Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Amendments are not "privileges and immunities granted and belonging to the individual as a citizen of the United
States, but they are secured to all persons against the Federal Government, entirely irrespective of such citizenship." Hence, he concluded, the privileges or immunities claim

"DueProcessof Law"
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threads together. So far as regards the Civil Rights Bill it is plain, as
Wilson stated, that "the entire structure of this bill rests on the discrimination relative to civil rights and immunities ... on account of
race. "s3 Originally § I of the Bill had banned discrimination "in civil
rights and immunities among the inhabitants of any State ... on account of race"; §z penalized any person who "subjected any inhabitant
•.. to the deprivation of any right secured or protected by this act. "s4At
the instruction of the Judiciary Committee, Chairman Wilson offered
an amendment to § i: "to strike out the words 'but the inhabitants' and
insert in lieu the words 'and such citizens,' " so that it would read "no
discrimination in civil fights or immunities among the citizens of the
United States." He explained that it was "intended to confine the operation of this bill to citizens of the United States, instead of extending
it to the inhabitants of the several States, as there seems to be some doubt
concerning the power of Congress to extend this protection to such inhabitants as are not citizens. "85Presumably the doubt was engendered
by the fact that the Thirteenth Amendment, the chief reliance for the
constitutionality of the Bill, was restricted to enslaved blacks; but the
original "discrimination ... on account of race" adequately responded
to that restriction. Later Bingham, apprised by Wilson that the surviving word "inhabitant" in § 2 was "in mistake for 'citizen,' "expostulated
against the "terrible enormity of distinguishing here in the laws in respect to life, liberty, and property between the citizen and stranger within
your gates." That, he said, "is forbidden by the Constitution," citing the
association in the Fifth Amendment of "No person" with "life, liberty,
"is not protected by a clause which simply prohibits the abridgment of the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the Umted States."
83. Globe iIi8. Racial discrimination was the acknowledged concern of the Bill: see
Trumbull, id. 33 z, 6o5; Senator Lane, id. 6oz; Senator Sumner, id. 674; Senator Sherman, id. 744; Wilson, id. :II7; Senator Howe, GlobeApp. zI 7. These citations are byno
means exhaustive.
But while the "one pervading purpose" as Justice Miller stated was "the freedom of
the slave race," supra note 68 at 7 I, white loyalists who were the victims of discrimination
in the South were likewise stated to be "within the intent of the Bingham amendment."
See infra at note 91; and see Broomall, Globe iz63; Chapter 3 note 40.
84. Globe 474-47585. Id. III 5.
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and property" and asserting that "this bill ... departs from that great
law. The alien is not a citizen. You propose to enact this law, you say, in
the interests

of the freedmen.

criminations

to be made..,

the word "inhabitants"

But do you propose

to allow these dis-

against the alien and stranger? "s6 Although

was not replaced by "citizens" in § 2, Wilson con-

tinued to refer to the Bill in terms of "citizens,"

and objected

posal to "declare

citizens. "s7 His under-

standing

all persons,

negroes

that the Bill pertained

Lawrence

to "citizens"

was shared

by William

and Samuel Shellabarger. s8

When we turn to the Amendment
sistently sought protection
equally apphcable
...

we find that Bingham pretty con-

for "persons."

the very outset had introduced
persons

included,

to a pro-

In contrast to Stevens, who at

an amendment

requiring

to "citizens," Bingham had proposed

equal protection

in their rights

of life, liberty,

erty'; 89 and this, alongside of a privileges and immunities
embodied in his prototype

all laws to be
to "secure to all
and prop-

clause, was later

amendment. 9° But when challenged, Bingham

hedged. Robert S. Hale said, "It is claimed that this constitutional

amend-

ment is aimed simply and purely toward the protection of 'American citizens of African descent' ... I understand that to be the whole intended
practical effect of the amendment."
committee
sands..,

Bingham rephed,

"It is due to the

that I should say that it is proposed as well to protect the thouof loyal white citizens..,

whose property..,

has been wrested

from them. "91 He recurred, however, to a broader statement:
whether

citizens or strangers

...

"all persons,

shall have equal protection

...

rights of life, liberty, and property." Were the word "citizens"
stated, "aliens" who were protected
to "persons"

would

by existing constitutional

be excluded. 92 On

Repubhcans--Hiram

the other

hand,

in the

used, he

guarantees
his fellow

Price, Thomas T. Davis, Frederick E. Woodbridge,

86. Id. xz9z.
87. Id. xz95. There
to deprivations of rights
88. Id. i832 , 1,93.

was no need to change
"protected

89. Id. IO, 537; id. 14.
9o. Id. 8x 3.
9 L Id. Io65.
9 z. Id. xo9o, xz9z.

"inhabitant"

in § z because it was limited

by this act" which extended

to "citizens"

only.
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and Giles W. Hotchkiss--before and after he spoke, understood his
amendment to apply to discrimination between "citizens. "93
Bingham also described the final version of the Amendment in terms
of the "privileges and immunities of all the citizens ... and the inborn
rights of every person. "94 But once again his view apparently did not
filter into the minds of his colleagues. The Amendment, as we have seen,
was understood to constitutionalize the Civil Rights Bill, which, in the
words of M. Russell Thayer, incorporated the Bill's protection of the
"fundamental rights of citizenship." Ephraim R. Eckley approved it because it secured "life, hberty, and property to all the citizens. "gsSenator
Howard declared, "we desired to put.., the rights of citizens and freedmen under the civil rights bill beyond the legislative power" of those
who would "expose the freedmen again to the oppression of their old
masters," and Broomall also referred to the Amendment in terms of"citizens."96 These references suggest that the minds of most framers were
concentrated on the protection of citizens, that they may not have appreciated that the word "persons" was carrying them further. Are so
many statements to be viewed as reflecting agreement to use a shorthand version, or do they indicate that Congress did not really grasp that
the Amendment applied both to citizens and noncitizens? Bingham never
gave thought to the anomalies created by his coupling of the privileges
or immunities of "citizens" with the protection of "persons," the fact
that he rendered the drive for Negro citizenship and the antecedent
specification of the rights epitomized in the privileges or immunities
clause superfluous.
Notwithstanding his inept midwifery, the object of the Amendment,
whether viewed in the frame of "citizen" or of "person," remains one
and the same--_e protection of the "fundamental rights" of "life, liberty, or property," which first had been specified in the Civil Rights Bill
and then embodied in the privileges or immunities clause.97Due pro93.Id. io66, xo87,io88, io95.
94-Id. z452.
95.Id. z465,2535.
96.Id. z896,2498.
97-Id.z465;supraChapter2.ForWilson,the dueprocessclauseservedto identify
the fightswithwhichtheCivilRightsBillwasconcerned.
Ci_ngtheFifthAmendment,
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cess is expressly tied to those rights; the derivation

of the equal protec-

tion clause shows that it too was designed to shield the same fights
against discriminatory laws. As John F. Farnsworth asked, how can a subject "have and enjoy equal rights of 'life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness' without 'equal protection of the laws'? "gs Not only is there not
the slightest intimation

that "persons"

those that had been so carefully

were to enjoy broader rights than

enumerated

for "citizens,"

self-same rights of "life, liberty, and property"
ated with "persons."
and _tranger'
person'

were repeatedly

One may conclude with tenBroek

are again on the same footing:

and 'the privileges

gether [by Bingham]

and immunities

and refer to the

same

but those
associ-

that "the 'citizen

'the inborn rights of every
of citizens' are coupled

rights.

clauses of § i be viewed as a trinity, or whether

"99

Whether

the three

the equal protection

due process clauses be separated from the privileges or immunities
by virtue

of the differentiation

between

practical effect is the same: protection

"citizens"

and
clause

and "persons,"

for the fundamental

to-

the

rights of "life,

liberty, and property."

"No person

shall be deprived

stated, "these constitute
relates." Globe i294.
98. Globe z539.
99- TenBroek

z28.

of life, liberty, or property

the civil rights

belonging

without

due process

to the citizens..,

of law," he

to which this bill

12
Section Five:
"Congress Shall Enforce"

SECTION
5 of the Amendment
provides that "The Congress
shall have power to enforce by appropriate legislation the provisions of
this article." In i879 the Court declared:
It is not said that the judicial power of the general government shall
extend to enforcing the prohibitions and protecting the rights and
immunities guaranteed. It is notsaid that branch of government shall
be authorized to declarevoid any action of a State in violation of the
prohibitions. It is the power of Congress which has been enlarged.
Congressis authorized to enforcethe prohibitions by appropriate legislation. Some legislation is contemplated to make the amendment
fully effective.l
One might read this to mean that the courts are without
enforce the Fourteenth

Amendment

to do so. Nevertheless,

Justice Brennan

authority

except as Congress empowers

to

them

stated in i97o , "we have con-

sistently held that the Amendment
grants power to the Court" and
brushed the issue aside as "of academic interest only. "2 It is a fact that
the Court has exercised the power, but it has never grappled with the
questions posed by the text of §5 and by the I879 opinion. It is never
"academic" to inquire into the constitutional

authority

for action by any

i. Ex parte Virginia,ioo U.S. 339, 345(I879) (emphasispartiallyadded). [Duringthe
oral argument on Brownv. BoardofEducation,JusticeJackson asked, "Isn't the one thing
that is perfectlyclearunder the FourteenthAmendmentthat Congressis given the power
and the duty to enforce the Fourteenth Amendmentby legislation?"AlexanderBiekel,
The SupremeCourtand the Ideaof Progress6 (i978).]
z. Oregon v. Mitchell,400 U.S. xxz, z64n (i97o).
z45
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branch of the government.

Patently

from the text of § 5- Whence
the power on Congress
The preference

BY JUDICIARY

the Court does not derive its power

is it derived? Why did the framers confer

rather

than the Court?

for Congress

over the courts, exhibited by the face of

§ 5, is readily explicable: "Slavery was deeply entrenched
Dred Scott had been so bitterly
Senator Sumner

in the courts. "3

etched into abolitionist

even sought to bar the customary

of Chief Justice Taney's bust in the Supreme
sisted that his name should be "hooted

memory

memorial,

that

placement

Court Chamber,

and in-

down in the pages of history. "4

Earlier the fugitive slave decision Prigg v. Pennsylvania 5 had incensed the
North,

and such feelings were exacerbated

on the very eve of the Civil

War by Ableman v. Booth, where an order of the Supreme
consin setting

aside a federal commitment

versed. 6 In consequence,

Court and judicial review...

[and] viewed

and ever growing mistrust. "7 James E Wilson of Iowa

rejected "judicial pronouncements"
long after congressional
a Connecticut

slave was re-

Bingham, Stevens, "and others were among the

severest critics of the Supreme
it with a profound

of a fugitive

Court of Wqs-

on the "unity of this Republic. "s Not

approval of the Amendment,

Republican,

Samuel L. Warner,

said he had "learned to place but little reli-

ance upon the dogmas of [the] Court upon any question

touching

the

rights of humanity. "9
3. TenBroek 149.
4. Donald, Sumner II 193. In the House,
that damned

the late ChiefJustace

Stevens referred to "the infamous

to everlasting

sentiment

fame; and I fear, to everlasting

Globe 75. George Bancroft, the historian, stated in a memorial tribute
"The Chief Justice ... without any necessity or occasion, volunteered

fire."

to Lincoln that
to come to the

rescue of the theory of slavery." Globe 8Ol. Almost twenty years later Justice Harlan delivered himself of more severe strictures in the Civil Rights Cases, xo 9 U.S. 3, 57 (I883),
dissenting

opinion.

5- 41 U.S. (16 Pet.) 539 (1842).
6. 62 U.S. (21 How.) 5o6 (1858). The pot had been kept boiling by a string of fugitive
slave decisions,
7. Graham

infra Chapter

14 at notes 25-26.

447-448 . Courts

"had not normally

favored abolitionists

There was consequently
little inclination
to bestow
rather to lean on an augmented power of Congress."
8. Globe 2947 .
9. Fairman, H/st0ry 271. "The
54 (I96°),

Radicals,"

said R. J. Harris,

"did not trust the judiciary in general

before

the war.

new powers on the judiciary,
James 184 .
The Ouest for Equality

and the Supreme

Court

but

53-

in particular."

Section Five: "CongressShall Enforce"
Such statements and sentiments
tended the § 5 grant of enforcement
apparently

drawn by Judge

upon legislative prerogatives
to be directly

contrary

which gives Congress
tion.

"10

might suggest that the framers inpower to be exclusive, an inference

Learned

Hand:

in segregation

to the intent

an intention

It needs to be noticed
general jurisdiction
the Consttufion.

"Congress

encroachments

of the Fourteenth

Amendment,

appropriate

canon that the express grant

to withhold the enforcement

of cases alleging a deprivation

of Congress.

any of the enumerated

power

of rights secured by

Although Article III confers jurisdiction

may withhold

legisla-

that in 1866 the lower federal courts had no

ing under this Constitution,"
in the discretion

"Judicial

decisions appeared to Hand

power to enforce it through

Hand could draw on the established

to Congress indicates
from the courts._ 1

"47

it places creation
Consequendy,

the Supreme

from any court of its creation
controversies.

of"cases aris-

of the "inferior

"12 General

courts"

Court held,

jurisdiction

jurisdiction

of

of such

cases, involving so-called "federal questions," was withheld by Congress
from the lower courts until the I87OS. _3Two related factors also require
"RadicalRepublicans sought to deny the postwar court the power to review congressional Reconsmaction."Morton Keller,Affairs of State 73 (x977).
io. Kathryn Griffith, Judge LearnedHand and the Role of the FederalJudiciary I38
(x973).Hand stated respecting the desegregation decision,"It is curiousthat no mention
wasmade of section 5, which offered an escape,from intervemng,for it empowers Congressto 'enforce' all the preceding sanctionsby 'appropriate legislation.'The court must
have regarded this as only a cumulativecorrective,not being disposedto divestitself of
that power of reviewthat it has so often exercisedand as often disclaimed."Hand, The
Bill of Rights 55 (I962)xi. T.I.M.E.v. United States,359 U.S. 464, 471 (i959); United Statesv. Arredondo,
31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 69x, 725 (I832). The rule was familiarto the Founders. In the First
Congress, Egbert Benson said, "it cannot be rationallyintended that all officesshould he
held during good behaviour,becausethe Constitution has declaredone office to be held
by this tenure." i Annab 0f C0ngress505; and see AlexanderWhite, id. 517.
12. Sheldonv. Sill, 49 U.S. (8 How.) 44x, 449 0850).
13."The CivilRights Act of i87i (now 28 U.S.C. §t 343)created original jurisdiction
in the district courts over actions [t]o redress the deprivation,under color of any State
law ... of any right.., secured by the Constitution ... And the Act of March 3, 1875
(nowz8 U.S.C. § 133I), created generalfederalquestionjurisdictionin the district courts.
The federalcourts 'ceasedto be restrictedtribunalsof fair dealingbetweencitizens of
differentstatesand becamethe primaryandpowerfulreliancefor vindicatingevery right
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notice: the existence of the "diversity"

troversies

"between

citizens

of different states,"

jurisdiction

of con-

and of appeals

to the

Supreme Court from State court denials of rights claimed under the
Constitution or laws of the United States. 14 But, as the face of the Civil
Rights Act discloses, the framers little trusted the State courts to enforce
Negro

rights; Is and to have insisted that an impoverished

pursue his rights in the Supreme
forcement

black should

Court would have reduced judicial en-

to an empty promise. The diversity jurisdiction

virtually useless to almost all blacks, for their oppressors
be rdsidents of the same State.

of course was

normally would

The framers, however, had made express provision in the Civil Rights
Act for federal court jurisdiction
the district courts jurisdiction,

to enforce the Act. Section

3 gave (x)

exclusive of State courts, of all crimes and

offenses against the Act; and (2) concurrent

jurisdiction

with the circuit

courts of all causes, civil and criminal, affecting persons who are denied
or cannot enforce fights secured by § I in State courts; plus (3) fights of
removal of criminal

or civil actions against persons whose rights were

secured by the Act.16 Nothing
an intention

in the history of the Amendment

suggests

to repeal this provision. Instead the question arises: did "in-

corporation" of the Act in the Amendment carry the enforcement provisions with it? It is unreasonable, however, to attribute to the framers
an intention

to freeze enforcement

for example--into

the Constitution.

provisions_e

§2 fine of $x,ooo,

Such provisions

are generally sub-

ject to change in the light of experience,

and the need to preserve flex-

ibility with respect to penalties counsels against such an interpretation.
On established

canons of construction

an unreasonable

to be avoided. Then too, there is no reason to attribute
intention

to surrender

interpretation

is

to Congress

an

any part of its Article 111control of the "inferior

given by the Constitution, the laws,and treatiesof the United States' [citingFelixFrankfluter andJames M. Landis, The Businessof the SupremeCourt 65 (1928)]." Paul Brest,
Processes
of ConstitutionalDecinon_king: Casesand Materials1297 (x975).
x4. Raoul Berger, Congressv. The SupremeCourt 274 (x969).
15.Infra at note 16.
16. GlobeApp. 316.McKee of Kentucky asked, "Where is your court of justicein any
southern State where the black man can secure protection." Globe653. See also Senator
Lane, supra Chapter I i at note 3o.

Section Five: "Congress Shall Enforce"
courts "17 by a grant of untouchable
ment,

particularly

surrender

In light
a need

at a time when Congress

calls for more

gous situation

the Court

than references
has required

of the jurisdiction

for express

going

E Miller

sections..,

"including
provision

tology
decided
power

with respect
to protect

subsequentAblem_n
aware.
Stevens,

Practiced
Judge

to enforce"?

to grant

derived

lawyers
Robert

like

S. Hale,

Senator

by

by a specific

leaves the tau-

21 a cause
Congress

from the Constitution.

and Judge

that

the same broad pow-

Clause. "2° That

v. Booth, 2: the abolitionists,

§5,

the fore-

explained

to Congress,

Slave Act that

That

to enforce

Amendment,

and Proper

to the Fugitive

in an analo-

For it is a puzzling

Brennan

for. Prigg v. Pennsylvania,

a right

a

for the change.18

was stressed.

"is requisite

"19 Justice

sought

in the Necessary

to be accounted

provision

Such

by § 3 of the Act, why was there

"power

to the Fourteenth

Amend-

the courts.

to "incorporation";

of Pennsylvania,

§ 5 the draftsmen

ers expressed

distrusted

of the § 5 authorization

is not contested.

applicable

in the Fourteenth

a specific

conferred

congressional

fact that the "necessity"
said George

jurisdiction

z49

c_l_bre,

had

has implied

Of Pr/gg and the

we may be sure, were well

Reverdy
William

Johnson,
Lawrence

Thaddeus
would

be

7. Supra at note Iz.
I8. Pierson v. Ray, 386 U.S. 547, 554-555 (I967); see also supra Chapter i note 5719. Globe 251 i. Jehu Baker of Illinois declared that § 5 "was of course necessary in
order to carry the proposed article into practical effect." GlobeApp. z57. See also Senator
Poland, Globe z96x. Fairman comments, "Poland, like the rest, contemplated action by
Congress and ignored direct enforcement by the courts." Fairman, H/st0ry I296. For a
similar comment on Howard, see Fairman, id. iz94.
"Senator Howe, a Radical Republican, went back to Wisconsin and made a major address at Madison on August Io [i866]; '... The only effect of the amendment if adopted
is to enable the National Legislature ... to enforce equal justice, when the several States
refuse to enforce it.' " Fairman, Stanford 73-74, quoting the Chicago Tribune, August 14,
x866.
zo. Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S. 64x, 650 0966).
zi. 41 U.S. (I6 Pet.) 539, 6xS-6zo (i84z). Justice Bradley stated on circuit, "whenever a right is guaranteed by the constitution...
Congress has the power to provide for
its enforcement, either by implication arising from the correlative duty of the government to protect, wherever a right to the citizen is conferred, or under the general power
•.. to make all laws necessary and proper for carrying into execution the foregoing powers." United States v. Cruikshank, 25 E Cas. (No. 14,897) 7o7, 7o9 (C.C.D. La. 1874).
He instanced Prigg as an example of the former power.
z 2. Supra note 6.
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familiar with those cases, and one hesitates without more to attribute to
the framers an intention merely to confirm such judicial interpretations
by express constitutional provision. The "necessity" is perhaps better explained by Laurent B. Frantz: Pr/gg and Ableman gave Congress implied
power to protect constitutional fights from interference by private individuals, whereas Kentucky v. Dennison had denied "implied power to exercise any control over a state's officers and agencies. "23 Since Dennison
held, and Bingham considered, that no branch of the government enjoyed
such power over State officers,24a grant of power to the judiciary arguabl)_was equally "necessary." No such grant was made in the Amendment.
The x866 congressional grant to the judiciary in the Civil Rights Act was
by the Dennison test of dubious constitutionality; it could and can be
supplemented by delegation from Congress under its §5 "power to enforce." Derived from Congress, the judicial enforcement power can be
withdrawn by it from the "inferior courts."
The debates indicate that the framers meant Congress to play the leading role, that they regarded Congress "as the primary organ for the implementation of the guarantees of privileges and immunities, due process,
and equal protection."2 5It was "necessary," said Senator Poland, that Congress "enforce the provision.., and compelits observance. "26 Stevens explained that the Amendment "allows Congress to correct the unjust legislation of the States"; and Charles Fairman observed that "Stevens'
thought ran to political rather than judicial action. "27 Other framers also

23. "Congressional
Power to Enforce the Fourteenth
Amendment
Against Private
Acts," 73 Yale L.J. i353, i357 (i964). ChiefJustice
Taney held in Kentucky v. Dennison,
65 U.S. (24 How.)

66, Io 7 (I858),

with reference

deliver a fugitive from justice to a sister
Constitution
which arms the Government

to power

to compel

a Governor

to

State, "there is no clause or provision in the
of the United States with this power."

24. Bingham stated that "the continued construction of every department
of this Government, legislative, executive and judicial ... has conceded that no such power [to enforce the rights

guaranteed

to a citizen

Government,"
and he therefore
Howard, infra at note "9.

"from the beginning"]

proposed

a grant

25. Harris, supra note 9 at 53-54; James x84.
,6. Globe z961 (emphasis added). Woodbridge
enable

Congress

by its enactments"

27. G/obe "459; Fairman,
going to correct

H/story 1,84.

In "Stevens'
Fairman,

Supra Chapter

mind,

Stanford

in the Federal

Globe 429; see also

said the Amendment

to give "protection."

unjust State legislation."

is vested

to Congress.

"is intended

it was Congress
44-

to

8 at note 34that was

Section Five: "CongressShall Enforce"
looked to Congress to undertake "corrective"

action.

25x

TM The

such expressions were amplified by Senator Howard:

overtones

of

section 5

constitutes a direct affirmative delegation of power to Congress to
carry out all the principles of these guarantees, a power notJbund in
the Constitution... It casts upon Congress the responsibilityof seeing
to it, for the future, that all the sections of the amendment are carried out in good faith, and that no State infringes the rights of person and property... I look upon this clause as indispensable for the
reason that it thus imposesupon Congressthis power and this duty. It
enables Congress,in case the States shall enact laws in conflict with
the principles of the amendment, to correctthat legislation by a formal congressional amendment. 29
Some explanation
principles"

is required

of the Amendment

than judicial initiatives.

why this "responsibility"
did not contemplate

Why did Hotchkiss

to "carry out the

congressional

rather

protest that § 5 "proposes

to

leave it to the caprice of Congress" whether or not to enforce antidiscrimination, 3° if it was assumed that the courts could act in the face of
congressional

inaction?

At the outset Conkling

"arising upon the construction"
propriate

forum..,

stated that all questions

of the Amendment

would go to the "ap-

the forum would be Congress,

and also, perhaps the

courts. "31 But § 5 made no provision
Justice Douglas, apparently

for enforcement

by the courts.

unaware of the implications

of his state-

ment for judicial review, stated that "the manner of enforcement involves discretion; but that discretion is largely entrusted to Congress,
not to the courts. "32 The face of § 5 indicates
entirely confided to Congress,
sibility" for enforcement

that the "discretion"

was

and the debates confirm that the "respon-

was imposed upon Congress,

thus confirming

zs. Supra Chapter Io at notes 73, 75, 79.
z9. Globe2766,z768 (emphasisadded).JusticeBrennancites this passagefor "congressionalresponsibilityfor implementingthe Amendment."Katzenbachv. Morgan, 384U.S.
at 648.
3o. Globexo95.
3x. Id. 358.
3"-Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. at x43.Professor Willard Hurst stated, "it is pretty
plain that the actualframersthought they were delegatingthe rulemakingpower to Congress.""The Roleof History,"in SupremeCourtandSup_ine La'w6o (EdmondN. Cahn
ed. I954).
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the maxim that a direction to act in one mode excludes another. 33 Judge
Learned Hand's inference that the grant to Congress was exclusive is
strengthened by the legislative history. So far as I could find that history
affords no basis for reading into §5 the judicial power of enforcement it
so plainly withheld. Minimally the legislative history indicates that where
Congress has spoken, that policy ought to be respected. 34
A reasoned argument for a judicial power of enforcement of the Fourteenth Amendment--apart from that derived from the grant in the Civil
Rights Act of 1866, which Congress is free to withdraw has yet to be
made. Section 5, I would insist, raises questions which go to the heart of
judicial enforcement of the Amendment, questions which the Court has
never attempted to answer, which have been neglected by scholars, and
to which they might well devote further study.

33. Supra note if.
34. Thus the Equal Educational Opportunities Act of i974, zo U.S.C. §§ ,7ox et seq.,
undertook to "specify appropriate remedies for the orderly removal of the vestiges of the
dual school system" and to establish prioriues for the employment of such remedies, zo
U.S.C. § i7oi(b) and §i7i 3. See also Kelly, supra Chapter 6 note 26.

13
Incorporation of Abolitionist
Theory in Section One

E

NOUaH has been set forth to raise considerable

the Graham-tenBroek
embodies

theory

the substantive

by certain abolitionists
The abolitionist

that §i of the Fourteenth

due process--equal
in the antislavery

theorists

protection

doubt about
Amendment

concepts forged

crusade of the x83os-a86os.

upon whom Graham

and tenBroek

1

relied by

no means represented the mainstream of abolitionist theorizing; they
were a "handful of relatively unimportant
anti-slavery thinkers," overshadowed by the William Lloyd Garrison-Wendell
Phillips wing, for
whom the natural law of Graham's theologians held no charms. 2 But the
fact that a respected

historian, Alfred Kelly, considered

that Graham and

tenBroek "have established
quite conclusively
that the Fourteenth
Amendment both in general ideology and legal phrase was a product of
pre-war

antislavery

emphatically,

theory"

by Leonard

and that that view is also taken, albeit less
Levy, 3 calls for further

At the outset, it will be recalled,

Graham

elucidation.

considered

may have used "due process" in its procedural
i94z--he has recorded the date exactly--through

that Bingham

sense. But on May 4,
a providential "chance

i. Graham x55et seq.; tenBroek 25, 29, ii6, I45, 235.
2. Robert Cover,JustkeAccused:
AntislaveryandtheJnd/c/alProcess155,15o-153 ( x975).
Cover jnstly remarks that Graham and tenBroek discoveredin the "xasions"of this minority "roots for their own constitutional aspirations."Id. x54.
3-Kelly,Fourteenth xo5o-Io5 i. Leonard Levystates,"Graham and tenBroek proved
that the meaning of Section One must be sought in the pre-x865 period as well as later,
and that the evidenceof i866-x868 must be read in the light of a receivedtradition of
abolitionistargument."Judgments:F2_aysin AmericanConstitutional
History7° (i 97z). See
also Thomas Grey, infra Chapter 21 at note 74.
253
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Law Library order" for a work by the abohtionist Theodore Weld, a
shining new world opened up before him. 4 What Graham found is best
summed up in his own words:
We have been tracing and stressing, not a precise,finished,coherent, consistentbodyof constitutional doctrine, stillless an authoritative one; rathersomething stillinchoate, derivative,opportunist,
"sportyand sporting"--hence really a climate of usage, andthe sociologyandthe geographyof professionalassociation,influenceand
, knowledgeby whichdue processand equalprotection becamewhat
they did, when and how they did.5
This "inchoate" mass allegedly was incorporated in the Fourteenth
Amendment largely through the instrumentahty of Bingham, himself an
imprecise thinker who exhibited little more understanding of the Bill of
Rights than Graham credits the abolitionists with. 6
The Graham-tenBroek theory was spread before the Supreme Court
in Brown v. Board of Education, in a brief for which Kelly takes responsibihty, and in which Graham collaborated. 7TenBroek plaintively comments that "it is httle short of remarkable that the Chief Justice should
have cut himself off from these historical origins and purposes, casually
announcing, as he did, that 'at best, they are inconclusive.' ,8 It is more
than a little remarkable, it is astounding! Here was a Court that had
invited briefs on the "original understanding"; 9 doubtless it would have
rejoiced to base its decision thereon, yet it preferred "pohtical and judicial ethics, social psychology," to their abohtionist history, m Such re4. Graham

155-156.

5. Id. 543.
6. "That this antislavery constitutional theory was extremely heterodox is dear. It was
not primarily the product of minds trained in vigorous case analysis or statutory construction. It confused moral with civil and constitutional rights. It made the Declaration
of Independence the basic constitutional document.., the Federal Bill of Rights a source
rather than a l/m/tat/0n of federal power." Id. 237-238.
7. Kelly, Fourteenth Io49; Graham 268-269.
8. TenBroek 25.
9- Bickel 6.
lO. Graham 269 . Kelly says of the Court's reaction to his brief, "Equipped with an
impressive mass of historical evidence [which he himself stated "doctor[ed] all the evi-
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nunciation

by a Court eager to believe suggests a large doubt about the

soundness

of that history.

Let us begin with Bingham, author of§i

and alleged conduit of abo-

litionist theology. 11 He inflicted a gaping wound on the conduit theory
when he stated, in reply to Rogers,
meaning

of due process]

that "the courts have settled [the

long ago. "12 Graham

himself wrote that due

process "at this time, with a few striking

[but uninfluential]

[was] merely a limitation

13To attribute

intention

to embody

upon procedure."

substantive

exceptions

to Bingham an

due process in §I, in the face of this

statement, it is necessary to charge him with a purpose to conceal his real
intention; for if he harbored such an intention, he never revealed it to the
39th Congress.

What boots it that Bingham stated in the House, in Janu-

ary i857, that "absolute

equality of all" is a "principle

of our Constitu-

tion "14 when he took a firm stand against Negro suffrage in I8667 What
matters

it that his Ohio district "had been thoroughly

the antislavery evangelists in I835-i837";
bed of Negrophobia;

abolitionized

by

is when Ohio remained a hot-

when its Senator Sherman could say in the Senate

in i867, "we do not like Negroes.

We do not conceal our dislike"; _6when

the Radical George W. Julian of neighboring

Indiana could tell the House

in i866, "the real trouble is that we bate the negro"? 17 What matters it
that "antislavery

idealists were backing judicial assault upon segregated

dence to the contrary, either by suppressingit... or by distorting it...] ... the Court
reneged." "As though in embarrassment,"the Court "rejected history in favor of sociology."Kelly,"Clioand the Court: An IllicitLove Affair,"1965 S.Ct. Rev. i x9, 144.The
Court's "embarrassment," I suggest,arose from a hard-headed appraisalof the neoabolitionist theology.It also had before it Bickel's"impressive"compilation to the contrary.
Supra Chapter 7 at note 3.
1I. Supra Chapter i x at note 91z. Globeio89.
13.Graham 35, z44; see supra Chapter xx at notes 4-27. For the "exceptions"see
infra Chapter 14 at notes z8-35.
14. Kelly,Fourteenth io52.
15. Graham 280.
I6. Woodward,"Seedsof Failurein RadicalRacePolicy,"in New FrontiersoftheAmerican Rec0m'truct/0n
I28 (Harold M. Hyman ed. i966).
17.Globe257. "Negrophobia tended to hold even the sparse Reconstruction institutions that the nation created at low throttle, and playeda part in Reconstructionincompleteness." Harold M. Hyman, A MorePerfectUnion447 (I973)-
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schools" when not long before the Civil War they were rebuffed by the
Supreme Courts of Massachusetts and Ohio;IS when Bingham could acknowledge in the 39th Congress that the Ohio Constitution excluded
Negroes from voting; 19 when fellow Republican Columbus Delano
shrank from the idea of allowing Negroes to serve as jurors; 2° when
"many" Northern newspapers, among them the Cincinnati Commercial,
were opposed to "equality with the Negroes"? 21
Bingham's early moral fervor had been diluted by political realities.
David Donald states that he "was fully aware that his Ohio district could
easily go Democratic, since his own average vote in the elections from
I862 through
I870 was only 5o.6 per cent of the total. Bitterly he protested against Radical proposals for 'universal suffrage,' ,22 as is exemplified by his barbed dialogue with Boutwell over the admission of Tennessee sans Negro suffrage. 23His political instinct did not betray him,
for in the April I867 elections "Ohio overwhelmed a negro suffrage
amendment by 4o,ooo."24 Bingham's change of heart illustrates Russell
Nye's pithy summation: after 1865 the "Negro was no longer a problem
in morality, but a problem in politics. "25The "chief trouble no doubt,"
said Senator Sherman, after the I867 defeat of the Republican forces in
18. Kelly, Fourteenth
19. Globe 1291.
2o. Supra

Chapter

lO56.

9 at note

25.

Zl. Flack 41; see also Donald, Sumner II 158.
22. David Donald, The Politics of Reconstruction46 (1965). Senator Hendricks of Indiana pointed out that "Indiana and Illinois almost continuously were Democratic States,"
that in Ohio the Democratic party "for half the time had maintained an ascendancy," that
for many years it controlled Pennsylvania, and was and is a "mighty power" in New York.
Globe 368.
23. Supra Chapter 5 at notes 43-44.
24. Supra Chapter 4 at note 36. Michael L. Benedict, who made a "scale" study of
voting patterns, concluded that Bingham "led the Republican nonradicals in the House."
A Compromise of Principle 36 (1975). Bingham's Ohio colleague, Finck, declared on December 21, 1865, that "while I have no ill feeling toward the negro, I shall ever oppose
conferring upon him the right of suffrage in Ohio." Globe 118.
25. "Comment on C. V. Woodward's Paper" 148, 152, in Hyman ed., supra note I6.
Benedict states, "the Republican committee members had eschewed ideology in favor of
practicality." Supra note 24 at I82. William Lloyd Garrison "accurately sensed the new
mood when he declared that antislavery societies served no useful purpose now that slavery was abolished and dosed down the L/berat0r." Donald, Sumner//233.
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Ohio, is the Negro "suffrage question ... it will be a burden in every
election. "26 To attribute to this selfsame Ohio an intention to embody
in § x through

the medium of Bingham's

suffrage it resoundingly
Abolitionist
deep-seated
Woodward,

rejected

evangelism
Northern

borders

led Graham

Negrophobia

the very

on the absurd.
and tenBroek

to overlook

and the fact, noted

the

by C. Vann

that during the war years "the great majority of citizens in

the north still abhorred

any association with abolitionists"27--hardly

tile soil for the sowing of abolitionist
Grimes,

"vague" phraseology

leading Republicans,

ideology. Senators

held "the extreme

rence. "28 Senator Cowan, a Pennsylvania
culed the notion that the "antipathy

Fessenden

radicals"

conservative

ferand

in "abhor-

Republican,

ridi-

that never sleeps, that never dies,

that is inborn, down at the very foundation

of our natures,"

is "to be

swept away by half a dozen debates and the reading of half a dozen reports from certain abolitionist societies." He bitterly excoriated the AntiSlavery Society. 29 To the Moderate
heavy cross. Many Republicans,
In the Joint Committee,

leaders the radical leadership was a

reports his biographer, "hated" Stevens.

"his own measures were more voted against than

26. Benedict,supra note z4 at 273.
27. The Burdenof SouthernHmory 73 (x96°)-Justice Miller, whose "anupathy to slavery" led him to leave Kentucky,wrote in I854, "An abolitionisthas been myabhorrence
all my life." Charles Fairman,Mr.JusticeMillerandthe SupremeCourt I6-x 7, 27 (x939).
Writing to Harold Laski,October z4, I93O,Justice Holmes stated, "I came to loathe in
the abolitioniststhe con,action that any one who did not agreewith them wasa knaveor
a fool." 2 Holmes-LaskiLetters:The Correspondence
ofMr. Ju.rttceHolmesandHaroldJ.Laski
:29i (M. Howe ed. I953). See also supra Chapter i note 36.
28.Kendrick 257. Consider Graham's"the draftersof [§x] ... Bingham,Stevens...
Fessenden... were men who in their youth and early manhood are known to have been
thoroughly exposedto this doctrinal [abolitionist]system,"Graham 25o, in light of Fessenden's "abhorrence" of "extreme radicals," Bingham'sattack upon "oppressive"invasions of States' rights. For Stevens,see infra at notes 3o, 35.Of this aspect of Graham's
argument, one may borrow his own criticism of "anachronistic thinking" that takes
"simplepatternsof favorablecircumstanceas evidenceof muchmorethan that."Graham
453 (emphasisadded).He himselfundercutsthe neoabolitionisttheory whenhe states
with referenceto due processandequalprotection, "the earlyantislaveryusageand the
racial-humanitarianexpansionand coveragebeforethe CivilWar hadgot forgottenand
eclipsedduringReconstruction."Graham264.
29. Globe343, 344-345.
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voted for. "3° Senator Stewart referred to his "destructive sentiments. "31
Fessenden gleefully reported

a tongue-lashing

he gave Sumner on the

Senate floor, whom he considered "by far the greatest fool of the lot. "32
Consider Senator Trumbull's scathing comment in 1870: "it has been over
the idiosyncracies,

over the unreasonable propositions,

over the imprac-

tical measures of...
[Sumner] that freedom has been proclaimed and
established. "33 "More and more Senators came to distrust," David
Donald tells us, "when they did not detest him. "34 Stevens excoriated
Suroner for halting the Amendment

because it did not give Negroes

the

vote. 35 Between such men there could be no secret protocols that "vague
and amorphous" phrases would leave room for what had been rejected. 36
The Graham-tenBroek
phobic,

anti-abolitionist

theory requires us to believe that a NegroNorth was ready to embrace

the abolitionist

program or that the radicals were in a position to dictate the form of the
legislation. Indeed, Kelly stated categorically

that after the Civil War "a

group of old antislavery enthusiasts [were] in a position to control the
Thirty-Ninth
Congress and to write their radical reformism into the
Constitution

itself. "37 That is at a long remove from the facts. Among

3o. Fawn Brodie, Thaddeus Stevens: Scourge of the South 259, 268 (I959). Compare this
with Kelly's statement, "the Joint Committee was firmly under the control of the Republican Radicals, several of whom, including John A. Bingham and Thaddeus Stevens,
had been prominently associated with the radical pre-war antislavery movement." Kelly,
Fourteenth

lO57- "In fact," Donald states, "the Radical wing of the Republican

party had

rarely exercised effective control." Donald, Sumner I145 o. TenBroek, 149, states, "Radical control of Congress hung in a precarious and fluctuating balance." See also Benedict,
supra note 24 .
3I. Globe 1lO6.
32. James 74; Eric L. McKitrick,

Andrew Johnson and Recommuction

27 z (i 960).

33. Benedict, supra note 24 at 39.
34. Sumner//248.
35. Id. Brodie,
ographer

remarks,

supra note 3° at 269; Globe 2459; cf. id. I224-IZ3I.
"had gravely objected"

to the Fourteenth

Amendment,

Sumner, his biDonald,

ner//9,
presumably because it did not accomplish his abolitionist goals.
36. Kelly, Fourteenth 1o7L Kelly states, "the principal Radical leaders concerned
the amendment,

notably Bingham,

Stevens, Morrill,

Fessenden

and Howard

Sumwith

deliberately

sought to go far beyond the guarantees of the Civil Rights Act and to place all civil rights,
in the expansive Bingham definition, under federal guarantees of equality against state
law." Id.
37. Id. xo54.
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the first to discern
Northern

that underlying

Republicans,

the "thirty-two

ate faction" were "constantly
crats among their constituents;
suffrage ...

Bingham.

called on most

course was David Donald: "Moderates

to check extreme Radical proposals

Negro

realities

except for a few Radicals with secure constitu-

encies, to pursue a Moderate
represented";

political
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had

or be defeated in the districts they

Republicans...

who formed the Moder-

aware of the need to conciliate the Demothey were loath to consider imposing...

upon the South. "38 Such a one, we have seen, was

In a recent attempt

at more refined "scale" analysis, Michael

L. Benedict has classified the Republicans as Conservatives, Moderates
(Centrists), and radicals (with a small r). The radicals, he concluded, "did
not dominate

Congress

can Senators

(scaled) consistently

House

"consistent

numbered

during the Reconstruction

nonradicals

conservative

(Conservatives

era. More Republithan radical";

and Centrists)

still out-

radicals. "39 One has only to recall that Charles Sumner was

not made a member

of the Joint Committee

and all but excluded from

party councils, virtually ostracized, 4° that Stevens regretfully
legislation

in the

which confessedly

accepted

fell short of his goals, that Negro suffrage

was rejected over Sumner's plea that it was the "Central

Guarantee,"

to

realize that Benedict speaks truly. The converse of the fact that the "radicals did not dominate" is that the Conservative-Moderate
coalition did. 41
In the Senate a handful of radicals opposed the Fourteenth

Amendment,

38.Donald, supra note 22 at 5i-52, 6x; cf. McKittick,supra note 32 at 3oo; see also
Benedict,supra note 24 at 56-57.
39.Benedict,supra note 24 at z7, 23; see Donald, quoted supra note 3o.
40. Donald, Sumner//x49-i5o , 240, 241, 247-248.
41. "SenateReconstructionpolicyafter i865 was framedby a non-radicalJoint Committee on Reconstructionand a conservativeJudiciaryCommittee."Benedict,supra note
24 at 37; see id. 29, 146-147; cf. Donald, Sumner II 149--15o.And see Morton Keller,
Affairsof State 61 (1977).
Kelly,Fourteenth lO57,statesthat **theJoint Committeewasfirmlyunderthe control
of RadicalRepublicans,"but Benedict,on the basisof closeranalysis,concludedthat the
"non-radicalsclearlyoutnumberedthe radicals._ Supranote 24 at 34, 37-Benedictstates
that "The centrists'work centeredon two committees:Fessenden'sJoint Committee on
Reconstructionand Trumbulrs SenateJudiciary Committee. Between them they fashioned the conservativeReconstructionprogramof the 39th Congress."Benedict,id. i46147.Kelly'sstatement,as well as Graham's,that "Ten membersof the Joint Committee
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aid

that

it did

remarked

Stevens,

Sumner,

nothing.
their

It was
threats.

tember

"They

sition

in

that

"the

Alfred

•..

offer

are known

of

enacted

for

the

the

They
and

being

submitted

we

defeated

every

own

studies,

embodiment

in spite

of

with

in
for

Sep-

ratificapropo-

concluded

the

sullen

of many.
of

do

radical

Benedict

program
opposition

can

audience

was

his

York Her-

of Thaddeus

in Congress.

a Cincinnati

their

over

New

platform

remonstrances

told

why

42 The

the

acqui-

"45 What

abolitionist

sus-

ideology

in

Amendment?
Kelly,

"The

enough

debates

how

antislavery

publicans.'46

all their

basis

and

wishes.
not

radicals

Amendment

radicals

this

noisy

radicals;

had

clearly

pre-war

the

nonradicals

does

to their

Sherman

about

JUDICIARY

"is

against

the

Fourteenth
To

of the

it. "44 Upon

tenance

veal

or any

while

of some

effect

Amendment

Senator

talk

escence

the

give

the

adopted

"43

1866,

tion,

not

that

BY

on

completely

movement

To my

mind,

to have grown

the

the

passage

the

of the

Amendment

constitutional

shaped

the

objectives

debates

show

ideology
of the

that--apart

up in states which were exposed

Sumner

Re-

a handful

for years to antislavery

theory," Graham 313, is vitiated by the fact that the entire committee
explaining suffrage was unacceptable.
Supra chapter 5 at note 49.
4 z. Cf. Donald,

Radical

from

reof the

signed the report,

11 247-248.

43. New York Herald, September 28, I866, quoted in Benedict, supra note 24 at I98.
The New York Herald, June i x, I866, hailed the Amendment
as "an ingeniously contrived party platform

for the coming

fall elections...

There

is nothing

here obnoxious

to public opinion in the way of negro suffrage." Quoted in Kendrick 35 z. "The victories
Republicans won in x866," Benedict states, "had demonstrated
popular support not for
the Radical Republican

program

but for that of the conservatives

and centrists."

dict, id. at z57; see id. I8z, I88. Bingham stated that in the 1866 elections
ment was "directly in issue..,
from Maine to California." James x67.
Criticizing

the cries of a "white

man's government,"

Stevens

Bene-

the Amend-

said, "I trust the Re-

publican party will not be alarmed at what I am saying. I do not profess to speak their
sentiments, nor must they be held responsible for them. I speak for myself." Globe 7444. James x67. James states it was a "rather consistent

practice..,

to disavow all Radi-

cal influence in the framing of the congressional
proposal." Id. Compare Sherman with
Kelly's statement, "The mood of the Radicals was not one of caution and restraint; on the
contrary

it was 'revolutionary'

...

It is important

Rights Act of x866 and the Fourteenth
teenth io6o-xo6i.
45. Benedict,

supra note 24 at 2io. Chairman

process of reconstruction
46. Kelly, Fourteenth

to be controlled
io54.

to understand

Amendment

it, for both the Civil

were products

Fessenden

by the radicals."

of it." Kelly, Four-

"was unwilling
Kendrick

i74.

to allow the
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of extremist radicals and the Democratic
sought to besmirch
gro equality--the

opposition,

26x

which at every turn

the Republicans with advocacy of all-embracing
Moderate-Conservative

limited objectives: protection

of the "person and property"

against violence and oppression.

Ne-

coalition steadily adhered

to

of the Negro

The means of this protection

were care-

fully specified in the Civil Rights Bill and Congress was repeatedly

told

that so-called political rights like suffrage, mixed schools, and jury participation

were outside the coverage of the Bill. Again and again Con-

gress was told that the Amendment
Rights Act.
A number

of questions

was designed

to embody

the Civil

call for answers by the neoabolitionists.

Ne-

gro suffrage manifestly was excluded both from the Act and the Amendment. What does this exclusion of Sumner's "Central Guarantee" do to
the Graham-tenBroek

theory? Why did the Republican

open the door to more abrasive privileges,
when they so plainly barred

it to suffrage?

senden point out that "existing prejudices"

majority leave

for example, mixed schools,
Why did Chairman
foreclosed

Fes-

"an entire exclu-

sion of all class distinctions "47 in the Civil Rights Bill, then abruptly embrace that very exclusion
caused the Republican
restricted

in the neoabolitionist

version

of §i? What

majority, who had so firmly pushed through

the

Civil Rights Bill, suddenly to abandon it in favor of an unre-

stricted Amendment?

Why did "radical control"

of the 39th Congress

fail in the former and prevail in the latter? Why did Bingham, who objected to "civil rights" as "oppressive"
Rights lend himself to abolitionist
attributed

on States'

to a sudden change in the climate of opinion, because Senator

Wilson, the Massachusetts
"There

and an encroachment

ideology in drafting §i ? It cannot be

Radical, stated in the Senate in January

is not today a square mile in the United

I869:

States where the ad-

vocacy of the equal rights and privileges of those colored

men has not

been in the past and is not now unpopular. "4s
47. Globe705; for a similar remark by Stevens,see id. 537.
48. Cong.Globe,4oth Cong., 3d Sess. 67z. RussellNye states, "Neither the antislaverycontroversy,nor the Civil War,nor the inconclusivemaneuveringof Reconstruction made any basicchanges in the prevailingattitudes towardsrace.., attributes dearly
reflected in the congressional politics of Reconstruction."Nye, supra note z5 at 156.
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"vague and amorphous"

nature

of the

terms used in §x, and Kelly's summation:
The intent of certain Radical leaders to go beyond the restrictive enumeration of the Civil Rights Act and to incorporate a series of expansive guarantees in the Constitution is quite clear. In a general
sense, the bestevidenceof this is the language of the guarantees which
Bingham and the other authors of the Fourteenth Amendment incorporated in the first section. The guarantees they finally adopted. privileges and immunities, due process and equal protection--were
not at all derived from the Civil Rights Act, which, with the exception of one vague phrase in its final form, had used the restrictive
enumerative device. Instead the authors derived their guarantees deliberately from the pre-war Radical antislavery movement. 49
It would be more accurate to say, as Bingham in fact indicated
mitting

the Amendment,

that two of the clauses--"due

in sub-

process"

and

"privileges or immunities"--were
drawn from the Constitution, s° and
under established canons of construction they were to be given their accepted meaning.
its customary

Bingham himself stated that "due process" was used in

decisional,

that is, procedural,

"privileges and immunities"

sense. The

meaning

of

had been drawn to the attention of the fram-

ers by Chairman Trumbull, who showed that it paralleled--with
the
careful exclusion of suffrage--the
gloss put upon it by the cases. These
meanings

are hardly to be overcome

by an "inchoate"

meaning

favored

by some abolitionists and which was never explained to the framers.
There is also the fact, as Kelly notes, that §i was presented as "intended
merely to constitutionalize

the Civil Rights Act." It does not dispose of

these representations
to say that they were made for strategic political
reasons; sl in the securities field such representations
would be branded
as deceptive

and misleading.

49. Kelly,Fourteenth Io7i (emphasisadded).
5o. Id. Io72.
5I. Id. IO7X.Kelly states that had the Radicals pressed home the proposition that
"their amendment wouldundoubtedly consummatethe destruction of caste and classlegislation in the states, an important element of moderate Republican support might be
alienated... Political strategy calledfor ambigmity,not clarity."Id. xo84.For discussion
of this remarkable interpretive approach, see supra Chapter 6.
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Remains "equal protection of the laws." The central preoccupation of
the framers was the oppression of Negroes under Black Codes and similar discriminatory

laws. "Equal protection

of the laws" perfectly

pressed their purpose to hak such discrimination;

ex-

and the "laws" were

such as gave rise to the evils the framers meant to prevent. They did not
mean to prevent exclusion from suffrage, segregated schools, or miscegenation laws. For this there is evidence in the debates on the Civil
Rights Bill. Where

is the evidence of a change of purpose? In the case

of suffrage, the intention

to leave State control of suffrage untouched

is

plain. It will not do in the face of such facts to infer a "clear intent...
to go beyond the restrictive

enumeration

of the Civil Rights Act."

In justice to Kelly, it should be noted that a decade after publication of
his article on the Fourteenth

Amendment,

and under the impact of an

"extraordinary revolution in the historiography
tion," he tacitly abandoned

of Civil War Reconstruc-

his earlier analysis, s2 Now he adverted to

the limitation imposed by the essentially federal character of the
American constitutional system, which at last made it impossibleto
set up a comprehensive and unlimited program for the integration
of the negro into the southern social order• Such a program could
have been effected only by a revolutionary destruction of the states
and the substitution of a unitary constitutional system ... [T]he
commitment to traditional state-federal relations meant that the
radical Negro reform program could be only a very limited
Even less than integration

one. 53

in the South were whites prepared

for re-

construction of their institutions to accommodate total Negro integration in the North. It needed no revolution in historiography to learn
52. Kelly,"Comment on Harold M. Hyman'sPaper" 4o, in Hyman ed., supra note
16.That tacit recantation, publishedin a sheaf ofReconstructionessaysby others,would
escape the notice of legal scholarsaccustomedto search for criticismof the earlier law
review article in legal indices.
53-Id• 55 (emphasisadded). Benedictcommentsthat "theproposed amendment again
demonstrated Republicans' reluctance to expand the national government'sjurisdiction
over its citizens."Supranote z4 at x7o. See also Hyman, supra note x7 at 304,425,426,
439, 44°, 522-523.The idealisticGraham revealinglystates, "The flawsand loopholes
•.. were products of a Reconstruction society stillwilling and able to sacrificethe slave
race, to defer protection during the Reconstruction crisis."Graham 297.
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that the framers were strongly attached to State sovereignty,

that they

had "a very limited" program in mind, as was heavily stressed during the
debates on the Civil Rights Bill. Fessenden

made that plain when he

stated that "existing prejudices" barred "an entire exclusion of all class
distinctions. "54 A lawyer not committed

to the revisionist or any other

school, and who holds no brief for "lawyer's history," may be permitted
to say that all that was needed was some familiarity with established rules
for the interpretation of legislative history, among them to discount
heavily oppositionist
and "fundamental

obstructionism,

to read the terms "natural fights"

rights" as they had been understood from Blackstone

through Kent, as they, so explained Trumbull, were embodied
Civil Rights Bill, to indulge in something

like a presumption

in the
that the

powers reserved to the States are not diminished by a subsequent amendment in the absence of a clear intention to do so. And above all, to substitute undiluted realism in the appraisal of what happened in 1866 for
twentieth-century

idealistic fervor, which all too often leads to wishful

thinking. 55
Against this background

it is now possible to measure Chief Justice

Warren's statement in Brown v. Board of Education that the historical evidence is "inconclusive": 56
The most avid proponents of the post-War amendments undoubtedly intended them to remove all legal distinctions among "all persons born or naturalized in the United States." Their opponentsjust
54. Supraat note 47. SenatorDoolittle of Wtsconsin, who favoredNegro suffrage,
recognized that it could not "be imposed upon the [Northern] States." G/0be2i43; see
supra Chapter 4 at notes ,8-33. Desegregation of schools was even more unpalatable.
55.In a tacit reference to the neoaboliuonist writings, Fairman stated, "some of the
studiesgo to historicaloriginsandthroughtheirreinterpretation,reportthe discoveryof
high moralpurposeswhich,though lost awhile,arenow offeredas authentic.Insome of
these worksof great good will it seems as though the fervorto hasten justice now has,
howeverunwittingly,been givenascendancyover devotionto cold truth."H/st0ryi x17.
56. Miller andHowell considerit "ratherdoubtfulthatthe historicalrecordis so 'inconclusive'asChiefJusticeWarrenassertedin Brownv. Boardof Education.... insofar
as the framersof the fourteenthamendmenthad anyintent regardingraciallysegregated
schools.""TheMyth of Neutralityin ConstitutionalAdjudication,"27 U. Chi. L. Rev.
66I, 674 note 48 (i96o). See also Thomas Grey,"Do We Have An UnwrittenConstitution?,"27 Start.L. Rev.7o3, 712 (I975).
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as certainly were antagonistic to both the letter and spirit of the
Amendments and wished them to have the most limited effect. What
others in Congress and in the state legislatures had in mind cannot
be determined with any degree of certainty. 57
This sets up an irrelevant
most avid proponents,"
influenced

antithesis---between
the extremist

the outcome.

the Democrats

radicals--neither

In fact, Democrats

and "the

of whom really

often voted with a leading

extremist, Sumner, in order "to kill moderate reconstruction
proposals. "s8 What "others," the decisive Conservative-Moderate
coalition,
"had in mind" earl be determined

with considerable

"certainty."

Chair-

man Wilson, for example, stated that the terms "civil rights and immunities" in the Civil Rights Bill did not mean that all "children shall attend the same schools," and the evidence demonstrates

that he spoke for

the framers, s9 On the score of Negro

suffrage, the proof that it was de-

liberately

"overwhelming."

marion,

left to the States is indeed
therefore,

window-dressing

hardly

Warren's

sum-

does justice to the facts; but it was merely

for the rationale

of his opinion:

we cannot turn back the clock to i868 when the Amendment was
adopted...

We must consider public education in the light of its full

development and its present place in American life throughout the
Nation. Only in this way can it be determined if segregation in public
schools deprives plaintiffs of the equal protection of the laws.6°
Stated baldly, what the framers meant by the words they employed is not
binding on the Court; the Court lays claim to power to revise the Consriturion to meet present needs. A celebrant

of the Warren

Court, Paul

57- 347 u.s. 483, 489 (i954) (emphasisadded).
58. Donald, Sumner II 248. As Senator Yatesof Illinoisobserved,"If we do not meet
the views of the Radicalson the one hand, nor the viewsof the pro-slaveryDemocracy
upon the other,we at all events have the medium,the moderationwhich hasbeenagreed
upon." Globe3o38. See supra at note 42.
59. Supra Chapter 2 at note 26;Chapter 6. One of the distinguishedlawyersof our
generation, Dean Acheson,testifiedbeforethe Senate in i97 x that "The most complicatedthing in the world,race relations,cameout of the judges,who took overthis problem and found in a phrase, the equal protection of the laws, the way to deal with this
complicatedquestion,which didn't dealwith it."Hearingson ExecutivePrivilegebqCore
the
SenateSubcommitteeon the Separationof Powers266, 92d Cong., Ist Sess.(July i97x).
60. 347 U.S. at 492-493. See mfi'aChapter 15 note xi.
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Murphy, commented that Brown disclosed Chief Justice Warren's "unabashed and primary commitment to justice and his willingness to shape
the law to achieve it. "61 He did not merely "shape" the law, he upended
it; he revised the Fourteenth Amendment to mean exactly the opposite
of what its framers designed it to mean, namely, to leave suffrage and
segregation beyond federal control, to leave it with the States, where
control over internal, domestic matters resided from the beginning.

Supplementary

Note

on Abolitionist

Influence

Activists strangely prefer what abolitionists said between 183o and 186o
outside the halls of Congress to what the framers said in the course of
the :866 debates. The notion that abolitionist theology heavily influenced the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment was floated byJacobus
tenBroek and Howard Jay Graham in the I96os. 1 Alfred Kelly opined
that Graham and tenBroek "have established quite conclusively that the
Fourteenth Amendment both in general ideology and legal phrase was
a product of radical pre-war anti-slavery theory. "2 That view is shared
by Leonard Levy: "Graham and tenBroek proved that the meaning of
Section One must be sought in the pre-:865 period as well as later, and
that the evidence of i866-i868 must be read in the light of a received
tradition of abolitionist constitutional argument. "3 Recently William
Nelson concluded that the Amendment "must be understood as the Republican party's plan for securing the fruits ... of the three decades of
antislavery agitation preceding" the Civil War: It was the Courts, Nel6I. The Constitution

in Crisis Trmes 312 (I972).

I. Jacobus tenBroeL
st/tutzon (I968).
z. Kelly, Fourteenth
3. Leonard

Equal Under Law (1965); Howard

Everyman's

Con-

xo49, Ioso-Io5L

Levy, J_dg_ts:

4. William E. Nelson,
Do_i,i,,e 6x (I988).

Jay Graham,

Essays in Amer/can

C0nstituti0na/H/st0ry

The Fourteenth Amendment:

7° (I972).

From Political _nciple

to ]gdicial

Supplementary Note on Abolitionist Influence
son opines, that transformed
tebellum era ...

trine. "5 "Vague rhetorical
anybody--for
principles

"the vague rhetorical

into a more precise and consistent
principles"

principles

of the an-

body of legal docmean

anything

example "equality could mean almost anything "6

to

are no

at all.

Abolitionist

speeches

during the I83o-I86o

did not reflect postwar sentiment
construction

that could
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historian

and the suggestion

drive to abolish slavery

in the North. The fact is, wrote Re-

David Donald, racism "ran deep in the North,"

that blacks "should

be treated

as equals to whites

woke some of the deepest and ugliest fears in the American mindY

Phil-

lip Paludan observed that racism was "as pervasive during Reconstruction as after. Americans

clung firmly to a belief in the basic inferiority

the Negro race, a belief supported

by the preponderance

of

of nineteenth

century scientific evidence. "8 "What lies beneath the politics of the Reconstruction

period so far as it touched the Negro,"

Russell Nye stated,

5. Id. 39-The abolitionismwerenot only "vague,"but they wereof dividedcounsels.
David Richards,a devout activist,notes that "abolitionist political and constitutional
theory.., can be dividedinto at leastthree antagonisticschools of thought... Presumably,however,goodhistorical argumentscoulddiscriminateamongthe variousstrandsof
abolitionist thought, andidentify the one among them that criticallyshapedthe termsof
the Reconstructionamendments."DavidA.J. Richards,"AbolitionistPoliticaland Constitutional Theory and the ReconstructionAmendments,"25 LoyolaL.A.L. Rev.1I8I,
xx87 0992). That "discrimination"has yet to be made.
6. Nelson, supranote 4 at z _.
7. Donald, Sumner122o2,252. In an i831 tour, William LloydGarrisonfoundthat
"a greater revolutionin public sentimentwas to be effectedin the freestates--and particularlyin New England--than at the South. I found contempt more bitter,opposition
more active, detractionmore relentless,prejudicemore stubborn.., than among slave
owners themselves."DocumentsofAraericanHistory278(Henry SteeleCommagered. 7th
ed. T963)(emphasisin original).
8. Phillip S. Paludan,A CovenantWith Death 54 (x975). See also W. R. Brock, An
American Crins:Congressand Reconm'uction,
i86y-x 867 285 (i963). When a generousheartedEnglishvisitor to the United States,W. M. Thackeray,firstsawa Negroin I852,
he recorded:_Sambois not my man & mybrother;the very aspectof his faceis grotesque
& inferior.I can't help seeing & owning this; at the same time of coursedenying any
white man's right to hold this fellow creaturein bondage." Gordon N. Ray,Thackeray:
TheAge of Wisdom,x847-2863 216 (I958). Upon his firstsight of slavesin 1834,Charles
Sumnerwrote,_My worst preconceptionof theirappearanceand theirignorancedidnot
fall as low as their acnml stupidity ... They appear to be nothing more than moving
masses of flesh unendowed with anything of intelligence above the brutes." Donald,
SumnerI 29.
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racist policy tacitly accepted

general public. "9 Against the racial barrier
tionism broke in vain.
Abolitionism
emancipated

by both parties

and the

the waves of prewar

aboli-

was in fact poor soil in which to root protection

blacks; it had made too many enemies.

C. Vann Woodward

recounts,

North

any association with abolitionists.

still abhorred

mund Cowan of Pennsylvania

"the great
ridiculed

majority

During

for

the war,

of citizens

in the

"1° Senator

Ed-

the notion that the "antipathy

that never sleeps, that never dies...
[was] to be swept away by... the
reading of half a dozen reports from certain abolitionist societies. "11
Senator Fessenden, chairman of the Joint Committee on Reconstruction, held "the extreme radicals" in "abhorrence.
war-weary North
realization

was far from ready to embark on fresh crusades for the

of abolitionist

table abolitionist
with a rope around

"12 The fact is that the

goals. William

Lloyd Garrison,

who had been dragged through
his neck, accurately

the indomi-

the streets of Boston

sensed the national mood when

he closed down The Liberator, declaring that antislavery societies "served
no useful purpose now that slavery was abolished. "13
The abolitionist theorists upon whom Graham and tenBroek
by no means represented

the mainstream

of abolitionist

thinking;

relied
they

were a "handful of relatively unimportant anti-slavery thinkers."I4 Robert Cover, himself an activist, observed that Graham and tenBroek discovered in the "vision" of this minority
9. R. B. Nye, "Comment
can Reconstruaion

i48,

fools." z Holmes-Laski

on C. V. Woodward's

I5I (Harold

i o. C. Vann Woodward,
to dislike the Abolitionism'

"roots for their own constitu-

M. Hyman

Paper,"

in New Frontiers oftbeAmem-

ed. i966).

The Burden of Southern H/awry 73 (196o). Justice Holmes came
conviction that "their antagonists must be either knaves or

Letters: The Correspondence of Mr. Justice Holmes and Harold J. Laski

942 (Mark de W. Howe ed. i953).
i 1. Globe 343-345- In his Second Annual Message, December I, 186z, President Lincoln "submitted
a draft of a constitutional
amendment
providing for the gradual abolition of slavery (by I9oo), for compensation
to slaveholders,
and for colonization
freedmen somewhere outside the United States." Forrest McDonald, TbeAmerican

of the
Presl-

demy: An Intellectual Htrtory 356 (i994).
I z. Benjamin
z57 (x914).
13. Donald,
14. Robert

Kendrick,

The yonrnal

of the Joint

Committee of Fi_een on Reconstruction

supra note 7 at z 33.
M. Cover, Just/xe Accused: Antislavery

and the Judfirial Process i55

(i975).
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tional aspirations. "is What
"something

still inchoate

Graham discovered,
...

opportunist";
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in his own words, was

he recognized

that the mi-

nority theory of due process was "rankly, frankly heretical. "16 Thus Joel
Tiffany, a leading minority

theorist,

held that "slavery was unconstitu-

tional. "17 It takes a great leap of the imagination
"rankly heretical"

theorizing

commended

yers who sat in the 39th Congress,
abolitionist

brethren

rejected

to assume that such

itself to the hard-headed

particularly when the minority's own

"radical anti-slavery thought. "18

But an activist "scholar," Michael Curtis, triumphandy

asks, "If abo-

litionist ideas were an anathema to most Republican Congressmen,
in the previous
states---the

law-

session of Congress

had they abolished

why

slavery in the

main goal of the radical political abolitionists? "19 It escapes

him that a Northerner
matter was cogently

could oppose slavery and yet remain a racist. The
summarized

by Henry Monaghan:

We forget that many mid-nineteenth century Americans, perhaps a
clear majority, opposed slavery and racial equality with equal intensity. They could logically believe that emancipation required that
the freedman possess certain fights to personal security and property. Simultaneously they could favor rank discrimination against
blacks in political and social matters, z°
15.Id. i54.
x6.Graham, supra note x at 543, 242. "That the antislaveryconstitutionaltheory was
extremely heterodox is clear." Id. 237-238.
x7"MichaelB. Curtis, No State ShallAbrutge:TheFourteenthAmendmentand the Bill
of Rights42 (I986). Curtis, an apologistfor abolitionism,recognizes that "the Constitution did not allowinterference with slaveryin the States."Id. 19.
LysanderSpooner,"themost theoreticallyprofoundadvocate"of the contraryposition,
counseledthat the constitutionalprovisions"wereto be interpreted not to recognize slavery on the theory that any knt_'on
should be accordedthe words,no matterb0wtextuallystra/ned,that did not recognize slavery."Riehards,supra note 5 at iI93 (emphasis
added).
i8. Curtis,supra note 17 at 42.
19.Id. H8.
20. Henry P.Monaghan,"The Constitution Goes to Harvard,"13 Harv.C.R.-C.L.
L. Rev.iI7, i26 (r978). For example,SenatorJames Patterson was "opposedto any law
discriminatingagainst[blacks]in the securityand protection of life, liberty,property and
the proceeds of their labor," but "[b]eyondthis,"he stated, "I am not prepared to go,"
explicitlyrejecting"politicaland social equality."G/obe2699.
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conservative

has shown, "enacted their program
radicals and over the opposition

coalition,

as Michael Les Benedict

with the sullen acquiescence

of some

of many. ''2x Benedict's finding is con-

firmed by the defeat (I25 to 12 in the House, and 34 to 4 in the Senate)
of Radical insistence that Tennessee provide for black suffrage. 22 Such
action by the Congress, not what some abolitionists had said before the
Civil War, illuminates the purposes of the framers.

2x.Michael Les Benedict,/1Compromiseof Principle,io (I974). Benedict found that
the centrists' work "centeredin two Committees: Fessenden'sJoint Committee on Recomtruction and Trumbull'sSenateJudiciaryCommittee. Betweenthem they fashioned
the conservativeReconstructionprogramof the Thirty-ninth Congress."Id. I46-I47.
22.Globe398o, 4ooo.
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From Natural Law
to Libertarian Due Process

Substantive EconomicDue Process

T

E development

Robert G. McCloskey,
'government

by judiciary.'

development--whereby
those of legislative bodies
was only launched

of substantive

due process was described

by

a friend of the Court, as "the classic example of
,1 So accustomed

courts substitute

are we grown

to this

their own views of policy for

that one recalls with a start that the doctrine

in the late nineteenth

The shift from judicial supervision

century. 2

of procedure

in the courts to con-

trol of legislative policymaking constitutes a truly extraordinary transformation. For judicial review was conceived in narrow terms---as a
means of policing the constitutional
power. Little did the Framers
construed
branches

boundaries,

the "limits" of a given

dream that the judicial power would be

as a license to supersede

the exercise of power by the other

within those boundaries. 3 In fact, judicial participation

in leg-

I. The Amerkan SupremeCourt 132 (i96o). "'Government by Judiciary,'is no idle
phrase." A. T. Mason and W. M. Beaney,AmericanConstitutional
Law Zl (1954).
z. See Walton Hamilton, "The Path of Due Process of Law," in The ConstitutionRec0ns/dered167(C. Read ed. 1938);Charles G. Haines, TheRevivalofNaturall.aw Concepts
io4-i65 (193o).In Adamsonv. California,332 U.S. 46, 79 (1947),Justice Blacksaid of
an 189ocase that it "gave a new and hitherto undiscoveredscope for the Court's use of
the due process clauseto protect property rights under natural law concepts."
3-Judicial review"should be confinedto occasionswhen the statute or order was outside the grant of power to the grantee, and should not includea reviewof howthe power
has been exercised."Learned Hand, The Bill of Rights66 (1962);for confirmatory materials,see infraChapter 16 at notes 20-26. Madison statedthat none of the depar_nents
273
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islative policymaking
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was unmistakably

excluded. 4 Under

substantive

due process, therefore,

jurisdiction

of a sister branch; it has violated

the guise of

the Court has invaded the exclusive
the injunction

ration of powers, made explicit in the 178o Massachusetts

of the sepaConstitution,

that "the judiciary shall never exercise the legislative power. "s And it has
encroached on the sovereignty
reserved to the States by the Tenth
Amendment. It has done this in the name of a self-created doctrine to
legitimate the exercise of power once rationalized under the garb of natural law.6 But neither the Framers of the Constitution nor of the Fourteenth Amendment

entertained

such notions.

It is axiomatic that all wielders of power, judges included, ever thirst for
more. 7 This appetite for extraconstitutional
sion inJustice

power found classical expres-

Samuel Chase's opinion in Calder v. Bull (i798). Taking off

from an hypothetical
gives it to B"--Chase

horrible--"a

from A and

declared that even in the absence of express re-

straint by the Constitution,
to entrust a Legislature

law that takes property

"it is against all reason and justice, for a people

with such powers..,

the general principles of law

"ought to possess,directly or indirectly, an overruling influence over the others in the
administration of their respective powers."Federalist No. 48 at 32i. See infra note 5.
"The judicial cannot prescribe to the legislativedepartment of the government limitations upon the exerciseof its acknowledgedpowers."Veazie Bank v. Fermo, 75 U.S. (8
Wall.) 533, 548 (1869).
4. Infra Chapter x6.
5. Article XXX provided that "the legislativedepartment shall never exercisethe executive and judicial powers ... the executiveshall never exercisethe legislativeand judicialpowers.., the judicialshall never exercisethe legislativeand executivepowers."i
Poore 96o. For the same utterance by Madison, see I Annals of Congress435-436.
6. The "modem definition of 'due process' is merely the 'natural justice'.., under a
new name."J. A. C. Grant, "The Natural Law Background of Due Process,"31 Colum.
L. Rev.56, 65 (I931); Haines, supra note 2 at 305, IOl, Io3; Graham 239.Justice Black.
referredto the" 'naturallaw due process notion' by which this Court freesitself from the
limits of a written Constitution." In re Wmship, 397 U.S. 358, 381 (I97o).
7-Madison stated, "It will not be denied, that power is of an encroachingnature, and
that it ought to be effectuallyrestrained from passingthe limits assignedto it."Federalist
No. 48 at 32i. One of the ablestofJustices,WilliamJohnson, remarkedon "thenecessity
of watching the advancementof judicial power, in common with all power."Ramsayv.
AUegre,25 U.S. (i2 Wheat.) 6ii, 616 (i8z7), concurring opinion. Justice Frankfia'ter
commented that "Judicialpower is not immune against this human weakness."Trop v.
Dulles,356U.S. 86, i x9 (x958),dissentingopinion. Seealso infra Chapter 15 at note 37.
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and reason" forbid such acts. s His appeal to extraconstitutional

power was

flatly rejected by Justice James Iredell, whose cogent advocacy of judicial
review had anticipated

that of Hamilton. 9 True, "some speculative

ju-

fists," Iredell noted, had stated that "a legislative act against natural justice
must, in itself, be void"; but, given a "constitution
its on the legislative power ...

whatever

which imposed no lim-

the legislative power chose to

enact would be lawfiflly enacted, and the judicial power would never interpose to declare it void. "1° Reflecting David Hume, 11 he said that "the
ideas of natural justice are regulated by no fixed standard: the ablest and
purest men have differed upon the subject. "12 Natural law therefore differed little from the "mandate from heaven" of a Chinese emperor, which
was "so vague that emperors could readily identify their own will with the
will of heaven. "13 Dean Pound jusdy characterized

it as "purely personal

and arbitrary. "14
Iredell, not Chase, represented

the received opinion.

The Founders

were deeply committed to positivism, as is attested by their resort to
written constitutions--positive
law. Adams, Jefferson, Wilson, Madison,
and Hamilton,

states Robert Cover, "were seldom, if ever, guilty of con-

fusing law with natural fight." For them a constitution
will of the people "that would determine explicit..,

represented

allocations

the

of power

and its corresponding limits." Chase's notion, to borrow from Cover,
"that out beyond [a constitution] lay a higher law, "is departed from the
8. 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 386, 388 (_798).
9. Raoul Berger,Congressv. TheSupremeCourt82-83 (i969).
Io. 3 U.S. at 398.
i L "The wordnatural is commonlytaken in so manysenses,and is of so loose a signification, that it seems vain to dispute whether justice be natural or not." Quoted in
Robert M. Cover,_sc/ce Accused:Antislaveryand the_udicialProcessz3 (I975).
i2.3 U.S. at 398.
13.Herbert Muller, Usesof the Past 350 (i952).
14.RoscoePound, "CommonLawandLegislation,"21 Harv.L. Rev.383, 393(I9o8)•
15.Cover,supra note IX at z9. Cover comments that this "wasnever a part of the
mains_eam of Americanjurisprudence."Id.John Adamsand his compeers"usednature
to take the measureof law [e.g. "fundamentaltights"].., but not as a som_ for rulesof
decision."Id. z7. But see Haines, supra note z at 5z-55. Morton Horwitz states that
post-Revolution Americansregardedwritten constitutions as embodyingthe " 'will' of
the people," and "tendedto assertthe ultimate primacyof the legishture and of statute
law,"with the result "thatthe originalnatural lawfoundationof common lawrulesbegan
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Founders'
ment

commitment

sprang

from

power,

graphically

fidence

which

no more
chief

and

assumed,

to natural

limited
with

power...

but bind

Justice

law "not

a guiding

means

19 and the Marshall
on a federal

of a federal

basic presupposition

those

of power,
him down

would

then,
from

by Chief Justice

let
mis-

more

considered
than

for adjudication.

mere

Marshall's
allegiance

literary

"Is Let the

of"limited"

garniture

contrary

be

cease-

powers, 2° to the deep

system. 21 Incorporation
set at naught

to

his occasional

view must yet yield to the Founders'

government

judicial

whom

"16

Frankfurter

much

of

and not con-

to bind down

In questions

in man,

commit-

expansiveness

law in Fletcher v. Peck, 17 but Marshall's

to natural
not

That

"It is jealousy

constitutions

of the Constitution.

is debatable.

less emphasis
distrust

of the greedy

view may seem to be contradicted

the doctrine
references

dread

on all power.

by Jefferson:

of confidence

by the chains

reference
)

...

expressed

JUDICIARY

limits

an omnipresent

to trust

be heard

Cover's

to written

prescribes

we are obliged

BY

the Framers'

of natural
efforts

law as a
to temper

to disintegrate." There was a vigorous demand for codification because" 'the very nature
of the constitution requires the judge to follow the letter of the law.' " "The Emergence
of an Instrumental Conception of American Law, 178o-182o," in 5 PerspectivesinAmerican History 287, 3o9-3io (1971). My reasons for concluding that the Founders clung to
a "fixed Constitution," to positive, not natural, law, are set forth infra Chapter z x at note
88 to the end.
i6.4 Elliot 543. In the Virginia Ratification Convention, Francis Corbin stated, "Liberty is secured, sir, by the limitation of its [the government's] powers, which are clearly
and unequivocally defined." 3 Elliot i io. In the First Congress, James Jackson said: "we
must confine ourselves to the powers described in the constitution, and the moment we
pass it, we take an arbitrary stride towards a despotic Government." x Annals of Congress
489 . See also infra Chapter 15 note x9. For additional citations to the Founders, see
Berger, supra note 9 at x3-x 4.
x7. xo U.S. (6 Cranch) 87, 135-i36 (I8Io). This was echoed by Chancellor Kent in
Gardner v. Newburgh, 2Johns. Ch. I6z, i66-i67 (N.Y. I816). But as Henry Steele Commager remarked, "the impressive thing is the paucity of such occasions in the first half
a century of our history." "Constitutional History and the Higher Law," in The Constitution Reconsidered225 (C. Read ed. i938).
18. "John Marshall and the Judicial Function," 69 Harv. L. Rev. 217, 225 (I955); see
also infra Chapter 2I at notes 12-28.
x9. See G. Edward White, The American Judicial Tradition x8, 26 (I976).
2o. Berger, supra note 9 at I3-I6.
21. National Ins. Co. v. Tidewater Co., 337 U.S. 582, 647 (1949), Frankfurter, dissenting opinion; see also Berger, supra note 9 at 260-264.
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debate about

the legitimacy of judicial review itself 22 counsels against adoption of the
most extreme view of the power--one infinitely expansible by calling on
"higher law"; for, as Lord Camden stated, "One should naturally expect
that the law to warrant it should be clear in proportion

as the power is

exorbitant. "23 On this score, finally, when M'Cullocb v. Maryland came
under attack nine years later, Marshall repeatedly

and emphatically

dis-

claimed any intimation that constitutional powers could be expanded by
construction, 24 assurances that were meaningless if the result could be
achieved through the medium of natural law.
The Founders' commitment to written limits on all power received
powerful

endorsement

when a succession

of judges, including Shaw,

Story, and McLean, put the commands of the Fugitive Slave Act above
the agonizing

demands of conscience

and the higher

law. In a typical

fugitive slave case, Miller v. McQuerry, Justice John McLean stated, "It
is for the people ... in making constitutions and in the enactment of
laws, to consider the laws of nature . . . This is a field which judges cannot explore...
They look to the law, and to the law only. "is Such were
also the views of Justice Story and Chief Justice Lemuel Shaw. z6
Against this background,

judges in whom Chase's yearning for extra-

constitutional power survived understandably would be more comfortable with a constitutional catchphrase that "disguised individual opinions and gave them the sanction and prestige of a supreme fundamental
22. See infraChapter19 at note I6.
23.Entick v. Carrington,19 How.St. Tr. lO29, Io65-Io66 (I765).
24.John Marshall'sDefenseof McCullocbv. Maryland185, I82, 184 (G. Gunther ed.
i969), discussedinfra Chapter 21 at notes lO-I 9.
25. 17 E Cas. (No. 9583) 332, 339 (C.C.D. Ohio, 1853).
26. Shawstated,"anappealto naturalrights.., wasnot pertinent!It was to be decided
bythe Constitution... andbythe Law ofCongress... These wereto be obeyed,however
disagreeableto ournaturalsympathies."Accountin TheL/berat0r,Nov.4, I842, at 3, quoted
in Cover,supranote i1 at i69. For Storysee Cover,id. 17I, 193. Stillother cases were
collectedand analyzedby Cover,andhe concludesthat _The judiciarywassuperblyconsistent in a wide varietyof contextsin that positivistapproach."Id. 116.
Horwitzconsidersthat "Story'stheory in the Ccaaraentariesis
a pure will theory of law,
anticipatingthe most advancedformsof modern,secular,amoral,legalpositivism.""The
ConservativeTradifon in the Writingof AmericanLegalHistory,"17 Am.J. LegalHist.
z75, 288 (1973).
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law. "27 They

found

sicus of substantive
of natural

law. Justice

the judiciary
cause

it in Wy_ehamer
due process.

some

Selden

vague,

in its judgment

conflict

declared,

exemplify

ring, abolitionist
ioned substantive

"the doctrine

and undefined

it is 'contrary

"29 His associates

ever, did not

u. The People (i856),

were

equally

horrible

example

that

A. S. Johnson

had been adduced

out explaining

the leap from procedural

to invalidation

of a statute,

law reasoning

under

content

and justice,'

3° This,

self-restraint.

is in
be

how-

While

bar-

for resort

the same type of

to natural

due process

law, with-

in a criminal

to the ostensibly

trial

discarded

a new label. 32

law that was generally

find acceptance.

cited much

to appeal

it needs to be underscored,

in the constitutional
it thereafter

exists in
a law, be-

and can never, I think,
plainspoken.

of judicial

there

to annul

equity

c_s-

the doctrine

reliance upon natural law, Corwin said, the Court fashdue process as a means of confining protection
to vested

rights. 31 But Justice

Wynehamer,

that

power

to natural

of government

a triumph

property

natural

28 the 10_

But first they too dismissed

loose

with the first principles

maintained.
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33 When

was a sport; it "found
recognized"

its argument

in i856;

was pressed

no place
nor did
on Chief

27. Graham i 17.
28. 13 N.Y. 378 (1856).
29. Id. 43 o.
3o. Justice Hubbard stated, "I am opposed to the judiciary.., declaring a statute invalid upon any fanciful theory of higher law or first principles of natural rights outside
the constitution." Id. 453; see also id. 390-39 I, 476.
3i. Edward Corwin, "The Decline of Due Process Before the Civil War," 24 Harv. L.
Rev. 460, 471 (i 91 x). He stated that the court was "dismayed by the abolitionists quoting
the same [natural rights] scripture to their purposes." Id. Justice Comstock referred to
the "great danger in attempting to define the limits" of legislative power, and said that
"danger was less apparent" in Marshall's time "than it is now, when theories, alleged to
be founded in natural reason or inalienable tights but otherwise subversive of the just and
necessary powers of government, attract the belief of considerable classes of men." 13
N.Y. at 39 L
32. "For instance, a law that any man who, after the age of fifty years, shall continue
to live, shall be punished by imprisonment or fine would be beyond the power of the
legislature. It would be so, upon the ground that he cannot be deprived of life, liberty, or
property without due process of law." x3 N.Y. at 420.
33- Corwin, supra note 31 at 474-475; Charles Warren, "The New 'Liberty' Under
the Fourteenth Amendment," 39 Harv. L. Rev. 43 I, 442-445 (i926). The Supreme Court
dwelled on the procedural aspect of due process in Murray's Lessee v. Hoboken Land &
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Justice Ames of the Rhode Island Supreme

Court in 1858, he held that

the due process clause of the State constitution
inhibit the legislature

from regulating
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was not "designed

the vendibility

of property"

to
but

was the "shield of one accused of crime, "34 as almost all State constitutions
made quite plain. Shortly thereafter, in 1866, the New York Court itself
repudiated "the inconsiderate
dicta of some of the judges" in Wynebamer. 3s Nevertheless, Justice Miller, recurring to typical natural law examples in 1874, averred, "It must be conceded that there are such rights
in every free government

beyond the control of the State. "36 Yet Miller

himself had categorically

rejected such concepts in 1869:

This whole argument of the injustice of the law.., and of its opposition to the spirit of the Constitution, is too abstract and intangible
for application to courts of justice, and is, above all, dangerous as a
ground on which to declare the legislation of Congress void by the
decisions of a court. It would authorize this court to enforce theoretical views of the genius of government, or vague notions of the
spirit of the Constitution and of abstract justice, by declaring void
laws which did not square with those views. It substitutes our views

ImprovementCo., 59 U.S. (i 8 How.)272, 276-277 (i 856).AlthoughDred Scottv.Sandford,60 U.S. (x9 How.) 393 (I857), employedsubstantivedue processfor protection of
propertyin a slave, over a vigorousdissent byJusticeCurtis, that case outragedabolitionist opinion and was roundlycondemnedin the 39th Congress.
34-State v.Kieran, 5 R.I. 497, 5°6, 507 (I858) (emphasisadded).ChiefJustice Ames
stated, "Surely, if any clause in the constitution has a definite meaning, which should
excludeall vagarieswhich would rendercourts the tyrants of the constitution, this clause
... can claim to have,both from its historyand its long receivedinterpretation.It is no
vague declarationconcerning the fights of property,which can be made to mean anything and everything;but an intenselypractical,andsomewhatminute provision,guarding the rightsof personsaccused
ofcrrme."Id. 505.See alsoCharlesCurtis, supraChapter
i x at note 27.
35.Metropolitan Boardof Excisev. Barrie,34 N.Y. 657, 668 (i866).
36.Loan Associationv. Topeka,87 U.S. (zo Wall.)655, 662 (x874).Followingin the
path of Iredell,Justice Clifforddissented:"Where the constitution of the State contains
no prohibitionupon the subject ... neither the State nor Federalcourts can declare a
statute of the State void as unwise,unjust, or inexpedient ... unless it be repugnant to
the Constitution," quoting Chief Justice Marshall:_The interest,wisdom,and justice of
the representativebodyfurnishthe only securityin a largeclassof casesnot regulated by
any constitutional provision [Bankv. Billings,4 Peters 563]." 87 U.S. at 668--669.
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the Constitution,
That

substitution

provision

through

twentieth

century

Negro

for whose

rather

as "a judicial

an undefined

code of ethics for

and a court of justice for the natural legislature. 37

persists

rent constitutional

JUDICIARY

which

now that "due process
natural

law theories

law. "3s And it bears
the Court
benefit

to strike

were

emphasis

did not employ

the Fourteenth

weapon

has come to be the main
made

that until

due process

Amendment
down

social

a part

of cur-

deep into the
to succor

the

was framed,

but

legislation.

"39

37. Hepburn v. Griswold, 75 U.S. (8 Wall.) 603, 638 (1869), dissenting opinion. Compare Hamilton, infra Chapter x5 at note 43. "Justice Iredell's scorn of natural law as a
limitation on state legislative power might be applied equally well to due process. Since
this concept provided no 'fixed standard' all the Court could properly say in raising it as
a constitutional bar was that the legislature had passed an act that in the opinions of the
judges was inconsistent with abstract principles of justice." Mason and Beaney, supra note
I at 412.
38. Haines, supra note 2 at i 12; see also supra at notes 28-32. Professor Archibald
Cox considers "the very persistence of such evocative, rather than sharply defimtive,
phrases, attests the strength of our natural law inheritance as authority for legal change."
The Role ofthe Supreme Court in American Government i 13 (1976). He adds, "The Court's
persistent resort to notions of substantive due process for almost a century attests the
strength of our natural law inheritance in constitutional adjudication." Id. 113. To my
mind it merely evidences unquenchable judicial thirst for extraconstitutional power, power
that plainly was withheld. For recurrent criticism, see supra notes 6, 36, 37 and infra note
89; see also supra at notes 25-26; infra Chapter 21 at notes 60-63, 87-94. Cox himself has
noted that the pre-1937 era "was marked by a vigorous reaction against natural law...
There was a sense that the Justices made a mess of things when they attempted to enlarge
their orbit." Cox, id. 34. That era has been repudiated in the field of economic-substantive
due process by the Court itself. Infra at notes 77-78. And proponents of "natural law"
must explain why the Founders, who manifestly excluded the judiciary from policymaking, who distrusted judicial discretion, even denied its exercise, could leave the barn door
wide to unlimited discretion under natural law.
39. Wallace Mendelson, Justices Black and Frankfurter: Conflictin the Court 64 (i96 i);
Wallace Mendelson, The Supreme Court: Law and Discretion z I (1967). In 1917, a Negro
leader "insisted on the powerful influence of Supreme Court decisions in snatching liberty from the hands of his race." Phillip S. Paludan, A Covenant l_th Death 5 (1975). See
also infra Chapter 17 at notes 67-69.
"For years," Justice Douglas stated, "the Court struck down social legislation when a
particular law did not fit the notions of a majority of Jnstices as to legislation appropriate
for a free enterprise system." Poe v. Ullman, 367 U.S. 497, 517 (196I), dissenting opinion. In Ferguson v. Skrupa, 372 U.S. 726, 731 (1963), the Court itself referred to "our
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vagueness "4° of due process is of the Court's own

making. After noting the "fixed" procedural character of due process,
Charles P. Curtis, who rejoiced in judicial "adaptation" of the Constitution, asked: "But who made it a large generality? Not they [the Framers]. We [the Court] did. "41 Justly did Justice Black state that "any broad
unlimited

power to hold laws unconstitutional

this Court conceives

to be the 'conscience

because they offend what
of our people'

...

was not

given by the Framers, but rather has been bestowed on the Court by the
Court. "42 It is the Court that made due process an obscurantist phrase. 43
Among the remarkable aspects of this transformation is that Justice
Frankfurter,

the apostle of "self-restraint,"

should so warmly have em-

braced its end-product: 44 "once we go beyond its strictly procedural aspects...
[it is] precisely defined by neither history nor in terms. "4-_How
could it be when the Court drew substantive

due process out of thin air?

abandonmentof the use ofthe 'vaguecontours' of the Due ProcessClauseto nullify laws
which a majority of the Court believedto be economicallyunwise... We refuse to sit as
a 'super-legislatureto weigh the wisdom of legislation.'"
4o. Supra Chapter i _ at note z.
4I. Curtis, supra Chapter _i at note 27.
42. Griswoldv. Connecticut, 38i U.S. 479, 52° (x965),dissenting opinion.Thereby
the Court, as RobertG. McCloskeystated,was enabled"to invalidateany lawthat struck
a majorityof the membersas 'arbin'ary' or 'capricious.'Those wonderfullyambiguous
definitions.., perrmttedthe judiciaryto exerciseor withhold [theirjudicial]veto in any
given case, subject to no guiding principle except the judges' own sense of discretion."
McCloskey,supranote I at I52.
43. CharlesFairmanrefers to "suchobscurantistphrasesas 'the spiritof our free institutions' [repudiatedbyHamilton, infra Chapter 15 at note 46], 'fundamentalconceptions lying at the basisof our social compact.' "Mr. ffustlceMillerand the SupremeCourt
1862-_89o 3 0939). It is a tribute to the power of ceaselessrepetition that even a judge
so criticalof judicialactivismasJusticeHarlan shouldhave stated: "the verybreadthand
generalityof the Amendment'sprovisionsuggest that its authors didnot supposethat the
nation would alwaysbe hmited to mid-i9th century conceptions of 'liberty' and 'due
process of law' but that the increasingexperienceandevolvingconscienceof the American people would add new [meanings]."Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. x45, i74-x75
0968). I find some difficultyin reconcilingthis with his condemnationof the "reapportionment" decisionsfor arguably they respondedto an "evolvingconscience."Compare
infra Chapter 17 at note 62.
44. "The courseof history,"he remarked,cast responsibilitiesupon the Court which
it wouldbe "stultification"to evade.Rochinv. CaLifornia,342 U.S. x65, I73 (I952). See
also infra at note I4L
45. Frankfurter,supranote x8 at 228-229.
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His revered predecessors, Justices Holmes and Brandeis, understood
full well. 46 His frequent
fits his deference
"deposit

references

to the common

of history. "47 Whatever

the "deposit

of history"

that the "vagueness"

of due process ill

of words which have a

the scope of procedural

incontrovertibly

hend a judicial veto of legislation
knowledged

to the "vagueness"
law meaning

this

due process,

shows that it did not compre-

on policy grounds.

Frankfurter

ac-

of due process "readily lends itself to

make of the Court a third chamber with drastic veto power. "4s He wrote
in I936 that, "through its steady expansion of the meaningless meaning
of the 'due process' clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Supreme
Court is putting constitutional

compulsion behind the private judgment

of its members upon disputed and difficult questions of social

policy.

"49

Now that he had donned the robe he apparently was satisfied that such
power was safe in his hands--a familiar and very human reaction. But he
disclaimed enforcement

of his own "private view rather than the con-

sensus of society's opinion which, for purposes of due process, is the standard enjoined by the Constitution. "s° "What is this consensus?" George
Braden asked, and showed that it brisdes with complexities in both definition and ascertainment, sl "Essentially," Franlff-urter explained, what is
46. Arguments contrary to the application of due process to "matters of substantive law"
had seemed

"persuasive"

to Justice Brandeis. Whimey

v. California,

274 U.S. 357, 373

(x9z 7), concurring opinion. Shortly thereafter, Justice Holmes stated, "Of course the words
'due process of law,' if taken in their literal meaning have no application to this case; and
while it is too late to deny that they have been given a much more extended artificial signification..."
Baldwin v. Missouri, z8x U.S. 586, 595 093°) • Like Brandeis, Judge Learned
Hand "considered

the whole concept of [substantive]

due process a judicial fabrication."

Kathryn Griffith, 3_udge Learned Hand and the Role of the Federal Jt#ticiary

I29 (I973).

47. Frankfia-ter justly stated that "a term gains technical content" by "the deposit of
history"; "No changes or chances can alter the content of the verbal symbol of 'jury.' "
Rochin v. California, 342 U.S. at i69-x7o. Indisputably the "technical content" of "due
process" was purely procedural, without a trace of "substantive" historical "content," for
which we need go no further than Hamilton.

See also infra Chapter

48. Supra note x8 at 229.
49- New Republic (x 926), quoted in Philip Kurland,

2x at note 48.

Politics, the Constitution and the War-

ton Court xiv (x97o).
5o. Louisiana ex tel. Francis v. Resweber, 329 U.S. 459, 471 (I947),
ion. But compare with Hamilton,
infra Chapter x7 at note x5.
5I. "The

Search for Objectivity

(x948). Among

other

things,

in Constitutional

given that a Justice

concurring

opin-

Law," 57 Yale L.J. 57 x, 584-585

"knows what he is looking

for," how
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overwhelmingly
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penalty

the Court

is not

negative

public

that his own powfor his statement
to misconceive

with constitutional
belief
runs

that

by

the judge

counter

the

require"has no

to its last for-

"s6

does he "find it? By a Gallup poll? By editoraals in leading newspapers... By the number
of states which follow a given course?" Id. A Frankfiarter disciple, Professor Louis Jaffe,
stated, "There is no sure way to discover the conscience of the people.., it is seldom that
there is not a great contrariety of representative voices." "Was Brandeis an Activist? The
Search for Intermediate Premises," 80 Harv. L. Rev. 986, 998 (1967). In fact, the Court
"has demanded a number of social changes which do not command majoritarian support
•.. [it] is now often declaring a rule that is unpopular." Lusky 277.
52. Haley v. Ohio, 332 U.S. 596, 603 (x948), concurring opinion. This is squarely opposed to Hamilton's assurance in Federalist No. 78. See infra Chapter 17 at note z5. Frankfurter also stated that a judge should "have antennae registering feeling and judgment beyond logical, let alone quantitative, proof." Of Law and Men 39 (Philip Elman ed. 2956),
introducing a psychic quality that is itself beyond measurement, and not a little resembles
the Chinese emperor's "mandate from heaven" of which he was the sole repository.
53- Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (2972). For a scathing critique of the decision,
see Levy, Against the Law 389 et seq. In Gregg v. Georgia, 96 S. Ct. 29o9, 2928 (2976),
Justice Stewart acknowledged that "it is now evident that a large proportion of American
society continues to regard [capital punishment] as an appropriate and necessary sanction," pointing to legislative enactments in "at least 35 states" in the wake of Furman
"that provide for the death penalty."
54-Minersville School District v. Gobitis, 3xo U.S. 586 (294o). Frankfurter utterly
misconceived public opinion with respect to a compulsory flag salute in a public school.
A. T. Mason, The Supreme Court: Palladium of Freedom 265 0962). Even his close friend
Harold Laski thought he was "wrong." J. E Lash, From the Diartes of Fehx Frankfurter
69-7 ° 0975)55. A. E ofL. v. American Sash Co., 335 U.S. 538, 556 O949), concurring opinion.
Experience has shown, said Professor Lusky, "that the Justices are not endowed with divine insight into the needs of a society." Lusky io 7.
56. Learned Hand, The Spirit of Liberty x4 (2952). [In the Chinese Exclusion Case,
x3o U.S. 58:, 6oo (2889), the Court cited the Latin mmdm leges posteriores priores con-
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Fra_er's
"canons of decency and fairness which express the notions of justice of English-speaking people "57were scornfully dismissed-paradox of paradoxes--by Justices Black and Douglas, whose record of
writing their predilections into the Constitution will long be unsurpassed, ss Justice Black labeled such tests the "catchwords and catchphrases invoked by judges who would strike down under the Fourteenth
Amendment laws which offend their notions of natural justice. "59To him
such tests represented a claim of "unlimited power to invalidate laws"; 6°
for Douglas, judgment would then turn on "the idiosyncracies of the
judges."61 Lest this stamp me as a Black partisan in his running debate
with Frankfiarter, let me avouch Arthur Sutherland, a Frankfiz,'ter friend.
He concludes that though Justice Frankfurter was "dissatisfied" with
Black's position on incorporation of the Bill of Rights in the Fourteenth
Amendment, he "could find no substitute adequate to explain the revisory
function of the Supreme Court," that one of his formulas "left us as much
at large as we were with mere 'due process of law.' " Is "outraging the
Supreme Court's sense of justice," Sutherland asked, "any more definite
•..

?.62

trarias abrogant:

"Later laws abrogate

expression of the sovereign
57- Rochin v. California,

prior laws that are contrary

will control.]
342 U.S. at 169. Dissenting

to them," i.e., the last

from the majority's condemnation

of use of a stomach pump to obtain evidence of narcotic traffic, Justice Douglas, seeing that
the outlawed practice "would be admissible in the majority of states where the question has
been raised," refused to hold that it violates the " 'decencies of civilized conduct' when
formulated by responsible courts with judges as sensitive as we are." Id. i77-I78.
58. Black was an "overpowering
advocate" who believed that he "had a mission
impose his convictions

on the nation,"

Levy, Against

the Law 36, a conviction

to

shared by

Chief Justice Warren and Justice Douglas. Lusky stated that Black "did his full share of
judicial constitution-making,
stoutly maintaining
all the while that he was merely following directions
ing] meanings..,

set forth in the text of the Constitution
and its Amendments...
[findwhich none of his colleagues (or any one else) could find there." Lusky

74. See also Kurland,

supra note 49 at 4-

59. Griswold v. Connecticut,

381 U.S. at 511 note 4- He rang the changes on this view

from Adamson v. California, 332 U.S. 46, 69 (i947),
Corp., 395 U.S. 337, 35 °, 35 x (I969)-

through

Sniadach

v. Family Finance

60. Rochin v. California, 342 U.S. at i76.
6x. Id. _79; see supra note 5762. "Privacy

in Connecticut,"

furter disciple, Professor

64 Mich. L. Rev. 283, 285, 287 (i965).

Louis Jaffe, wrote, "it must be admitted

Another

Frank-

that the Frankfurterian
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Black's insistence on his "impersonal"

free of self-delusion.

To accomplish

off from the untenable

assumption
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standard was

control over the States he jumped
that the Fourteenth

Amendment

corporates

the Bill of Rights; upon closer examination

"specifics"

of the Bill of Rights also exhibit "subjective"

in-

it appears that the
open spaces. 63

It would take us far afield once more to compare the Black and Frankfurter

philosophies. 64 Let it suffice, as George

both "put into the Fourteenth
theory

Amendment

Braden concludes,

collapses, on analysis, into little more than a front for policy-

making. "65 "How can a strict constructionist,
Philip Kurland
cases?

that

what they want to"; [e]ach

''66

rightly asks, "have acquiesced

so-called,

like Black,"

in the reapportionment

Those decisions, in the words of Justice Stewart, "mark a long

step backward into that unhappy

era when a majority of the members of

the Court were thought

by many to have convinced themselves

other that the demands

of the Constitution

what it says, but by their own notions

and each

were to be measured not by

of wise political theory. "67 Black

it was who declared, "there is no constitutional

support whatever for this

Court to use the Due Process Clause as though it provided a blank check
to alter the meaning
stantive

constitutional

of the Constitution
changes

as written

which a majority

so as to add sub-

of the Court

at any

given time believes are needed to meet present day problems. "68 What were
the "one man, one vote" decisions in which Black concurred but exactly
formulation is somewhat deceptive... In a number of casesit is the essenceof the problem that the public has been unable to clarify its conscienceor formulate a position."
"The Court Debated--Another View" (i96o), The New York TimesMagazine,June 5,
I96o,in Levy, Warren199, ,o5. Justice Brennanalsocharged Frankfurterwith subjective
standards,unaware,as Leonard Levystated, that his own"were no lessimprecise.., and
subjective."Levy,Against the Law 398.
63. See Braden,supra note 51 at 59o-59I; Mendelson,SupremeCourt,supra note 39
at zs-z6; Mendelson,Blackand Frankfurter,supra note 39 at 69; AlexanderBickel, The
LeastDangerousBranch87-88 (I962).
64.Mendelson, Blackand Frankfurter,id. 69; Braden,supra note 51 at 582-594.
65.Braden, id. 591, 593-59466.Kurland, supra note 49 at 18o.
67.Lueasv. Colorado Gen. Assembly,377U.S. 713, 747-748 (I964), dissentingopinion.
68.Harper v. Va.Board of Elections, 383 U.S. 663, 675-676 (1966),dissentingopinion (emphasisadded).
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For the Fourteenth

Amendment,

takable history, as good as provides
the States. 69And what happened,
furter's "vaunted

which, to quote his condemnation
serting destructively

in the desegregation

of a reapportionment

of the experience
of State concern

which the framers of the Fourteenth
leave with the States. Yet Frankfurter
impose Justice on the people--to

decision,

was

with mat-

from the beginning,

Amendment

and

plainly intended

to

"was wary of judicial efforts to

force upon them 'better'

than they were able at the moment

case, 7°

of our whole past in as-

novel power. "71 That case also interfered

ters that had been a matter

conviction

of suffrage was left to

Miller and Howell jusdy ask, to Frank-

sense of self-restraint"

also "a massive repudiation

by virtue of its unmis-

that control

to give themselves.

government

It was his deepest

that no five men, or nine, are wise enough or good enough

to wield such power over an entire nation. "72 The lesson to be drawn
from the cross-recriminations

of the Justices

is that the cry for self-

restraint is directed to the other fellow, to decry identification
dilections with constitutional
for the identification
A beautiful

mandates. 73 Each Justice has a blind spot

of his own predilections

illustration

ofh/s pre-

with constitutional

is fmrnished by Justice

Douglas

dogma.

in the contra-

ceptive case Griswold v. Connecticut: "We do not sit as a super-legislature
to determine the wisdom, need, and propriety of laws that touch economic problems ... or social conditions. This law, however, operated
directly on an intimate relation of husband and wife. "74 The inarticulate
premise,

as Alpheus Thomas

Mason points out, is that "the Court does

69. In Oregon v. Mitchell, 4oo U.S. H2, I24-i25 (i97o), Justice Black stated, "My
Brother Harlan has persuasivelydemonstrated that the Framers... intended the States
to keep for themselves,asprovided in the Tenth Amendment, the power to regulate elections ... I agreeas to the States' power to regulate the elections of their own officials."
7o. "The Myth of Neutrality in Constitutional Adjudication,"27 U. Chi. L. Rev.661,
699 note xo8 (i96o). Comparesupra Chapter 7 at notes 47-53.Justice Frankfurter observed that "The Court is not savedfrom being oligarchicbecause it professes to act in
the service of humane ends." & E of L. v. AmericanSash Co., 335 U.S. at 555-556.
7I. Bakerv. Cart, 369 U.S. 186, 267 (I962), dissentingopinion.
7u.Mendelson, SupremeCourt,supra note 39 at x4.
73-Mendelson refers to the "ancient tradition of restraintwhich all Americanjudges
have professed--when their particular 'preferred place' values were not at stake."Id. 13.
74- 381 U.S. at 482; A. T. Mason, "The Burger Court in Historical Perspective,"47
N.Y. State BarJ. 87, 89 (I975); el. Jnstice White, infra note I-1.
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sit as a super-legislature
va_yr. "75 To

"penumbras

in safeguarding

the differentiation

justify

the penumbral

Douglas

z87
rights of pri-

relies on the cobwebby

formed by emanations, "76 but in essence he exemplifies the

readiness

of the Justices

emotions

are engaged.

In the economic

to act as a "super-legislature"

when their own

realm the Court itself has confessed

it recalled the "era when the Court thought

the Fourteenth

error. In i97o
Amendment

gave it power to strike down state laws 'because they may be unwise,
improvident,

or out of harmony with a particular school of thought'...

That era has long ago passed
on another

occasion,

courts do not substitute
ment of legislative

into

history.

"to the original

"77

"We have returned,"

constitutional

their social and economic

proposition

it said
that

beliefs for the judg-

bodies who are elected to pass laws, "78 as had earlier

been stated by Justice Holmes. 79 These statements,

however, are only

accurate in part. At the same time it engaged in this overdue renunciation of usurped power in the economic
application

of substantive

sphere, the Court expanded the

due process to libertarian

categories to which

at length it assigned a "preferred position."
seem that if the Fourteenth
Amendment,

To the uninitiated it might
in Justice Holmes' famous

phrase,

Social Statics, "s° no more

"does not enact Herbert

does it incorporate
and Frankfurter
"The

Constitution

Kenneth

professedly

Spencer's

Clark's social psychology. 81 In this Black
were in accord. Justice Frankfurter

stated:

does not give us greater veto power when dealing

with one phase of liberty than another...

Our power does not vary ac-

cording to the particular provision of the Bill of Rights which is invoked. "82 Justice Black affirmed that "The Due Process Clause with an
75-Mason, supra note 74 at 89.
76. 38x U.S. at 484.
77- Dandridgev. Williams, 397 U.S. 47I, 485 (I97o); see supra note 39.
78.Ferguson v. Skrupa,372 U.S. at 73o.
79-"I cannot believe that the Amendment was intended to give us carteblancheto
embody our economicor moral beliefsin its prohibitions."Baldwinv.Missouri,281U.S.
586, 595 (I93o), dissenting opinion.
8o.Lochner v. New York, i98 U.S. 45, 75 (I9°5), dissentingopinion.
8i. Clark'spsychologywas invoked by Chief Justice Warren in Brown v. Board of
Education, 347 U.S. 483, 494 note H (i954).
82. Board of Education v. Bamette, 319 U.S. 6200648 (I943), dissenting opinion.
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or 'shocking to the conscience'

formula was

liberally used by this Court to strike down economic legislation...
formula, based on subjective considerations

That

of 'natural justice,' is no less

dangerous when used to enforce this Court's views about personal rights
than those about economic rights. "s3 The logic that bars the one equally
bars the other.
History

reveals that property actually was more highly prized by the

Founders than "civil liberties." "The great and chief end ...
Locke wrote, in "putting themselves

under government,

vation of their property. "84 For the Founders

of men,"

is the preser-

property "was the basic

liberty, because until a man was secure in his property, until it was protected from arbitrary seizure, life and liberty could mean little. "ss Hence
they "warmly endorsed John Adams' deep-seated conviction that 'property is as sacred as the laws of God' ,;86 and such views were expressed
in the Convention

by Madison: "The primary objects of civil society are

in the security of property
nor the Fourteenth
and "property,"

and the public safety. "sT Neither

Amendment

drew a distinction

the Fifth

between

"liberty"

and, as Learned Hand remarked, the Framers

have regarded the current

reading of the Fifth Amendment

tuting severer

as to Liberty

restrictions

anomaly. .... There

is no constitutional

than Property"

would

as "consti-

as a "strange

basis," he averred, "for asserting

83. Griswold v. Connecticut,
38i U.S. at 522, dissenting opinion.
84. z John Locke, Treatise on Govermnent, Chapter 2, quoted in J. R. Randall,
Making

The

of the Modern Mind 343, 342 (194°)-

85. i Page Smith, J0bn Adams 272 (1962). Anatole

France made the point ironically:

the poor are as free as the rich to sleep under a bridge. ["For most men, to be deprived
of...
private property would be a far greater and more deeply felt loss of liberty than to
be deprived of the right to speak freely." Michael Oakeshott, Rationalirm in Politics 44
(1962), quoted in James McClellan, J0seph Story and the American Constitution 236 (1971).
Lynch v. Household

Finance

Corp., 405 U.S. 538 (1972): "...

between personal liberties and property
86. Mason, supra note 74 at 91 .
87. i Farrand

there is no real dichotomy

rights."]

I47. Justice v_rflliam Paterson,

a leading

Framer, declared

in 1795 that

"The preservation
of property, then, is the primary object of the social compacL" Van
Home's Lessee v. Dorrance, 2 U.S. (2 Dail.) 3o4, 3o9 (1795). Quoting Lord Camden in
Entick v. Carrington,

19 How. St. Tr. xo29, lO66 (I765) , the Supreme

"The great end for which men entered
right is preserved

sacred."

into society was to secure

Boyd v. United

Court declared,

their property.

States, 116 U.S. 616, 627 (1886).

That
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a larger measure of judicial supervision over" liberty than property, s8
There is no escape, to my mind, from Stanley Morrison's summation
that the difference merely represents "the subjective preferences
fictions

or con-

of the individual judge. "s°

To this Fred Rodell replies that "regardless
about judicial review

of syllogistic consistency

this nation puts, or should put, a higher premium

on individual dignifies and freedoms than on material

matters like the

getting and keeping of money, and that the Court should honor that preference under the Constitution."

Patently what this nation "should put"

merely reflects Rodell's own preferences; whether the "nation puts" raises
the question: at what point in time? Not from x788 to the mid-twentieth
century

of a certainty. If it be the nation today, we have only Rodelrs

conjecture,

a very insecure footing for constitutional

doctrine. Leonard

Levy correctly points out that such views merely reject the Court's earlier
economic

predilections

because they were "illiberal,"

not because the

Court "made policy," often arbitrarily. And he comments
"loses nothing

that this view

of its monstrous character when the Court is praised sim-

88.Hand, supranote 3at 5o, 5I. Commenting on the theory that" 'personalliberties'
deserve more stringent protection than 'property rights' because society should assign
them greater value,"ArchibaldCox justly observesthat "The rationale merelyasserts the
conclusion." "The New Dimensions of Constitutional Adjudication," 51 Wash. L. Rev.
79x, 797-798 0976).
89. "What Mr. Justice Black has voted to do [in Adamson]is to abolish substantive
due processin the economicfield and preserveit in the field of civilliberties.This, however, represents a logicaldifficultywhich is nearlyinsuperable.If substantivedue process
is a natural-law gloss in the economic field, it Is just as much so in the field of civil liberties. There is no basis for rejecting the doctrine in the one case and adopting it in the
other except the subjectivepreferences of the individualjudge. History affords no justification for the choicemade. Thus the judge who resorts to natural law to protect civil
liberty is using the same techniquesas the judgeswho resorted to natural law to protect
economic liberty."StanleyMorrison, "Doesthe Fourteenth AmendmentInclude the Bill
of Rights?," z Stan. L. Rev. 14o, i67 (x949).Chief Justice Stone said as much in i945,
see infra at note x37.As late as i956 the Court held that "as no constitutional guarantee
enjoys preference,so none should suffer subordination."Ullmann v. United States,35°
U.S. 42z, 4z8 (i956). Professor Herbert Packerstated, "I find it extraordinarilydifficult
to draw a distinction between 'economic' legislationand legislationthat affects'fundamental rights.' " "The Aim of the Criminal Law Revisited:A Plea for a New Look at
'SubstantiveDue Process,' "44 S. Cal. L. Rev.49o, 493 (I97X).See alsoLevy,Againstthe
Law z39; Justices Black and Franlffurter,supra at notes 82 and 83.
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the right or just result. "9° Let us now briefly consider

the means whereby

the distinction

was judicially fashioned.

From EconomicDue Processto the "Preferred Position"
The "preferred position" assigned by the Court to "civil liberties" may
be traced back to the brief vogue of "liberty of contract."
the Court

struck down a statute

limited working

To preserve it,

in Locbner v. New York (19o5) 91 that

hours to lO hours daily and 60 weekly as an interfer-

ence with a bakery worker's

right to work longer hours. Casuistry sel-

dom rose to greater heights. "There is grim irony," Justice Stone later
wrote, "in speaking of the freedom of contract of those who, because of
their economic

necessities,

give their services for less than is needful to

keep body and soul together. "92 First adopted
(i897), °3 "liberty of contract"
McReynolds
not merely

flourished

in Allgeyer v. Louin'ana

so lustily that by 1923 Justice

could say in Meyer v. Nebraska, "without
freedom

from bodily restraint.

"94 History

claim. The learning was assembled in two landmark
E. Shattuck
earlier

(1891)

95

and Charles

history, Shattuck

noted

Warren

Blackstone's

doubt, it denotes
disproves

the

articles by Charles

(1926). 96 After collating the
summation,

defining

per-

9o. Rodell,"The Crux of the Court Hullabaloo," TheNew YorkTimesMagazine,May
29, 196o,quoted in Levy, Warren192, 195; Levy, id. I86; cf. Cox, supra note 88.
91. 198 U.S. 45 (19°5).
92. Morehead v. Tipaldo, 298 U.S. 587, 632 (i936), dissenting opinion. A revealing
glimpseof the callousnessof the classto which Lochner catered is affordedby the remark
ofJoseph Choate, the most eminent lawyerof his day,that he saw no reason why "a big
huskyIrish washerwomanshould not work more than ten hours a day in a laundryif she
and her employer so desired." Quoted in Ernest Samuels,HenryAdams:TheMajor Phase
412 (1964).
93. I65 U.S. 578 (1897);C. Warren,supra note 33 at 448. ButJustice Holmeswrote,
"The earlier decisions ... began within our memory and went no farther than an unpretentious assertion of the liberty to followthe ordinary callings.Later that innocuous
generalitywas expandedinto the dognm,Liberty of Contract... It is merely an example
of doing what you want to do, embodied in the word liberty."Adkinsv. Children's Hospital, z61 U.S. 525, 568 (i923), dissenting opinion.
94- 262 U.S. 39O,399 (1923).
95. "The True Meaning of the Term 'Liberty' in Those Clauses in the Federal and
State Constitutions Which Protect 'Life, Liberty and Property,' " 4 Harv.L. Rev. 365.
96. Supra note 33.
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sonal liberty as the "power of locomotion,
out imprisonment
the materials

z9x

of changing situation..,

with-

or restraint of the person. "97 When Warren reviewed
years later, he concluded,

"there seems

to be little question that, under the common law, 'liberty'

some twenty-five

meant simply

'liberty of the person,'

or in other words, 'the right to have one's person

free from physical restraint.'
"liberty"

,98 This was the established

when the Thirteen

erty, or property"

adopted

connotation

of

the "life, lib-

phrase.

Before "liberty of contract"
extended

State constitutions

the concept

was abandoned,

of "liberty"

the Justices had timidly

to freedom of speech. As late as I9ZZ

the Court

had held that the Constitution

"imposes upon the States no

obligation

to confer upon those within their jurisdiction..,

the right of

free speech. "99 Three

years later, in Gitlow v. New York, the Court "as-

sume[d] that freedom

of speech and of the press are among the funda-

mental personal rights and 'liberties'
of the Fourteenth
tice Holmes

Amendment

furnished

protected

by the due process clause

from impairment

the clue in his dissenting

"must be taken to be included

in the Fourteenth

by the States. "1°° Jusopinion: free speech
Amendment

in view of

the scope that has been given to the word 'liberty.' ,101 But this was precarious footing; Justice Brandeis
protected

averred that free speech and press are

"from invasion by the States" because they are "fundamental

rights comprised within the term 'liberty.' " In one of his finest perorations he attributed it to those "who won our independence,"
who believed "that this should be a fundamental

principle of the American gov-

97. Shattuck, supra note 95 at 377; for Blackstone,see supra Chapter 2 at note 398. Warren, supra note 33 at 44° . ["Prior to the Civil War Americanconstitutional
law and theory evincea quite surprising unconcern regarding 'liberty'... So far as the
power of the states was involved, in brief liberty was the liberty which the 0rd/narylaw
allowed and nothing more." Edward S. Corwin, The Twilightof the SupremeCourt 78
(x934) (emphasisin original).]
99. Prudential Ins. Co. v. Cheek, 259 U.S. 53o, 538 (x9zz).
IOO.z68 U.S. 652,666 (x925).
xox.Id. 672 (emphasisadded). Butcompare supra note 93. [JusticeBrandeisreported
that "Holmeswasagainstextendingthe FourteenthAmendment.But that meant, Brandeis said,that _'ou are going to cut down freedomthroughstrikingdown regulationof
property,butnot give protection'(to freedomin othercontexts)."AlexanderBickel,The
Supreme
Court and t_be Idea of Progress 2 7 (I978).]
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to the Founders, as will appear, falls

afoul of historical fact. On the eve of Gitlow, his foremost disciple, Professor Frankfurter, wrote: "Even the most rampant worshipper

of judi-

cial supremacy admits that wisdom and justice are not the tests of constitutionality...

Particularly in legislation affecting freedom of thought

and freedom of speech much that is illiberal would be dearly constitutional. "1°3 In the post-Warren
stitutionality

Court euphoria, when the test of con-

is assumed to be that the result is socially desirable, we are

apt to overlook

Chief Justice Marshall's caution that "The peculiar cir-

cumstances of the moment may render a measure more or less wise, but
cannot render it more or less constitutional. "1°4
Charles Warren tellingly argues that the "free speech" of the First
Amendment could not have been comprehended in the due process of
the Fifth Amendment
Amendment

because, "having already provided in the First

an absolute prohibition on Congress

rights," it is "hardly conceivable

to take away certain

that the framers" would, in the Fifth,

provide that "Congress might take away the same rights by due process of
law.-105
"The right of free speech," Warren points out, "was not included as
one of a person's fundamental..,

rights in any Bill of Rights adopted by

any of the States prior to the Federal Constitution.

"I°6 More important,

when the First Amendment was proposed, Madison urged the First Congress that "it was equally necessary that [free speech] be secured against

xo2.Whitney v. California, 274 U.S. 357, 373, 375 (I927), concurringopinion.
IO3. "Canthe Supreme Court Guarantee Toleration?"43 New Rqyublic85, 87 (I925),
quoted in Mendelson, Blackand Frankfurter,supra note 39 at 54.
io 4. Supra note 24 at x9o-19L "The criterion of constitutionality," said Justice
Holmes, "is not whether we believe the law to be for the public good."Adltinsv. Children's Hospital, z61 U.S. at 57o, dissenting opinion.
xo5. Warren, supra note 33 at 44I.
io6. Id. 46I. I have checkedthe constitutionsof the originalthirteenStatesandwould
add a qualification.Article XII of the i776 PennsylvaniaConstitution provided,"the
peoplehavearightto freedomof speech,and of writing,andpublishingtheir sentiments;
thereforethe freedomof the press ought not to be restrained."A similarprovisionwas
containedin the i786 Constitutionof Vermont 2 Poore i542, I869. The prohibition,
however,is confinedto the press.Most of the other Statesmention only free press.
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the State Governments,"
champion

z93

but his plea was fruitless. 107Jefferson, the great

of free speech and free press, wrote in 1804 to Abigail Adams:

"While we deny that Congress

have a fight to eontroul

the freedom of

the press, we have ever asserted the rights of the states, and their exclusive fight to do so. "1°8 This was the premise on which the First Congress had acted. One may agree with Justice Cardozo
"the matrix, the indispensable

condition,

that free speech is

of nearly every other form of

freedom,"_°9 but the fact remains that the one time the American people
had the opportunity

to express themselves

"so rooted in the tradition and conscience
as fundamental

on whether

free speech was

of our people as to be ranked

"110 was in the First Congress,

which drafted the Bill of

Rights in response to popular demand. There they voted down interference with State control. Justice Byron White brushed the 1789 history aside as of "little relevance in interpreting
of the Fourteenth

Amendment,

the Due Process Clause

adopted specifically to place limitations

upon the States. "11: That begs the question. Where is the evidence that
in : 866 the framers meant to advance beyond the limited goals of the
Civil Rights Act? Where

is the evidence that they meant to enlarge the

meaning due process had for the Founders in I789? Instead, the record
establishes that the framers had limited objectives; that they carefully
avoided encroaching on the States beyond those limits; that they chose
technical words apt for their purpose, which, in the case of due process,
meant to them access to the courts according to due course of law, not
a roving commission to revise State institutions.* _2 On the heels of the
Fourteenth Amendment
Thomas Cooley concluded that "Obstacles
io7. Warren,supranote 33 at 434, 435; _ Annalsof Congress435, 755.
xo8.September 1i, i8o4, quoted in Frankfurter,supranote i8 at zz6; see alsoBork,
"Neutral Principlesand Some First Amendment Problems,"47 Ind. L.J. I, zz 097x).
io 9. Palko v. Connecticut, 3oz U.S. 319, 3z7 (x937).
: xo.Id. 3z5.
HE Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. :45, 153note zo (x968).
xxz. My search of the debates in the 39th Congressturned up two expressions(there
may be others) respecting freedom of speech. Price remarked that "for the last thirty
years a citizen of a free State dared not expresshis opinion on the subjectof slavery in
a slaveState," but at the sametime he construed "privilegesor immunities"to afford to
a Northern visitor "the sameprotection" that a Southern State accorded to its own citizens. Globe1066;see also the remarks of Broomall,id. : z63. Southern citizens,however,
enjoyedno greater right to attack the sacred institution--the subjectwastaboo. Edmund

z94
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stood in the way of an unconditional
Innovations,

he believed, required

Charles Warren
door to adoption
ing pressure
fashioned

for national

had prophesied

Amendment

to protect

commiunent

in i926 that by enlarging

free speech,

history

power used in behalf of

the Court

the Four-

had opened

the

of the rest of the Bill of Rights.124 Faced with mount-

to do so, Justice

a confining

Cardozo,

in Palko v. Connecticut (i937),

doctrine---"ordered

liberty":

that are valid as against the federal government
pledges of particular
concept

to human freedom.

historical basis, and American

was singularly lacking in precedents
individual freedom. "113

teenth

JUDICIARY

of ordered

amendments

some "immunities

by force of the specific

have been found to be implicit in the

liberty, and thus, through

the Fourteenth

Amend-

ment, become valid as against the States. "lls Such portions of the Bill of
Rights as had been "absorbed"
that neither

in the Amendment

rested on "the belief

liberty nor justice would exist if they were sacrificed."

sorption"

proceeded

from those "principle[s]

tradition

and conscience

of our people as to be ranked as fundamen-

tal.,,116 As in the case of the Chinese
a right is "fundamental"

"Ab-

of justice so rooted in the

"mandate

from heaven,"

we learn

only after the Court attaches that label.ll 7 Car-

dozo, it needs to be borne in mind, took due process as it was handed
to him and therefore
teenth Amendment
"Ordered

could say, "Out of the vague precepts

of the Four-

a court frames a rule which is general in form. "1_8

liberty," as Louis Lusky states, "is too vague to describe a na-

tional objective. It says that order and liberty are both to be sought, but
provides no standard for reconciling

the eternal conflict between them."

Wilson,PatrioticGore4, 2z8, 365 (I962); Kenneth M. Stampp, The PeculiarInstitution
zH-zxz, z8 (x956).The free speech sought byPrice, as in the case of other privileges,
was that accordedby the States, provided that it was nondiscriminatory.
I13. Paludan, supranote 39 at z63.
114.Warren,supra note 33 at 458-46o.
ii 5. 3oz U.S. at 324-325.
II6. Id. 3z6, 3z5, quoted more fully supra at note x_o.
II 7. See infra at note i39. "[W]hethera particular right is denominatedas 'fundamental,' "Lusky comments,"dependsupon a value judgment so broad" as to be unverifiable "by reference to any known standard."Lusky z64. "IT]here is no authoritative
schedule of fundamentalrights." Jaffe, supra note 5i at 998.
ii8. Snyder v. Massachusetts,z9x U.S. 97, xI4 0934).
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"for whatever meaning

the Court

gives it, and thus enables the Court to apply its own conceptions

of pub-

hc policy. "119 Several Justices concur in this view. In a book written by
Justice Owen Roberts after his retirement,

he stated, in a passage quoted

by Justice Douglas, that the cases will fall "on the one side of the line or
the other as a majority
plicit in the concept

of nine justices appraise

of ordered liberty or as lying without

of that vague concept. "12° Justice
concept

conduct

Byron White

as no more than a means whereby

impose "its own philosophical
Congress. "121 And Justice

predilections

the confines

likewise regards

a majority

Black maintained

as either imthe

of the Court can

upon State legislatures
that the concept

or

merely

embodied" 'natural law due process' notion[s] by which this Court frees
itself from the limits of a written Constitution. "122 Like that of Brandeis, Cardozo's
is rebutted

reliance on the "traditions

and conscience of our people"

by the refusal of the First Congress to proscribe

State inter-

ference with free speech and free press. That, to borrow from Learned
Hand,

was the "last formal

departure

of the will of the people. No

from that will can be found in the history of the Fourteenth

Amendment;

instead, but for the narrow enclave of the Civil Rights Act,

the framers plainly withheld
regulation

expression"

of domestic

from the Court power to intrude into State

affairs.

119.Lusky lO7, io5; see alsoJaffe, supra note 5x at 997.
i2o. The Courtand the Constitution80 (I95i), quoted in Poe v. Ullman, 367 U.S. at
518-5x9, dissentingopinion. "Of course,"Roberts added, "... in this view,the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment... may be repetitions of many of the other guaranties of the first eight amendments and may render many of their provisionssuperfluous," a result that argues against the "absorption" view.
izi. Dissenting in Robinson v. California, 37° U.S. 66o, 689 (1962),Justice White
stated, "I suspectthe Court was hard put to find a way to ascribe to the Framers of the
Constitution the result reached today rather than to its own notion of ordered liberty.If
this case involvedeconomic regulation, the present Court's allergy to substantive due
process wouldsurelysavethe statute and prevent the Court fi'omimposingits own philosophical predilectionsupon State legislatures or Congress. I fail to see why the Court
deems it more appropriate to write into the Constitution its own abstract notions of how
best to handle the narcotics problem, for it obviouslycannot match either the States or
Congress in expert understanding."
iz2. In re W'mship, 397 U.S. 358, 381-382 (I97o), dissentingopinion.
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About four months after Palko, Lusky tells us, Justice Stone, in a footnote to United States v. Carolene Products Co., 123 "undertook to articulate
a more satisfactory justification. "124 At that time Lusky was Justice
Stone's law clerk, and he submitted a draft of what eventuated as the
second and third paragraphs
sider," reads paragraph

of the footnote.125 "It is unnecessary

two, "whether

legislation

political processes which can ordinarily
peal of undesirable
tiny ...
quire,"

legislation

which restricts

be expected

is to be subjected

three

states,

whether

those

to bring about re-

to more exacting scru-

than are most other types of legislation."
paragraph

to con-

statutes

"Nor need we enthat impinge

upon

religious or racial minorities that were objects of prejudice which might
hamper relief through political processes should also be subjected to
"more searching
to decide,

judicial scrutiny. "126 Thus, by a disclaimer

in a case that had "curiously

way) ''127 the Court,

not involved

as it has so often done, launched

of the need

liberties

in any

a major constitu-

tional doctrine. Notwithstanding
that it was tucked away in a footnote,
it "disturbed" Chief Justice Hughes; consequently, the present first paragraph was added, stating that "there may be a narrower
eration

of the presumption

of constitutionality

scope" for op-

when legislation

"ap-

pears on its face to be within a specific prohibition of the Constitution,
such as those of the first ten amendments.,
when held to be embraced
within the Fourteenth.

"I2s Paragraph

second and third paragraphs
changes between

one was designed

in order to still Hughes'

to qualify the

doubts, as the ex-

him and Stone make plain.

Lusky explains that paragraphs
the words or intentions
dynamics of government,"
people, and government

two and three "make no reference

of the Constitutors.

They speak, rather

that is, they assume that "government

to

of the
by the

for the whole people" are "fairly ascribable

to

123. 3o4 U.S. 144 (1938).
I24. Lusky

lO8.

i25. A. T. Mason, Harlan Fiske Stone: Pillar of the Law 513 (1956); Mason,
preme Court, supra note 54 at x5I-I59.
x26. 304 U.S. at I52-I53

The Su-

note 4.

127. Paul Murphy, The Constitution in Crisis Times, 1918-i969
at x82.
128. Mason, The Supreme Court, supra note 54 at 155. In his reply to Hughes,
stated that the footnote was a caveat, "without,
notion contained in it." Id.

however, committing

Stone

the Court to any
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and that the Court has a "special ability to effectuate

them" by acting in the two described situations. 129 And it is the Court
itself which is to decide for which purposes it has "special aptitude. "13°
Once more the "genius of government" is to override the sovereignty in
domestic matters that the Framers reserved to the States; once more
their rejection

of judicial participation

in policymaking

and the res-

TM

ervation in i866 of suffrage and other local matters to the States is ignored. Although the Hughes first paragraph seems narrower, Lusky considers that by it "the Court is left entirely at large. There

is virtually no

limit to its ability to attribute new meaning to the 'specific prohibitions,'
once it is liberated from the need to interpret them as the Constitutors
expected." This has "come to be known as the 'preferred
which

affirms that certain rights are ...

should protect

them

...

and that the Court's

limited only by its ability to manipulate
stitution.

It...

so important

position' theory,
that the Court

power to select them is

words contained

in the Con-

assumes that any meaning the Court chooses to ascribe

to the sacred text will be accepted as authentic revelation. "132 These
strictures, it seems to me, are no less applicable to a theory divorced
from "the words or intentions of the Constitutors" and founded on "the
dynamics of government."
Lusky's pronounced

preference

for the Stone-Lusky

second and third

paragraphs of the Carolene footnote derives from the belief that it fits in
with his newly fashioned theory of the Court's "implied power" to revise
the Constitution,
his answer to the anguished question, "By what right
does it revise the Constitution?

"133 His search for a new theory

to un-

dergird judicial revision testifies that the footnote is without constitutional roots, that as George Braden says, "it is simply a part of one man's
set of values for his society which he holds strongly enough to be willing
to enforce when the opportunity

arises. "134

129. Lusky lO9.
130. "The Courtmust takethe responsibilityfor proclaimingits own superior fitness
to attain the objective."Lusky 112.
131. Infra Chapter 16.
i32. Lusky 111-112.
I33. Id. 19.
134. Braden,

supra note 51 at 581.
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to Lusky, "seems to have underestimated"

of the distinction

Lusky draws, I3s illustrating

to read into an utterance

meaning never contemplated

author. And before long he was disenchanted
the Court.

Long

Chief Justice

before

the Warren

Stone wrote 0945):

the old days [read their preferences]
is repeating

anew the
by the

with the course pursued by

Court

worked its revolution, 136

"My more conservative

brethren

into the Constitution...

in

[H]istory

itself. The Court is now in as much danger of becoming

legislative and Constitution

a

making body, enacting into law its own pre-

dilections, as it was then. "137 His forebodings were overfulfilled; "the
Warren Court," Archibald Cox stated, "behaved even more like a Council of Wise Men and less like a Court than the laissez faire Justices."138
Once again Stone exemplifies that the measure of tolerance is effectuaI35. Lnsky 312.
I36. Infra Chapter
admirers and critics..,

15 note i. Levy observes that to the eyes of "both the Court's
the Justices seemed to consider themselves as movers and shakers

of the country's destiny rather than as impersonal
5; cf. infra Chapter 17 note 55.

spokesmen

for the law." Levy, Warren

Professor Abram Chayes remarks that iudiclal action in the last two decades "adds up
to a radical transformation
of the role and function of the judiciary in American life...
Its chief function

now is as a catalyst of social change

with judges acting as planners

of

large scale." "The New Judiciary," 28 Harv. L. Sch. Bull. 23, 24 (1976). To accomplish
the reform, Archibald Cox states, the courts have been required "to formulate
controversial programmes of affirmative action requiring detailed administration
for protracted
periods under constant judicial supervision." Cox, supra note 38 at 77, a remarkable departure from the nay-saying role of the laissez faire Court. "The decrees thus directly
regulate the lives of millions of people without a voice in the decision." Id. 87. See infra
Appendix

B.

i37. A. T. Mason, Security Through Freedom: American Politwal Thought and Practice
145-x46 (i955). "Justice Stone was no rabid proponent of expanded judicial power."
Lusky 83. Justice Frankfurter was "vehemently opposed to the preferred freedom concept." Mason, The Supreme Court, supra note 54 at I73. Judge Learned Hand likewise
stated, "I do not think that the interests mentioned in the First Amendment are entitled
in point of constitutional
interests."

Hand,

interpretation

supra note

to a measure

3 at 56. "As several

of protection

different

from other

of the Justices have noted in dissent,

there is only a verbal difference between the 'fundamental rights' branch of the compelling governmental interest test and the now discredited due process of such cases as
Lochner v. New York (I9o5). Both of them leave the Court entirely at large, with fixll
freedom to enact its own natural law conceptions. The only difference is in the type of
interests

that are protected."

Lusky 266.

i38. Cox, supra note 38 at 50.
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when they are exceeded at the hands of

they are anathematized.

This drastically telescoped

survey of divers judicial rationahzations

of

expanded judicial revision for the benefit of libertarian ideals underlines
the wisdom of Judge

Learned

Hand's conclusion

that judges

wrap up their veto in a protective veil of adjectives such as... "reasonable," "inherent," "fundamental" ... whose office usually,
though quite innocendy, is to disguise what they are doing and impute to it a derivation far more impressive than their personal preferences, which are all that in fact lie behind the decision. 139
Because Frankfurter
provision

"without

overlooked

the fact that "due process" was not a

a fixed technical

meaning"--minimally

control over legislation, both in i789 and I866---he

it excluded

could allude to "the

evolution of social policy by way of judicial application of Delphic provisions of the Constitution.
rationalization

"14° And struggling to arrive at an adequate

of the "desegregation"

stated in the Conference

decision, Frankfurter,

of the Justices: "It was too bad history had con-

spired to make the Court the trustee of that incorrigible
due process

we are told,

clause, and therefore

changeling,

impose upon the Justices

the

a policy-

making function unlike that borne by any other court in any other nation. "141The burden, however, was self-assumed
not unlike the "white
man's burden" once employed to justify imperialism.
table view, Justice Frankfurter
frequent

incantations

had induced a state of self-hypnosis

to the "convenient

tice Harlan was content,

On the most chariby his

vagueness" of due process. Jus-

in a case that outraged

his sympathies, to state

that the historical arguments, among others the limitation of due process to "procedural fairness," "have not been accepted by this Court as
x39.Hand, supranote 3 at 70; see alsoJustice Holmes,supra note 93.
i4o. Frardcfurter,
supra note I8 at z29, z3x. In i93o, however,ProfessorFrankfi_er
wrote, "let us facethe fact that fiveJustices of the Supreme Court are moldersof policy,
ratherthan impersonalvehiclesofrevealedtruth.""The SupremeCourt and the Public,"
83 Forum329, 334 (x93°),quotedin A. T. Mason, "Mythand Realityin SupremeCourt
Drama,"48 Va. L. Rev.I385, x397 (x962).
i4i. RichardKluger,SimpleJ'ustice68I 0976). Apparendythis is basedon a reconsu'uction ofJustice Burton'snotes, id. 680. Comparewith Frankfurter'sviews supraat
notes 49 and 7z.
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its scope. "142 Yet he later insisted, with respect

that the Court was bound by the framers'
the scope of the Fourteenth
With vision unclouded

intention

to suffrage,

to exclude it from

Amendment.
by claims to power, there is no reason why

students of the judicial process should be caught in such toils. It is their
duty to discern and proclaim
that speak, as Frankfurter

that it is the judges, not the Constitution,

himself advised President

on the eve of the Court-packing

words which fell from the lips of the Delphic
a speaking
Those

tube by priests secreted
who consider

Franklin

Roosevelt

plan, 143 just as in a simpler

age the

Oracle were spoken into

below.

that judgment

is inescapably

subjective

will

chortle that thus far I have merely proved the obvious. But even in their
magisterial
Howell
inherent

survey of such inescapability,

Arthur S. Miller and Ronald E

state: "It is, of course, only those constitutional
ambiguity

tention is clear..,

that pose problems
no interpretation

degree revision "necessary";
was not "inherent"

of interpretation.

provisions
Where

of

the in-

is necessary. ,,I44 Even less is xSo-

the "ambiguity"

but judicially

contrived.

of substantive

due process

Miller and Howell,

how-

ever, suggest a constrictive criterion, instancing "clear" provisions for
the number of Senators, for a President and a Vice-President,
and dismissing as a "filo-pietistic

notion"

the framers. "145 Nevertheless,

something

"called the intention

they do not suggest

wholly free" to sit "kadi-like under a tree dispensing
caprice,"

calling

attention

to one

limitation

of

that "the judge is
'justice' by whim or

on

such

freedom--

142. Poe v. Ullman, 367 U.S. at 54 o, dissenting opinion: "I believe that a statute, making it a criminal offense for married couples to use contraceptives"
invades privacy "in the
most intimate concerns of an individual's personal life." Id. 539i43. "People have been taught to believe that when the Supreme
not they who speak but the Constitution,
they who speak and not the Constitution.

whereas,

the Court

he wrote, _This political

has been obscure

role ["continuous

to laymen--even

and Howell,

Their Correspondence, x928-_94Y
General Robert H. Jackson beconstitutional

to most lawyers."

Supremacy_ (i94I).
144. Miller
145. Id.

speaks it is

And I verily believe that that is what the country

needs most to understand."
Roosevelt and Frankfurter:
383 (M. Freedman ed. 1967). Shortly before Solicitor
came a Justice

Court

of course, in so many vital cases, it is

supra note 7° at 683 .

convention"]

of

The Struggle for Judicial

From Natural lamv to Libertarian Due Process
"adherence

to precedent. "1_ Why should "adherence

above effectuation

3oi

to precedent"

of the framers' clearly expressed intention,

rise

which ex-

presses the value choices of the sovereign people, not merely of judicial
predecessors?

The Justices

themselves

the now widely shared Miller-Howell
Court to "update the Constitution.
sents across the judicial spectrum,

are by no means in accord with
view that it is the function of the

"147 The powerful and repeated
condemning

dis-

or disclaiming subjective

judgment, evidence ongoing soul-searching by members of the Court
whether the broad policymaking role academe strenuously defends 148
:

comports

with constitutional

_

society.
But this in turn compels us to face the naked question
the lips of Graham.
standing

limits and the demands

Confronted

of equal protection

acceptance

of "segregation

with the framers'

of a democratic

imperfect

as applied to educational
in schools,"

wrung from
"under-

matters,"

their

he stated:

To argue that this means we today are bound by that understanding
and practice is to transform the mores and laws of slave code days
into constitutional sanctions impossible to be cast off or even moderated ... Does it follow---dare it follow ... [that] we today are
bound by that imperfect understanding

of equal protection of the

laws? 149

Graham's

inarticulate

premise

was that change could not be accom-

plished by amendment
as the Constitution
provides---desegregation
could not win assent of two-thirds of the Congress and three-fourths
the States. Accordingly,
past. Whence

of

it fell to the Court to strike the shackles of the

does the Court

derive the power to free the American

people from the "chains of the Constitution,"
from the "tyranny of the
dead," that is, the Founders? Such questions will be considered in subsequent

chapters.

146. Id. 676.
i47. Id. 684; see also Levy,Againstthe La_ 29, 3o.
x48.Levy id; Miller and Howell, supranote 7° at 689-693. "AsdissentingJustices
complain ever more often that the Court has revisedrather than followed the Constitution, one'sreadinessto discounttheir chargesas disgrundedpolemic becomesgradually less confident."Lusky 75x49.Graham 29° note 7o, z9x.
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Supplementary Note on Natural Law
and the Constitution*

Charles McIlwain observed that natural law appeared "remarkably late"
in English law, largely as an attempt to "account for a body of customary
law which had long been in existence. "_ Of its surfacing in the United
States, cloaked in the garb of substantive due process, Justice Hugo Black
jusdy stated that it was a notion "by which this Court frees itself from
the limits of a written Constitution. "2 It is difficult to conclude that the
States, whose jealousy of a centralized federal regime moved them
grudgingly to dole out enumerated powers while reserving to themselves "residuary, inviolable sovereignty, "3 nailed down by the Tenth
Amendment, left room for resort to natural law that would set their efforts at naught. For natural law little differs from a Chinese emperor's
"mandate from heaven," which was "so vague that emperors could
readily identify their own will with the will of Heaven. "4
This was well understood by Justice James Iredell, who declared in
Calder v. Bull that "the Court cannot pronounce [a statute] to be void,
merely because it is in their judgment, contrary to the principles of natural justice. The ideas of natural justice are regulated by no fixed standard: the ablest and purest of men have differed upon the subject. "5True,
* For more detailed
Reflections

discussion,

of an Earthbound

see Raoul Berger,

Lawyer,"

"Natural

Law and Judicial

Review:

61 U. Cin. L. Rev. 51 (1992).

i. " '[T]he life and soul of English law has ever been precedent'
... [O]f a purely
speculative basis for the law there is no trace till times that are almost modern. The law
of nature,

or whatever

that speculative

basis may be called, appears remarkably

late, and

when it first appears it comes largely as an attempt..,
to account for a body of customary
law which has long been in existence, and whose binding character is unquestioned."
Charles H. Mcllwain, The High Court of Parliamem and Its Supremacy 97 (191°). See also
Holdsworth,
supra Supplementary
Note on the Civil Rights Act and the Fourteenth
Amendment,

text accompanying

2. In re Wmship,
3- Federalist No.
4. Herbert

Muller,

note 57.

397 U.S. 358, 381-382 (197o), dissenting
39 at 249 (Mod. Lib. ed. 1937).
Uses of the Part 35 ° (i952).

as "purely personal and arbitrary."
Harv. L. Rev. 383, 393 (I9°8).

Roscoe

5- 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 386, 399 (1798).

Pound,

opinion.

Dean Pound characterized
"Common

natural law

Law and Legislation,"

2i

Supplementary Note on Natural Law
Justice Samuel Chase invoked supraconstitutional
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law,6 but in what may

be regarded as a more solidly rooted decision, he rejected a federal common law of crimes, saying, "the Constitution
of all the jurisdiction

of the national

ments of the government

of the Union, is the source

government;

so that the depart-

can never assume any power that is not ex-

pressly granted by that instrument. "7
A pioneer student of natural law in America, Benjamin Wright, wrote
of the Founders,

"there were few appeals to the laws of nature..,

a few exceptions

they simply found it unnecessary

purposes. "8 Consider
in the Convention:

Edmund

Randolph's

with

to their immediate

commonsensical

observation

[a] display of theory, howsoever proper in the first formation of state
governments, (seems)/s unfit here; since we are not working on the
natural rights of men not yet gathered into society, but upon those
rights modified by society, and (supporting) interwoven with what
we call (states) the rights of the States.9
Tacitly, commented

Louis Henkin,

"framers of constitutions

and bills of

rights distinguished

between rights that preexisted society and civil rights

enjoyed in society."l° John Adams and his compeers did not "use nature
... as a source for rules of decision. "11
The Framers

were well aware that laws might offend against natural

law and yet not require enforcement.

In the federal Convention,

James

6. Id. 388, "againstall reason."
7. United Statesv. Worrall, z8 E Cas. 774, 779(C.C.D. Pa. I798) (emphasisadded).
8. Benjamin E Wright, AmericanInterpretationof Natural Law 125 (I931). No referenee to "natural law"or to the "lawof nature" appearsin the index to 3 TheRecordsof the
FederalConventionof x787 (MaxFarrand ed. i91i).
9. 2 Farrand, supra note 8 at i37. "The document is in the handwriting of Edmund
Randolph with emendations by John Rudedge. In the text here given those portions in
parentheses werecrossed out in the original,italicsrepresent changes madein Randolph's
handwriting." Id. I37 note 6.
Io. Louis Henkin,"Human Dignity and Constitutional Rights,"in The Consututionof
Rights 2Io, 213-214 (MichaelJ. Meyer and William A_Parent eds. I992).
ii. Robert M. Cover, d_ust/ce
Accused:Antislaveryand the j_ud/c/alProcess27 (i975).
Haines noted that"it is customaryto assert that the doctrineof natural rights and natural
lawhas had little acceptanceasa basisfor judicialdecisionin the public lawof the United
States."Charles G. Haines, "The Law of Nature in State and FederalJudicial Decision,"
25 YaleL.J. 6i 7, 625 (1916).
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Wilson said, "Laws may be unjust..,
so unconstitutional

may be destructive;

as to justify the Judges

and yet not be

in refusing to give them ef-

fect. "12 George Mason spoke to the same effect. I3 Moreover, the
Founders were hostile to the exercise of unlimited power. Justice Story,
who was far closer to the Founders

than are we, observed that if an En-

glish court of equity possessed the "unbounded
from natural

...

arising

law and justice" ascribed to it, "it would be the most gi-

gantic in its sway, and the most formidable
thal_ could well be devised. "14
In what was a cruel test, natural
enforcement

jurisdiction

instrument

law was rejected

of arbitrary power,
in proceedings

of the Fugitive Slave Act, notwithstanding

was aflame with resistance

to Southern

claimants

for

that the North

for return of escaped

slaves. When it was argued before the eminent Chief Justice of the Massachusetts court, Lemuel Shaw, that such returns offended natural rights,
he declared

that "an appeal to natural

was to be decided

by the Constitution

rights ...
...

case, Justice John McLean

people..,

constitutions

in making

It

and by the Law of Con-

gress. "15 In a federal
sider laws of nature ...

was not pertinent!

stated, "It is for the

and the enactment

of laws, to con-

This is a field which judges cannot explore. "16

Although Chief Justice Marshall

had acknowledged

slavery was abhorrent

law, he held that long usage had made

to natural

in The Antelope that

it legal under the "law of nations. "17

12.2 Farrand,supra note 8 at 7313.Id. 78.
14.I Joseph Story, Commentarieson the Constitutionof the UnitedStates §9 (5th ed.
x9o5). Earlier Madison opposedincorporation of the common lawbecauseit would confer "on the judicial departmenta discretion tittle short of a legislativepower."The Framers of a Constitution of enumerated powers could not have intended "to introduce in the
lump, in an indirect manner ... the vast and multifarious jurisdiction involvedin the
common law." Such an "extxaordinarydoctrine would sap the foundation of the Constitution as a system of limited and specifiedpowers." The Mind of the Founders:Sources
of PoliticalThoughtofaTamesMadison3z4, 318, 325 (Marvin Meyers ed. 1973). Parenthetically,mark the rejection of an "open-ended" theory so dear to activists.
x5. Cover, supra note i I at 169.
16.Miller v. McQuerry, 17 E Cas. 335, 339 (C.C.D. Ohio 1853) (No. 9583).
17. 23 U.S. (io Wheat.) 66, 89-9° (1825); see also Nevada v. Hall, 44° U.S. 41o,
425-426 (1979); Satterlee v. Mathewson, 27 U.S. (z Pet.) 380, 413 (1829).

Supplementary Note on Natural Law
MI this is of no moment
Framers

as "dimwitted,"

305

to Suzanna Sherry. Unless we are to view the
she urges, we must believe that they did not

distinguish between "the written judicially enforceable Constitution and
the unwritten natural law. "is They spoke, she reasons, of the Constitution and "unwritten natural law in the same breath ... without distinguishing
unwritten

between

the two, strongly suggest[ing]

rights as analogous"

•.. To attribute
Justice Marshall,

that they thought

of

to the "legal rights of the Constitution

to them any other conclusion

strains credulity. "19 Chief

however, made this very distinction:

the powers of the legislature are defined, and limited; and that those
limi_ may not be mistaken or forgotten, the constitution is written.
To what purpose are powers limited, and to what purpose is that
limitation committed to writing; if these limits may at any time, be
passed by those intended to be restrained? 2°
What is resort to natural law but the very attempt to pass the limits "by
those intended

to be restrained?"

clare that "This Constitution...

Not for nothing did Article VI (2) deshall be the supreme law of the land."

In place of "higher law" the Constitution itself was to be the "superior,
paramount law."21 That which is paramount--supremely
controlling 22cannot be superseded

by natural

law. "[L]aw," Robert Cover observed,

"as a sovereign act clearly mandated
the constitutions. "23
Sherry cites Thomas

the subordination

Grey's attribution

of natural law to

to the Framers of a "belief in

judicially enforceable natural rights. "24 Grey's article deals with prex787 "revolutionary thought "25 and it is studded with preindependence
x8.SuzannaSherry,"The Ninth Amendment:Rightingan UnwrittenConstitution,"
64 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. iooI (x989),reprmted in 2 TheRights Retainedbythe Peoplez83,
z84-z85 (RandyE. Barnett ed. I993).
:9- Id. z85.
zo. Marburyv. Madison, 5 U.S. (x Cranch) x37, i76 (x8o3).
zx. Id. :77.
z,. Funk and Wagnalls,DeskStandardDictionary(x946).
z3. Cover,supra note I x at 34z4. Sherry,supra note i8 at z84.
z 5. Thomas C. Grey,"Origins of the Unwritten Constitution: FundamentalLaw in
AmericanRevolutionaryThought," 3° Stan. L. Rev.843 0978).
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utterances, when "higher law" served to justify colonial resistance to Parliament's misrule. Once independence
distrust of judicial hegemony
assurance

was won, however, the Founders'

reemerged,

as is attested

in Federalist No. 78 that of the three

by Hamilton's

branches

the judiciary

is "next to nothing." Justice James Wilson, who had been a leading architect of the Constitution,

explained

rived from a "foreign source...

in 1791 that judges had been de-

[and] were directed

to foreign purposes.

Need we be surprised that they were objects of aversion and distrust?"
He felt constrained to exhort his fellow citizens that it was time to "chastise our prejudices. "26 Those prejudices militated against a roving commission to judges to transcend a Constitution which set bounds to their
powers.
More cautious

than Sherry, Grey acknowledges

"written Constitution"

on the idea that "judicially ascertainable

mental law could itself have constitutional
analyzed"

that the effect of a

and that it "remains

funda-

status remains to be carefully

to be carefully analyzed" that such judi-

cial review was consistent with "popular sovereignty. "27 Since judges are
creatures of the Constitution,

and have only such authority

as it confers,

it must also be shown that the Constitution--the
supreme paramount
law--empowers
a judge to wander outside its confines. Marshall forestalled the need for further demonstration
by his declaration that the
written limits may not "be passed..,
by those intended to be restrained."

26. I The Worksof]ames W'daon292, 293 (R. G. McCloskeyed.
_7.Grey,supra note 25 at 893.

1967).

15
"The Rule of Law"

ERa

generation

the constitutional

basis for the "revolutionary"

changes wrought by the Warren Court has gone virtually unchallenged.l
Justice Black, to be sure, unremittingly attacked decisions which to his
mind rested

on supraconstitutional

heavily discounted

in some of the Court's

tional revisions. In a perceptive
ing of the tide, the joinder
equate
whether

but his views could be

because he himself was guilty of wholesale importa-

tion and participated

criticisms;

authority,

essay, Thomas

of distinguished

most debatable

C. Grey noticed a turncommentators

in Black's

although he dissents, he called for a clear statement

defense

of the position. 2 With

Grey, I consider

the Court may "enforce principles

constitu-

and ad-

the question

of liberty and justice" when

they are "not to be found within the four comers" of the Constitution
as "perhaps the most fundamental question we can ask about our fundamental law," excluding only "the question of the legitimacy of judicial
review itself. "3 The issue may for present purposes be stated more concretely: given that the Fourteenth
segregation

Amendment

plainly left suffrage and

to the States, may the Court "interpret" it in exact contra-

x. "The x5 years since [Warren]becameChiefJusticehavebeen yearsof legal revolution.In that time the SupremeCourthas broughtaboutmoresocialchangethan most
Congressesand most Presidents."AnthonyLewis,"AMan Bornto Act, Not to Muse,"
TheNew YorkTimesMagazine,June 3o, I968, in Levy,Warren151.Justice Douglas complainedthat one decisionentaileda "vastrestructuringofAmericanlaw."Johnson v.Louisiana, 406 U.S 356, 394 (I97z), dissenting opinion. Professor Lusky refers to "a revolutionarychangein the criminalprocess."Lusky i6x. A. T. Mason,The SupremeCourt:
Palladiumof Freedomx7o(x96z): "On May i7, x954.the Court initiated the greatest social revolution of this generation."See also supraChapter 14 note I36.
z. _Do We Have an Unwritten Constitution?," '7 Stan. L. Rev.7o3-7o5 (I975).
3-Id. 703.
3o7
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diction of the framers' design--to
Where is the constitutional
It is important

take control

authority

away from the States?

for a power so awesome?

to make clear at this point what Part II of this study

is not about. It does not deal with the interpretation
stitutional

of amorphous con-

provisions such as "commerce, "4 which, unlike "due pro-

cess," have no historical content; nor with the weight to be accorded
"enigmatic"

history. As Part I demonstrated,

teenth Amendment

made their intention

the framers of the Four-

abundantly

plain: to exclude

suffrage and segregation from the ambit of its terms. For me those terms,
"equal protection"

and "due process," illuminated

neither "vague" nor "ambiguous."
judicial review is antidemocritarian,
renite scope was authorized
ture has constitutional

by clear history, are

Nor will I deal with whether or not
5 for if judicial review of the War-

by the Constitution,

its antidemocratic

na-

sanction. Nor will the craftsmanship of the Court,

about which rivers of ink have been spilled, come into question. 6 If judicial intervention

with respect to suffrage, for example, is without con-

stitutional warrant, it cannot be excused by the most elegant craftsmanship. Nor will consideration
4" Professor

be given to the extensive

Frankfiarter commented

subject state authority "to such limitations

on Marshall's

debate about

"use of the commerce

clause" to

as the Court finds it necessary to apply for the

protection of the national community" as an "audacious doctrine, which,
sure, would hardly have been publicly avowed in support of the Constitution.

one may be
Indeed The

Federalist in effect demed it." The Commerce Clause Under Marshall, Taney and Waite 1819 (x937). Had it been avowed it would have wrecked adoption of the Constitution.
For
the Founders'

jealous

attachment

to State sovereignty,

see Raoul Berger,

Congress v. The

Supreme Court 26o-264 (I969). That attachment was made explicit by the Tenth Amendment. That Marshall's views have carried the day is of no moment in a discussion that
seeks to build on first principles.

See infra at note 15, inffa at notes 29-3 o, 56-57 .

5- I consider that Eugene V. Rostow failed to meet Henry Steele Commager's atta_ on
the antidemocratic
administration
of judicial review up to 1937. Rostow, "The Democratic
Character

of Judicial

Review," 56 Harv. L. Rev. 193 (1952); Commager,

"Judicial

Review

and Democracy,"
19 Va. Quarterly Rev. 417 (1943). See infi'a Chapter 17 at note 69.
Leonard Levy finds the Rostow argument unconvincing
and comments, it is "of comparatively

recent

vintage,

raising the suspicion

that the arguments

have been concocted

to rationalize a growing satisfaction with judicial review among liberal intellectuals
scholars." d%dictal Review and the Supreme Court 24 (Leonard Levy ed. 1967).
6. "Assessment

of the Nixon

Court's

ing, and experts will doubtless disagree,
manship." Levy, Against the Law 438.

craftsmanship

is as subjective

and

as the art of judg-

as they have about the Warren

Court's

crafts-

:

"The Rule of Law"
"neutral

principles,"

principle"
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because I concur with John Ely that if a "neutral

"lacks connection

with any value the Constitution

marks as

special," that is, if it is not rooted in the Constitution, "it is not a constitutional principle and the Court has no business imposing it." What
is of paramount
obligation

importance,

as Ely stresses, is that the Court "is under

to trace its premises to the charter from which it derives its

authority. "7 Finally, the "subjectivity"

involved in making value choices 8

plays no role in my view of the meaning

of the Fourteenth

Amendment,

for it was not given to the courts to prefer federal judicial control of
suffrage to the State control the Amendment deliberately left untouched.
The Justices' value choices may not displace those of the Framers, 9 or,
as Chief Justice Marshall
to be "extended

stated, the words of the Constitution

to objects not..,

alone to those which unmistakably

contemplated

are not

by its framers'l°--let

were excluded.

Intoxicated by the Warren Court's libertarian breakthrough,
academicians have dismissed such restrictions. Fred Rodell exulted that Chief
Justice Warren

"brush[ed]

off pedantic

impedimenta

to the results he

felt were right," that he was not a "look-it-up-in-the-library"
intellectual, and that he was "almost unique" in his "off-hand dismissal of legal
and historical

research

from both sides and in [his] pragmatic

depen-

dence on the present day results of separate schools. "1_ On this view the
Constitution
Leonard

itself is a superfluous,

Levy labeled this approach

merely expressed in pungent

even obstructive,
as "anti-intellectual,

"scrap of paper."
"|2 but Rodell

terms what is more decorously

phrased

by

7. "The Wages of Crying Wolf: A Comment on Roe v. Wade,"82 YaleL.J. 92o, 949
(i 973)-BruceM. Claggett suggestsa "neutralprinciple,"the "intentofthe framerswhich,
whereknowable,surelyshould be conclusive.""BookReview,"27 Harv.L. Sch. Bull. 3,
4 (I976)8. A. S. Millerand R. F. Howell, "The Mythof Neutralityin ConstitutionalAdjudication,"27 U. Chi. L. Rev.661 (196o).
9. See infraChapter17 at notes 34-35, 62.
io. Ogden v. Saunders,25 U.S. (i2 Wheat.)213, 332 (I827), dissentingopinion.
I 1. FredRodell,"It Is the WarrenCourt,"TheNew YorkTimesMagazine,March13,
I966, in Levy,Warren137, i42, I38-139. In both Brownv. Boardof Education(desegregation) and Reynoldsv. Sims (reapportionment),Rodelltakes pleasurein recounting,
"Warrenwas quite unworriedthat legislativehistory,dug from a library,might not support his reading."Id. 142.
I2.

Levy,

Warre_

I88.
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"I3 The underlying

reality, as another War-

Cahn, stated, was that "as a practical

impossible

to secure

adoption

matter

it

of a constitutional

to abolish 'separate but equal,' only the Court possessed ef-

fective power to relieve American

education

of this incubus,"

assuming that it had constitutional

warrant. 14

thereby

Inquiry into the source of power to set aside Article V of the Constitution,

"which prescribes

the Amendment

a solution on the people that confessedly
assent is hardly

a sheerly antiquarian

process, "15 and to impose

could not have obtained

exercise) 6 Given a Constitution

designed to "limit" the exercise of all delegated
to the admonition

contained

power, 17 it is a response

in the Massachusetts

Constitution

drafted by John Adams and paralleled

in a number

stitutions,

to the fundamental

that "A frequent

the constitution...

recurrence

[is] absolutely

of liberty and to maintain

their

necessary

of 1780,

of early State conprinciples

of

to preserve the advantages

a free government...

The people..,

right to require of their law givers and magistrates

have a

an exact and constant

13" E.g., "judicial decisions should be gauged by their results and not by ... their
coincidence
with a set of allegedly consistent doctrinal principles." Miller and Howell,
supra note 8 at 69o-691.

Warren,

said Paul Murphy,

"had utilized the judiciary

as a con-

structive policy-making
instrument
... Intent more upon social ends than upon legal
subtleties and refinements,
and candidly prepared to say so, he had pushed the nation,
through his Court's legal rulings, to take public acuons that Congress was unprepared
to
recommend
and the executive was incapable, unilaterally, of effectively securing." Murphy, The Constitution

in Crisis Times, 19 r 8- I969 457 (I972)" Apparently

this meets with

his approval, id. 466 et seq. He states that McCune (Nine Young Men 83 [I947]), praises
the Black-Douglas-Murphy
bloc because it " 'would seldom let red tape [!] stand in its
way of arriving

at an end it felt desirable.'"

Id. 194.

14. Edmond Cahn, "Jurisprudence,"
3° N.Y.U.L.
Rev. i5o, i56-i57
same way, Martin Shapiro assumed the existence of such power when

(1955). In the
he adverted to

"Learned Hand's eloquent plea for judicial abdication of most of the power of judicial
review," Law and Politics in the Supreme Court 24 (1964) , when in fact Hand entertained
grave doubts
15. Lusky

about

its legitimacy

79; see infra Chapter

and therefore
17 at notes

would confine

it to a narrow

compass.

15-22.

i6. Although poles removed from RodeU's uncritical subjectivity, Leonard Levy lends
credibility to such views by his reference to "an antiquarian
historicism that would freeze
[the Constitution's]

original

meaning..,

and was not intended

to." Levy, Judgnwnu:

says in American Constitutional H/st0ry 17 (i972). The remarks of Jefferson
plainly look the other way. See infi-a Chapter 2o at notes 5 and i8.
_7- Supra Chapter

i note 4; Berger,

supra note 4 at I3-I6.
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observance
ofthem."IsSuchprovisions
evidence
whatWdlardHurst
considers to be "a very basic principle of our constitutionalism..,
a distrust of official power, "19 as Jefferson's insistence on binding officials
"with the chains of the Constitution" attestsfl °

Constitutionalism
:

:

and the Rule of Law

When Howard Jay Graham acknowledged that the framers excluded
segregation from the compass of "equal protection," but concluded that
we dare not be bound by their "imperfect understanding, "2_ he premised that the Court, as it had done in Brown v. Boardof Education(i954),
should strike the "chains of the Constitution." The demands of justice,
in short, must rise above the law, or, as hbertarians put it, humanitarian
goals must override what they regard as arid legalism. To dismiss adherence to "the rule of law,"observance of the limitations imposed by a
written Constitution, is to strike at the very root of our democratic system. 22History confirms Justice Black's statement that the struggle for a
i8. Article xvm,
x Poore 959; New Hampshire 0784), Article 38, 2 Poore 1,83;
North Carolina (i776), Article XXI, 2 Poore 14Io; Pennsylvania (i776), Article X_, 2
Poore i542; Vermont 0777), Article XVI, 2 Poore i86o.
19. "Discussion," in Supreme Court and Supreme Law 75 (Edmond N. Cahn ed. I954).
James Iredell, who fought against great odds in North Carolina for adoption of the Consfitution, stated, "The only real security of liberty.., is the jealousy and circumspection of
the people themselves. Let them be watchful over their rulers." 4 Elliot 13o. In V'trginia,
Randolph said, "I hope that my countrymen will keep guard against every arrogation of
power." 3 Elliot 2o7. Iredell stated that "unlimited power.., was not to be trusted without
the most imminent danger, to any man or body of men on earth." 2 G.J. McRee, L_ and
Correspondenceof James IredeU i45-146 (I857-I858). See also Corbin, supra Chapter 14
note 16. The Supreme Court adverted to "Fear of unchecked power, so typical of our State
and Federal Governments." Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. i45, 156 (I968).
zo. Supra Chapter 14 at note 16.
2t. Supra Chapter 14 at note 9.
22. Supra at note ii. Miller and Howell, supra note 8 at 683, label regard for the "intendon of the fxamers" as a "filiopietistic notion." Cf. Levy,Judgments supra note i6. Eartier McDougal and Lans gave vent to a string of spluttering expletives: "absolute artifacts
ofverhal archeology,""strictly,a matter of concern only m rhetoricians,""the idiosyncratic
purposes of the Framers." "Treaties and Congressional-Executive or Presidential Agreements: Interchangeable Insmanents of National Policy," 54 Yale L.J. i8i, 239 note Io4,
291,212 (I945). If laws were "scorned,"John Adams wrote, "in God's name what is ever
to be respected? What is there worth living for?" 2 Page Smith, y0bn Adams 690 (i962).
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"according
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by/aw,

was "to make
not

to the

a tree.

the arbitrary

state, but there

can be no justice

all when

is uncurbed.

power

are not required
"to support

men

in power

fiat of the man

or men

for the dispensation

to be sure,
without

is the

would

in power,"

to revise

not to "Justices
the Constitution

Above

of laws, least of

I suggest,

is committed

the Law. "24 They

in the interests

"23 The

of "justice"

that judges

by Article VI, § 3, to take an oath to do justice
Our system

be

aim of a democratic

a government

It is for this reason,

this Constitution."

tice Under Law,"
thorized

that

" not by the "law of judges.

had no stomach
Justice,

JUDICIARY

certain

'law of the land,'

as will appear,

by a kadi under

BY

but rather

to "Equal
were

Jus-

not au-

of "justice."

23. In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358, 384 (I97O), dissenting opinion. Chief Justice Waite
declared m 1874 that "Our province is to decide what the law is, not to declare what it
should be." Minor v. Happersert, 88 U.S. (21 Wall.) 162, 178 (1874). In Houston v.
Moore, i8 U.S. (5 Wheat.) I, 48 (i82o), Justice Story declared that the Court was "not
at liberty to add one jot of power to the national government, beyond what the people
have granted by the constitution," dissenting opinion. For similar expressions by- Chief
Justice Marshall see infra Chapter zi at notes x2-x 9.
24. Cardozo wrote that judges do not have "the right to ignore the mandate of a statute, and render judgment in despite of it." Benjamin N. Cardozo, The Nature of the JudicialProcess129 (192 x). It is said that when Holmes left the Massachusetts Court for the
Supreme Court, "he was admonished to do justice. He responded thoughtfully that his
job was merely to enforce the law." Wallace Mendelson, Jum'ces Black and Frankfurter:
Conflict in the Court I16 (1961). Holmes wrote, "I have said to my brethren many times
that I hate justice, which means that I know that if a man begins to talk about that, for
one reason or another he is shirking thinking in legal terms." The Mind and Faith ofJustice
Holmes 435 (M. Lerner ed. 1943). See also supra Chapter 14 at notes 37 and io 3.
Writing of self-conscious judicial activism, Dean Acheson stated that a judge "may
conscientiously be seeking to administer justice, but it is personal justice--the justice of
Louis IX or Harun-al-Rashid--not that described on the lintel of the Supreme Court
Building, 'Equal Justice Under Law.' "Morning and Noon 69 (I965). Lusky suggests that
some of the Court's decisions may be inexplicable "except on the premise that the Justices
considerthemselves to be above the law to be wholly unconstrained by pre-existing principle." Lusky Ioi. Precisely this won praise from admirers of the Warren Court. Supra
at note xl, and notes ii and 13. See also Levy, supra Chapter 14 at note i36.
In defense of President Ford's pardon of Richard Nixon, Assistant Secretary of Tramportation Roger W. Hooker, Jr., state& "I have never been entirely comfortable with the
shibboleth [!] that ours is a nation of laws, not of men. It is true that for the most part
it is and should be, but in times of extreme moral crisis throughout history, strong leadership has emerged to supersede the letter of the law and deliver us from the evils of
vindictiveness." Hooker, "A'Quiet, Undramatic' Leader," N. Y. Times, August i9, i976,
at 39. In short, Ford acted above the law to save us from an "extreme moral crisis"!

"The Rule of lara,"
Mechanical

repetition

over the years
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like a child's unthinking

daily

pledge of allegiance--has
dulled the significance of the rule of law; it has
been called a "useful fiction. "25 For the Framers, however, it was the
essence of constitutional

government.

"The government

of the United

States," said Chief Justice Marshall in one of his earliest decisions,
been emphatically

termed a government

"has

of laws and not of men. "26 That

the judiciary, too, was meant to stay within bounds was spelled out in the
i78o Massachusetts

Constitution,

which ordained

that the legislature

should never exercise judicial power, and never should the judiciary exercise legislative power, so that this may be a "government

of laws and

not of men. ''27 Even more plainly, judges were not left free to exercise
the supreme "legislative power" of the people, to revise the Constitution
in accordance with their own predilections. As the Massachusetts House
wrote to the Earl of Shelburne

in 1768, "There

mental rules of the Constitution
lative nor the supreme

are, my Lord, funda-

... which neither

the supreme

Legis-

executive can alter. In all free states, the consti-

tution isfixed; it is from thence, that the legislative derives its authority;
therefore it cannot change the constitution without destroying its own
foundation. "2s This was addressed to an "omnipotent"
Parliament and
the Crown under an unwritten Constitution;
it was an article of faith
among the colonists and Founders. 29 In substituting
tution

and expressly

providing

denced that they had created

a written

for change by amendment,

a "fixed" Constitution,

Constithey evi-

subject to change

z5. Miller and Howell, supra note 8 at 695.
26.Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (i Cranch) i37, 163(I8O3).
27.MassachusettsConstitution of i78o, ArticleXXX, i Poore 960, more fullyquoted
supra Chapter 14 note 5-The Framers made plain that the judiciary was not to exercise
legislativepower. Infra Chapter 16 at notes 8-x2.
28.Doamtentsof AmericanHistory65 (Henry Steele Commager ed. 7th ed. I963).
29. "The colonialsshared Bolingbroke'sbelief in the fixityof the constitution."Julius
Goebel,AntecedentsandBeginningsto 18oI , Historyof theSupremeCourtofthe UnitedStates,
vol. I, p. 89 (x97I). "The principle that government must be conducted in conformity
with the terms of the constitution became a fundamental political conception." Id. 95.
In i785 Madison stated that rulers "who overleapthe great barrierwhich defendsthe
rights of the people.., are tyrants."2James Madison, WritingsofyamesMadisonI85 (G.
Hunt ed. x9oo-x 9x°). In the Connecticut Convention Oliver EUsworthstated,Congress
may not "overleaptheir limits." 2 Elliot i96. For other citations see Berger, supra note
4 at I3-I 4.
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by that process alone. 3° That "fixity" was meant to serve as a bulwark for
cherished

liberties, not a mere parchment.

ferson declared,

"is the possession

of a written

make it a blank paper by construction.
thus the highest expression

"Our peculiar security," Jef-

"be passed

at pleasure."

against oppression
regarded
The

of the people

Chief Justice Marshall
It was because

to limit the
accountable.

were bulwarks

constitutions

have been

with so much reverence. "32
Constitution

represents

fundamental

choices

that have been

made by the people, and the task of the Courts is to effectuate
"not [to] construct

new rights.'33 When the judiciary substitutes

value choices for those of the people it subverts the Constitution
pation of power. No dispensation
as the historical

cluded from participation

them,
its own
by usur-

was given to the Court to step outside

its powers; it is no less bound by constitutional
branches,

was

stated, they may not

constitutions

that, in his words, "written

Let us not

Constitution

of the "rule of law," designed

exercise of power and to make the agents
Once limits are prescribed,

Constitution.

"31 The written

limits than are the other

evidence makes plain. First, it was clearly exin the making of policy, the function

legislature. 34 No agent, said Hamilton,

"can new-model

of the

his commis-

sion, "35 and the most benign purpose does not authorize the judiciary to
remodel its powers. Indeed, we need to be rid of "the illusion that personal power can be benevolently

exercised. "36 The Founders

knew, in

3o. Madison stated in the Convention that "it would be a novel and dangerous doctrine that a legislaturecould change the constitution under which it held its existence."
2 Farrand 92. See infra Chapter x7 at notes i5-22.
3x. 8 WritingsofTbomas.7orferson
247 (P.L. Ford ed. 1892-1899).
32.Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) i37, i78 (i8o3).
33- Robert J. Bork, "Neutral Principles and Some First Amendment Problems,"47
Ind. L.J. x, 8 (I97i); see infra Chapter 17 at notes 34-35.
34. See infra Chapter 16 at notes 8-13.
35. "LettersofCamillus,"6 AlexanderHamilton, WorksofHamilton i66 (H. C. Lodge
ed. 19o4).This was said of the President by the foremostadvocateof a "strong"presidency.See also supra note 3° .
36. Thurman Arnold,"ProfessorHart's Theology," 73 Harv. L. Rev. 1298, i31i
(196o).[Speakingof the substitution "of the individualsense of justice," Cardozosaid,
"That mightresult in a benevolentdespotismif the judgeswerebenevolentmen. It would
put an end to the reign of hw." BenjaminN. Cardozo, TheNature of theJudicialProcess
136 (I921). See also id. I33, I52, 16o.]

"The Rule of Law"
Jacob Burckhardt's

phrase,

that "Power

wields it. "37 They knew, as Madison

3x5

is of its nature

evil, whoever

stated, that all "power is of an en-

croaching nature, and that it ought to be effectually restrained

from pass-

ing the limits assigned to it. "3s "Judicial power," Justice Frankfurter remarked, "is not immune against this human weakness"; 39 and the Court's
progressive

intrusion

over the years into the domain

of policymaking,

from which it was plainly excluded, points the moral. Second, as Chief
Justice Warren

recognized,

tution. This obligation

"We are oath-bound

to defend the Consti-

requires that congressional

by the standards

of the Constitution.

order "standards"

are not really the "standards"

the State "reapportionment"

enactments

"4° Substituted

be judged

judicial made-to-

of the Constitution,

41 as

cases plainly evidence. The significance of

the judicial oath is illuminated by that of the President, who does not
swear to defend the nation, but to "preserve and defend the Constitution,

"42 on

the inarticulate

premise that the life of the nation hangs on

the preservation of the Constitution.

Third, conclusive evidence that the

judiciary was designed only to police constitutional
exercise supraconstitutional

policymaking

boundaries, not to

functions, was furnished by

Hamilton. In Federalist No. 78 he stressed that the courts were to serve
as "bulwarks of a limited Constitution
against legislative encroach37- Quoted in Gertrude Himmelfarb,V'tct0r/an
M/nds 185 (1968).
38.FederalistNo. 48 at 3zI, quoted more fullysupraChapter x4 note 7.
39-Tropv. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, H 9 (I958), dissentingopinion.JusticeBlackstated,
"The historyof governmentsprovesthat it is dangerousto freedomto reposesuch[lawmaking]powersin courts."Katz v. United States,389 U.S. 347, 374 (1967),dissenting
opinion.See alsosupraChapter 14note 7, andJohn Dickinson,infraChapterI6 at note
I2,

4o. Tropv. DuUes,356 U.S. at Io3.
4 I. "IT]hechoicewasmadebythe Framers,"
JusticeDouglasdeclared,"achoicewhich
sets a standard... The Framersmadeit a standard."Rochinv. California,34z U.S. i65,
t78-x79 (i95z), concurringopinion.Justice Blackstatedthat "when a 'pofiticaltheory'
embodiedinourConstitutionbecomesoutdated.., amajorityof theninemembersof this
Courtare not onlywithout constitutionalpowerbut arefarlessqualifiedto choosea new
constitutionaltheory than the peopleof this countryproceedingin the mannerprovided
by ArticleV."Harperv. Vh'giniaBd.of Elections,383 U.S. 663, 678 (I966), dissenting
opinion.Yet both Blackand Douglasjoined in the "reapportionment"
decisions.
4z. ArticleII, § I(8). Note John Adams'insistenceon "exact"observanceof the "fundamentalprinciplesof the constitution,"supraat note I8, by which he surely included
the text and the Framers'explanations.
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ments"--a note repeatedly sounded in the subsequent Ratification Conventions. 43 The word "encroachments" posits prior legislative action; it
excludes judicial policymaking initiatives on ground of legislative inaction. This is confirmed by Hamilton's statement that the judiciary "can
take no active resolution whatever. It may truly be said to have neither
FORCEnor WILL, but merely judgment. "4q Chief Justice Marshall rephrased this in unmistakable terms: the Court was only to give "effect to
the will of the legislature. "45Hamilton rejected the argument that the
courts were empowered "to construe the laws according to the rpirit of
the Constitution"; 46"penumbras formed by emanations '_7 were not for
him. What he meant is made quite clear by his rejection of the notion
"that the courts on the pretence of a repugnancy, may substitute their
own pleasure to the constitutional intentions of the legislature, "48a statement, Louis Lusky notes, that "is hard to square with anticipation of
judicial constitution-making power."49Finally, well aware that there existed considerable distrust of the proposal for judicial review, Hamilton
sought to allay it in Federalist No. 81 by calling attention to the
important constitutional check which the power of instituting impeachments.., would giveto that body[Congress]upon the membersof the judicialdepartment. This is alone a complete security.
There can neverbe danger that the judges,by a series of deliberate
43.Federalistat 508;Berger,supranote 4 at I2-I6.
44-FederalistNo. 78at 504.
45.InfraChapter16at note4x.
46.FederalistNo. 8i at 524.
47-Griswoldv.Connecticut,38i U.S.479,484(1965).J
usticeDouglasheldthat"specificguaranteesofthe Billof Rightshavepenumbras,formedbyemanationsfromthose
guarantees,thatgivethemlifeandsubstance."Webster,asA.T.Masonpointsout,"definespenumbraas a 'marginalregionor borderlandof partialobscurity.'
""TheBurger
Courtin HistoricalPerspective,"
47N.Y.StateBarJ.87,89(i975).It isan oddconceit
that"obscure
borderlandregions"lend"lifeandsubstance"to explicitguarantees.Nor
doesa regionof"partialobscurity"offerthesolidfootingrequiredfora novelintrusion
into the relationsof a Statewithits citizensthat theTenthAmendmentprotects.
48. Federalist
No. 78at5o7.JusticeFrankfurter
explainedthat "Thereasonwhyfi'om
the beginningeventhe narrowjudicialauthorityto nullifylegislationhasbeenviewed
with ajealouseye is thatit servesto preventthe full playof the democraticprocess."
Boardof Educationv. Bamette,319U.S.624,65o(1943),dissentingopinion.
49.Lusky72.

"The Ride of Law"
usurpations

on the authority

united resentment

of the legislature,

of the body intrusted
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would hazard

the

with it. s°

These were no idle words, for both the English and the Founders regarded "usurpation" or subversion of the Constitution as the most heinous of impeachable offenses. 51
Today there is a tendency to reduce the Constitution to the status of a
"symbol" of continuity and unity,52but for the Founders it was a living
reality. They swore the President to "preserve and defend the Constitution" because it represented a "bulwark" of their liberties, not a mere symbol. They indited a charter which delegates power to the "servants and
agents of the people, "53with "limits," "checks and balances" to guard
against its abuse. It bears witness to the creation of a government byconsent
of the sovereign people; "just government," stated the Declaration of Independence, "is founded on the consent of the governed." The terms of
5o. Federalist at 5z6- 527- When I first considered this provision in x969, it was in the
context of the congressional power to make "exceptions" to the Supreme Court's appellate jurisdiction, while arguing that that power could not have been designed to curb
judicial "excesses," citing Hamilton's statement that the impeachment provision "is the
only provision on the point which is consistent with the necessary independence of the
judicial character." Federalist No. 79 at 514. When I went on to quote James Wilson's
statement that judges were not to be "impeached, because they decide an act null and
void, that was made in defiance of the Consutution," Berger, supra note 4 at 29o-29 I,
I did not, because the point was not involved, draw the distinction between an exercise
by the Court of its jurisdiction to police constitutional boundaries (infra Chapter x6 at
notes
5-6, 26-27) , which neither the impeachment nor the "exceptions" power can correct, and the usurpation of "legislative power," which is an impeachable offense. The
meaning of usurpation was made clear by Iredell: "If Congress, under pretense of executing one power, should in fact usurp another, they will violate the Constitution." 4
Elliot 179. A congressional usurpation can be set aside by the Court; a judicial usurpation, as Hamilton stated, can be met by impeachment.
5 I. Raoul Berger, Impeachment: The Constitutional Problems 33, 39, 86 (I973). [Protesting against a congressional resolution that he had usurped power, President Andrew
Jackson declared that the charge that "the President has usurped authority and power not
conferred upon him by the Constitution and laws, and that in doing so he violated both
... (such an act would constitute) a high crime--one of the highest indeed, which the
President can commit--a crime which jusdy exposes him to impeachment by the House."
3 James D. Richardson, comp., Messagesand Papers of the Presidents 73 (1889-I9°5) .]
52. Bickel, The Least Dangerous Branch 31 (1962).
53- "Those in power," said Iredell, are %ervants and agents of the people." 4 Elliot 9.
Archibald Maclaine stated in the North Carolina Convention that the people can "delegate power to agents." Id. x6i. See Hamilton, supra at note 35.
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that consent are spelled out in the Constitution.

"The people," averred

James Iredell, one of the ablest of the Founders, "have chosen to be governed under such and such principles. They have not chosen to be governed or promised to submit upon any other. "54Substitution by the Court
of its own value choices for those embodied in the Constitution violates
the basic principle of government by consent of the governed. We must
therefore reject, I submit, Charles Evans Hughes' dictum that "the Constirufion is what the Supreme Court says it is."Ss No power to revise the
Constitution

under the guise of "interpretation"

was conferred on the

Court; it does so only because the people have not grasped the reality--an
unsafe foundation for power in a governmem by consent.
Too much discussion of constitutional law is centered on the Court's
decisions, with nor enough regard for the text and history of the Constitution itself. We need to recall Justice Gibson's great statement in i825:
in questions of this sort, precedents ought to go for absolutely nothing. The Constitution is a collection of fundamental laws, not to be
departed from in practice nor altered by judicial decision, and in the
construction of it, nothing would be so alarming as the doctrine of
communis error, which offers a ready justification for every usurpation that has not been resisted in limine.., the judge who asserts
[the right of judicial review] ought to be prepared to maintain it on
the principles of the Constitution. s6
54"z McRee, supra note 19 at x46. This was powerfullystated in the First Congress
by AlexanderWhite of Virginia: "This is a Government constituted for particular purposes only; and the powers granted to carry it into effect are specificallyenumerated...
If these powers are insufficient.., it is not.., within our power to remedy.The people
who bestowed them must grant further powers ... This was the ground on which the
friends of the Government supported the Constitution...
[otherwise] the Constitution
would never have been ratified" in Virginia. t Annals of Congress 514-515.
55. Embarrassed
by this incautious remark, Hughes explained that he was not picturing interpretation "asa matter of judicialcaprice." TheAutobiograpbical
Notesof Charles
Evans Hughes i43 (D. J. Danielski and J. S. Tulchin eds. x973).One need not charge
Justices Field and Pierce Butler with "caprice";it sufficesthat they sincerely identified
their own predilectionswith constitutionaldogma.Professor Frardffurterwrote to President Franklin Roosevelt that it is the Justices "who speak and not the Constitution."
Rooseveltand Fran_.
Their Correspondence
19z8-z94Y 383 (M. Freedman ed. i967).
56. Eakin v. Raub, xz S. & R. 33° (Pa. i8z5), dissenting opinion. That view was expressed by Justice Holmes and quoted by Justice Brandeis in Erie Ry. Co. v. Tompkins,
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written
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a paramount
lection
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aim,

of any given

not

Douglas
itself
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under

for the

ratified.

the rule of law--was

in order

to achieve

General,

later Justice,

some

predi-

Robert

H.

Jackson,
perceived,
as Chief Justice Warren
did not, that "the rule of
law is in unsafe hands when courts cease to function
as courts and be3o4 U.S. 64, 79 (x938), when the doctrine of Swift v. Tyson, 4° U.S. (I6 Pet.) I (1842),
was branded "an unconstitutional assumption of power by courts of the United States
which no lapse of time or respectable array of opinion should make us hesitate to correct." [Acqniescenee for no length of time can legalize a clear usurpation of power." Thomas Cooley, A Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations xo6 (8th ed. x927).
There "can be no doubt that an unconstitutional practice, no matter how inveterate,
cannot be condoned by the judiciary." Zweifon v. Mitchell, 516 E2d 594, 616 (D. C. Cir.
i975). "No one acquires a vested or protected right m violation of the Constitution by
long use." Walz v. Tax Comm'n, 379 U.S. 664, 678 (I97o). In constitutional questions,
"when convinced of former error, this Court has never felt constrained to follow precedent." Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. 6I 9, 665 (x944).]
Justice Gibson's opinion is often regarded as impugning judicial review in the federal
courts; but Gibson was careful to distinguish between the Pennsylvania Constitution (of
i79o, 2 Poore i548), which contained neither a "supremacy clause" (Article VI, § 2), nor
an "arising under" clause (Article IH, § 2), and the federal Constitution, which does. x2
S. & R. at 345, 346, 347, 356, 357. Although Gibson spoke in the context of state powers
and duties, federal judges too are "bound" only by "laws" of Congress that are "consistent
with the Constitution." Infra Chapter x9 at notes 18-21. Moreover, Gibson made no
reference to expressions by the Founders in both the Federal and State Conventions that
judicial review was contemplated, infra Chapter 19 at notes 25-28, presumably because
they were not germane to the Pexmsylvania Constitution under adjudication, and because
they had not yet been published.
57. ChiefJnstice Burger "categorically" rejected the "thesis that what the Court said
lately controls over the Constitution...
By placing a premium on 'recent cases' rather
than the language of the Constitution, the Court makes it dangerously simple for future
Courts using the technique of interpretation to operate as a 'continuing Constitutional
Convention.' " Coleman v. Alabama, 399 U.S. i, z2-23 (I97o). Justice Douglas wrote, a
judge "remembers above all else that it is the Constitution which he swore to support and
defend, not the gloss which his predecessors may have put upon it." "Stare Deeisis," 49
Colum. L. Rev. 735, 736 (I949)" Justice Frankfurter stated that "the ultimate touchstone
of constitutionality is the Constitution itself and not what we have said about it." Graves
v. O'Keefe, 3o6 U.S. 466, 491-492 (I939), concurring opinion.
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come organs for control of policy. "58 Even a celebrant

of the Warren

era, Thurman Arnold, stated that without a continuing

pursuit of"the

ideal of the rule of law we would not have a civilized government."

But

although he labeled it as of "tremendous importance," he viewed it as
"unattainable. "59 That is a romantic view which can be invoked to shirk
the attainable.

Effectuation

to leave suffrage

of the Fourteenth

to the States,

for example,

Amendment's

decision

was not "unattainable";

attainment was balked only by the Court's drive to restructure the Constitution. For the Founders "the rule of law" was no "unattainable"
ideal, but a basic imperative. And so it must remain. As Charles McIlwain wrote, "The two fundamental
correlative elements of constitutionalism

for which

limits to arbitrary

all lovers of liberty

power and a complete

must yet fight are the legal
responsibility

of government

to the governed. "6°
If this be arid legalism,
his Farewell Address:

it was shared by Washington,

who stated in

If in the opinion of the People, the distribution or modification of
the Constitutional powers be in any particular wrong, let it be corrected by an amendment in the way in which the Constitution designates. But let there be no change by usurpation; for though this,
in one instance, may be the instrument of good, it is the customary
weapon by which free governments are destroyed. The precedent
58.Jackson, TheStrugglefor JudicialSupremacy3zz (i94x). And asJustice, one of the
most gifted that servedon the Court, Jackson "took the notion of a rule of law seriously,"
G. E. White, TheAmerican_
Tradition248 (1976);he deemed it inappropriate for
judges"to seize the initiativein shaping the policy of the law."And he "attackedthe 'cult
of libertarian judicialactivists'on the Court whose attitude, he felt,'encourage[d] a belief
that judgesmaybe left to correct the resultsofpublicindifferenceto the issuesof liberty.'"
White, id. z46.
To "engage in result-oriented jurisprudence," Leonard Levy wrote, is to leave "far
behind the idea of the rule of law enforced by impersonal and impartial judges." Levy,
Againrt the Law 438. Wallace Mendelson stated, "we must begin again the unending
struggle for the Rule of Law, for government by something more respectablethan the
will of those who for the moment hold high office." The SupremeCourt:Law andDiscret/on4° (x967).
59-Arnold, supra note 36 at x3Ii.
6o. Const_tionalirm:Ancientand ModernI46 (rev. ed. I947).

"TheRuleofLcw"

32i

must alwaysgreatlyoverbalancein permanent evilany pamal or
transient
benefit
which theuse can atany timeyield.
61
It is because
wark

Americans

of their

the fundamental

liberties

continue
that

they

laws, though

to regard

the Constitution

hold it in reverence.

dictated

by necessity,"

"[E]very

228-229

(J.

breach

said Hamilton,

pairs the sacred reverence
which ought to be maintained
of the rulers towards the constitution.
"62

6L 35 George Washington, Writings
62. Federalist No. 25 at 158.

as the bulof

"im-

in the breasts

Fitzpatrick ed. I94o).
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The Judiciary

Was Excluded

From Policymaking

The Council of Revision

IT

is a singular fact that the most significant

dence that the Framers
rejection

excluded

of their participation

went unnoticed

the judiciary

single piece of evi-

from policymaking--

in a Council of Revision of legislation--

by bench and bar until it was called to their attention

a political scientist,

Benjamin E Wright. 1 Not the least remarkable

by
as-

pect of judicial neglect of this history is that it should finally be invoked
by Justices

Black (1965) 2 and Douglas (i968), 3 oblivious to the shatter-

ing effect that it has on their own sweeping
Edmund

Randolph

"and a convenient

proposed

number

policymaking

in the Convention

of the National Judiciary,

decisions.

that the President,
ought to compose

a council of revision" to examine every act of Congress and by its dissent
to constitute
for judicial

a veto. 4 When
participation

his fellow Virginian

in the presidential

George Mason argued

veto, he recognized

that

judges already
i. Benjamin E Wright, The Grwwthof AmericanConstitutionalLazv18-2o (i94z); see
also A. T. Mason, The Sup_er_eCourt:Pallad*'um
of Freedom67-7o (1962).
2. Griswold v. Connecticut, 38I U.S. 479, 514 note 6 (1965).
3. Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83, lO7 (1968);Justice Frankfurter had cited it in Board
of Education v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 650(1943):the Framers "denied such legislative
powers to the federal judiciary[and] chose instead to insulate the judiciary from the legislativefunction."
4- I Farrand 21.
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could declare an unconstitutional law void. But with regard to every
law however unjust oppressiveor pernicious, which did not come
plainly under this description, they would be under the necessity as
Judges to give it a free course. He wished further use to be made of
the Judges, of giving aid in preventing every improper law.s
A similar differentiation

was drawn by James Wilson:

Laws may be unjust, may be unwise, may be dangerous, may be destructive; and yet be not so unconstitutional as to justify the Judges in
refusing to give them effect. Let them have a share in the Revisionary power [in order to "counteract"] the improper views of the
Legislature. 6
Despite

the fact that the proposal

therefore,
rejected

of perhaps

had the support

the most influential

for reasons that unmistakably
of employing

to be presumed

and,
it was

spell out the exclusion of the ju-

diciary from even a share in policymaking.
"advantage

of Madison,

trio in the Convention,
Nathaniel

Gorham

saw no

the Judges in this way. As Judges they are not

to possess any peculiar knowledge

public measures. "7 Elbridge

of the mere policy of

Gerry, one of the most vigorous advocates

of judicial review, opposed judicial participation

in the Council:

It was quite foreign from the nature ofye office to make them judges
of the policy of public measures ... It was making Statesmen of the
Judges; and setting them up as the guardians of the Rights of the
people. He relied for his part on the Representatives of the people
as the guardians of their Rights and Interests. It was making the
Expositors of the Laws, the Legislators which ought never to be
done. s

5.2 Farrand 78 (emphasisadded).
6. 2 id. 73 (emphasisadded).
7-Id.
8. i Farrand 97-98; 2 Farrand75(emphasisadded).Wright stated,"Gerry is not alone
in this, for the same point of view is expressedby almost every man who says anything
at all on this subject in the Convention and in the ratification controversy.""The judiciary,"Wright concluded,_would not be concerned with the policy, the reasonableness
or arbitrariness, the wisdomof legislation."Supra note i at i8, 244; see _iso id. I9-2o.
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Charles Pinckney also "opposed the interference of the Judges in the
Legislative business. "9 Rufus King joined in the opposition on the
ground that as "the judges must interpret the Laws they ought not to be
legislators. 'n° Roger Sherman "disapproved of Judges meddling in politics and parties. "11 It is reasonable to infer that John Dickinson expressed a widely shared view in cautioning that "The Justiciary of Aragon.., became by degrees the law-givers."12Plainly the Framers refused
to make the judiciary "law-givers," even to the extent of allowing them
to share in the legislative making of law, let alone finally to decide on
policy, an exclusive legislative function. 13They drew a line between the
judicial reviewing function, that is,policing grants of power to insure that
there were no encroachments beyond the grants, and legislative policymaking within those bounds. "Dangerous" and "destructive" as such
policies might be, they were yet to be the exclusive province of the legislature. That is the inescapable inference from the facts, and, as will
appear, it is fortified by still other historical facts.
Justice Douglas therefore stood on solid ground in stating that "when
the Court used substantive due process to determine the wisdom or reasonableness of legislation, it was indeed transforming itself into the
Council of Revision which was rejected by the Constitutional Convention. "14 In a remarkable example ofcompa, unentalized thinking he went
on to say, "we no longer exercise that kind of power," just as he had

9- 2 Farrand 298.
lO. 1 Farrand lO8; of. id. 98.
11.2 Farrand 3oo.
12. Id. 299.
13. Mason, The Supreme Court, supra note I at 7o, 94, i 17; I Julius Goebel, Antecedents and Beginnings to I8oi, History of the Supreme Court of the United States 238 (1971).
14. Flast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. at Io 7. Through the due process clauses, A. T. Mason
stated, the Court "became the final arbiter of public policy ... the very authority the
framers deliberately refused to confer under the proposed council of revision." Mason,
The Supreme Court, supra note I at 1I 7. Yet Rodell could write that those who complain
talk in "abstract phrases" "judicial usurpation of legislative functions." "The 'Warren
Court' Stands Its Ground," TheNew York Times Magazine, September 27, I964, in Levy,
_/_iTOi

208,

21 I.
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earlier stated in GrisTvold v. Connecticut that the Court no longer acts as
a "super legislature"--except

in a case touching

the "right of privacy. "is

The history of the Council of Revision also serves to refute the view
that judicial

review is an expression

of "distrust

in popular

govern-

ment, "16 or, in Corwin's oft-quoted phrase, having bet on democracy,
the Framers then "covered their bet. "17 The "cover," however, went no
further than to prevent the legislature

from "overleaping

its bounds." In

fact the judiciary was excluded from halting "dangerous...
legislation

destructive"

that was within those bounds. If the Framers "covered their

bet," they gave the last trump to Congress: judges who usurped power,
for example, exercised
peached.

a power withheld,

The Founders

ians of the people";

unequivocally

they preferred,

of the people."

novation

universally

For judicial review was an in-

admired;

Blackstone's

"omnipotent

"omnipotent

power of the British parliament,"

it was a departure

parliament. "18 Having

should "have been guilty of...

could be im-

in Gerry's words, to put their trust

in "the Representatives
by no means

said Hamilton,

rejected the judiciary as "guard-

"smarted"

from

under

the

said James Iredell,

we

the grossest folly" had we "established

a despotic power among ourselves. "19 If this could be said of a legislature
that could be turned out of office periodically, constitution-makers
were
even less ready to entrust unlimited

power to an untried,

diciary appointed for life.
The judicial role, it cannot be unduly emphasized,
licing constitutional
Congress

boundaries.

ju-

was limited to po-

James Wilson said it is necessary that

be "kept within prescribed

judicial department.

unelected

bounds, by the interposition

of the

"2° The courts, said Oliver Ellsworth, were a "check"

if Congress should "overleap their limits," "make a law which the Constitution does not authorize. "21 Judges, John Marshall stated in the V'trx5. Supra Chapter x4 at note 74x6.WallaceMendelson,JusticesBlackandFrankfurter:Conflictm the Courtxz6 (i96I).
17.Quoted in Mason, The SupremeCourt, supra note i at 63: "Judicialreview represents an attempt by AmericanDemocracy to cover its bet."
18. Raoul Berger, Congressv. TheSupremeCourt 38-4z, z9 (I969).
x9. z G. J. McRee, L_feand Correspondence
ofJaraesIredell145-:46 (I857-:858).
zo. z Elliot 445.
z:. Id. 196.
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powers enumerated. "22 Hamilton
as "bulwarks

of a limited

stressed that the courts were to serve

Constitution

against

ments. "23 But "within those limits," Madison

legislative

encroach-

said, there were "discre-

tionary powers. "24 The exercise of that discretion, as we have seen, is for
the branch to whom it has been confided. No one, so far as my search
of the several convention records uncovered, looked to the Court for
"leadership"

in resolving problems that Congress,

the President,

States failed to solve. That view is a product of post-Warren
The courts were expected to "negative"

or the

euphoria.

or set aside unauthorized

ac-

tion, to "check" legislative excesses, to "restrain" Congress within its prescribed "limits,"

to prevent

the "usurpation"

of power. The

other words, was to act as nay-sayer, not as initiator
Stephen

Court,

in

of policy. Justice

Field, supreme activist of his time, stated upon his retirement

in 1897 that "This negative power, the power of resistance, is the only
safety of a popular government. "25
When, therefore, James Bradley Thayer

and Learned Hand insisted

that the role of the Court was to pohce the boundaries

of constitutional

grants, not to interfere with the exercise of legislative

or executive dis-

z2.3

Elliot

553- For additional

z 3. Federalist

citations,

No. 78 at 5o8. At another

see Berger, supra note

x8 at I3-I6.

point he stated that the courts were an "ex-

cellent barrier to encroachments
and oppressions of the representative
body." Id. 503.
z 4. i Annals of Congress 438 (i 789). "The Legislative powers," Madison stated, "are
vested in Congress, and are to be exercised by them uncontrolled
by any of the Departments, except the Constitution
has qualified it otherwise." Id. 463 .
[Story extolled

the common

law because it "controls the arbitrary discretion

and puts the case beyond the reach of temporary feelings and prejudices."
Clellan, _oseph Story and the American Constitution 98 (x971).
Madison stated in the Convention

that "the collective interest

of judges,
James

Mc-

and security were much

more in the power belonging to the Executive than to the Judiciary department..,
in the
adminstration
of the former much greater latitude is left to opinion and discretion than
in the administration

of the latter." 2 The Records ofthe Federal Convention oft787

Farrand ed. x9H).]
z 5. Letter to the Court,

October

iz,

i897,

34 (Max

I68 U.S. 713, 717 (x897). Gouverneur

Morris stated that it was the judicial function to reject a "direct violation of the Constitution." z Farrand z99. The Court "gained its power as an agency trusted to establish
and enforce constitutional
i.e., in excess of granted
r969

I54 (I97z).

limitations
authority.

on the excessive

Paul Murphy,

use of governmental

authority,"

The Constitution in Crisis Tunes, r9r8-

The Judiciary
cretion

within

Hamilton
Court

those

boundaries,

was content

with

Court

to initiate

policy

acted

when

of Congress

firmly

the

to exercise

legislative

of

For 150 years the

f-unction; 27 even the

as a nay-sayer.

what

327

on the authority

view of the Founders.

this policing

merely

to take the lead in deciding
failure
Court.

26 they rested

and the preponderant

laissez-faire
Court

Was Excluded From Policymaking

headstrong

It fell to the Warren

and executive

failed to act,

national

policy

ought

to be. 28 But the

legislative

power

does not vest it in the

Judidal "Discretion" in I787
A common

historicist

fallacy

ceptions

into

stitution

the notion

that

strument

of social

change

"Instrumentahsm"
witz observed
lonial

political

the minds

is to import

of the Founders.
judges,
was

rhetoric"

of judicial

At the adoption

for example,
altogether

was yet to come.
that "fear

our twentieth-century

could
alien

In a valuable
discretion

and described

of the Con-

make law as an in-

to colonial

thinking.

essay Morton

had long been

the prevalent

con-

jural

J. Hor-

part of coconceptions

26. J. B. Thayer, "The Origin and Scope of the American Doctrine of Constitutional
Law," 7 Harv. L. Rev. 129, 135 (1893); Learned Hand, The Bill of Rights 66, 31 (i962).
That control of executive discretion lies beyond the judicial function was held in Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (i Crancli) 137 , 169-17o (I8O3), and in Decatur v. Paulding, 39
U.S. (14 Pet.) 497, 515 (184o).
27. Cf. Murphy, supra note 25 at 154. Professor Kurland stated, "the Court would
remain true to its function of preserving the original meaning of the Constitution if it
were to act more aggressively to prevent the executive from overreaching his constitutionally limited function." Politics, the Constitunon and the Warren Court 17 (197o).
"Throughout most of our history the form of the Supreme Court's contributions to public policy was negative." Archibald Cox, "The New Dimensions of Constitutional Adjudication," 51 Wash. L. Rev. 791,813 (I976).
zS. "IT]here were outrages in American life.., no other arm of government was doing anything about them." Anthony Lewis, "A Man Born to Act, Not to Muse," The New
York Times Magazine, June 3o, I968 , in Levy, Warren 151 , 159 (1968). See also Martin
Shapiro, Law and Politicsin the Supreme Court 247-248 (1964). In the words of Professor
Lusky, the Court is "acting as a prime mover rather than a modulator of efforts at change
initiated elsewhere... As a prime mover.., it has demanded a number of changes which
do not command majoritarian support." Lusky 2z7. See also supra Chapter 14 note 136.
For the transformation of the judicial function this has entailed, see Appendix B. See also
infra Chapter 20 note 8.
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that combined to circumscribe the judicial function in the eighteenth
century. 29 There was first the fact that the common law rules--that is,
judicially enunciated

rules in the field of contracts

and the like

"were

conceived of as 'founded in principles, that are permanent, uniform and universal.' " Consequently,
discovering
of strict

judges "conceived

and applying preexisting

precedent"

their role as merely that of

legal rules" and derived "the rule

from such "preexisting

standards

discoverable

by

judges." It followed that "judicial innovation itself was regarded as an
impermissible exercise of will. "3° Horwitz cites the statement of Chief
Justice Hutchinson

of Massachusetts

in i767: "the Judge should never

be the Legislator: Because then the Will of the Judge would be the Law:
and this tends to a State of Slavery. "31 Not long afterward Edward Gibbon wrote, "the discretion of the judge is the first engine of tyranny. "32
Horwitz concluded that "In eighteenth century America, common law
rules were not regarded

as instruments

change took place generally was brought
American judges ...

of social change; whatever
about through

almost never self-consciously

mon law as a creative instrument

for directing

legislation

employed

men's energies

legal
...

the comtowards

29. "The Emergence of an Instrumental Conception of AmericanLaw, 1780--I820,"
in 5 Perspectives
in AmericanHistory287, 303 (i97I).
30. Id. 296, 297, 298. Zephaniah Smith, ChiefJustice of Connecticut, stated,"Judges
have no power to frame laws---theycan only expound them? i Z. Smith, A System of
Lawsof theState of Conneaia_t93-94 (i 795-1796).Lord Mansfield'sreforming work"convinced Thomas Jefferson that a check need be establishedon the common lawpowersof
judges."Horwitz, supra note 29 at 31o. This in the field of commercial,not constitutional, law.
3I. Horwitz, id. 292. For additionalmaterialsillustrating the Founders' aversionto
judicialdiscretion, see Gordon Wood, The Creationof the AmericanRepublicx776-i789
3oi-3o2 (i969). As one writer put it, if the judges "put such a construction on matters
as they think most agreeableto the spiritand reason of the law.., they assumewhat is
in fact the prerogative of the legislature."Wood, id. 3o2.
32.4 EdwardGibbon, TheHistoryofthe DeclineandFallofthe RomanEmpire518(Nottingham Soc. undated). Blackstonehad written, "law,without equity, though hard and
disagreeable,is much more desirable for the public good than equitywithout law;which
would make every judge a legislator,and introduce most infinite confusion." i Blackstone, CommentariesontheLawsofEngland62 (i 765-i 769).Wendell Phillipsquoted Lord
Camden:"The discretionof aJudge is the lawof tyrants... In the best oftimes it is often
times capriee---inthe worst, it is everyvice, folly and passion,to which human nature is
liable." Quoted in Robert Cover,]ust/ceAccused:Antidavery and theJudicial Process152
(I975).
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social

change.

"33

Those

act as such instruments
have the burden

3'9

who would rest an implied power of judges to
of social change in the field of constitutional

of producing

evidence

that the Framers

law

intended

to

depart from these norms. The exclusion of judges from the Council of
Revision alone points to the contrary.
"Instrumentalism,"
early nineteenth
examples

Horwitz

shows, largely began to develop in the

century--after

the adoption

of the Constitution;

he cites are all drawn from application

of common

the

law; not

once is a judicial claim of power to alter a statute, let alone a constitution, asserted. To such negative implications
statement

the judicial role is one of "judgment"
discretion

may be added Hamilton's

in the very context of judicial review (Federalist

not "will," that "to avoid arbitrary

in the courts, it is indispensable

down by strict rules and precedents,
their duty in every particular
could be further

that they should be bound

which serve to define and point out

case that comes before

from the current

No. 78), that

freewheeling

review than these words by the foremost

them. "3° What

conception

apologist

of judicial

for judicial review,

designed to reassure opponents of ratification? Courts were not merely
to be "bound down" by the "chains of the Constitution,"
but by "strict
rules and precedents"
instrumentalism,

as well. Even when the tide began to turn toward

Judge

District of Columbia

William

Cranch

Court's decisions (I 8o3): "In a government
a government
discretion

of the Circuit Court

stated in his preface to x Cranch

for the

of the Supreme

which is emphatically

stiled

of laws, the least possible range ought to be left for the

of the judge. "35

33. Supranote '9 at ,87.
34-Horwitz,supranote, 9 at 3o9--3,6;FederalistNo. 78 at 5o4, 5io. Kent statedthat
without the common law,i.e., the precedents,"the courts would be left to a dangerous
discretionto roamat large inthe tracklessfieldoftheirown imaginations."i James Kent,
Conrmentaries
onAmericanLaw 373 (9th ed. I858).
35- 5 U.S. (I Cranch) iii (i8o3). Cranch was a nephew of, and appointedby,President
John Adams,and a classmateand esteemedfriendof his cousinJohn Quincy Adams.L/_
in a NewEnglandTown:z 787, x788.D/aryofyohnQuincyAdams, 1note, 0903). Horwitz
quotesan unpublished opinion on circuit byJusticeWiUiamJohnson (18I 3)that to invite
"judicialdiscretion"would"increasethe oddity of the stateof things"in that the judiciary
"wouldbe left at large to be governedby their own viewson the Fitnessof things."Supra
note z9 at 3o6-3o7.
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judicial statements

with which the judges approached

that display the cir-

the novel task of judicial

review. In one of the earliest State cases, Commonwealth v. Caton (i782),
Edmund

Pendleton,

far this court..,

president

cause it is repugnant
of Legislation,

to the Constitution,

without

from which they are restrained

tion? is a deep, important,
he rejoiced,

of the highest Virginia court, stated: "how

can go in declaring an act of the Legislature

into unlimited

to decide.

Subsequently,

officer of the Virginia

and it is unlikely that he translated
leagues, all addressed

to checking

Ratification

to defeat ratification

by his col-

on reserved

power of review. No one remotely

power that would leave the States altogether

intimated

powers,

that there

37 Nothing

could

than a claim of judicial

at the mercy of the federal

courts; 38 and such State jealousy was met by the Judiciary
which withheld from the inferior federal courts jurisdiction
ing under"

Pendleton
Convention,

the examples furnished
encroachments

would be judicial power to rewrite the Constitution.
have been better calculated

the Power

by the same Constitu-

and I will add, an awful question"36--which,

he had no occasion

served as the presiding

exercising

void, be-

Act of 178 9
of cases "aris-

the Constitution.

Even with respect to the policing function, Justice James Iredell, who
had been one of the most cogent

advocates of judicial review, stated in

x798 that the power to declare a legislative act "void is of a delicate and
awful nature,

[hence] the Court will never resort to that authority

a clear and urgent
shall indicated
the constitution

but in

case. "39 In M'Culloch v. Maryland Chief Justice Mar-

that something

like a "bold and plain usurpation

gave no countenance"

was required

to which

"to invoke the ju-

36.Commonwealth v. Caton, published in 2 Lettersand Papersof Edmund Pendleton
416, 422 (D.J. Mays ed. 1967).
37-For citations to Madison,Marshall, and Nicholas,see Berger,supra note 18 at 77,
x4o, 15.
38. Cf. id. 263.
39-Calder v. Bull, 3 U.S. (3 DaU.)386, 399 (1798);Justice Chase said, "avery clear
case."Id. 395. Earlier, Iredell, rebutting criticism of judicial reviewby Richard Spaight
(then a delegate to the Convention),had stressedthat an Act "shouldbe unconstitutional
beyond dispute before it is pronounced such." 2 McRee, supra note 19 at I75.
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dicial power of annulment. "4° And in x824 he averred
power is never exercised

for the purpose

that "judicial

of giving effect to the will of

the judge; always for the purpose of giving effect to the will of the legislature. "41 For Chief Judge
pression

Cardozo,

Marshall's

"of an ideal," which "Marshall's

yond the reach of human faculties
to say, as Charles
conception

to attain.

L. Black pointed

statement

was the ex-

own career" illustrates "is be"42

It would be more accurate

out, that it reflected

the colonists'

that "Law is a body of existing and determinate rules," which "is

to be ascertained" by the judge by consulting
rest," and that "the function

"statutes,

precedents

of the judge was thus placed in sharpest

antithesis to that of the legislator," who alone was concerned
the law ought to be. "43 So Marshall understood
are mere instruments

said to exercise a discretion,
legislators

it is a mere legal discretion,

When

or the people gathered

had fought on behalf of

by the Founders.

and was well aware

His I82 4 statement

the Founders brought

whatsoever

that these presuppositions

confirms

to the several con-

ventions was a bias against judicial discretion and policymalfing.
no evidence

to

is, by the

in Convention.

judicial review in the Vtrginia Ratification Convention
that among the presuppositions

they are

a discretion

the course prescribed by/aw'44_that

Marshall, it needs always to he remembered,
of the views entertained

"with what

the judicial role: "Courts

of the law and can will nothing.

be exercised in discerning

and the

There is

were thrown

over-

board in the creation of the judiciary. To the contrary, the established presumption is that the Founders created a judiciary in familiar terms, except
insofar as they envisaged its "policing" function. Judicial alteration of the
fundamental law ran counter to their belief in a "fixed Constitution"; it
4o. 17 u.s. (4 Wheat.) 316, 402 (i819).
4I. Osborn v. Bank of the United States, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 738, 866 (I8,4).
4'. BenjaminN. Cardozo, TheNature of theJudicialProcessi69-i7o (x9, I). It is not
merely an "ideal"but a requirement of the separation of powers, supra Chapter 15 at
notes 27, 43-49. Marshall recognized judicial limits in his pseudonymous defense of
M'Culloch v.Maryland,to meet stormy chargesof judicialusurpation.See infra Chapter
2i at notes i,-x 9. Least of all can the judiciarysay one thing and do another;it cannot
affordconflictsbetweenword and deed.Nor does Marshall'sdisregardof constitutional
bounds legitimatehis displacementof the Framers' "will"by his own.
43- Black,ThePeopleand the Court i6o (i96o).
44- Osborn v. Bank,,2 U.S. at 866 (emphasisadded).
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outside their contemplation,

Justice Frankfurter,

therefore,

as Hamilton made plain. 4s

was close to the mark in stating that the

Framers were on guard "against the self-x_ll of the courts. "46

Supplementary

Note

on Exclusion

of the Judiciary

Activists forget, or overlook, the framers' exclusion of the judiciary from
pohcyrnaking.

A proposal for judicial participation

in the president's veto

was rejected on the ground, among others, that the Justices had no special
competence

in the field ofpohcyJ

Benjamin Wright stated that "the same

point of view was expressed by almost every man who says anything at all
on this subject at the Convention

and in the ratification controversy." The

judiciary, he concluded, "would not be concerned with the policy, the reasonableness

or arbitrariness,

the wisdom of legislation. "2

These views were reflected by the judiciary. In one of the earliest and
strongest

decisions to lay claim to the power of judicial review, Kamper

v. Hawkins, Judge Henry

explained:

The judiciary from the nature of the office ... could never be designed to determine upon the equity, necessity or usefulness of a
law: that would amount to an express interfering with the legislative
branch...
[N]ot being chosen immediately by the people, nor being accountable to them.., they do not, and ought not, to represent the people in framing or repealing any law.3
45- The foregoing materials, to my mind, refute Bickel'sviewthat the Framers"certainly had no specific intent relating to the nature and range of the power"of judicial
review.The LeastDangerousBranchio 4 (i96z).
46. National Ins Co. v. Tidewater Co., 337 U.S. 58z, 647 (i949), dissentingopinion.
x. Supra pp. 3zz-324.
z. Benjamin E Wright, The Growtlsof AmericanConstitutional
Law 244 (x94z). This
waslikewisethe viewofMadison; see TheMind ofthe Founders:Sourcesof PoliticalThought
ofJamesMad/son36o (MarvinMeyers ed. i98i).
3.3 Va. (x Va. Cas.) zo, 47 (x793)-

Supplementary Note on Exclusion of the ]udidary
This was the contemporaneous
Iredell,

who anticipated

and decision
the Court's

of policy, consider-

and certainly entirely incompetent
of a Court

mained the view of the Supreme
Despite

defense of judicial review in Fed-

"These are considerations

ations of extreme magnitude,
examination

view. In Ware v. Hylton, Justice James

Hamilton's

eralist No. 78, declared,
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to the

of Justice. "4 For long that re-

Court. s

exclusion from policymaking,

"conscience to the country. "6 For Bruce Ackerman,

activists hail it as

the "real significance"

of Brown v. Board of Education 7 lies in "the Court's courage in confronting modern Americans with a moral and political agenda that calls upon
them to heed the voices of their better selves. "8 This was not a mere
"call" but a binding decision, notwithstanding
demand "a fundamental
minds us of Robespierre:

that the citizenry did not

change in our fundamental
"If Frenchmen

law."9 Ackerman re-

would not be free and virtuous

voluntarily, then he would force them to be free and cram virtue down
their throats. "1°
4. 3 u.s. (3 Dall.) I99, 260 0796).
5. Nebbia v. New York,29: U.S. 502,537 (I934): "The courts are without authority
to declare such [State economic] policy.With the wisdomof the policy adopted.., the
courts are both incompetent and unauthorized to deal."
6. Anthony Lewis,"Historical Change in the Supreme Court," in TheSupremeCourt
UnderEarl/4_rren 8I (Leonard Levy ed. x972) (emphasisadded); Arthur S. Miller &
Ronald E Howell, "The Myth of Neutrality in Constitutional Adjudication,"27 U. Chi.
L. Rev.661, 689 (i96o).
With the changing of the guard on the Court, it appearsthat it was the activists'own
consciencethat they cherished, not that of the nation. The point is exemplifiedby the
heated invectiveof Dean Calabresi;see supra SupplementaryNote on the Introduction
note 7, a shift from activistrejoicingin the "revolutionary"changesmade by the Warren
Court.
7. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
8. BruceAckerman,Wethe People:Foundationsi33 (i99i). The claim that "our 'insulated' judiciaryhas done a better job of speaking for our better selvesturns out to be
historicallyshaky."AlexanderM. Bickel, TheLeastDangerousBranch57 (I962).
9. Ackerman,supra note 8 at : 33.
io. 2 Crane Brinton,John B. Christopher,and Robert L. Wolff,A Himmyof Civilizatioui: 5 (i 960).From "their experiencesunder the Protectorate, Englishmenlearned
that.., the claimsof self-appointedsaints to know by divine inspiration what the good
life shouldbe and to have the fight to impose their notions on the ungodlycould be as
great a threatas the divineright ofkin_." W.H. Auden,"Introduction"to SydneySmith,
SelectedWritingsof SydneySmith xvi Cvt£.H. Auden ed. i956).
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Activist Mortimer Adler gives the game away; he upbraids Robert
Bork because he "find[s] no grounds for doing what must be done in the
crucial cases in which the majority legislation is unjust without being
unconstitutional. "11A philosopher may long for the freedom of a kadi
to decide as he will, but as Chief Justice Marshatl said, "Whatever might
be the answer of a moralist.., a jurist must search for its legal solution
in those principles of action which are sanctioned by usage, "12and even
more, by the Constitution. To determine what is "unjust" we should first
ask what is "just." Cardozo struggled to define "justice" and concluded
that "when all is said and done," it "remains to some extent.., the synonym of an aspiration, a mood of exaltation, a yearning for what is fine
and high. ''13 This offers scant support for encroachment on the "residuary and inviolable" jurisdiction of the States over personal affairs of
their citizens. 14For the Founders the "unjust" was not equivalent to the
"unconstitutional." James Wilson, second only to Madison as an architect of the Constitution, flatly declared that "laws may be unjust," even
"dangerous," and yet not be "unconstitutional," a view likewise expressed by George Mason) 5
But Suzanna Sherry maintains that we are free to make our own
"moral choices. "_6Of course; but it does not follow that they must be
made for us by unelected, unaccountable judges. Nevertheless she urges
that they "have some obligation to oversee the community's moral
11. Mortimer Adler, "Robert Bork: The Lessons to Be Learned," 84 Nw. U. L. Rev.
1121, 1125 (199o). Justice Frankfurter cautioned, "Nor should resentment against an injustice displace controlling history in judicial construction of the Constitution." United
States v. Lovett, 328 U.S. 3o3, 323 (1946), concurring opinion.
12. The Antelope, 23 U.S. 0o Wheat.) 66, 121 0825).
13. Benjamin N. Cardozo, The Growth of the Law 87 (1924).
14. Federalist No. 41 at 249 (Mod. Lib. ed. 1937). In Tyson v. Banton, 273 U.S. 418,
446 (I927), Justice Holmes stated "that a state legislature can do whatever it sees fit to
do unless it is restrained by some express prohibition in the Constitution...
and that the
Courts should be careful not to extend such prohibitions beyond their obvious meaning
by reading into them conceptions of public policy that the particular Court may happen
to entertain," dissenting opimon.
15. 2 The Recordsof the Federal Convention off787 73, 78 (Max Farrand ed. I910.
I6. Suzanna Sherry, "The Ninth Amendment: Righting an Unwritten Constitution,"
64 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. iooi (1989) , reprinted in 2 The Rights Retained in the Peopk 283,293
(Randy Barnett ed. 1993).

Supplementary Note on Exclusion of the yudiciary
choices.'17 Not a shred of evidence remotely
contemplated

suggests that the Founders

that judges would serve as arbiters of morals. Their func-

tion, Marshall

pointed

out, was merely

to "construe,"

laws, TM not to infuse them with moral content.
participation
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in policymaking,

judicial supervision
special competence

to "interpret"

Having rejected judicial

the Framers were little likely to embrace

of morals. What

ground was there for attributing

to judges in the field ofmor_s?

Jefferson

erfully to the contrary: "I cannot give up my guidance

spoke pow-

to the magistrate,

because he knows no more the way to heaven than I do, and is less concerned to direct me than I am to

go

right.

"19

that perhaps judges are not "best equipped
particular

Activist John Ely remarked

to make moral judgments,

that they are [not] better suited to the task than legislators. "2°

If morals are to be the guide, it is questionable

"whether

competent

of...

as Congress

to divine the character

sensus. "21 Rapaczynski
tence

...

in

in matters

that "Political-moral

the Court is as

tradition

and con-

observes the judges' "absence of special compe-

of general morality. "22 Then too, Perry considers
philosophy,

ray, "23 a view shared by Larry

after all, is in a state of serious disarMacedo

protests

x7. Id.
18. Chief Justice Marshall stated, "The difference between the departments

undoubt-

edly is that the legislature
law." Wayman v. Southard,

Simon.

makes, the executive
23 U.S. (Io Wheat.)

guards this difference.
19. Saul K. Padover, ]efferson 44 (abridged
2o.John

Hart Ely, "Foreword:

24

executes,

and the judiciary construes

the

x, 46 (1825). The separation of powers
ed. 197o).

On Discovering

Rev. 5, 35 (I978) (bracket in original).
21. Michael J. Perry, The Constitution,

But Stephen

Fundamental

the Courts, and Human

Values," 92 Harv.

L.

Rights lO8 (1982).

22. Andrzej Rapaczynski, "The Ninth Amendment and the Unwritten Constitution:
The Problems of Constitutional
Interpretation,"
64 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 177, zo8 (1988).
Stephen

Macedo

notes the "complexity

ments to be colored by personal
Ninth Amendment: A Comment

of moral issues and the tendency

of moral judg-

feelings." Stephen Macedo, "Reason, Rhetoric, and the
on Sanford Levinson," 64 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. i63, 173

(i988).
23. Michael J. Perry, "The
Constitutional
Interpretation,"

Authority of Text, Tradition, and Reason:
54 S. Cal. L. Rev. 551, 592-593 (1985).

A Theory

of

24. "[M]oral theory today is in a conceptual melange." Larry Simon, "The Authority
of the Constitution
and Its Meaning: A Preface to a Theory of Constitutional
Interpretation,"

58 S. Cal. L. Rev. 6o3, 619 (1985). The "controversy

that surrounds

Court's

human

cases are good examples--

rights cases---the

death penalty

and abortion

many of the
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of a judicial moral test will leave unreasonable

25 That is precisely what the Founders

Activists' solicitude for judicial "supervision"
aspect of their attempts

to maintain

Court. As Mark Tushnet
bodiments

of principles

ciples of the moderate

the revisionary

gains of the Warren
Supreme

Court "em-

of justice, defined as the standard political prinleft of the Democratic

the public nor the courts

party. "27 Those

of identifying

share a consensus

moral issues." John B. McArthur, "Abandoning the Constitution:
stitutional Theory," 59 Tul. L. Rev. 280, 291 (1984).
25. Stephen Macedo,
Rev. i2o3, 1212 (199o).

intended. 26

of morals is but another

notes, academe applauds

likewise are mine; but I make no pretense
sti_tional mandates.

shows that neither

legislation

"Originalism

26. Supra, text accompanying

notes

and the Inescapability

principles

them with con-

on what Perry views as
The New Wave in Con-

of Politics,"

84 Nw. U. L.

2- 4 .

27. Mark Tushnet, "Truth, Justice, and the American Way: An Interpretation
Public Law Scholarship in the Seventies," 57 Tex. L. Rev. 13o 7, 1322 (1979).

of the

17
The Turnabout

of the Libertarians

Wv
for reading

did the libertarians,
its laissez-faire

posing its own economic
it for pursuing

after decades of berating the Court

predilections

into the Constitution

the same course with respect to libertarian

may view the turnabout

merely as another

gored"; 2 but perhaps the explanation
plained that between

and im-

policy on the nation, l turn around and defend
illustration

values? One

of "whose ox is

lies deeper• Arthur Sutherland

ex-

192o and x94o academe "viewed the federal judi-

ciary with dismay" and was "deeply imbued with faith in majorities." A
"change of political theory developed"

between I938 and I948, deriving

from "Hider's popularity among the German people, public support of
the Un-American
Activities Committee and McCarthy Hearings" and
so on, for "votaries
that "unrestricted

of unreviewed

majorities

majoritarianism"

could be as tyrannical

suddenly realized
as wicked oligarchs

•.. We could not say in plain terms that occasionally

we have to select

wise and able people and give them the constitutional

function

of coun-

x. In the pre-i937 era,ArchibaldCoxstates, "Historiansand politicianswere 'proving' that judicialreviewwas a usurpation of power defeatingthe original intent. There
was a sense that the justices made a messof things when they attemptedto enlargetheir
orbit, as they did in resisting governmentregulation of the economy."The Roleof the
SupremeCourtin AmericanGovernment34 (I976)"
2. An unconsciousexample is Rodell'sstatement in x964: "Not since the Nine Old
Men of unhallowedmemory struck down the first New Deal almost 3° yearsago.., has
any Supreme Court used its politico-legalpowerso broadly and boldly as did EarlWarren's," a performance that gave him joy, whereas the predecessors were "unhallowed._
FredRodeU,"The Warren Court Stands Its Ground,"The New YorkTtmesMagazine,
Septemberz7, i96eo in Levy, Warrenzo8, zo9.
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tering the democratic process. "3 Looking back in i976 and writing with
equally praiseworthy candor, Archibald Cox, who had played a major
role as Solicitor General in persuading the Supreme Court to adopt some
of the epochal decisions of the i96os, 4 stated:
By the 195os the political atmosphere had changed. The legislative
process, even at its best, became resistant to libertarian, humanitarian, and egalitarian impulses. At worst, the legislatures became
repressive, in the libertarian view, because of the Cold War, in, creased crime, the fear of social disorder, and perhaps, the strength
of established economic and political power ... [1In the new era
these impulses were not shared so strongly and widely as to realize
themselves through legislation. They came to be felt after the early
x95os by a majority of the Supreme Court Justices, perhaps by the
fate which puts one man upon the Court rather than another, perhaps because the impulses were felt more strongly in the world of
the highly educated, s
Mark that these "impulses" were "not shared so strongly and widely as
to realize themselves through legislation," that they "were felt more
strongly in the world of the highly educated,"

and were realized through

the "fate which puts one man upon the Court rather than another." Because for the nonce the majority of the Court shared the predilections
of the "highly educated,"

the latter looked kindly upon the Court's im-

position of its will upon the people. 6 But, as Myres McDougal wrote
some years ago, "Government
by a self-designated elite--like
that of
benevolent

despotism or Plato's philosopher

of government

kings--may

be a good form

for some, but it is not the American way. "7 No intellec-

3" "Privacy in Connecticut,"
4" See Ward Elliot,

64 Mich.

L. Rev. 283-284

(1965).

The Rise of a Guardian Democracy (1974).

5. Cox, supra note t at 35.
6. Writing in September
i976, Professor
and oppose

Joseph

W. Bishop, Jr., stated,

favor abortion,

busing..,

capital punishment,

call themselves

erally regarded

as liberals. But they obviously have no faith whatever

"Those

who

and are gen-

in the wisdom or the

will of the great majority of the people, who are opposed to them. They are doing everything possible to have these problems resolved by a small minority in the courts or the
bureaucracy." Bishop, "What is a Liberal--Who
is a Conservative?," 62 Commentary 477. McDougal and Lans, "Treaties and Congressional-Executive
or Presidential Agreements: Interchangeable

Instruments

of National Policy," 54 Yale LJ. I8i, 577-578

(1945).

The Turnabout of the Libertarians
tual but can from time to time be disappointed
whether it be by the choices it makes--Richard
its imperviousness

by the vox populi,

Nixon, for example---or

to the cultural values intellectuals

leads to a sense of alienation
Churchill
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cherish. In some it

from the commonality;

but, as Winston

observed, the alternatives to democracy are even worse. With

Lincoln, I cling to faith in the ultimate good sense of the people; 8 1 cannot subscribe

to the theory that America needs a savior, whether

shape of a President

or of nine--oftimes

only five--Platonic

It does not dispose of the uncomfortable

in the

Guardians.

historical facts to be told

that "the dead hand of the past need not and should not be binding,"
that the Founders "should not rule us from their graves. "9 To thrust aside
the dead hand of the Framers is to thrust aside the Constitution. The
argument

that new meanings may be given to words employed

Framers 1° aborts their design; it reduces the Constitution
shell into which

each shifting

judicial majority

by the

to an empty

pours its own prefer-

ences. It is no answer to argue, as did Charles Curtis, "we cannot have
our government

run as if it were stuck in the end of the eighteenth

cen-

tury when we are in the middle of the twentieth, "11 because, as Willard
Hurst replied, "the real issue is who is to make thepolicy choicesin the twentieth century:

judges or the combination

that makes constitutional
have been impossible
ertarians

premise

amendment

amendments.

of legislature

"12 Since, for example, it would

to secure a desegregation

that submission

and electorate

amendment,

13 the lib-

of such an issue to the people

is at all costs to be avoided. McDougal

by

and Lans genteelly

8. President Charles W. Eliot of Harvard University wrote, "I should like to be saved
from loss of faith in democracyas I grow old and foolish."Ernest A. Samuels,Henry
Adams:The MajorPhase359 (I964)9"3_icialReview andtheSup_ Courtx43(Leonard Levyed. x967);ArthurS.Miller,
"AnInquiryInto the Relevanceof the Intentions of the FoundingFathers,With Special
EmphasisUpon the Doctrine of Separationof Powers,"z7 Ark.L. Rev.584, 6oI 0973).
io. Infra Chapter 2o at notes 28-39.
1i. "The Roleof the ConstitutionalText,"in SupremeCourtandSupremeLaw 64, 68
(EdmondN. Calm ed. 1954).
I2. W'dlardHurst, "Discussion,"in Sup_iie CourtandSupremeLaw,id. 75 (emphasis
added).Hurst also disposedthereby of the citationto Holmes' "The present has a right
to governitself."Leonard Levy,ffudgme_: Essaysin AmericanConstitutionalHistory 17
(1972).For Holmes' views see infra Chapter 2i at notes 33-42.
13.Supra Chapter 15 at note 14.
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other

that because

modes

bersomeness
ever,

collides

defense

"the process

of change

with

review

is politically

"14 In less opaque

authorizes

the Constitution
head-on

of judicial

of amendment

have emerged.

of the process

mally to amend

BY JUDICIARY

the servants

without

them!

assurance

in Federalist

No.

terms,

in the

'

the established

selves collectively,

as well as individually;

even knowledge

fives in a departure
Neither

Franlffurter's

ticulate

sentiments

ments,

can warrant"

rices.

Change,

That,

howof his

78:

form, it is binding

of their sentiments,

infor-

midst

Until the people have, by some solemn and authoritative
nulled or changed

the cum-

of the people

consulting

Hamilton's

difficult,

act, an-

upon

them-

and no presumption,

can warrant

or

their representa-

from it, prior to such an act. is
finely

tuned

of the people,
a "departure

thus laid

down

the

antennae
nor

for ascertaining

"even

from"
leading

the

knowledge
Constitution

expositor

the

of their

inarsenti-

by the Jus-

of judicial

review,

14. McDougal and Lans, supra note 7 at 293. ChiefJnstice Burger stated, "however
cumbersome or glacial, this is the procedure the Constitution contemplated." Wheeler
v. Montgomery, 397 U.S. 280, 284. 097o), dissenting opinion.
It is ironical that libertarians who argue for judicial "adaptation" of the Constitution
because amendment is cumbersome should, like Eugene V. Rostow, state, "Given the
possibility of constitutional amendment, there is nothing undemocratic in having responsible and independent judges act as important constitutional mediators." "The Democratic Character of Judicial Review," 66 Harv. L. Rev. 193 , 197 (1952). Judges, in short,
may alter the Constitution because resort to the people is onerous, but that very cumbersome process is recommended to the people to curb judicial infractions; cf. infra note
31•
15. Federalist No. 78 at 5o9 . For a similar comment by Jefferson see infra at note 9o.
Compare this with Alexander Bickel's view that "The Framers knew.., that nothing but
disaster could result for government under a written constitution if it were generally accepted that the specific intent of the framers of a constitutional provision is ascertainable
and is forever and specifically binding, subject only to the cumbersome process of amendment." The Least DangerousBranch lO6 (i 962). See also Madison, i Annals of Congress739Elias Boudinot, erstwhile President of the Continental Congress, referred in the First
Congress to "the great danger" in "modifying the principles of the Constitution." We
"may begin with the alpha and go to the omega, changing, reversing, and subverting
every principle contained in it... [T]his never was the intention of our constituents; they
never sent us here for the purpose of altering the system of Government; they reserved
that power to themselves." i Annala of Congress 53o. See also Alexander White, supra
Chapter 15 note 54.
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must come via amendment.

The reason was put in a nutshell by Bruce

Claggett.

requires

The Constitution

that:

changes in our fundamental law be made only when and if they have
been subjected to the degree of deliberation and commanded the
preponderance of assent, involved in adoption and ratification of a
constitutional amendment...
[T]he requirement was agreed upon
(what legitimacy has our scheme of government had except as a
compact?) and unilateral change involves usurpation, at least as
much when effected by a court as by a majority in Congress. If one
thinks the more-than-simple majorities required for constitutional
change are too onerous, one disagrees with the Constitution itself.16
It is not as if the difficulties of amendment were unperceived
Founders.

by the

Patrick Henry argued in the Virginia Ratification Conven-

tion that "four of the smallest states, that do not collectively contain one
tenth part of the population ... may obstruct the most salutary...
amendments. "17 But James Iredell expressed the prevailing view: the
Constitution

"can be altered with as much regularity, and as little con-

fusion, as any Act of Assembly; not, indeed, quite so easily, which would
be extremely

impolitic

...

so that alterations

can without

difficulty

be

made, agreeable to the general sense of the people. "is In Massachusetts,
Charles Jarvis said, "we shall have in this article an adequate provision
for all purposes

of political reformation.

"19 In the First Congress,

El-

bridge Gerry, one of the important Framers and erstwhile President of
the Continental
Congress, stated: "The people have" directed a "particular mode of making amendments,

which we are not at liberty to de-

part from ... Such a power [to alter] would render the most important
16."BookReview,"27 Harv. L. Sch. Bull. 3, 4-5 (x976)-See also supra Chapter x5
at note 61. For what consent meant to the Founders,see supra Chapter x5 at note 5417-3 Elliot 49.
I8.4 Elliot x77.
19.2 Elliot I x6. In the V'trginiaConvention, Judge Edmund Pendleton stated, "remote possibleerrors may be eradicated by the amendatoryclausein the Constitution ...
the system itself points out an easy mode of removingerrors which shall have been experienced."3Elliot 303.This wasa judgewho had facedup to the issueof judicialreview,
supra Chapter I6 at note 36, and it speaks volumes that it never occurred to him that
there might be an even easierjudicialway of revisionthan the "easymode"providedby
Article V.
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nugatory. "2° In other words, Article V con-

stitutes the exclusive medium
that to name a particular
stated, "an attempt

BY

of change, under the long-standing

maxim

mode is to exclude all others. 21 And, as Gerry

to amend"

the Constitution

in "any other way" but

by Article V "may be a high crime and misdemeanor,"

that is, an im-

peachable offense for subversion of the Constitution. 22 Because arguments to the contrary are couched obliquely--for
example, "each generation

of citizens must in a very real sense interpret

Framers

to create its own Constitution'23--0ne

these are arguments
terpreters"

for "change"

the words of the

is apt to overlook

that

outside Article V,, by the judicial "in-

rather than the people. Libertarians,

in short, would read the

exclusivity of Article V out of the Constitution

and cede to the Court a

power that is to be exercised only by the people, and then only in accordance with its terms. The "shackles" from which libertarians would
free us had the sanction

of the people expressed through

ventions, whereas judicial revision represents
would circumvent
The

submission

their State con-

only the will of judges who

of a change to the people.

Court itself, however, has not been overeager

to acknowledge

the crown academe would press upon its brow; it has never
asserted
repudiated

a right to strike the shackles of the past. Though
the design of the Framers,

resort to "lawyer's

history,

"24 to

in terms

it has often

it has done so by indirection,

far-fetched

theorizing

by

in search of an

•o. x Annals of Congress503 0789).
2x. See supra Chapter I 2 note 11.
22. x Annals of Congress5o3 (i789); see Hamilton, supra Chapter x5 at note 5o.
z3-McDougal and Lans, supra note 7 at 215.
24. "The present use of history by the Court is a Marxist-typeperversion of the relation between truth and utility. It assumes that history can be written to serve the interests of libertarian idealism.The whole process calls to mind the manipulation of scientific truth by the SovietGovernment in the Lysenkocontroversy.The Court's purposes
may be more laudable.., but the assumptionsabout the nature of reality are the same."
AlfredH. Kelly,"Clio and the Court: An Illicit Love Affair,"i965 S. Ct. Rev. ii 9, i57.
NeverthelessKelly applaudedthe decisionin the desegregationcase.Thomas Grey comments on the Court's "resort to bad legislativehistory and strained reading of constitutional language to support results that would be better justifiedby explication of contemporary moral and political ideals not drawn from the constitutional text." "Do We
Have an Unwritten Constitution?," 27 Stan. L. Rev.7o3, 7o6 (I975). See also CharlesA.
Miller,The Sutn'emeCourtand the Usesof Hirtory(1969).
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Robert Bork justly comments

that "The Su-

preme Court regularly insists that its results..,
do not spring from the
mere will of the Justices in the majority but are supported, indeed compelled, by a proper understanding
are attributed

to the Founding

of the Constitution...
Fathers,

Value choices

not to the Court. "2s Let Chief

Justice Warren himself furnish an example: "The provisions of the Constitution

are not time-worn

adages or hollow shibboleths.

living principles that authorize and limit governmental
tion. They are the rules of government.
an institution

They are vital

power in our Na-

"26 As Bork observes, "The way

advertises tells you what it thinks its customers demand. "27

Were the issue put squarely to the American people whether they would
elect to have the Court strike the "shackles" of the past or to live under
the constraints

of the Constitution,

soundingly prefer the "idiosyncratic
of the Justices. 29

I doubt not that they would repurposes

of the Framers "2s to those

25. "Neutral Principles and Some First Amendment Problems," 47 Ind. L.J. i, 3-4
(I97I); see Grey, supra note 24.
26. Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, Io3 (I958).
z7- Bork, supra note 25 at 428.McDougal and Lans, supra note 7 at 29i. Professor Lusky also prefers "misgovernment by law" to "enlightened government by decree." Lusky z7i. Hans Linde remarks that the "whole enterprise of constitutional law rests, after all,on the premise that
the nation cares about its Constitution, not about its courts." "Judges, Critics and the
Realist Tradition," 82 YaleL.J. zz7, 256 (I972).
"In Professor [David]Truman's terms, large numbers of, and perhaps most, Americans entertain certain expectations or values about the Court's neutrality--values that
have been calledthe 'judicial myth' [D. Truman, The GovernmentalProcess498 (i948)]."
Martin Shapiro,Law and Politicsm the SupremeCourt29 0964). From childhood on the
Americanexpectationthat the umpire will not espousethe causeof the opposing side is
no "myth." If judicialumpires aloneare not impartialarbiters let that factbe madeknown.
See infra Chapter 23 at notes 3o-35 .
z9. Judicial idiosyncrasyfinds ready illustration in Justice Douglas. For example,he
joined in the decision in Williamsv. Florida, 399 U.S. 78 (x97o),holding that the phrase
"trial by jury" did not require a jury of twelve.But he dissentedwhen the Court held in
Johnson v. Louisiana,406 U.S. 356(i972), that these words did not require a unanimous
verdict,condemning "this radicaldeparture from Americantraditions'--"two centuries
of Americanhistory are shunted aside."Id. 38i, 383•For centuries both a Iz-man jury
and a unanimous verdict had been indissoluble components of trial by jury. See infra
Chapter zz. Douglasweaklysought to distinguishthe Iz-man jurydecisionsbecause"neither evidence nor theory suggestedthe xz-man jurydecisionwas more favorableto the
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Some have sought a rationale in common law affirmations. Alexander
Bickel referred to Holmes' statement that it is "revolting" to adhere to
a rule of law, the grounds of which "have vanished long since."3° Holmes
wrote in the frame of the common law, where the courts have long been
entrusted with the task of shaping the law of contracts and the like. If
the results were at times displeasing to Parliament, they could be overruled in easy fashion by an act of Parliament. Decisions of constitutional
question cannot, however, be overruled by the legislature; resort must
behad to the "cumbersome" amendment process--it took eighteen years
to overrule the income tax decision! 31Then, too, if the common law is
to serve as a model, it needs to be remembered that at the adoption of
the Constitution judicial discretion was feared and confined by strict adherence to precedent as a curb on the "impermissible exercise of will,"32
a course far removed from the present Court's habit of leaving "precedents in a shambles. ''33 Nevertheless, a free and easy judicial approach
to constitutional "adaptation" derived in no small part from the freedom
American courts assumed in the early nineteenth century to reshape the
common law for the benefit of an emerging entreprenurial system. Witting or unwitting, it was a carryover from a practice so plainly described
by Chancellor Kent in extolling his own role in the shaping of American
accused than six." Id. 382 note L On that analysis his appeal to history was superfluous.
See also supra Chapter 14 at note 74.
3o. Bickel, supra note x5 at 16. For a similar view, see Levy,Judgments, supra note x2
at 17. But compare Justice Holmes, infra note 32.
3 i. P. B. Kurland, Politics,the Constitution and the Warren Court 176-177 (I97o); Raoul
Berger, Congressv. The Supreme Court 207 (1969); Pollock v. Farmers Loan & Trust Co.,
I57 U.S. 429 (1895). Justice Brandeis stated, "In only two instances--the Eleventh and
the Sixteenth Amendments---has the process of constitutional amendment been successfully resorted to, to nullify decisions of this Court." Burnet v. Coronada Oil & Gas Co.,
285 U.S. 393, 4°9 note 5 (I932), dissenting opinion.
32. Supra Chapter i6 at notes 30-35, 44- Even in the adjudication of common law
cases, the norm was to leave "novel and unique" changes to the legislature, not "to replace a durable impersonal body of common law principles with intuitive individual notions of justice in a given case." G. E. White, The Araerican Judicial Tradition 277 (1976).
Or, as Justice Holmes stated, "judges do and must legislate, but they can do so interstitially; they are confined from molar to molecular motions. A common law judge could
not say I think the doctrine of consideration a bit of historical nonsense and shall not
enforce it." Southern Pacific Co. v. Jensen, 244 U.S. 2o 5, 221 (i917), dissenting opinion.
33- Levy, Against the Law 26o.
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equity jurisdiction: "I might once & a while be embarrassed by a technical rule, but I most always found principles suited to my views of the case. "3 3a
This remarkable

confession that law was to be manipulated

to achieve a

desired result--"my views of the case"--might
perhaps be extenuated in
an area where courts had been left to make the initial choices. But no
such authority

was conferred

in the policing

aries. For, as Judge J. Skelly Wright
castigating
Warren

the "self-appointed

scholastic mandarans"

Court): "Constitutional

nary decisions..,

the most important

from ordi-

value choices have already been
Judicial "value choices,"

"are to be made only within

choices. 34 If, as Judge Wright

bound-

who criticized the

choices are in fact different

made by the framers of the Constitution."
continued,

of constitutional

observed (in an article devoted to

declared,

the parameters"

even "imprecise"

he

of those

constitutional

guarantees

"provide a direction,

a goal," and "rule out many alternative

directions,

goals, "3s all the more does the exclusion of suffrage from the

Fourteenth Amendment, for example, leave no room for judicial choices
such as "one man, one vote."
"Instrumentalism"
nineteenth-century

describes

the

approach

derived

from

early-

common law practice, a view, Hans Linde points out,

later expressed in the "realist canon" that new decisions are to "be measured by instrumental

success in effecfing a socially desirable outcome. "36

But at the adoption of the Constitution judges were considered to be
without discretion to alter the law. And "desired" by whom? Oft-times
the "sense of the community"

has turned

for example, Justice Owen Roberts,

on the opinion of a swing man,

whose change of position in x93 7

33a. Quoted in Morton J. Horwitz, The Transformation
of AmericanLa_"lz 5 (I977).
This "transformation,"Horwitz justly concludes,"enabled emergent entreprenurialand
commercial groups to win a disproportionate share of wealth and power in American
society."More crudely stated, the courts loaded the costs of an expandingindustrial society on those least able to bear it--"forced subsidiesto growth coerced from victimsof
the process." Id. xvi.
34."Professor Bickel,The ScholarlyTradition, and the Supreme Court," 84 Harv.L.
Rev. 769, 777, 784, 785 (I97X)"See also Hamilton, infra Chapter zi at note 93; Linde,
supra note 28 at 254;Justices Black and Douglas,supra Chapter 15 note 4i; Cardozo,
supra Chapter 15 note z4.
35-Wright, supra note 34 at 785; see supra at note _5.
36. Supranote 28 at zzS-z29.
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a Goldberg

law is
suc-

"held fast to the

37. White, supra note 32 at 193. Of the overruled decision, Adkins v. Children's Hospital, 261 U.S. 525 (19,3), T. R. Powell said that 5 Justices invalidated the minimum
wage law that 35 judges (including 4 Justices) held valid. Powell, Vagariesand Varietiesin
Constitutional Interpretation 4° (1956). Roberts, as Fred Rodell remarked, was "the perfect
personification of the chanciness of government by judges. It was he who.., changed his
mind and his major votes three separate times.., on the bed-rock issue of governmental
power to regulate business; it was he who, by holding the decisive Court vote ... was for
years the most powerful person in the United States." And he owed his appointment to
the accident that Judge John Parker was turned down by the Senate. Rodell, Nine Men
221-22z (1955). Alexander Bickel observed that 5 to 4 opinions highlight "the fact that
one man had the decision . . . It just makes unavoidable for everybody the awareness of
the authoritarian nature of the institution, and of how narrowly that authority resides in
one individual perhaps." Hearings on the Supreme Court Beforethe Senate Subcomittee on the
Separation of Powers lO8, 9oth Cong., 2d Sess. (June 1968).
38. R. H. Jackson, The Struggle for 37udicialSupremacy 42 (i941). The overruled decision had been procured by Lincoln in the same fashion. He "confided that he chose
Salmon Chase as Chief Justice ... chiefly because '... we wish for a Chief Justice who
will sustain what has been done in regard to... legal tenders.' Chase had been Lincoln's
Secretary of the Treasury...
and had supported the Legal Tender Acts." Jackson, id.
3z-33 . Chase performed as expected and then came Grant's turn.
In the same way, Richard Nixon selected men who would give effect to his desires.
"That the Nixon Court favored law-enforcement values is no surprise. Burger, Blackmun, Powell and Rehnquist got their seats on the bench because of their supposed or
known lack of sympathy for the fights of the criminMly accused." Levy, Again.rt the Law
422. Dissenting in Boys Market v. Clerks' Union, 398 U.S. 235, 256 (x97o), from the
discard of a 1962 precedent, Justice Black stated, "Nothing at all has changed, in fact,
except the membership of the Court and the personal opinion of one Justice." It has been
said that American constitutional history may be viewed as a ".seriesof minor courtpacking plans." White, supra note 32 at 197.
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underscore

we are infallible,

we are final. "45 Just as "perception

by Golddesirable"

43 Should

grave

themselves

have

doctrine
Justice

on so forJackson's

but we are infalof community

stan-

39- Paul Murphy, The Constitution in Crisis Times, z918-i969 309 (1972). "The Chief
Justice [Vinson] found it 'Hard to get away' from the contemporary view by its framers
that the Fourteenth Amendment did not prohibit segregation." Richard Kluger, Simple
Jm_tice59o, 589 (I976).
4o. Cf. Cox, supra at note 5.
4 L Fred Rodell, "It Is the Warren Court," The New York Times Magazine, March 13,
I966, in Levy, Warren i36 , x39. Rodell adds, "I tell this tale--and let him who can prove
it wrong deny it--to illustrate the result-minded pragmatism and power of Earl Warren."
Id. After the first argument before Chief Justice V]uson, "Frankfurter...
listed Clark-along with V_mson,Reed and Jackson--as probable dissenters if the Court had voted to
overu_n Plessy in the spring of I953." Kluger, supra note 39 at 612. Biekel, who had
served as a law clerk to Justice Frankfurter when the desegregation case first was argued
before the Vinson Court, stated, "there is reason to believe that had Chief Justice Vinson
lived, something very different from the opinion read by Earl Warren . .. would have
come down." Alexander M. Bickel, "Is the Warren Court Too 'Political?,' " The New York
Times Magazme, September 25, I966, in Levy, Warren 216, 2I 7.
42 . "Today [1964] the close civil liberties cases (as opposed, in legal parlance, to those
involving Negroes' civil rights), which used to come down predictably while Frankfurter
sat, five to four against the liberty claimed, have for the past two terms come down just
as predictably five to four the other way." Fred Rodell, supra note e at 2o8, 2x L
43" Murphy, supra note 39 at 428.
44. Such shifts, Justice Franldurter stated, afford _fair ground for the belief that Law
is the expression of chance.., of unexpected changes in the Court's composition and the
contingencies in the choice of successors." United States v. Rabinowitz, 339 U.S. 56, 86
(I95o), dissenting opinion. Yet he regarded _mson's demise as providential. Supra Chapter 7 at note 47. To the same effect, Justice Black, supra note 38;Justice Stewart, Mitchell
v. W. T. Grant Co., 416 U.S. 6oo, 636 (I974).
45. Brown v. Allen, 344 U.S. 443, 54° (x953), concurring opinion.
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it is not peculiarly
as the Framers
in the Council

the Court
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is opposed
required

49 Some consider

The

the sense

tax unconstitutional.

penalty
plainly

to be a

of Revision.

did not represent

the income

quite

fitted

emphasized

47 Its

constitutes

to popular

sen-

of States for crimithat the Court's

rul-

46. Levy, supra note 9 at I99--2oo; J. H. Ely, "The Wages of Crying Wolf: A Comment on Roe v. Wade," 8z Yale L.J. 9zo, 944 0973)47. So too, Justice Holmes pointed out in Lochner v. New York, i98 U.S. 45, 75
(19o5), that the majority was deciding the case "upon an economic theory which a large
part of the country does not entertain," dissenting opinion.
48. Furman v. Georgia, 4o8 U.S. 238 (i972); see supra Chapter 14 note 53Justice Black's invocation to history in i97I deserves notice: "These words cannot be
read to outlaw capital punishment because that penalty was in common use and authorized by law.., at the time the Constitution was adopted. It is inconcewable to me that
the framers intended to end capital punishment by the [Eighth] Amendment." McCrautha
v. California, 4o2 U.S. i83, 226 (I97i), concurring opinion. See infra Chapter 2x note
39. The case for rejection of judicial policyrnaking and for a restricted judicial function
is even stronger. Supra Chapter 16.
Like politics, adjudication makes strange bedfellows. Chief Justice Burger, dissenting
in Furman v. Georgia, stated, "a punishment clearly permissible under the Constitution
at the time of its adoption and accepted as such by every member of the Court until
today, is suddenly so cruel as to be incompatible with the Eighth Amendment." 4o8 U.S.
at 381-38z. And in Trop v. Dulles, 356 U.S. at 99, Chief Justice Warren stated that "the
death penalty has been employed throughout our history, and, in a day when it is still
widely accepted, it cannot be said to violate the constitutional concept of cruelty."
49- In i968, "a Gallup poll revealed that the majority believed that the Court was 'too
soft' on criminals, protected their rights at the expense of soeiety." Levy, Against the Law
3- Richard Nixon rode into office in no small part because of his appeal to "law and order." The "people think that the Court has contributed to the crime wave." Kurland,
supra note 31 at 95- Levy states that Congress regarded one such decision as" 'a harmful
blow at the nationwide effort to control crime' " and enacted a countermeasure. Levy,
Again.rt the I.a'w 25 2.
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5o. Professor Louis Jaffe stated it is overwhelmingly the case that "the 'public conscience' does not support the claim" of constitutional protection for "obscenity," commenting that "the Legislatures, Federal and State, had openly and universally for upwards of xoo years seen fit to condemn obscenity." "The Court Debated_Another
View," The New York Times Magazine, June 5, I96°, in Levy, Warren x99, zo5; cf.
Kurland, supra note 3 x at 3 I, and J. W. Bishop, "The Warren Court Is Not Likely to
be Overruled," The New York TimesMagazme, September 7, I969, in Levy, Warren 93,
Io 3 .
51. Archibald Cox adds, "One wonders, too, whether the Supreme Court, in extending the protection of the First Amendment to sheer vulgarity, useful only in its ability to
shock, does not give the vulgarities an imprimatur which contributes to the lowering of
public discourse." Cox, supra note I at 47-48.
5 z. Supra Chapter 15 at note x4.
53. Lewis M. Steel, "Nine Men in Black Who Think White," The New York Times
Magazine, October I3, 1968, in Levy, Warren 83, 9 x.
54. "A Time to Celebrate," N.Y. Times, May 13, I974, at z9. He added, "we seem
unlikely to solve [the problems] soon, to the general satisfaction, in terms of either law
or politics." On October 16, x976, Professor Charles Black stated, "To the victims of mequality, inequality is often perceived as a denial of liberty... The poor are indeed unfree
... [But] reliance on the judiciary to correct this kind of unfreedom is tragically misplaced ... [W]hat will be wanted, and indispensably needed, is that major shift of resources, and that systematic reorganization, which cannot .succeed without very weighty
action by the political branches. The most serious single mistake possible at this time
would in my judgment be to write Congress off, and to try to tackle poverty by invoking
the judicial power." Address, "The Judicial Power as Guardian of Liberties," before a
symposium on "The Supreme Court and Constitutional Liberties in Modem America,"
Wayne State University, Detroit, Mich.
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The "real sickness is that our society in all its manifestations is geared to
the manifestations of white superiority. "ss Bell's careful bill of particulars
raises large doubts whether the disease is curable by judicial fiat. This is
not to deny that the side-effects of Brown in other areas of desegregation
have been beneficial in the extreme. Here our focus is on the absence of
a national consensus, the fact that the desegregation decree did not and
still does not represent the "sense of the community," but is rather aprime
example of how the Justices imposed their will upon the people. Justice
Blfick, who was ready enough to impose his own will, rightly declared
that there is no "gadget which the Court can use to determine what traditions are rooted in the conscience of the people."st
If the argument of necessity can be made for desegregation because
segregation is a reproach to our society, what need was there for the
Court's decision that the centuries-old requirement of trial by a jury of
12 was not binding on the present? No social urgency called for judicial
tampering with what had been a central concern of the Founders. 5y
55- Derrick Bell, "The Burden of Brown on Blacks: History Based on Observations
on a Landmark Decision," 7 N.C. Cent. L.J. 25, 26, 36 (x975). See also Thomas Sowell,
"A Black 'Conservative' Dissents," The New York Times Magazine, August 8, 1976, at 14.
The issue of racial discrimination "has been fanned into the most protracted, rancorous,
and divisive domestic blaze of the post-war era." Chester E. Finn, Jr., "Book Review,"
Commentary 78 (April 1976). Phihp Kurland had written in I97° that the segregation
"cases demonstrate, I think, that rapid movement toward equality of the races is not attamable through the judicial process. The Court has moved faster than society is prepared to go." Kurland, supra note 31 at i13.
56. Griswold v. Connecticut, 38i U.S. 479, 519 (I965). Levy numbers Black, Douglas, and Warren among the Justices who believed that "they have a mission to impose
their convictions upon the nation," to "mold its pubhc pohcy," Levy, Warren 1 Io. "Earl
Warren is the closest thing the United States has had to a Platonic Guardian, dispensing
law from a throne without any sensed limits of power except what is seen [by him] as the
good of society." Anthony Lewis, "A Man Born to Act, Not to Muse," The New York
TtraesMagazine, Jnne 3o, I968 , in Levy, Warren 151, I6I. Professor Louis Henkin stated,
there is "a preference by some Justices for results which fit an image of the nation not
projected by the Constitution and which the Justices cannot prove to be justified by history, need, the philosophy of the people, or anything better than the Justices' faith or
inclination." Henldn, "Some Reflections on Current Constitutional Controversies," lO9
U. Pa. L. Rev. 637 , 66o (i96i).
57. For a powerful critique of the 6-man jury decision see Levy, Against the Law 259
et seq. My own studies have convinced me that the Founders unfailingly identified trial
by jury with a jury of I2. See infra Chapter 22.
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What urgent necessity dictated overthrow of the death penalty to which
more than half of the States are attached? Such decisions confirm Hamilton's prescient
damental

caution

in Federalist

laws, though dictated

No. 25: "every breach of the fun-

by necessity, ...

forms a precedent

for

other breaches where the same plea of necessity does not exist at all. "ss
For a realistic and unusually candid disclosure of the uses of instrumentalism we are indebted to a member of the Nixon administration,
Donald

E. Santarelli,

scribed

himself

in April

"work[s] on concepts"
the "separation

an Associate

Deputy

I973 as in charge

Attorney

who de-

of "an idea shop,"

and "plans" for the President.

of powers is obsolete,"

General,

which

He considered

that

that the

Constitution is flexible... Your point of view depends on whether
you're winning. The constitution isn't the real issue in this; it is how
you want to run the country, and achieve national goals. The language of the Constitution is not at issue. It is what you can interpret
it to mean in the light of modern needs. In talking about a "Constitutional crisis" we are not grappling with the real needs of running the country but are using the issues for the self-serving purpose of striking a new balance of power ... Today, the whole
Constitution is up for grabs. 59
To my knowledge,

the Nixon administration

terview, and it was tacitly confirmed

did not repudiate

this in-

by Richard Nixon himself. As said

by Leonard Levy, "Nixon's search for conservative strict constructionists has been more than a candid attempt to alter the trend of decisions,
it is an acknowledgment
that at the very apex of our government of laws
and not of men, the men who interpret the laws, rather than the laws
themselves, are the decisive factors. 6° It is difficult to deny that "a resultoriented

adjudication

leaves too far behind

...

is a corruption

of the judicial process,

the rule of law enforced

by impersonal

that

and ob-

jective judges. "61
58. Federalist No. z5 at I58.
59. TheNew Yorker,April 28, 1973, at 32-34.
6o. Levy, Warren9.
6I. Levy,Againstthe Law 438; eft.Kathryn Griffith,JudgeLearnedHandand the Role
of the Federalj_uticiaryi92 (i973). An admirer of judicialpolicymakingaverred that the
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the will of the Justices for that
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Although

uring the impact of the Fourteenth
"the amending
derstanding

world; it calls for the inJustice Harlan,

Amendment

in meas-

on voting, stated that

process is not the only way in which constitutional

alters with time..,

as conditions

more

un-

change the Constitution

changes as well," he went on to say:
' when the Court gives the language of the Constitution an unforeseen application, it does so, whether exphcitly or imphcitly, in the
name of some underlying purpose of the Framers...
[T]he federal
judiciary ... has no inherent general authority to establish norms
for the rest of society... When the Court disregardsthe express intent and understanding of the Framers, it has invaded the realm of
the political process to which the amending power was committed,
and it has violated the constitutional structure which it is its highest
duty to protect. 62
In terms of this discussion,
ment were explained

the limited goals of the Fourteenth

Amend-

to the people; they gave their consent in confor-

mity with Article V, and if their decision needs to be changed, let it be,
as President Washington counseled, by action in the same constitutional
manner: let the people decide.
Instead of searching

for the "sense of community,"

some would have

the Court serve as a "national conscience," as "an educational body...
teachers in a vital national seminar. "63That notion, Wallace Mendelson
stated, "sounds strange in the mouths of its hberal sponsors. By their standards, most of the Court's teaching in this area has been erroneous "_--let alone that the Court has not been content

merely to teach but has

Court "has ceased to be a student of law ... It has become the crusading political philosopher of populism."Shapiro,supra note 23 at 252.
62. Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 1i2, 2o2-2o3 (I97o) (emphasisadded).
63. A. S. Miller and R. E Howell, "The Myth of Neutrality in Constitutional Adjudication,"27 U. Chi. L. Rev.66i, 689 (i96o). Rostow,supranote 14 at 208. See alsoinfra
at note 8I.
64. WallaceMendelson, "Mr.Justice Frankfurter: Law and Choice,"io Van&L. Rev.
333, 341 (I957).
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imposed its teachings on the nation. There is no need to dwell on the fact
that judges of high stature--Black,

Frankfurter,

Learned Hand, and Rob-

ert Patterson
have rejected the roles of preacher, teacher, crusader; 65
instead, let us examine how this "conscience" has served the nation. Careful scholars confirm Robert H. Jackson's stricture:

"time has proved that

[the Court's] judgment was wrong on most of the outstanding

issues upon

which it has chosen to challenge the popular branches. "66 Consider

first

the Japanese relocation case, which stands as a dreadful precedent for
racial concentration camps; the Court failed 7o,ooo Japanese at the very
moment they stood most in need of protection against West Coast hysteria. 67 From the very outset the Court gutted the minimal protection
afforded the Negro
sions, Leonard

by the Fourteenth

Amendment.

By a series of deci-

Levy said, "the Court crippled and voided most of the

comprehensive
program for protecting the civil rights of Negroes after
the Civil War. These decisions paralyzed or supplanted legislative and
community action and played a crucial role in destroying public opinion
that favored meeting the challenge of the Negro problem. "68 The record,
said Henry

Steele Commager,

with respect to the pre-I93 7 Court,

discloses not a single case, in a century and a half, where the Supreme Court has protected freedom of speech, press ... against
Congressional attack. It reveals no instance.., where the Court has
intervened on behalf of the underprivileged--the Negro, the alien,
65. Black:Jaffe, supra note 5° at 204-2o5; Frankfurter: "Fromthe Wisdom of Felix
Frankfurter,"3 W/sd0m25 (x959),quoted in Gfiflith, supranote 6i at 209; Hand: TheBill
ofRagbts71 (I962); Patterson: Griffith, id. 88.
Miller and Howell, supra note 63 at 678, noted a "lack of consensuson the Court as
to the appropriaterole of the judiciary."
66.Jackson, supra note 38 at x, 37;Robert Dahl, "Decision-Makingin a Democracy:
The Supreme Court as a National Policy-Maker,"6 J. Pub. Law 279, 292-293 (I957).
The "Supreme Court, mainly during history,though not in recent decades,work[ed] as
a buttress against the expansionof individual liberty and civil rights."James McGregor
Burns, "Dictatorship--Could It Happen Here?,"in Hasthe Court TooMuchPower?234,
236 (C. Roberts ed. I974).
67. E. V. Rostow, "The Japanese-AmericanCases--A Disaster," 54 Yale L.J. 489
(i945); Levy,supra note 9 at 20.
68. Levy,supranote 9 at 33-34. "Meanwhile,"Levy states,"millionsof Negroes suffered lives of humiliation for five or more decades . .. because the Court betrayedthe
intent of the Reconstruction Amendments."Id. 35-
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women, children, workers, tenant farmers. It reveals, on the con_'ary,that the Court has effectively intervened, again and again, to
defeat Congressional attempts to free the slave, to guarantee civil
rights to Negroes, to protect workingmen, to outlaw child labor, to
assist hard-pressed farmers, and to democrauze the tax system. 69
So wretched a performance, I suggest, inspires little confidence in the
Court as the "national conscience." In their rapture over the Warren
Court's adoption of their predilections, the libertarians tend to overlook
tha_ "A single generation's experience with judicial review..,
wipe out the experience of a century

does not

and a half. "7° Already there are

anguished outcries that the Burger Court is acting "against the law. "71
But the name of the game is "Two Can Play"; 72 once the legitimacy of
judicial policymaking

is recognized,

new appointees may properly carry

out the policies which they were appointed
What the "national conscience"

to effectuate. 73

is at any given moment

depends on

shifung personnel and the nature of the appointees. The replacement of
one or two Justices may result in a complete reversal of the prevailing
conscience, as when Chief Justice Warren succeeded Chief Justice Vinson. How can we put our trust in a conscience that changes color with
every judicial succession, itself subject to shififing political winds?
The conscience

of the nation is a tender thing, and one may well

shrink from enu'usting it to some of the incumbents who have served
over the years. Shall we prefer the Four Horsemen to Brandeis and Stone
as keepers of the conscience? Learned Hand believed that judges "must
be expected to express the points of view of the class to which they be69. HenrySteele Commager,"JudicialReviewandDemocracy,"x9 Va.QuarterlyRev.
4x7, 428 0943)- See alsoJohn Frank, "Reviewand BasicLiberties," in SupremeCourtand
SupremeLaw Io9, IX4 (Edmond N. Cahn ed. I954).
7o. Levy, supra note 9 at 237L Levy,Against the Law, some aspects of which are discussedinfra Chapter 18.
72.In x942 I pointed out that the "reconstructed"Court was sanctifyingthe deplorable exampleof the "FourHorsemen" and that that stamp of approvalmight yet come
backto haunt the libertarians.RaoulBerger, "Constructive Contempt:A Post-Mortem,"
9 U. Chi. L. Rev.6oz, 604-605 (I942). For a similarexpression,see Richard Goodwin,
"The Shape ofAmericanPolitics,"Commentary25, 26-27 (June I967),quotedin Kurland,
supra note 31 at 18.
73. See supra at note 60.
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long rather than that of the whole community. "74 Justice Field's close
ties with the railroad barons of the West Coast furnishes one example, 7s
Chief Justice Taft another. Although Taft confessed to feeling "less acute
and more confused" as he grew older, he felt duty-bound
Court in order to prevent

"to stay on the

the Bolsheviki from getting control. "76 Pre-

sumably Brandeis was one of the "Bolsheviki"; 77 and Taft opposed the
appoinunents of Cardozo and Learned Hand because they might "herd"
with Brandeis.78 Justice Brewer's overheated warnings against the "black
flag of anarchism..,

and the red flag of socialism "79 long furnished

rallying cry of the embattled

Court, which felt duty-bound

ciety from itself. "8°
Now it was the turn of the libertarians
savior of democracy.

Edmond

upon a judge to shoulder

Cahn

the

to save "so-

to look to the Court as the

considered

his moral responsibility

that it was incumbent
rather than to defer to

community
standards,
preferring
the "wisdom" of such a judge as
Learned Hand. 81 But Learned Hand in his wisdom wanted Platonic
Guardians

no more than did Elbridge

Gerry

173 years earlier. 82 It is

74. Griffith, supra note 61 at 9o; Hand, TheSpirit of Liberty2o3 (I. Dillarded. 1952).
75. Graham 14, lO2-1o3. For other justices with similar ties, see Fred Rodell,Nine
Men 3o-3i(1955). Justice Samuel Miller wrote, "It is vain to contend with judges who
have been at the bar the advocatesfor fortyyears of railroad companies.., when they are
called upon to decide caseswhere such interests are in contest." Quoted in Charles Fairman, Mr JusticeMiller and the SupremeCourt374 (1939)"
76.Levy,Judgments,supra note 12 at 98.
77- In 192oW. H. Taft referred to "thenew schoolof constitutionalconstruction" led
by Brandeis and Clarke, which tended to encourage "Socialistraids on property."Taft,
"Mr. Wilson and the Campaign," '1o Yale Rev. (N.S.) 1 (October 192o), quoted in 1
Holmes-LaskiLetters:The Correspondence
ofMr.JusticeHolmesandHaroldoT.Laski347 note
1 (M. Howe ed. 1953).
78.A. T. Mason, TheSupremeCourt:Palladiumof Freedom122(1962).Taft considered
"Hand had proved his poor judgment in 1912,whenhe 'turned out to be a wild Roosevelt
man, a progressive.'" Id. See alsoWhite, supra note 3" at 179-I8O.
79. See supra Chapter 1 note 8.
80. Robert McCloskey,TheAmericanSupremeCourt165 (1960). Justice Fieldwasconvinced "that the salvationof democracylay in a judicialtrusteeship."Graham 149.
81.Edmond Cahn, TheMoralDecision:Rightand Wrongin the Light of AmericanLaw
31o, quoted in Griffith, supra note 61 at 158.
82. Hand, supra note 65 at 73; Gerry,supra Chapter 16 at note 8. Hand considered
that the law "must be content to tag behind the best inspiration of its time until it feels
behind it the weightof such generalacceptance."Supra note 74 at 15-16. See alsosupra
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disheartening
to go over the roster of "wise and able men"
Arthur Sutherland
would confide "the constitutional
function
tering

the democratic

cronies";

83 the revulsion

appointments,
illustrates
draw."

Lewis

in our
blundy
''86
who

Rodell
long

history
stated

that

were

relegated

"the

been
they

with a few distinguished
often

against

run

some

upon

run

exceptions

to dissent,

proposed

"inept
Nixon

be nameless,

84

the "luck of the

of Supreme

particularly
have

to Truman's

shall here

is dependent

that

has not

refers

trio who

salvation

observed

justly

since

an ineffable

that the nation's

Le_cy more
competent

not

including

Anthony

pointments

Brandeis,

process."

to whom
of coun-

Court

distinguished.
from

ap"85

"mediocre

to

such as Holmes

and

s7 Learned

Hand,

one of

at note 65 . And always there is the question whether even "general acceptance" can dispense with amendment under Article V. See Hamilton, supra at note 15.
83. "It Is the Warren Court," supra note 41 at x45.
84. Levy, Against the Law 44, 48.
85. "What Qualities for the Court?," The New York Times Magazine, October 6, I957,
in Levy, Warren ii4, ii 9. Writing of the Associate Justices, many of whom he knew
personally, John Quincy Adams said, "Not one of them, except Story, has been a man of
great ability. Several of them have been men of strong prejudices, warm passions, and
contracted minds." Quoted in Samuel E Bemis, John Quincy Adams and the Union 406
note 79 (I956).
86. Judgments, supra note Iz at IO5. He adds, "the politics of appointment..,
are
surely not calculated to bring the ablest men to our supreme tribunal." For a scathing
critique of the run of appointments over the years, see Rodell, Nine Men. Robert G. McCloskey, a searching student of the Court, said that at any given time "You are not likely
to find more than a handful who are capable of performing the rather awesome intellectual task that these ventures of [the Justices] involve. We have had on the Court in
modern times, I would say offhand maybe three...
FrankhL,'ter,Jackson, and probably
Harlan, but they in general, were swimming against the tide." Hearings, supra note 37 at
xo9. Philip Kurland likewise testified that "the personnel of the Court is not up to the
task that has been assigned to it." Id. 149. Paul Freund, who as chief aide to the Solicitor
General was in a position to observe the Court at close quarters, is quoted as saying that
Justice George Sutherland "did not have a very 'searching mind.' McReynolds was a very
'idiosyncratic' man and was often 'childish and peevish.' "Tun Cooper, "Freund: 4 ° Years
of Supreme Court History Recalled." 64 Harv. L.S. Rec. x, 9 (x977).
87. Morris R. Cohen wrote to Frankfurter in January i936 , "you think in terms of
Holmes, Brandeis and Cardozo, and you think more men of that type would make the
Supreme Court a good institution. In this you ignore the fact that it is only by accident
that men of that type can get on the Supreme Court and that when they do they are more
likely to be on the minority side." L. C. Rosenfield, Portrait ofa Philosopher:Morris Raphael
Cohen in Lore and Letters z7o (i96z), quoted in Joseph P. Lash, From the Diaries of Felix
Frankfurter 55 (I975).
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any knowledge

Guardians. 8s A succession of presidents

of how

have dem-

onstrated that they know still less.
One who studies the course of events since the advent of the Warren
era is struck by how short is the memory

of man. One hundred years of

judicial misrule have been wiped out by a fifteen-year interlude during
which libertarian aspirations at length were gratified. Now the intellectuals

eagerly

Tocqueville's

embraced
comment

the

Court

as a "law-giver,"

on the then prevailing

forgetful

of

respect for the judiciary

that imprudent appointments might bring forth evil fruit. 89 Do we need
Hitler or Indira Gandhi to remind us that the lesson of history is: put
not your trust in saviors? The enduring strength of our institutions is
not a little due to our veneration of the Constitution as the bulwark of
our liberties.

We need to take to heart a statement

when he was President

made by Jefferson

and had been urged to take a dubiously

broad

view of his own powers:
I had rather ask for an enlargement of power from the nation, where
it is found necessary, than to assume it by a construction which
would make our powers boundless. Our peculiar security is in possession of a written Constitution. Let us not make it a blank paper
by construction. If [power is boundless] then we have no Constitution. If it has bounds, they can be no other than the definition of
the powers which that instrument gives.9°
For him those definitions were to be read in light of the explanations
made to those who ratified the Constitution. 91

88. Hand, supra note 65 at 73.
89. "[I]fthe Supreme Court is evercomposedof imprudent men or bad citizens, the
Union may be plunged into anarchyor civil war." i Alexisde Tocqueville,Democracyin
America i5o (i9oo).
9o. Letter to Wilson Cary Nicholas, September 7, I8°3, 8 The Writingsof Thomas
Jefferson247 (P. L. Ford ed. I897).
9I. See infra Chapter 19 at note 42.
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1
1

Court

JAMENTATIONS

in the

example,

stated:

"There

States

Supreme

rights

and liberties

of retreat

from

Court
...

was the
[T]he

its once proud

is tilting

fill the

was a time

ficult area of the relationship
the Court

the "regressive" course of the Burger

over

field of civil liberties

air. The New

not so far distant

staunch

Court

and ultimate

forward

seems

between

clearly

position
citizen

the scales from what many

derness

toward

criminals;

criminal

administration

2 it is haltingly

York Times, for

when

the United

defender

of civil

to be beating

in this delicate

a path
and dif-

and state. "1 Undoubtedly
regarded

attempting

to the States. 3 But, as Leonard

as excessive
to return
Levy points

tensome
out,

i. N.Y. Times, March 31, 1976, at 36; see also Nathan Lewin, "Avoiding the Supreme
Court," The New York Times Magazine, October 17, 1976, at 31.
z. Edward R. Korman, "Book Review," 4 Hofstra L. Rev. 549, 556 (1976), refers to
"the near hysterical response in certain quarters that accompanies every opinion of the
'Nixon Court' affirming the conviction of a murderer, rapist or robber." Professor Louis
Jaffe stated that judges "have been insensitive to the public's need for a sense of security."
"Was Brandeis an Activist?The Search for Intermediate Premises," 8o Harv. L. Rev. 986,
lOO2 (1967).
3- Cf. Stone v. Powell, 96 S. Ct. 3o37 (1976), limiting the use of habeas corpus for
review of state court convictions on the basis of illegally obtained evidence.
"Between 1937 and I961 the Court's constitutional rulings in criminal cases had rarely
touched law enforcement and trial practices that were generally permitted by state law
and were in widespread use." Lusky 159. Justice Harlan, dissenting in Chapman v. Alabama, 386 U.S. 18, 46-47 (I967), stated, "I regard the Court's assumption of what
amounts to a general supervisory power over the trial of federal constitutional issues in
state courts as a startling constitutional development that is wholly out of keeping with
our federal system and completely unsupported by the Fourteenth Amendment where
the source of such power must be found." A swing of the pendulum was acknowledged
by Jnstice Lewis E Powell in an address on August ii, 1976, before the American Bar
Association convention. The changes were due to a "'leveling off' in activism by the
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"That

the Nixon Court

favored law-enforcement

359
values" should come

as "no surprise. Burger, Blackmun, Powell and Rehnquist

got their seats

on the bench because of their supposed or known lack of sympathy for
the rights of the criminally
of what G. E. White
packing plans#

accused. '_ This, however, is only the latest

felicitously

described

as a "series of minor court-

Now that a new set of predilections

own, libertarians

who rejoiced

able men" are despondent.

is displacing

their

in the "creative"

role of the "wise and

But the "revolutionary"

changes in the crimi-

nal process 6 by the Warren Court had not won the assent of the people. 7
And it cannot be gainsaid that the Burger Court rulings in this area are
closer to the original design than were those of the Warren

Court. For,

as we have seen, the Bill of Rights was not made applicable to the States,
either by its framers

or in the 39th Congress.

Not that the Burger Court is abjuring
decision

furnished

evidence

Court has no business regulating
and unusual punishment"

lawmaking;

State death penalties because the "cruel

phrase of the Bill of Rights has no application

to the States, or because, as Chief Justices Warren
tice Black stated, it did not encompass

apothecary's

cases it has weighed whether

is or is not a "cruel and unusual

scale) ° It would be inopportune

"strict constructionist"

and Burger and Jus-

a death penalty for murder. 9 In-

stead, in Gregg v. Georgia and companion
a death penalty

its "six-man jury"

to the contrary. 8 It has not held that the

punishment"

on an

to show in detail that the

Burger Court clings as firmly to judicial gover-

Court";"a more traditional, and in my view, a sounderbalanceis evolvingbetween the
rights of accusedpersonsandthe right of a civilizedsociety to have a criminaljustice
systemthat is effectiveas well as fair."N.Y. Times, August xz, i976, at x8.
4. Levy,Againstthe Law 4zz (i974).
5-G. E. White, The AmericanJudidal Traditioni97 (i976).
6. Lusky :61.
7- See supraChapter 17note 49-"The Court's'coddling'of criminalsbecamea major
issue in the x968 elections;[after the election] newappointeeswereselectedin part on
their commitmentto lawenforcementandtheir hostilityto 'criminalforces.'" White,
supra note 5 at 364-365.
8. InfraChapter zz.
9- SupraChapter17 note 48.
m. Greggv. Georgia,96 S. Ct. 29o9 (x976).
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Cox observed that "the new Jus-

rices seem not to shrink from using constitutional

law as an instrument

of reform when an existing rule offends their preferences.

"12

It is more to the purpose to examine how the Burger Court has thrown
"liberal" analysis into disarray, as Leonard
Law: The Nixon Court illustrates.

Levy's recent book Against the

Levy's earlier studies give evidence of

incisive analysis and a richly stocked mind; but Against the Law leaves one
with a baffling sense of ambivalence, of seeming unawareness
are, often incongruent.

that his views

In what follows I am not to be taken as a partisan

of the Burger Court, but rather as seeking to test Levy's theories by his
criticism of that Court. By way of background
pathetic

introduction

let us begin with his sym-

to a group of articles on the Warren

phrases of the Constitution

are "Delphic";

Court. The

the Court

is indeed, and cannot help but be [a superlegislature]. The reason is
simply that the Constitution, as Jefferson said in exasperation, is
"merely a thing of wax" which the Court "may twist and shape into
any form they please ..." Judge Learned Hand observed that ...
"The words [a judge] must construe are empty vessels into which he
can pour nearly anything he will." Legal erudition, legal rules, legal
logic, legal precedents do not decide cases involving the ambiguous
clauses of the Constitution ... Inevitably, then, our constitutional
law is subjective in character and to a great degree result oriented. 13
11.See infra Chapter az.
x2."The New Dimensions of Constitutional Adjudication,"51 Wash. L. Rev. 79I,
8o3 (I976). Cf.Justice White, Robertsv. Louisiana,96 S.Ct. 3ooi, 3020 (1976);seealso
Cox, The Roleof the SupremeCourt in A_n
Government34 (I976).
x3. Levy, Warren7, 9, xo.Why then criticizeJustice Rehnquist'sapproach as "that of
an ideologue advocatingthe embodiment of his political choices in constitutionallaw"?
Levy,AgainsttheLaw 58.Andif"legal rules, legalprecedents"and the like"donot decide
cases"then Rodell wasnot "anti-intellectual"in dismissingthe "look-it-up-in-the-library"
intellectual. Supra Chapter 15 at notes 11-12.
Jefferson was lamentingthat the Court had madeof the Constitution"a thing ofwax,"
letter to SpencerRoane, September 6, i8z 9, 12 Worksof Thoraas]effersoni35, i37 (Fed.
ed. 19o5).He had hoped that officialswould be bound "frommischief by the chains of
the Constitution." See also infraChapter 2o at note 6. So too, Learned Hand'sreference
to wordsas "empty vessels"must be balancedagainst his confessionof failureto understand the Court's function as a "thirdlegislativechamber"except as a coupdema/n. The
Bill of Rights 55 (I962)-
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Levy continues in this strain in his commentary on the Burger Court:
"From the beginning..,
the Court ... read the Constitution to mean
whatever it wanted. Despite pretenses to the contrary, the Court could
do no other, for...
American constitutional law exists in the collective
eye of those who happen at any moment in time to dominate the
Court. "14 If this be so, how can the decisions of the "Nixon Court" be
"Against the Law"? And "why," to borrow
Black's rhetorical
terpreters

question,

are left only to the admonitions

Is this reconcilable
all practical

Levy's adoption

"have a written Constitution

of their own consciences? "Is

with Levy's view that the Court "is and must be for

purposes

a 'continuous

constitutional

convention'

sense that it must keep updating the original charter..,
decide cases on the basis of what the Constitution
Given that constitutional
can understand

law is "inevitably...

that "strict constructionism
•.. a return to...
condemned

it simply cannot

says"? 16
result-oriented,"

unbearable,

not to Chief Justice Vinson and Justices

ommend,

in the

one

Levy's view that any decision other than Brown v. Board

of FMucation "would have been unthinkable,
(though

of Justice

at all if its in-

means reversing the decision of Appomatox

Jim Crow. "_9 That is not a return that I should rec-

but is this not the very "reasoning
by Levy: "In constitutional

chooses what the outcome
ply a rationalization

unspeakable "17

Reed and Jackson), 18

backwards" so vigorously

cases ...

the judge who first

should be and then reasons backwards to ap-

replete with rules and precedents

has betrayed

his

calling; he has decided on the basis of prejudice and prejudgment, and
has made constitutional
law tittle more than the embodiment
of his
policy preferences,
ever, is "inevitable"

reflecting his subjective predilections.
once it is postulated

"2° That, how-

that "our constitutional

law is

x4. Levy,Againstthe Law 25.
15.Levy, Warrenx86.
I6. Levy,Against the Law 29--3o. "Burger was quite accurate when he accused the
Court of operating as a 'continuing constitutional convention.' It cannot operate in any
other way." Id. z 3o.
17.Levy, Warren ,o, 2o.
x8.Supra Chapter 7 at notes 43-44, 54-55.
x9. Levy,Againstthe Law 3o-3I.
20. Levy, Warren186.
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and to a great degree result-oriented.

theless Levy states that "result-oriented
is a corruption
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constitutional

"2I Never-

adjudication...

of the judicial process that leaves too far behind the rule

of law enforced by impersonal

or objective judges. "22 He himself avers,

however, "We may not want judges who start with the answer rather
than the problem..,
must construe

but as long as mere mortals sit on the Court and

that majestic but muddy Constitution,

any other kind. "23 Yet he emphasizes
oriehted

jurisprudence...

we will rarely get

in Against tbe Law that "result-

[is a] judicial monstrosity

that gains nothing

when the Court reaches a just result merely because of its identification
with underdog

litigants. "24

Now unless I am sadly at sea, it seems to me that Levy is riding off in
opposite directions. He cannot at one and the same time maintain that
the words of the Constitution

"are empty vessels into which [a judge] can

pour nearly anything he will" and then insist that the "purpose of the Sixth
Amendment

was to bind the federal government to the system of trial by

jury that was traditional

and familiar. ,,2s On that analysis the words "trial

by jury" are not "empty vessels" but have a fixed content.
been unable to decide whether
table" or a "monstrosity."

a result-oriented

So, too, he has

jurisprudence

is "inevi-

It may be one or the other, but it cannot

be

26 The core of Levy's complaint, unless I grossly misconceive his
concluding remarks, seems to be against the Burger Court's craftsman-

both.

ship, its failure "to weigh criticism,"

"to develop carefully reasoned judg-

ments," "to make bad law in the sense of being badly crafted. "27 But, as
he recognizes,

"experts will doubtless disagree" about "the Nixon Court's

2x. Levy,Againstthe law 35.
22. Id. 438.
z 3.Id. 3524. Id. xiii.
25.Id. 289 (emphasisadded).
26. So, too, affirmationthat "inevitably... constitutional law is subjective,"supra at
note x3, is incompatible with Levy's statement that the Brerman-Marshallexplanations
"werelikeBand-Aidscoveringtheir verypersonaland humanitarianreading of present-day
values,"Levy,Againstthe law 398, aswell they might do in "updating"the Constitution.
For similar criticism see Robert H. Horn, "BookReview,"88 Harv. L. Rev. x9z4, i925
(I975).
27.Levy,Againrt the Law 438-439 . "His alarm arises more from the style, manners
and rationalewith which the decisionshave been renderedthan fromthe decisionsthem-
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craftsmanship"
Whether

as "they have about

it be good

that is "inevitably...
what counts. 29
Some

of

shambles";
cedents
Burger

severest

the Court
do not

Court

yields

one

reading

craftsmanship.

not the reasoning,

for the Burger
"left

its

in disregard

to its predecessor.

to agree

tempt

for precedents"

said lately

that

controls

Chief

Justice

when

Burger

he rejected

over the Constitution.

"displayed
the "thesis

is

Court's

precedents

in

that

"pre-

of precedents

the

"The

list of opinions

destroyed
by the Warren
Court,"
Philip Kurland
observed,
a table of contents
from an old constitutional
law casebook.
ficult

"z8

in a jurisprudence

them. "3° Yet, he considers

cases. "3_ And

the palm

result,

are reserved

new

"obliterates

decide

The

strictures

precedents:

Court's

is of no moment

result-oriented."

of Levy's

treatment

the Warren

or bad, however,
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"reads like
"32 It is dif-

an egregious
that what

con-

the Court

"33 He may be indulged

in re-

selves.., he concentrates his detailed analytical criticism on the h0winstead of the what."
D. G. Stephenson, "Book Review," 61 Va. L. Rev. x338, x34x (x975)z8. Levy, Against the Law 438.
29. Stephenson, supra note 27 at x344, justly remarks, "what the Court does has a
greater and more lasting effect on its place in the pohtical system than hew It reaches its
judgment." One has only to compare the impact of the "desegregation case" with its inadequate reasoning. Levy, finding a decline in Justice Douglas' analytical powers, remarks that "Douglas's opinions provoked some of his liberal admirers to take the cynical
position that if constitutional adjudication is basically result-oriented, Douglas voting for
the 'right' side was better than any Nixon appointee voting the other way." Levy, Against
the Law 38. See Rodell, supra Chapter 15 at note ii, Chapter x7 note 4 L
3o. Levy, Against the Law 26o, 4z3 .
3 I. Id. 34.
3z. Politics,the Constitution and the Warren Court 9° (x97o). An ardent admirer of the
Warren Court stated that "in a whole series of precedent-shattering decisions, the Court
extended the protection of parts of the Bill of Rights well beyond old-established limits
and set aside several past Court rulings to do so... [a] well-nigh unprecedented display
of judicial power." Fred Rodell, "The 'Warren Court' Stands Its Ground," The New York
Times Magazine, September 27, x964, in Levy, l_rren 2o9, 2xo.
33- Levy, Against the Law 28-29. Like Chief Justice Burger, Justices Douglas and
Franlffurter claimed the right to look at the Constitution rather than what the Court had
said about it. Supra Chapter x5 note 57.
Burger spoke in a "right to counsel" case, Coleman v. Alabama, 399 U.S. I, z 2 (x97o),
dissenting opinion. Levy notes that at the adoption of the Constitution, "the counsel
clause.., meant no more than the right to retain counsel of one's choice at one's own
expense," that it was only in x938 that the Court held counsel must be supplied, and "that
rule was not extended to state crime proceedings until x963 ." Levy, Against the Law I97.
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turning

to older

discarded,
"There

precedents

34 particularly

that

since,

is no more certainty

first. "3_ Let Levy

displayed

precedents,

an audacious

lowed
Court,

the

disregard

them, 37 Charles

no less than the Warren
for and circumvention

its own values and policy choices.

of
De-

it could do no other for as beauty
so American constitutional
law ex-

of a value-oriented

entertained

a panegyrist

than

at any moment

to

Court. 36

Black

of Justice

system

whirligig.

this is but the kadi administering
Levy

recently

early observed,

is more correct

eye of those who happen

the Supreme

[case] law" a veritable

Where

had only

Baldwin

that a last opinion

clearly revealing

are the fruits

tutional

Court

Henry

the Burger Court

ists in the collective

Such

the Warren

as Justice

spite pretenses to the contrary,
exists in the eye of the beholder,
dominate

JUDICIARY

sum up:

In all these cases ...
Court

BY

No

justice

misgivings

which

under
about

of "consti-

can disguise

that

a tree.
judicial

was an uncurbed
Black who

makes

rhetoric

sought

partisan

review

but swal-

of the Warren

to justify

the policy-

Similarly Levy complains that Kirby v. Illinois, 4o6 U.S. 682 (I 972), "emasculated" United
States v. Wade, 388 U.S. 2 x8 (I967) (right to counsel at police lineup). Why should the
Burger Court feel bound by a "precedent" first created only five years earlier? Levy norices that "Congress viewed Wade as a 'harmful blow at the nation-wide effort to control
crime.' " Levy, ld. 252.
34- Consider Justice Breunan's dissent in United States v. Ash, 413 U.S. 3oo, 326
0973): "today's decision marks simply another step towards the complete evisceration of
the fundamental constitutional principles establishedby this Court only sixyears ago" (emphasis added).
Horn, supra note 26 at x9z6--i927 comments, "In large part these decisions were less
than a decade old when the Burger era opened. Professor Levy is entitled to regard them
as 'settled meanings of the Constitution' (422) regardless of how greatly these Warren
Court decisions unsettled what in some instances had been an apparently settled meaning
since the Bill of Rights itself had been adopted," i.e., for i5o years.
35. Livingston's Executor v. Story, 36 U.S. (i x Pet.) 35 I, 400 (i837), dissenting opinion. See also Justice Jackson's comment on judicial infallibility, supra Chapter 17 at note
4536 . Levy, Warren 25i.
37. "If there must be an answer, the most satisfying is the most equivocal or gingerly
balanced, that of the mugwump caught in the classic stance with his mug on one side of
the fence and his wump on the other." ]udic/a/Review and the Supreme Court 42 (Leonard
Levy ed. i967).
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making ways of the Court to man. 38 Now Black has come forth with a
semi-recantation,
a result-focused
Burger Court's
ing whether

taking on himself some of the blame for encouraging
jurisprudence.

39 The "fresh raw wound" caused by the

death penalty cases of July 2, 1976 , set him to "wonder-

we liberals..,

may not be in part to blame for a...

quite

evident trend toward the point of view that reason doesn't matter much,
and can be brushed aside, if only the result is thought

desirable. "4° One

should not be captious with a repentant
sinner, but Black's semirecantation contains the seeds of further error; and, as one who wrote in
x942 that the test of constitutionality

cannot be the embodiment

of pre-

dilections which I share, 41 I may be forgiven for seeking to lay those
errors bare.
There

is first Black's repeated appeal to "reason. "42 The recent death-

penalty cases moved him to ask "whether we do well to entrust this Court
with the job of a rational defense of ordered
we did well to refrain

liberty--and

from talking too loud about

even whether

it when the same

[Burger] Court without adequate reason given, decided the abortion case
as it did. "43 Like Professor Black, I too am a devotee of reason and well
recall the richly deserved

criticisms of the Warren

Court,

couched

in

38.C. L. Black,The Peopleandthe Court0960); HugoBlackand the SupremeCourt:A
Symposium,"Foreword" by C. L. Black(S.P.Stricldanded. 1967).AsLevyobserved,"the
defenseof judicialreview has come mainly from those who have weleomedthe trend of
judicialdecision in recent years and haverushed to the Court's protection." Supra note
37 at 24.
39.Address,"The Judicial Power as Guardian of Liberties," before a symposiumon
"The Supreme Court and Constitutional Liberties in Modem America,"Wayne State
University,Detroit, Mich., Oct. i6, i976 hereinafter cited as Black,Wayne.
4o. Id. z.
4I. Supra Chapter I at note 13.
42. The death-penalty "casesrepresented as definite an abandonmentof the responsibility to justifya result by coherent reasonas has ever occurredin the historyof the
Court."Black,Wayne4. He urgesthat the bar"neverceaseto callthe Court to account,
andto urge reasonupon it,"id. 9, lest a"miasmaof iUegitimacy.., hangabout alljudicial
work."Id. 1o. Even more vital is it that the Court must act within the bounds of its
authorityfor,as he states,it is "a primepoliticalpostulatethat the governmentis not to
traveloutside its allocatedsphere,"supranote 38 at 4I, and that also goes for the judiciary.
43"Black,Wayne 7.
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of deplorable

He himself

in different

wholly

by reason;

reachable

"craftsmanship

recognizes

results

that

there

another

and

must

Chief

of control

Negro

"equality."

Justice

Harlan

frage from
whether

And he totally
before

the

frailty

Court

is dictated

judgment
starts

that

Declaration

not

from

proceeded

pre-

in Rey-

of Independence
the

framers

had not

of the
deprived

saw no prospect

of

the incontestable

evidence

that

that

excluded

suf-

the framers

Even

the framers'

now

Black

value-choices

does not ask
with

their

judgments."
is further

v. Board of Education

can be. The

Fourteenth

all discrimination
to abandon

ber of the NAACP
brilliance

the

ignored

result

Declaration

and that Lincoln

may displace

of "reason"

for his inability

Warren

Black. 4s

to different

"reason"

Justice
the

from

leads

a normative

words,

the scope of the Amendment.

the Justices

gards Brown

forbade

that

a peep
often

important

notwithstanding

found

over suffrage,

spread

own "normative
The

"no

from

Address,

Amendment

the States

that

lie at its heart

may reject.

Gettysburg

Fohrteenth

without
reason

alone. "46 In other

nolds v. Sims (reapportionment)
and the

"44

"painstaking

minds"

by reason

mises that

BY JUDICIARY

"as nearly

Amendment,
against

black

by Black himself;
syllogistic

he re-

as a real law case

in the clear light of its history . ..
people. "47 He may be indulged

a view to which

legal counsel

into the NAACP

illustrated

he was committed

in that case; he "threw

as a mem-

all his passionate

effort. "4s But, to the astonishment

of Kelly,

44. Black's Yale colleagues, Alexander Bickel and Harry Wellington, wrote m 1957,
"The Court's product has shown an increasing incidence of the.., formulation of results
accompanied by little or no effort to support them in reason." "Legislative Purpose and
the Judicial Process: The Lincoln Mills Case," 71 Harv. L. Rev. I, 3 (1957). Dissenting
Justices complained that the Warren majority failed to "confront complicated constitutional issues with professional expertise and consistency." Levy, Warren 17. Kurland observed that "the defenders of the [Warren] Court do not tend to argue that the opinions
are well reasoned." Supra note 32 at 183. See also supra at note 28.
45. He considered protests against the "reasoning" in the Brown case as "wrong."
Black, Wayne 3. In other contexts he now bemoans his own silence, infra at note 5i.
46. Black, Wayne i i.
47. Id. 2 (emphasis added). In 1959 he wrote that the case "was a debatable one."
Supra note 38 at 137. His Yale colleague, Bickel, wrote what Justice Frankfurter considered an "impressive" memorandum, and advised that "it is impossible to conclude that
the 39th Congress intended that segregation be abolished." Supra Chapter 7 at note 8.
48. Kluger 645.
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Graham,

and others, the "clear" neoabolitionist

the court was branded
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history they pressed on

by Chief Justice Warren--anxious

though he was

to rule in favor of desegregation--as
"inconclusive." How can we rely
on "reason" that converts the very limited and "clear" purposes of the
framers into a ban on "all" discrimination?
Black recalls that he "expressed some doubt about the application of
the equal protection clause to legislative apportionment, in Baker v. Carr,
but, looking back, ! know that I muted that doubt." Came Oregon v.
Mitchell, and Professor Black perceived "that the plurality opinion of four
was plainly wrong, and the deciding concurrence

of Mr. Justice Black so

egregiously wrong as to be... all but incredible. "49 In justice to Justice
Black, it deserves to be repeated that he recanted (though without so
stating) with respect to apportionment
"agreed"

for State offices, saying that he

with Justice Harlan's demonstration

that control over suffrage

was deliberately left by the framers with the States. s° Of this Professor
Black says not a word. One of the remarkable aspects of his address in
fact is that not once does he advert to the historical
dicial policymaking

limitations

on ju-

with respect to the Bill of Rights, segregation,

and

reapportionment
set forth by Fairman, Bickel, and Harlan; he puts his
trust in "reason." Because reason can lead in different directions, however, the all-but-incontestable
proof that suffrage was left by the framers
to the States, offers a safer, surer mooring.
But to resume Professor

Black's threnody, looking back to the Warren

Court's extension of the school desegregation
regation,

involving

neither

curiam and without opinion,"
edly joined Herbert

case "to other forms of seg-

schools nor children"

in cases "decided per

Black now wishes that he "had fullthroat-

Wechsler in his protest against this procedure, which

was so self-evidently wrong that one is ashamed to have glossed it over
just because the result was what one wanted and thought right. "51 This
was more than a departure

from a lawyer's "commitment

...

to rea-

49. Black,Wayne 3-45o. "My BrotherHARLANhas persuasivelydemonstrated that the Framers ... intended to keep for themselves ... the power to regulate elections ... I agree as to the
State's power to regulate the elections of their own officials."Oregon v. Mitchell, 400
U.S. H2, 1,4-xz 5 (I97o), concurring and dissenting in part.
5x. Black,Wayne 8--9.
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a departure

from standards

place their trust in scholars. Like scientists,

that led the people to

constitutional

scholars,

as

Thomas Huxley said upwards of a century ago, should "respect nothing
but evidence, and ... believe that their highest duty lies in submitting
to it, however

it may jar against their inclinations. "s3 That duty carries

with it, I submit, publication,

not suppression,

of scholarly

findings.

Oregon v. Mitchell induced some soul-searching in Black: "What if all
this is turned on us? If real reason goes out of fashion, can we be sure it
will not happen?

...

unfair to conclude,

Have we not, after all, asked for it? "54 It is not
I trust, that Black's jeremiad

illustrates

once more

the "whose ox is gored" adage. He held his peace when "the result was
what one wanted and thought
ture from "reason"

right," but now protests

when he is "heartbroken

against a depar-

that the legal killing of

people is to be resumed. "55 Not a word about the manifest
of the people
Fourteenth

to the contrary,

Amendment

about the formidable

by the Framers--a

was not deemed

cial power to revise the Constitution--if

54. Black, Wayne
55. Id. 2.
56. Supra Chapter

x epigraph.
4 (emphasis
x7 note 48.

added).

to

a "cruel and unusual

view to which the Supreme

hered until i972. 56 Instead Black apparently

5z.Id. 953. Supra Chapter

that the

did not make the Bill of Rights applicable

the States, that the death penalty
punishment"

preference

evidence

Court

ad-

remains faithful to a judi-

only it be clothed in "reason."

19
The Legitimacy
of Judicial Review

T

r most fundamental

stated, is "the legitimacy
beyond

question of all, as Thomas

the scope of the power to its very existence,

After remarking,

"Whether

this enormous

from the language of the Constitution,
instrument

intended

and whether

the framers of that

unlikely ever to be resolved," Joseph Bishop

stated, "No matter; the power exists. "2 It is true that the

power has long been exercised, but whether
tional warrant--is

something

it "exists"--has

determine

constitutional

challenge

the usurpation

against the government,

constitu-

else again. Edmond Cahn, however, opined

that "it is too late to reopen the question of whether

reserved

however limited.

power can fairly be deduced

to confer it on the Justices, has been the subject of

vast learned controversy..,
reassuringly

Grey tightly

of judicial review itself, "l a question that goes

the Court ought to

issues. "3 On the contrary, it is never too late to
of power; one gains no tide by prescription
4 still less against the sovereign

to the people by the Tenth Amendment

people. Power

cannot be taken over

1. "Do We Have an Unwritten Constitution?,"27 Stan. L. Rev. 703 (1975).
z. "The Warren Court Is Not Likelyto Be Overruled,"TheNew YorkTimesMagazine,
September 7, I969, in Levy, Warren93"-94-See also E. V. Rostow, "The Democratic
Character ofJudicial Review,"66 Harv.L. Rev. 193, 196 (1952).But see infra Chapter
21 at note 44.
3. Edmond Calm, "Brieffor the Supreme Court," TheNew YorkTimesMagazine,October 7, I956, in Levy, l_rren z8, 29;cf. Robert G. McCloskey, TheAnurkan Supreme
Court I7-I8 (I96O).But see infra Chapter 23 at note 2.
4. United States v. 1,629.6 Acres of Land, County of Sussex,Del., 5o3 Ezd 764, 767
(3d Cir. 1974);United Statesv. Oglesby,I63 E Supp. 2o3, zo4 (W.D. Ark. i958); Blask
v. Sowl, 309 E Supp. 909, 914 (W.D. WlS. i967).
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by "squatter sovereignty. .... It will not be denied," Chief Justice Marshall
stated, "that a bold and daring usurpation might be resisted, after an
acquiescence

still longer and more complete than this. "5 In Erie Ry. Co.

v. Tompkins the Court, per Justice Brandeis, branded its own course of
conduct stretching over one hundred years as "unconstitutional,
situation

not nearly as important

as the "enormous

the judicial will upon the nation. Usurpation--the
granted--is
inscribed

not legitimated

by repetition.

in the Massachusetts

demand of their magistrates
principles

to impose

exercise of power not

7 The people, as John Adams

Constitution

of 1780, are ever entitled to

an "exact and constant

of the Constitution,

power"

"6 in a

observance"

of the

8 above all, to exercise no powers

not

granted. We may not, therefore,

shut our eyes to the issue of legitimacy.

In the course of a penetrating

summary of the issues posed by judicial

review, Leonard
cannot

Levy states: "The charges of usurpation

be proved; it is without

most certainly

merit. The difficulty is that the legiti-

macy of judicial review in terms of the original intent cannot
either. "9 This attempt
under a Constitution
a claimant

at even-handed

analysis overlooks

be proved

the fact that

which delegates and limits power, the burden is on

to point to the source of his power

failing which, it is a

usurpation. 9. After dwelling on the materials which led him to conclude
that the framers left a "very incomplete

and extraordinarily

ambiguous

record, "l° Levy comments on Charles Black's argument that judicial re5-M'Culloch v.Maryland,x7 U.S. (4 Wheat.)3x6, 4oI (i819). Hamilton statedthat
judicial"usurpationson the authorityof the legislature"would be impeachable.Supra
Chapter15 at note 5o.
6. 304 U.S. 64, 77-78 (i938): referringto Swiftv. Tyson,4° U.S. (I6 Pet.) 1 (1842),
the Court held, "the unconstitutionalityof the course pursued[bythe courts]has now
been madeclear,andcompelsus"to "abandon"the "doctrineso widelyappliedthroughout nearlya century."For Justice Brandeis'quotationfromJusticeHolmes, see supra
Chapter 15 note 56.
7. Poweli v. McCormack,395 U.S. 486, 546-547 (I969): "That an unconstitutional
action has been takenbefore surely does not render the sameaction any less unconstitutionalat a laterdate."See alsoOgdenv. Saunders,z5 U.S. (I2 Wheat.)213, zgo (18z7).
8. MassachusettsConstitution,1780,Part the First,ArticleXVIII,I Poore 959, quoted
more fullysupra Chapter x5 at note 18. See also supraChapter15 note 19.
9. JudicialReviewandthe SupremeCourt 2 (1967);cf. McCloskey,supra note 3 at 8-9.
9a. See infra Chapter z3 at note 2.
lO.Levy, supra note 9 at 3.
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view has been "legitimized

by popular acquiescence,

37 x
and therefore popu-

lar approval, over the course of American history." In Black's own words,
"the people have, precisely through

the political process, given the stamp

of approval in the only way they could give approval to an institution
being--by

leaving it alone." To this Levy retorts:

that at no time in our history have the American

"The simple fact is
people passed judg-

ment, pro or con, on the merits of judicial review over Congress.
sent freely given, by referendum,

by legislation,

in

Con-

or by amendment

is sim-

ply not the same as failure to abolish or impair. "11 If in fact no provision
for judicial review was made by the Constitution,
substitute
revision

for the constitutional
by tacit acquiescence.

compliance

machinery
Neglect

with the amendment

stitution

is "binding"--"until

authoritative act, annulled
argument,

or inaction

provision;

mized by inertia. But, as Hamilton

Black's argument would

for change by amendment

stated in Federalist

the people

would excuse non-

usurpation

would be legitiNo. 78, the Con-

have, by some solemn and

or changed the established

form. "12 The Black

which takes tittle or no account of historical roadblocks,

is, as

Willard Hurst said in an analogous context, "a way of practically reading
Article V out of the Constitution. "13
To read popular acquiescence

in judicial vetoes as ratification

dicial power to change the Constitution
quirement:
rejection

complete
in Federalist

disclosure.

of a ju-

offends against still another

re-

The people could rely on Hamilton's

No. 7 8 of the possibility

that "the courts on the

i x. Id. 30-3 x. In the sameessay,however,Levy earfierstated,"Long acquiescenceby
the people and their representativeshas legitimatedjudicialreview... Judicial review,in
fact existsby the tacit consent of the governed."Id. x2.
xz. Quoted in full, supra Chapter 17 at note 15 (emphasisadded).
13.Wdlard Hurst, "Discussion" in SupremeCourtand SupremeLaw 74 (E. Calm ed.
i954). Learned Hand also adhered to amendment as the proper means of change. Kathryn Griffith,Judge LearnedHand and the Roleof the FederalJudiciary83 (i973). Justice
Blackrang the changeson this theme,e.g.,in Griswoldv.Connecticut, 38i U.S. 479, 522
(x965).
The issue has generallybeen ignored by the insmLrnentalists.
Yet it is central, for as
Lusky asks,"does establishmentof new constitutionalrulesby the Court offend Article
V... which prescribesthe amendment process?Does it outrage the principle of separation of powers?... In short, is the Court guilty of plain usurpation?"Lusky 79. Elbridge Gerry,as we have seen, regardedchange outsideArticleV as a subversionof the
Constitution and impeachable.Supra Chapter 17 at notes zo-zz.
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may substitute

their own pleasure

of the legislature,"

to the con-

on his representation

judges had no warrant to depart from the Constitution.

that the

As Lusky put it,

the people expect the Justices to view the Constitution as expressing "the
will of those who made" it and "to ascertain their will. "14 Until the Court
candidly discloses--as Justice Jackson vainly urged--that
it is "making
new law for a new day," the people can hardly be held to acquiesce in
what they have not been told. They have been told that the Court speaks
with' the voice of the Constitution; 15 they are constantly told that "the
Constitution (not the Justices)
into ratification

requires."

of progressive

And that cannot

judicial violation

be converted

of its limits.

On Levy's view that judicial review has no sure constitutional basis 16
and that it has not been "approved" by the American people, it is, like
Mahomet's

coffin, suspended

in midair. Thus, the awesome

judicial review is left altogether

without

power of

footing. My own studies, set

forth in Congress v. The Supreme Court (i969), convinced me that judicial
review was contemplated

and provided

to policing constitutional

boundaries

policyrnaking.
comment

The fundamental

for by the Framers,

albeit limited

and divorced from participation

importance

briefly on Levy's objections

of legitimacy

impels me to

to the evidence avouched

Levy begins by asking, if the Framers

"intended

in

the Court

for it.
to have

the power, why did they not provide for it? "17 In my view they did. Article III,§ 2, extends the judicial power to cases "arising under this Con14. Federalist
x5. Professor

5o7; Lusky

3i-32.

Felix Frankfurter

wrote President

Franklin

Roosevelt,

"People have been

taught to believe that when the Supreme Court speaks it is not they who speak but the
Constitution,
whereas, of course..,
it is they who speak and not the Constitution.
And
I verily believe that that is what the country
Frankfurter: Their Correq_dence
rice, sitting on the desegregation
Justice Jackson

urged,

needs

most to understand."

Roosevelt and

i928-1945
383 (M. Freedman ed. 1967). But as aJuscase, he could not bring himself to tell the people, as

that the Justices

were "declaring

new law for a new day." Supra

Chapter 7 at notes 52, 55- See also supra Chapter x7 at notes 25-z6.
I6. Levy, supra note 9 at 2. After examining the arguments
pro and con, Archibald
Cox likewise concludes

that the argument

for judicial

sive proof that the basic charter, as originally
stitutional
questions to the Judicial Branch."
Govo_iment

I6 (I976).

17- Levy, supra note 9 at z.

review "hardly adds up to conclu-

adopted, conferred supremacy upon conThe Role of the Supreme Court in American
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stitution'; one who claims that a constitutional right was invaded presents such a case. Article VI, § 2, provides that "This Constitution and
the Laws ... which shall be made in Pursuance thereof..,
shall be the
supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound
thereby." Federal judges and all federal and State officials were no less
"bound" than State judges by the "supreme Law."18 If a judge is "bound"
only by a law "in pursuance" of the Constitution,
with, by necessary
Obviously
whether

implication

that is, consistent

he is not bound by an inconsistent

a judge would be required to make a preliminary

therelaw. 19
decision

or not he was "bound" by the law, exercising the judicial power

to decide lodged in a federal judge by Article liI. 2° As said by Herbert
Wechsler, federal judges "enforce the Constitution"
decide a litigated issue that is otherwise
diction

because "they must

within their [Artide HI] juris-

and in doing so must give effect to the supreme

land. "21 In other words, a judicial issue is presented
whether

a statute is the "supreme

law of the

by the question

Law of the Land" and the Article HI

"judicial power" embraces such questions. Read together, Articles RI and
VI therefore confer the power of judicial review. Those who find it difficult to draw these deductions should bear in mind that the Framers so
understood the two provisions,
86 heavily documented

the evidence for which I have supplied in

pages. 22

I8. Raoul Berger, Congressv. The SupremeCourt 236-344 0969).
x9. To the Founders "in pursuance thereof" meant "consistent with." Id. 2z8-z36.
,o. Id.
zI. Quoted mid. z45 note Iox.
zz. Id. i98-z84. Levyasserts that "Articles11Iand VI... established ... judicial review.., over the acts of the states, the subordinate agencieswithin the federal system,
but not over the President and Congress."Levy,supra note 9 at 7-But Article VI refers
to "lawsof the United Stateswhich shall be made in pursuance"of the Constitution; only
congressionallaws consistent with the Constitution are made the "supreme law of the
land." The companion argument--that only state judges are "bound" by the
Constitution--wouldfreeeveryotherofficial,state or federal,fromconstitutionalbonds,
an absurdresult,and one incompatiblewith the Founders'design.Berger,supranote i8
at z36-z4z. Levy'sinarticulatepremise,thatthe Framersweremoresolicitousto protect
Congressthanthe Statesfrom review,runscounter to historicalfact.The Founderscherished the Statesas the bastion of their fightsandflared the remoteandnewfederalgovernment;they sought to protect the States againstfederalincursions,and to do so initially confidedjudicialreviewto the State courts.Id. z58-z78. They repeatedlyreferred
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Next Levy turns to "Corwin's vacillations"
the confusing and inconclusive

which allegedly testify "to

nature of the evidence. "23 Undeniably

Corwin swung like a pendulum, but the important question is not what
he thought but what are the facts. Now the facts, set forth by Charles
Beard, criticized by Corwin in i913, but richly confirmed by Corwin in
t914, 24 are in the words of his i9i 4 summary:
That the members of the Convention of x787 thought the Constitution secured to the courts.., the right to passon the validity of acts
of Congress under it cannot reasonably be doubted. Confining ourselves simply to the available evidence that is strictly contemporaneous with the framing and ratifying of the Constitution, as I think it
only proper to do, we find the following members of the Convention
that framed the Constitution definitely asserting that this would be
the case... True these were only seventeen names out of a possible
fifty-five, but let it be considered whose names they are. They designate fully three-fourths of the leaders of the Convention. 2s
Only two men, Gunning Bedford and John Mercer, who carried little
weight, expressed a contrary view. 26 As Corwin stated, "on no other feature of the Constitution with reference to which there has been any considerable debate is the view of the Convention itself better attested. "27
To these seventeen are added a number of prominent
Oliver Ellsworth

of Connecticut

Founders, such as

and John Marshall of Virginia,

who

spoke in the Ratification Conventions. After painstakingly sifting all the
evidence I concluded that Beard and the I9X4 Corwin evaluation were
fully supported. 28
to judicialreviewas a curbon congressional
encroachments.Id. I3-X4;Hamilton, supra
Chapter 15 at note 5o. See Hamilton,infranote 33.
z 3. Levy,supranote 9 at 3.
24. For a critiqueof Corwin'si9i 3 review,see Berger,supranote i8 at Io6-Ii 4. His
reversionin i937 m his i913 viewwascoloredby his espousalof the Court-packingplan
asa meansof haltingthe Court'sassaulton the New Deal. For commenton some of his
i937 views,see Berger,id. at 1I4 note 312.
25. More fully quoted in Berger,id. io4-io 5.
26. Id. 69 note io9, 63.
27. Id. Io5.
28.Id. 47-I4I.
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seriatim on the selected items Levy would discredit

will suffice. When
Madison
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the Convention

"expressed

discussed the "arising under" clause,

doubt about 'going too far' and advocated that ju-

risdiction over such cases be 'limited to cases of a Judiciary Nature.'
This merely sought to obviate a roving commission

,2o

to declare legisla-

tion unconstitutional
and to confine that function to properly litigated
cases. Levy himself explains that the Court "cannot strike down an act
at will, however unconstitutional,

it must wait passively for a zealous liti-

gant to raise a real case or controversy
The Convention

over which it has jurisdiction. "3°

did not see need to act on Madison's

cause of the general belief that "the jurisdiction
limited to cases of a Judiciary

Nature'31--to

Levy also stresses

inconsistent

Madison's

Madison was inconsistent

"cases or controversies."

over the years. Who is not? But if we look to

as Corwin noted, because those utterances
1787, Madison

were meant to influence fel-

declared that "A Law violating a constitution
would be considered

the Virginia Convention.

On July 2 3,
established

by the judges as null and

void, "33 a view often expressed by other Founders,
expounding

proper frame,

is actually little or no inconsistency.

by the people themselves,

be-

positions. 32 Undoubtedly

what he said in the Federal and State Conventions--the
low delegates--there

suggestion

given was constructively

including Marshall in

34 On August 27 Madison stated: "The right of

the Constitution

in cases not of this [Judiciary] nature ought

29. Levy,supra note 9 at 5.
3o. Id. 27-28.
3i. 2 Farrand 430.
32. Levy,supra note 9 at 4-6.
33. Berger, supra note 18 at 73- Following WiUiamCrosskey,Levy states this was
"wrenchedout of context to givethe misleadingimpressionthat Madisonsupported judicial reviewover Congress,"whereas Madison referred"to the possibility that state
judgeswoulddeclareunconstitutionala state act in violationof the federalconstitution."
Levy,supranote 9 at 4. But Levyhimselfcallsattentionto Hamilton'sexplanation"that
the Court's powerwas intendedto hold Congressin check,thereby safeguardingthe
Statesagainstnationalaggrandizement."Levy,id. 6. The Founderswere far moreconcernedaboutcheckingCongressthan the States.Supranote 22. SeealsoMadison'sstatement that the Bill of Rights,aimedat Congress,wouldenablethe courtsto act as a bulware InfraChapter21 at note 65.
34.Berger,supranote 18 at x5-I6.
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not to be given to that Depariauent.
was of a Judiciary
pounding"

sional acts] ...

"35 By plain implication,

"the right of expounding"

had been employed

constitutionality,
Then

Nature,
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by the Members

which embraced
in pursuance"

Levy turns to Hamilton:

was given, and "ex-

to include decisions on

"laws of the United

of the Constitution.

if the right

States [congres-

36

"it is not irrelevant"

that Hamilton's

own plan made no provision "for any sort of judicial review. "37 1 suggest
that it is utterly irrelevant.
plete scheme

Hamilton

of government,

did not propose to submit a com-

but merely

"to suggest the amendments

which he should probably propose to the plan of Mr. R[andolph]
proper stages of its future discussion."

The Randolph

in the

plan provided

for

a judiciary as a "check" on the legislature. 3s Levy also depreciates Hamilton's exposition of judicial review in Federalist No. 78 because it adopted
Robert Yates' demonstration

(in opposition

to adoption of the Consti-

tution) that it provided for judicial review. 39 Adoption of an opponent's
argument

generally is a tacit tribute to its force. Levy explains that

Hamilton tried to convince his readers that the Court's power was
intended to hold Congress in check, thereby safeguarding the states
against national aggrandizement. A few [?] advocates of the Constitution, like Oliver Ellsworth and John Marshall, sought in the
same manner to allay popular apprehensions that Congress might
exceed its power... Their remarks,like Hamilton's in #78, are evidence of shrewd political tactics, not of the framers' intention to
vest judicial review in the Supreme Court over acts of Congress. 4°

35.Id. 74.
36.Id.; see also Index s.v."Expounding."
37- Levy,supra note 9 at 6; but see Hamilton, supra note 33.
38. x Farrand 291, z8; Berger, supra note I8 at 19 note 53.
39.Levy, supra note 9 at 6. For Yatessee Berger, supra note :8 at zo:-2o2. Yates
had been anticipated by James Iredell, an advocate of the Constitution and judicial review,in a reply to Richard Spaight, who had written him from the Convention. Berger,
id. 82-83.
Levyalso argues, supranote 9 at 7, that Hamilton arguedin FederalistNo. 78 "from
general principles" rather than from the words of the Framers. Since he was defending
their handiwork,he had to appeal to outside authority--the argument from principle.
4o. Levy,supra note 9 at 6.
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If they did not mean what they were saying (as to which there is no evidence whatever), 41 they were guilty of false representations

to "allay" fears

on which votes depended. Those who voted for adoption of the Constitution were entitled to rely on such representations; consequently, the
Constitution is to be construed, in Jefferson's words, in accordance with
the "meaning

contemplated

by the plain understanding

of the people at

the time of its adoption--a meaning to be found in the explanation of
those who advocated it."42 Let it be assumed that the remarks of Madison
and Hamilton

are open to Levy's doubts, they cannot tip the scales against

the clear recognition

of judicial review by 15 members who spoke to the

issue in the Convention,

plus 6 or 7 delegates who spoke thereafter. 43

Finally, Levy finds it "striking ...
cedents prior to the Convention.
short span between
fighting

that there were so few State pre-

"44That is not surprising in view of the

1776 and 1787, during most of which the States were

for survival. If some "precedents"

present-day

research, the important

exemplify judicial review. 4s What

are "spurious"

in light of

fact is that they were thought

to

men think the facts are is more in-

fluential than the actual facts. 46 Levy himself says, "The idea of judicial
review was, nevertheless,
tive significance

tion of the Constitution
Gordon

rapidly emerging,

a fact which adds retrospec-

to the few precedents. "_7 The decade preceding
was one of great intellectual

Wood has shown, a revolution

place. 4s The postulate,

ferment

adop-

in which,

in political thinking was taking

for example, that sovereignty

was in the people,

4x. Laurent Frantz observed of a similar argument, "the issue is not what Madison
really thought but how the First Amendment was presented to those who voted for its
enactment." "Is the First AmendmentLaw?--A Replyto Professor Mendelson," 51 Calif. L. Rev. 729, 739 (I963).
42. Berger, supra note x8 at xzo.
43. Id. xiz-II 3.
44- Levy, supra note 9 at 8.
45. Berger, supra note x8 at 38-39.
46. Charles Evans Hughes said of the colonists' relianceon Magna Charm, "It matters not whether they were accurate in their understandingof the Great Charter, for the
point is ... what the colonists thought it meant" in framing their own constitutional
provisions.C. E. Hughes, The SupremeCourtof the UnitedStates186 (I928).
47- Levy,supra note 9 at xL
48. The Creationof the AmericanRepublicx776--r787389, 524, 555, 564, 589 (x969);
the changes proceeded at a rapidly acceleratingpace, id. 92, 259, 300, 318.
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that rights need not flow from the Crown, was far more revolutionary
than judicial review.49The Founders, as Corwin emphasized, took "Federalism, checks and balances, judicial review.., not in the form of institutions tested and hammered into shape by practice, but as raw
ideas."s° What has since become obscure to this generation was clear
enough to a great contemporary, James Wilson, second only to Madison
as an architect of the Constitution and chief advocate in Pennsylvania of
its adoption. In i79o-x79i he was a Justice of the Supreme Court as
wetl as a professor of law in Philadelphia. In the course of a series of
Lectures on Law he declared that under the Constitution the effect of
legislative "extravagancies may be prevented.., by the judicial authority..... Every transgression" of the constitutional "bounds of legislative
power" shall thus be "adjudged and rendered vain and fruitless. "sl
Were the evidence that judicial review was contemplated and provided for by the Framers far less weighty, it should yet be preferred to
a theory which rests judicial review on no evidence at all, for that represents a naked usurpation of power nowhere granted. If, however, judicial review is in fact derived from the text and history of the Constitution, it must be within the compass envisaged by the Framers-policing of boundaries and exclusion of policymaking reserved to the
legislature. History cannot be invoked to establish the power, then discarded when seen to limit its scope.

Supplementary

Note

on the Role of the Court

Whether the Court may "enforce principles of liberty and justice" when
they are not "found within the four comers" of the Constitution is regarded by Thomas Grey as "perhaps the most fundamental question we
49.Id. 344-389.
50.Berger,supranote x8at 46.
5I. Id. I5o-I5x.
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in

point

of the Masbecause

then

to a State

of

Slavery. "6
i. Thomas C. Grey, "Do We Have an Unwritten Constitution?" 27 Stan. L. Rev. 703
0975)2. Letter to Harvard University Press, Aug. I5, I977- Michael Perry consMers the
legiumacy of judicial "constitutional policymaking" the "central problem of contemporary constitutional theory." Michael Perry, The Constitut,on, the Courts, and Human Rights
6 (1982).
3. Wayman v. Southard, 23 U.S. (lo Wheat.) i, 46 (I825).
4. I Selected Writings ofFrancis Bacon i38 (Mod. Lib. ed. i937). This is a view of long
standing. Bracton wrote his treatise in I 25o because there were "judges who decided cases
according to their own will rather than by the authority of the laws." Bracton, Treatiseon
the Laws and Customsof England 19 (Samuel Thorne ed. I968). In a Year Book, one judge
rebuked another who had stated that "law is what the judges choose." Frederick Pollock,
"Judicial Caution and Valour," in ffumpmdence in Action 371 (1953).
5. z The WorksofJames Wilson 5oz (R. G. MeCloskey ed. 1967); Minor v. Happersett,
88 U.S. (21 Wall.) 162, i78 (i874). "When once it is estabhshed that Congress possess
the power to pass an act, our province ends with its construction...
[T]he province of
the courts is to pass upon the validity of laws, not to make them, and when their validity
is established, to declare their meaning and apply their provisions. All else lies beyond
their domain." The Chinese Exclusion Case, 13o U.S. 581, 6o 3 (I889), per Justice Field
for a unanimous Court. The "Judicial process is too remote from conditions... It is not
accessible to all the varied interests that are in play in any decision of great consequence
... [I]t is in a vast, complex, changeable society, a most unsuitable instrument for the
formulation of policy." Alexander M. Biekel, The Supreme Court and the Idea of Progress
175 (1978).
6. Morton J. Horwitz, "The Emergence of an Instrumental Conception of American
Law, 178o-I82O," in 5 Perspectivesin American Legal History 287, 292 (1971). A leading
activist, Charles Black, confirms that for the colonists, "The function of the judge was
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"a radical

in American

change

with

James

Iredell,

life

judges

scale intervention

constitutional

of
for

in soa pioneer

delegations

of

thus placed m sharpest anuthesis to that of the Legislator," who alone was concerned
"with what the law ought to be." Charles L. Black, Jr., The Peopleand the Court:Judicial
Review in a Democracy 16o (I96o).
7. In his Farewell Address, Washington stated, "It is important" that our delegates
"confine themselves within their respective Constitutional spheres, avoiding in the exercise of the powers of one department to encroach upon another. The spirit of encroachment tends to consolidate the powers of all the departments in one, and thus to
create . . . a real despotism." George Washington, Writings zz8 (John C. Fitzpatrick ed.
194o).
The Court declared that the Framers divided the government "into three defined categories.., to assure.., that each Branch of government would confine itself to its assigned responsibility ... [T]o maintain the separation of powers, the carefully defined
limits on the power of each Branch must not be eroded." Immigration & Naturalization
Serv. v. Chadha, 46, U.S. 9x9, 95x, 957 (x983)-Justice Brandeis stated, "The doctrine of
separation of powers was adopted.., to preclude the exercise of arbitrary power." Myers
v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 292 (i926), dissenting opinion.
8. Louis Lusky, By What Right? 263-264 (x975). Not all activists were "dazzled"; they
variously assailed the decisions as "gibberish," "wanton"; others pointed to "lunatic," "inconsistent" decisions, a veritable "shambles," upon which they vainly strove "to superimpose a facade of rationality." For the citations see Raoul Berger, "Paul Brest's Brief for
an Imperial Judiciary," 4o Md. L. Rev. x, i5-16 (i98i).
9. Abram Chayes, "The New Judiciary," 28 Harv. L. Seh. Bull. "3, "4 (Feb. I976 ).
Though sympathetic to judicial revisionism, Lawrence Church finds it hard to swallow
cases such as Missouri v.Jenkins, 495 U.S. 33, where the lower federal courts "intervened
to reform the public school system in Kansas City," "force[d] very large tax increases,"
"dictated the planning process for expenditure of the proceeds," and in short "essentially
took over the whole public policy process." W. Lawrence Church, "History and the Constitutional Role of the Courts," 199o Wis. L. Rev. io7I , 1100. The "amount required to
be spent grew to about $4oo million in one school district"; and Church questioned
"whether an expenditure of the magnitude ordered by the lower courts is constitutionally
acceptable." Id. xlOO note 97. Given that resources are finite, the State was deprived of
the right to decide where expenditures are most needed.
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have
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own time,
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be "not

de-

but the same
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de-

the law. That

v. Maryland,

is

ChiefJus-

io. 4 Debatesin the Several State Conventionson the Adoption of the Federal Constitution
i48 (Jonathan Elliot ed. i836).
ii. 6 The Works of Alexander Hamilton i66 (H. C. Lodge ed. I9o4) (the phrase was
omitted in 20 The PapersofAlexander Hamilton 6 [H. C. Syrett andJ. E. Cooke eds. i962]);
3 William Blaekstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England 327 (i765-1769). The Justices
were pointedly excluded from any share in legislative policy making; when it was proposed by Madison and James Wilson that the Justices assist the President in exercising
the veto power, the proposal was rejected because "It was quite foreign from the nature
of the office to make them judges of the policy of public measures." For citations see
supra pp. 323-324.
x2. Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (I Craneh) 137, i76 (I8o3).
13. I Joseph Story, Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States §426 (I9o5).
Chief Justice Thomas Cooley, a contemporary of the Fourteenth Amendment, wrote, "a
constitution is not to be made to mean one thing at one time and another some subsequent time when the circumstances may have [changed]." I Thomas Cooley, A Treatise
on the Constitutional Limitations 123-I24 (i927). He added, "the meaning of the Constitution is fixed when it is adopted." Id. at i z4. Presumably, he reflected accepted learning
of the day, thereby barring the activist argument that the Fourteenth Amendment was
intended to be "open-ended," to mean one thing in 1866, and another today. See supra
pp. I I6--I2 I.
x4. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., CollectedLegal Papers 239 (I92o).
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rice Marshall wrote that the exercise of the judicial power "cannot be the
assertion of a right to change that instrument. "Is
Activists like to regard the Court as "conscience to the country," and
the guardian of the people 16 until it happens to go counter to a particular activist desire. 17Justice Brennan maintains that death penalties
are "fatally offensive to human dignity"--never mind that they are authorized by the Fifth Amendment after a fair trial. Although he acknowledges that his view is not shared by a "majority [7° percent] of
[his] fellow countrymen," he hopes "to embody a community striving
for all."is This is to assume that a Justice knows better what is for the
people's good than they themselves. Sidney Hook, a hardheaded philosopher, decries those "who know better what basic needs of men and
women should be, who know.., what they require better than those who
have them or should have them. "19The theory that government "can
identify what people would really want were they enlightened" was rejected by Lord Noel Annan, then Vice-Chancellor of the University of
London, for that would justify the state "in ignoring what ordinary
people say they desire or detest. "2°
The Founders, it bears repetition, did not share present-day activist
enthusiasm for judges. Judges, Justice James Wilson reminded his fellow
_5. John Marshall's Defense ofMcCulloch v. Mary/and 2o 9 (Gerald Gunther ed. i969).
I6. Anthony Lewis, "Historical Change in the Supreme Court," in The Supreme Court
UnderEarl Warren 151 (L. Levy ed. i972). Arthur J. Miller & Ronald E Howell, "The
Myth of Nentrality in Constitutional Adjudication," 27 U. Chi. L. Rev. 66i, 689 (i96o).
17. Dean Calahresi of the Yale Law School wrote, "I despise the current Supreme
Court and find its aggressive, willful statist behavior disgusting." Guido Calabresi, "What
Clarence Thomas Knows," N.Y. Tunes, July 28, 1991, Sec. 4 at 15.
18. Raoul Berger, "Justice Brennan's 'Human Dignity' and Constitutional Interpretation," in The Constitution of Rights, Human Dignity, and American Values i29, i3o
(Michael J. Meyer and William A. Parent eds. i992). Opposed to Brerman's "human dignity" is the fact that "in every [colonial] punishment the authorities were determined to
expose the offender to scorn.., persons with a brand on their forehead or a piece of ear
missing were forever exposed to the contempt" of their fellows. Gordon S. Wood, The
Radicalism ofthe American Revolution 73 (1992). See also Raoul Berger, Death Penalties:The
Supreme Court's ObstacleCourse 117--118 (1982) .
19. Sidney Hook, Philosophyand Public Policy 28-29 (i98o) (emphasis in original).
20. Noel Annan, "Introduction" to Isaiah Berlin, Personallmpressions xvfi (198I) (emphasis in original). See also supra Supplementary Note on Exclusion of the Judiciary at
note 1o.
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Americans, had been objects of "aversion and distrust. "21 It defies common sense to urge that the judiciary, which Hamilton was constrained to
assure the Ratifiers was "next to nothing, "22 was authorized to revise the
Constitution.

Such an authorization,

"have been a remarkable

delegation

Michael Perry commented,
for politicians

would

to grant to an insti-

tution like the Supreme Court, given the electorate's long-standing commitment to policy making..,
by those accountable, unlike the Court, to
the electorate. "23 That no such delegation was made is attested by the
historical evidence that I have set out elsewhere in voluminous detail.
Here the barest summary

must suffice. (i) The founders

believed in a

fixed Constitution of unchanging meaning. 24 (2) They accorded an inferior place in the federal scheme to the judiciary, deriving from suspicion of innovations
distrust-"25 (3) They

by judges theretofore
had a "profound

(4) They were attached

regarded

distrust"

to the separation

courts should not engage in policymaking

with "aversion and

of judicial discretion. 26

of powers

and insisted

but act only as interpreters.

(5) Above all, judges were not to act as revisers of the Constitution,

that
27
for

z L xWilson, supra note 5 at z92.Trevelyanwrote that England "wasrepresented by
Governors,Colonels and Captainsof the Britishupper class,often as little suited to mix
with a democraticsocietyas oil with vinegar."G. M. Trevelyan,IllustratedHistoryofEng/end 55° (i956).
z2. FederalistNo. 78 at 5o4 (Mod. Lib. ed. i937). GouverneurMorris, that deepdyedFederalist,stated that federaljudges"willneverbe so wild,so absurd,so madas to
pretendthat they are superiorto the legislativepower of America."Howard Swiggett,
The F_raordinaryMr. Morrb 362 095z).
23. Perry, supra note 2 at 2oi. For the exclusionof the Justices from policymaking,
see supra note I i. Perry found "no plausible textual or historicaljustification for constitutional polieymakingby the judiciary."Id. 24.Justice Holmes stated that "this Court
alwayshad disavowedthe right to intrude its judgment upon questionsof policyor morals."Hammer v. Dagenhart, z47 U.S. 25i, z8o (:918), dissenting.He wasanticipated by
Madison: "questions of policy and expediencyare unsusceptible of judicial cognizance
and decision."James Madison,"Veto Messages,"in TheMessagesand Papersof the Prendents 57° (JamesD. Richardson eomp. i897).
24,Supra text accompanyingnote x3.
25.SupplementaryNote on the Introduction, supratext accompanyingnotes 7and 8.
26.SupplementaryNote on the Introduction, supra text accompanyingnote 7.
z7. Supra text accompanyingnotes 3-6. Article XXX ofthe _78oMassachusettsConstitution provides that the "judicialshall never exercisethe legislativeor executivepowers." x Federaland State Constitutions,ColonialCharters960 (BenjaminPerley Poore ed.
1877). Similarprovisionsare contained in a number of other State Constitutions.
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Guardians

ianship. 31 And wonder
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of wonders, Justice
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his confirmation
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to the passions of the time,
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on his interpretive
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of how to
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to wield authority
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covering"

any knowledge
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What a judge is "really dis-

voyage, correctly

that the Constitution

observes John Hart Ely,

"can be altered

a regular mode of making proper

by the same authority

alteration

has been inserted

in the Constitution
itself." 3 Lettersand Other Writings ofJames Madison i43, i45 (i865).
In McPherson
v. Blacker, 146 U.S. i, 36 (i892), the Court rejected the notion that the
Constitution
may be "amended by judicial decision without action by the designated organs in the mode by which alone amendments
can be made." See also UUmann v. United
States, 35 ° U.S. 422,428

(I956).

Even Justice

Brennan

assured

the Senate----during

his

confirmation
hearings---that
"The only way to amend the Constitution
... is by the
method provided in the Constitution."
Sanford Levinson, "The Turn Toward Functionalism in Constitutional
i8o degrees

Theory,"

8 U. Dayton

L. Rev. 567, 572 (i983) , though

he turned

on the Bench.

29. z Records of the Federal Convention oft787

75 (Max Farrand

ed. 191 I). ChiefJustice

Marshall stated that "The wisdom and discretion of Congress ... are the restraints on
which the people must often rely solely, in all representative
governments,"
Gibbons v.
Ogden, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.), i, i97 (i8z4).
3o. Myers
3I. Learned

v. United

States, _72 U.S. 52, 294-z95

Hand,

The Spirit of Liberty i47 (Irving

(I926),
Dillard

dissenting

opinion.

ed. I952).

32. Quoted by Robert BorE, "Address," in The Great Debate: Interpreting
Constitution 43, 45 (I986).
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33.John Hart Ely, "Foreword: On Discovenng Fundamental Values," 92 Harv. L.
Rev. 5, 16 (I978). The judge, wrote Learned Hand, "has no right to divinations of public
opinion which run counter to its last formal expressions." Learned Hand, supra note 3I
at 14. Nonoriginalists, Leonard Levy observed, "tend to stress current values, usually
their own, which they find in some philosophy or alleged consensus of which they approve, and they insist that judges ought to decide accordingly." Leonard Levy, Original
Intent and the Framers' Constttution xv (i988).
Speaking of good and evil, Hobbes said there is "nothing simply and absolutely so;
nor any common Rule of Good and EVIll, to be taken from the nature of the objects
themselves." Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan pt. I, chap. 5, § 7, P- 39 0991) •
34- I William Black,stone, Commentaries on the Laws of England 269 (x765).
35. Osborn v. Bank of United States, zz U.S. (9 Wheat.) 738, 866 (I8z4).
36. Twining v. New Jersey, 211, U.S. 78, IO6-Xo7 (I9o8). Justice Douglas declared,
"Our personal preferences, however, are not the constitutional standard." Zorach v.
Clausen, 343 U.S. 3o6, 314 (195z).
37. Address by Judge Posner, 35 Harv. L. Bull. 34 (x987).
38. Owen Fiss remarks that the judge may "not... express his ... personal beliefs ...
as to what is right or just." Owen M. Fiss, "The Supreme Court, i978 Term---Foreword:
The Form of Justice," 93 Harv. L. Rev. I, i z-I 3 (I979). See also Mark V. Tushnet, "A Note
on the Revival of Textualism in Constitutional Theory," 58 S. Cal. L. Rev. 683, 69o (I985).
39- Benjamin N. Cardozo, The Nature oftbejaudtcial Processi36 (192i). " 'There is
not,' says a distinguished writer 'in the whole compass of human affairs, so noble a spectacle as that which is displayed in the progress of jurisprudence; where we may contemplate the cautious and unwearied exertion of a succession of wise men, through a long
course of ages, withdrawing every case, as it arises, from the dangerous power of discretion, and subjecting it to inflexible rules.' " Fortunatus Dwarris, A General Treatiseon
Statutes 713 (I 848), cifng Sir James Mackintosh, Of a General Discourseon the Study of the
Law of Nature and Nations.
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son emphasized in the Convention,
"constitutional. "4°

laws "may be unjust" and yet be

Activists seek to reshape the Constitution
and of greater

protection

on behalf of"human

of "minorities."

Founders were more concerned

rights"

We have seen that the

with the rights of the community than

with those of the individual, 41 that they regarded the rights expressed in
Blackstone's triad as "fundamental, "42 that riffs triad, the 39th Congress
was told, also represented the American view. 43 A leading activist theoretician, Paul Brest, acknowledges that "Many of what we have come to
regard

as the

consututional;

irreducible

minima

of rights

are actually

supra-

almost none of the others are entailed by the text or origi-

nal understanding.

"_ Activists would have the courts decide, Michael

Perry observes, "what rights, beyond those specified by the framers, individuals should..,

have against government.

Activist efforts to enlarge judicial protection
tison a central tenet of our democratic
if specific provision
give a minority
of the greater

of minorities

system--majority

is made in the Constitution

must be given effect. But, as Hamilton

"45

for such protection,

stated in Federalist

a negative upon the majority...

would jet-

rule. Of course,
it

No. z z, "To

[is] to subject the sense

number to that of the lesser. "46 Madison was of the same

4o. z Farrand,supra note z9 at 73. George Mason was of the sameopinion. Id. at 78.
ChiefJusticeMarshal]said,"the peculiarcircumstancesof the momentmayrendera measure more or lesswise, but cannot renderit more or less constitutional."John Ma_ball's
DefenseofMcCullochv. Mary/andi9o-i9i (GeraldGunther ed. i969). Helveringv. Davis,
3oi U.S. 6I9, 644 (I937): "Our concernhere,as often,is with power,not with wisdom."
41. SupraSupplementaryNote on the Civil Rights Act and the Fourteenth Amendment, text accompanyingnotes 52-55. ForrestMcDonald observedthat "the libertyof
the individual[was]subsumed in the freedomof independence of his political community." ForrestMcDonald,NovusOrdoSechrrum:TheIntellectualOriginsof the Constitution
71 (1985).
42. Supra SupplementaryNote on the Civil Rights Act and the Fourteenth Amendment, text accompanyingnotes 58-63.
43- Id. text accompanyingnote 63.
44. Paul Brest,"The MisconceivedQuest for the Original Understanding,"6o B.U.
L. Rev.2o4, 236 0980).
45. Perry,supra note z at 93 (emphasisadded).
46. FederalistNo. zz at I35-i36 (Mod. Lib. ed. i937). In the Convention,James
Wilson said,"The majorityof people whereverfound ough_in all questions to govern
the minority."I Farrand,supra note 29 at 605.
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whereby

"we"
to

choices.

47. Federalist, No. 58 at 382-383 . The great historian of Rome Theodor Mommsen
praised "every Constitution however defective, which gives free play to the free selfdetermination of a majority of citizens." 3 Historians at Work 288 (Peter Gay et al. eds.
1975).
48. Alpheus T. Mason, The States Rights Debate: Antifederalism and tbe Constitution
169 (I 964). Theophilus Parsons, later Chief Justice of Massachusetts, said of the extent
to which men part with their natural fights upon entering society, that "the only judge
is the majority." Benjamin E Wright, American Interpretations of Natural Law lO9-111
(1930.
Mason concluded that the "experience of the past one hundred and fifty years has
revealed the danger that, through judicial interpretation, the constitutional device for the
protection of minorities from oppressive majority action, may be made the means by
which the majority is subject to the tyranny of the minority." Alpheus T. Mason, Harlan
Fiske Stone: Pillar of the Law 331 (1956).
49- Sidney Hook, who united philosophy with practical wisdom, wrote, "the dictatorship of the majority [is a] bugaboo which haunts the books of political theorists but has
never been found in the flesh in modem history." Terrance Sandalow, "Judicial Protection of Minorities," 75 Mich. L. Rev. 1162, 1191 (1977). Dean Jesse Choper considered
it "virtually impossible to justify the Court's actions [in providing vigorous protection for
rights of minorities] on the ground that it is doing no more than 'finding' the law of the
Constitution and fulfilling the intention of its framers."Jesse H. Choper, ffudicial Review
and the National Political Process137 (198o).
5o. Randall Bridwell, "The Scope of Judicial Review: A Dirge for the Theorists of
Majority Rule?" 31 S. Car. L. Rev. 617, 654 (198o).
51. Robert Cover, "Book Review," New Republ/c,Jan. 14, 1978, at 26, 27. Mortimer
Adler also dismisses "an appeal to the letter of the law or to the original intention of its
framers" in order to meet eases in which "majority legislation is unjust without being
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A fellow activist, Arthur S. Miller, concluded, however, that the Justices have not been prepared "for the task of constitutional interpretation. "52 With the exception of a few, such as Felix Frankfurter, who was
a long-time student of the Court's way with the Constitution, most appointees have been plucked from busy law practices which afforded little
occasion for plumbing the depths of constitutional law. Many
appointments--some astonishing--have been the fruit of political expediency. When the Court splits 5 to 4 on important issues, a swing
Jfistice is clothed with awesome power to control our destiny.53It needs
to be borne in mind that the Constitution contains no specific provision
for judicial review. What legitimacy it has largely rests on the legislative
history, which contemplates no more than policing constitutional boundaries, s4 limits which Chief Justice Marshall declared were not to be
"transcended. "ss Incensed by my challenge to cherished Warren
dogma, s6 activists launched a campaign to refute and discredit "Govunconstitutional." Mortimer Adler, "Robert Bork: The Lessons to Be Learned," 84 Nw.
U. L. Rev. ix2x, 1125, 1139 (i99o) .
5z. Arthur S. Miller, "The Elusive Search for Values in Constituuonal Interpretation," 6 Hastings Const. L.Q. 487, 5o0 (1979): "Few have the broad gauged approach
and knowledge," Miller adds, essential to "search for and identify the values that should
be sought in constitutional adjudication." Id. 507 .
53. Alexander Bickel observed that 5 to 4 opinions highlight "the fact that one man
had the decision ... It just makes unavoidable for everybody the awareness of the authoritarian nature of the institution, and of how narrowly that authority rests in one individual perhaps." Hearings on the Supreme Court BoCorethe Senate Subcommittee on the Separation of Powers lO8 (9oth Cong., 2d Sess., June 1968).
54. For instance, Marshall stated in the Virginia Ratification Convention, "If they
[Congress] were to make a law not warranted by any of the powers enumerated, it would
be considered by the judges as an infringement of the Constitution." 3 Elliot, supra note
Io at 553-554. So Justice Story concluded: "If there be an excess by overleaping the just
boundary of the power, the judiciary may generally afford the proper relief." Story, supra
note 13 at §432. There was never a hint that the courts might rewrite the Constitution.
A branch that was "next to nothing" was too frail to support such a burden.
55. Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (i Cranch) i37 , 176 (18o3).
56. The doctrines which Government by ]_.diciary challenged, observed Richard Kay,
"have now become almost second nature to a generation of lawyers and scholars. Thus
it is hardly surprising that the casting of a fundamental doubt on such basic assumptions
should produce shock, dismay, and sometimes anger." Richard Kay, "Book Review," :0
Conn. L. Rev. 8oi (i978). Daniel Kommers commented, "The tendency of many reviewers of Berger's book is to dismiss his theory out of hand, in part because the modern
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liberal mind just cannot imagine turning the clock back to the days prior to Brown v.
Board of Education and in part because of the fundamental fairness or simple justice for
which Brown stands. But, as Berger suggests, if the Supreme Court's purpose is to establish justice without reference to the original intent of the framers, then what remains
to circumscribe Judicial power? Berger's critics have given singularly unsatisfactory answers to this question." Donald Kommers, "Role of the Supreme Court," 40 Revtew of
Pohtics, 409, 413 (1978).
" 'There is little doubt that the debate over the Constitution has reached a new intensity, and that the discussion has vast imphcauons,' said Morton Horwitz, a leftist legal
historian at Harvard Law School." Ethan Bronner, "S-t-r-e-t-c-h-i-n-g the Constitution," Boston Sunday Globe, May 8, 1988, at Az7.
57- Allan C. Hutchinson, "Alien Thoughts: A Comment on Constitutional Scholarship," 58 S. Cal. L. Rev. 7ox (i985). Paul Brest exarmned "seven representative scholars
who favor one or another form of fundamental rights adjudication" and found that they
espouse different theories revolving around different concepts and sources of "morals." Paul
Brest, "The Fundamental Rights Controversy: The Essential Contradictions of Normative
Constitutional Scholarship," 9° YaleL.J. IO63, Io67 0981). He wrote that "no defensible
criteria exist" whereby to assess "value-oriented constitutional adjudication." Id. lO65.
According to Michael Perry, activists have not come up with "a defensible nonoriginalist
conception of constitutional text, interpretation and judicial role." Michael J. Perry, "The
Authority of Text, Tradition and Reason: A Theory of Constitutional Interpretation," 58
S. Cal. L. Rev. 55I, 6o2 (1985). John McArthur correctly concluded that in general "noninterpretivism [nonoriginalism] is merely a political argument for values non-interpretivists
prefer to those in the Constitution." John B. McArthur, "Abandoning the Constitution:
The New Wave in Constitutional Theory," 59 Tul. L. Rev. 28o, 281 (1984).
Earl Maltz observes that "the premises from which the various commentators proceed
vary so widely that the achievement of consensus is likely to be impossible." Earl M.
Maltz, "Murder in the Cathedral: The Supreme Court as Moral Prophet," 8 U. Dayton
L. Rev. 623 (1983). The eminent British historian A. L. Rowse considers that "the true
historian.., reveres the fact rather than any theory." A. L. Rowse, A Cornisbrnanat Oxford 269 (1965). Compare the activist jungle of theory with the observation of Thomas
Grey, himself an activist, that the "originahst" view is "of great power and compelling
simphcity.., deeply rooted in our history and in our shared principles of pohtical legitimacy. It has equally deep roots in our formal constitutional law."Thomas Grey, "Do
We Have an Unwritten Constitution?" 27 Stan. L. Rev. 703, 7o5 (1975).
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deal with activist criticism in the comprehensive fashion of the nearly
forty responses I published. There the reader will find a detailed dissection of such criticism; 5s here I shall limit myself to a few activist arguments which, to my mind, revealthe untenable nature of activist analysis.
Let me begin with Stanley Kuder's argument that "judicial policymaking fills a vacuum created when politically accountable legislatures
... abdicate their proper policy role. "59 But legislative power can not
light on the shoulders of the Court because of congressional inaction.
"[I]t is a breach of the National fundamental law," the Court declared,
"if Congress gives up its legislative power and transfers it to... the Judicial branch. "6° Rightly did Gerald Gunther reject "the view that courts
are authorized to step in when injustices exist and other institutions fail
to act. That is a dangerous--and I think illegitimate--prescription for
judicial action. "61Justice Story emphasized that "the power of redressing the evil lies with the people by an exercise of the power of amendment. If they do not choose to apply the remedy, it may fairly be presumed that the mischief is less than what arises from a further extension
of the power.'62 The vacuum theory is itself vacuous.
58. See bibliography of the writings of Raoul Berger at end of the book. "[F]ree
controversy is the only road by which we poor mortals can arrive at historical truth."
George M. Trevelyan, An Autobiography and Other Essays 72 (i949).
59. Stanley I. Kutler, "Raoul Berger's Fourteenth Amendment: A History or Ahistorical," 6 Hastings Const. L.Q. 51 I, 5z3 (1979). Anthony Lewis exclaimed, "there were
outrages in American life ... no other arm of government was doing anything about
them." Anthony Lewis, "A Man Born to Act, Not to Muse," in The Supreme Court Under
Earl Warren i59 (L. Levy ed. 1972).
6o. Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. x, 12 i-i 22 (i976). "A constitutional power may not be
delegated"; United States v. Morton Salt Co. 338 U.S. 632, 647 095o). It is a maxim of
the common law: delegams non potest delegate, i.e., a delegate cannot delegate the power
delegated to him. It was restated by Locke: "The legislature cannot transfer the power
of making laws to any other hands, for it being but a delegated power from the people,
they who have it cannot pass it over to others." John Locke, Two Treatisesof Goverranent
§14I at 38o (Peter Laslett ed. 196o).
6i. Gerald Gunther, "Some Reflections on the Judicial Role: Distinctions, Roots and
Prospects," i979 Wash. U. L.Q. 817, 8z 5. In Terminiello v. Chicago, 337 U.S. i, ix
0948), dissenting opinion, Justice Frankfurter stated, "We do not sit like a kadi under a
tree dispensing justice according to considerations of individual expediency." For additional citations see Raoul Berger, "Paul Brest's Brief for an Imperial Judiciary," 4° Md.
L. Rev. i, 23 note 137 (198x).
62. Story, supra note 13 a §426.
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63. Brest, supra note 44 at 226 (emphasis added). G. Edward White asserts that "craft
techniques justiily] the judiciary's substitution of its judgment for those of electorally accountable institutions." G. Edward White, "Judicial Activism and the Identity of the Legal Profession," 67 Judicature 246, 252 (I983). For a striking example of such "craft techniques," see Boiling v. Sharpe, infra text accompanyang notes 90-96.
64. West Virginia State Bd. of Ed. v. Bamette, 319 U.S. 624, 639-640 (I943). Brest
overlooks that the basic issue "is not a question of judicial institutional capacity;it is rather
one of constitutional legitimacy."Henry J. Abraham, "Book Review," 6 Hastings Const.
L.Q. 467, 47° (x979) (emphasis in original).
65.John Hart Ely, Democracy and D_:
A Theory of Judtcial Review _34 (x98°)Woodrow Wilson wrote, "What I fear is a government of experts. God forbid that in a
democratic country we should resign the task and give the government to experts."
Richard Hofstadter, Anti-Intellectualism in Amer/can L_ 209 (I963).
66. Perry, supra note 2 at 99. Alan Dershowitz comments that the Court consists of
nine men "who are generally mediocre lawyers, often former politicians ... almost al-
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Entryintooffice
confers
expertise!
A seasoned
judgeJ.Clifford
Wallace
observed,
"Ido notbelieve
thatonegainswisdomora kcenerperceptionofsocial
valuemerelyby becomingajudge.
"67
Some apologists
forarcvisionist
Courtparadethehorribles;
thusGeraldLynchurgesthatthe"consequences
ofinsisting
thatthe'original
intention'
behonorcdacross
theboard"wouldbethat"theStates
need
notenforce
theBill
ofRights,
protect
First
Amendment freedoms,
or
abandon'dejureschools
segregation,'
entailing,
inshort,
therejection
of'virtually
alloftheSupremeCourt's
fourteenth
amendmentjurisprudence.'
.68 He is horrified that "Berger's theory would deny us Brown,"
ways selected on the basis of political considerations." Alan Dershowitz, "Book Review,"
N.Y. Times, Nov. 2, x98o, sec. 7 at 9. Justice Story told Chancellor Kent, "We began
with first rate men for judicial trusts, and we have now got down to third rate." James
McClellan, Joseph Story and the American Constitution 80 (x97x). Judge Richard Posner
notes that "Judgeships normally are rewards for political service" and comments, "poliucs does play a large role in federal judicial selection." "Few judges," he considers, "in
our history are thought to have performed with great distinction." Richard Posner, The
Federal Courts: Cr/s/s and Reform 3 I, 42 (t985).
Alexander Bickel observed, "The vagaries of the subjective individual judgments that
the Justices were pressing into service as the law of the Constitution [re obscenity] merely
caused intellectual anguish to professional observers of the Court." He referred to "the
erratic and apparently inarticulable subjectivity of the Court's obscenity decisions" and
concluded that "the Court is not the place for the heedless break with the past.., or for
the action supported by nothing but rhetoric, senument, anger, or prejudice." Alexander
Bickel, The Supreme Court and the ldea of Progress 51, 77, 87 (1978).
67. J. Clifford Wallace, "The Jurisprudence of Judicial Restraint: A Return to the
Moorings," 5° Geo. Wash. L. Rev. i, 6 (1981). Shortly before his appointanent to the
Court, Solicitor General Robert H. Jackson wrote, "time has proved that [the Court's]
judgment was wrong on the most outstanding issues upon which it chose to challenge the
popular branches." Robert H. Jackson, The Struggle for Judictal SuFremacyx (I941). Terrance Sandalow considers that the legislature is a better instrument of change than the
courts because the lawmakers "are amenable to popular control through ordinary political processes," a vital need if law is to respond "to the interests and values of the citizemy." Terrance Sandalow, "Judicial Protection of Minorities," 75 Mich. L. Rev. I I62,
Ii66 0977).
68. Gerald Lynch, 63 Cornell L. Rev. io91, io94 0978). Commenting on the argument that rejection of the notion that the Fourteenth Amendment incorporated the Bill
of Rights would be followed by dire consequences, Lino Graglia sapiently observed, "we
have very little reason to fear that the horribles will actually occur or that they would
prove to be horrible ... IT]he nation did manage to survive and prosper for most of its
history with the states unrestricted by the national Bill of Rights." Lino A. Graglia," 'Interpreting' the Constitution: Posner v. Bork," 44 Stan. L. Rev. lO19, lO34 (i99z).
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be no change by usurpation; for though this, in one instance, may be the
instrument of good, it is the customary weapon by which free governments are destroyed. "Ts To repudiate
to abide by the Constitution,
Brest challenges

the assumption

original understanding

past infractions

which the Justices

is to pledge anew

are sworn to support.

that judges are "bound by the text or

of the Constitution.

''76 But Chief Justice Mar-

69. Gerald Lynch, "BookReview,"63 Cornell L. Rev. io9x, Io99 (1978).
7o. "To the originalist the most relevant,usually dispositiveconsequenceof a failure
to followthe law is the usurpation of the right of his fellowcitizensto selfgovernment."
Graglia, supra note 68 at xo47.
7I. Walz v. Tax Comm'n, 397U.S. 664, 678 (197o);Powell v.McCormack, 395U.S.
486, 546, 547 (I969).
72. I Cooley, Constitutional
Limitationsi5o (i9z7).
73.Erie R.R.Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 79 (I938)•
74"Will Dttrant, TheAge of Faith io63 (I95o).
75- 35 The Writingsof GeorgeWashington229 (John C. Fitzpatrick ed. 194o).
76.Brest,supra note 44 at 224.
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shall asked, "Why does a judge swear to discharge
to the Constitution...

if that Constitution

ernment? "vv Brest reasons that "the authority
rives from the consent
and "their consent

of its adopters,"

his duties agreeably

forms no rule for his govof the Constitution

de-

but they are "dead and gone"

cannot bind succeeding

generations.

"78 The Court,

whom Brest would free from the shackles of the Constitution,

has spo-

ken to the contrary: "Our Constitution

from the

first generation of Americans
a coherent succession. "79
Consent

is a covenant

running

to us and then to future generations.

It is

or no, the Justices remain bound by their oath to support the

Constitution.

If, moreover,

the Constitution,

lacking renewed

is not binding, what becomes of judicial authority?
tures of the Constitution

consent,

For judges are crea-

and have only such authority

as it confers.

What, too, of the hundreds of decisions handed down by judges while
the Constitution lacked fresh consent that were therefore unsanctioned?
The American

people, of course, do not share Brest's opinion; indeed,

he notes that "the citizenry at large habitually invoke the Constitution,"
that it "lies at the core of the American 'civil religion.'
ment the people have adopted
changes,

the Constitution

newed "consent."

testifies that, except for the respective

was entirely

Brest's demand

rule that an enactment

,80 Every amend-

remains

satisfactory--an

for recurrent

inferential

consent

re-

is met by the

in force until superseded

or repealed.

Indifference to the facts permeates the highest activist quarters. Beuno
Schmidt, former Dean of Columbia Law School and former President
of Yale University,

contended

that "the Fourteenth

77" Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (i Cranch)
78. Brest, supra note 44 at 225.
79. Planned

Parenthood

of Southeastern

to be perpetual,

the presumption

guar-

i37 , i8o (i8o3).

Pennsylvania

v. Casey, I 1z S. Ct. 279 I, 2833

(i992). In Ogden v. Saunders, 25 U.S. (i2 Wheat.) 213,355
shall dissenting,
joined by Justice Story, stated, "In framing
intended

Amendment

is strong,

(I827), Chief Justice Maran instrument,
which was

that every important

principle

in-

troduced into it is intended to be perpetual also." Edmund Burke saw society as a "partnership not only by those who are living, but between those who are living, those who
are dead, and those who are to be born." Herbert
to the Living," inJoCfermnian Legacies 281,299
80. Brest, supra note 44 at 234.

Sloan, "The Earth

Belongs in Usufruct

(Peter Onuf ed. i993).
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anteeing of due process was deliberately cast in 'indeterminate terms.' ,81
Now the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, said the Supreme Court, was identical with that of the Fifth. 82 Charles Curtis wrote
that when the framers put due process "into the Fifth Amendment,
meaning

was as fixed and definite

phrase ...

It meant a procedural

as the common

its

law could make a

process, which could be easily ascer-

tained from almost any law book. "83 On the eve of the Convention
Hamilton stated:
The words "due process" have a precise technical import, and are
only applicable to the process and proceedings of the courts of justice; they can never be referred to an act of legislature. 84
Judge William Lawrence,

one of the framers of the Fourteenth

ment, quoted the Hamilton

definition

after adoption of the Amendment;

Amend-

to the House in 1871y

shortly

and in the same year, another framer,

James Garfield, destined to be a martyred president, said that due proeess of law meant an impartial trial according to the law of the land. 86
Dean John Hart Ely found no references

in the legislative history that

gave the due process clause of the Fourteenth
a procedural

connotation,

Amendment

"more than

"87 as my own extended delving in the records

likewise found. To describe "due process" as "indeterminate,"
is to fly in the face of the historical

evidence.

therefore,

Of the same order

is

8i. DouglasMartin, "YaleChief Opens ConstitutionalTalk by Faulting Meese,"N.Y.
Times, Feb. 22, I987, sec. i at 46.
8,. Hurtado v. California, iio U.S. 5x6, 535 0884): "the [phrase] was used in the
same sense and with no greater extent."
83.Charles Curtis, "Judicial Reviewand Majority Rule," in SupremeCourtand Su/n'emeRu/e i7o, i77 (FAmond N. Cahn ed. I954).
84. 4 ThePapersof AlexanderHamilton 35 (H. C. Syrett andJ. E. Cooke eds. x962).
Edward Corwin concluded that "no one at the time of the framingand adoption of the
Constitution had any idea that this dause did more than consecrate a method of proeedure against accused persons." Edward S. Corwin, The Twilightof the SupremeCourt
II8-Ix9 (I934).
85. TheReconstruction
Amendments'Debates479 (AlfredAvinsed. I967).
86. Id. 5z9.
87.John Hart Ely, "Constitutional Interpretivism:Its Allure and Impossibility,"53
Ind. LJ. 399, 4x6 (x978).John Bingham gave due processthe "customarymeaning recognized by the courts." Joseph B.James, The Framingof the FourteenthAmendment86-87
(i965).
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Schmidt's statement that "Despite the clear probability that its authors
did not intend it as such, the Amendment's general language allowed it
to be used to spur 'a revolution in race relations.' ,,ss "General language" cannot overcome a specific intention. A considerable body of
opinion, including that of leading activists, agrees that the Fourteenth
Amendment left segregation untouched. 89
We must not omit an example from the hand of the Master himself.
In Bolling v. Sbarpe Chief Justice Warren erroneously found that the
Fourteenth Amendment prohibited racial segregation in State schools, 9°
a prohibition rested in Brown v. Boardof Education91on the equal protection clause. Having located the State prohibition, Warren stated, "it
would be unthinkable that the same Constitution would impose a lesser
duty on the Federal government. "92But it was not the "same" Constitution; the Fifth Amendment, adopted in 1789, contained no equal protection clause. The very addition of "equal protection" in the Fourteenth Amendment argues against its inclusion in the due process of the
Fifth. The interests of symmetry could not overcome the fact that Congress had rejected Senator Charles Sumner's unremitting efforts to banish segregation from the federal enclave, the District of Columbia
schools. 93 John Hart Ely, to whom Warren is a "carefully" chosen
"hero," says Boiling is "gibberish both syntactically and historically. "94
And Brest considers that it "is not supported by even a generous reading
of the fifth amendment. "gs In his adulatory biography of Warren, G.
Edward White concluded that "when one divorces Warren's opinions
from their ethical premises, they evaporate." Warren's "justifications for
a result were often conclusory statements of what he perceived to be
ethical imperatives. "96 Such was the Warren legacy; and as Mark Tush88. Martin, supra note 8I.
89. Supra Supplementary Note on the Introduction at note 4 x.
9°. 347 U.S. 497, 5°0 (1954).
9 L 347 U.S. 483 (I954).
9 z. Boiling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. at 5o0 (emphasis added).
93. Supra Supplementary Note on the Introduction, text accompanying note 37.
94- Ely, supra note 65 at Dedication and 32.
95- Brest, supra note 44 at z33.
96. G. Edward White, Earl Warren: A Public L_e 367 (i982). Warren made no bones
about his revisory function: "We will pass on a document [Bill of Rights that] will not
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net notes, activist theorizing
the Warren Court.
"97
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is "plainly designed to protect the legacy of

In 1976 Abram Chayes wrote that judicial action in the two prior decades "adds up to a radical transformation
judiciary..,

its chief function

judges sitting as planners
Amendment

authorizes

of the role and function of the

now is as a catalyst of social change with

on a large scale. "98 Unless

this "transformation,"

in the teeth of the Founders'
ing, 99 and of Hamilton's

the Fourteenth

it was a naked arrogation

exclusion of the Justices from policymak-

assurance

that of the three branches

the judi-

ciary was "next to nothing. "1°° Let us then consider whether the Amendment was intended

to enlarge the Court's jurisdiction.

To begin with, the Court
fidence. The disastrous
Northern

memory

was then at the very nadir of public con-

Dred Scott decision

was so deeply etched into

that Senator Charles Sumner even sought to bar the

customary placement of Chief Justice Taney's bust in the Supreme Court
chamber, stating that his name should be "hooted down in the pages of
history. "1°1 In fact, the framers bitterly resented

the Court's intrusion

have exactly the same meaning it had when we received it from our fathers." Id. 223. On
the other hand, Marshall declared, if a word was "understood
in a [certain] sense ...
when the Constitution

was framed..,

the convention

and it is that sense which is to be given effect. Gibbons

must have used it in that sense,"
v. Ogden,

22 U.S. (9 Wheat.)

i,

19o(1824).
Judge Richard Posner observed, "as the courts move deeper into subjects on which
there is no ethical consensus, judicial activism in the form attributed by Professor [G. E.]
White

to Chief Justice Warren

finally reckless."

Richard

Posner,

becomes

ever more partisan

and parochial,

lawless, and

The Federal Courts: Crisis and Reform 215 (1985).

97- Mark Tushnet, "Legal Realism, Structural
Rev. 809, 811 (1983).

Review, and Prophecy," 8 U. Dayton

L.

98. Abram Chayes, UThe New Judiciary," 28 Harv. L. Sch. Bull. 23, 24 (February
1976 ). See also Lusky, supra Supplementary
Note on the Introduction
at note I6 and
Lewis, id. at note 18.
99. Supra Supplementary
1- 5,
_oo. Federalist

Note on Exclusion

No. 78 at 504 (Mod.

of the Judiciary,

text accompanying

notes

Lib. ed. 1937).

ioI. David Donald, Charles Sumner and the Rights of Man 193 (197o). See also supra
Chapter 12 at note 4- In x87I Senator James Nye of Nevada said that the Dred Scott
"decision was an outrage upon the Constitution,"
and the American people. Avins, supra
note 85 at 428. And Senator Jacob Howard added, "It was a partisan political decision,
the purpose

of which was to establish..,

and even the piety of slavery...

The

for all time to come the legality, the rightfulness
comment

made upon

that great wrongful

judicial
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into "settlement of political questions" which, said John Bingham, "it
has no more right to decide for the American people than has the Court
of St. Petersburg. "I°: It was such sentiments that led Congress to withdraw jurisdiction in Exparte McCardle,1°3a case then under advisement
by the Supreme Court. And this hostility found expression in §5 of the
Amendment: "The Congressshall have power to enforce by appropriate
legislation the provisions of this article." The Court was under no illusions as to the meaning of §5, saying in i879:
It is not saidthat the judicialpower.., shallextendto enforcing the
prohibitions ... It is the power of Congress which has been enlarged.1°4
Thus the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment were altogether unlikely to enlarge the jurisdiction of the federal courts.
The fundamental error in activist thinking is laid bare by Eric Foner.
He regards Reconstruction as effecting a "revolution, "l°s and believes
that the Fourteenth Amendment was not "a minor adjustment to the
Constitution" but % change in its basic structure. "1°6 Phillip Paludan,
whose "major concern.., is that of the national protection for Negro
rights,''1°7 comes to the contrary conclusion, for reasons which are incontestable. Apart from the pervasive racism 1°8which clogged the way,
the vast majority cherished the federal system and clung to States'
rights. 1°9Respect for federalism, Paludan concluded, was "the most podecision is to be seen in the dreadful war through which we have just passed." Avins, id.
at 4z9 .
Io2. Charles Fairman, Reconstructionand Reunion, 6 History of the Supreme Court of the
United States 462 0971).

Io3.74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 5o6 (x868); see Raoul Berger, Selected Writings 239 (I987).
Io 4. Ex parte Virginia, ioo U.S. 339, 345 (1879).
io 5. Eric Foner, "The Supreme Court's Legal History," 23 Rutgers L.J. 243, 245
(1992).

IO6. Id.
xo7. Phillip S. Paludan, A Covenant I4ffthDeath z4 (I975).
xo8. Supra pp. IO-I 3, 255-256; Paludan, supra note io 7 at 54, io2, 216. Paludan's
mentor, Harold Hyman, stated that "Negrophohia tended to hold even sparse Reconstruction institutions ... at low throttle, and played a part in Reconstruction's incompleteness." Harold M. Hyman, A More Perfect Union 447 (I973).
IO9. Paludan, supra note xo7 at ix, 49, 55.
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tent obstacle to the Negroes'
his equality,"

liberty. "_1o "To secure

he wrote, "the freedman would require a major constitu-

tional upheaval,"
protection

hope for protected
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but the populace

"loved" federalism more than equal

for blacks. 111 "Federalism

remained

a barrier to equal

rights.,,112 Thus John Bingham, draftsman of the Fourteenth Amendment, felt constrained to assure the House, "God forbid that by [the
Amendment]

we should strike down the rights of States. "113Chief Jus-

tice Thomas

Cooley, the chief constitutional

considered that the Amendment

authority

of the period,

had "not been agreed upon for the pur-

pose of enlarging the sphere of powers of the general government,

or of

taking from the States any of those just powers of government which...
were 'reserved to the States respectively.' The existing division of sovereignty

is not disturbed

by it. "114 And his compeer, John

Norton

Pomeroy, found that the "state police power, the power to legislate to
secure the health and safety of its citizens had [not] been rescinded by
the fourteenth
constitutional

amendment.

"11s There

views of Pomeroy

was "general

acceptance

of the

and Cooley. "116

Let me brush in some confirmatory

facts. The immediately

dent Civil Rights Act, which the Amendment
to prevent its repeal, 117was triggered

antece-

was designed to embody

by the Black Codes, whereby

the

South sought to return the freedmen to serfdom. 118Both were designed
to save them from oppression and to enable them to exist. Discussing
the Amendment,
Hampshire

for which he voted, Senator James Patterson

said, "I am opposed to any law discriminating

of New

against [blacks]

11o.Id. 15,49- "No one reading the debates carefullywill question the framers' devotion to federalism,even the extreme Radicals."Howard Jay Graham, Everyman'sConst/rut/on312 (1968).
II1. Paludan,supra note lO7 at 12-13.
i12. Id. 52.
113.Id. 59.
114.Id. 272. Senator Lyman Trumbull, author of the Civil Rights Billof 1866,dedared in 1871, _The States were,and are now,the depositariesof the rights of the individualagainst encroachment.The fourteenth amendment has not changedan iota of
the Constitution as it was originally flamed." Id. 59.
115.Id. 24i.
116.Id. 282.
Ii 7. Supra pp. 32-33.
118.Raoul Berger,The FourteenthAmendmentandthe Bill of Pagbts23-25 (1989).
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in the security of life, liberty, person and property...
not prepared to go."ll 9 One of the "authorities,"
Foner

believes

"have greatly

ship, ''lz° observed

expanded

that Patterson

describes

Harold Hyman,

the horizon

whom

of legal scholar-

did not "want to undermine

power in any drastic fashion. "121 Another
Nelson,

Beyond this I am

Foner

as a "key fact" the Northern

"authority,"

state

William

goal of imposing

straints on the South "without altering radically the structure
eral system or increasing markedly the power

re-

of the fed-

of the federal

govern-

me_t. ''122 The North, moreover, was given good reason to believe that
the "alterations" in the South did not extend to the North. 123 Then too,
a war-weary
abolitionist

North

was little minded to embark

goals. As Henry Monaghan

on fresh crusades

emphasized,

midcentury

for

Ameri-

cans "opposed slavery and racial equality with equal intensity. "124
Since Foner invokes the Civil Rights Act of i866 in aid of his vision, 125we may begin with the Supreme

Court's conclusion

in Georgia

v. Rachel (1966) that "The legislative history of the i866 Act clearly indicates that Congress intended to protect a limited category of rights. "126
In 1866, Senator Lyman Trnmbull, draftsman of the Bill, explained that
"The great fundamental
acquire property,

rights set forth" in the Bill are "the right to

the fight to come and go at pleasure, the rights to en-

119. Globe 2699.
Izo. Foner, supra note lO 5 at 244.
12 i. William E. Nelson, The Fourteenth Amendment:

From Political Principle to Judicial

Doctrine 7 (1988) (emphasis added). Hyman observed that "A heavy phalanx of Republican politicos, including Sherman and Trumbull...
were states rights nationalists, suspicious of any new functional

path the nation travelled."

He noted Republican unwillingness
"to travel
masters of their fates." Hyman, id. 47 o.
12z. Nelson,

supra note lZl

Hyman,

any road"

at I97 (emphasis

supra note xo8 at 3o4 .

that did not

leave "the states

added).

iz 3. Supra, Supplement
to Chapter 8, text accompanying
notes 95-1o4.
124. Henry P. Monaghan, "The Constitution
Goes to Harvard," 13 Harv. C.R.-C.L.
L. Rev. i 17, 126 (1978). "A belief in racial equality,"

wrote the English

scholar

W. R.

Brock, "was an abolitionist invention;..,
to the majority of men in the mid-nineteenth
century it seemed to be condemned both by experience and by science." W. R. Brock, An
American Crisis: Congress and Recmzaru_on

285 (I963). Americans

"clung firmly to a belief

in the basic inferiority of the Negro race, a belief supported by the preponderance
nineteenth
century scientific evidence." Paludan, supra note xo 7 at 54.
125. Foner, supra note io 5 at z46.
126. 384 U.S. 78o, 791 (I966).

of

Supplementary
force

fights

in the courts,

of property.

"127 These

ment

were

viewed

ment

secured

and transfer
a lawful

campaign.l
ment

were

section

"129 Justice

"13° as leading

changed

to enter

Bradley,

senators

this background

the "basic

structure"

and dispose

into the Act, and Act and Amend-

"12s Pomeroy

hill covers

40i

and to inherit

stated

the

that

the

or leave the State,

to sue and be sued, to make

of the

31 Against

contracts

carried

to all an equal right
property,

amendment,

to make

as "identical.

occupation.

the "first
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contracts

a contemporary,
same

confirmed
Foner's

ground
during
assertion

Amendto acquire

and to hold
declared

as the

that

fourteenth

the ratification
that the Amend-

has not a leg to stand

on.

127. Avins, supra note 85 at 122. Sidney George Fisher, a contemporary commentator
on Reconstruction, defined "civil rights" as "the right to acquire property, to make contracts, to sue and be sued, to give testimony in court, to work forwhomever he pleased"-the rights embodied in the Civil Rights Act. Paludan, supra note Io7 at 217.
izS. Supra pp. 32-33 . See supra Supplementary Note on the Civil Rights Act and the
Fourteenth Amendment, text accompanying notes ,5-26.
i29. Paludan, supra note Io 7 at 24I. Pomeroy believed that the Fourteenth Amendment "mirrored the view of the rights protected under the Civil Rights Bill." Id. 235.
13o. Live-Stock Dealers' and Butchers' Ass'n v. Crescent City Live-Stock Landing &
Slaughter-House Co., 15 E Cas. 649, 655 (C. C. D. La. x87o) (No. 84o8 ).
i3i. Raoul Berger, "Incorporation of the Bill of Rights: A Response to Michael Zuckert," 26 Ga. L. Rev. i, io-xi (x99x).
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Why the "Original Intention"?

CURRENT
indifference to the "original intention'--shorthand
for the meaning attached by the Framers to the words they employed in
the Constitution and its Amendments--is a relatively recent phenomenon. Those who would adhere to it are scornfully charged with "filiopietism," "verbal archeology, "l "antiquarian historicism that would
freeze [the] original meaning" of the Constitution. 2We are told that the
Framers intended to leave it "to succeeding generations [meaning judges]
•.. to rewrite the 'hving' constitution anew,"3 an argument opposed to
historical fact. The sole and exclusive vehicle of change the Framers provided was the amendment process; judicial discretion and policymaking
were in high disfavor; all "agents and servants of the people" were to be
"bound by the chains" of a "fixed Constitution." Certainly Justice Story
did not regard himself as holding a commission "to rewrite the 'hving'
constitution anew":
Nor should it everbe lostsight of that the government of the United
States is one of hmited and enumerated powers; and that a deparI. Myres McDougal and Asher Lans, "Treaties and Congressional-Executive or Presidential Agreements: Interchangeable Instruments of National Pohcy," 54 Yale L.J. 181,
212,
214 , 291 (1945).
2. Leonard Levy, Judgments: Essays in American Constitutional H/m_ 17 (1972).
3. A. S. Miller, "An Inquiry Into the Relevance of the Intentions of the Founding
Fathers, With Special Emphasis Upon the Doctrine of the Separation of Powers," 27
Ark. L. Rev. 584, 595 (1973)" The Constitution was "not intended to" "freeze its original
meaning." Levy, supra note 2. Professor Miller might have cited Edward Corwin, who,
in 1925, dismissed "speculative ideas about what the framers of the constitution..,
intended it should mean" because "the main business of constitutional interpretation.., is
to keep the constitution adjusted to the advancing needs of time." American Constitutional
H/rt0ry to8 (Mason and Garvey eds. I964).
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ture from the true import and sense of its powers is pro tanto, the
establishment of a new Constitution. It is doing for the people, what
they have not chosen to do for themselves. It is usurping the functions of a legislator. 4
Why is the "original intention"

so important?

The answer was long since

given by Madison: if "the sense in which the Constitution
and ratified by the Nation...
be no security for a consistent

was accepted

be not the guide in expounding it, there can
and stable government,

more than for a

faithful exercise of its powers. "s A judicial power to revise the Constitution transforms the bulwark of our liberties into a parchment

barrier. This

it was that caused Jefferson to say, "Our peculiar security is in the possession of a written constitution. Let us not make it a blank paper by construction. "6 Given a system founded on a dread of power, with "limits" to
fence it about, those who demand compliance with those limits (pursuant
to the counsel

of four or five early State constitutions)

are not to be

charged with invoking the shades of the Framers in order to satisfy "the
need for certainty...
wisdom,

then perhaps

If we pretend

that the framers had a special sort of

we do not have to think too hard about how to

solve pressing social problems. "7 The issue rather is whether solution of
those "pressing social problems" was confided to the judiciary, s
Effeetuation of the draftsman's intention is a long-standing rule of interpretation

in the construction

statutes--and

although today such rules are downgraded

of all documents--wills,

aids, they played a vastly more important

contracts,

as "mechanical"

role for the Founders.

Hamil-

4. i Story, Commentarieson the Constitutionof the UnitedStates §4z6 at 325-3z6 (5th
ed. i9o5). "It is not the function of the courts or legislativebodies.., to alter the method
[forchange]whichthe Constitution has fixed."Hawkev. Smith, •53 U.S. 22I, 227092o).
See also supra Chapter 17 at notes 15-22.
5. Supra Chapter I note 7; see infra note 38.
6. See supra Chapter 17 at note 90.
7. Miller, supra note 3 at 595-596.
8. "[S]incethe mid-195o'sthe Supreme Court also has become the principal agent of
changewithin our politicalorder.Tacklingpoliticalissuesthat the 'political'branchescould
not, wouldnot, or dared not much, the Court assumedthe responsibilityfor politicalinnovation,forcingchangeslongblockedbya Congressor bystatelegislaturesdominatedby
minoritydements." RondelG. Downing, _JudicialEthics and the PoliticalRole of the
Courts," 35 L. & Contemp. Prob.94, io2 (I97o). See also supra Chapter i6 note z8.
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ton, it will be recalled, averred: "To avoid arbiu'ary discretion in the courts,
it is indispensable that they should be bound down by str/ct ru/es and precedents, which serve to define and point out their duty in every particular
case that comes before them. "9 That Hamilton was constrained thus to
reassure the ratifiers testifies to prevailing distrust of unbounded judicial
interpretive discretion. 1°Some fifty years later, Justice Joseph Story, perhaps the greatest scholar who sat on the Supreme Court, emphasized that
such rules provided a "fixed standard" for interpretation, 1Iwithout which
a s'fixed Constitution" would be forever unfixed. The Constitution, in
short, was written against a background of interpretive presuppositions
that assured the Framers their design would be effectuated.
The rules governing "intention" reach far back in legal history; but
for our purposes it suffices that English case-law emphasis on effectuation of the "original intention" was summarized in Bacon's Abridgment
(i736) 12and restated in 1756 by Thomas Rutherforth, 13in a "work well
known to the colonists. "14 Rutherforth assimilated the interpretation of
statutes to that of contracts and wills and stated that "The end, which
interpretation aims at, is to find out what was the intention of the writer,

9. Supra Chapter

i6 at note 34 (emphasis

added). This conception

was deeply rooted

in the common law. Chief Justice Fortescue,
Corwin tells us, was guided by maxims
which "constituted
the very substance of the peculiar science of the judges"; and Coke
paid reverence
to such "fundamental
rowed from Coke by "early American
the construction
sources

of written

to the business

Law' Background
37 x 09z8).

points of the common law," among them, borjudges and lawyers," are "the numerous rules for

instruments

which were

of constitutional

of American

originally

construction."

Constitutional

adapted

E. S. Corwin,

from the same
"The

'Higher

Law," 4 z Harv. L. Rev. 149 , 365, 37o,

io. Jefferson expressed confidence in the judiciary if "kept strictly to their own department."
5 The Writings of Thomas Jefferson 8: (P. L. Ford ed. i892-x899 ).
:x. : Story, supra note 4, §4 °0 at 3o5 . The object of such standards
passions and prejudices of the day." Id.

is to avoid "the

Iz. Matthew Bacon, A New Abridgment of the Laws of England, "Statute" I (5) (I736).
Citations herein are to the 3ded. i768. Justice Story stated that "Bacon's Abridg. tide
Statute I contains an excellent
§4oo at 305 note z.
x3. Iurtitutes

of Natural

summary

of the rules for construing

statutes."

: Story

Law (I754-i756).

14. Robert M. Cover, Just/ce Accused: Antislavery and the Jgd/c/a/Process
of Rutherforth's
criteria are quoted in I Story §4oz.

I 2 (: 975). Some
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of his words. "Is And he concluded

of the legislator is the natural measure of the extent of the

law."16 The influence

of these presuppositions

matter of conjecture.

On the heels of the Convention,

Wilson,

that "the

a leading participant,

on the Founders

is no

Justice James

said: "The first and governing

maxim in

the interpretation
of a statute is to discover the meaning of those who
made it. "17 Not long thereafter Jefferson pledged as President to administer

the Constitution

contemplated
adoption--a
vocated..,

"according

to the safe and honest meaning

by the plain understanding

of the people at the time of its

meaning to be found in the explanations of those who adit. "is That view was echoed by Chief Justice Marshall, him-

self a participant
so understood..,

in the Virginia Ratification Convention:
when the Constitution was framed...

if a word "was
[t]he conven-

tion must have used it in that sense. ''19 It was reaffirmed by Justice
Holmes: an amendment should be read in a "sense most obvious to the
common

understanding

Enchanted

at the time of its adoption. "2°

by judicial fulfillment

of libertarian

hopes, academe,

on

one ground or another, has endeavored to discredit "original intention,"
to rid us of the "dead hand of the past. "21 But neither has openly been
repudiated

by the Court.

To the contrary, it has been the Court's prac-

tice over the years to consult the intention of the Framers; the Court's
concern, as Louis Pollak remarked, "for the original intent of the framers of the Constitution

remains high. "22 An arresting

example is fur-

15. 2 Rutherforth, supra note x3 at 307, 309. Story likewise stated, "The first and
fundamental rule in the interpretation of all instruments is, to construe them according
to the sense of the terms and the intention of the parties." i Story §400.
i6. 2 Rutherforth, supra note x3 at 364.
17. I The WorksofJames Wilson75 (McCloskeyed. I967).
x8.4 Elliot 446.
19.Gibbons v. Ogden, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) i, i9o (I824). See also infra note 3920.Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U.S. I89, 22o (192o),dissenting opinion.
2L Supra Chapter 17 at note 9. McDougal and Lans, supra note i at 545: the "dead
cannot bind the living."
22.Louis Pollak, "The Supreme Court Under Fire," 6J. Pub. L. 428, 44x (x957).
"[A]Uquestionsof constitutionalconstruction,"Justice Horace Gray stated,are"largely
ahistoricalquestion."Sparfv.United States,i56 U.S. 5I, I69 (I895), dissentingopinion.
Bickelbrushedaside"the propositionthat the originalunderstandingis simplynot relevant. Forargumentsbasedon that understanding.., havebeenreliedon byjudgeswell
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nished by the exchange between two "activists," Justices Black and Goldberg, aligned on opposing sides. To Black's condemnation of judicial
"amendment," Goldberg responded: "Of course our constitutional duty
is to construe, not to rewrite or amend the Constitution!...
Our sworn
duty to construe the Constitution requires, however, that we read it to
effectuate the intent and the purposes of the Framers. "23 So, too, both
Justices Black and Frankfurter, on opposite sides of the fence in Adamson
v. California, invoked the original intention. 24
To impeach the "original intention," academicians sought to discredit
resort to "legislative history" in general on the ground that the records
are incomplete, 25that they are inconclusive because strewn with conflicting claims. Such charges are irrelevant to the records of the 39th
Congress, a "complete" verbatim record of the entire debates. Insofar as
there were conflicting opinions, the views of racist Democrats who
sought to kill both the Civil Rights Bill and the Fourteenth Amendment
carry no weight; those of a handful of radical dissentients for whom neither Bill nor Amendment went far enough are overborne by the will of
the great Republican majority--for example, to leave control of suffrage
to the States. That will is implicitly stated in the §2 curtailment of representation when a State denies or abridges suffrage--recognition of
power to do so; it is unequivocally confirmed by the Report of the Joint
Committee on Reconstruction, by those in charge of the Bill and the
Amendment, and by many others in the course of the debates. On a

aware that it is a constitution they were expounding. _ Alexander M. Bickel, "The Original
Understanding
and the Segregation
Decision," 69 Harv. L Rev. x, 3-4 (I955).
23. Bell v. Maryland, 378 U.S. zz6 (x964). Black: "changes in the Constitution...
to be proposed by Congress or conventions
and ratified by the States. The Founders
no such amending
concurring

power to this Court."

Id. 342, dissenting

opinion;

are
gave

Goldberg,

id. z88,

see also supra Chapter

14 note

opinion.

z 4. 332 U.S. 46, 63--64, 72-73 (x947). For Frankfurter,
44.
25. John
terpretation,"
"are clothed

Wofford,

"The

Blinding

Light: The

3 x U. Chi. L. Rev. 502, 5o4-5o6
in mystery."

Miller,

Uses of History
(i964).

The

supra note 3 at 596. Miller

history is dear, it is really not relevant." Id. 598. Compare
with Miller and Howell supra Chapter i note 25.

in Constitutional

intentions
goes further:

In-

of the Framers
"even if that

with Bickel, supra note 2z, and
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centuries-old canon of interpretation,
that intention is as good written
into the text. 26 When a legislature "has intimated its will, however indirectly," Justice
obeyed..,

Holmes

held, "that will should

it is not an adequate

be recognized

and

discharge of duty for courts to say: 'We

see what you are driving at, but you have not said it.' ,sv The intention
of the sovereign
the amendment
Another

people, whether
process, demands

attempt

tics. To demonstrate

in convention

even greater

to dissolve traditional
that "only present

nent, "28 Charles Curtis delivered
the meaning

expressed

obedience.

bonds was by way of semancurrent

meanings

himself of a "profound

of meaning, "z9 liberally

or through

sprinkled

are perti-

discourse

with Aristotelian

on
es-

sences and linguistics. 30 But four years earlier, in an article giving some
sage counsel to draftsmen, Curtis advised, "What the author of a legal
document

is trying to control is the future ...

to control this person's

conduct in the future "31--more graphically expressed in Jefferson's "bind
him down..,

by the chains of the Constitution."

If that be the purpose

of drafting, as seems indisputable, it is aborted by a theory that leaves
another person free to read his own meaning into the draftsman's words.
Commenting

on Curtis' "meaning of meaning," Willard Hurst matter-

of-factly pierced to the heart of the matter: "When you are talking about
constitutional law, you are talking about the balance of power in the community and the question of how you find meaning boils down concretely
here to who finds the meaning. "3_ May the Justices supplant the value-

26. Bacon'sAbridgment,"Statute"I (5):"A thingwhich is within the retention of the
makersof a statute, is as muchwithin the statute as if it were within the letter."The
principlehas often been appliedby the SupremeCourt. See supraChapter i note z4.
z7.Johnsonv. United States, i63 E 3o, 3' (ist Cir. x9o8);quotedin Keifer&Keifer
v. R.EC., 3o6 U.S. 38_, 39 x note 4 (x939),8. "The Role of the ConstitutionalText"in SupremeCourtand SupremeLaw 64, 68
(Edmond N. Calm ed. 1954).
"9. Paul A. Freund, "Discussion," in id. 7x.
3o.Curtis, id. 68-7o.
3i. C. P.Curtis, "A Better Theory of LegalInterpretation," 3 Vand.L. Rev.4o7, 4"3
(_9so).
32.Wtllard Hurst, "Discussion,"in SupremeCourtand SupremeLaw 74 (Edmond N.
Calm ed. x954).
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with their own? An officeholder

such realistic implications.

33

If the Court may substitute its own meaning
may, as Story cautioned,

rewrite

Leonard

"Whatever

Levy maintains:

like Santarelli

for that of the Framers it

the Constitution

without

limit. But,

the framers of the Fourteenth

in-

tended, there is no reason to believe that they possessed the best insights
or ultimate

wisdom as to the meaning of their words for subsequent

gen-

erations...

Words do not have fixed meanings.

once

remarked,

a word is 'the skin of living thought

color and content according to the circumstances

As Justice Holmes

and may vary greatly in
and time in which it is

used.' ,34 Of course, were Holmes drafting he would use words in their
present meaning, but that is a far cry from the view that he would feel free
to substitute his own meaning in a subsisting document

for that of bygone

draftsmen. As we have seen, he felt bound to give effect to the intention
of the legislators, and it will hereafter appear that he held that words must
be given the meaning they had at the time they were set down. 35 There
is, moreover,

a serious flaw in the Levy analysis, which

appears more

plainly in John Wofford's statement that if "the meaning of a word is its
use, and if its use can never be found apart from its context, then we need
only add that an inseparable

constituent

of context is the time at which

the use occurs to show that a past meaning

can not bind the present. "36

Now one who reads what another has written or seeks to interpret

it does

not in common usage really "use" the word. It is the writer who "used"
it, and the traditional fimction of interpretation,
as Rutherforth stated
above 200 years ago, is to ascertain
_r/ter?

"37

On the Levy-Wofford

"what was the intention

of the

analysis we are free to read Hamlet's

statement that he "can tell a hawk from a handsaw," then meaning a heron,
as if he referred to our pointed-tooth

cutting tool because the meaning of

"handsaw"

Shakespeare

has changed,

33. Supra Chapter

reducing

17 at note 59.

34. Levy, supra note 2 at 7: (emphasis
35- Infi'a Chapter 2I at notes 38-42.
36. Wofford,

added).

supra note 25 at 523 .

37. Supra at note :5 (emphasis
38. Paul Brest states, "suppose
be performed

to nonsense. 3s Even

'bi-weekly.'

added).
that the Constitution

provided

that some acts were to

At the time of the framing of the Constitution,

this meant only

Why the "Omginal Intention"?
Humpty-Dumpty

did not carry it so far as to insist that when Alice "used"

a word he could dictate

what she meant.

derscore that "if the idea of a document
Constitution"
to which the Founders
ing, terms

which

and adopt

the document

a clear meaning
meaning.
tution"

have a precise

Bacon-Rutherforth

Charles

Sumner,

otherwise

With

Willard

Hurst,

I would

un-

of superior authority"
the "fixed
were attached
"is to have meanfilled content
process"]

protection"]

must

is to convert

to those

or to which

who draft
they attach

be held to that precise

the "chains

of the Consti-

of sand.

Like the Constitution,
the

history

[such as "due

[such as "equal

"39 To hold
to ropes
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the Fourteenth
background,

archradical

Amendment
clearly

of the 39th

restated

Congress,

was written

against

in I86O. 4° Even
was well aware

that

'once every two weeks'; but modern dictionaries, bowing to pervasive misuse, now report
'twice a week' (i.e., semi-weekly) as an acceptable definition. To construe the definition
now to mean 'semi-weekly' would certainly be a change of meaning (and an improper
one at that)." Paul Brest, Processesof Cons_itutlonalDeciswnmaking: Casesand Materials 146
note 38 (:975).
That has been the accepted v_ew:"The Constitution is a written instrument. As such
its meaning does not alter. That which it meant when adopted it means now...
'Any
other rule of construction would abrogate the judicial character of this court, and make
it the mere reflex of the popular opinion or passion of the day.' "South Carolina v. Umted
States, I99 U.S. 437,448, 449 (19°5) - See also Hawke v. Smith, 253 U.S. at 227. On the
opposite view constitutional limitations are writ on water.
39"W. Hurst, "The Process of Constitutional Construction," in Supreme Court and SutrreraeLaw 55, 57 (Edmond N. Calm ed. 1954). From the beginning the courts looked to
the common law for the meaning of constitutional terms. Chief Justice Marshall declared
with respect to the word "u'eason," "It is scarcely conceivable that the term was not employed by the framers of our constitution in the sense which had been affixed to it by those
from whom we borrowed it_So far as the meaning of any terms, particularly terms of art,
is completely ascertained, those by whom they are employed must be considered as employing them in that ascertained meaning." United States v. Burr, 25 E Cas. (No. :4,693)
55, x59 (C.C. Va. :8o7). See also Ex parte Grossman, z67 U.S. 87, Io8-Io9 (x925); United
States v. Wong Kim Ark, x69 U.S. 649, 654 (I898). In the Convention, John Dickinson
cited Blackstone to show that ex post facto means retroactivity in criminal cases, z Farrand
448. See also supra Chapter H note 5; infra Chapter 22 notes 6 and 42.
4 o. Vaughan Hawkins, "On the Principles of Legal Interpretation, With Reference
Especially to the Interpretation of Wills," z Jur. Socy. Papers 298 (i86o):
in the interpretation of written language.., the object is a single one--to
ascertain the meaning or intention of the writer--to discover what were the
ideas existing in his mind, which he desired and endeavored to convey to us
•.. we desire.., to know what the writer meant by the language he used.
Quoted in Curtis, supra note 3: at 407 .
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embodies the principles of its framers. It is a tran-

script of their minds. If its meaning in any place is open to doubt, or
if words are used which seem to have no fixed signification, we cannot err if we turn to the framers; and their authority increases in proportion

to the evidence which they left on the question. 41

A "transcript
39th

of their minds"

Congress,

employing

and

"equal

Court
tention
the

Disregard

with

abundant

to a limited

intention

black

to leave suffrage

evidence

of the laws"

respect

of that

may "interpret"

Supreme

was left by the framers

left

protection

on discrimination
rights.

they

starkly

to mean

to the

States

white,

they

in the debates
that,

had in mind

category
poses

the

to convert

into a transfer

of the

for example,

in

only a ban

of "enumerated"
issue whether
the framers'
of such

control

the
into

Court.

Supplementary

Note

on Original

Intention

Notwithstanding Thomas Grey's view that interpretivism (resort to the
original intention) is a tradition "of great power and compelling simplicity.., deeply rooted in our history and in our shared principles of
political legitimacy [with] equally deep roots in our formal constitutional law,"1and Robert Bork's conclusion that until quite recently "there
was never any doubt" that the "Constitution was to be construed so as
to give effect, as nearly as possible, to the intention of those who made
it, "2 "it is currently fashionable," Frederick Schauer observes, "to make
4 x. Globe 677.
x. Thomas C. Grey, "Do We Have an Unwritten Constitution?" z 7 Stan. L. Rev. 7o3,
705 0975).
2. Robert Bork, "Foreword" to Gary L. McDowell, The Constitution and Contemporary
Constitutional Theory v 0985). Jacobus tenBroek, an early neoabolitionist, wrote in x939
that the Court "has insisted, with almost uninterrupted regularity, that the end and object
of constitutional construction is the discovery of the intention of those persons who formulated the instrument." Jacobus tertBroek, "Use by the United States Supreme Court
of Extrinsic Aids in Constitutional Construction," 27 Calif. L. Rev. 399 0939).

Supplementary Note on Omginal Intention
sport of the ability to determine
tainty. "3 Leading

original intent with any degree of cer-

activists categorically

tion: the Grand Panjandrum

reject resort to original inten-

of activist theorists,

serts "there is no such thing as the intention
be discovered. "4 His coadjutor,

41 I

Ronald Dworkin,

as-

of the Framers waiting to

Paul Brest, flatly declares, "It is simply

not possible..,
to determine the adopter's specific intentions. "s Herein
I shall collate some historical evidence that refutes such rash assertions.
THE AMERICAN

SCENE

Early American distrust of the judiciary 6 suggests that a doctrine which
confined judicial discretion would be welcome. H. Jefferson Powell, the
activist "discoverer" of what original intention really meant, 7 recounts that
the English Puritans' suspicion of judges traveled to America. 8 They
feared that judges would "undermine the legislative prerogatives of the
people's representatives

by engaging

in the corruptive

process of inter-

preting legislative texts"; they feared that the "advantages of a known and
written law would be lost if the laws' meaning could be twisted by judicial
construction"; 9 and they opposed the "judges imposition of their personal
views. "1° Came the Jeffersonian

"revolution

of 18oo" and the Republican

victors, Powell notes, viewed it as "the people's endorsement"

of original

intention. 11 In i838 the Supreme Court declared that construction
3. Frederick Schauer,"Easy Cases," 58 S. Cal. L. Rev. 399, 437 note 99 (1985).
4- Ronald Dworkin, "The Forum of Principle," 56 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 469, 477 098I) •
5. Paul Brest, "Who Decides?" 58 S. Cal. L. Rev.661,662 0985).
6. Justice Wilson noted in 1791 that judges"wereobjects of aversionand distrust." x
James Wilson, The WorksofJames Wilson292 (R. G. McCloskeyed. x967).
7. H. Jefferson Powell,"The Original Understanding of Original Intent," 98 Harv. L.
Rev.885 0985).
8. Id. 891.
9"Id. 892.
1o.Id. 89I.
I 1. Id. 934"In his InauguralAddress,PresidentJeffersonpledgedto administerthe
Constitution"accordingto the safe and honest meaningcontemplatedby the plain understandingof thepeopleat the t/meof itsadoption--ameaningto be foundin the explanationsof those who advocated.., it." 4 Debatesin the SeveralState Conventions
ontheAdoptionofthe FederalConstitution446(JonathanElliot ed.i836) (emphasisin original).During
the debateon ratificationof the Constitution,the FederalFarmerreferredto "the spirit
and true meaningof the Constitution,as collectedfromwhatmust appearto havebeen
the intentionof the people whenthey madeit." 2 The CompleteAntiFederalist322 (HerbertJ. Storinged. I98I).
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must necessarily depend on the words of the Constitution; the
meaning and intention of the conventions which framed and proposed it for adoption and ratification to the conventions..,
in the
several States ... to which the Court has always resorted in consmaing the Constitution. 12
"By the outbreak of the Civil War," Powell observes, "intentionalism
the modern sense reigned supreme. "13
The framers of the Fourteenth Amendment

were cognizant

p_actice. Senator Charles Sumner, leading proponent
the freedmen,

said that if the meaning

in

of this

of broad fights for

of the Constitution

"in any place

is open to doubt, or if words are used which seem to have no fixed signification

[e.g., equal protection],

we cannot err if we turn to the fram-

ers; and their authority increases in proportion

to the evidence they have

left on the question. "14 This was also the approach

of confreres who sat

with him in the 39th Congress. In i871,John Farnsworth of Illinois said
of the Amendment, "Let us see what was understood to be its meaning
at the time of its adoption
interpretation
who amended

by Congress. "is James Garfield

rejected an

that went "far beyond the intent and meaning of those
the Constitution. "16 Such sentiments found unequivocal

expression in 18 72 in a unanimous

Senate Judiciary

signed by senators who had voted for the Thirteenth,
Fifteenth Amendments:

Committee

Report,

Fourteenth,

and

In construing the Constitution we are compelled to give it such interpretation as will secure the result which was intended to be accomplished by those who framed it and the people who adopted it
A construction which should give the phrase . . . a meaning differing from the sense in which it was understood and employed by the
people when they adopted the Constitution, would be as unconstitutional as a departure from the plain and express language of the
12. Rhode Islandv. Massachusetts,37 U.S. (12 Pet.) 657, 721 (1838); see also Carpenter v. Pennsylvania,58 U.S. (17 How.)456, 463 (1854).
13.Powell, supra note 7 at 947•
14. G/obe677.
15. TheRecon,
rtniaion Amendments'Debates506 (AlfredAvinsed. 1967).
I6. Id. 528.
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Constitution in any other particular. This is the rule of interpretation adopted by all commentators on the Constitution, and in all
judicial expositions of that instrument. 17
Contrast

this with G. Edward White's comment

centric feature of Berger's theory of constitutional
are absolutely

bound

that the "singularly
interpretation

by the text and [its] history"]

evidence of such as requirement. "18
Two items of evidence should suffice to confute
Dworldn

& Co. that there

is "no evidence"

ec-

["judges

is that there is no
the assertions

of original

intention:

of
the

exclusion of suffrage and of segregation from the ambit of the Fourteenth Amendment. Senator Jacob Howard, to whom it fell to explain
the Amendment,

stated:

We know very well that the States retain the power.., of regulating the right of suffrage in the States ... the theory of this whole
amendment is, to leave the power of regulating the suffrage with
•.. the States, and not to assume to regulate it.19
Respecting segregation, Congress "had permitted segregated schools in
the District of Columbia, "2° over which it has plenary control; and Senator Sumner vainly "fought to abolish Negro Schools in the District. "21
A Congress

which refused to abolish segregation

in the District was al-

together unlikely to compel States to outlaw it. That is confirmed by the
assurance of James Wilson, chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, that the Civil Rights Bill did not require that all children

"shall at-

tend the same school. "22 The claims that there is no evidence of original
intention run counter to the facts.
17.Id. 571-572.
i8. G. Edward White, "JudicialActivismand the Identity of the LegalProfession,"67
yudicature246, 248 (I983) (emphasisadded).
19.Avins,supra note 15 at z37; see supra SupplementaryNote on the Introduction,
text accompanyingnotes 27-29, and SupplementaryNote on Suffrage.
2o. Richard Kluger,Simplej_a.ttice635 (i976).
2i. Kelly,Fourteenth Io49, io85.
22.Avins,supra note 15at I63; seesupra SupplementaryNote on SegregatedSchools,
Supplementary Note on the Introduction, text accompanyingnote 37. Even critics of
originalism agree that segregation was left untouched by the Fourteenth Amendment;
see supra SupplementaryNote on the Introduction at note 4x.
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business ''23 and because
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to Justice Frankfurter,

plated that their "intention"

has

become

a mini-

"the largest source of

its framers undeniably

contem-

would be binding, it may seem as a practical

to probe further into the roots of original intention.

But as Justice Frankfurter
particularly

BY

remarked, "legal history still has its claims, "24

since Chief Justice

"from the [common

Marshall

declared that he could cite

law] the most complete

is ,the most sacred rule of interpretation.'2
mon law.

evidence that the intention

s Let us then look at the com-

ENGLISH SOURCES
We need to remember

Hamilton's

"The rules of legal interpretation

rules of common sense,"26 as was illustrated
Chief Justice Bereford cut off comment
Westminster

II with the words

"Don't

are

in 1305 in Aumeye's Case when
of counsel on the Statute of
bother

interpreting

the statute

for us: we know it better than you do, for we made it. "27 Who knows
better what the writer meant by his words than he himself?. "Of course,"
Justice Holmes stated, "the purpose of written instruments is to express
some intention..,
of those who write them, and it is desirable to make
that purpose

effectual. "2s To exalt the reader above the writer is to go

beyond Humpty Dumpty, who was content to claim, "When I use a word

z3. Felix Frankfiwter, "John Marshall and the Judicial Function,"69 Harv. L. Rev.
zI7, 229 (x955).
24.Federal Power Comm'n v. Natural Gas Pipeline Co., 3x5 U.S. 575, 609 (I94Z),
concurring. Franlffurter stated, "Legal doctxines ... derive meaning and content from
the circumstancesthat gave rise to them and from the purposes they were designed to
serve.To these they are bound as is a livetree to its roots." Reid v. Covert, 354U.S. i,
50 (1957),concurring.
25.37°bnMarshall'sDefenseofMcCullougbv. Marylandi67 (Gerald Gunther ed. I969).
"The development of our values over the course of nearly two centuries has been in the
direction of strengthening beliefin the wisdomofthe framers' intentions."Terrance Sandalow,"Constitutional Interpretation," 79 Mich. L. Rear.io33, io6z (i981).
z6. Federalist No. 83 at 539 (Mod. Lib. ed. x937).
z7. Hans W. Baade," 'Original Intention': Raoul Berger'sFake Antique,"7° N.C.L.
Rev. i523, I53o n. 63 (i99z).
z8. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., CollectedLegalPaperszo6 (i9zo).
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•.. it means just what I choose it to mean. "29 John Selden, the preeminent seventeenth-century
legal scholar, said that "a Man's writing has
but one true sense; which is that which the Author meant when he writ
it. "3° Earlier Thomas

Hobbes

and John Locke had written to the same

effect. 31 They were anticipated

by the courts; herewith

(x) Chief Justice Frowycke, a fifteenth-century

a few examples.

sage, recounted

that in

iz85 the judges asked the "statute makers whether a warrantie with assettz shulde be a barre" in the Statute of Westminster and "they answered
that it shulde. And so in our dayes, have those that were the penners &
devisors of statutes bene the grettest lighte for expocision of statutes. "32
(z) Lord Chancellor

Hatton, writing circa i587-I59:,

the intent is proved, that must be followed..,
a departure

said, "when

but whensoever

there is

from the words to the intent, that must be well proved that

there is such a meaning. "33
(3) In the Magdalen College Case Coke stated that "in acts of Parliament which are to be construed according to the intent and meaning of
the makers of them, the original

intent is to be observed. "34

(4) Samuel Thorne, an eminent scholar in the field, concluded that
"Actual intent ... is controlling from Hengham's day to that of Lord
Nottingham

(:678). "35

z9. Lewis Carroll, "Through the Looking Glass,"OxfordDimonaryof Quotationsi35
(3d. ed. I979) (emphasisin original).
3o. TableTalk:Beingthe Dtscourses
ofJotm SeMen,Esq. io (i696).
3I. Hobbes and Locke are quoted supra SupplementaryNote on the Introduction at
note x5.
3z. A DiscourseUpon the Erposicion& Understandingof Statutes i5I-:5z (Samuel
Thorne ed. i94z). An English historian, S. B. Chrimes, concluded that "the rule of reference to the intention of the legislators.., was certainlyestablished by the second half
of the fifteenthcentury." S.B. Chrimes,EnglishConstitutionalIdeas
in theFifteenthCentury
z93 (1936).
33. Christopher Hatton, ,4 TreatiseConcerningStatutesandActs of Parliamentand the
ExpositionTbereofi4-I 5 (I677).
34- iI Co. Rep. 66b, 73b, 77 Eng. Rep. Iz35, Iz45 (I615).
35./1 Discourse,
supra note 3z at 60 note i z6. For extended discussionof the English
and American sources, see Raoul Berger, "'Original Intention' in Historical Perspective," 54 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 296 (I986); Raoul Berger, "The Founders' Views-According to Jefferson Powell," 67 Tex. L. Rev. io33 (i989); Raoul Berger, "Original
Intent: The Rage of Hans Baade,"71 N.C.L. Rev. ii5i (i993).
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Jefferson

Powell attempts

ances. He acknowledges
mon law interpretation
tention,'

BY

JUDICIARY

to explain away these and still other utter-

that "The central concept

the goal--of

was indeed what the common lawyers oiled

" and that they "often sounded remarkably

intentionalists.
proposition

com-

"36 "There

is no disagreement,"

'in-

like contemporary

he writes,

that the common lawyers, and most of the founders,

"over the
thought

that interpretation
ought to subserve a document's [i.e., the draftsman's]
'intent'...
The debate instead is over what 'intent' meant. "37 His answer
is a confessedly "curious" theory that" 'intention'
cept attached primarily

to the document itself, and not elsewhere, "3s that

the "basic notion of 'intent'
rather than something
their constant

[is] a product

between "words" and "intention,"

and his words, the common-law

ing to Powell, excluded the actual intention
words. One who would substitute
differentiation

of the interpretive

process

locked into the text by its author. "39 Thus, despite

differentiation

the "maker's intention"

was an attribute or con-

between

lawyers, accord-

and looked for it only in the

a recondite

explanation

for a simple

labors under a heavy burden. It would have been far sim-

pler merely to inquire what the words "meant. "4° If we are to look only
at the words, then, said Justice Holmes, "we inquire, not what this man
meant, but what those words would mean in the mouth of a normal
speaker. "_l Then too, Lord Chancellor

Hatton's

demand for proof"when

36. H. Jefferson Powell,"The Modem Misunderstanding of Original Intent," 54 U.
Chi. L. Rev. i513, 1533 (i987).
37-Id. I538 (emphasisadded).
38.Id. 1534 (emphasisadded).
39.Powell, supra note 7 at 899.
4o. Contrast with Powell'sweb spinning Justice Story'sadmonition: "Constitutions
are not designed formetaphysicalor logical subtleties.., for elaborateshades of meaning, or for the exerciseof philosophicalacuteness.., the people make them, the people
adopt them ... [and] must be supposed to read them, with the help of common sense,
and cannot be presumedto admit in any of them any recondite meaning or extraordinary
gloss."I Joseph Story,Comnumarieson the Constitutionof the UnitedStates,§451 (5th ed.
I9o5).
41. Oliver Wendell Holmes,Jr., Collected
LegalPapers:,o4 (192o).Apparentlyreflecting Francis Lieber's views on hermeneutics, Bouvier'sLaw D/cu'onaryspeaks of "interpretation" as seeking the "meaning which those who used [the words] were desirous of
expressing."
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there is a departure from the words to the intent" posits resort to extrinsic
evidence, for to return to the words would undo the "departure."
Powell's stellar exhibit of what he himself terms "this [to us cur/0us]
usage of 'intent'

,42 is Hamilton's

versy over the constitutionality
intention

plainly barred

I79i

or of a law, that intention

tracts is not concerned
their 'external
derstood

by a single citation,

itself. "44 This

in the teeth of the

contract

treatise that stated, "The law of con-

with any one's 'internal sentiments'

but only with

,45 That is to say, the case presented

intent. There

a sub-

one party claimed that he had un-

a term in a special, undisclosed sense to the detriment

other party. There being no evidence that he had attached
meaning

to argue that

hand is betrayed by two other citations: the first,

expression.'

jective, unexpressed

the contro-

of the framers of a constitution

is to be sought in the instrument

was bare assertion, unsupported
common law.
Powell's unpracticed

during

his path, 43 he was constrained

"whatever may have been the intention

an eighteenth-century

statement

of a national bank. Since the Framers'

of the

that special

to the term, he was held to have used the words "according

their common

to

acceptation. "46 In other words, no intent was expressed.

Of the same nature is Powell's second citation; Chief Justice Fleming
said in i6ii,
according

the "intention

and construction

of words shall be taken

to the vulgar and usual sense"; 47 Powell adds, without

any

42. Powell, supra note 36 at 1534 (emphasisadded).
43. The Convention records plainly show that the Framers rejected a proposal empowering Congressto grant charters of incorporation.Incorporation of a bank had been
the subjectof controversyin Pennsylvaniaand New York,and the Framers fearedthat
such a proposal would excite prejudiceand impede ratificationof the Constitution. 2
Recordsof the FederalConventionof z787 616 (Max Farrand ed. 191i). Evenwhen limited
to corporations forcanalsthe proposalwas defeatedby a vote of 8 to 3 a fewdaysbefore
the closeof the Convention, at which Hamilton was present. But in 1791he pretended
to find the facts"confused."8 Papersof Akxander Hamilton i I I (H. C. Syrettand J. E.
Cooke eds. x965).
44. Papersof Hamilwn, supra note 43.
45. PoweU,supra note 7 at 895, quoting i J. Powell, EasayUponthe Law of Contracts
andAgreements372-373 (179o).
46.J. Powell, Em_y,id. 372-373.
47. Powell,supra note 7 at 895 note 48, quoting Hewitt v. Painter, I Bulstrode 174,
175-176, 8o Eng. Rep. 864, 865 (1611).
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to any particular

meaning

the parties may

have intended. "4s Fleming referred to the sale of eighteen barrels of ale
which, according to "common usage," did not include the barrels. In the
absence of proof that the parties intended

otherwise,

"common

usage"

would prevail, leading Fleming to say, the "intent of the parties never was
that the vendee should have the barrels, but only the ale. "49 Had there
been evidence

of "intent,"

it would have carried the day.

That Powell was driven to invoke such inapposite citations testifies to
the hollowness

of the activist case against originalism.

remarked, "the transparent
nal understanding

As Justice Harlan

failure of attempts to cast doubt on the origi-

is simply further evidence of the force of the histori-

cal record. "s° Indeed,

Powell cannot altogether

stifle his common-law

heritage: he acknowledges that "it is natural, inevitable, and appropriate
that we should look to the founders for enlightenment. "51 Most enlightening
words, s2

is their own explanation

Powell's "curious"
1992. Turning

of what they intended

usage was repudiated

to the very Parliamentary

by the House
explanations

by their

of Lords

that Powell re-

jects, the Law Lords in Pepper v. Ham s3 reversed an exclusionary
tice that first appeared
temporary

legislative

in 1769, s4 and underscored
explanations

dissenting

prac-

the fact that con-

are the best evidence

48. Powell, supra note 7 at 895.
49.80 Eng. Rep. at 865 (emphasis added).
5o. Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. IIZ, 200 (i97o),

in

of legislative

in part.

5 i. H. Jefferson Powell, "How Does the Constitution
Structure Government?
The
Founders' Views," in A Workabk Government? The Constitution After 200 l_ars I5 (Burke

Marshall ed. 1987).
52. Powell cites "modem students of hermenenties" who "attack non-author based
interpretation as an abstract and ultimatelyhopelesssearch for a text's meaning." Powell,
supra note 7 at 896 note 5453. [x993]A. C. 593, H.L. (E.). I am indebted for the citation to Professor Gary MeDowell of the University of London.
54-The exclusionarypracticetook offffom a two-sentencestatement byJusticeWllles
in Millar v. Taylor,4 Burr 2303, 2332 0769) [I993] A.C. 63o_.His was one of four seriatim opinions,and hisremark went unnoticed by hisAssociateJustices;it made no mention of the prior common law to the contrary, and the point was not argued by counsel.
See RaoulBerger," 'OriginalIntent,' A Responseto Hans Baade,"7° Tex.L. Rev.x535,
1537 (I992).
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purpose. The financial secretary to the Treasury had assured the House
of Commons

that the Act "was not intended

to impose" a particular

tax, ss and the issue posed was whether to depart from previous authority
which forbade reference to proceedings in Parliament. Lord Griffiths
said, "the object of the court in interpreting legislation" is "to give effect
to the true purpose of legislation. "se Noting that the courts consulted
other "extraneous

material, "sT he asked, "Why then cut ourselves

from the one source in which may be found an authoritative
of the intention

with which

the legislation

ment? "s8 Lord Browne-Wilkinson,

statement

is placed before

in whose opinion

off

Parlia-

all but one Law

Lord concurred, also asked, why "should the courts blind themselves to
a clear indication of what Parliament intended in using these words? "s9
And he answered, "we are much more likely to find the intention

of Par-

liament [in the debates] than anywhere else," adding, there is a "basic
need for the courts to give effect to the words enacted by Parliament, in
the sense that they were intended by Parliament to bear. ''e°
Finally, original intention acts as a brake on unlimited judicial discretion,

a discretion

the Founders

Maim, "intent is irrelevant
no constitutional
Richard

profoundly

feared, el If, writes Earl

and the text ambiguous,

courts are left with

source that defines the limits of their authority. "e2

Kay explains:

55- Pepper v. Hart, supra note 53 at 616,.
56. Id. 6x7E-r.
57.Id. 617r. For example,"information as to the mischiefaimed at," id. 635c,which
goes back to Heydon'sCase, 3 Co. Rep. 7a, 76 Eng. Rep. 637 (1584).
58. Pepper v. Hart, supra note 53 at 617F.The point was made in Raoul Berger,
" 'Original Intent': The Rage of Hans Baade," 71 N.C.L. Rev. Ii5x, H68 (i993).
59. Pepper v. Hart, supra note 53 at 635A.
60. Id. 635G(quotingReg. v. Warner [i969] z A.C. 256, 279); id. 637n. I came to the
same conclusion; see Raoul Berger, "Original Intention in Historical Perspective," 54
Geo. Wash. L. Rev.296 (i986); Raoul Berger,"The Founders' Views--Accordingto Jefferson Powell," 67 Tex.L. Rev. io33, 1o55-xo76 (1989).
6i. Gordon S. Wood, The Creationof the AmericanRepublic,x776-x789 298 (1969).
62. Earl M. Maim, "Federalismand the Fourteenth Amendment: AComment on Democracyand D/aw_," 42 Ohio St. L.J. 2o9, 2xo (i98i). Lawrence Church, who is unsympatheticto originalism,recognizesthat if judges"are not bound by the intent of the
Founders... then there may be no limits at all to their power." W. Lawrence Church,
"History and the Constitutional Role of the Courts," 199o Wis. L. Rev. io7i , xo87io88.
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To implement reallimitson government thejudgesmust have rcfcrcnccto standards
which arccxtcrnal
to,and priorto,the matter
to bc decided.This isnecessarily
historical
investigation.
The contentofthosestandards
arcsetattheircreation.
Recoursetodlcintentionof theframersin judicial
review,therefore,
can be understood asindispensable
to realizing
the ideaof government limited
by law.
63
More

broadly

speaking,

Judge

Frank

Easterbrook

stitutional
interpretation
... is a process
ment within certain bounds. "64
Activists'
Tushnet
Court.

Court

do not proffer

observed,

"plainly

designed

"65 Another

activist,

Paul

knowledge
cacy

writings

that most

our various

briefs
notions

adjures

are, Mark

the legacy

of the Warren
"simply

designed

of the public

they

govern-

his fellows

are not political

ultimately

out that "Con-

an actual

alternative;

to protect

of our writings

scholarshitv--amicus
to adopt

a viable

Brest,

points

of holding

theory

but advo-

to persuade

good. "66 The

to ac-

the

evidence

63. Richard S. Kay, "Book Review," lO Conn. L. Rev. 8oi, 805-806 (1978). The rule
of law requires that we "be governed by the same pre-established rules and not by the
whim of those charged with executing those rules." Philip Kurland, "Curia Regis: Some
Comments on the Divine Right of Kings and Courts 'To Say What the Law Is,' "z 3 Ariz.
L. Rev. 581, 58z (198i). Justice Story praised the rules "for the construction of statutes
•.. to limit the discretion of judges." James McClellan, Joseph Story and the American
Constitution 362-363 (197i). As a practical matter, resort to original intention "avoids
uncertainty and arbitrariness and promotes predictability and consistent application."
J. M. Balkin, "Constitutional Interpretation and the Problem of History," 63 N.Y.U.L.
Rev. 91 I, 928-9z 9 (1988).
64. Frank H. Easterbrook, "The Influence of Judicial Review on Constitutional
Theory," in A Workable Govonment? The Constitution Aider 200 _ars 172 (Burke Marshall
ed. 1987).
65. Mark Tushnet, "Legal Realism, Structural Review, and Prophecy," 8 U. Dayton L.
Rev. 809, 811 (1983). See also supra Supplementary Note on the Introduction at note 16.
66. Paul Brest, "The Fundamental Rights Controversy: The Essential Contradictions
of Normative Constitutional Scholarship," 9° Yale L.J. lO63, 11o9 (1981). See Brest's
rejection of the rationalizations of "seven representative [activist] scholars." Id. lO67io89. Justice Scalia considers it a grave defect of the nonoriginalists that they have been
unable to agree on an alternative theory. Antonin Scalia, "Originalism: The Lesser Evil,"
57 U. Cin. L. Rev. 849, 862-863 (1989). He observes, "surely there must be general agreement not only that judges reject one exegetical approach (originalism), but that they adopt
another," adding that "it is hard to discern any emerging consensus among the nonoriginalists as to what this might be." Id. 855. See supra note 52.
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above set forth,

which is but a small part of the facts collected

where, 67 demonstrates,

in my judgment,

rooted in Anglo-American
imposition
tion.

69

42 x

of their personal

The argument

else-

that original intention is deeply

law 68 and that it serves as a brake on judges'
preferences

under the guise of interpreta-

to the contrary, we have seen, cannot withstand

scrutiny, so that to borrow from the French savant, Raymond Aron, our
case once more "justifies itself by the falseness of the beliefs that oppose
it. "7°
JAMES HUTSON_S
It remains

CRITIQUE

OF THE

to examine the doubts shed by James

ability of the

sources.

71

SOURCES
Hutson

Hutson was solely concerned

on the reli-

with the 1787 pe-

riod. Since, however, the great bulk of contemporary constitutional litigation arises under the Fourteenth Amendment, it is to be noted that
the records of the 1866 Amendment

have not been impeached

and, in

my judgment, are unimpeachable. They are a day-to-day stenographic
record of the debates, and their veracity is attested by a striking incident.
In 187 x John Bingham challenged
in i866 by Thaddeus

James Garfield's account of a remark

Stevens. Garfield

responded,

67. See the Berger citations,supranote 3568. ChiefJustice Marshallstated that he could cite from the common law"the most
complete evidencethat the intention is the most sacredrule of interpretanon."JobnMarsbalrsDefenseof McCuUocbv. MarylandI67 (Gerald Gunther ed. 1969).
69. Henry Monaghan observesthat "anytheory of constitutionalinterpretationwhich
renders unimportant or irrelevant questions as to original intent, sofar as that intent can
befairlydiscerned,is not, given our tradition, politicallyor intellectuallydefensible."Henry
P.Monaghan, "The Constitution Goes to Harvard," x3 Harv. C. R.-C.L.L. Rev. Ii 7,
I24 (i978) (emphasism original).For an assessmentof the opposingviews,see Randall
BridweU,"The Scope ofJudicial Review:A Dirge for the Theorists of MajorityRule?"
3x S.C.L. Rev.6i 7 (x98o);William Gangi, "JudicialExpansionism:An Evaluationof the
Ongoing Debate,"8 Oh. N.U.L. Rev. I (I98I); Gary L. McDowell The Conaitutionand
ContemporaryConstitutionalHistory(i985).
7o. RaymondAron, "Pens_es,"N.Y.Times, Oct. 23, i98x, at EI 9. ChiefJnsticeThomas McKean told the PennsylvaniaRatificationConvention, "refutationof an argument
begets a proof." 2 Elliot, supra note 11 at 54.
7x.James Hutson, "The Creation of the Constitution: The Integrity of the Documentary Records,"65 Tex.L. Rev. i (1986).
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my colleague can make but he cannot unmake history. I not only
heard the whole debate at the time, but I lately read over with scrupulous care, every word of it as recorded in the Globe. I will show
my colleagues that Mr. Stevens did speak. 72
This is an attestation

that the records confirmed his recollection.

cause few constitutional

cases nowadays arise under the i787 Consti-

tution, Hutson's critique has little practical consequence.
historian may take exception
' Hutson

properly

exonerates

the records, considering
he recorded

to Hutson's

at the Convention

in

recorded

in such cases presumably

proximation

i787

criticism of the 1787 records.

.'73

copies of set speeches

observes,

Since, as Hutson

from the speakers,

corresponded

"if his notes ...

the different

accounts

recounts,
TM

what he

to what was said. In-

are compared

of the debates left by other delegates

between

a

Madison's Notes as "a faithful account of what

obtained

mentary records

Nevertheless

Madison from charges that he falsified

Madison

deed, Hutson

Be-

with the frag...

a rough ap-

is evident---demonstrating

that Madison was not inventing dialogue, but was trying to capture what
was said. "Ts My own research

confirmed,

for example, that on the issue

of judicial participation

in the Council of Revision to assist in the presi-

dential veto, the Notes

of Madison,

stantial accord. 76 So too, Madison's
tion

of federal

charters

account

of incorporation,

proposed, 77 was corroborated
Baldwin, who was present

Yates, King, and Pierce are in sub-

by McHenry's

and later reminded

pant in the debate, that the Convention

of the Convention's
which

he himself

rejechad

notes 7s and by Abraham
Justice Wilson,

a partici-

had rejected the power to create

corporations. 79
72. The Reconstruction
Amendments'Debates527 (AlfredAvinsed. I967).
73.Hutson, supra note 71 at 2z.
74.Id. 3I.
75.Id. 33.
76. i Farrand, supra note 43 at 97-98 (Madison);id. io 5 (Yates);id. io8 (King);id.
lO9 (Pierce);see also the confirmatorynote recorded in the Journal respecting participation in the veto. z id. 7z.
77.2 id. 615-6x6.
78. Id. 62o.
79. 3 id. 375, 376.
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But Hutson concluded
Madison

on the basis of hypothetical

"may have recorded

42 3
calculations

that

only a small part of each day's proceed-

ings. "8° As much can be said of every recording secretary of a corporate
or association meeting, whose recitals are often much more truncated
than those of Madison.
impeach

If the recording

was incomplete,

the veracity of what was recorded. 81 Madison

that does not
was unlikely to

omit fresh material. Leonard Levy, although he was taken with Hutson's
critique, recognizes

that "the very real possibility exists that Madison

consistently and accurately caught the gist of the debates. "s2
Hutson finds another feature of Madison's notes "troublesome. "83Inasmuch as Madison did not prepare his remarks in advance and could
hardly speak and record at the same time, his later reduction

of his re-

marks to writing leads Hutson to conclude that "speeches written and
'improved' after the event and large scale deletions [omissions] are reminiscent of Genet [a disruptive French agent], Lloyd and the shorthand
reporters, however different Madison's motives may have been. "84 This
is a sorry analogy. Driven by his desire to influence the political scene,
Genet was not overly scrupulous, 8s and Lloyd, Hutson shows, was probably bought and paid for by the Federalists. s6 It is therefore
to bracket the high-minded
his own views--with

Madison

Genet who engaged in misrepresenting

other, and with the venal Lloyd. Whether
remarks represent

a complete

tion, they yet constitute

a mistake

who was endeavoring to set forth

reflection

an undeniable

those of an-

or not Madison's recorded

of his speeches in the Convenstatement of his own views. As

President, Jefferson relied on "the plain understanding of the people at the
time of[the Constitution's] adoption--a

meaning to be found in the expla-

80. Hutson, supranote 71 at 34.
8x.As John Marshallaskedin the VirginiaRatificationConvention:"Becauseit does
not containall, does it contain nothing?"3 Elliot, supranote i x at 560.
82. LeonardLevy,OriginalIntent andthe Framers'Constitution288 0988). Long since
Thucydidesobservedthat "at such a distanceof time [the historian] mustmakeup his
mind to be satisfiedwith conclusionsresting upon the clearest evidencewhich can be
had."DanielJ. Boorsfin,The Discoverers565 (x983).
83. Hutson, supranote 71 at 35.
84. Id.
85. Id. 9-I2.
86. Id. 22--23.
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of those who advocated

Madison's

"explanation"

Hutson
ventions.
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it. "87 Would Jefferson

have rejected

because he set it down after he had spoken it?

is more critical of the reports of the State Ratification
Jonathan

Con-

Elliot, who published those debates, confessed that

"in some instances"
down. "88 Shorthand

the expressions
reporting

"have been inaccurately

taken

was in its infancy; 89 the reporters were

inexpert; 9° some were paid by the Federalists

or were biased in their

favor; 91 and in Pennsylvania

and Connecticut

tually all of the Antifederalist

remarks. 92 Despite this, suppression of the

Antifederalist

remarks was compensated

the reporter

deleted vir-

in part by the fact that James

Wilson laced his speeches in the Pennsylvania Convention with restatements of Antifederalist
arguments and refutations thereof. His assurances that the proposed
portrayed

Constitution

by the Antifederalists

did not go to the alarming

are more important

For they were the defeated opponents
of construction,

lengths

than their claims.

whose remarks, on settled rules

would not count as legislative history. 93

Nor does suppression of opposition remarks undermine the reliability
of Federalist statements. Wilson's statements, constituting the lion's share
of the published

Pennsylvania

agent. 94 Hutson

tells us that in Massachusetts

debates, were "corrected"

by him or his

"ghostwritten"

speeches

were inserted in the report, 9s no doubt with the principal's approval. The
fact that a speech is "ghostwritten"

does not render it less the speech of

one who adopts it. In New York, Hutson recites, speakers "revised" their
remarks. 96 More than once it has befallen me to marvel at garbled stenographic versions of my oral remarks, and I have welcomed
87.4 Elliot, supra note 11 at 446 (emphasis
88. Hutson, supra note 71 at 2o.

the opportu-

in the original).

89. Id. 19.
9o. Id. 23-24.
9 I. Id. 23.
9"- Id. 21-22.
93. Jefferson

sought

for the meaning

of the Constitution

"in the explanations

of those

who advocated it." Supra text accompanying
note 88. See also Ernst & Ernst v. Hoehfelder, 425 U.S. i85, 2o 4 (i976); Mastro Plastics Corp. v. NLRB, 35 o U.S. 27o, 288
(I956).
94- Hutson,
95. Id. 2 x.
96. Id. 22.

supra note 71 at 23-
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nity to "revise" them, more truly to reflect the sentiments I had uttered.
"Revised their remarks" is not presumptively a sinister act. By revising
their remarks, the Federalists testified that their views were faithfully presented. They assumed that their remarks would be publicized and took
pains to make them accurate. "Federalist stalwarts," Hutson states, "sent
pre-publication excerpts from Lloyd's [Pennsylvania] debates to partisans
in other states to furnish Federalist orators arguments for ratification,"°7
thereby evidencing their satisfaction with Lloyd's reporting. Their statements were in fact designed to serveas "Federalist campaign literature, "98
to allay the fears aroused by Antifederalists. Now to discard those representations on the plea that the Antifederalist statements were unrecorded
is, as Justice Story wrote in another context, to commit a "fraud upon the
whole American people. "99
On several occasions it has fallen to me to trace a particular issue
through the several Conventions, and I have found remarkable unanimity. That all reports were unreliable in such particulars is highly improbable. Widely scattered "inexpert" transcribers do not commit one
and the same error unless they are engaged in a widespread conspiracy.
Thus:
(i) There was remarkable unanimity in the Federal Convention, The
Federalist, and the Ratification Conventions that the Senate was to participate in making treaties, not merely to rubber-stamp them after they
had been made by the President. The unanimity on so important an
issue deserves a detailed account.
As late as August 6 the Convention's Committee on Detail draft provided that "the Senate... shall have power to make treaties. "1°°During
the debate Madison "observed that the Senate represented the States
alone," and consequently "the president should be an agent in Treaties. "_°1As the Convention drew to a close, the Committee of Eleven
97.Id. z3.
98.Id.
99."Ifthe Constitutionwasratifiedunderthe belief,sedulouslypropagated
on all
sides,thatsuchprotectionwasafforded,
wouldit not beafrauduponthewholeAmerican
peopleto givea differentconstructionof its powers."Story,supranote 4° at §_o84.
ioo.z Farrand,supranote43at i83.
xoI.Id. 39z.
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President

by and with the advice

and consent of the Senate shall have power to make treaties. "1°2 Rufus
King observed that "as the Executive was here joined in the business,
there was a check [on the Senate] which did not exist in [the prior] Congress. 'n°3 In Federalist

No. 3 8 Madison

wrote that the Constitution

"empowers the Senate with the concurrence
treaties." 104
Clear-cut confirmation

of the Executive

is furnished by Hamilton

to make

in Federalist No. 75:

[T]he vast importance of the trust, and the operations of treaties as
laws, plead strongly for the participation..,
of the legislative body
in the office of making them... It must indeed be clear to a demonstration that the joint possession of the power in question, by the
President and Senate, would afford a greater prospect of security.,
than the separate possession of it by either of them. 105
Such expressions
Hamilton

likewise were voiced in the Ratification

explained

Conventions.

in New York that "They, together with the Presi-

dent, are to manage all our concerns with foreign nations. "1°6 And Chancellor Livingston

said that the Senate is "to form treaties

nations. "1°7 In Pennsylvania

James

doubt [that] the Senate and President

Wilson

stated,

with foreign

"nor is there

any

possess the power of making [trea-

ties]. "108 In North Carolina, Samuel Spencer said that the Senate is "in
effect, to form treaties. "1°9
(2) There

was likewise virtual unanimity

view. The evidence is so voluminous
the details contained
states that Marshall

on the issue of judicial re-

as to counsel against repetition

of

in my Congress v. The Supreme Court. ll° Hutson
complained

that his speeches were inaccurately

lO2.Id. 495.
Io3. Id. 54o.
1o4. FederalistNo. 38 at 240 (Mod. Lib. ed. i937).
1o5. Id. No. 75 at 486, 488.
lO6. 2 Elliot, supranote i i at 291,305.
lO7. Id.
lO8.Id. 5o6.
l°9.4 id. i16.
11o.Raoul Berger,Congressv. The SupremeCourt at i2o-143 (1969).

re-
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corded.111 On the issue of judicial review, however, his remarks
accord with those of George

Nicholas,
Madison,

George

are in

Mason, Edmund

Ran-

dolph, Edmund

Pendleton,

the Constitution

Patrick Henry. 112In addition to these records from Vir-

ginia, there are substantial
templated

and even that bitter opponent

confirmations

that judicial review was con-

by Oliver Ellsworth and James Wilson in the Connecticut

Pennsylvania
of Brutus,"

Ratification

conventions,

and by Luther

Now, the Constitution

Martin

of

by Robert

and

Yates in his "Letters

of Maryland.113

All were Framers.

makes no express provision for judicial review.

Are we better off with no evidence

that the Framers

contemplated

ju-

dicial review, with a glaring arrogation of power? I do not pretend that
these examples exhaust the subject, but they suffice to caution against
hastily discarding
in credibility.

the several Convention

records as altogether

Such caution is the more requisite

ticulars Madison's Notes are corroborated

lacking

because in many par-

by The Federalist wherein Pub-

lius, according to Thomas Jefferson and Edward Corwin, purported to
express the sentiments of the Convention. 114Then too, Madison's Notes
and The Federalist were often echoed in the state Ratification Conventions, as appears from the foregoing
judicial review. Such parallelism
the-board
satisfaction"

demands explanation

venality and inexpert

transcription.

with the reporting

of the Virginia

edly counseled
meaning

discussion of the treaty power and

resort

to the Ratification

of the Constitution.

It is doubtful

other than across-

Despite Madison's
Convention,

"dis-

he repeat-

records

for light as to the

whether

we are better situ-

ated to evaluate them than one who participated

in the debates.

xxx.Hutson, supra note 71 at z3-z4.
I iz. Berger,supranote 1io, id. 14o(Marshall);id. 15 (Nicholas);id. i39 (Mason);id.
i38 (Randolph);id. zoz (Pendleton);id. i39 (Madison);id. i37 (Henry).
II 3. Berger,supra note Iio at iz4 (Ellsworth);id. ZOl-ZO2(Yaws);3 Farrand,supra
note 43 at 220 (Martin).
114.JeffersonregardedThe Federalistas "evidenceof the generalopinion of those
who framed"the Constitution. Clinton Rossiter,AlexanderHamiltonand the Constitution
52 (i964). Corwinwrote, "It cannot be reasonablydoubtedthat Hamilton was here, as
at other points, endeavoringto reproducethe maturedconclusionsof the Convention."
EdwardCorwin, The D0ar/ne0fyud/c/a/Review44 (I914).
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Arguments for Judicial Power
of Revision

Chief Justice Marshall

WE

a E early

in the name

of "natural

Constitution"
mentators
sonorous

when

it is sought

at a loss to justify
reference

it "expressed

the

core

important

It has become

to extraconstitutional

a mythic

or amputate

to endure

constitutional

4 Chief

made

the "living

a limb. I Com-

FrankfiLrter

in the literature

were

fall back on Marshall's

intended
Justice

of [Marshall's]

incantation.

power
is to invoke

arrogations

apostrophe,

utterance

fashion

to engraft

judicial

to a "constitution

come. ''2 In an oft-quoted

single most

claims

law," the present

for ages to
declared

philosophy

...

of constitutional

Justice

Hughes,

that

when

the

law. "3
con-

I. The "doctrine of the riving Constitution amounts to little more than willful disregard
of the express or implied intent of the framers."James McClellan,Joseph Story and theAmerican Constitution 116--z17 (1971). Thomas Grey more diplomatically states that "Our characteristic contempor_ metaphor is 'the living Constitution'...
sufficiently unspecific to
permit the judiciary to elucidate the development and change in the content of those rights
over time." "Do We Have an Unwritten Constitution?," 27 Stan. L Rev. 7o3, 711 (1975).
2. Auerbach, "The Reapportionment Cases: One Person, One Vote--One Vote, One
Value," 1964 S. C. Rev. i, 75; cf. Louis PoUak, "The Supreme Court Under Fire," 6 J.
Pub. L. 428, 441 (1957).
3" Frankfurter, "John Marshall, and the Judicial Function," 69 Harv. L. Rev. 217, 218-2I 9 (1955). That utterance, Frankfurter said, requires "a spacious view in applying an
instrument of government 'made for an undefined and expanding future.' "Youngstown
Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 596 (1952)" Compare the severely restricted
gloss Marshall put upon his words, infra at notes 12-18. And compare the Founders'
views as to change by amendment. Supra Chapter 17 at notes 15-22.
4- "It is important," said Jnstice Franldurter, "not to make untouchable dogmas of the
fallible reasoning of even our greatest judge." Frankfurter, supra note 3 at 219.
4z8
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of contract" prob-

If by the statement that what the Constitution meant at the time of
its adoption it means today, it is intended to say that the great clauses
of the Constitution must be confined to the interpretation which
the framers, with the conditions and outlook of their time would
have placed upon them, s the statement carries its own refutation. It
was to guard against such a narrow conception that Chief Justice
Marshall uttered a memorable warning--"We must never forget
that it is a Constitution we are expounding ... a constitution intended to endure for ages to come, and consequently to be adapted
to the various crisesof human affairs. "6
At best Marshall's dictum represents

a self-serving

claim of power to

amend the Constitution.

In Justice Black's words, "in recalling that it is

a Constitution

to endure for ages to come,' we also remember

'intended

that the Founders

wisely provided

for the means

changes

in the Constitution

ventions

and ratified by the States. "7 Claims to the contrary

measured

are to be proposed

of that endurance:

by Lord Chief Justice Denman's

by Congress

observation

or con-

need to be

that "The prac-

tice of a ruling power in the State is but a feeble proof of its legality. "8
Such judicial claims stand no better than the bootstrap "preeedents" created by a number of presidents for realloeation
making

power confided

to Congress,

to themselves

in justification

of the war-

of single-handed

5. Many are the instancesin which the Framers d/dplace an interpretationupon their
words, or used words of known common law meaning. To phrase the issue in terms of
what meaning they "wou/dhave placed upon them" beclouds it.
6. Home Building& Loan Assn.v. Blaisdell,29o U.S. 398, 442,443 0934). Small as
is my esteem of Justice Sutherland, I consider neverthelessthat his dissent has a firmer
historicalbase.My friends inquirewhether I am not troubled to findmyselfin such company. Edmund Wilson calledthis "the 'bed-fellow'line of argument,which relieson produeing the illusionof havingput you irremediablyin the wrong by associatingyou with
some odious person who holds a similaropinion."EdmundW'dson,EuropeWithouta
Baedekerx54 (1966).To which Iwould add,"I wouldrather be right with my enemythan
wrong with my friend."
7. Bell v.Maryland, 378U.S. 226, 342 (x964);of.supra Chapter 15 at note 61; Chapter _7 at notes _5--2.
8. Stockdalev. Hansard, H, E. R. HX2, xI7I (Q. B. I839).
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of the nation to war, as in Vietnamfl

But the fact is, as I

shall show, that Marshall's words have been removed
he flatly repudiated
that other Marshall

from context, that

the revisory power Hughes attributed to him, and
utterances also show that the conventional view of

M'Culloch does not represent the "core of his constitutional philosophy."
Marshall's dictum was uttered in M'Cullocb v. Maryland; the issue was
whether the Constitution empowered Congress to establish the Bank of
the United States, and that turned on whether a bank was a proper means
for execution
a government

of other expressly granted powers. Marshall
"intrusted

reasoned that

with such ample powers" as "the great powers,

to lay and collect taxes; to borrow money; to regulate

commerce,"

must also be intrusted with ample means for their execution. The
power being given, it is in the interest of the nation to facilitate its
execution ... This could not be done, by confining the choiceof
means to such narrow limits as not to leave it in the power of congress to adopt any which might be appropriate ... To have prescribed the means by which government should, in all future time
execute its powers, would have been ...
the properties of a legal code. 1°
Manifestly,
means"

[to give the Constitution]

this was merely a plea for some freedom

in the "choice of

to execute an existing power, not for license to create a fresh

power at each new crisis. Marshall himself flatly denied such licenseclaims in a pseudonymous debate with Judges Spencer Roane and William Brockenbrough
M'Cullocb
Court's

of Virginia.

immediately

had come under

attack.

To Madison

the

ruling seemed

to break down the landmarks intended by a specification of the powers of Congress, and to substitute, for a definite connection between means and ends, a legislative discretion as to the former, to
which no practical limits can be assigned ... [A] regular mode of
making proper alteration has been providently provided in the Constitution itself. It is anxiously to be wished.., that no innovation
9. See Raoul Berger,ExecutivePrivilege:A ConstitutionalMyth 75-88 (x974),for citations.
IO.17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 4o7, 4o8, 415 (I8I 9) (emphasisadded).
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may take place in other modes, one of which would be a constructive assumption of powers never meant to be granted.ll
Thus, the chief architect
the amendment

of the Constitution

rejected the replacement

process by judicial revision as an "assumption

of

of powers

never meant to be granted." Even more severe strictures were published
by Roane

and Brockenbrough.

Marshall

pseudonym; speaking to the "intended

leapt to the defense under a

to endure for ages" phrase, he said:

it does not contain the most distant allusion to any extensionby construction of the powersof congress. Its sole object is to remind us that
a constitution cannot possibly enumerate the means by which the
powers of government are to be carried into execution. _2
Again and again he repudiated

any intention

"extension

There

by construction."

court" that "applies to an enlargement
rejected any imputation
struction

to lay the predicate

for such

is "not a syllable uttered

by the

of the powers of congress."13 He

that "those powers ought to be enlarged by con-

or otherwise. "14 He emphasized

that "in all the reasoning

on

the word 'necessary'

the court does not, in a single instance,

claim the

aid of a 'latitudinous'

or 'liberal' construction.

as a "pal-

pable misrepresentation"
"necessary

'latitudinously'

"is He branded

to the Court

and proper clause" "as augmenting

which is to be construed
pretended,"

attribution

of the view of the

those powers, and as one

or even 'liberally.' ,16 "It is not

he said of the "choice of means," "that this right of selection

may be fraudulently

used to the destruction

son's term] of the constitution.

of the fair landmarks

[Madi-

"17 Finally, the exercise of the judicial

power to decide all questions "arising under the constitution and laws"
of the United States "cannot be the assertion of a right to change that inII. H. C. Hockett, The Constitutional
Hirtmy of the UnitedStatesI 826-x876 4 (I939);
seesupra Chapter 15 at note 61; Chapter 17 at notes 15-22;for the explanationof Madison's anxietysee infra at note 2o and note 2,.
I2.Jobn Marshall'sDefenseof McCullochv. Maryland185(G. Gunther ed. i969) (emphasis added).
x3. Id. i82.
i4. Id. i84.
I5- Id. 9'.
i6. Id. 97.
17. Id. x73.
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strument. "18 Slender as was the justification
dictum prior to Gerald Gunther's
been shattered
"right

altogether

by Marshall's categorical

to change that instrument.

Before leaving M'Culloch,
the Federal

Convention

corporation."

of Marshall's

disclaimer

of judicial

"19

account

to authorize

should be taken of a proposal
Congress

to the es-

of a Bank, which has been a subject of contention"

and New York. Modified

in

"to grant charters of in-

Rufus King pointed out that it "will be referred

tablishment
delphia

for invocation

discovery of Marshall's Defense, it has

in Phila-

to apply only to canals, it was voted

down 8 to 3.2° Louis Pollak points out that "This legislative history was
known at the time M'Culloch v. Maryland was decided, for Jefferson
utilized it in his 1791 memorandum

to Washington

had

opposing the Bank

Bill. "21 As a successor to Jefferson as Secretary of State, Marshall had
more reason than most to know. His omission to notice it is the more
puzzling
1789

in light of his allusion to the heated

.22 For the moment

discussion

and deed may be deferred
strangely

never mentioned

which adhere

to examination

clash between

of other Marshall

in the "living Constitution"

to the "constitutional

Roane-Brockenbrough

debate on the subject in

of a possible

philosophy"

word

opinions--

incantations--

he proclaimed

in the

debates.

In Ogden v. Saunders, Marshall stated that the words of the Constitution are not to be "extended to objects not ... contemplated
by its
framers. "23 In Gibbons v. Ogden he stated that if a word was understood
in a certain sense "when the Constitution was framed ... [T]he convention

must have used it in that sense," and it is that sense that is to be

I8. Id. 2o 9 (emphasis
19. Commenting

added).

on the impact of that Defense,

virtually unlimited
congressional
century needs, candid argument

Professor

Gunther

observes

authority, would seem to me more clearly in accord with the Chief Justice's
pra note I2 at 2o-2I.
20. 2 Farrand

stance."

Su-

32x, 325, 6x5-616.

2i. Pollak, supra note 2 at 441 note 87.
22. Supra note xo at 4oi. In the February
a power to grant charters
and rejected."

that "If

[or judicial] discretion is required to meet twentieth
to that effect, rather than ritual invoking of Marshall's

of incorporation

i79i

debate Madison

had been proposed

2 Annals of Congress I896 (I79I).

23. z 5 U.S. (I2 Wheat.)

213, 33 z 0827),

dissenting

"well recollected

in the General

opinion.

that

Convention
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given judicial effectfl 4 In Osborn v. Bank of the United States, he stated:
"Judicial power is never exercised for the purpose of giving effect to the
will of the judge; always for the purpose of giving effect to the will of the
legislature'2S--that

is, of the "original intention."

Billings, he stated: "The constitution..,

In Providence Bank v.

was not intended

to furnish the

corrective for every abuse of power which may be committed
governments.

The

interest,

wisdom,

by the State

and justice of the representative

body and its relation with its constituents

furnish the only security ...

against unwise legislation

generally,"

echoing Gerry's rejection

cial "guardians. "26 These

statements

are irreconcilable

with the inter-

put on the M'Cullocb dictum. Their

significance was

pretation

Hughes

summed up by Marshall's
noting Marshall's
"no commentator

associate, Justice Henry

of judi-

Baldwin, who, after

"a constitution we are expounding," went on to say,
ever followed the text more faithfully, or ever made a

commentary more accordant with its strict intention and language. "27
The evidence, I submit, calls for an end to the incantatory reliance on
Marshall's "a Constitution...
to be adapted to the various crises of human affairs." If the Constitution is to be altered by judicial fiat, let it not
be under seal of a reading Marshall

himself repudiated, zs

Mr. Justice Holmes
Another lofty dictum canonized by proponents
that of Justice Holmes in Missouri v. Holland:

of judicial lawmaking

is

when we are dealing with words that also are a constituent act, like
the Constitution...
we must realize that they have called into life
a being the development of which could not have been foreseen
completely by the most gifted of its begetters. It was enough for
them to realize or to hope that they had created an organism; it has
z4. zz U.S. (9 Wheat.) x, 19o(18z4);see supraChapter zo note 38;infi'aChapter zz
note 6.
z5. 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 738, 866 (1824).
26. 29 U.S. (4 Pet.) 514, 563 (183o).
27. H. Baldwin,A GeneralHew of the Origin andNature of the Conmtutionand Governmentof the UnitedStates 1oo (1837).
28. See supra note 19.
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taken a century and cost their successors much sweat and blood to
prove that they created a nation. The case before us must be considered in the light of our whole experience and not merely in what
was said a hundred years ago.z9
The magic spell of the superb literary

artist must not blind us to the

narrow issue actually decided; for it is a fundamental tenet of case law
that all statements in a case are to be confined to that decision. 3° At issue
was whether
Great

the treatymaking

power extended

Britain for the protection

versed parts of the United

of migratory

to an agreement

with

birds which annually tra-

States and of Canada. Addressing

the argu-

ment that the treaty infringed powers reserved to the States by the Tenth
Amendment,

Holmes

held, "Wild birds are not in the possession of any

one; and possession is the beginning

of ownership.

The whole founda-

tion of the State's rights is the presence within their jurisdiction
that yesterday

had not arrived, tomorrow

in a week a thousand
are individually
migratory
by national

may be in another

miles away." He therefore

incompetent

action in concert

State, and

found that the "States

to act," that the national

birds was of the "first magnitude"

of birds

interest

in such

and "can be protected

with that of another

only

power, "31 and con-

cluded that "it is not lightly to be assumed that in matters requiring
tional action, 'a power which must belong to and somewhere
every civilized government'

is not to be

cited Hamilton's

that the treaty power was to have "the most

explanation

ample latitude--to
exigencies

render

of national

his great rhetorical

it competent

found.

"32

Holmes

na-

reside in

to all the stipulations

might have
which the

affairs might require. "33 Instead he rose to one of
flights:

z9. 25z u.s. 416, 433 09zo) •
3o. Marshall dismissedhis own dicta in Marbury v. Madisonwhen they were pressed
upon him in Cohens v.Virginia, x9 U.S. (6 Wheat.) z64, 399 (x82i), sayingthat dicta do
not receivethe carefulconsideration accordedto the "questionactuallybefore the court."
3I. 252 U.S. at434, 433.
32. Id. 433-But Madison stated,"Had the power of making _eaties, for example,been
omitted, however necessary it might have been, the defect could only have been lamented, or suppliedby an amendmentof the Constitution."z Annals of Congress:9o0i9oi (February z, I79x).
33. "Letters of Camillns,"6 Hamilton, Works i83 (Lodge ed. 19o4).
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The case before us must be considered in the light of our whole
experience and not merely in that of what was said a hundred years
ago. The treaty..,
does not contravene any prohibitory words to
be found in the Constitution [nor in its history]. The whole question is whether it is forbidden by some invisible radiation from the
general terms of the Tenth Amendment. We must consider what
this country has become in deciding what the Amendment has reserved. 34
The reader will indulge an attempt at more pedestrian analysis. The
Tenth Amendment, on which Missouri relied, provides that "The powers
not delegated

to the United

States by the Constitution,

by it to the States, are reserved

to the States respectively,

people." Given that in this area a State is "incompetent"
hardly lay claim to a "reserved"

nor prohibited

power to do so. According

or to the

to act, it could
to Hamilton,

a power to enter into "all the stipulations which the exigencies
!

tional affairs might require" had been delegated to the United

i

follows that a plenary treaty power did not invade a nonexistent
power. 3s Consequently

Missouri v. Holland furnishes

"

croachment

!

press or implicit constitutional

:

upon actual, reserved

of the draftsmen

States. It
State

no warrant for en-

State powers, nor for revision of ex-

provisions because a new day has dawned.

The cases which confirm that Holmes
intention

of na-

respected

may for the moment

and adhered

to the

be deferred while we

consider Holmes' dicta in Gompers v. United States: "[the] provisions of
the Constitution

. . . are organic living institutions

English soil. Their significance

is to be gathered

the words and a dictionary but by considering
of their growth. "36 Like "living constitution"

transplanted

from

not simply by taking

their origin and the line

the words "the line of their

34. 252 u.s. at 433-434.
35-WillardHurst,who servedas law clerkto Justice Holmes andwrote a valuable
monographon Holmes'view of constitutionalhistory,statesthat in Missouriv. Holland
Holmes "in effect ... saysthat whenall otherevidenceof the Constitution-makers'
intent
fails, we mustyet be guidedby what we know to be their most generalobjective... to
providea structurewithinwhichthe futuremaysettle_tsown problems.""The Processof
ConstitutionalConstruction,"in Supro-aeCourtand SupremeLaw 55, 57-58 (EdmondN.
Cahned. x954)(emphasisadded).Thisis no licenseto ignore"evidenceoftheConstitutionmakers'intent."
36. z33 U.S. 6o4, 6xo (I914).
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growth" have become a shibboleth of judicial lawmaking, for a Constitution, be it remembered, "grows" only by judicial accretions. Gompers
merely involved

the meaning

court, and the legal meaning
by resort to a dictionary

of a common

law term, "contempts"

of

of that term could no more be ascertained

than could that of "trial by jury" or "habeas

corpus." For that purpose resort to the common law was essential, and
in traditional fashion Holmes looked to the common law for the "origin" and "line of growth" of contempts.
nal contempt

lies for violation

"So truly are they crimes that..,

of an injunction.

Justice

a crimi-

Holmes

held:

in the early law they were punishable

only by the usual criminal procedure"
way. ''37

The issue was whether

and in England

still "are tried that

By this "origin" and "line of growth" he was not remotely claim-

ing judicial power to "change" the Constitution,
mon law term its traditional meaning.
Other Holmes

opinions

but was giving a com-

confirm that such a claim was far removed

from his thinking. In Johnson v. United States he held that when a legislature "has intimated its will ... that will should be recognized and
obeyed. ''38 Although
more importance
met in convention.

this referred to a statute, Holmes

to the will of a legislature
Indeed,

scarcely attached

than to that of the people

he applied the parallel

rule to an Amend-

ment in the subsequent case of E/sner v. Macomber.. "I think that the word
'incomes' in the Sixteenth Amendment should be read in 'a sense most
obvious to the common
Earlier,

understanding

at the time of its adoption.'

in Lochner v. New York, he had protested

identification

of its economic

predilections

,,39

against the majority's

with the Fourteenth

Amend-

ment, 4° and a few years after Gompers, in Baldwin v. Missouri, he stated:
I have not yet adequately expressed the more than anxiety that I feel
at the ever increasing scope given to the Fourteenth Amendment in
cumng down what I believe to be the constitutional rights of the
37. Id. 6xo-6xi.
38. x63E 3o, 32 (xst Cir. 19o8).
39. 252 U.S. I89, 219-22o 0920). In Weems v. United States, 2i 7 U.S. 349, 389, 397
(x91o),Justice Holmes joined in a dissentbyJustice EdwardWhite stating that the meaning of "cruel and unusual punishment" was to be derived from English and pre-I787
State practices.
4o. I98 U.S. 45, 75 (I905)"

:
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States. As the decisions now stand, I see hardly any limit but the sky
to the invalidating of those rights if they happen to strike a majority
of this Court as for any reason undesirable. I cannot believe that the
Amendment was intended to give us carte blanche to embody our
economic or moral beli¢[iin its prohibitions...
Of course the words
"due process of law," if taken in their literal meaning, have no application to this case; and while it is too late to deny that they have
been given a much more extended and artificial signification, still
we ought to remember the great caution shown by the Constitution
in limiting the power of the States, and should be slow to construe
the clause in the Fourteenth Amendment as committing to the
Court, with no guide but the Court's own discretion, the validity of
whatever laws the States may pass.41

In short, Holmesdeploredjudicialinvasionofrights reservedto the States,
condemned

uncurbed

with constitutional

judicial discretion to identify personal predilections

mandates, and recognized

cess that made such practices possible--all

the perversion of due pro-

of which is diametrically

op-

posed to the current reading of the Gompers and Holland dicta. Those who
march under the pennons of those dicta have overlooked Holmes' statement that "I do not expect or think it desirable that the judges should
undertake

to renovate

the law. That is not their province. "42

Mr. Justice Frankfurter
Proponents

of a power to "adapt" the Constitution

quote a dictum of Justice Frankfurter

to current needs also

in Youngstown Sheet _ Tube Co. v.

Sawyer. "It is an inadmissibly narrow conception of American constitutional law to confine it to the words of the Constitution and to disregard
the gloss that life has written about them. "43 Once again this is a statement rifted fTom its context. Franldurter
had in mind the rule that a
long-standing

executive interpretation

sion: "In short, a systematic,

unbroken

illuminates

an ambiguous

provi-

executive practice, long pursued

41. 281 W.S. 586, 695 (193o) (emphasispartially added).
42. OliverWendellHolmes,Jr., ColkctedLegalPapers239(x92o); seealsosupra Chapter 17 note 32.
43. 343U.S. at 6Io-6x x, concurring opinion.
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to the knowledge of Congress and never before questioned.., may be
treated as a gloss on 'Executive Power' vested in the President." To avert
a too-sweeping implication he explained that "Deeply embedded traditional ways of conducting a government cannot supplant the Constitution
or legislation; but they give meaning to the words of the text or supply
them, "44 that is, if the meaning is otherwise obscure.
That Frankfurter did not refer by such a "gloss" to judicial encrustations is inferable from his assertion on another occasion of a right to
look to the Constitution itself rather than to what his predecessors had
said about it.4s Then, too, in United States v. Lovett he had distinguished
"broad standards," which "allow a relatively wide play for individual legal judgments," from "very specific provisions" such as the prohibition
of "bills of attainder," which must be read as "defined by history. Their
meaning was so settled by history that definition was superfluous. "46To
be sure, he placed "due process of law" among the "broad standards"; in
this, however, he was mistaken, for history leaves no doubt that there
was no "substantive" due process, that due process did not apply to legislative action but was confined to procedure in the courts, as was unmistakably expressed by Hamilton in i78 7. The purely "procedural"
content of due process was, in the words of Charles Curtis, "as fixed and
definite as the common law could make a phrase. '_7 Frankfm'ter himself
adverted to the "fundamental principles that inhere in 'due process of
law' as understood at the time of the adoption of the Constitution. "48
Under his own criterion respecting common law terms--_ey must be
read as "defined by history"--we cannot, to borrow from one of his opinions, "extend the definitions... Precisely because 'it is a constitutionwe
are expounding'..,
we ought not to take liberties with it. "49 And precisely because, in Franlcfurter's own words, "there was a deep distrust of
44. Id. 6Io (emphasis added).
45. Supra Chapter 15 note 5746. 328 U.S. 3o3, 3zi (i946), concurring opinion.
47- Supra Chapter ii at note 27.
48. Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee v. McGrath, 341 U.S. 123, i6i-i62 (i95i), concurring opinion.
49. National Ins. Co. v. Tidewater Co., 337 U.S. 582,646 (I949), dissenting opinion.
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a federal judicial system "s° in I787, and of the courts in i866 as well, we
should not read "due process" to confer untrammeled

lawmaking power

on the judiciary. Although

he cherished

the "deepest

conviction"

that "no five men, or nine, are wise enough

or good enough

was

to wield

such power over an entire nation, "s_ it was not deep enough to overcome his confidence
in his own wisdom when he ascended to the
bench, s2
To convert
stitutional

the Marshall-Holmes-Frankfiarter

dogma is both to disregard

cisions and their reaffirmations

statements

into con-

how narrow were their actual de-

that judges are under a duty to effectuate

the original understanding and to respect the historical meaning of common law terms. Reliance on those statements for a doctrine of judicial
power to "change"

the Constitution

only exposes the hollowness

of the

case for judicial revisionism.
Proponents

of a "living Constitution"

often twit me with the discrep-

ancy between Marshall's deeds and his words. It is true that some of his
decisions may be regarded as judicial lawmaking. Willard Hurst observed
that "To rule that a corporation
tract' under the constitutional

charter enjoyed the protection
provision [impairment

of a 'con-

of contracts clause]

was a clear-cut act of judicial law-making. "s3 And if knowledge
brought

home to Marshall

a proposal for incorporation

that the Convention

can be

had specifically rejected

of banks, his disclaimers respecting M'Cullocb

might be regarded as "fraudulent. "s4 But such examples afford a sad triumph for revisionists. To do what one disclaims as he acts is a reproach to
any man, all the more when it is done by the oracles of the law whom we
are urged to regard as the "national conscience."

Of no one should more

fastidious morality be required than of the Supreme

Court.

50. Id. 647.
5L Supra Chapter x4 at note 72.
52. See supra Chapter 7 at notes 48-53, 63--65,and Chapter x4 at notes I4o-x4 x.
53- The Leg/t/macyof the BusinessCorporationin theLaw of the UnitedStates63 (x97o).
54.See supra at note x7.
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Professors Thomas C. Grey and Louis Lusky
Sensible of the deficiences of conventional arguments for judicial lawmaking, Thomas Grey and Louis Lusky have proffered new theories on
which the function should be based. Grey would invoke a continuing
"natural law" tradition, while Lusky finds that the Founders conferred
an "implied right" of judicial revision.
Grey espouses the Court's "role as the expounder of basic national
ideals of individual liberty and fair treatment, even when the content of
these ideals is not expressed as a matter of positive law in the written
Constitution. "s5 He concedes, however, that "such a role ... is more
difficult to justify than is the role assigned by the pure interpretive
model," his label for Justice Black's restrictive view of judicial review. 56
That view, he states, "is one of great power and compelling simpficity
•.. deeply rooted in our history and in our shared principles of political
legitimacy. It has equally deep roots in our formal constitutional law."sT
The "grave difficulties" that attend the lawmaking model explain the
judicial tendency, he continues, "to resort to bad legislative history" to
support desired results. If "judges resort to bad interpretations in preference to honest exposition of deeply held but unwritten ideals, it must
be because they perceive the latter mode of decision-making to be of
suspect legitimacy. "Ss
To answer the "question whether in our Constitution we have actually granted this large power to our judges" he briefly sketches an argnment that he hopes to expand and document later, s9 His posits that
the generation that flamed the Constitution was attached to "the concept of a 'higher law' protecting 'natural rights,' and taking precedence
over ordinary positive law... Thus in the framing of the original American constitutions it was widely accepted that there remained unwritten
but still binding principles of higher law. The Ninth amendment is the
textual expression of this idea in the Federal Constitution." It was
55. Grey, supra note I at 7o6.
56. Id. 7o6, 7o5 .
57. Id. 7o5 .
58. Id. 706; cf. supra Chapter 7 at notes 54-59.
59. Grey, supra note I at 7x5 note 49.
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"widely assumed," he states, "that judges would enforce as constitutional
restraints the unwritten natural rights. "6° Since Grey postponed documentation

for these propositions,

detailed commentary

is not possible.

Robert Cover concluded, however, that the Founders were attached to
positive rather than to natural law.61 Judicial review was an innovation
that had excited the animosity of several State legislatures; 62 its proponents advocated it in restricted terms: the policing of constitutional "limits. "63 My own study of the records of the Federal
ered no intimations

the positive limitations
may be postponed
I consider,

Convention

uncov-

that natural law would empower judges to rise above
of the Constitutions;

to examination

evidence

to the contrary

of the Lusky thesis, for that evidence,

refutes both the Grey and Lusky theories.

Here it may suffice to inquire in what way the "Ninth

amendment

is

the textual expression"

of the "idea" that "there remained unwritten

still binding principles

of higher law." Were they binding on the courts?

The Amendment
certain fights,

provides:

"The enumeration

shall not be construed

in the Constitution,

to deny or disparage

but
of

others re-

tained by the people."

Because certain nonenumerated

tained

it does not follow that federal judges are em-

by the people,"

powered to enforce them. Apart from "diversity"
of different
different

States, fashioned

rights are "re-

suits between citizens

to "insure fair dealing between citizens of

States, "64 federal jurisdiction

is limited to cases "arising under

this Constitution,"
for example, one invoking Fourth Amendment guarantees. It needs at least to be asked whether federal courts are authorized to enforce extraconstitutional
federal sanction.

An implication

Madison's

explanation

reference

to the Ninth

"rights"

that have neither

to the contrary

in the First Congress
Amendment.

State nor

may be drawn from

immediately

If the guarantees

following his
of the Bill of

6o. Id. 715-716. For the settled scope of "naturalfights,"see Kelly,supraChapter 2
note 55.
6x. Chapter x4 at note 15.Professor Cox alludesto "a deep and continuingAmerican
befief in natural law."TheRoleof the SupremeCourtin Araencan Government16 (I976).
For additional quotations from Cox, see supra Chapter 14 note 38.
6z. Raoul Berger, Congressv. The SupremeCourt 38,4o, 42 (i969).
63. Id. 13-x4.
64. See supra Chapter x2 note 13.
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Rights, he said, would be incorporated
pendent

tribunals

croachment

of justice..,

in the Constitution,

will be naturally

upon rights expressly stipulated for in the Constitution

Declaration

of Rights. "65 The

made by Justice Goldberg

appeal to the Ninth

volve either Bill of Rights guarantees
the Fourteenth

Amendment,

of the Ninth Amendment;

Amendment

that the Court

due process

Court deemed a right worthy of protection

by the "liberty" of the Fifth
it grounded

intervention

the Ninth

For me, as for Justice

superfluous.

"was passed not to broaden

to limit the Federal

Grey considers
enced by "natural

in

clauses. 67 In short, when the

Amendment,

but ...

they in-

has embodied

the Bill of Rights or the Fourteenth
Amendment

was

or rights like those of the right to travel or

to associate which the Court found protected
and Fourteenth

by the

Amendment

in Griswold v. Connecticut, 66 but the cases he

cited lend no support for invocation

Amendment

the "inde-

led to resist every en-

Government

that the Fourteenth

rendering

Black, the

the powers of this Court
to the powers

Amendment

on

resort to
...

granted. "6s

likewise was influ-

rights":

Natural rights reasoning in constitutional adjudication persisted up
to the Civil War, particularly with respect to property and contract
rights, and increasingly involving "due process" and "law of the
65. i Annals of Congress439 (emphasisadded).
66. 38i U.S. 479, 49z (I965), concurring opinion. Compare with ChiefJustice Marshall, supra at note z6. Dissenting, Justice Black replied, "the Ninth Amendment was
intended to protect against the idea that 'by enumerating particular exceptions to the
grant of power to the Federal Government,' those rights which werenot singledout were
intended to be assigned" to it. 38x U.S. at 5x9, quoting I Annals of Congress43967. Cantwell v.Connecticut, 3Io U.S. z96 094o): First Amendment--freedom of religion; New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (i964): First Amendment-freedom of speech; Kent v. DuUes, 357 U.S. iI6 0958) and Aptheker v. Secretary of
State, 378U.S. 5oc (x964):Fifth Amendment "liberty'--right to travel;Gideon v.Wainright, 372U.S. 335(I963): Sixth Amendment fight to counsel;N.A.A.C.P.v.Alabama,
357 U.S. 449 (x958):Fourteenth Amendment "liberty--freedom of association;Boiling
v. Sharpe,347U.S. 497 (1954):Fifth Amendment"liberty"--desegregated schoolsin District of Columbia.
Instead of employing the language of "natural rights" the Court has enjoyed equal
freedom by resort to "fundamentalrights";we learn that some right is "fundamental"
only afterthe Courtattachesthe label.SupraChapterx4 note xx7. Butthat judicialpractice cannotdrawon the embodimentof "naturallaw"in the Constitution.
68. Griswoldv. Connecticut, 38I U.S. at 5zo.
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land" clauses in constitutional texts. At the same time, an important
wing of the anti-slavery movement developed a natural-rights constitutional theory, built around the concepts of due process, of national citizenship and its rights, and of the human equality proclaimed in the Declaration of Independence.
Though this latter movement had httle direct effect on pre-Civil
War decisions, it was the formative theory underlying the due process, equal protection and privileges and immunities clauses of the
i4th amendment. Section i of the i4th amendment is thus properly
seen as a reaffirmation and reenactment in positive law of the principle that fundamental human rights have constitutional status. 69
Prior to the Civil War the eourts were most inhospitable

to "natural

rights" as Robert Cover convincingly shows in his review of the fugitive
slave cases. 7° Even in a "property" case, Wynehamer v. The People, the
court dismissed claims based on "natural law" and fabricated a novel
theory of "substantive due process." But that theory found no favor with
other courts 71 until the Supreme Court, under ceaseless prodding by
Justice Field, embraced
bodied "fundamental
in the Fourteenth

human rights" in the Civil Rights Act and thence

Amendment,

scope and enumerated,
tract; "political

it in the 189os. It is true that the framers embut those were regarded as restricted

for example, the right to own property,

and social" rights were unmistakably

equality (only partially)

envisaged

in the Declaration

in

to con-

excluded. 72 The
of Independence

plainly found no place in the thinking of the framers of the Fourteenth
Amendment.

73 Grey's reference to the "constitutional

of the anti-slavery
derlying

§ i invokes the Graham-tenBroek-Kelly

cannot stand up against the historical
teenth Amendment,
mering of intention

theory" of a "wing

party" that allegedly "was the formative
facts.

it may confidently
to authorize

TM In

theory"

un-

theory, which simply
the history of the Four-

be stated, there is not a glim-

judges to enforce rights beyond those

69. Supra note i at 716.
7o. Supra Chapter x4 at notes 25-26.
7LId. at notes 28-35.
72.Supra Chapter 2 at notes 26-30, 35-36, 39.
73- Supra Chapter 4 at notes 57--66;Chapter 2 at notes 26, 30; Chapter *o at note 6.
74.Supra Chapter 13-
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in the Civil Rights Act. Far from endowing

the judiciary

with a broad power to enforce "natural rights" going beyond those so
enumerated,

the courts were pointedly

omitted from the § 5 power to

enforce even the rights granted by § 1.7s
Lusky, who sought an improved rationale for judicial intervention in
behalf of libertarian ideals as long ago as i938, when he aided Justice
Stone in fashioning the Carolene Products footnote, 76 was at last driven to
ask: "By what right does [the Court] revise the Constitution? "77 His attempt to supply an answer by way of a theory of "implied power" to do
so is set forth in his book By What Right? Many of his comments on the
cases are rewarding, but strange is his line of demarcation. Down to I96x
or 1962 "the Court maintained its traditional passive posture, "Ts but after x962 it engaged
constitution-making
Constitutors.
exemplifying
Chapter

in "a dazzling

display of seemingly

"79 Few would regard Brown v. Board of Education (i954) as
the Court's

"passive posture";

6 hereof demonstrates

the evidence

that it was "making

day. "In fact, Lusky praises "the tremendously
del of the republic--the

main instrument

far removed

"substantive

Amendment

"8°

(contraceptive

and

due process began to

under a different banner bearing the watchword

constitutional

as the "cita-

for societal self-perfection,

These are the cases he regards as "usurpation
regulation

splendidly"

by the "neoprivacy"

cases, where the discredited

reappear..,

new law for a new

from a "passive posture."

Lusky's anxiety was aroused
abortion)

set forth in

valuable work it has done

in the past third of a century." It "has performed
a performance

freehand

without apparent concern for the intention of the

privacy. "sI

of power. "s2 Yet neither the

text nor its history forbid judicial interference

with State

of the right of privacy, whereas the history of the Fourteenth
plainly does preclude such interference

75- Supra Chapter
76. Supra Chapter

xz.
14 at notes

xz3-Iz

77.Lusky x9.
78.Id. 274.
79"Id. 263-264.
8o.Id. 6.
8I. Id. 337; see also id. 336, 339-34x.
82.Id. 6.

5.

with State control of
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suffrage and segregation. We may therefore with Justice Harlan view the
State reapportionment
judicial interference
paratively

innocuous

Presumably

cases "as a much more audacious and far-reaching
with the state legislative process ...

than the com-

use of judicial power in the contraceptive

Lusky considers that the desegregation

case. "83

and reapportionment

cases meet the criteria he suggests for employment of the "imphed power"
to revise the Constitution,

but he himself recognizes that whether

those

tests are "so vague as to be illusory" poses a question "on which the vahdity of the [imphed

power] must stand or fall."s4 Examination

of that

question may be dispensed with because, as will appear, his argument for
existence of the "imphed power" is fundamentally
the materials I shall set out to demonstrate

defective, and because

that defect equally dispose of

Grey's resort to "natural law."
Lusky bases his "implied power" to "revise the Constitution
ercising

the prerogatives

upon a sweeping

of a continuing

constitutional

...

ex-

convention,"

assumption:

One perpetrates no violence upon logic or known historical facts by
assuming that the Founding Fathers intended... (c) to empower the
Court to serve as the Founders' surrogate for the indefinite future-interpreting the Constitution not as they themselves would have directed if they had been consulted in 1787, but as is thought right by
men who acceptedthe Founders' poh'ticalphilosophy--their commitment
to self-government and the open society---and consider themselves obligated to _ectuate that philosophyin the America of their own day.ss
This assumes the answer to the very question in issue: did the Framers
empower the judges to revise the Constitution.
ers handed the constitution-changing
crystal-gazing
a substitute

as to effectuation

function

It assumes that the Framto a "surrogate,"

of their "pohtical philosophy"

for the express terms of the Constitution.

whose
is made

Such divination

83. The quotation is in the paraphraseof Professor Paul Kauper, _Penumbras, Peripheries,Emanations,Things FundamentalandThings Forgotten:The GriswoldCase,"
64 Mich. L. Rev.z35, z56 (i965).
84. Lusky z7o, 3x8.
85. Id. 2L
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recalls the Chinese emperor's "mandate from heaven." Lusky's assumption does in fact do "violence ... to known historical facts."
He considers

that Marshall

ers" in M'Cullocb v. Maryland,

"unfolded

the doctrine

drawing

on Marshall's

given ample powers, the government

of implied powstatement

"must also be entrusted

that,

with ample

means for their execution. "86 But ample means to execute existing powers cannot stretch to their expansion or to creation of new powers. Marshall himself disclaimed
Congress";

"any extension by construction

he held that the judicial power "cannot

of the powers of

be an assertion

of a

right to change" the Constitution. 87 The generation that framed the
Constitution was devoted to a "fixed constitution"; courts "were not regarded as instruments

of social change. "8s Judicial participation

islative policymaldng

was forthrightly

George

aside oppressive

provision

though constitutional

arguments

by

to vio-

would not allow judges to set
laws, the Framers would not, as

Gerry stated, make judges the "guardians of the people. ''89 Now

Lusky would have it that the Framers
judges in toto, constituting

turned

poticymaking

them a super legislature,

Hamilton's reassuring quotation of Montesquieu:
the judiciary is next to nothing. "9°
Hamilton
theories.

despite

Mason and James Wilson that judicial review confined

lation of some constitutional
Elbridge

rejected;

in leg-

alone presents

Presumably

an insuperable

inspired

representatives,

notwithstanding

"of the three powers--

obstacle to the Grey-Lusky

by States' Rights distrust of a federal ju-

diciary, 9t he averred that the Constitution
the peoples'

over to the

is "binding"

who have no "warrant"

ture" from it "until the people"

have changed

on all, including
to make "a depar-

it by a "solemn

and au-

86. Id. 8x.
87. Supra at notes io-i8.
88. Supra Chapter 16 at note 33.In the North Carolina Convention Timothy Bloodworth stated, "I wish to leave no dangerous latitude of construction." 4 Elliot 5o. Elbridge Gerry stated in the First Congress, "The people of America can never be safe,if
Congress have a right to exercisethe power of giving constructions to the Constitution
differentfrom the originalinstrument." 1Annals of Congress523. ChiefJnstice Marshall
was well aware of the continuing vitality of such fears. Supra at notes x4-x6.
89. Supra Chapter x6 at note 8.
9o. Federalist No. 78 at 5o4n.
9I. Supra at note 5o; see also Berger, supra note 62 at 263, z67-269.
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act, "92 that is, by amendment.

of the people
That

["ought

he meant

to be preferred"]

to leave no room

the Justices

is underscored

"the

on the pretense

courts

pleasure
himself

comments,

impossible--as
peachable
ture"

naught

Hamilton's

confirms.

What

further

the

circumvent

law"?

V method

it

is

would

be im-

of the

legisla-

be if judges

and Lusky

own

of judicial

or to enforce

by the

of change

their

square,"

judges

authority

there

the Grey

framed

to

by
that

"93 As Lusky

anticipation

that

on the
could

Both

"intention"

substitute

"hard

of the Founders

so carefully

the Article

with

not

statement

"usurpations"

of "natural
"limits"

is

may

agents."

of the notion

of the legislature.

to square

usurpations

to act as "surrogates"

spaces

intentions

of their

of that

dismissal

of a repugnancy

power. "94 It

for "deliberate

powered
open

for displacement

this "is hard

that "the intention

to the intention

by his scornful

[for] the constitutional

constitution-making

He stated
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were

theories

Founders;

em-

the wide-

both

set at
would

by amendment.

92 . Supra Chapter 17 at note 15 .
93- Federalist No. 78 at 5o6, 5o7.
94- Lusky 72. Lusky's reliance on the practice of "successive generations of Justices,"
id. 95, does not advance his argument because: (1) no chain of argument is stronger than
its weakest link--the original source of the power; (2) what a wielder of power claims is
but "feeble proof of its legality," supra at note 8; and (3) usurpation is not legitimated by
repetition. Powell v. McCormack, 395 U.S. 486, 546--547 (1969). His reliance on United
States v. Curdss-Wright Corp., 299 U.S. 3o4 (I936), for a theory of "implied power,"
Lusky 9o, leans on a case that has been widely criticized, and as Justice Jackson pointed
out, proceeded under a delegation from Congress. Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 635-'636 note 2 (1952), concurring opinion; David Levitan, "The Foreign Relations Power: An Analysis of Mr. Justice Sutherland's Theory," 55 Yale L.J. 467
(1946); Raoul Berger, "War-Making by the President," 121 U. Pa. L. Rev. 29, 69-75
(1972); C. A. Lofgren, "United States v. Curfiss-Wright Export Corporation: An Historical Reassessment," 83 Yale L.J. 51 (1973).
Lusky handsomely discloses that some of his "most perceptive Columbia colleagues"
view his "implied power" theory skeptically because "(i) it affirms the legitimacy of constitutional rules not rooted in the constitutional text. (2)... it suggests.., that the Court
... can itself initiate changes in the law." Lusky 25. He advances his theory "not because
it is more nearly 'correct' but became it is more us_zd." Id. 26 (emphasis added).
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"Trial by Jury":
Six or Twelve Jurors?

TE

increasingly

tional norms

is strikingly

the Supreme

Court,

free and easy judicial revision
exemplified

of constitu-

by Williams v. Florida, 1 wherein

for the first time in our history, held that a 6-man

jury satisfies the requirement

of trial by jury. By Justice

White's

own

testimony a 12-man jury has been the invariable common law practice
since "sometime in the x4th century"--6oo
years. The Court held in
i93o that "it is not open to question
twelve men, neither

...

that the jury should consist of

more nor less. "2 But because history furnishes

explanation why the number x2 was chosen, Justice White
as "an historical accident, unrelated to the great purposes
rise to the jury in the first place. _3 Adherence
renders

its "accidental" origin irrelevant,

ancient course maketh law'4--all

no

dismisses it
which gave

to a practice for 6oo years

for as Coke stated, "usage and

the more when that usage is embodied

with full awareness in a written Constitution.

The case for the practical

i. 399 u.s. 78 (197o).
2. Patton v. United States, 281U.S. 276, 288 (193o).Among the remarkable aspects
of Florida v. Williams is that Chief Justice Burger, appointed by President Nixon as a
"strict constructionist,""join[ed]fullyin Mr.Justice Vqhite'sopinion for the Court." 399
U.S. at IO5. Yeton the very samedecisionday,he stated in Colemanv. Alabama,399U.S.
1, 22 (i97o), dissenting opinion, "While I do not rely solely on 183 years of contrary
constitutional interpretation, it is indeed an odd business that it has taken tills Court
nearly two centuriesto 'discover' a constitutional mandate to have counsel at a preliminary hearing," a statement even more applicableto the "discovery"that the x2-manjury
was not an essentialcomponent of trial by jury.
3-399 U.S. at 89--9o.
4- 1 Coke, Institutesoftbe Laws of England155a (London, 1628-i64i).
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wisdom of I 2 jurors has been made by Hans Zeisel, Leonard Levy and
others, s so I shall focus on Justice White's extraordinary approach to
constitutional

interpretation.

From Chief Justice
terms or institutions,

Marshall

onward

the meaning

which had a fixed content

of common

law

at the time they were

incorporated into the Constitution, is to be ascertained by resort to that
content. 6 Vdith little short of disdain Justice White rejects that meaning
as representing

"mystical or superstitious

of' i z.' ,,7 "Typical"

of such "superstition"

insights into the significance
is a dithyramb

by that great

"mystic" Lord Coke, in his crabbed explication of Littleton on Tenures:
"it seemeth to me, that the law in this case delighteth herselfe in the
number

of x2; for there must not onely be izjurors

matters

of fact but i z judges of ancient time for tryall of matters of law

in the Exchequer Chamber
spected

...

And that number of twelve is much

in holy writ, as in i z apostles."8 When

exalted, mystical-religious
erate the established

for the tryall of all

explanations,

re-

men are moved to make

it is because they deeply ven-

practice.

Trial by jury was a central pillar of the society the colonists sought to
erect; for centuries it had served as cherished buffer against oppressive
prosecutors and judges. 9 Blackstone, whose Commentaries were widely
circulated in the colonies, and whose influence on this issue can be traced
into the very terms of a number of State constitutions and utterances of
the Founders, stated, "the liberties of England cannot but subsist so long
as this palladium remains sacred and inviolate. "l° The North Carolina
Constitution of 1776 provided that "the ancient mode of trial by jury...
5-For citations and discussion,see Levy,Agatnstthe Law 270-276.
6. See Chapter 2o notes 38, 39;Chapter 2i at note 24.In Townsendv. Sain,372U.S.
293, 311 (i963), the Court stated that the "historic conception of the writ [of habeas
corpus] anchored in the ancient common law and in our Constitution... has remained
constant to the present day." Seeinfra note 4z, and supra Chapter 11 note 5; Chapter zo
note 39.
7. 399 U.S. at 88; cf.Justice Holmes, supra Chapter 17 note 32.
8. Supranote 4.Justice White notes that "The singularunanimityin the selectionof
the number twelve to compose certain judicial bodies, is a remarkablefact in the history
of many nations."399 U.S. at 89 note 239. 399 U.S. at 87.
Io. 4 Blackstone,Commentarieson the Laws of England35° (London 1765-1769).
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ought to remain sacred and inviolable. "1I Massachusetts,
shire, Pennsylvania,
cred'; 12 Georgia,

and Vermont
South Carolina,

forever. "13 In the Virginia
mittee

provided

recommended

New Hamp-

that it "shall be held sa-

and New York, that it was "inviolate

Ratification

an amendment:

Convention

the Wythe

that "the ancient

Com-

trial by jury is

one of the greatest securities to the rights of the people, and is to remain
sacred and inviolable. "14 George Mason in Vn'ginia termed it "This great
palladium

of national

safety," and James Iredell in North

Carolina

re-

ferred to it as "that noble palladium of liberty. "is No element of judicial
proceedings

or power aroused

Every facet of an institution
needs to be approached

such anxious inquiry as did trial by jury.
held "sacred"

with respectful

by the Founders,

therefore,

regard.

Except for partial rejection of a jury of the "vicinage," of which more
hereafter,

there is no indication

that any incident

to be more "sacred and inviolate"
First Continental

Congress

than another.

law"; 16 this was repeated

of 1776.17 South Carolina
fore used..,

utterances,

United States i6-34
12. Massachusetts
shire (i784), Article

according

Constitution

that "the trial by jury, as hereto-

inviolably

x41o. For complete
see E H. Heller,

preserved. "Is That usage had

discussion

of colonial

The Sixth Amendment

and State sources,

to the Constitution of the

095 x).
(178o), Article XV, Declaration of Rights, I Poore 959; New Hamp20, 2 Poore I282; Pennsylvania
(i776), Article XI, 2 Poore x54z;

1633; New York (x777), Article XLI,

x4. 3 Elliot 658.
15. Mason, id. 528; Iredell,
i6. Resolve

of

to the due course

in the Maryland

Vermont
0777), Chapter I, Sec. XIII, 2 Poore i86o.
13. Georgia (I777), Article LXI, I Poore 383; South Carolina
6, 2 Poore

the

privilege

by Coke as already "very ancient "I9 and was reformu-

1i. Article XIV, 2 Poore
and Founders'

provided

shall be forever

been described

To the contrary,

laid claim to the "inestimable

being tried by their peers of the vicinage,
of the common

of trial by jury was

of October

4 Elliot

2 Poore

(i79o),

Article XI, Sec.

*339-

x48.

i4, i774, quoted

in Duncan

v. Louisiana,

39 x U.S. x45, i5z

(x968).
17. Declaration
[common] law."

of Rights, Article I/I, i Poore

817; "according

I8. Supra note 13. For similar provisions see North Carolina
Poore i4o9; Pennsylvania,
Artide IX, Sec. 6, 2 Poore x554.
19. Supra note 4 at I55b.

to the course of that
(x776),

Artide

IX, 2
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lated in Bacon's Abridgment as calling for a "petit jury.., precisely of
twelve, and is never to be either more or less," as Chief Justice Matthew Hale had earlier stated. 2° This "most transcendent privilege,"
Blackstone stated, required a jury of i z.21In the Virginia Ratification
Convention, Governor Edmund Randolph said: "There is no suspicion that less than twelve jurors will be thought sufficient. "22 Julius
Goebel adverted to "popular sensitivity regarding any tampering with
the 'inestimable right of jury trial,' " and concluded that "any suggestion that the jury system as then entrenched might be amended in any
detail was beyond tolerance. "23 In the Virginia Ratification Convention, Grayson, for example, stated that "it is generally thought by Englishmen, that [trial by jury] is so sacred that no act of the [omnipotent] Parliament can affect it. "24 How can this be reconciled with
Justice White's refusal to "ascribe a blind formalism to the Framers"?
Far from being "wholly without significance 'except to mystics,' ,2s the
Framers would have regarded tampering with the number "i z" as shaking the very pillars of the temple.

A Jury of the Vicinage
Justice White attached great weight to the Framers' refusal to embody
in the Constitution a traditional component of trial by jury--that the
jury be drawn from the "vicinage," the "neighborhood, or in medieval
England, jury of the county. "26Article III of the Constitution provides
that the jury trial "shall be held in the State where the said Crimes shall
have been committed"; it does not purport to direct how the jury shall
be drawn, and no illumination is furnished by the "very scanty history"
20.Bacon'sAbr/dgment,
"Juries"(A)at 234;2Hale,HistoryofthePleasofthe
Crown16I
(1736).
21.3 Blackstone379;see alsoid. 358,365•
z2.3 Elliot467.
23-I JuliusGoebel,Antecedents
andBeginnings
to18oi, HistoryoftheSupremeCourtof
the UnitedStates141, 493(I971).
z4. 3 Elliot569.
25.399U.S. at 1o3, lO2.
26.Id. 93note 35-
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of the provision. _7It received opposing mterpre_tions in the Virginia
P_tification Convention: Madison met an objection "that there was no
provision for a jury from the vicinage" with the reply "if it could have
been done with safety, it would not have been opposed, "_8implying that
Article m did not require that jurors be drawn from the vicinage. On
the other hand, Randolph, who also had been a delegate to the Federal
Convention, stated in Virginia, "nor is a jury from the vicinage in criminal cases excluded. This house has repeatedly resounded with this
observation that where a term is used, all its concomitants follow."z9
In the upshot, the Virginia Convention attached to its approval an
amendment proposing trial by a jury of the vicinage. 3°And Justice White
remarked that "concern" over failure to "preserve the common law right
to be tried by a 'jury of the vicinage'.., furnished part of the impetus
for introducing" the Sixth and Seventh Amendments. 31
In the First Congress, Madison proposed a jury "of the vicinage, with
the requisite unanimity for conviction, of the right of challenge, and
other accustomed requisites. "3zIt passed the House but was rejected by
the Senate; went to Conference and emerged in what ultimately became
the final version of the Sixth Amendment: a "jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been committed." This Justice White
properly views as "a compromise between broad and narrow defmition"
of the term "vicinage. "33 The compromise sprang from the fact noted
by Madison that "In many of the States, juries ... are taken from the
State at large; in others, from districts of considerable extent; in very few
from the County alone. Hence a dislike to the restraint with respect to
vicinage."34 What this history proves, is that the "vicinage" States did
27. Id. 93.
28.3 Farrand 33z; cf. infra note 34- Grayson, a Virginia opponent of adoption, charged
that Article l]I abandoned "vicinage," 3 Elliot 568-569, a view shared by Holmes in the
Massachusetts Convention, 2 Elliot iog--i IO.
29- 3 Elliot 573.
3o. Id. 658.
3 I. 399 U.S. at 93-943z. Quoted, id. 9433- Id. 94-96.
34. Quoted, id. 95 note 39. In the Pennsylvania Ratification Convention James Wdson had stated, "there is no particular regulation made, to have the jury come from the
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not have the votes to overcome a constitutional
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modification

mon law in this respect. Does it follow that the Founders

of the commeant also to

curtail the right to challenge jurors, for example, which the Virginia Rafttiers were assured had been left intact by Article III, 3s or to abolish the
"mystic" number
Justice White

"12"?
draws three negative implications,

erable doubt on the easy assumption

which cast "consid-

in our past decisions that if a given

feature existed in a jury at common law in x789, then it was necessarily
preserved

in the Constitution.

"36 First, "the mere reference

to 'trial by

jury' in Article III was not interpreted to include" vicinage. 37 But there
was more than a "mere reference": trial by jury was qualified by "shall
be held in the State," which raised differences of opinion whether
:

or not

vicinage was affected. At most, Article III modified the common law in
that respect alone. Second, "provisions
the 'jury' concept

to the 'accustomed

nated." Justice White
open to the explanation

recognizes

more plausible than the contrary

of a 'jury.' But that explanation

to be included

that the "accustomed

to

is no

had some subrequisites"

al-

in the concept of a "jury" was not left

The Ratifiers had been assured again and again in Vir-

ginia by John Marshall,

by Edmund

est court, and by Randolph,
its attributes,

is "concededly

requisites' were thought

one: that the deletion

stantive effect. "38 The assumption
to speculation.

of the time were elimi-

that this elimination

that the 'accustomed

be already included in the concept

ready were thought

which would have explicidy tied
requisites'

Pendleton,

the Mentor

of its high-

that the words "trial by jury" embraced

such as the right to challenge jurors. 39 Curtailment

all

of the

body of the county m which the offense was committed; but there are some States in
which this mode of collectingjuries is contrary to their established custom... In some
states, the juries are not taken from a single county." z Elliot 45o.
35. See infra note 39.
36. 399 U.S. at 9z-93 .
37. Id. 96.
38. Id. 96-97 .
39. Pendleton:"It is strongly insisted that the privilege of challenging,or excepting
to the jury,is not secured.When the Constitution saysthat the trial shallbe by jury,does
it not saythat everyincident will go along with it?" 3 Elliot 546;see alsoid. 547.Marshall
re right of challenging:"If we are secure in Virginia without mentioning it in our Constitution, whyshould not this security be found in the federal court?"Id. 559. Randolph:
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to the preponderant

State practice; but

States were no less attached to a jury of "i 2" than the

"vicinage" adherents, 4° so that curtailment of vicinage does not argue
for abandonment of "12." In Pierson v. Ray the Supreme Court refused
to read comprehensive language to abolish a much less treasured common
law practice in the absence of a specific expression
Here, where ratification

of intent to do so.41

by the people is involved, it is even more im-

portant to demand a specific expression of intention
sured unanimous

to discard the trea-

verdict by a jury of 12. Nothing

in the Sixth Amend-

ment phrase "a jury of the State and district" warned the people that by
ratification

they would surrender

too, although

the Founders,

cally narrowed
to the common
may conclude

those attributes

of a jury trial. Then,

in framing the treason

the definition of"treason,"

clause, had drasti-

Chief Justice Marshall

looked

law for other aspects of "treason. "42 Like Marshall, we
that a partial

departure

from the common

law with re-

spect to vicinage does not spell wholesale repudiation of other concomitants of trial by jury, that to embrace the contrary view is to do violence
to the Framers' reverence for the institution.
Third, Justice White

reasoned, "where Congress

doubt that it was incorporating

existing common

wanted to leave no

law features of the jury

system, it knew how to use express language to that effect. Thus, the
Judiciary Bill ... provided in certain cases for the narrower 'vicinage'
requirement
which the House had wanted to include in the Amendment. "43 Now, as Justice White noticed, "the Senate remained opposed
to the vicinage

requirement,

partly

because

in their view the then-

"That the incident is inseparable from the principal, is a maxim in the construction of
laws."Id. 463; and see supra at note 29.
4o. "The Stateswhich had adopted constitutionsby the time of the PhiladelphiaConvention in 1787 appear for the most part to have either explicitlyprovided that the jury
would consist of 12 ... or to have subsequentlyinterpreted their jurytrial provisionsto
include that requirement." 399 U.S. at 98 note 45. Cf. Parker v. Munday (N.J. 179i), x
Coxe'sL. Rep. 7o, 71 (1816).
4I. See supra Chapter i note 57.
42. United Statesv. Burr,25 E Cas. (No. 14,693)55, 159(C.C. Va. 18o7):Treason "is
a technical term ... It is scarcelyconceivable that the term was not employed by the
framersof our constitution in the sensewhich had been affixedto it by those fromwhom
we borrowed it." See also supra note 6.
43. 399 U.S. at 97.
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pending

judiciary

bill--which

Amendments--adequately
making

it unnecessary

was debated

preserved
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at the same time as the

the common law vicinage feature--

to freeze that requirement

into the Constitu-

tion. "44 "Vicinage" was specifically named because compromise
puted

point

Amendment
otherwise

so required.

So, too, Justice

White

of a dis-

reads the Seventh

provision that in civil cases "no fact tried by a jury, shall be
reexamined

in any Court...

law" against adoption

than according

to the common

of the i z-man jury. 45 Again this arose out of the

need to resolve a particular
made in the Ratification

controversy.

Conventions

Court's appellate jurisdiction

Strenuous

objections

of "questions

both of law and fact" on the

ground that facts found by a jury should be unreviewable.
judicial review excited greater
Virginia: "The unanimous

No aspect of

opposition; 46 as Patrick Henry stated in

verdict of twelve impartial men cannot be re-

versed. "47 From settlement

of a particular

controversial

be deduced that the Framers thereby intended

issue it cannot

to discard rights that had

not once been challenged. Justice White, in my judgment,
ceed in justifying a departure
be given the meaning

had been

to the provision for the Supreme

did not suc-

from the rule that common law terms must

they had at the time of adoption. 4s

When Madison sought to explain the relation of Article III to vicinage, he said: "It is a misfortune in any case that this trial should be
departed

from, yet in some cases it is necessary. "49 There

the real "ne-

cessity" was that Virginia stood in a decided minority in its attachment
to "vicinage"; it could not muster votes to overcome

resistance

to this

aspect of jury trial. Since trial by jury was a fabric woven of many
strands---a "seamless web"--we should be slow to countenance a rent,
particularly

one not dictated by the most urgent

impelled the Court to jettison

the "very ancient"

need. What necessity
x2-man jury?

The Court had painted itself into a corner when it held that the Fourteenth

Amendment

made the "trial by jury" provision

of the Bill of

44"Id. 95.
45. Id. 97.
46. For citations see Raoul Berger, Congressv. The SupremeCourt 286-z87 (2969).
47.3 Elliot 544.
48. Supra note 4z.
49. Quoted in 399 U.S. at 93 note 35-
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Rights mandatory on the States, s° a position, as we have seen, that is
without historicalwarrant. Since some States employed less than i z men,
the Court, as Justice Harlan observed, recognized that the 'incorporafionist' view.., must be tempered to allow the States more elbow room
in ordering their own criminal systems. "sl The Burger Court is presently retreating from the Warren Court's imposition of federal requirements on Stare practice, s2 and it might well have concluded that the
quite recent extension of the Sixth Amendment's trial by jury to the
States was ill-considered and, therefore, as Justice Harlan stated, the
Burger Court's decision in Duncan v. Louisiana should be overruled, s3
Instead, it chose to rupture a 6oo-year practice in order to adhere to a
dubious decision, illustrating what Washington and Hamilton had
warned against: a usurpation to meet a great emergency breeds usurpations where no emergency exists.

5o. "In Duncan v. Louisiana,
391 U.S. i45 (1968), we held that the Fourteenth
Amendment
guarantees a right to trial by jury in all criminal cases that, were they to be
tried in a federal court
would come within the Sixth Amendment's
guarantee." 399 U.S.
at 86.
51. 399 U.S. at 1i8, dissenting
52 . Supra Chapter 18 note 3.
53- 399 U.S. at 118.

opinion.

23
•q

_3.

Conclusion

T_

historical records all but incontrovertibly

framers of the Fourteenth

Amendment

establish that the

excluded both suffrage and seg-

regation from its reach: they confined it to protection
merated

rights

against State discrimination,

of carefully enu-

deliberately

withholding

federal power to supply those rights where they were not granted by the
State to anybody, white or black. This was a limited

tragically limited--

response to the needs of blacks newly released from slavery; it reflected
the hagridden

racism that held both North

theless, it was all the sovereign

people

and South in thrall; none-

were prepared

Given the clarity of the framers' intention,

to do in I868.

it is on settled principles

as good as written into the text. To "interpret" the Amendment in diametrical opposition to that intention is to rewrite the Constitution.
Whence

does the Court derive authority

a government

of limited powers

to revise the Constitution?

it needs always be asked: what is the

source of the power claimed? "When

a question

arises with respect to

the legality of any power," said Lee in the Virginia
vention,

Ratification

Con-

the question will be, "Is it enumerated in the Constitution?...

is otherwise

arbitrary

a law "not warranted
Hamilton

It

and unconstitutional."'

Or, as James Iredell put it,

by the Constitution...

is bare-faced

made clear that action not warranted

usurpation. "2

by the Constitution

no less a usurpation

at the hands of the Court 3 than of a President.

suffrage-segregation

decisions go beyond the assumption

warranted"

In

by the Constitution;

they represent

i. 3 Elliot x86.
2.4 Elliot I94.
3-Supra Chapter 17 at note x5457

is
The

of powers "not

the arrogation

of powers
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that the framers plainly excluded. The Court, it is safe to say, has flouted
the will of the framers and substituted an interpretation
in flat contradiction of the original
matters

design: to leave suffrage, segregation,

to State governance.

called "majestic

generalities"

and other

It has done this under cover of the soof the Amendment--"due

process"

and

"equal protection"
which it found "conveniently vague," without raking into account the limited aims those terms were meant to express.
When Chief Justice Warren asserted that "we cannot turn back the clock
to I868, "4 he in fact rejected

the framers'

that premise the entire Constitution

intention

merely

as irrelevant.

has such relevance

On

as the

Court chooses to give it, and the Court is truly a "continuing constitutional convention," constantly engaged in revising the Constitution, a
role clearly withheld

from the Court. Such conduct impels one to con-

clude that the Justices

are become

a law unto themselves, s

Can it be, then, that in a civilized society there exists no means of
ridding ourselves of such a blight as segregation?

No cost, it can be ar-

gued, is too high to be rid of the incubus. Archibald Cox observes: "To
have adhered to the doctrine of 'separate but equal' would have ignored
not only the revolution

sweeping the world but the moral sense of civi-

lization. Law must be binding even upon the highest court, but it must
also meet the needs of men and match their sensibilities," and it is for
judges to "make law to meet the occasion. "6 But, as Cox recognized,
these "libertarian, humanitarian,
and egalitarian" impulses "were not
shared so strongly as to realize themselves
through

an amendment.

through

They were only realized

legislation,"
through

still less
the "fate

which puts one man on the Court rather than another. "7 1 cannot bring
myself to believe that the Court may assume a power not granted
order to correct an evil that the people were, and remain, unready
4" Supra

Chapter

5. "IT]he

Justices

7 at note
have

given

in
to

61.
serious

cause

for suspicion

that

they

have

come

to con-

sider the Court to be abovethe law."Luskyvii; and see id. ioi. See Levy,supraChapter
14 note 136;Murphy, supra Chapter 15 note 13; and Lewis,supra Chapter 17 note 56.
6. The Roleof the SupremeCourt in American GovernmentIiO (1976). Cox does not
regard the segregationdecisions as "wrong even in the most technical sense,"id. lO9,
although he states,"Plainly,the Court was not applyingcustomary constitutionalprinciples."Id. 6o.
7. Id. 35.

Conclusion
cure.

Justification

of judicial

to encroachments
is no

other

credited

that

against

of conduct

stake

to save their
there

nancing

such

stitutional
ington

their

Justice

usurpation.

evil smacks

attached
that

there

of the

dis-

Stuart

Mill

[his] own opinions..,

Inquisition

to constitutional

As the Court

to cure a manifest
warned,
Time

burned

as

heretics

at the

that encourages

without

of laws," Justice

will be imperilled
added

against

for the Court,

that

under
its power

such

have accused

warrant.

So to act is to

itself branded

cautioned,

"Self-willed

government
on which

when

span as "unconstitutional.

Brandeis

as Wash-

themselves

field the Court

if it fails to observe

uncon-

a precedent,

transgressions

constitutional

in another

l° of counte-

itself has demonstrated,

evil establishes

over a hundred-year

Frankfurter

government

and again the Justices

of acting

of conduct

sible offenders
respect

the ground

the means. "8 John

"to impose

"9 The

Hamilton

souls.

act unconstitutionally;

ernment

end justifies

on others.

is lacking.

a government

"the

are the costs

action

brethren

course

function--on

man's disposition

and Hamilton

urgency

label

way to be rid of an acknowledged

a rule

Then

usurpation--the

on the legislative

doctrine

cautioned
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"existence

its own
"11 "In

of the gov-

the law scrupulously.

judges

are the least defen-

law. "13 How
ultimately

"12

long can public

depends,

survive

if

8. Lord Chancellor Sankey stated, "It is not admissible to do a great right by doing
a little wrong... It is not sufficient to do justice by obtaining a proper result by irregular
or improper means." Quoted by Chief Justice Warren in Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S.
436 , 447 0966) . Levy observes that scholars "cannot be ignored and cannot be gainsaid
when they insist that any means to a justifiable end is, in a democratic society, a noxious
doctrine." Levy, Warren 19o.
9- More fully quoted, infxa note 2o.
io. Cox states, "Nearly all the rules of constitutional law written by the Warren Court
relative to individual and political liberty, equality, criminal justice, impress me as wiser
and fairer than the rules they replace. I would support nearly all as important reforms if
proposed in a legislative chamber or a constitutional convention. In appraising them as
judicial rulings, however, I find it necessary to ask whether an excessive price was paid for
enlarging the sphere and changing the nature of constitutional adjudication." Cox, supra
note 6 at lO2.
Ii. Erie Ry. Co. v. Tompkins, 3o4 U.S. 64, 77-78 (1938).
12. Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 485 (1928).
13. "From the V_rtsdom of Felix Frankfttrter," 3 W/sd0m, No. 28, p. 25 (I959), quoted
by Kathryn Griffith, Judge Learned Hand and the Role of the Federal3_iciary 2o9 (1973).
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the people become aware that the tribunal which condemns the acts of
others as unconstitutional is itself acting unconstitutionally? Respect for
the limits on power are the essence of a democratic society; without it
the entire democratic structure is undermined and the way is paved from
Weimar to Hitler.14
Proponents of the "original understanding," Sanford Levinson justly
charges, are rarely prepared to press it all the way: "Thus opponents of
the [Vietnam] war eager to return to the original understanding of the
War Power are not likely to be eager to return to what was probably the
rather conservative initial understanding of freedom of speech. "15Rigorous constitutional analysis halts at the door of particular predilections.
Setting practical considerations aside for the moment, intellectual honesty demands that the "original understanding" be honored across the
board--unless we are prepared to accept judicial revision where it satisfies our predilections, as is the current fashion. But that is to reduce
"law" to the will of a kadi. The list of cases that would fall were the
"original understanding" honestly applied is indeed formidable. As Grey
summarizes, "virtually the entire body of doctrine developed under the
due process clauses of the 5th and I4th amendments," the core "requirement of 'fundamentally fair' procedures in criminal and civil proceedings," and "everything that has been labeled 'substantive due prox4. As Professor Charles Blaek stated, when urging noninterference with the Warren
Court, "constitutional legality is indivisible.., the right to wound one part of the body
as you may desire is the right to destroy the life." The Peopleand the Court x9o (x96o).
Madison said, "It is our duty..,
to take care that the powers of the Constitution be
preserved entire to every department of Government; the breach of the Constitution in
one point, will facilitate the breach in another." I Annals of Congress5oo.
In a review of Alexander Bickel's last work, The Morality of Consent,Professor Alan M.
Dershowitz states that Biekel saw "the Nixon Presidency and Watergate as the 'utterly
inevitable' consequence of the undisciplined liberalism and 'result-orientation'
of the
Warren Court." Dershowitz comments, "A strange relauonship, probably wrong and
surely overstated." "Book Reviews," The New York TiraesBookReview, September 2x, I975,
at I. But Nixon's "idea" man, Donald Santarelli, quite plainly had learned from the Warren Court. Supra Chapter 17 at note 59.
Jefferson "foresaw that if the Constitution were ever destroyed, it would be destroyed
by construction or interpretation, in final analysis, by the federal judiciary." Caleb P.
Patterson, The Constitutional Principles of ThomasJ_,rson 7o (i953).
x5. S. Levinson, "Fidelity to Law and the Assessment of Political Activity," 27 Stan.
L. Rev. ii85, i2oo note 68 (i975).
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cess' would be eliminated," even though it "must constitutionally free
the federal government to engage in explicit racial discrimination," for
"there is no textual warrant for reading into the due process clause of
the fifth amendment any of the prohibitions directed against the states
by the equal protection clause." He adds, "there is serious question how
much of the law prohibiting state racial discrimination can survive honest application of the interpretive ["original understanding"] model. It is
clear that the equal protection clause.., was not intended to guarantee
equal political rights, such as the right to vote or to run for office, and
perhaps including the right to serve on juries. "le But because repudiation of the cases would have undesirable consequences, it does not follow that the prior determinations were authorized by the Constitution.*7 Whatever may be the merit of Judge Joseph Hutcheson's method
of decision in common law cases--first a "hunch," then a hunt for legal
rationahzationlS--such reasoning backward in constitutional cases displaces choices already made by the Framers. It perilously resembles the
subordination of "law" to the attainment of ends desired by a ruling
power which was the hallmark of Hitlerism and Stalinism.
Had it fallen to me, therefore, to decide some of the "substantive due
process" and "equal protection" cases ab initio, I should have felt constrained to hold that the relief sought lay outside the confines of the judicial power. 19It would, however, be utterly unrealistic and probably imI6. Grey, "Do We Have an Unwritten Constitution?," 27 Stan. L. Rev. 7o3, 7xo-712
(i975). An earlier illustrative list had been furnished by Bork, "Neutral Principles and
Some First Amendment Problems," 47 Ind. L.J. *, II-I2 (I97,). If effect be given to the
framers' intention, the decision in Strauder v. Virginia, ioo U.S. 3o3 (I879), that Negroes must be permitted to serve as jurors, was wrongly decided. See Chairman Wilson,
supra Chapter 2 at note 26, the colloquy between Wilson and Delano, and remarks by
Moulton and Lawrence, supra Chapter 9 at notes 25-27.
17. Supra Chapter x4 at notes io3-io 4.
I8.J.C. Hutcheson, "The Judgment Intuitive: The Function of the 'Hunch' in Judicial Decision," 14 Cornell L.Q. 27_o 287 (I929). See also Martin Shapiro, Law and
Politicsin the Supreme Court 15 (i964).
19. Justice Stevens recently expressed a similar view. Runyon v. McCrary, 96 S. Ct.
2586 (x976), presented the issue whether the federal Act of x866 prohibits private schools
from excluding qualified children on racial grounds:
There is no doubt in my mind that that construction of the statute would
have am27aedthe legislators who voted for it... [S]ince the legislative his-
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to undo the past in the

face of the expectations

that the

segregation decisions, for example, have aroused in our black citizenry-expectations

confirmed by every decent instinct. That is more than the

courts should undertake and more, I believe, than the American people
would desire. But to accept thus far accomplished
the continued

employment

ends is not to condone

of the unlawful means. If the cases listed by

Grey are in fact in contravention

of the Constitution,

the difficulty of a

rollback cannot excuse the continuation of such unconstitutional

practices.

This is not the place to essay the massive task of furnishing a blueprint for a rollback. But the judges might begin by curbing their reach
for still more policyrnaking

power, by withdrawing

from extreme meas-

ures such as administration of school systems--government
by decree-which have disquieted even sympathizers with the ultimate objectives.
Such decrees cannot rest on the assertion that the Constitution demands
busing, when in truth it is the Justices who require it 2° in contravention
of the framers' intention to leave such matters to the States. The doctrinaire extension of false doctrine
greater restraint in reapportionment
istration

of local criminal,

compounds the arrogation. So too,
matters, the return of the admin-

libel, and obscenity

not only respond to constitutional

limitations

law to the States would
but to preponderant

lic sentiment. Judges should take to heart Justice Holmes'
Baldwin v. Missouri:

pub-

admonition

in

we ought to remember the great caution shown by the Constitution
in limiting the power of the States, and should be slow to construe
the clause in the Fourteenth
tory discloses

an intent

quite unrealistic

Amendment

not to oudaw

Concurring

schools

intended

at that time, it is

the broader

Were we writing

result of pro-

on a clean

slate, I

opinion.

2o. Cf. Lino A. Gragfia,
John Stuart Mill's statement,
citizens,

segregated

to assume that Congress

hibiting segregated
private schools.
would therefore vote to reverse.

as committing to the

to impose

Disaster by Decree (1976). Justice Rehnquist
reminded us of
"The disposition of mankind, whether as rulers or as fellow

their own opinions

and inclinations

as a rule of conduct

on others,

is

so energetically supported by some of the best and some of the worst feelings incident to
human nature, that it is hardly ever kept under restraint by anything but want of power."
Mill, On Liberty 28 (I885),
senting opinion.

quoted in Furman

v. Georgia,

4o8 U.S. 238, 467 (i972),

dis-
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Court, with no guide but the Court's own discretion, the validity of
whatever laws the States may pass.2°"
His counsel is heavily underscored

by the manifest intention of the fram-

ers to limit federal intrusion into State internal
scribed minimum.
All this may seem like idle theorizing

affairs to a plainly de-

in light of Justice

Stone's fa-

mous dictum that "the only check upon our own exercise of power is our
own sense of self-restraint. "21Were this true, it would offend against one
of the most fundamental

premises

plicit in the system of government
Thomas

of our constitutional
[the Framers]

Mason stated, "is the basic premise

any hands whatsoever

that unchecked

is intolerable. "22 "Unchecked

cally was not confided to the judiciary; as Hamilton
No. 8I, the Justices

may be impeached

system. "Im-

designed,"

Alpheus
power in

power" emphatiwrote in Federalist

for usurpation

of legislative

power. 23 President Taft, no wild-eyed radical, acknowledged in i9i i that
the judicial system was not working as it should, and stated, "Make your
judges responsible.

Impeach

them. Impeachment

of a judge would be a

very healthful thing in these times. "24 Cumbersome

as impeachment

is,

it is yet not so difficult as amendment, which requires approval by threefourths of the States. At one time Brandeis and Frankfurter, it needs to
be remembered,

favored an amendment

cess clause from the Constitution
ures would be unnecessary

that would remove the due pro-

altogether. 25 But such heroic meas-

in the face of an aroused

public opinion,

a

2oa. See supra Chapter 2x at note 41.
21.United Statesv. Butler, 297 U.S. I, 79 (1936),dissenting opinion.
22."Mythand Reality in SupremeCourt Drama," 48 Va.L. Rev.1385, 14o5 (I962).
23. Quoted supra Chapter 15 at note 5° .
24.Quoted in Joseph E Lash,Fromthe DiariesofFdix Frankfurter113note 3 (1975).
Seealso Lusky80.The SupremeCourt, byJustice Fra_er,
stated,"Restraintson our
jurisdictionare self-imposedonly in the sense that there is from our decisionsno immediate appealshort of impeachment or constitutionalamendment." Rochinv. California, 342 U.S. 165, 172 (1952).
25.LouisJaffe, "Was Brandeisan Activist?The Searchfor IntermediatePremises,"
8o Harv.L.Rev.986, 989 (1967).In 1924Franldurterstated that"Thedue processclause
ought to go.""The RedTerrorofJudicialReform,"4° New Republici io, 113,reprinted
in Frankfia'ter,Law andPoliticsIO, 16 (Macleishand Pritchardeds. 1939).
The requirementsfor amendmentor impeachment,it maybe suggested,areso onerous as to renderthe Court'sdecisionsall but irrevocable."[I]fthe policyof the govern-
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mighty engine, as President Nixon learned after the "Saturday Night
Massacre. ''26 "The Court," wrote Charles L. Black, "could never have
had the strength

to prevail in the face of resolute

pubhc repudiation

of

its legitimacy. "27
A prime task of scholarship,

therefore,

ness that the Court has been overleaping

is to heighten

public aware-

its bounds. "[S]cholarly

sure of the Court's abuse of its powers," Frankfurter

considered,

expowould

"bring about a shift in the Court's viewpoint. "28 Such awareness is a necessary preliminary
recognized

for, as Mason observed,

can be effectively

"only that power which is

limited. "29 Calls for disclosure

Court's real role have been made by both proponents
judicial "adaptation"

of the Constitution.

called, called on the Justices
they were "making

Justice Jackson,

in the desegregation

of the

and opponents

of

it will be re-

case to disclose that

new law for a new day"; and Judge

Learned

declared that "If we do need a third [legislative] chamber

Hand

it should ap-

pear for what it is, and not as the interpreter of inscrutable principles.'3°
Forty years ago the philosopher Morris R. Cohen wrote to Professor
Frankfurter,

"the whole system is fundamentally

tensions (pretending

to say what the Constitution

ment

fixed by the decisions

is to be irrevocably

dishonest

in its pre-

lays down when they

of the Supreme

Court,"

said Lincoln

his First Inaugural Address, "the people will have ceased to be their own rulers."
in Morton Keller, Affairs of State 17-I8 (i977).

in

Quoted

26. Attorney General Elliot Richardson resigned rather than discharge Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox at the insistence of President Nixon. Deputy At'tome), General
V_qlliam Ruckelshaus

was discharged

27. The People and the Court 209

for refusal to discharge

Cox.

(I960).

28. Quoted in Lash, supra note 24 at 59. Rodell referred to "the reverential awebred-of-ignorance,
with which most Americans regarded the Court" in x937. Nine Men
247 (i955).
account,

Professor

Charles

Black urges that lawyers "never cease to call the Court

and to urge reason upon it. Inadequate

reason, lack of responsiveness

to

to counter-

argument [as in Reynolds v. Simsl--these
are self-wounding
sins in any court." Address,
"The Judicial Power as Guardian of Liberties,"
before a symposium on "The Supreme
Court and Constitutional
Liberties in Modern America," Wayne State University, Detroit, Mich.,

Oct.

29. Mason,

16, i976, at 9. Arrogation

sonal nature of the judicial
at all." Id. I399.
3o. The Bill ofRights
Neutrality

of power withheld

is far worse.

supra note 22 at I4O 5. Mason states, "once the public recognizes
power, it would become

7o (I962);

in Constitutional

difficult for the judiciary

see also A. S. Miller

Adjudication,"

and R. E Howell,

the per-

to function

"The Myth of

27 U. Chi. L. Rev. 66x, 695 (i96o).
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[the Justices] are in fact deciding what [they think] is good for the country.) "31 But Martin

Shapiro

litical than in personal

argued:

"Suicide is no more moral in po-

life. It would be fantastic indeed if the Supreme

Court, in the name of sound scholarship,
myth on which its power rests ...

were to disavow publicly the

If the myth ...

is destroyed

...

Court loses power. "32 Power in the service of moral imperatives
not rest on a sham. 33 It is not "scholarship,"
tutional limitations
said Thomas

that calls for a halt. "The foundation

to consti-

of morality,"

Huxley, "is to have done, once and for all, with lying. "34

On a practical

level, as Presidents

learned, nondisclosure
The nation cannot

Lyndon Johnson

and Richard Nixon

to the people creates a credibility
afford to countenance

deed on the part of its highest tribunal,
the "national

but obedience

the
must

conscience."

gap. 35

a gap between

a tribunal

regarded

word and
by some as

It should not tolerate the spectacle of a Court

that pretends to apply constitutional
in accord with the preference

mandates while in fact revising them

of a majority

of the Justices who seek to

impose their will on the nation. Richard Nixon learned at last that even
a President

cannot set himself above the law, that he is obliged"

Care that the Laws be faithfully executed.'

'to take

It is necessary and right that

the nine Justices be held to a like standard. "36 "The people," in the words
of five early State Constitutions,
magistrates

"have a right to require

of their ...

an exact and constant observance" of the "fundamental

ciples of the Constitution.
clusion of the judiciary

"37 Among

the most fundamental

prin-

is the ex-

from policymaking.

3I. Letter to FelixFr_er,
January 27, I936, L. C. Rosenfield,Portraitof a Philosopher:
Morris RaphaelCohenin Life and Letters27o (I962), quoted in Lash, supra note
24at 55-There is a "credibilitygap between the Court's pretensions and its actions."P.B.
Kurland, Politics,the Constitutionand the WarrenCourtxxiii(i97o).
32. Supra note i8 at 27; see also supra Chapter 7 at notes 56-57.
33. Cf. Paul Brest, Processes
of ConstitutionalDedsionmaking:CasesandMaterialsI i46
(x975).
34.Quoted in H. T. Mencken, Treatiseof Rightand WrongI97 (i934).
35."The contrast betweenmorality professedbysocietyand immoralitypracticed on
its behalf makes for contempt of law." On Lee v. United States, 343 U.S. 747, 758-759
(x95z),Justice Frankfurter, dissentingopinion.
36.Lusky zo.
37.Supra Chapter 15 at note z8.
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said of Rome: "The image of a free

was preserved with decent reverence. The Roman senate

appeared to possess the sovereign authority, and devolved on the emperors all the executive powers of government. "38 Here no Senate devolved
the policymaking powers on the Court; they are self-conferred

and sur-

vive only because the American people are unaware that there is a yawning gulf between judicial professions and practice. An end, I would urge,
to pretence. If government
'of our democracy,
people--the

let it be submitted

in plainspoken

ultimate sovereign--for

their approval.

Supplementary

on the

The foregoing
the Founding

by judiciary is necessary to preserve the spirit

Note

Conclusion

pages furnish proof positive, in my judgment,
Fathers

and the framers of the Fourteenth

held a narrow view of the judicial role---_at
constitutional

fashion to the

boundaries,

of nay-sayer

that both

Amendment
policing

the

which were to be settled largely by resort to

the original intent. And, to borrow from Raymond Aron, these conclusions justify themselves

"by the falseness of the [opposing]

instead a judge resorts to his "individual
Cardozo

commented,

"That might result in a benevolent

the judges were benevolent

38. x Gibbon,
Soc. undated)

beliefs. "1 If

sense of justice," Benjamin N.
despotism

if

men. It would put an end to the reign of

The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire 2 x5 (Nottingham

(emphasis

added).

He said of the Roman emperors

that "they surrounded

their throne with darkness, concealed their irresistible strength, and humbly professed
themselves the accountable ministers of the senate, whose supreme decrees they dictated
and obeyed." Id. 303 .
L Raymond
McKean

Aron,

"Perishes,"

told the Pennsylvania

N.Y. Times,

Ratification

Oct.

Convention

23, I983,

Ex 9. Justice

that "refutation

Thomas

of an argument

begets a proof." 2 Debates in the Several State Conventions on Adoption of the Federal Const/rut/0n 541 (Jonathan
Elliot ed. i836).

Supplementary
law. "2 Today
forget

the

"very

that the struggle

"was to make

of the

for a written

certain

the arbitrary

notion

Note on the Conclusion

that men

fiat of the man

rule of law is at issue. "3 Activists

Constitution,

in power

or men

would

by the same pre-estabhshed

of those

with executing

charged

duct themselves
cause

they

would

those

toss

Hand,
who

have

wisdom

gone

of men,

came

before

than

any individual

before";
draws

each

and tested

upon

decision

rules

on the

such rules deserve
over the

"the distilled
on the

may conrespect

centuries.

heap.

it can be achieved

based

rules serve

so that people

scrap

not

we are

and not by the whims

only as we stand

by the experience

can possibly

by/aw,

rules. "5 Preestablished

accumulated

"is to be gained

tion. "7 A wise judge
erations

that

those

6 Additionally,

wisdom

Black noted,

be governed

and predictability

accordingly.

represent

brashly

Learned

of certainty

as Justice

in power. "4 Put differently,

"to be governed

the requirements

467

upon

be-

Activists

Wisdom,

wrote

the shoulders

"only

of

by accumula-

knowledge

of many

gen-

experience

of those

who

of those

after,

and it is wiser

be. "s

2. Benjamin N. Cardozo, The Nature of the Judzcial Process136 092 I).
3. Mark Tushnet, "Legal Realism, Structural Review, and Prophecy," 8 U. Dayton L.
Rev. 8o9, 811 (1983).
4. In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358, 384 (I97O), dissenting opinion.
5- Philip Kurland, "Curia Regis: Some Comments on the Divine Rights of Kings and
Judges 'To Say What the Law Is,' " 23 Ariz. L. Rev. 58I, 582-583 (I98I). Solicitor General Robert Jackson, soon to be a Justice, believed that "the rule of law is in unsafe hands
when the courts cease to function as courts and become organs for control of policy."
Robert H. Jackson, The Struggk for zyudicialSupremacy 32z (1941).
6. "Certainty is so essential to law, that law cannot even be just without it."
Catherine D. Bowen, Francis Bacon: The Temper of a Man 146 (1963).
7. Learned Hand, "The Spirit of Liberty," in Papersand Addressesof Learned Hand 283
(Irving Dilliard ed. 1977).
8. J. G. A. Pocock, The Ancient Constitution and Feudal Law: A Study of English HistoricalThought in the Seventeenth Century 35 (1987)" Pocock expatiates: "Institutions which
have survived ... for a long time must be presumed to have solved innumerably more
problems than the men of the present age can imagine, and experience indeed shows that
the efforts of the living, even mustering their best wisdom for the purpose to alter such
institutions in the way that seems best to their own intelligence have usually done more
harm than good. The wisdom which they embody has accumulated to such a degree that
no reflecting individual can in his lifetime come to the end of it, no matter how he calls
philosophy and theoretical reason to his aid." Id. 36. Long before, Hamilton said, "Experience is the oracle of truth; and where its responses are unequivocal, they ought to be
condusive and sacred." Federalist No. 2o at iz 4 (Mod. Lib. ed.).
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of the virtues

problems
evant

common

in the light of common

to constitutional
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Common

for which

it sought

to resolve

sense is especially

rel-

we have the authority

of

Story:
Upon

subjects

of government,

it has always appeared

to me that

metaphysical refinements are out of place. A Constitution
of government is addressed to the common sense of the people; and never
was designed
A striking

example

J. M. Balkin,

for trials of logical skill or visionary
of "visionary

speculation"

who relies on the "principle

readers

may read

derstood

unless

can be misread.

texts differently.

is furnished

of iterability,"

He explains

that

they can be misunderstood--cannot
"1° It does not follow,

speculation.

however,

"texts

9

by Professor

that is, different
cannot

be un-

be read unless
that

misreadings

they

acquire

9. Robert Bork, "Styles in Constitutional Theory," 26 S. Tex. LJ. 383, 385 (x985).
Story was anticipated by Jefferson. In a letter to Justice William Johnson, June I z, x823,
Jefferson wrote, "Laws are made for men of ordinary understanding, and should, therefore, be construed by the ordinary rules of common sense. Their meaning is not to be
sought for in metaphysical subdeties, which may make anything, mean everything or nothing, at pleasure." Thomas Jefferson, 15 The Writings of Thomas Jefferson 45 ° (i9o3)
(Andrew A. Lipscomb ed. i9o3). See Raoul Berger, "Some Reflections on Interpretivism,"
55 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. i, 7 (I986).
Francis Bacon perceived the inadequacy of philosophers to deal with mundane matters: "As for the philosophers, they make imaginary laws for imaginary commonwealths;
and their discourses are as the stars, which give little light because they are so high. For
the lawyers, they write according to the states where they live, what is received law and
not what ought to be the law." The World of the Law: The Law as Literature xvi (Ephraim
London ed. i96o). Budding "legal philosophers" apparently are unaware of the observation by the highly regarded English philosopher G. E. Moore: "Philosophical questions are so difficult, the problems they raise are so complex, that no one can fairly expect, now, any more than in the past, to win more than a very limited assent" Robert
Skidelsky, John Maynard Keynes: Hopes Betrayed, x8 83- r 9 2o i38 (x986). Charles Fried,
professor of jurisprudence at Harvard Law School, deplores "the uncontrolled eruption
into law" of philosophy and "the poor quality of the philosophy." Charles Fried, "Jurisprudential Responses to Legal Realism," 73 Cornell L. Rev. 331 (i988).
Io.J.M. Balkin, "Constitutional Interpretation and the Problem of History," 63
N.Y.U.L. Rev. 91i, 932 (i988). Balkin adverts to "the possibility that a text will mean
something different to a given reader in a given context than it meant to earlier readers
in other contexts." Id. This is a chameleon theory--the text changes color according to
who looks at it; it torpedoes the precept that the Constitution is binding, for a document
that can mean anything to anybody has no binding force. See Raoul Berger, "History,

Supplementary
canonical

status.

to build

upon,

To the contrary,
mistakes,

strates.

Then

brook,

that "Readers,

old rule
commend

that

University:

ment

is closely

Bible"].

as the

too, Balkin

the

not writers,

course

American

has been the greatest

manipulation

writer

of Gerhard
concept

abundandy

from Judge

not

demon-

Frank Easter-

"1 _ despite the centuriesprevails.

Finally,

I would

Casper,

President

of Stan-

of the legitimacy
["the secular

may endanger

accomplishment
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seeks to rectify,

of science

are sovereign,

tied to the Constitution

Its limitless

tradition

to borrow

of the

the caution

"The

Western

assumes,

intention

to activists

ford
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of govern-

equivalent

of the

the very legitimacy

of American

that

constitutionalism.'12

Judicial Revisionism, and J. M. Balkin," i989 B.Y.U.L. Rev. 759, 772-778.
Maitland observed that "the Chancellors were tempted to forget how plain and rough
good law should be." 2 Historians at Work 320 (Peter Gay et al. eds. I975). Albert Einstein
was "opposed to all metaphysical undertakings" and had as his "first principle the strictest
and most comprehensive ascertainment of fact. All theories and requirements are to rest
exclusively on this ground of facts and find here their ultimate criterion." Ronald W.
Clark, Einstein: The LoCeand Times i54 (i971).
I x. Frank H. Easterbrook, "The Influence of Judicial Review on Constitutional
Theory," in A WorkableGovernment: The ConstitutionAfter zoo Years17o, 173 (Burke Marshall ed. i987).
I z. Gerhard Casper, "Constitutionalism," in 2 Encyclopediaof the American Constitution
480 (Leonard W. Levy et al. eds. i986). In I934, Edward S. Corwin urged the Court "to
give over attempting to supervise national legislative policies on the basis of a superconstitution which, in the name of the Constitution, repeals and destroys that historic
document." Edward S. Corwin, The Twilight of the Supreme Court 182 (I934).

APPENDIX

A

Van Alstyne's Critique
of Justice Harlan's Dissent

Professor

Van Alstyne's article I constitutes

the most extended attempt

to refute Justice Harlan's dissent in Reynolds v. Sims. 2 In the course of my
discussion of suffrage, reapportionment,

and the "open-ended"

theory I

sought to take account of his views. That portion of his article which
dealt with the "remedy" aspect of Harlan's analysis has in part been discussed in connection

with Justice Brennan's adoption of the Van Alstyne

argument. 3 Van Alstyne
equally precludes
stitution

also attributes

the application

to Harlan

the view that "§2

of any earlier provisions

of the Con-

to state voting rights. "4 He considers that "there was probably

no reliable

understanding

whatever

that § 2 would preclude

(or the courts) from employing sources of constitutional

Congress

authority

other

than § 2 to affect state suffrage "s and spends many pages demonstrating
that there was no such consensus.
Now Harlan was not at all concerned
visions; save for a footnote

reference

publican form of government.'6
Amendment.
adoption

with "other" constitutional

to Bingham's explanation

Harlan concentrated

pro-

of a "re-

on the Fourteenth

Here is his thesis in his own words: "The history of the

of the Fourteenth

Amendment

that neither those who proposed

provides

conclusive

evidence

nor those who ratified the amendment

1. "The Fourteenth Amendment, The 'Right' to Vote, and the Understanding of the
Thirty-Ninth Congress,"I965 S. Ct Rev. 33.
2. 377 U.S. 533, 589 (I964)3-Supra Chapter 5 at notes io2-xo6.
4- Van Alstyne 39.
5-Id. 45.
6. Quoted, id. 4L
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believed that the Equal Protection
to apportion

their legislatures

A

clause limited the power of the States

as they saw fit. "7 Apparently Van Alstyne

bases his inference of preemption

of"other" provisions on Harlan's state-

ment that "§ 2 expressly recognizes the States' power to deny or, in any
way, abridge the right" to vote. 8 To recognize
of holding that the Amendment
provisions

a State power falls short

"precludes the application

of the Constitution."

of any earlier

So to hold would imply that "earlier

provisions," if any, had been repealed by implication. It cannot be presumed that Harlan was unaware of the elementary proposition that re'peals by implication
was intended.

are not favored and require evidence

that a repeal

Apart from a few radical dissentients, 9 there was a wide consensus
that control
States,

over suffrage had from the beginning

as was categorically

Bingham,

stated

by Stevens,

been left with the

Fessenden,

and many others. 1° To placate the dissentients

surances that the "representation"
untouched;

between

States to make governments
Stevens
not

if any,

by implication.

A

Higby and Stevens is cited by Van Alstyne.

Higby objected that the "representation"

if it does

there were as-

provision left other provisions,

in other words, they were not repealed

typical colloquy

Conkling,

acknowledge

proposal "gives a power to the

that are not republican

a power

in a State

in form," and asked

to do

such

a thing.

MR. STEVENS. Yes, sir, it does acknowledge it, and it has always
existed under the Constitution.
MR. HI_BY. I do not acknowledge that it is in the Constitution as
it now is.
MR. STEVENS. Then we do not give it to them.
Van Alstyne

finds Stevens'

response

"confusing. "1I To "acknowledge"

that States bare a power is not to give it to them. At another point Stevens
7- 377 U.S. at 595.
8. Van Alst-yne 39.
9- Cited, id. 49-5 L
io. Supra

Chapter

4-

I 1. Van Alstyne 5o-5i;
profited from the debates
not propose

or attempt

Globe 428. This exchange occurred
and later stated, "The Government

early in the session. Higby
of the United States does

to go into every one of the States now in close fellowship

with

Van AlrOrae's Critique of Justice Harlan's Dissent
stated,

"the States

have the fight

the representation
Rejection

provision

of the dissentient

for federal

power

committee

of the Joint

over suffrage

shall have power

...

that

confirmed

by the passage
constitutional

was superfluous.
frage

had

i875

by Chief

been

...

Congress

The Fifteenth

reported

elective

constitutional

and

sources

by the fact that a sub-

the same political
did not enjoy

that

Amendment.

"Congress

rights, "14 thereby
power.

And

15 If there

the Fifteenth

x 789 to i 866 it was generally
by the

franchise,"

them. "12

an Amendment

for the purpose

left to regulation
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of the Fifteenth
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it is
were

Amendment

accepted

that

suf-

States, 16 a view reiterated

in

Waite:

Amendment

upon any one. It prevents

does not confer the right of suffrage
the State from giving preference,

in this

particular, to one citizen of the United States over another on account of race. Before its adoption this could be done. It was as much
within the power of a State to exclude

citizens from voting on ac-

count of race..,
as it was on account of age, property,
Now it is not.17

or education.

the Government and represented here, and say to them that all classes of citizens without
distinction of race or color shall vote. It is true that the general principle has been to leave
the question to each of the States." Globe 2252.
I2. Globe 536 .
13. Chief of these was the guarantee of "a republican form of government"; Van
Alstyne 5 o.
14. Quoted, id. 48 note 46.
15. Auerbach states, "Students of the history of the Fourteenth Amendment agree
that the 'congressional understanding of the immediate effect of [the Fourteenth Amendment] enactment on conditions then present' was that it would not deal with the right of
suffrage. Otherwise the Fifteenth Amendment would not have been necessary, as Mr.
Justice Harlan pointed out." "The Reapportionment Cases: One Person, One Vote-One Vote, One Value," 1964 S. Ct. Rev. i, 75. The point was made by the Court in
Minor v. Happersett, 88 U.S. (2i Wall.) 162, 175 (I874).
i6. Supra Chapter 4 at notes 42, 43, 45-48, 57, 64; Chapter 5 at note 49.
17. United States v. Reese, 92 U.S. 214, 217-218 (x875). Looking at "equal protection" in i964, Auerbach considers it an "astonishing result" that would read "equal protection" to allow a State to deny "the right to vote in a state or local election ... for
reasons which have nothing to do with race, color.., but which nevertheless result in an
arbitrary classification." Auerbach, supra note x5 at 77-78. But that view is a product of
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Of course, this does not dispose of the question: were there such other
powers? Van Alstyne, however, makes no attempt to demonstrate that
there were. My study of the guarantee of a republican form of government, upon which the dissentients cited by Van Alstyne heavily rely, led
me to doubt their existence. 18Those doubts were strongly reinforced by
the historical materials Justice Stewart collected in his opinion in Oregon
v. Mitchell. 19 In any event, Van Alstyne's elaborate argument that the
Fourteenth Amendment does not preclude the application of "other"
provisions of the Constitution does not shake Harlan's demonstration
that suffrage was excluded from the Amendment itself.
Van Alstyne's attempt to downgrade Stevens' testimony stands no
better. Stevens did not consider Negroes prepared for suffrage, nor the
North ready to accept it; he had stated that the right of a State to disfranchise "has always existed," that the proposed "representation" provision "does not take it from" the States. z° One could hardly ask for
greater clarity. Against this, Van Mstyne quotes Stevens, "If any State
shall exclude any of her adult citizens from the elective franchise ...
she shall forfeit her right to representation in the same proportion,"
and asks whether this evidences Stevens' understanding "that an exception was to be read into the unqualified language of § x and that the
Equal Protection Clause could not be applied against partial and oppressive laws denying the freedmen their voice in the government. "21
This quotation did not address that issue; but the above quotations
plainly indicate Stevens' view that suffrage was to remain the province
of the States; that is an "exception" built into "equal protection" by the
our times, not at all responsive to the intention of the framers, either in 1787 or in 1866.
See supraChapter 5 after note 77. In New Yorkv. Miln, 36 U.S. (1 x Pet.) xoz, x39 (1837),
the Court declared, "a State has the same undeniable and unlimited jurisdiction over all
persons and things, within its territorial limits, as any foreign nation, where that jurisdiction is not surrendered or restrained by the Constitution of the United States." For
the standard of proof required to establish such "surrender"see supra Chapter i note 57.
18. Fessenden commented on Article I, § 2(3), re qualifications of electors in each State,
"it has always been considered that the dame.., acknowledged the rights of the States to
regulate the question of suffrage. I do not think it has ever been disputed." G/0/,e i z78.
19. 4o0 U.S. ii2, 288-291
(197o), concurring and dissenting in part.
20. Supra Chapter 4 at notes 25, 64, 46.
21. Van Alstyne 56. But see Bickel, supra Chapter 6 at note 27.
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"22

leadership.

Bingham

the power to Congress
Senator

Howard

stated: "The amendment

of regulating

explained
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does

suffrage in the several

that "the first section of the pro-

posed amendment does not give..,
the right of voting. "23 Toward the
close of the session Senator Sherman said, "we have refused" to require the rebel "States to allow colored
passage of the "equal protection"
nessee's

exclusion

persons

to vote. "24 And after

clause, Bingham lent his aid to Ten-

of black suffrage,

notwithstanding

"we are all for

equal and exact justice, but justice for all is not to be secured in a day "25
--eloquent

testimony

that "equal protection"

was not viewed as a bar

to denial of suffrage.
Van Alstyne's

statement

frage and constantly
thought

that Stevens

supported

them politically

C. Vann Woodward

"greatly

favored

feasible "26 is not very revealing.

wrote,

Negro

suf-

all efforts to that end, to the extent he

"Stevens

was not yet prepared

In fact, as
to enfran-

chise the Negro freedmen..,
apart from political reasons he had other
doubts about the wisdom of the measure..,
he doubted that the freedmen were prepared
"beyond doubt"

for intelligent

Stevens "tipped

on direct enactment

of Negro

that the Joint Committee
representation
II

tO

dredge,

proposal

from Pennsylvania

the balance...

on Reconstruction
during

preferred
discrimination,

the final debate

from Wisconsin:
gives up universal

Rogers,

asserted,

motion

a reduction

of

by a vote of

by Charles

A. El-

"Why is it that the gentleman
suffrage...

It is...

for the pur-

pose of saving their party in the next fall election. "3° Another
crat, Andrew

stated,

Being none too keen

suffrage. "28 It was on Stevens'

to one prohibiting

3 .29 He was taunted
a Democrat

voting. "z7 Eric McKitrick

"The committee

Demo-

does not dare submit

22. Globe2542.
23.Id. 2766.
z4. Id. 3989.
25. Id. 3979.
z6. Van Alstyne 46.
27. The Burdenof SouthernHistory92 (I96o); supra Chapter 4 at note 25.
28.AndrewJohnsonand Reconstrtwtion
348 (x96o).
z9. Kendrick 51.
3o. Globe25o6.
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the broad proposition

to the people

tember 1866, when the Amendment
sured the Pennsylvania
social or political

voters

A

...

of negro suffrage. "31 In Sep-

was a campaign

issue, Stevens as-

that the "Amendment

does not touch

rights. ''32

It is Van Alstyne who would "read into" the words "equal protection"
the very suffrage so unmistakably
the canon of interpretation

excluded by the framers. For centuries

has been that a thing may be within the lan-

guage and yet not within the intention

of the framers and therefore not

"within the statute. "33 "Equal protection"
had limited scope for the
'framers; it barred discriminatory laws with respect to specified "fundamental rights"--no

more. 30

The difficulties that confront Van Alstyne's attack on Harlan's
sis may be gathered from his own statement. He makes

analy-

several observations generally in agreement with Mr. Justice Harlan's view of what was implied by § 2. First, the fact that the Joint
Committee considered an amendment to prohibit voting discrimination on racial grounds [and let it wither on the vine] does seem to
imply that it otherwise regarded state laws providing for such discrimination as constitutional. Second, the fact that a more limited
reduction-of-representation-basis
alternative was simultaneously
considered and adopted, that the proposal to prohibit discrimination
on the basis of race was not adopted [such proposals were voted down
by the Senate by very,heavy majorities] appears to imply that § 2 itself recognizes the exclusive power of states over suffrage qualifications. Beyond this, the speeches by Stevens and Conkling in support
3x.Id. 2538. See Van Alstyne'sSummary,supra Chapter 4 at note i6.
3z. James zoL Van Als.tynecites a Stevens statement of two years later: "Since the
adoption of the fourteenth amendment... I have no doubt of our power to regulate the
elective franchise."Van Alstyne recognizesthat such a "retrospecuve view.., must, of
course, be discounted to that extent"; Van Alstyne 64--65;it was in flat contradiction of
representationsmade to secure adoption. Such retrospectivestatements are to be totally
discounted.See supra Chapter 3 at notes 5I-5 z; see also RaoulBerger, "JudicialReview:
Counter Criticism m Tranquillit3,;"69 Nw. U. L. Rev. 39o, 399-4oi (I974). In any event,
Stevens'later viewsdid not carrythe day becauseCongresspassed the Fifteenth Amendment to fill the gap.
33. See supra Chapter I note z4; Chapter io at note 94. See also Pierson v. Ray,discussed supra Chapter i note 5734. See supra Chapter io.
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of H. R. No. 51 [a predecessor provision cast in terms of racial discrimination] initially appear to the same effect. 35
To the "speeches

by Stevens and Conkling"

other prominent

leaders, Fessenden,

Republicans,

copiously

should be added those of

Bingham,

quoted in Chapters

Howard

and still other

3 and 4 supra, and unmis-

takably confirmed by the Joint Committee Report. How Van Mstyne
can extract from these statements the conclusion that "its [§ 2] principal
proponents emphasized that it did not acknowledge
ity of state disenfranchisement

the constitutional-

laws "36 escapes my grasp.

Among the facts Van Alstyne musters to counteract

an "initial favor-

able" impression is his "package" argument. In demonstrating that § 2
illuminated the exclusion of suffrage from § l of the Amendment, Justice
Harlan stated: "the Amendment is a single text. It was introduced and
discussed as such in the Reconstruction Committee, which reported it
to Congress. It was discussed as a unit in Congress and proposed as a
unit to the States, which ratified it as a unit. "37 This is one of the "serious exaggerations"
a single text..,

Van Alstyne lays at Harlan's

the Fourteenth

the more significant
bills by different

Amendment

door: "Far from being

was a package of proposals,

of which were pieced together

from independent

men at different times and originally debated as wholly

separate amendments. "38
Let it be admitted that the different bills were " 'originally' debated as
wholly separate amendments"; but down the line they were "discussed
as a unit" in the form of an amendment combining five sections, and
"ratified ...

as a unit" by the States. And though

were introduced

"by different

bated in the very same Congress

men at different

the several sections

times," they were de-

and same short space of

time.

39

Mem-

35.Van Alstyne 48-49 .
36.Id. 44.
37- 377U.S. at 59438.Van Alstyne 42-43 .
39-For example,§ 2 "wasdebated in the Senate in February and March of i866,"id.
43- In February Bingham reported the Joint Comrmttee resolution,H. R.No. 63, a progenitor of the § I "privilegesor immunities"and "equal protection" provisionsand explainedthem, Bickel33;Globeio33-i 034, "whileTrumbull'sbillson the same subjectof
civil fights were prominendy before Congress and the country."James83. TenBroek,
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bers turned from one subject to the other and then back again, time
after time. Throughout

the debates discussion of "representation,"

which

became the subject of § z, alternated with discussions of the Civil Rights
Bill and the Bingbam amendment,

the antecedents

of § I. Explicit rec-

ognition that Negro suffrage was beyond the achievable was the leitmotiv of all the discussions. Are we to assume that the members of Congress erased from their minds all reference made to suffrage because
made in the context of the Bill or alternately
Men do not thus insulate important

in that of "representation"?

discussions in airtight mental com-

'partments. For example, Stevens referred in the course of the debate on
the Amendment
to the Black Codes and stated, "I need not enumerate
these partial and oppressive
quently

mentioned,

laws," patently

and to underscore

because they had been fre-

the obvious said that the "civil

rights bill secures the same thing. "4° r_Zith respect to Howard's proposal
that citizenship
the opinion

be defined in § i, Fessenden

of the Chairman

tor Trumbull],

of the Committee

who has investigated

on the subject. "41 Certainly

said, "I should like to hear
on the Judiciary

Bingham

regarded

the Amendment

"unit," for he said, "The second section excludes the conclusion
the first section

suffrage is subjected

[Sena-

the civil rights bill so thoroughly,

to congressional

said that "the theory of this whole amendment

as a
that by

law."42 Howard

is to leave" suffrage with

the States. 43 Van Alstyne himself states that "the brevity of the three-day
House debate on...
ably attributable

the packaged Fourteenth

Amendment

bill, is prob-

to the fact that its most significant components

viously been considered

at length. "44 That no recapitulation

had preof these

zz6, states that the "speechesin the May and June debates which deal with the meaning
of § i (whether for or against) other than by specificallusion to the Civil Rights Act do
so preciselyin the terms employedin the February debate."
4o. Globez459.
4 I. Id. z893.
4z. Id. z54z.
43- Id. 3039 (emphasisadded).
44. Van Alstyne43. He considers that §z "becamea part of the Fourteenth Amendment largely through the accident of political exigencyrather than the relation which it
bore to the other sections of the amendment";id. 43-44. The central "relation" was that
Negro suffragewasunacceptable,both in § x and § z, and those sectionscouldbe "packaged"in a unit that was understood by all.As the Joint Committee report stated, the §2
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"components"
was deemed necessary is underscored
by the frequent
statements that the Amendment was designed to constitutionalize
the
Civil Rights Act. In short, Congress

was thoroughly

purpose to exclude Negro suffrage that animated

aware of a common

discussion of the Civil

Rights Bill, and of § § I and z. On Van Alstyne's own reading of Justice
Harlan, § I was "understood at the time of its promulgation not to apply
to suffrage qualifications

as determined

pari materia with § z which exhibits

by the states"; 4s it is therefore/n
a similar understanding.

Because

"they relate to the same thing, they ought all"--Civil Rights Bill, § § i
and z--"to be taken into consideration in construing any one of them. ".6
Plainly Van Alstyne's "package"
mentation.

analysis does not vitiate Harlan's docu-

Finally, Justice Harlan correctly stated that the Joint Committee on
Reconstruction,
which fashioned the §2 "representation"
provision,
"regularly

rejected

explicitly enfranchising

which would postpone
tion, or abandon

enfranchisement,

it altogether."

proposals

in favor of plans

leave it to congressional

discre-

And, as he pointed out, "the abandon-

ment of negro suffrage as a goal exactly corresponded
of provisions to reduce representation
the ballot. "47

with the adoption

for discriminatory

restrictions

on

"representation"provisionwas adopted becausean outright grant of suffrageproved unacceptable.Supra Chapter 5 at note 49.
45. Van Alstyne 38.
46. United Statesv. Freeman,44 U.S. (3 How.)556, 564 (I845). The rule is centuries
old: "If any part of a statute be obscureit is properto considerthe other parts;for the
wordsandmeaning of one part ofa statute frequentlylead to the senseof another."Matthew Bacon,A New Abridgraentof the Laws of England,"Statute"I (2) (3d ed. I768).
47- Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. Ixz, I7o-I71 (I97O),dissentingopinion.
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Judicial Administration
of Local Matters

In a recent evaluation of the Court's
role, Archibald Cox wrote:

assumption

of the policymaldng

[¥V]here the older activist decisions merely blocked legislative initiatives, the decisions of the i95o's and i96o's forced changes in the
established legal order. The school desegregation cases overturned
not only the constitutional precedents built up over three quarters
of a century but the social structure of an entire region... The one
man, one vote rule asserted that the composition of the legislatures
of all but one or two of the 5o states was unconstitutional and had
been unconstitutional for fifty or a hundred years [or more]... New
York Times Co. v. Sullivan overturned the law of libel as it had prevailed from the beginning.
Cox comments:
Decisions mandating reforms in the on-going activities of other
branches of government often require affirmative action. The affirmative action can be secured [lacking voluntary cooperation, only]
by the courts themselves embarking upon programs having typically administrative, executive and even legislative characteristics
heretofore thought to make such programs unsuited to judicial undertaking [and arguably therefore never comprehended in the original grant of judicial power].
The most prominent examples are the school desegregation
cases. The court determines which students will be assigned to each
school, how teachers shall be selected, what security measures shall
be adopted, and even where new schools shall be built. When trans480
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portation is required, the court directs the expenditure of hundreds
of thousands of dollars.
... In Boston, for example, the city was induced by fear of fiscal
disaster to plan the elimination of i9i teachers. The federal court
went down the hst, school by school, even hearing the personal pleas
of individual teachers, and decided to allow 6o layoffs and disallow
I3I.
Desegregation decrees have all the quahties of social legislation
•.. I can think of no earlier decrees with these characteristics in all
constitutional history.'
M1 this on the theory that "the Constitution
A summary of judicial takeovers
tives is furnished

requires

busing"!

of legislative and executive preroga-

in the following article by Wayne King:

A Federal court ruhng ordering Mobile to scrap its city government and replace it with a new one more favorable to blacks has
generated a storm of protest in this city, including a petition drive
to impeach the judge.
"This is the first time," said Mayor Lambert C. Mims in an interview, "that the Federal Government has told a free people what
kind of government they must have."
"If they can do that, they can tell you what time to go to bed,
what time to get up, and whether to have pork and beans for lunch."
Yesterday, a newly formed group called the Constitutional Crisis
Committee began distributing petitions calling for the impeachment of Federal Judge Virgil Pittman of the Southern District of
Alabama.
Judge Pittman two weeks ago ruled in a class-action suit brought
by city blacks that the Mobile system of government, a threemember city commission, with each member elected by citywide
vote, "precludes a black voter from an effective participation in the
election system."
I. Archibald Cox, "The New Dimensions of Constitutional Adjudication,"51 Washington L. Rev.79I, 8o2, 814-815 (x976).[The "dominating characteristicof judicial review.., is that it is ordinarily a negativepower only--a power of refusal.The Court can
forbid somebodyelse to act but cannot usually actitself; in the words of Professor (Thorn_asReed)Powell,it 'can unmakethe lawsof congress,but cannotfill the gap.' "Edward
S. Corwin, The Twilightof the SupremeCourt,I22 (I934) (emphasisin the original).]
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He ordered that in the municipal election next year the commission was to be replaced by a mayor elected by citywide vote and
nine council members elected from single-member districts.
Given the city's racially polarized voting pattern, this would likely
result in the election of at least three and possibly four blacks.
The court found that the vote of Mobile's blacks, 35 percent of
the population, was "diluted" by the white majority, making it unlikely to elect a black in a citywide vote.
,

The ruling is beheved to be the most extensive intrusion by the
courts so far into legislative and executive affairs. The Mobile City
Commission was established under legislative power of the State of
Alabama in i911 and has twice been retained by popular vote of the
city's voters.
There have been a number of recent examples of state and Federal judicial action taking over prerogatives normally reserved to the
executive or legislative branches of Government.
In Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana, Federal courts have ordered state prisons to be brought up to standards set by the courts,
in most cases involving large expenditures of state funds.
In New York City, a Federal court ordered the aging Tombs
Prison closed and a new facility built.
In New Jersey, a state court in effect ordered the Legislature to
enact an income tax by declaring the closing of public schools until
adequate financial support was made available--possible only
through enactment of the income tax.
In Chicago, a Federal court ordered affirmativeaction in the hiring of policemen, a step that has also been taken in numerous other
places.
In Boston, parts of the operation of public schools have been directed by Federal Judge Arthur Garrity in an effort to correct racial
imbalances.
These are part of the growing trend toward "activist" court decisions forcing the requirements of the judiciary onto other branches
of Government.
Besides the question of separation of powers among the legislafive, executive and judicial branches, these and similar court actions
have raised the question of "accountability" of judges---most of

Judicial Administration of Local Matters
whom, particularly those on the Federal bench, are not elected but
appointed for terms up to life without review.
In a speech to the new Constitutional Crisis Committee, Mr.
Mims, the current Mayor under a rotation system among the commissioners, said: "This decision, if not reversed, could be the beginning of the end for local government and the open door for complete Federal takeover of community affairs."
The city has set aside $5oo,ooo, including $2oo,ooo in Federal
revenue-sharing money, to fight the decision.
Eugene McKenzie, a furniture store owner who is head of the
crisis committee, said in an interview that the petitions for impeachment of Judge Pittman were based on "usurpation of the voters'
right to choose their form of local government as guaranteed by the
Mabama Constitution."
The petition also maintains that the xoth Amendment of the
United States Constitution delegating certain powers to the Federal Government and reserving others to the states had been
breached by the ruling.
Mayor Mims said in an interview that the issue was not racial. "If
we'd been bad to blacks, been mean old honkies, then maybe we'd
deserve this," he said. "I just hope that blacks will realize that the
issue is if a judge can order this, he can order Ku Klux Klansmen
into city government."
In his ruling, Judge Pittman observed that "there is no formal
prohibition against blacks seeking office in Mobile" and that "since
the Voting Rights Act of x965, blacks register and vote without hindrance."
However, the judge found that "one indication that local political processes are not equally open is the fact that no black person
has ever been elected to the at-large city commission."
Although the judge found no current examples of "overt gross
discrimination" in city services, he said in his ruling that there were
"significant differences and the sluggishness" in responding to needs
in black areas as compared to white areas.
Moreover, he found significant racial imbalances in city administrative agencies appointed by the city commissioners.
Mayor Minas said that while such imbalances appear to exist,
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blacks did have minority representation on all such boards and said
that appointments were made according to qualifications and not
according to race.
Judge Pittman's ruling is being appealed to the Court of Appeals
for the Fifth Circuit in New Orleans. No hearing date has been set,
and no ruling is expected before the date of the municipal elections
next August. The city will ask for a stay of the order, if necessary, to
continue to elect the commissioners as its form of Government. The
Mayor also said that the city would continue its appeals to the
United States Supreme Court if necessary.2

2. Wayne King, "Mobile in Uproar Over U.S. Judge Who Told It to ReviseGovernment,"N.Y. Tunes, Nov. 13, 1976, I at 38.
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